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PREFACE TO THE THIRD EDITION.

Neurly twenty-$ve

years have elapsed since the First

E d i t i o n of this work was published (in 185 1 ) as a j r s t
attempt a f a convenient Hand Book for the use o f the
S u r v e y Department i n India; and since the Second Edition
( o f 1855) Jras been absorbed, the demand for i t ha9 steadily
continued.

T h e present Edition has been carefully revised,

improved, and extended, and some of the elementary portion
h a s given way to more useful and valuable Professional
Papers in the Appendix, which i t is hoped will render the
M a n u a l better adapted to the wants o f t h e Department and
to other persons in India.

I t has been brought up to date

in all essential particulars.
E. L. T.
September, 1875.

PREFACE TO THE FIRST EDITION.
lr must have been apparent to the numerous Officers of the Army,
as well u, to the various other persons appointed to the Revenue Surreys in India, that scarcely any of the English works on Geodesy extant,
torrch on, or Gord any practical insight into, the system of Survey, as
urrid on and rre peculiarly applicable to this country. Valuable and
of high order as many of these works are, and of great importance as
dxiog the leading and fundamental principles of the profession, they are
destitute of the most essential parts of an Indian Surveyor's duty, and
of thd moat aseful details for adapting such principles to the nature of
the country with which he has to contend.
A 6nrreyor of even some experience, when placed in situations of
ditficalty and responsibility so common in the almost boundless fields
still left unexplored in this vast country, with no competent adviser
at hand, and far removed from all chances of assistance, may and often
does feel greatly a t a loss; some such work, therefore, as the present,
forming 8 concise Manual, adapted to the peculiar requirements of this
awntry, and condensing into a small space not only what alone can be
found in a vast number of standard and expensive works, but embodying
the @e
modus operandi of the department, from unpublished and
exclusive sources, appears now to be called for ; and it is hoped, that in
the
of any other similnr publication, which the Editors have long
mod uuioasly looked for from abler hands, the present attempt may
not be altogether out of place.
The grsrrt extension of Snrveys in India of late years, and the
. r a m of another large province to the British Dominions, giving rise
to the immediate necessity for a Survey and Assessment, has opened a
rids field for the practical employment of Surveyors of all descriptions,
both European and Native. In a department, therefore, which demands
8
ruuount of qualification (the test for which will be found in
tbe Appendix) it is highly desirable that previous study and fitness
M d form the pretensions of persons enlisting in its service. The
csrrblishment, likewise, of a Civil Engineering College at Roorkee, in
the North-Western Provinces, by His Honor the Lieutenant-Goyernor,
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for the training of youths of this conntry, as well as of European noncommissioned officers and privates of t h e army, in the several branches of
practical science, has given an additional impetus to the undertaking,
and the compilation now offered to the public has been prepared with
these views, ns well as for practical men genernlly.
The nrrangement of the work is consequently in the first two parts
elementary, the matorinls for which hnve, of necessity, been for the
most part extracted from various authorities, chiefly from the wellknown and most useful w o r b of Mr. Simms, the Civil Engineer, and
late Consulting Engineer to the Government of India, '(On Mathematical Instruments " and " On Levelling." From Henther's l L Treatise on
Mathematical Instruments," " Jackson's " and " Frome's Surveying,"
Adam's Geogrnphical Essays," kc., &c., full extracts hnve also been
made ; and the acknowledgments of the Compilers are here duly recorded
for the same, as well as to those authors from whose works extracts have
been made, as quoted in the text. I n the remaining parts of the book,
i t has been the aim to render the information useful, not only to the
Professional Surveyor, but to the traveller and the explorer of neighbouring countries, the Quarter-Master General's Department, and for
Revenue Officers, and Civil Authorities of Districts, where professional
assistance cannot be obtained, and every Collector must be his own
Snrveyor.
Through the liberal and kind assistance of Lieutenant-Colonel Waugh,
Surveyor General of India, in placing the records of his office a t their
disposal, the Editors have enjoyed great advantages, of which they have
not failed to avail themselves to tho fullest extent : for this as well a s
for much valuable advice, their thanks are eminently due, and most cordially offered.
I n Parts 111and V the Compilers have been very largely assisted by
Babu Radhanath Sickdhar, the distinguished head of the computing
department of the Grent Trigonometrical Survey of India ; a gentleman
whose intimate acquaintance with the rigorous forms and mode of
procedure adopted on the Great Trigonometrical Survey of India, and
great acquirements and knowledge of scientific subjects generally, render
his aid particularly valnable. The Chapters 15 and 17, up to 21, inclusive, and 26 of Part I11 and the whole of Part V are entirely his own ;
and i t would be difficult for the Compilers to express, with sufficient
force, the obligations they thus feel under to him, not only for the portion of the work which they desire thus publicly to acknowledge, but for
the advice so generally afTorded,on all subjects connected with his owu
1
department. .
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In t h e typographical appearance of the work neither expense nor
trouble h a v e been spared, and i t is hoped that the diagrams and platea
drrwn on stone, and struck off separately after the printing of the text,
rill be st least equal in clearness and precision to the woodcuts of an
Eoglish volnme. The employment of two distinct presses has of course
m s e d infinite trouble and delay ; but the art of woodcutting in
Cdcutb is still almost unknown, and i t was therefore hopeless to
urry o u t t h e design by any other means than those adopted. In the
correction of the press the utmost pains. have been taken, and although
the emata in t h e k t few pages are more numerous than could be desired,
the latter part of the work will, i t is believed, be found as correct as it
in possible t o print such difficult matter in this county. Most of the
computations have been reworked after the figures were in print, and
nery proof h s s had five or six readings.
The preparation of the work has been carried on under a press of
mgaganenta, and merely a t moments of leisure, after other arduous
doties of t h e day had been attended to, which has cansed the time of
its publication to be very much protracted. That i t contains many
defects t h e Compilere are fully sensible of-there is much which in the
m g e m e n t and the matter they would willingly alter if in their power.
They only desire to remind their readers, that the space devoted to
certain subject8 precluded the possibility of entering into them more
fully; in some aingle chaptera are condensed what might with ease be
extended into a volume. I t is not professed to treat of the higher
branches o f Geodesy; for instance-the measurement of base lines, by
armpennation bars-the treatment of observed angles, according to the
theory of minimum squares, so as to satisfy the geometrical conditions
of the figures to which they may a p p e r t a i n 4 r all the refinements
n e c e s s q to carry out an important Trigonometrical Survey, such as
that now i n progress in this county. The object has been to include so
much merely as may be useful and necessary for ordinay Topographid or Revenue surveyor^, and if the materials thus thrown together
l u r e the effect of maintaining a high standard of accuracy in whatever
S m e y operations may be undertaken, to keep pace with the refinements
of the present day, and to the benefit and extension of onr geographical
knowledge, the labor expended in passing such a volume through the
presa will be moat amply repaid.
Calcuth, August, 1851.

PREFACE TO THE SECOND EDITION.
INprinting the first edition of this Manual in India, chiefly for the
use of the Surveying Department, the small number of copies struck off
were speedily absorbed, and i t has been the desire of the Editors to
thoroughly revise and rewrite the work before proceeding to a second
edition. This, however, i t h m not ns yet been in their power to accomplish. Owing to incessant occupation, and the demand for the work
continuing, and far exceeding their expectations, they have yielded to
the applications made to them, and consented to a reprint of the original
in England, with such slight alterations tw seemed to be called for.

I n the Appendix, some useful and valuable additions have been made,
which it is hoped will contribute to the general utility of the work.
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and neceseity for the same explained (p. 371). Form of
Report for ' I Purta2" or Check Measurements (p. 372).
Records how prepared and disposed of (p. 373). Objections
to Ameen's Prooeedings (p. 373). Obstruction to due prog r w (p. 374). Attendance of Land Owners how enforced
(p. 376). Number of Ameem employed (p. 376). Combined
Operations, Khnsrah or Settlement nnd Professional, how
to prooeed (pp. 377,378).

XX. THECOSTOF

THE

. . . . .

KHUSRAH

.

379

Table of Cost on 15 c o m p l e ~Dietrids (p. 379). Measuring
Ameens how paid (p. 380). Ceste of Natives preferable for
Ameens (p. 380). Standing Rules for the Guidance of Ameens
Dieposal of tracts of Waste and Jungle
(pp. 381-383).
(pp. 383,384).

.

S X I . A NEW AND IMPROVED MODEOF CONDUCTING
THE KHUBRAH
385
Dewription of Compaaa d (pp. 386. 386). How to restore
the Magnetic power of needles (p. 386). Specimen Map of
the Mode of Protracting Fields from the Khusrah Papers
(p. 389). Form of Khnsrah Field Book, and how to proceed
with the Measurements (pp. 388,389). Cost of this Method
(p. 390). Advantages of the same (pp. 391, 392). The New
" or jield by jield Survey, Scale
Professional " CADAETRAL
16 inches = 1 mile, briefly ddeaoribed (p. 393). Form of
Khnsrah Field Book (p. 391).

XSII.

TEE L o a a ~LANDMEASURES
A N D MODEOF REDUCING
LINEAR
INTO SQUARE
MEASURE.
.
395

.

.

.

Khnernh Measuring Implement (p. 396). Calculation of the
Value of the Local Beegah (p. 398). The Standard " Ilahy
G u " of Delhi and other North-West Province Beegahs

(pp. 396, 397). The Bengal Local Bee@ (pp. 397, 398).
Tablm for Converting Beegab into Acres, and &e veraci
(pp. 3 9 9 4 1 ) . The New Bengd Standard Beegah (pp. 402,
403). K h d and Thakbast Soale (p. 403).

SSIII. ON TEE ORTHOORAPHY
OF NATIVENAMES

. . .

404

Sir W. Jones' Method for the Conversion of the Vernsanlar
into the IEnglieh Charsder, ae hitherto observed in the Great
Trigonometrioal and Topographical Surveys of India (pp. 404,
406). Dr. D d s Modi5cation, Gilchrist's Method (pp. 406,
416). The North-Weetern Government Syetem and Alphabet
Exemplified (pp. 406--408). The New Orders (Augnst 1873)
of the Government of India in the Department of Revenue,
Ilgricultnre and Commeroe, for the transliteration i n the
Boman Charaoter of Indian Proper Namee, and rules for the
same (pp. 4 0 8 4 1 1 ) .

XSN. QEXERALSTATISTICS,
GEOGRAPHICAL,
REVENUEAND
F&marb on the importance of Statistical information (p. 412).
Despatoh of the Hon'ble the Court of Direatom on Statietica
(ci& Appendix, pp. xlii, xlv). Enqniriea how punned (p. 413).
Hesda of information useful for a Guide (pp. 4 1 3 4 1 6 ) .
Statietiica of the North-West Provinoee, 1848. How gleaned.
Rnles for ohocking ditto (pp. 416, 416). Revieed Area and
Population Betarn, North-West Provinces, prepared in 1848
(p. 417). Statement of the Average Rate of Population, per
Square Mile, in the North-West Provinces in 1863 (p. 418).
Bengal end Behar Btatiatica, RemarBs on (pp. 419, 420).
Betarns andPopulation in Bengal and Behar, 1864 (pp. 421423). New Tables of the Area and Population of British
India, compiled from variow official sonrcea in 1872-73
(pp. 424-439). Total Area and Population of British India
and Feudatory States (p. 440).

ROUTE BURVEYING, MILITARY RECONNOISSANCE,
TRIGONOMETRICAL SURVEYING, &c.
Car-
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Plate to illustrate the Form of Report (p. 443). Memoranda
for the Guidance of Offioere in undertaking Route Surveys
(pp. 443-447). The Perambulator the most witable Inatru-

xiv
ment for meaauring Dietanoes in Route Surveying (p. 447).
Method of preventing errors and cheokiig Route Surveys
(p. 448). Example of a Route Survey performed by Traverse.
and plotted by Co-ordimtee (pp. 449, 460). To obtain the
diffemnoe of Latitude and Departure by the Traverse Tables
To obtain the Latitude and Longitude of
(pp. 4-52).
Plaoes on a Bonk Snrvey (pp. 462-464).
Standard Works
which may be consulted for fnrther information on the
above subjeata (p. 464).

.

SURVEY,
REMARKS
ON

455

Explanation of the term and nse of the Ray Racing System
(p. 466). Method of proceeding (p. 466). Example of a Ray
Trace Survey between two given Trigonometrical Points
(pp. 457-469). Speoimen of the Ray h e Survey Field
Book (pp. 460, 461). Computation of a Ray Trace (pp. 462,
463). Method of computing a Ray M e without the aid of
the Trigonometrical Distance (pp. 464, 466).

SURIEYINO
AND T H E MODE
OF OPERA111. TRIOONOMETRICAL
TIONS TO BE PURSUED I N HILLY
COUNTRIEB
4GG

.

Base Linea, nuions Methods of Menanring (pp. 466, 467).
Yethod of laying out a Base Line and Menanring with aoda
(pp. 468-470). To wmpare together and connect bases
m e w e d a t different Elevation6 (pp. 470,471). To determine
the length of the Elode (pp. 471, 472). Seleotion of Stations
(pp. 472, 473). To obtain Sides of Continuation of a suitable
length from a Measured Base @. 474). Signala, Flags,
Pole and Bmeh, Blue Lights, Vase Lights, the Heliotrope
(pp. 476-479). Method of Observing Angles (pp. 47-82).
Specimen of the Angle Book (pp. 483, 484). Description
of Station (p. 485). Bemarks on the Angle Book (p. 486).
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THECOMPUTATION
OB GEODETICAL
TRIANGLEB

.

, 486
Anglea observed are Spherical (p. 418). Computetion of
Spherical Ex0888 of Triangles (pp. 487,488). Computation of
a Oeodetical Triengle (pp. 488-490).
Le Qendre's Theorem
and Example (pp. 490, 491). Computetion of Seoondary
Triangles (p. 492).

V. Ttre COMPUTATION
OF LATITUDES,
LONGITUDES,
AND
A z i r u ~ ~OFs TRIOONOMETRICAL
STATIONS
. 493

.

Explanation of the Symbola and Constants (pp. 493, 494).
Formnla of Computation (p. 494). Explanation of term8 in
Formula, and of their Tabular Values (pp. 494, 495). Table
of Signs for the Terms of the Formula dependent on the

(2lrrrc~
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(PART IV.)

Magnitude of the given Azimuth (p. 496). Specimen of
Computation (pp. 196, 497). Tables of the Logarithmic
valw of P, Q,B, 8, and T between the parallels of 18' and
So(pp. 498,499).

VI. Tsrr C~MPUTATION
OF HEIQBTB; ELEMENTS
REQUIRED

.

.

500

Speoimen of Vertical Angle Book (p. 601). Example of the
Computation when the Vertical Angle hna been observed a t
both Stations A and B (pp. b02-604).
On Terrestrial
Befraction (p. 604). Bale for Computing T e r n t r i a l Refraction (p. 606). Example of the Computation when the
Vertiod h g l e hss been observed a t only one Station
(pp. 606,606). Specimen Form for regktering the Computation of Heighta (p. 607).

1 .

MINORTBIANQULATION, AND THE BAYE
&Y
TRACE SYBTEX,
FOB OARRYINQ
Swme

A8 APPLIED TO T H E
ON TOPOQBAPHICAL

. . .

.

.

508

Method of Xxtending the Primary Rianglee of a Topogrphicd survey (p. 608). Of Pointa fixed by Intersections
(p. M9).

Colleotion of Topographical Details (pp. 609,610).

BamnrLe on the Plane Table (p. 610). Boundaries, Roads,
Wwaps, Streams, Rivers, &a, to be traversed (foot-note,
p. 610). The Ray Traoe Syetem ae adapted to Minor Tria u g h t i o n (pp. 611,612). Computation of a Ray Trace by
Minor Triangulation (pp. 613-616.)
Computation of a
Village Site flxed by three independent Triangles @. 617).

or
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518

Remarh on (p. 618). Hethod of determining the Poaition of a
Point aud Formnle for Computation (pp. 619, 620).
Example (pp. 620, 621). Method of reducing Angles to
the Centre of a Station (p. 621). Example Computed @. 622).

I S . BAROMETRICAL
HEIQRTB

.

.

.

8imnltaneou~
Observations most desirable (p. 623). Computa
tion by IaPlace'e Formula (pp. 624, 626). Table for

determining Altitudee with the Mountain Barometer
(pp. 626,627). Example of the Deduction of a Height by
Bammetriaal Obeervation compared with a Trigouometrical
Cdcuhtion (pp. 628, 629). Ramarb on Boileau's Tablee for
detarmining the Altitudes of Mountains by the Barometer
a d Boiling Point Thermometer (p. 629). Method of determining Heighta by the Thermometer (pp. 630-633).
Table

523

xvi
CHAPTER

(PART
IV.)
Page
to find the Barometric Pressnre and Elevation correrrponding
to any Observed Temperatnre of Boiling Water between
2142" and 180" (p. 633). Table of Multipliers to correct
the Approximate Height for the Temperature of the Air
(p. 635).

Difference between the true and apparent Level (pp. 637,638).
Table to reduce the apparent to the true Level (p. 639).
Ef€ect of Refraction (p. 639). The Levelling St& (pp. 640,
641). Method adopted in Levelling, and Examples (pp. 642
-644). Adjustment of the Level for Observation (foot-note,
p. 644). Form of Field Book for Obeervations and for
Check Levels (p. 646). Datum Line (p. 646). Datnm for
the Levelling of the Great Trigonometrical Survey (foot-note,
p. 647). Plotting Sections (p. 647). Levelling with the
Theodolite (pp. 648, 649). Memoranda for Levelling Operations in connection with the Great Trigonometrical Survey
(see Appendix, pp. cxxxvi--cli). Levelling in Connection
with the Revenue Survey (p. 660).
OF T H E TERY
XI. CONTOUR IN^ ; EXPLANATION

.

.

,

551

Remarka on the System and Method of Tracing Contours in the
Field (p. 662). Description of the French Water Level as
adapted to Contouring (pp. 662, 663). Method adopted in
carrying on the Contours of the Ordnance Survey of
England (pp. 664, 666). Initial Levelling (p. 666). Road
and Trigonometrical Levelling (p. 666). Contouring (p. 666).
Plotting, Examining, Hill Sketching (p. 667).

PRACTICAL ASTRONOMY AND ITS APPLICATION TO
SURVEYING.
CHAPTER

I. DEFINITIONS
.

. . . .

Page

.558

The Zenith, Sensible Horizon, Rational Horieon, Parallax,
Small and Great Circles, Vertical Plane, Vertical Circle
(pp. 668, 669). Yeridional Altitude, Zenith Distance, Prime
Vertical, Acimnth, Equator, Bxie of the Celestial Sphere,
Meridian (pp. 6G0, 661). Declination and Right Ascension,
Horary Angle, Latitude, Longitude, Sidereal Day, Solar Day
(pp. 662, 663). Of the fixed Stars (p. 663). Northern and
Southern Constellations (pp. 6G1, 666). Directions for
finding the Constellations in the Heavens (pp. 566-567).
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ONT H E DETBRYINATION
OF THE ERROR
OF A CHRONOMETER ;

AZIMUTH
OF THE REFERRING
MARKFROM
OBBEBVATIONB
MADE AT ANY TIME ON THE SUN,OR A
KUOWN STAR
. 568
A N D OP THE

.

T o determine the Error of a Chronometer (p. 669). Speoimen
of the Field Book for Observations and Type of Computation
(p. 670). To determine the dsimuth of a Survey (pp. 671,
672). Speaimen of the Field Book for Azimuth Observations
(p. 673). Computation (p. 674). b u l t a of Oimervations
b k e n on the 24-PergnnnahsSnrvey ee oompared with the
Orest T + m o m e t r i d Survey (p. 676).
OF THE ERROR
AND RATEOF A
111. ON THE DITEBM~ATION
OHBONOMETEB,
UPON MEANSOLAR
A N D SI'DEEEAL
TIME,
F ~ MERIDIONAL
X
O B ~ E R V A T I O N.~
. 576

of prooeeding by the Sun on Mean Time, Example and
Computation (pp. 676,677). Mode of proceeding by a Star
an Mesn Time, Example and Computation (pp. 677, 678).
To find the R r o r and Bate of a Chronometer upon the
8idarea Time (pp. 678, 679). Correction for bimuthal
D m h t b n of the Instrument wed, Example (p. 679).

O B ~ I ~ V A TONI O
A N
HIGH
~ AND LOWSTAB

.

580

Explanetion of the Symbols (p. 681). To determine Time when
t h e High Star ie obeerved above the Pole (p. 681). When
t h e Star ie obeerved below the Pole (p. 682). Explanation
of the Symbols (p. 682). Example and Compntstion made
of O b e m a t i o ~(pp. 683,681).

.

AND VICE VERSA

585

Explanation of Algebraid Symbols used (p. 686). Examples
md Computation of the Conversion of, the given Chronometer Time to Mean Solar Time, Sidereal Time, and vice
cum? (pp 686,687). Method of wmputing the Chronometer
Time oorraponding to a given Mean Solar or Sidereal
Time @. 688).

YI. ON

DETERMINING
T E E AZIMUTH
OF T H E
OB~ERVATION
TAKEN TO A
CIBC~YPOLAB
STAB,AT THE TIME OF ITE MAXIMUM
ELON~ATION
; ELEMENTS
REQUIRED
. 589
THE ~ ~ . E T H O D
OW

R ~ P E R R I N QMARKFROM AN

.

Parmula for Computation, Type of Computation and Example
(pp. 689, 690).
Method of O k r v i n g (pp. 6Y0, 691).

Cerrrr~
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v.)

Formnlm for computing the variation in the North Polar
Distance of a Star (footnote, p. 691). Tabular form of
Observed Azimuths in use in the Great Trigonornetrid
Survey (p. 692).

Colonel Everest's Method of Observing a Cimnmpolar Star
(pp. 693,694). Specimen of the Angle Book for registering
Otaervstiom (p. 696). Computation and Formnlm (pp.
698698). Variation of the Needle (p. 698). Deduction of
8 A or Azimuthal variation tabnlated (p. 699).

VIIL ON THE METHODS
OF DETERYINING
THE LATITUDE
or
PLACE .
. .

A

.

600

To determine the Latitude by a Yeridional Altitude of the Snn
(pp. 600, 601). Example computed (p. 602). Formula for
computing the Correotion to be applied for Obeervatiom
taken before and after the apparent noon (p. 603). Illnstration of the Computation of theae formnlm (pp. 603, 604).
Method of the Determining the Latitude by an Obeervation
,aathe Pole Star (p. 605). By taking the Elevetione of a
Circumpolar Stst a t ite Upper and Lower Culminations
(p. 606). Method of determining the Latitude by Obeervatiom of the Pole Star, out of the Meridian,Example (p. 606).

IX. Ox LONGITUDE,
DEFINITION

. -

.

Reasons for mkoning Longitude in time (p. 607). Oteervatiom for the abeolute Longitude of Station (p. 608). By
Lunar Distenaes (pp. 608, 609). By Tramits of the Moon
(p. 610). By Zenith Distancee of the Moon (p. 611). By
oocultatiom of the Stare by the Moon (p. 612). By Eclipew
of Jupiter's Satellites (p. 613). Example of Calculations for
Longitude from Obeerved Lunar Transits (pp. 613-416).
A m n n t of the Method employed in determining the Longitude of Xaahgar by Captain Trottar, R.E. (pp. 616-617).
Captain Trotter's Euunples, Observation for time (p. 617).
Obmrvations of Lnnar Zenith Distsnces and rwnlting Determination of Longitude (p. 618). Type of Computation
(p. 619). Process of determining the difference of Longitude between two places by a Chronometer (p. 618). By
the El&c Telegraph (p. 621). By Route Survey (pp. 621,
622).
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C H A P T E R I.

MENSURATION O F PLANES.
DEFINITIONS.

AREA, meam the superficial content of any plane Geometrical figure,
estimated by the squares of some known lineal m e w , as inches, links,
chains, LC.,which in surveying are converted into square perches, roo&,
and acres.
The Englinh statute acre contains 4840 square yards, subdivid8d into
roods and perches, of which 40 perches make one rood, and 4 roads make
one acre. The perch in 164 feet, giving 2724 square feet, or 3 0 i equare
yards, which, multiplied by 40, gives 1210 square yaras in one rood, and
again multiplied by 4, gives 4840 square yards in the acre.
The best method of talung the length and breadth of figures for ascertaining areas, is in chains and links, and Glunter's chain, in general
use with Sul-veyors, is the best adapted for this purpose. I t is divided
into 100 links, each link being 7.92 inches, giving exactly 22 yards or
66 feet in length, and equal to 4 perches, so that one square chain is equal
to 16 quare perches, or the tenth part of an acre, consequently 10 square
chains are equal to one acre; and as the chain is divided into 100 links,
every superficial chain contains 10,000 square links, and every superficial
acre 100,000 square links.
If, therefore, the content of a field is made up in square links, dividing the number by 100,000, or, which is the same thing, if from the
content we cut off the last five figures, the remaining figure towards the
left hand gives the content in acres, and consequently the number of acres
at first sight, the remainder being decimal parta of an acre, which latter,
being multiplied by 4 and 40, gives tho roods and perches.
The area of any plane figure is the measure of the space contailled
within its extremes or bounds.
CHAPTER I.]
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This area, or the content of the plane figure, is estimated by the
number of little squares that may be contained in i t ; the side of those
little measuring squares being an inch, or a foot, or a yard, or any other
fixed quantity. And hence the area or content is said to be so many
square inches, or square feet, or square yards, kc.
Thus, if the figure to be measured be the rectangle
ABCD, and the little square E, whose side is one
inch, be the measuring unit proposed, then as often
as the said little square is contained in the rectangle,
so many square inches the rectangle is aaid to contain,
which in the present case is 16.
D
0

fB

Table of Square bieaaure.
144 Square Inches make 1 Square Foot . . . A.
9 Square Feet . . . 1 Square Yard . . . Yd.
30) Square Yards . . 1 Square Perch. . . Per.
40 Square Perches . . 1 Rood . . . . . Rd.
4 Roods . . . . . 1 Acre . . . . . Acr.
Sq. Ft.
Sq. In.
144 =
1
Sq. Yd.
1296 =
9 =
1
Sq. Pole.
39204 =
272) =
30) =
1
Xd.
1568160 = 10890 = 1210 =
40 = 1
Acre.
6272640 = 43560 = 4840 =
160 .=
4 =
1
T o & m i n e the area of a Rectangular Parallelogram.
RULE.-Multiply the length by the breadth, and the product will be
the area

EXAMPLES.
Suppose the side of a square to be 10 Chs. 48 Lks., what.is the area ?
Answer, 10 Acr. 3 Rd. 37 Per., -obtained thus :10.48 x 10.48 = 109'8304,
dividing by 100000, or cutting off 5 figures from the
right hand gives .
. . . .
. Acr. 10.98304

.

4

Rds.

3.93216
40

Per.

37.28640

The length of an oblong being 34 Chs. 56 Lks., and the breadth 22 Chs.
64 Lks., what is the area P
4.56 x 22.64 = 78.24384, or 78 Acr. 0 Rd. 38 Per.
[PART I.
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T o determine the area of a Triangle.

Ban-Multiply
the base or length by half the perpendicular, let fall
thereon from the opposite angle, and the product will be the area.
~ P L B B .

Wbst im the area of s triangle whose base is 23.22 Chs., and altitude or perpendicular height 10.44 C%s.P
e3-22
12.12 Acr., or 12 Acr, 0 Rd. 19 Per.

-

2

Required the ares of s right-angled triangle whose base is 3.54 Chs., and perpendicular 2-44 Chs. P
3'54

2

2'44

-

0.43 Acr., or 0 Acr. 1 Rd. 29 Per.

The same result would be obtained if the perpendicular were to be multiplied
by half the base, or if the base and perpendicular were to be multiplied
&ether, md half the product taken for the area.

To find th area of a Trapezoid..*
RCLJL-Add the breadth a t each end together, and multiply the base
by half their sum, and the product will be the area
E
X
A
M
P
m

The bane of s field is 5-14 Oh, the breadth at one end is 2.32 Chs., and at
the other end 1.83 Chs, required the area P
435 + 1.8s

x

5.54

-

1.15 Acr., or 1 Acr. 0 Rd. 24 Per.

To jind the area of a Trapezium.
RUE--Take the diagonal length from one extreme w m e r to the other
.e a base, and multiply i t by half the eum of the perpendiculars falling
thereon from the other two wmera, the product will be the ares

.
A 6dd whose diqonal length
3.M Chn. .nd 4-55 Cha,

3-44+
2

'"'

X 10-43

EXAMPLE.
WM

10.43 Chs., and lengths of perpendiculars

required the area P

-

4.15 Acr., or 4 Acr. 0 Rd. 24 Per.

To find the area of a Rhombus or Rhombdd.
RUE-Multiply
the base by the perpendicular height, and the product
rill be the area.
A far-sided m
e
,having two opposite sides parallel, is called a Trapad.
CEAPTrR I.]
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Required the area of a Rhomboid, whose baae is 2-13Chs., and perpendicular
height 2-04Che. P
2.13 X 2.04 = 043452,or 0 Acr. 1 Rd. 29 Per.
The area of all other figures, whether regular or Irregular, of how many
aides soever they may consist, is determined by dividing the figure into
triangles or trapezia, and measuring them sepamtely, the sum of which
will be the area of the figure, thus :-

To 3n.d the area of an Irreguluv Polygon.
Rum-Draw
diagonals, dividing the proposed polygon into trapezia
and triangles, then find the area of all these sepamtely, and add them
together for the content of the whole polygon.
EXAMPLE.

What is the content of the irregular figure ABCDEFG, in which are given
the following diagonals and perpendiculars :A C 55 Chs.

FD 52
O C 44
O m 13
Bn 18
00 12
EP 8
Dq 23

,,
,
,,
,,
,,
9,

w

Then,

AC x Bn

18

x

1s

AC

QC
FD
FD

or 55 x
Qm or 55 x
X Dq or 44 x
X a0 or 52 x
X Ep or 62 X

4s
12
8

---

E

Acr.
99.00
71.00
~oI..M)

82-40

= 41.00

374.60
4

Acr.
Answer, 374

2.40
40

Rds .

Per.

-

2

16

16.00

The area of any figure may also be determined by a computation made
from the bearings and distances of the boundary lines, which method
will form a separate part of thi work.

USEFUL PROBLEMS IN SURVEYING.

C H A P T E R 11.
USEFUL PROBLEMS I N SURVEYING.
To draw upon the ground a &wig& line through hoo g i m pa'&.
Plant a picket, or staff, at each of the given points, then fix another
between them, in such a manner that, when the eye is placed at the edge
of one staff, the edges of the other two may coincide with it. The line
may then be prolonged by fixing up other staves. The accuracy of thie
operation depends greatly on fixing the stave8 upright, and not letting the
eye be too near the staff from whence the obeervation is made.

To walk in a straight Zinc from a proposed point to a g k

object.

Fix upon some point, aa a bush, or a stone, or any mark that you may
find to be in a line with your given object, and walk forward, keeping the
two objecta strictly in line, selecting a fresh mark when you come within
20 or 30 paces of the one upon which you have been moving. Observethat to walk in a direct line, it is alwap neceeearg to have two objecta
constantly in view.

-

To trace a line in the direction of

two distant p ' n t a .

Let two pereons separate to about 50 or 60 paces; then, by alternately
motioning each other to move right or left, they soon get exactly into line
with t h e distant objects; or, for greater accuracy, they may hold up staves.
In sketching ground, it is constantly necessary to get in line between
two objecta: if these are not very distant, a well-drilled soldier can always
do so within a few paces (near enough for sketching purposes) by frontihg
one object exactly, and then facing to the right about; when if he finds
himself accurately fronting the other object, he will be tolerably well in
line with them.
CHAPTER 11.1
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A right angle may
be formed very newly by fronting an object, and
then facing to the right or left.

PROBLEM
IV.

A

To survey a trkangular jield ABC, by the &in.

Having set up marks at the comers, which is to
be done in all cases where there are not sufficient
marks existing, measure with the chain from A to P,
where a perpendicular would fall from the angle C,
and set up a mark at P, noting down the distance
AP. Then complete the distance AB, by measuring A
B
from B to P. Having set down this measure, return to P, and measure
the perpendicular PC. And thus having the base and perpendicular, the
area is easily found by multiplying the length AB by PC, and taking half
the product. Or, the figure may be constructed by measuring an angle
as CAB, and the two sides AC and AB. Or, measure one side AB, and
the angles at A and B. By either of theae wap, the figure is easily
planned; then by measuring the perpendicular CP, on the plan, and
multiplying it by half AB, the content is found.

To meamre a four-sidedfild ABCD.
Divide it into two triangles by a diagonal
AC, and find the content of each, as in the
last problem.
To take the plan of such a field, measure
the four sides, and one of the angles, as
ABC; when the figure is easily constructed.
Or, measure the diagonal AC, and the four
angles BAC, CAD, BCA, ACD.

To measure anyjield by the &in

D

only.

Divide it into triangles and trapezia, by running lines across from comer
to comer: then calculate the content of each triangle and trapezium
separately.

USEFUL PROBLEMS IN SURVEYING.
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To make the plan of any field, meamre a base line AB across it, and having
placed marks-such as a stick, with a
bit of white paper on it-at
each oor- A
ner, re also similar marks to show the
b e line; put a mark at every point
on tbe h e , a t which a perpendicular
from a corner of the field will fall; which point may be judged with
d c i e n t accuracy by the eye done, when the chain is extended dong
tbe haw line ; then measure these perpendiculars as off*.
A diagram
vf the field, drawn by the eye, is better to note the measurements upon
than a field-book

-

PROBLEM
VII.

*

RE

To take the plan of any$e.?d with an inetrusnntt. .
Plant the instrument at any point C, near
tbe middle of the field, and having placed
mnrkn a t every angle of it, measure the dietances from the instrument to each corner; a -----M also the angles ACB, BCD, DCE, &c. :
when a plan can be easily formed of it. Or,
the instrument may bo placed at one of the
P --corners, from whence the others are visible,
os D; then m e m the anglea BDA, BDF, and FDE (formed by the
dotted lines) ; then measure DE, DF, DA, and DB. Note the measures
of the anglea and lines on a rough figure drawn to resemble the true one.

PROBLEM
VIII.
To measure a fidd with irregular boundaries.
Fir upon three or more
sbtions, as A, B, C, D, and
meamm the angles ABC,
BCD, ADC, and BAD; theu
measore the sides BC, CD,
AD, and AB: and while a
doing this, take off-seta to
Q, b, c, d, e, k.
c
The irmrgiusrg figure,
4 B, C, D, may be formed outside the field or piece of ground, if more
coo venient.
CEAPTKB 11.1
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F'ROBLJIM IX
To obtain the plan of a river.
Place marks a t its principal bends, A, B, C, D, and with a
theodolite or surveying compass take the bearings of the station
lines AB, BC, CD, &c. ; and when measuring these lines, take
off-sets to all the smaller bends, as shown h the diagram.
The plan may either be protracted in the field, or the bearings
and measurements entered in a field-book.

TOtake the plan o f a wood, a lake, or marsh, dc.
C

Place marks A, B, C, &c., so as to form
the most convenient station lines AB, BC,
kc., all round the wood or marah ; then with
a surveying compass take the bearings of AB,
BC, CD, &c., going all round, measuring and
taking off-eats as you proceed. If the Burvey be o f a marsh or lake, CWbearinp
should be taken across it, as from A and E,
to D and B, which will ensure greater a~
curacy, and cause the work to close (as it is
termed) with proper exactness.

PROBLEM
XI.

To change a triangle it& a~wtherof equal extn~t,but clzzeren: Wht.

AA

Let ABC be the given triangle, D a point at the given height.
Case I.-mhen the point D is &her
in one of the side8 or in the prolongstion of a .side : 1. Draw a line from D
to the opposite angle C. 2. Draw a
line AE parallel thereto from A, the
summit of tho given triangle. 3. Join
B
DE, and BDE is the required triangle.

,

C E B

'.

E C
[PART
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Casc 11.-When the point D is ncitlrtr in
A- - - - - a
onc of the &, nor in the prolongation
*/-• ;
i?beoof. 1. Draw an indefinite line BDa,
h m B through the point D. 2. Draw from
A, the summit of the given triangle, a line
Aa, parallel to tho base BC, and cutting the
h e BD in a. 3. Join aC, and the triangle
BcrC ia equal to the triangle BAC ; and the
point D being in the same line with Ba
4. By the precedmg case, find a triangle
from D, equal to BaC ; join DC, draw a E A --parallel thereto, then join DE, and BDE
ia the required triangle.
\
Cw.-If it be required to change the tri-*->:
angle BAC into an equal triangle, of which
the height and angle BDE are given : 1. Draw the indefinite line BDa,
makmg the required angle with BC. 2. Take on BDa a point D at the
given height : and 3. Construct the triangle by the foregoing rules.

&
\.----.\

PROBLEM
XII.
To reduce a rectilinear figure ABCDE, to anathcr cqval to it, h t with one
Bidc leee.
1. Join the extrernitiee E, C, of two sides DE,
DC, of the same angle D. 2. From D draw a
line D F parallel to EC. 3. Draw EF, and a new
polygon ABFE k obtained equal to ABCDE, but
with one side lea.
Cw.-Hence every rectilinear figuw may be reII
I
duced to a triangle, by reducing it successively to
I
I
I
a figure with one side leea, until it is brought to
B
a
a
one with only three sides.
For example : Let it be required to reduce the polygon ABCDEF into a
triangle IAH, with its summit at A, in the circumference of the polygon, and
ita base on the base thereof prolonged.
1. Draw the diagonal DF. 2. Draw
EG parallel to DF. 3. Draw FG, which
gives us a new polygon ABCGF, with
one sidelesa 4. To reduce ABCGF,
draw AG, and parallel thereto F H ; \
then join AH, and a polygon ABCH
is obtained equal to the preceding one
I

I

CHAFTEB 11.1
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ABCGF. 6. The polygon ABCH having a side AH, which may serve for
a side of the triangle, we have only to reduce the part ABC, by dmwillg AC9
and parallel thereto BI ;join AI, and we obtain the required triangle IAH.
Cw.-As a triangle may be changed into another of any given height,
and with the angle a t the base equal to a given angle ; if it be required to
reduce a polygon to a triangle of a give11 height, and the angle at the base
also given, you must first reduce it into a triangle by this problem, and
then change that triangle into one with the data as given in the last
problem.
Cw.-If the given figure is a parallelogram, draw
the diagonal EC and D F parallel thereto; join EF,
,
and the triangle EBF is equal to the parallelogram
EBCD.

/')(

$

-

PROBLEM
XIII.
B
C
T o find the length of the line AB d b l e only .at both ends.

,

\

P

Having fixed on some convenient
point 0, measure BO and AO; and
prolong those lines till OC = OB, and
OD = OA ; then the distance between
the points D and C will be equal to
AB, for the sides of the triangles COD,
BOA, about the equal angles a t O are
respectively equal, therefore the third sides CD, BA, will also be equal.

-

PROBLEM
XIV.
TOfind t h &atance of an inaccessible object 0 by meam of a rhombw.
With a line or measuring tape, whose length is equal to the side of the
intended rhombus, lay down one side BA in the direction BO, and let BC
another side be in any convenient direction :
fasten two ends of two of those lines a t C and
A ; then the other ends (at D) being kept t ~ gether, and the line stretched on the ground,
those lines AD, CD, will form the other two
sides of the rhombus. Set up a mark a t R,
where OC, AD, intersect ; and measure RD ;
then the sides of the triangles RDC, CBO,
being respectively parallel, the triangles will
be similar : hence, RD : DC : : CB : BO. ,
Suppose the side of the rhombus is 100 feet,
and R D = 1 1 ft. 7 in., then, 11712: 100: :
100 : 863feet nearly = BO.

USEFUL PROBLEMS IN SURVEYING.
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If the ground be nearly level, a rhombus, whose side is 100 feet, will
determine distances to the extent of 300 yards within a very few feet of
the truth.
PROBLEX
XV.
T o j n d the length of th.e line AD, i n a c c e d e at the point D.

The measurement of the line

AD,supposed to be run for the
dderminstion of a boundary,
is lltopped at B by a river or
other obstacle. .
The point F ie taken up in
the line a t about the estimated
breadth of the obstacle from
B ;and a mark set up at E a t
-E
right angles to AD from the
point B, and about the same distance as BF. The theodolite being adjusted
at E, the angle BEC is made equal to BEF, and s mark put up at C in
the line AD; BC is then evidently equal to the measured distance FB.
If the required termination of the line should be at any point C, its
distance from B can be determined by merely reversing the order of the
operation, and making the angle BEF' equal to BEC', the distance B F being
subeequently meakucd There is no occasion in either case to rend the
aaglee. The instrument being levelled and clamped at zero, or any other
marked division of the limb, is set on B ;the upper plate is then undamped,
and the telescope pointed a t F, when being again clamped, it ia a second
time made to bisect B ;releasing the plate, the telescope is moved towards
D till the vernier indicates zero, or whatever number of degrees it was first
adjusted to, and the kuwk at C has then only to be placed in the line BD,
and bisected by the intersection of the crose wires 'of the telescope.
If it is impossible to measure a
right angle a t B, from Borne local
obstruction, lay off any convenient
angle ABE and eet up the theodolite
at E
Make the angle BEC equal to onehalf of ABE, and a mark being set
up at C in the prolongation of AB,
BC is evidently equal to BE, which
must be measured, and which may at
the same time be made subservient
to the purpose of delineating the boundary of the river.

12
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PRoBLAEM

T o $nd

i%e

XVI.

distance to any inaaxssible point, on the otlier addc of a river,
without thc use of any inetrument to mumure angles.

Prolong AB to any point D; making
BC equal to CD ; lay off the same distances in any direction Dc = cb :-mark
the intersection E of the lines joining
BCand Cb : mark also F the interaec- +
tion of DE produced, and of Ab-produoe Db, and BF, till they meet in a
and
ab = AB
ae = AC

&=AD

a

-

PROBLEM
XVII.
To $nd the point of i h e d i o n of two linee meeting in a lake or river, and
the distance DB to the paint of meeting.
From any point F on the line
A
AX draw FD, and from any other
point E draw ED, produce both
thew lines to H and G, making
the prolongations either equal to
the lines themselves, or any aliquot part of their length, suppoee
one-half; join HG, and produce
it to 0, where it meets the line
CB, then OH is one-half of EB,
and OD equal to half of DB; which results give the point of intersection
B, and the distance to it from D.

-

PROBLEM
XVIII.
Tofind the bight of a pointon an imccaa'ble hill without tAc uae of in.qi?mmen&
Drive a picket three or four feet
long a t H, and another at L,
where the top of a lobg rod FD
is in a line with the object S from
the point A (the heade of these
pickets being on the same level) ;
mark also the point C, where the
head of the rod is in the sameline
with S, from the top of any other
picket B, and measure AFandBC;
lay off the distance BC from F
[PART I
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to b, and the two triangles ADb and ASB are evidently similar, whence
Ps-u-nI
----and.!!=AB-a'
~r

A

no

rr

rb-To

PS therefore = DF. !!! and AP =AF. 8'
80
no.

XIX.
PROBLEM

H m to 2ay of a pmpendicuhr maththe chain.
Suppose A the point at which it is required to erect a right angle : fix an arrow
into the ground at A, through the ring of
the chain, marking twenty links ; measure
forty links on the line AB, and pin down
the end of the chain firmly at that qmt,
a,.
-----then draw out the remaining eighty linka
A
40
B
as far as the chain will stretch, holding by the centre fifty-link braes ring
as at C ; the sidea of the triangle are then in the proportion of three,
four, and five, and consequently CAB must be a right angle.
An angle equal to any other angle can also be marked on the ground,
with the chain only, by memuring equal distances on the sides containing
it, and then taking the length of the chord ; the same distances, or aliquot
parts thereof, will of course measure the m e angle.

PROBLEM
XX.
To avoid an o b d d e , d aa a house, in ywr chain line.
The usual way of avoiding an
obstacle of only a chain or two in
length, such as a house, is by turning off to the right or left at right
ing in the same manner to the
original line.
A more convenient method is to
measure on a line making an angle
of 60"with the original direction a
distance sufficient to clear the obetacle, and to return to the line at
C
the same angle, malung CD = BC ;
the distance BD is then equal to either of theae measured lines.
mAFrgR 11.1
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PROBLEM
XXI.
TOjnd your plctce in a Survey.
Let A and B be two stations,
whose places are fixed, and we want
to determine the point C. Take
the bearing of A, 128" N. W. : having done which, we know, that C
bears from A, 128" S.E. Adjust
the protractor a t A, by means of
the east and west parallel lines, and
lay off 128" S.E., the bearing of C ;
which point C must, we know, lie
somewhere in the linethus obtained
Next, take the bearing of B 63O
8
a
8
N.E., and having adjusted the protractor a t B, lay off 63" S.W., and where a line drawn from B (to represent
this bearing) cuts the line or bearing drawn from A, is the required station C.
The above may be put into a short rule: thus--To j n d your station by
obeirvatwns tuken to two points already knmon. Protract from thoee points
the opposite bearings to what you observe, and their intersection fixes the
place sought. For example, if the bearing to a point be 20" N.E. pmtmt from that point 20" S.W., kc.
NOTE.-That the nearer your two bearings meet at a right angle, the more
correct will the station be determined : and also, that when a third fixed point
can be seen, a bearing to it will serve to corroborate your other observations ;
and a point so obtained-namely, by the exact meeting of three bearings,
becomes ae good as any other point.
The above is a very ueeful problem-indeed, indispensable when sketching
ground and filling in a survey.

-

PROBLEMXXII.
To describe on a given line BC, a eegmeni of a circle, m@le
a given angle.
Bisect BC in A. 2. Through the point
of bisection draw the indefinite right line
DE perpendicular to BC. 3. Upon BC,
a t the point C, make each of the angles
DCB, FCB, GCB, HCB, respectively
equal to the difference of the angles of
the intended segments and 90 degrees :
B
the angle to be formed on the same side
with the segment, if the angle be less than
90; but on the opposite side, if the angle

of

containing

t 4

E

[PART I.
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ia to be greater than 90 degrees. 4. The pointa D, F, G, H, where the
q d a r linee CD, CF, CG, (XH, intersect the line DE, will be the centres

of the intended segments
Thus, if t h e intended segment is to contain an angle of 120°, make (on
the oppoaita aide to which you intend the segment to be described) the
angle DCB equal to 30°, the difference between 90° and 120°; then on
cenD, and radius DC, describe the segment CUB, in every part of which
tbe two pointa C and B will subtend an angle of 120 degrees.
If we want the aegment to contain 80 degrees at 0, make the angle
BCG equal to 10 degrees, and on the Bame side of BC ss the intended Begmeat; then on C, with radius GC, deacribe aegment CgB, in' every part
of which C and B will mbtend an angle of 80 degreea
Norm.-Two objects can be eeen under the same angle fiom only some part
of a circle p.seing through those objects and the place of obeervation.
'If the angle under which thoae objects appear be less than 90°, the place of
o k r t i o n rill be romewhere in the greater segment, and those objects will be
under the same angle from every part of the segment. If the angle under
which those objects are seen be more than 900, the place of observation will be
*wewhere in the lesser segment, and those objects will be seen under the same
irom eve7 part of that segment." Hence, from the situation of three
b o r n objects,we are able to determine the station point with accuracy.

-

PROBLEM
XXIII.
To dktemke the podion of a point from whence three poi& of a triangle
can k dimmered whose dietuneee are &oron.
The poiut is either w%Eout or within the given triangle, or in the
direction of two pointa of the triangle.
Carr I. K h the three given obj& form a triangle, and ~pozpozd
or slation
w h position 13 required, is &hod the triangle.
C
Em+.--Suppose
we want to determine
the position of a rock, D, from tho shore ;
tbe distances of the three pointa A, C, B, or
mber the three sides, AC, CB, AB, of the
tnmgle ABC being given.
In the fir& place, the angles ADC, CDB,
must be measured by a theodolite ; then the
sitnation of the point D may be readily found, either by calculation or
-&ion.
By Constnrdion-Hethad I.-& AC describe,
bg the preceding problem, a circle capable of
aoabming an angle equal to the angle ADC ; on
CB a segment containing an angle equal to the
mgle CDB, and the point of i n t e m t i o n D is the
required:
@ A
n
c=uTmI 11.1
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A~wtherMethod.-Make the angle EBA equal
to the angle ADE, and the angle BAE equal to
the angle EDB. Through A, B, and the intersection E, describe a circle AEBD ;through E, C,
draw EC, and produce it to intersect the circle
D ; join AD, BD, and the distances AD, CD,
BD, will be the required distances.
By Cal&ion.-In
the triangle ABC are given the three sides to
6nd the angle BAC. In the triangle AEB are given the angle BAE, the
angles ABE, AEB, and the side AB, to find AE and BE.
In the triangle AED we have the side AE, and the angles BED, ADE,
and consequently DFA, to find the sides AD and DE.
The angle ADE, added to the angle AEC, and then taken from 180°,
gives the angle DAE. The angle CAE, taken from the angle DAE, gives
the angle CAD, and hence DC. Lastly, the angle AEC, taken from AEB,
gives DEB, and consequently, in the triangle DEB, we have EB, the angle
DEB, and the angle EDB, to find BD.
In this method, when the angle BDC is less than that of BAC, the
point C will be above the point E ; but the calculation is so similar to
the foregoing aa to require no particular explanation.
When the points E and C fall too near each other to produce EC
towards D with certainty, the first method oY oonstruction is the most
accurate.
Case 11. When t L given p l w or station, D, is without the triangle made
by the three given objeds, A, B, C, but in a line d h one of the &s
produced.
Measure the angle ADB, then the problem
may be easily resolved, either by constructiqn or
calculation. By C b n a t r u e U u b t r a c t the measured angle
ADB from the angle CAB, and we obtain the
angle ABD ; then at B, on the side BA, draw the
angle ABD, and it will meet the produced side
CA at D; and DA, DC, DB, will be the required distances.
By Calculation.-In the triangle ABD, the angle D is obtained by observation, the angle BAD is the supplement of the angle CAB; two angles
of the triangle being thus known, the third is also known; we have, consequently, in the triangle ABD, three angles and one side given to find the
length of the other two sides, which is readily obtained.
[PART I.
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Cme 111.-

Whm the dation paint 4.i In onc of the sides of the given triangle.

By Cowtruetion-1. Measure the angle BDC.
2. Make the angle BAE equal to the observed
angle. 3. Draw CD p d e l to EA, and D is the
station point required.

C

Yj

\

By Calmlation.-Findtheangle B in thetriangle
ABC, then the angles B and BDC being known,
we obtain DCB ; and consequently as sine of the angle BDC : BC : : sine
of the angle DCB : BD.
Case IV.-When the three given $am are in a straight line.
Rmmplc.-Being at sea, near a stra$ht shore, I observed three objects,
A, B, C, which were truly laid down on my chart ; I wished to lay down
the place of a sunken rock D ; for this purpose the angles ADB, BDC,
were observed.

By Cmtructio7a.-Mdhod 1.-On AB describe
the segment of a circle, capable of containing the
observed angle ADB. On BC degcribe the segment of a circle capable of containing the angle
BDC ; the point D will be at the intersection of
the arcs, and by joining DA, DB, DC, the required distances are obtained.

A

Method A-Make the angle ACE equal to ADB,
and the angle EAC equal to BDC ; and from the
point of intersection E, through B, draw a line to
ED, to intersect the arc ADC; join AD and DC,
and DA, DB, DC, are the required dietancea
E

By Calc2tlation.-1.
In the triangle CAE we have all the angles, and
the aide AC, to find AE. 2. In the triangle ABE, AB, AE, and the
included angle are given, to find the angles AEB, ABE. 3. In the triangle BDC, the angles BDC and DCB (= ABE) are given, and consequently
the angle DCB and the side BC ; hence it is eaay to obtain DB.
CEAPTBR 11.1
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C'ase V.-When

thc station f d b within the triangle, formed by th three given
ObJcciu.

Let ABC represent three towem, whose distance from each other is known; to find the
distance from the tower Dl meaaure the angles
ADC, BDC, ADB.
By Conatruetion.-On two of the given sides
AC, AB, describe segments of circles capable of
containing the given angles, and the point D of
their intersection will be the required place.

El
D

Another Metirod.-Make the angle ABE, equal to the
angle ADE, and BAE equal to BDE ; describe a circle
through the three pointa A, B, E, and join E, C, by the
line EC ; the point Dl where EC intersects the circle,
EADBE, will be the required station.
F!

Case VI.-Whm the station point D falls without the triangle A&,
pint C falls tozoarde D.
AH
B
.

but the

F
~y

Let A, B, C, represent three towers, whose respective distancee from each other are known ; re
quired their distance from the point D.
Measure the angles ADC, BDC, and to prove the
truth of the observations, measure also ADB.
By Construction.-Method 1.-On AC, describe a
circle capable of containing the angle BDC, and on
AB, one capable of containing the angle ADB, and
the point of intersection will be the place required.
Or it may be constructed by Method 2, Caae 1.
The calculation i upon principles so exactly like
those given in that Case, that a'further detail would
be superfluous.
Y
The above instances are sufficient to illustrate this problem, which is exten-

$p
\ \=

-..

aively useful in Maritime Surveying, to determine the position of rocks, sands,
&c., at a distance from the coast: but the operation may be very much shortened
b making use of an instrument called a stntionpointer, which can be set to the
o&erved angles, and then a plied to the map or plan, ao rr to fir t h i ~stntion at
once: or the observed angr)ps may be drawn on transparcnt tracing paper, and
then applied to the plan; which method will be found to answer the purpose.
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XXIV.

TAc d d a m e of

two obj& A, B, and the anglcs ADB, BDC, BCA, being
tAe d h l l c c of the two atutwns D, C, from the objeda A, B.
By Const&.-A0sume dc any number at
pleasure, and make the
angles bok, adh, &o., respectively equal to the
angles BDC, ADB, kc.,
4
and join ab; it is plain
that this figure must be
similar to that required; therefore draw AB, equal to the given distance,
md make ABC equal to abc, BAC to kc, and so on respectively ; join- the
points, and we have the distances required.
By C W h - I n the triangle adc, we have dc, adc, and acd, to find ad,
ac; in bod, we have in like manner the three angles, and dc, to find db, h.
In the triangle a&, we have ad, M, and the angle adb, to find ab.
Hence by the nature of similar figures, as ab : AB : : dc : DC : : ad :
AD::bd:BD::bc:BC.
S;ee~,

-

0
PROBLEM XXV.
l%e diduucea of three +eds
A, B, C, from each other, am? the a n g h
ADC, CDE, CED, CEB, being giw, to find the &&x AD, DC, DE,
RC, and EB.
Bssume m y line dc, at pleasure, make
the angle cdc equal to the angle CDE, and
the angle ad equal to the angle CED; A
.Iso the angle cda equal to the angle CDA,
and the angle ebb equal to the angle CEB ;
pmduoe ad,be, to intersect each other at f,
.Oa
Itjoin
is evident
cf.
that the figures cdfe, CDFE, are

@

similar; therefore, on AC, describe a segment of a
eirele, capable of containing an angle AFC equal
to afc; and on CB a segment capable of containing
b J
'.
/
an angle CFB, equal to the angle e f b ; from the a
,
:
point of intersection F, dmw FA, FB, FC; make
0
:
the angle FCD equal to the angle fod, and FCE
equal to the angle fce, which completes the conZ
nttuction ; then hy assuming de equal to any number, the rest may hc
found ae before.

1

m4mm 11.1
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This method fails when AB is parallel to DE ; therefore, having described
the segments ADC, BEC, draw CF, to A
cut
CDF,offand
a segment
the right equal
line CG,
to to
thecut
angle
off

a segment equal to the angle CEG;
GF will be in the right line DE ; therefore join GF, and produce the line each
way till it intersects tho segments, and the points D, E, will be the stations
required.

PROBLEM
XXVI.
Four pointa B,

C', D, F,or the four aiks of a puaddateral jigure,

with its

angla being given, and the angled BAC, BAE, BED, DEF, knoum by
obsnvation, to jind the station poi& A and E, and cons+y
thc length
of the lines AB, AC, ED, EF.
By Construdion.-1. On BC de~cribethe segment of a circle, to
contain
2. From an
C draw
angle thequal
chord,
to BAC.
CM, , ;,.*', ' *,

&F~Q
'\.
'\.
.
I

d

F
.-., \ .. .
so that the angle BC may be equal
A
to the supplement of the angle BAE.
3. On DF describe the segment of n circle capable of containing an angle
equal to DEF ; join MN, cutting the two circles at A and E, the required
points.
By Calcu2atwn.-In the triangle Bmf, the angle BCM, (the supplement
of BAE,) and the angle BMC, ( = BAC,) and the side BC are given, whence
it is eosy to find MC. In the same manner, DN in the triangle DNF may
be found ; but the angle MCD, ( = BCD, - angle BCM) is known with the
sides MC, CD; consequently, MD, and the angle MDC will be readily found.
The angle MDN, ( = angle CDF, - CDM, - FDN) and MD, DN, are
known ; whence we find MN, and the angles DMN, DNM.
The angle CMA, ( = DMC+ D&lN,) the angle MAC, ( =MAB added to
are given ; therefore, by calculation, hM and AC
BAC,) and the side
will also be known.
In the triangle EDN, the side DN, and the angles E and N are given :
whence we find EN, ED, and consequently, AE equals MN, - MA, - EN.
In the triangle ABC, the angle A, with its sides BC, AC, are known ;
hence AB, and the angle BCA, are found.
In the triangle EFD, the angle E, with the sides ED, DF, being known,
E F and tho angle EDF can be found.
I

\
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Lastly, in the triangle ACD, the angle ACD, ( RCD, -BCA,) and
AC, CD, are given ; hence AD is found, as in the same manner EC in the
triangle ECD.
Kor~.-In this problem, and in Problems XXIV and XXV, if the twn
stations fall in a right line with either of the given objects. the problem is indeterminate. As to the other cases of this problem, they fall in with whnt has
already been said.
The solution of this problem is general, and may be used for the two preceding ones; for, suppose CD the same point in the lnst figure, it gives the
solution of Problem XXV, but if B, C, be supposed the aame points D, F, we
obtain the solution of Problem XXIV.

-

-

PROBLEM
XXVII.
To reduce angles to the emtre of the station.
I n surveys of kingdoms, provinces, counties, &c., where signals,
churches, &c., a t a distance, are used for points of observation, it vcry
often happens that the instrument cannot be place& exactly a t the centrc
of the signal or mark of observation; consequently, the angle observed
will be either greater, less, or equal to that which would have becn found
at the centre. This problem shows how to reduce them to the centrc ;
the correction seldom amounta to more than a few seconds, and is, therefore,
seldom considered, unlem where great accuracy is required.
The observer may be considered in three different positions with respect
to the centre and the objects ; for he is either in a line with the centre
and one of these objects, or in an intermediate one, that is, a line from
this centre to the observer produced, would pasa between the objecta ; or
he is in a n oblique direction, so that a line from the centre to him would
pass without the objecta
Case I.-Where the observer is a t o, between the
centre and one of the objects, the exterior angle mon,
ia greater than the angle mnz, a t the centre, by the
angle emo; therefore, taking emo from the observed
\ , a o
I
angle, we have that a t the centre.
If the observer is a t a, the exterior angle man is
c
I
greater t h a n that of men, a t the centre, by the value
I
I
of n; therefore, take this from the centre. But if
the observer is further from tho objects than the centre, as a t i, the
observed angle min is less than that a t the centre men, by the angle m ;
therefore, b y adding m to the observed angle, we ohtnirl thc nngle m t ,
at the centre. I n the same manner, if the observer i~ a t (6, wc shoi~ltl

x*
... :
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add the angle n to the observed angle mun, in order to have the angle
n m , at the centre.
Cue 11.-When the observer is at o, draw ao, and
the interior angle d exceeds the angle u at the centre by the angle m, and the exterior angle e exceede
the angle at the centre a, by the angle n; therefore,
lnon exceeds the angle at the centre, by the value
of the two angles m and n; these, therefore, must
be subtracted from it, to obtain the central angle.
On the contrary, if the observer is at a, the two angles m and n must
added to the observed angle.
Case II1.-When the observer is at o, having measured the angles man, me, the angle i is exterior to
the two triangles mi, nei; therefore, to render men
equal to min, we must add the angle n; and to render
the exterior angle min equal to the observed angle
m n , we must take @waythe angle m; therefore addillg m to the observed angle, and subtracting n from
the total, we obtain the central angle m or n.
From what has been said, it is clear, that in the first case, we are to
add or subtract from the observed angles, that of the m or n, which is
not in the direction of the observer.
In the second case, we have either to subtract or add the two angles
na and n. .
, In the third case, we add to the observed angle, that of the two m or
n, which is of the same side with the observer, and subtract the &her.
To know the position of the observer, care must be taken to measure
the distance of the instrument from the centre, and the angles this centre
makes with the objects.
An inspection of the figures is sufficient to show how the value of the
angles m, n, may be obtained. Thus, in the triangle moe, we have the
angle at o, the distance cn, and the distance em, om, (which are considered
IU equal,) given.

PROBLEM
XXVIII.
To reduce trianglesfrom one plane to another.
After the reduction of the obyrved anglea to the centre of each respective station, it is gei~erallynecessary to reduce the pa* of one or of
several triangles to t,he same level.
[PART I.
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179;

Cae I.-Let us suppose the three points, A,
I>, E, to be equally distant from the centre of
the earth, and that the point R is higher than
these points by the distance or quantity RE;
now it is required to reduce the triangle APR to that of APE.

By the following rule, we may reduce the angles RAP, RPA, which
have their summits in the plane of reduction, to the angles EPA, EAP.
Rwk-The cwiino of the reduced angle is equal to the co-sine of the
observed angle, divided by the co-sine of the angle of elevation.
These two angles being known, the third angle E is consequently
known; we shall, however, give a rule for finding AEP, independent of
the other two.

Ev

Rule.--The co-sine of the reduced angle is equal to the cosine of the
observed angle, lessened by the rectangle of the sines of the angles of
elevation, divided by the rectangle of the cmine of the same anglea
The reduction of the sides can be no dficulty.

cae IZ.--Let ART be the triangle to be
reduced
of the vertical
to the lines
planeRE,
AEe,
~ ethe
being
, pointa
supposed
E, e,
equally distant from the centre of the
earth.
Prolong the plane AEe to P, that is, till
it meets the line Rr, produced to P; and the
value of EAe w i l l be found by this formula
Tangent

4(

P a

a

_-_-----I

I
,

I

A

4 (RAE + rAe)
+ PAT) =tangent 4 RAT x tangent
tangent 4 (RAE -rAe)'

Knowing the half sum and half difference of PAR and-PAr, we obtain
the value of each of the angles; the value of PAE and PAe, may be
then obtained by the f i t of the two preceding rules, and the difference
between them is the angle sought.

Let C be the centre of the earth, and AB the side of a
triangle reduced to a common horizon by the preceding
methods ; if i t be required to reduce this to the plane
DE, ss these planes -are parallel, the angles will r;main
the eame ; therefore the sides only are to be reduced,
the mode of performing which ie evident from the
figure-

~7-1~

c a m XI.]

---__----__-.
Irn
\
C
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PROBLEY
XXIX.

.Ifctlrod of carrying on a t r i a y u l a l w n for any survey, whether the object
be to $find the distance between two given points, or f o ~any o t l w purpose
rohdeva.
Let AB be a base of 2 miles, or 3530 yards ;and
suppose poles or flag-staves are set up at the stations A, B, C, D, G ;and that the angles at those
stations, taken with a theodolite, are the following :-

I*

'
,,
,
,' * * *

. -,

-

-

,.

B

A

C A B = 64" 29'
C B A = 75 15
A C B = 40 18

D C G = 73" 58'
C D G = 51 27
C G D - 54 33

Sum -BCD=
CBD=
BDC=

Sum = 179 58
D G P = 71 07
G D P = 46 51

180
53
64
62

02
41
08
14

.-D

__-**

Sum = 180 03

It is required to find the distance of the spire P from the station A.
The error in the sum of the three observed angles of the first triangle is
2' ; in the second, 3'; and in the third, 2'. The angle at P, in the fourth
triangle, is supplemental.
No certain rule can be given for correcting the observed angles ; this
must be left to the judgment of the observer, who, from circumstances,
will seldom be at a loss to point out where the greatest uncertainty lies.
To make the calculation, however, we will suppose the corrected angles areD C G = 73" 58'
C A B = 64" 28'
C D G = 51 28
C B A = 75 14
C G D = 54 34
A C B = 40 18

Sum = 180 00
B C D = 53" 40'
C B D = 64 07
B D C = 62 13
S

I =~180 00

Sum =
D GP =
GDP=
OPD=

180 00
71" 07'
46 51
62 02

S~un= 180

UO
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ThenAs L A C B o r 4 0 ° 18'
:
::

AB
L CAB

... Sine 9.810763

,, 3520
...
,, 64" 28' . . .

Log. 3.546543
Sine 9.955368

:
CB
Add L D C B

,, 53" 40'

,, 4910.7

...

Dedt L BDC

,, 62" 13'

... Sine 9.946804

Add L CBD

,, 64" 07'

...

Log. 3.650455 = BD or 4471.5
Sine 9.954090

Dedt. L DCB

,, k3" 40'

.. .

13.604845
Sine 9.9061 11

Add L DCG

,, 73" 58'

... Sine 9.982769

Dedt. L CGD

,, 54" 34'

...

13.681203
Sine 9.911046

Add L DGP

,, 71" 07'

...

Log. 3.770157 = DG or 5890.6
Sine 9.975974

Dedt. L DPG

,, 62" 02'

.. .

13.746131
Sine 9.946069

Log. 3.691148 = CB or 4910.7

... Sine 9.906111
13.597259

Log. 3.698434 = CD or 4993.8

Log. 3.800062 = DP or 6310.5
Now, h m the sides BA, BD, and the included angle ABD= 13g0 21',
we get t h e angle BDA = 17" 48', and AD = 7501.1 yarda.
And, if BDA be taken from 160° 32' the angle BDP, there remains
142O 44' the angle ADP, which, with the including sides AD -- 7604.1,
and D P = 6310.5, will give the distance from P to A = 13093 yarda.
When triangles are oarried on from the original baee in all direotions,
the distances towarda the extremities may, in some reeped, be verified by
independent calculation.
CHAPTER 11.1
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PROBLEM
XXX.

To r t f ~a aeries of triangles to a d i a n line, and artather line perpendicular to it.
This method should be adopted wherever extreme accuracy is required,
for whatever care is taken to protract a series of triangles, the protractor,
the points of the compasses, the thickness of the line, the inequality of
the paper, kc., will produce in the fixing of the points of a triangle, an
error, which, though small at first, will have its influence on those that
succeed, and become very sensible, in proportion as the number of the
triangles is augmented.
Let AB be

CD the perpendicular,
and the tri- C 0

C

have been o b
the point o, B----a
(which is al,
ways supposed to be on a meridian, or whoae relation to a meridian is
known) observe the angle Boa, to know how much the point a declines
from the meridian.
In the rightrangled triangle, oBa, we have the angle Boa and the right
angle oBa, and consequently the angle oaB, together with the side oa, to
find oB and Ba.
For the point d, add the angle Boa to the observed angle md, for the
angle dob, or its equal d m ,and the complement is the angle mod, whence
as before, to find om and md.
For the point g, add the angles, mu%, o h , ade, aud edg, which subtract
from 360, to obtain the angle gdr, of the right-angled triangle grd; hence
we also readily, as in the preceding triangles, obtain rg = mt, which
added to nw, gives to the distance from the meridian. Then we obtain
rd, from which taking dm, we obtain rm = gt, the distance from the perpendicular.
[PART I.
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For the point e, take the right angle rdf from the two angles rdg, gde,
and the mmainder is the angle fdc of the right-angled triangle dfe; hence
r e obtain fbd and df, which added to db, gives bf = xe, the distance from
the meridian; from the same right-angled triangle we obtain fe, which
added tofn = dm, givee en, the distance from the perpendicular.
For the point i, add together the angles ~ g d dge,
,
cgi, and from the sum
subtract the right angle rgh, and we obtain the angle ghi, of the rightangled triangle &, and consequently the angle i; hence also we get hi=
tp, which added to to, gives op, distance from the meridian, and gh, from
which mbtrecting gt, we obtain th =pi, distance from the perpendicular.
For the point I, the angle ghi, added to the angle lgi, gives the angle
Igk of the right-angled triangle gkl, and of course the angle glk, whence
r e obtain 1.1, or ty, which added to to, gives oy, distance from the meridian ;
hence we also obtain gk, which, taken from gt, gives kt = ly, distance from
the perpendicular.
It, before the operation, no fixed meridian was given, one may be aesumed M near ae poesible to the point o; for the error in its position will
not at all iduence the respective position of the triangles.

-

PROBLEM
XXXI.
A map with & area being given, and ite swle o m W to be &her drawn OT
nzmtioncd, to #nd the scale.
Cast up the map by any scale whatsoever, and it will be,
As the area given
: the square of the male by which cast up,
: : the given area of the map
: the square of the scale by which it was laid down;
the quam root of which will give the scale.
EXAMPLE
A map whose area is 126 ac. 3 rds. 16 per. being given, and its scale omitted
be either drawn or mentioned ; to find the scale.
Guppose the map wae cmt up by a scale of 20 perchea to an inch, and the
content thereby produced be 31 ac. 2 rds. 34 per.
'fbm,
L the area given, or 31 ac. 2 rda. 34 per. = 5074 per.
: the qave i f the scale by which it waa cnet up, that is, to 20 x 20
400,
: : the given area of the map, 126 ac. 3 rds. 16 per.
20296 per.,
: the quare of the scale by which it was lnid down.
Or, u 5074 : 400 : : 20-296 : 1600, the squnre of the required scnle, the square
mot of which
40.
The nup was therefore laid down by a scale of 40 perches to an inch.

-

-
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PBOBL&Y
XXXII.
To jifind the true area of a survey, though 5 be taken by a &in that is too
long or too short.
Let the map be conetructed, and its area found as if the chaiu was of a
true length, and it will be
As the square of the true chain,
: the area of the map,
: : the square of the chain surveyed by
: the true area of the map.

If a survey be taken with a chain which in 3 inches too long, or with one
whose length is 42 feet 3 inches, and the map thereof be found to contain
920 ac. 2 rds. 20 per. Required the true area.
As the square of 42 ft. 0 in the square of 504 inches * 254016
: the area of the mop 920 ac. 1 rd. 20 per.
147260 per.,
: : the aquare of 42 ft. 3 in.
the square of 507 inohea 267049
: the true area.
Or, 254016 : 147260 : : 257049 : 149019 931 ac. 1 rd. 19 per.

-

-

-

-

PROBLEM
XXXIII.
How to divide land, or to take fl any given prt f r m a map.
Let ABCD, kc., be a map of ground, containing 11 acres ; it is required
to cut off a piece as DEFGID, that shall contain 5 acres.
Join a n y
two opposite
stations, as
DandG,with
the line DG
(which we
may nearly
judge to be
the partition
line), and find
the area of
the part DEFG, which suppose may want 3 rda 20 per. of the quantity
we would cut off; measure the line DG, which suppose to be 70 perchea
~ per., or 140 per., by 35, the half of DO, and the quotient
Divide 3 r d 20
[PART I.
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4 will be a perpendicular for a triangle whose base is 70, and the area
140 per. Let HI be h w n parallel to DQ, a t the distance of the p e ~
pendieular 4, and h m 3, where it cute the boundary, draw a line to D
and that line DI will be the division line.
PBOBLRY
XXXIV.
To a'&maine the area of a piece of ground, haviv th map given, by n d w i n g
it ta one triangle eplral thereto, and thence lending its a m .

Let ABCDEFGHA be a map, which we would reduce to one triangle
equal thereto.
Produce any
line of the map, aa
AH, both waya:
lay the edge of a
p'erallel ruler from
E
A to C, having B
above it; hold the
other side of the
ruler fast; open
until the m e edge
touchesB, and with
ti protracting pin
mark the point b
on the produced
c
A b
f
H e 9
line ; lay t h e edge of the ruler from b to D, having C above i t ; hold the
other side faat; open until the eame edge touches C, and mark the point
c on the produced line. A line drawn from c to D will take in as much as
it leaves out of the map.
Again, lay the edge of the ruler h m H to F, having Q above it ; keep
the other side fast ; open until the aame edge touches G, and mark the
point g on the produced line ;lay the edge of the ruler from g to E, having
F above it ; keep the other side fast ; open until the same edge touches F,
md mark the point f on the produced line. Lay the edge of the ruler
fromf to D, having E above i t ; keep the other side f a d ; open until the
m e edge touchea E, and mark the point e on the produced line. A line
drown from D to e will take in as much as it leavee out. Thus,we have
the triangle cDe, equal to the vregular polygon ABCDEFGHA.
cEAPrlm 11.1
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If when the ruler's edge be applied to the points A and C, the point B
falls under the ruler, hold that side next the said pointa fast, and draw
back the other to any convenient distance ; then hold this last side fast,
and draw back the former edge to B, and mark b on the produced line ;
and thus a parallel may be drawn to any point under the ruler, as well
aa if it were above it. I t is best to keep the point of the protracting pin
in the last point in the extended line, until the edge of the ruler is l a i d
to the next station, or one point may be mistaken for another.
This may also be performed with a scale or ruler, which has a t h i n
sloped edge, called a fiducial edge, and a fine pointed pair of compaesee.
Thus :Lay that edge on the points A and C, take the distance from the point
B to the edge of the scale, so aa it may only touch it, in the same
manner as you take the perpendicular of a triangle ; carry that distance
down by the edge of the scale parallel to it, to b, and there describe a n
an: on the point b, and if it just touches the ruler's edge, the point b i s
in the true place of the extended line. Then lay the fiducid edge of t h e
scale from b to D, and take a distance from C, that will just touch t h e
edge of the scale; carry that distance along the edge, until the point
which was in C, cuts the produced line in c; keep that point in c, and
describe an arc, and if it just touches the ruler's edge, the point c L
in the true place of the extended line. Draw a line from c to D, and.it
will take in and leave out equally. In like manner the other side of the
figure may be balanced by the line eD.
Let the point of the compasses be kept to the laat point of the extended line until the scale is laid from it to the next station, to prevent
mistakes from the number of points.
That the triangle cDe is equal to the right-lined figure ABCDEFGHA,
will be evident from Problem 13, 14, Chapter 3. For if a line were drawn
from b to C, it will give and take equally, and then the figure WDEFGH,
will be equal to the map. Thus, the figure is lessened by one side, and
the next balance line will lessen it by two, and so on, and will give and
take equally. In the same manner an equality will arise on the other side.
The area of the triangle is easily obtained, and thus we have the area
of the map.
I t is best to extend one of the shortest lines of the polygon, became
if a very long line be produced, the triangle will have one angle very
obtuse, and consequently the other two very acute ; in which case i t will
not be eaay to determine exactly the length of the longest side, or the
pointa where the balancing lines cut the extended one.
[PART I.
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This method will be found very useful and ready in small enclosures,
as well as very exact ; it may be also used in large ones, but greater care
mu$ be taken of the points on the extended line, which will be crowded,
as well as of not missing a station.
That the probable error in the area may be as little as poaaible, the
resulting triangle should have the lines to be measured aa nearly as may
be the same length.
PROBLEM
XXXV.
Tu determine t L area of a piece of ground, having the m p gimh, by
*hi.

Let the subjoined figure be that whose area is req~zired:-

Let panr11els be drawn at half an inch asunder, and othera at right
angles to them at a like distance ; each square will then be a quarter of a
a q m inch in area
With a penknife, cut away all the equarea marked a, which the boundary of the map does not reach, then all the whole squares contained
within the body of the map, and the quarea which the boundary pasees
through and which are marked z, z, z, &c., will remain.
Add the number of whole squares in the body of the map, and those
marked z together, which number note down ; then find with graine and
tenthe of a grain, the weight of the paper. Call the number of squares,
first area, and their weight in grains and parts, their b t weight.
Then cut the map close by the boundary, and weigh it in grains and
decimals of a grain, aa before. Then say, as the first weight, is to the
timt area, so is the second weight to the second area, which gives the area
of the-map in squaree, and decimals of a square. Then, by kpowing by
what scale it was laid down, the area of each square ia known, and conaequently the area of the whole map.
The &te of the atmosphere haa a very sensible effect on this operation.
The neighment should be made with as delicate scales as poeeible, and the
mean of two or more trials adopted.
CHAPTER 11.1
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C H A P T E R 111.
SOLUTIONS OF CASES IN PLANE TRIGONOMETRY,
WITH HEIGHTS AND DISTANCES.
Case I.-Having the anglcs and one a&, %t j2n.d eithtr of thc other sided.
RULE-As the sine of the angle opposite to the given side is to the
given side, so is the sine of the angle opposite the required side to the
required side.
I n the triangk ABC, h e is given the angle A 460 SO', AB 2290, and thc
angle B $70 JU, to fi3Ld AC and BC.

180° - the sum of the angles A and B =C.
Or 180" - (46' 30' + 37" 30') = 96" 00' = C.
Then-

. . or

96" 00'

. . . . .

9.9976143

. . . . . . . ,,

230
46" 30'

. . . . .
. . . . .

2.3617278
9.8605622

.

2.2246757

. . . . .

9.9976143

AE the sine of C .

AB

: : the sine of A

: B C s . .

. . . , ,

. . . . ,,

167.76 answering to

AgainAs the sine of C

. . . . ,

96O 00'
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core I.-Huukghoosidcsandan

angleoppodetooneofthen, tojend the
dlrrrhooanglcsandLlrCthi7daidc.

Bw-AE

the side opposite the given angle is to the sine of that

angle, so is the aide opposite the required angle to the sine of that angle.

In tht tr+k ABC, thew is g k n AB 2@, the angle A 46" SO', and BC
EiW, t
o
w the angle C being acute, the angle B and the side AC.

:tbe sine of C

. . . . . ,,

60" 31'

. . . . .

9'9397434

-

Then 180 - the sum of the angles A and C, gives the angle B.
Or 180"- (46' 30' + 60° 31') = 72' 5 9
B.

AB the nine of A . . . or

. . . . . . . ,,

: BC
: : the sine of

Care III.-Having

B.

. . . ,,

46' 30'

. . . . .

9.8606622

200
72' 69'

. . . . .

2.3010300
9.9805577

. . . . .

sidcs and the angle b d m them, to jend the other
two anglcs and thc third side.

hoo

Bmr-Be the sum of the two given sides is to their difference, so is
the tengent of half the sum of the unknown angles to the tangent of
hrlltheir difference. Half the differenoe thus found added to half their
rum, gives the greater of the two angles ;and deducted, leavea the leeaer.
The third mde is found by Case I.
CmmKE

IU]

5
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240, & angle A 63" 40' and AC
180, to find the angla C and B, and the d e RC.

I n the triangle ABC, there ir given A23

BY CALCULATION.
The sum of the two given sides, or . . . . . . . 240+ 180=420
The difference
,, ,, ,, . . . . . . . 240-180= 60
180 -36O 40' or angle A = 143" 20', or sum of unknown angles B and
C, the half sum of which is 71" 40'.
ThenAs AB AC or 420 . . . . . . . . . . . 2.6232493

+

12.2578461
:tangent of 23' 20

. . . . . . . answering to 9.6345968

Then 71" 40' + 23" 20' = 95O 00' = C
And 71" 40' - 23" 20' = 48' 20' = B
The third side BC is found by Case I, thusAs sine of B : AC :: sine of A : BC.
If the angle included be a right angle, add the radius to the logarithm
of the less side, and from the sum substract the logarithm of the greater
side ; the remainder or sum will be the tangent of the angle opposite to
the less side.

In the rightangled triangle ABC, t h e is given
AB 2.40, BC 180, and the angle B 90°, to jind
the anglea A and C, and & hc AC.
ThenTo the logarithm of less side, or 180 . . . . . . 2.2552725
Add radius . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10~0000000

. .

2.3802112

. . . . . mwering to
00' + 36' 52') = 53' 08' = C

9.8750613

And deduct the logarithm of greater side, or 240
Tangent of A = 36' 62'

Then 180° - (90'
~ n as
d sine of c : AB : : sine of B : AC.
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Case IV.-Having

the

tnra a'dcs, to $nd any angle.

Rms-As the longest side or base is to the slun of the other two
sides, so is the differenoe of those sides to the difference of the segments
of the base, formed by a perpendicular let fall from its opposite angle.
Half the difference of the segments thus found, added to half the base
gives the greater segment, and subtracted leaves the lesser-whenco we
have two rightangled triangles with two sides given, to find the other
two anglea and the third side by Cases I and 11.

I n t k triangle ABC, there is given AB 64, AC 47, BC 34,
angles A, B, and C.

From the point C, let fall the perpendiculsr
CD ou the base AB; it will divide the triangle into two righangled ones ADC and
CBD, a s well as the base AB into the two segments AD and DB.
The longest side or base AB = 64.
The sum of the other two sides, or AC + BC = 47 + 34
,,
9,
AC-BC=47-34=13
The difference
ThenAs AB, o r 6 4 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
: AC

+ BC, or 81

: :AC-BC,or

lo

fidthe

.I I

I,

D;
61

-

81

.

1.8061800

. . . . . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . . . .

1.9084850
1.1139434

13.

3.0224284

: AD-DB, or 16.46 . . . . . . answering to 1.2162484
The half difference or 8.23 added to the half baae or 32 = 40.23 or
greater segment, and deducted = 23.77 or lesser segment.
Having uow two right-angled triangles, ADC and CBD, with two sides
given in eaoh, the remaining angles and side are-ewily found by Cases
I and 11.
HEIGHTS AND DISTANCES.
Having given the solutions of the four cases in Plane Trigonometry,
ve will proceed to apply the same, by a few examples, in determining the
heighh and distances of inaccessible objecta
CHAPTER 111. ]
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What ie the height of a mnsjid, the distance of which was 38440 yard8 from
42'P
where I stood, and the angle of elevation to the top

-

A

We have here given the angle A = 90°.
The angle B
3' 42; and the side BA =
384.40 yards.
The angle C
(90' - B)
86O 18'.
B

-

BY CASEI.

. . . . . . . . . . . . .
: BA, or 384.40 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
: : sine of B
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

As sine of C or 86" 18'

9-999093
2.584783
8.809777
11.394560

: AC

or 24.90 yards, t h e height required

. . . . . . .

1.395467

Being deairoua of knowing the height of s steeple, CD, which could not be
approached nearer than B, the angle of altitude DBC was found to be 550;
having measured a line from B to A of 87 feet, the angle of altitude CAB wss
found to be 37' : required its height P

From DBC
Take CAB
Angle ACB

--

-

6 5 O 00'

37' 00'
180 00'

. . . . . . . . . . .
: AB or 87 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
: : sine angle CAB or 37' 00' . . . . . . . . . . .

As sine angle ACB or 18' 00'

9.4899824
1.9395198
9.7794630

SOLUTION8 OF CASES IN PLANE TRIOONOMETBY.
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. . . . . .10-0000000
: BC or 169.43 . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2.2290004
: : eine angle CBD or 66" 60'. . . . . . . . . 9.9133645
--

An d u e 90°, or eine of angle BDC

:DC or 138.80 feet, the height required

WLB
3.

12.9423649
-

. . . . .----.
2.1423649

The b d t h of the river Ganges at Benerea being required, a base line AB
meamued on one side of 45 cha. 62 lh., and the angles aubtended by a
tree on the opposite edge at each end of the base were at A 82' 48; and st B
WM

390 W , what is the breadth P

We ham bere given the angle A 82O 48',
tbe angle B = SSQ 46: consequently the

-

-

+

.ogle C = 180"
(820 48'
SSO 46')
and the side AB E 43.6%
65O

1.639686

:AB or 43.62
: :sine of B or 33" 46'

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . . .

9.744928

7
-

:ACor27okllIha,thebreadthreqM
ExaAtpm 4.
Required the distance of the fort flagatsff
B
on each aide of the Ganges; to obtain which,
I meruured a bane BC = 54-32 chs., the angles
subtended mth the point A at each end of
tbe bane were ABC 120° 44' and BCA 24" 16',
rho the q l e a subtended with the fort &gst each end of the base were CBD 15O 42;
d BCD 117'' Sl', what are the respative
dishnceaP
at Ahhabad h r n two given pointa A and

CadPTEB XIL]

11.384613
-. . . . . 1.433076

--
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In the triangle BCD, the angle CDB = 180" -(BCD + CBD) = 46O 47'.
CBA, the angle CAB = 180° -(ABC + BCA) = 35O 00'.
,,
,, ABD, the angle DBA = ABC - DBC = 105O 02'.
ThenBY CASEI.
As sine of CDB or 46O 47'
: BC,

. . . . . . . . . 9.862590

or 54.32
. . . . . . . . . . . . . 1.734959
of BCD or 117' 31' . . . . . . . . . 9.947863

: : sine

: BD

or 66-11 cha, the distance required . . . . . 1.820232

AgainBY CASEI.

AB sine of CAB or 35O 00'
: BC or 54-32 .
: : sine of BCA or

. . . . . . . . - 9.758591

. . . . . . . . . . . . . 1.734969
24' 16' . . . . . . . . . . 9.613825
11.348784

: BA or 38.92

o h , the distance required

. . . . . 1.590193

BY CASE 111.
BD + AB = 105.03, and BD - AB = 27.19.
Also 180' - ADB or 105' 02' = 74O 58' or sum of unknown angles,
the half sum of which is 37' 29'.
Then-

: : tangent of 37' 39'

: tangent

of 11° 13'

. . . . . . . . . . .

9.884718

. . . . . . . . . . . . 9-297814

37O 29' + 11' 13' = 48" 42' or angle DAB
37' 29' - 1lo13' = 26' 16' or angle ADB
[PART I.
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LaetlyBY CASE I.
A s sine of BDA or 26" 16'.

. . . . . . . . . 9.645961

: AB or 38-92 . . . . .
: : sine of ABD or 105" 02'.

. . . . . . . . . 1.590193
. . . . . . . . . 9.986876
11.575069

A D or 84.94 cha, t h e distance required

. . . . . 1.929108

The angle subtended from a point C between two objects a t A and B, exactly
B, the din-

2
' 3 chs. 42 Iks. apart, being 31' 47', what are the angles at A and
tance from C to B being 35 chs. 64 lks. P

bs AB or 23-42 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1.369586

. . . . . . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

9.721570
1.551937

. . . . . . . .

9.903921

:the sine of C or 31' 47'
: : CB

or 35.64

: the aine

of A or 53" 17'.
T h e n 180°

. . .

- (31° 47' +

-

53" 17') = 94O 56' or angle B.

Required the angle contained between the two cocoa-nut trees near the Taj st
the distance between them being e u p p d 53 feet, and the distance of
each tree from where I stood at C' was A 1388 feet, and B 1353 feet?

&a,

In this Example we haveAC = 1388 feet
BC = 1353 ,,

AB

-

53

,,

Let fall the perpendicular BD on the base or longest
aide AC-
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BY CASE 111.
Then-

. . . . . . or 1388 k t . . . . . .
:AB + BC . . . . , . 1406 ,, . . . . . .
: : AB- BC. . . . ,, 1300 ,,
. . . . . .

As AC

1388

Then

1317

- + - - CD or 1352.50 feet

2
2
1388
1317
b d - - =
2
2
A$+lxl-

AD

,,

36.50 ,,

BY CASE 11.

AE BC, or 1353 feet . . . . . . . . . . . . 3.131297

. . . . . . . . 10~000000
. . . . . . . . . . . 3.131 137

: Radius or sine of BDC = 90"
: : DC,

or 1352.60 feet

: DBC, or

88" 27'

. . . . . . . . . . . .

9-999840

180° - (90" + 88" 27') = 1" 33', or DCB, the angle between the two
cowsrnut trees.
If it is required to find the angles A and B of the triangle ABC, the
angle ABD can be found in the same manner as DBC when ABD +
DBC
ABC, and 180"- (BBC + ACB) = BAC.

-

O N SURVEYING INSTRUMENTS.
THEIR ADJUSTMENT AND USE.

C H A P T E R I.
TEE CHAIN.

G u ~ E R ' Chain
s
is the measure adopted in the Indian Revenue Surveys,
but a description of it having been given under the head of "h,"
it is
unnecessary to repeat it here.
The length of a straight line must be found mechanically by the Chain,
and it is the most difficult operation in Surveying. The Surveyor, therefore, cannot be too careful in guarding against, rectifying, or making
allowances for every possible error; for on the exactness of this mensuration
t h e correctness of his operations depends.
The Chain, however useful and necessary, is liable to many errors : lst,
i n itself; Sndly, in the method of using it ; and, 3rdly, in the uncertainty
of pitching the arrows ; every possible precaution must, therefore, be used.
If the Chaii be stretched too tight, the rings will give, the arrows
incline, and the measured line will be shorter than it really is; on the
other hand, if it be not drawn sufficiently tight, the measure obtained will
be too long.
If the Chain is a new one, it should invariably be measured daily until
i t has stretched to its utmost; if an old one, and which a Surveyor will
find by experience to be always preferable,. once in every three or four
days is sutficient. A careful and correct Surveyor will, however, compare
i t daily.
Chains have been known to stretch as much as 3 inches in a day's work ;
this, though trifling in one Chain, would be found of material consequence
af&r measuring 400 or 500 Chains during the day, amounting, as such an
error would, to nearly one Chain and a half in the whole distance measured.
The rectifying of such errors in the Chain measurements is easily done by
a calculation from Table A (d
Appendix), but a correct Chain saves
much trouble.
CHAPTER I.]
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In the event of a Chain having lengthened, the correction, whatever it
may be, to the Chain lines, must be made by addition, and Price ~ 8 4 if
;
the Chain be short, by subtraction of the quantity required to rectify the
error. ThusSupposing a Chain to have stretched 1 inch, a correction of one link
additive in every 8 Chains measured would be necessary to give the true
length of any line measured with that Chain. Taking the measured line
to be 64 Chains, the correct length of the line would be 64 Chains + 6 4
Inches, or 64 Chains, 8 Links ; and the reverse 64 Chains - 64 Inches, or
63 Chains, 92 Links, should the Chain be 1 inch too short; such a correction is sufficient for all practical purposes.
I t is a common practice to allow Chainmen too much latitude in
measuring lines,--i. e., the Surveyor is satisfied to come up at the end
of the line measured, count the number of links up to the station, depeuding entirely on the rear Chainman for a correct account of the number of
Chains measured. This, even were the account of Chains correct (which
is always doubtful), can never be a satisfactorily-measured line. Ullless
the Surveyor follows in the rear of his Chainmen, and keeps a continued
watch on them, the probabilities are that his work will have to be measured over again.
A Surveyor should amustom himelf to follow his rear Chainman, aud
satisfy himself, as he is progressing, that he is measuring straight. To
ensure the Chainmen proceeding in as straight a line as poseible, it is
always well for the leading Chainmau to check the direction of the rear
Chainman, by keeping the latter and the back station (on which there is
invariably a flag) in a straight line with himself. The rear Chainman does
this, as he directs the leadi~qone, with the forward station, and thus by a
mutual check great accuracy is obtained.
Eleven arrows should be wed, instead of ten, as is generally the custom ;
for in the latter case, when the Chain arrives at the end of the tenth arrow,
thus denoting 10 Chains aa measured, the Chain is stopped and liable to
be shifted ;whereas, with eleven urrows, one arrow always remains a fixture
in the
and is never brought into the account, thue preventing the
possibility of the Chain being shifted, whilst the other ten arrows are being
taken to the leading Chainrurtll
It is usual to have steel rods of 6 or 11 feet to test the Chains with ; the
former are the most portable, and the Superintendent of a Survey cannot
be too careful in ascertaining that these rods are s~lppliedof the exact
lengths, and also in insisting on their use.
Two rode of 6 feet each are sufficient for a Survey party, and the method
of using them is to stretch the Chain pretty tightly on a level piece of
[PART 11.
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ground, fixing two stout pins made for the purpose at each end in the
handles of the Chain ; then, laying down the two rods from one end, keep
i
q the second stationary, and tnking up the first, and placing i t beyond
tb second, then keeping that stationary, and taking up the second, and
placing it beyond the third, and so on, until arrived at the end of the Chain,
rben eleven rode thus measured should be ita length.
Erperience, however, and the disagreeable necessity of doing work twice
oper, which is always irkaome, ean alone teach a Surveyor the neceseity of
meaeuring lines correctly, and of keeping a constant watchfulnew over the
length of his Chain.
Directions for m'ng the Chin.-Flag are first to be set up a t the places
whose distances are to be obtained ; the place where the measurement is
amawnced may be called the f i ~ s t station ; and that measured to, the
raod idation. Two men hold the Chain, one at each end ; the foremost
or leader is provided with eleven arrows and a small hammer. These
m w u are d
e of iron, about onsthird of an inch square, pointed at one
end, with a loose ring on the head, for the purpose of hanging in a hook
mpended from the girdle of the Chainman. On the Chain being stretched
in the direction of the aecmd station, the leader hammers an arrow firmly
into the ground, the rear Chainman holding the other end at the firat
station ; ho then proceeds in the direction of the a
d station until the
rear Chaiian has arrived at the first arrow, when the latter directs the
former in a line with the first station, and a second arrow is firmly driven
in ; the rear Chainman then tnkea up the first arrow, counta one Chain as
messured, and proceeds on until the eleven arrows are expended, one of
mhich remaining in the ground, the other ten are sent on to the leading
(binman. The exchange of the arrows is always notified by the rear
Wnman calling out with a loud voice so many Tens. The Surveyor
here marks in his Field Book that one change has been made, or 10 Chains
a 1,000 Links measured The Chainmen then proceed onwards, until
-her
change has been made and entered, and so on, marking every
change until the bcc01Ld station be arrived at, when the number of arrows
III the hand of the rear Chainman will denote the number of Chains,
rhich, together with the odd links and the number of changes that may
have been made botween the two stations, will make up the entire length
of the line.
TEE "CROS&BTAFP" AND "OFFBET ROD."

When the boundary of a Survey has t m a and bends in it, as is generd~the caee, it is not necessary to mensure round every such turn and
bd. The best and most usual way is to proceed in a straight line from
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one principal corner to another, and when opposite to any bend in t h e
,
the
boundary to measure the rectangular distance, termed the O f ~ e tfrom
Chain line to the bend, noting the same, together with the distance on t h e
Chain line from whence such Offset was made. These Offieta are generally measured with an Offset Staff or Rod of ten or twenty links i n
length, ten or five of them making one Chain; and as they are all rectangular with the Chain line, they either form triangles or trapezes, of
which the distance on the Chain line is the base, and the Offset the perpendicular, t o be calculated by the ~ l e given
s
under the head of "Areaa,"
and added or deducted according aa they are to the right or left of t h e
Chain line. Great care is required on the pert of the Sumeyor in measuring Offseta; for unless the Offset is taken a t right angles with the Chain
line, the perpendicular measured for determining its area will be too long,
and a correct result will not be obtained.

A very convenient instrument cdled the " Cross-staff,"
and which can be made up by any bazar carpenter,
is used for the purpose of taking Offsets. I t consists
of a piece of wood, about 6 inches square, and an inch
and a half in thickness, fixed on the end of a staff
about 5 feet in length, with an iron spike a t the end, for
the convenience of planting it in the ground. The
square piece on the top has two grooves ab and cd in it,
about half an inch deep, a t right angles with each other,
made with a common saw. This instrument being placed
mywheri on the Chain line, if one groove be directed to
the forward or back station, the other will, of course,
give the perpendicular to the Chain line. A ~ e l l - ~ r c t o
tised Surveyor can, however, generally tell a right angle
for an Offset of moderate length without the assistance of this instrument.
The best method of measuring Offsets is for the Offset man to walk
along the boundary, and to give a signal to the Chain party whenever
he comes to a bend or corner ; the Surveyor then places himself on the
Chain line in a rectangular position with the Offset man, when the latter,
measuring down towards him, gives in the length of the Offset in rods,
and returns immediately to the boundary to take up the next bend. A
good Offset man should never be taken off his work, for by consMt
practice he knows exactly when and where an Offset is required. Offsets
beyond certain short distances are inadmissible. The nearer the station
line is taken to the boundary, the more accurate will be the periphery
measurement, and the area derived therefrom.
[PART 11.
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THE OPTICAL SQUARE.
Thii useful little Instrument, as now manrlfactured and iesued by the
(hvernment Mathematical Iustniment Department at Calcutta, has almost
entirely superseded the use of the Cross-staff. I t can be carried by
the Surveyor, and may be used with the greatest facility along his chain
lines in ascertaining the precise position from which offsets are to be
measured to bends on a boundary or to marks along it.
I t consist8 of two mirrors placed against the side plates of a priematicalshaped brass box, and inclined towards each other at an angle of 4 5 O , and
above the mirrors are square apertures for sighting the forward or back
fhgs through the open face of the boz To the base of the box a wooden
handle is fixed, and a t the end of it is a hook from which a plummet can be
suspended to determine the point on tho chain line from which the offset
should be measured.
The use of this instrument will be easily understood from the diagram
here given, and the
following descrig
t i o n Standing on
t h e chain line A B,
raise the instrument to the level of
t h e eye ; place the
eye conveniently
close to theangle at
C andsight the forward flag a t A
through the aperture a t E; then
walk along the
chain line either
D
forward or back, as
nwsaarg, until the
boundary pillar or
o&et man is reflected in the mirror
E, and is seen to
correspond exactly
in line withthe flag
at A; drop the
plummet a t this
place and measure
the offset to the
il3
pillaror o&t man.
I
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TEE PERAMBULATOR

This instrument is very useful for measuring roads, level plains, alld
distances where expedition is required. I t gives, however, a measure
somewhat too long in going over uneven suu-faces, which is one of its
principal objections, and it is therefore only applicable to road and route
,Surveys where great accuracy is not essential.
The following figure represents the English Pattern Perambulator,
which consists of a wheel of wood A, shod or lined with iron to prevent
the wear ; a short axis is fixed to this wheel, which communicates motion
by a long pinion fixed in one of the sides of the carriage B, to the wheelwork C, included in the box-part of the instrument. For portability t h e
wheel A is separable :-

In this instrument, the circumfercnce of the whecl A is 8 fcet 3 inchea,
or half a pole ; one revolution of this wheel turns a single-threaded worn
once round ; the worm takes into R, whecl of 80 teeth, and turns it once
round in 80 revolutions ; on the socket of this wheel is tired an index,
which makes one revolution in 40 poles, or one furlong; on the axis of
this worm is fixed another worm with a single thread, thnt takes into
[PART 11.
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a wheel of 40 teeth; on the arie of this wheel is another worm with
a single thread, turning about a wheel of 160 teeth, whose sooket carries

an index that makes one revolution in 80 furlongs, or 10 milea On the dial plate there
am three graduated circles :the outermost is
di-rided into 220 parta, or the yards in a furlong: the next into 40 parta, the number of
pdes in a fiirlong ; the third into 80 parts,
the number of furlongs in 10 miles, every mile
b e i i distinguished by ita proper Roman figure.

These descriptions of instruments, generally made in England with
~ s e a e o n e dwood, have been found unsuited to the wants of Indian
m i c e and climate; the following describe those in general use in India,
and as applicable for the Survey Department

TIIE YADRAI) PA-

EIGHT-MILE PERAMBULbTOR

The Smile Madras Pattern Perambulator (iee annexed engraving,
Pbte 1) mneieta of a wheel 20 feet in circumf'e~~nce,
having a brass plate 7
i n k in diameter on each side of its centre for mnnecting the spokes.
one side the plate A is graduated in feet and inches from 1 to 20 feet, in
three circlea, one within the other, each circle containing 64 feet. An axle
B pnaaea through the centre of these plates, to whioh i~ attached an endless
screw D, playing in the teeth of two oircular braes plates, 89 inches in
dinmeter, suspended from the axle, one plate having 66, and the other 64
teeth. The front plats is graduated to 220 yards, and the back plate t o
M o n p and miles, which are read off through the openinga G, G, in the
front plate, the index E being turned down on the plate to denote the
yds, and the index H, with adjusting weight W, denoting the feet and
inches on the plate A attached to the wheel. The axle B is furnished a t
both ends with a revolving wooden handle (3, (3.

This instrumeut is best adapted far road work : to a Surveyor i t is of
little nee, ita great height rendering it di5cult to manage in a high wind,
a d requiring two men to work it. The only advantage it hss over other
instrnmenta of the kind is that it beam ita own weight, and the handles
b e i i about the height of a man's chest, it is only neceesary to keep the
wheel steady, when the least preaaure sets i t in motion.
,.maL]
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This instrument consists of
a wheel, the circumference of
whichis 107.39."
The spokes are
connected
by
two strong brass
plates secured
with bolts, the
centre of these
plates having a
s q u a r e hole,
through which
the axle passes.
It has shafts and handles similar to the one described a t page 45,
but somewhat different in construction; the shafts being made of
well-seasoned wood, and the handles like those of a wheel-barrow. T h e
machinery is extremely simple, consisting only of an endless screw, with
two brass plaies attached, the diameters of which are 3& inches, t h e
upper one containing 59, and the lower 60 skew-bevelled teeth ; the upper
plate is divided into 100 parts, the wheel being bevelled inside to admit of
every 10th part bisecting the surface of the lower wheel graduations; t h e
lower plate being graduated to 60 parts, or 10 divisions to a mile.
The axle of the wheel runs in two hinges secured to the ah&, and so
constructed that the wheel is easily detached from the body of the instrument.

This instrument is somewhat similar in construction to Colonel Everest's.
The periphery of the wheel is 10 feet 9.306 inches, or r& part of a mile.
The diameter is therefore 3 feet 5.1588 inches.
The upper plate of the dial has 49 cogs, and is graduated into 100 parts,
each of which denotes T ~ ofm a mile, and ten thousandths may be read by
estimation. The tens on this plate represent T& of a mile.
The lower plate has 50 cogs, and is subdivided into 50 par&, each of
which represents +JI of a mile, or one revolution of the upper plate. Hence
the lower plate meuures as far as 5 miles, as well na subdivides to tenths.
[PART IL
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An eightrleaved pinion on the axis of the lower plate drives the small
inner wheel, which has 32 teeth, and is graduated into 20 parts, each
representing one mile. This little wheel oonsequentiy meaeures four
revolutions of the lower plate, or up to 20 miles.
The index to the mile scale is in the centre of a amall aperture at the
word " Milea"
The index to the lower plate, or male of miles and tenths, is at the
centre of the large aperture, opposite the .figure " 100" on the upper
plate, with which it revolves.
The index of the hundredths and thousandths is on a projecting piece
attached to the bottom of the dial.
When the dial is taken to pieces to be cleaned, the zeros of all the
graduations must be reset to correspond as they do at present The
indications of the lower plate and little wheel check each other.
When the dial requires cleaning, the nut and washer on the upper
pivot can be released, after the pin is extracted. In replacing them, care
must be taken to refix the pin securely, otherwise it is liable to drop out
from the severe concussions the wheel is exposed to. If the pins drop
out, the nuta are liable to work loose and fall off, in which date of the
dial the cogs may get out of gear, and the indications not be trustworthy.
To guard against this source of error, the dial plates are kept close by
three stops at the circumference, in addition to the central nut and
washer.
The wheel is constructed after the manner of carriage wheels, having a
stout iron tire put on hot, which by contwting draws the woodwork
tight.
The iron axle is strong, 0.75 inch in diameter, with a square part
passing through the nave, to which it is wrewed up tight, and the nut
fastened by another eorew, to prevent its working loose from the concuseions the perambulator is expoeed to.
The wheel is attached to the shafts or barrow handle by strong iron ys,
which can be tightened by square-headed nuts, so as to prevent wabbling.
A piece of thick oiled leather should be placed on the upper and under
y before they nre screwed up, whereby the wheel will work amoothly for a
week, and undue wear and tear be prevented.
The dial, when not in use, is packed in the locker between the shafts,
together with the attaching screw and key. By this mcans the dial is
a v e d from unnecessary wear and tear in travelling, at such times as it is
not required to measure. The field book is also carried in this locker.
CahPrER I.]
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The dial is attached to the end of the axle by a pin screw. The hole
in the socket of the dial must be brought exactly over the comspondmg
hole in the axle, and the pin paased through both, and screwed by hand.
It can afterwards be tightened by the key. If the screw on the pin were
a t the point, instead of the shoulder, it would Boon wear out.
Observe that thew is in the socket of the dial a notch which co*
sponda with a projecting knob on the axle, and relievea the pin from
torsion. This notch must be placed opposite the knob in fixing on the
dial.
A guard is attached to the wheel-barrow shafk to protect the dial from
blows, and there is a springoatch attached to it, to relieve the weight
i
d from turning over.
and prevent the d
Thew is a scraper attached under the locker to prevent accumulation
of mud on the wheeL The scraper should be set close, but, notwithstanding every precaution, it will be found that some slight accumulation
will take place, whereby the diameter of the wheel becoming enlarged, it
always measures too amall. Every perambulator is liable to this source
of error, the effect of which can be estimated by comparison with the
verified distances of the Tngonometrical Survey.
Hooks are attached to the ends of the shafta for drag ropea in heavy
ground, &a.
A very great improvement is made in the method of attaching the
wheel and axle to the shafts: there are no hinges, the wheel and axle
being secured by two screw bolts on eaoh side, enabling the boxes of the
axle to be clamped closer together in the event of friction having worn
them.
This instrument is better calculated for general work than any yet
oonstmcted, b e i i very strong, and at the same time conveniently portable, and is fit for any work over the roughest ground, and altogether
supersedes the flimsy English manufactured article.

01 SURVEYING INSTRUMENTS.

C H A P T E R 11.
THE PBIBLIATIO O X P b B B .

TEE nae of this little instrument is to measure horizontal anglee only,
or rather to take the besrings of objecta, when the angle can be deduced
from the two b e . ; and from its portability is particularly adapted
for f i l l i i in the detail of a map, where all the principal points have been
correctly fixed by means of the Theodolite. In the figure, A represents
the oompase-box, and B the
card,which, being attached to
the megnetio needle, moves ae
it movea, round the agate
centre a, on which it i s u e
pended. The circumference of
the a d i usually divided
to 15' of a degree, but it is
doubtful whether an angle can
be m
d by it even to that
degree of accuracy : c ia a 6
primn, which the obeerver looks
through in observing with the
inmtrument. The perpendicular thread of the sight-vane E, and the divisions on the card appear
t q 4 m on looking through the prism, and the division with which
the thread coinaides, when the needle is at reat, is the magnetic azimuth
of whatever object the thread may bisect. The prism is mounted with a
h i i j o i n t D, by which it can be turned over to the side of the compassbox, that b e i i its paition when put into the case. The sight-vane hae
a h e thread or horse-hair stretched along its opening, in the direction of
its length, which i brought to bisect any object by turning the box round
horizontally; the vane also.turns upon a hinge-joint, and can be laid flat
upon the box for the convenience of carriage. F i a mirror, made to
rlide on or OEthe sight-vane E; and it may be reversed at pleasure,-that
is, turned face downwarde; it can also be inclined at any angle by meam
of ita joint d; and it will remain etationary on any part of the vane by
CEAPnm
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the friction of its didea Its use is to reflect the image of an object to the
eye of the observer when the object is much above or below the horizontal
plane. When the instrument is employed in observing the azimuth of the
sun, a dark g l w must be interposed, and the c o l o d glasses represented
at G are intended for that purpose; the joint upon which they act, allowing
them to be turned down over the sloping side of the prism-box.
At e is shown a spring, which, being pressed by the finger at the time of
observation, and then released, chech the vibrations of the card, and
brings it more speedily to met. A stop is likewise 6xed at the other side
of the box, by which the needle may be thrown off its centre, which
should always be done when the instrument is not in use, as the constant
playing of the needle would wear the point upon which it is balanced, and
upon the fineness of the point much of the accuracy of the instrument
depends. A cover is adapted to the box, and the whole is packed in a
leather case, which may be carried in the pocket without inconvenience.
Prismatic compasses are now made with a silver graduated rim to the
card, or with the silver rim only, which is a vast improvement, and they
should not be less than four inches in diameter for use on a tripod stand.
The method of using the instrument is very simple. First raise the
prism in its socket b, until you obtain distinct vision of the divisions on
the card, and standing at the place where the angles are to be taken, hold
the instrument to the eye, and looking through the slit c, turn round till
the thread in the sightvane bisects one of the objects whose aaimuth or
angular distance from any other object is required; then, by touching the
spring e, bring the needle to rest, and the division on the card which
coincides with the thread on the vane will be the azimuth or bearing of
the object from the North or South pointa of the magnetio meridian.
Then turn to any other object, and repeat the operation; the difference
between the bearing of this object and that of the former will be the
angular distance of the objects in question. Suppose, the former bearing
to be 40' 30', and the latter loQ 15', both East or both West, from the
North or South, the angle will be 30' 15'.
The divi~lionsin some instruments are numbered from 0' to 180' South
counting Eastward, and thence to 180° North counting Westward ; others
numbered 5O, lo0, lBO, &c. round the circle to 360°, 90' representing
East, 180" South, 270' West, and 360' North. These are by far the least
liable to error in recording the results in a Field Book, and are more
generally understood by natives and novices. By using this sort of graduation, all necessity for repeating the cardinal pointa of the compass for every
o b m a t i o n is avoided.
[PART 11.
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In wing thia instrument the variation of the needle muat always be
ettonded to; for if the fixed points above alluded to have been -eyed
on
the r~ meridian of the earth, the variation of the needle (which will be
treated of hereafter) must be added to, or deducted from, the observed
berving to obtain the true meridional bearing of the line.
THPl SURVEYING COMPASS.

.

The Surveying Compass consists of a compass-box, magnetic needle, and
two plain sighta, perpendicular to the meridian line in the box, by which
the bearings of objects are taken from one station to another. I t is used
for the same purpose as the Prigmatic Compass, for
in the interior
drrtail of a survey by meam of bervinga
The sights are attached in various waye for portability, but
are now generally made to turn
down on a hinge, in order to learn the bulk of the instrument,
and render it more convenient for
caniago ; the diameter of the box
FPriea from 34 to 4 and 6 inches
Within the box is a graduated
circle; the upper surface of which
is divided into degrees only, and
numbered lo0, 20°, 30°, &a, up
to 3609 The bottom of the box
ie divided into four parts or
Quadrants, each eub-divided into
90° numbered from the North and
South pointa each way, to the
Eest and Weat pointa The obmrver, therefore, has n o t h i i to
do but to read off the actual number of degreea pointed out by the needle. Thie instrument is well adapted
for hjt, instruction of a native, and ia the same in principle as all the
Vemundar C o m made
~ expressly for native use.

-

TEE CIRCUYFERENTOR

This instrument ie constructed on the same principle ae the Surveying
aa to its needle and divided oircle, but it

~OSEWW

the advan-

tages of a graduated limb and vernier scale, whereby the unstesdinees of
QiAFrILB 11.1
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the needle, and the difficulty of ascertaining with exactness the point a t
which it settles, is obviated.
By the help of this index, angles or bearings may be taken with much
greater aocuraoy than by the needle alone ;and, as an angle may be -rtaiued by the index, with or without the needle, it of course removes the
difficulties, which would otherwise arise if the needle should a t any time
happen to be acted upon or
drawn out of its ordinary
position by extraneous matter; there is a clamping
screw beneath, not visible
in the figure, whereby the
index may be fastened to
the bottom of the box, and
a screw, to fix the whole to
the pin of the ball and socket, so that the body of the
instrument and the index
may be either turned round
together, or the one turned
round and the other fixed,
as occasion may require.
This instrument is frequently made with two extra sights on the graduated
circle, at the points 360'
and 180°, wheu it.possessea the same properties as the common Theodolite, and, according as it is graduated, reads from 1 to 3 and 5 minutea
THE PLANE T A B L E

The tabular part of this instrument is usually made of two well-seseoned
boards, forming a parallelogram of about 15 inches long, and 12 inches
broad, or 16 inches square ; the size is occasionally varied to suit the
intentions of the operator.
The aforesaid parallelogram is framed with a ledge on each side to s u p
port a b o x - h e B, which h e confines the paper on the table, and keeps
i t close thereto ;the h e is, therefore, so contrive4 that it may be taken
off and put on at pleasure, either side upwards. Each side of the frame ia
graduated : one side is usually divided into scales of equal parts, for drawing lines parallel or perpendicular to the edges of the table, and also for
[PART XI.
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more conveniently shifting the paper ; the other face, or side of the h e ,
is divided into 360°, from a brass centre C in the middle of the table, in
order that angles may be measured as with a Theodolite ; on the same
faca of the frame, and on two of the edges, are graduated 180°, the centre
of theae degrees is exactly in the middle between the two ends, and
about 4th part of the breadth from one of the sidea
A magnetic needle and
cornpaatebox G, covered with
P glass, slides in a dovetail
on the under side of the
table, and is fixed there by
a finger screw; it serves
to point out the direction,
and to be a check upon the
sights.

There is also a braaa index or ruler E, somewhat
longer than the diagonal of
t h e table, at each end of
which a sight i fixed F, F ;
t h e vertical hair, and the
middle of the edge of the index, are in the same plane ; this edge is chamfered, and is usually called the fiducial edge of the index. Scalea of
different parts in an inch are usually laid down on one side of the
index.
Under the table is a spring to fit on the pin of the ball and socket, by
which it is placed upon a tripod stand.
The more simple instruments used in India, and which can best be
made up in the country, will be further alluded to under the head of
Topographical Surveying.
To place tire paper on the table.-Take
a sheet of paper that will cover
it, and wet it to make it expand, then spread it flat upon the table, preseing down the frame upon the edgea to stretch it and keep it in a fixed
situation ; when the paper is dry it will, by wntracting, become smooth
a d fiat. This is open to the objection that after the paper has been
once damped and stretched, it is easily acted upon by the hygrometrical
state of the atmosphere. In reality, the framed board with divided edgea ia
not necessary. This box-wood frame is entirely opposed to this country,
aa it w a r p immediately. A plain, mbstantial teak-wood drawing board
is far preferable, and on this the drawing paper can be faatened on dry.
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To shift the paper on the table.-When the paper on the table is full,and
there is occasion for more, draw a lime in any manner through the farthest
point of the last station line to which the work can be conveniently laid
down; then take off the sheet of paper, and fix another on the table;
draw a line upon it in a part most convenient for the rest of the work ;
then fold or cut the old sheet of paper by the line drawn on it ; apply the
edge to the line on the new sheet, and, as they lie in that position, continue the last station line upon the new paper, placing upon it the reet
of the measures, beginning where the old sheet left off, snd so on &om
sheet to sheet.
To fasten all the sheets of paper together, and thus form one rough
plan, join the aforesaid lines accurately together, in the same manner a s
when the lines were transferred from the old sheets to the new one. But if
the joining lines upon the old and new sheeta have not the same inclination
to the side of the table, the needle will not point to the original degree when
the table is rectified. If the needle, therefore, should respect the same
degree of the compaes, the easiest way of drawing the line in the same position is to draw them both parallel to the same sides of the table, by means
of the scales of equal parts on the two sides.
To use the table.-Fix it at a convenient part of the ground, and make
a point on the paper to represent that part of the ground.

Run a h e steel pin or needle through this point into the table, against
which you must apply the fiducial edge of the index, moving it round till
you perceive some remarkable object, or mark set up for that purpose.
Then draw a line from the station point along the fiducial edge of the
index.
Now set the sights to another mark or object, and dram that station
line, and so proceed till you have obtained as many angular lines as are
necessary from this station
The next requisite is the measure or distance from the station to t
u
many objects as may be necessary by the Chain, taking at the same time the
Offsets to the required corners or crooked park of the hedges, boundaries,
or objects, setting off all the measures upon their respective lines upon the
table.
Now remove the table to some other station, whose distance from the
foregoing was previously measured; then lay down the objects which
appear from thence, and continue these operations till your work is finished,
measuring such lines as are neceseary, and determining as many as you
can by intersecting lines of direction drawn from different stations.
[PART 11.
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The use of the instrument will be better understood from the following
example, as given by Simms :In the annexed diagram, let the points marked A, B, C, dm., be a few of

an extensive series of stations, either fixed or temporary, the relative situations of which are required to be laid down upon the plan. Select two
stations, as I and K (considernbly distant from each other), as the extremities of a base line, from which the greatest number of objects are
visible ; then, if the male to which the plan is to be drawn is fixed,
the distance, IK, must be accurately measured, and laid off upon the
board to t h e required male ; otherwise a line may be assumed to reprew~ltthat distance, and at some subsequent part of the work, the value
of the wale t h w assumed must be determined, by measuring a line for
that purpose, and comparing the measurement with its length, as repreaented on the plan.
Set up the instrument at one extremity of the base, suppose at I, and
fix a needle in the table at the point on the paper representing that station, and prese the fiducial edge of the index gently against the needle.
Turn the table about until the meridian line of the compass-card coitlcidcs
with the direction of the magnetic needle, and in that positiou clamp the
table firm. Then, always keeping the fiducial edge of the iudcx agnilut the
CUPTER 11.1
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needle, direct the sights to the other station K, and by the side of the index
draw a line upon the paper to represent the base IK ; when, if the wale
is fixed, the exact length must be laid off, otherwise the point K may be
assumed at pleasure on the line so drawn.
But it is sometimes necessary to draw the base line first, when required,
on some particular part of the board, so as to admit of the insertion of a
greater portion of the survey ; when this is the case, the index must be
laid along the line thus drawn, and the table'moved till the further end
of the base line is seen through both the sights ; then fix the table in
that position, and observe what reading on the compass-card (or bearing)
the needle points to, for the purpose of checking the future operatiom,
and also for setting the table parallel to its first position wherever it may
afterwards be set up. It should be observed that in placing it over any
station, that spot on the table representing such station, and not the centre
of the table, should be over the station on the ground: it may be so placed
by dropping a plumb line from the correuponpoint on the under side
of the table.
Having fixed the instnunent and drawn the bsae line, move the Index
round the point I, as a centre, direct the sights to the station A, and
keeping it there, draw the line IA along the fiducial edge of the index
Then direct in the same nuhnner to B, and draw the line I B ; and so
proceed with whatever objects are visible from the station, drawing
line's successively in the direction of C, D, E, h.,
t&mg care that the table
remains steady during the operation.
This done, move the instrument to the station K, and placing the
edge of the index along the bne IK, turn the table about till the sights
are directed to the ststion I, which if correctly done, the compass-needle
will point to the same bearing as it did at the former station (in our
example it was set to the meridian). Now move the needle from I, and
fix it in the point K ; lay the edge of the index against the needle, and
direct the sights in succsssion to the points A, B, C, h.,
drawing lines from
the point K, in their several directions, and the interntion of these
lines with those drawn from the point I wdl be their respective situations on the plan.
To check the accuracy of the work, as well as for extendiig the Survey
beyond the limits of vision at I and K, the table may be set up at any
one or more of the stations thus determined, as at E ; the needle being
now fixed in the point E on the board, and the edge of the index placed
over E and I (or K), the table may be moved round till the station I is
seen through both the sights and then clamped firm ; the conlpruw will
[ P ~ 11.
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ww again (if all be correct) point out its former bearing, and any linea
drawn from E in the direction of A, B, C, kc., in succeseion, will paas
through the intersection of the former linea denoting the relative places
of those objecta on the board ; but should this not be the case with all,

or any of the lines, i t is evident that some error must exist, which can
be detected only by setting the instrument up and performing similar
operations a t other stations.
Having a number of objects laid down upon the plan, the situation of
u?g particular spot, as the bend of a road, h.,
may at once be determined, by setting the instrument up at the place, and turning the table
rboot till the compass has the same bearing as at any one of the stations.
Ckmp the table firm and it will now be parallel to its former position,
if no local attraction prevents the magnetic needle from assuming its
natural position at the different stations. Fix a needle in the point
repreeenting one of the etatione, and resting the edge of the index against
it, more the index till the station itself is seen through both the sighte,
.nd then draw a line on that part of the paper where the point is likely
to hlL h o v e the needle to another point or station on the board, and,
rmhg the index against it, direct the sights to the corresponding station
on the ground, and d m a line along the edge of the index ; the point
where this line intereecta the last will be the situation on the paper of
the plece of the observer. But as a check upon the accuracy of the
work, a third or even a fourth line should be drawn in a similar manner
in the direution of other fixed points, and they ought also to intersect in
the Bame point.
In thk manner the plane-table may be employed for filling in the
details of a map ; setting it up at the most remarkable spots, and sketching by the eye what is not necessary should be more particularly determined, the paper w i l l gradually become a representation of the country
to be surveyed.
A valuable paper on the use of the Plane Table by Captain D. G.
W i n , R. E, late of the Indian Survey Department, is given in the
It slao contains many useful lessons for the Topographical
Appendix.
Samyor, and will well repay careful study.
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C H A P T E R 111.
THE VERNIER.
THEVernier scale which is applied to instruments, both for measuring
angles and distances when great accuracy is required, is a contrivance for
measuring parts of the s p w between the equidistant divisions of a
graduated scale.
We will suppose that the horizontal circle of a Theodolite, which
should be before the reader, is divided into 360 degrees, and that each
division or degree is subdivided into half degrees, or 30 minutes : without
such a contrivance as the Vernier, we can only guess a t the number of
minutes when the indcx does not exactly agree with one of the subdivisions ; but by means of a Vernier, we are enabled to read off an angle o n
the circle of an ordinary Theodolite to a single minute ; and may, if t h e
horizontal circle be very large, read off to a few seconds with the greatest
certainty.
VERNIERSCALE-to one minute of a degree.

148 degrees or 29 halfdegrees.
The construction of this ingenious contrivance is simple. Suppose we
want to read off to one minute--Take the length of 29 half-degrees on
the horizontal circle, and divide that distance into 30 equal parts ; this
fonns the Vernier, which is mmked for convenience, 5, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30,
from one end or the zero. Set the Vernier, which is so constructed as to
slide evenly along the graduated limb of the instrument, to the horizontal
circle, so that zero of the former may be in contact with zero of the circle ;
then the last division, marked 30, of the Vernier will, of course, agree
with 14p,or 29 halfdegrees of the circle, and the proportion of each
diviaion of the Vernier will be to a division of the circle, as 29 to 30. If
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the oem of the Vernier be moved from the zero of the circle, then the first
coincidence that tahea place between a division of the Vernier with one on
the circle indicatea the number of minutee passed over. To read off an
sngle on the horimntal circle, use a m q p i f y i g glass, and notice how
many degreea have been passed over by the zero of the Vernier. For
example : Let us suppose that the arrow at zero of the Vernier has p w e d
the 21st degree of the circle : then, for the number of minutes in addition,
look along the Vernier, until one of ita divisions is found to agree exactly
6 t h a division on the circle below it : we will suppose that the 14th
dirigion of the Vernier does so : then the angle is 21' 14'.
I t will be observed by an inspection of the instrument, that some of
the divkional liiea on the limb are longer than others, and that they
am numbered at every fifth, thus 0 ~ 6 ~ 1 0 ~&c.,
1 6 , the 0 being the starting
point, or zero. The spaces between these lines represent degrees ;
md they are again subdivided by shortar lines, each smaller space
representing a certain number of minutes. For instance, if the spaces are
subdivided into four parta, then there will be three short lines, each of
which will indicate the termination of a space of 16 minutes ;if there are
sir perta, there will be five short lineq and each will be at the end of a
pace of 1 0 minutes, reckoned from the commencement of the divisions.
Likewise i t w i l l be observed that some of the divisions on the Vernier are
longer than others : theee indicate in the same manner single minutes,
and they are numbered from right to left, : the extreme right one is the
zero, or commencement of the index divisions, and it is marked 0 or
;
the nhorter divisions show fractions of minutea If the spaces between
each minuto (or long division) contain three Lines, each space will be 16
eeoonds, and if five, 10 mxonds ;the number of subdivisions between the
minutee of the Vernier is usually, but not necessarily, the same as between
the degreea on the limb, so that if the limb be divided into 20' the Vernier is divided into 20" ;if the former be divided in to lo', the latter is
divided in to 10: kc.
The limb of the instrument now supposed to be before us, is divided
into lW1 and the Vernier reads to 10: and by showing the manner of reading it off, we ahall explain sufficiently the method of reading Verniers in
genemL If the zero division of the Vernier coincide (or form a straight
line) with m y line on the limb, then that line indicates the required angle ;
thus, if it coincide with the line marked 60, then 60 degrees is the angle;
if with the next long division, then 61 degrees will be the angle ;but if it
coincide with one of the shorter lines between 60 and 61, then the angle
d
l be 60 degrees, and a certain number of minutes, according to which
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of the short lines it*coincides with. If it be the first (of the instrument
before us), the angle will be 60' 10', but if it coincides with the second it
will be 60' 2% if with the third, 60" 30', &c. But when it happens that
the zero division of the index does not coincide with any division upon the
limb, but stands between two of them, we must observe how many degrees
and minutes are denoted by the division it haa last passed, and look for a
line on the Vernier that does coincide with one on the limb ;and the
number of minutes and seconds from that line to the zero of the index,
added to the number read off upon the limb, gives the angle required
Thus, supposing the index to stand between 10' and 20/ beyond 60°, and
the line on the Vernier denoting 6' 10" (which is the line next beyond the
one marked 6) coincides with any one on the limb, then this quantity,
added to 60' lo', gives 60' 16' lo", the angle required.
On the limbs of small Theodolites, the spaces between the degrees are
generally divided into two parts, consequently the short division represents
3% and the divisions on the Vernier are single minutes ;a smaller subdivision must beestimated by the eye, which, by a person accustomed to
the instrument, can be done to 15."

As an angular instrument the Theodolite has from tifne to time
received such improvements that it may now be considered the most
important one employed in Surveying. They are of various modes of
construction, but we shall here confine ourselves to the two patterns in
general use on the Indian Surveys.
Dexription of the Theodolite.-This instrument (as represented in the
next page) consists of two circular plates, A and B, called the horizontal
limb, the upper or vernier plate, A, turning freely upon the lower, both
having a horizontal motion by means of the vertical axis C. This axis
consists of two parts, external and internal, the former secured to the graduated limb B, and the latter to the vernier plate A. Their form is
conical, nicely fitted, and ground into each other, having an easy and a
very steady motion ;the external centre also fits into a ball at D, and the
parte are held together b y a screw at the lower end of the internal axis.
The diameter of the lower plate is greater than that of the upper one,
and its odge is chamfered off and covered with silver, to receive the graduations ;on opposite parte of the edge of the upper plate, or 180' apart,
rr. short space, a, is also chamfered, forming with the edge of the lower
plate a continued inclined plane ;these spnces are likewise covered with
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silver, and form the verniers. The lower limb is usually graduated to 30
minutes of a degree, and it is subdivided by the vernier to single minutes,
which, being read off by the hagnifying glass E, half or even quarter
minutes can easily be estimated.
The parallel plates F and G are held together by a ball and socket at D,
and are set firm and parallel to each other by four milled-headed screws,
three of which, b, b, b, are shown in the figure; these turn in sockets fixed
to the lower plate, while their heads p~08sagainst the under side of the
upper plate, and being set in pairs, opposite each other, they act in contdirections ;the instrument by this means is set up level for observntion.
Beneath the parallel plates ia a female screw adapted to the
staff h ead, which is connected by brass joints
to three mahogany legs,
eo oonstmcted that when
h u t up they form one
round staff, secured in
that form for camage
by rings put on them,
and when opened out
they make a very firm
etand, be the ground
ever so uneven.
The lower horizontal
limb can be fixed in any
position by tightening
the clamping screw H,
which causea the collar c
to embrace the axis C,
and prevent its moving; b u t it being requisite that it should be
fixed in some precise
position more exactly
than can be done by
the hand alone, t h e
whole instrument, when
thna clamped, can be
moved any small quantity by meam of the tangent screw I, which is attached to tho upper
parallel plate. In like manner the upper or vernier plate can be fixed
C W E R 111.1
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to the lower, in any position, by a clamp which is also furnished with
a tangent screw. The motion of this limb and of the vertical arc, hereafter to be described, is sometimes effected by a rack and pinion; b u t
this is greatly inferior, where delicacy is required, to the slow motion
produced by the clamp and tangent screw.
Upon the plane of the vernier plate, two spirit-levels, d d, am placed
at right angles to each other, with their proper adjusting screws : their
use is to determine when the horizontal limb is set leveL A compass also
is placed at J.
The frames K and L support the pivots of the horizontal axis of the
vertical arc (or semi-circle) M, on which the telescope is placed. The
luln which bears the microscope, N, for reading the altitudes or depressions, measured by the semi-circle and denoted by the vernier e, has
a motion of several degrees between the bars of the frame K, and can
be moved before the face of the vernier for reading it off. Another arm
clamps the opposite end of the horizontal axis by turning the screw 0,
and has a tangent screw at P, by which the vertical arc and telescope
are moved very small quantities up or down to perfect the contact when
an observation is made.
One side of the vertical arc is inlaid with silver and divided to singlo
minutes by the help of its vernier, and the other side shown the difference between the hypothenuse and base of a right-angled triangle, or
the number of links to be deducted from each chain's length in measuring up or down an inclined plane to reduce it to the horizontal measure.
The level, which is shown under and parallel to the telescope, is attached
to it at one end by a joint, and at the other by a capstan-headed screw f,
which, being raised or lowered, will set the level parallel to the optical
axis of the telescope, or line of collimation ; the screw g, at the opposite
end, is to adjust it laterally for true parallelism in this respect. The
telescope has two collars, or rings, of bell metal, ground truly cylindrical,
on which it rests in its supports, h, h, called Y's, from their resemblance
to that letter; and it is confined in its place by the clips i, i, which may be
opened by removing the pinsj, j, for the purpose of reversing the telescope,
or allowing it a circular motion round its axis during the adjustment.
In the focus of the eye-glass are placed three lines formed of spider's
web, one horizontal and two crossing it, so as to include a small angle
between them; a method of fixing the wires which is better than having
one perpendicular wire, because an object at a distance can be made to
bisect the said small angle with more certainty than it can be bisected by
a vertical wire. The Bcrews adjusting the cross wires are shown at m:
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there are four of these screws, two of which are p l d opposite each
other, and at right anglea to the other two, so that by easing one and

tghtaning the opposite one of each pair, the intereection of the oross wires
may be placed in adjustment.
The object-glass is thrust outwards by turning the milled head Q, on
the side of the telescOpe, that being the means of adjusting it to show
an objeut distinctly.
A brsea plummet and line are packed in the box with the Theodolite, to
~lspendfrom a hook under its centre, by which it can be placed exactly
over the station from whence the observations are to be taken; likc-

vise, if required, two extra eyepieces for the telwope, to be used for
aeh.onomica1 observations: the one inverts the object, and haa a greater

,

magdying power, but having fewer glasses possesses more light; the other
ia a diagonal eyepiece, which will be found extremely convenient when
observing an object that haa a considerable altitude, the observer avoiding
the unpleasant and paidul position he must assume in order to look
through the telescope when either of the other eyepieces is applied. A
dcap containing a darkooloured glaea is made to apply to the eye end
of the telescope, to screen the eye of the observer from the intensity of
the sun's rsys, when that is the object under observation. A magnifying
g k mounted in a horn h e , a screw-driver, and a pin to turn the
capstan screwa for the adjustments, are also furnished with the instrument.
The tinst adjustment is that of the line of collimation; that is, to make
the intersection of the cross wires coincide with the axis of the cylindrical
rings on which the telescope turns: it ie known to be correct, when an
eye, looking through the telemope, observea their intersection continue on
tbe name point of a distant objeot during an entire revolution of the
takacope. The usual method of making this adjustment is as follows:F i make the. centre of the horizontal wire coincide with some welldefined part of a distant object; then turn the telescope half round in its
y e till tho lev01 liea above it, and observe if the same point is again cut
by the centre of the wire; if not, move the wire one-half the quantity of
deriation, by turning two of the screws at m (releasing one before tightening the other), and correct the other half by elevnting or depressing
the teleecope; now, if the coincidence of the wire and object remains perfect in both positiom of the telescope, the line of collimation in altitude
depreeeion is correct, but if not, the operation must be repeated carofully until the adjustment is satisfactory. A similar proceedmg will also
put the vertical line correct, or rather, the point of interntion, when
there are two oblique lines instead of a vertical one.
CUPTKB 111.1
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The seoond adjustment is that which puta the level attached to the
telescope parallel to the reotified line of collimation. The c l i p i,i being
open, and the vertical arc clamped, bring the air-bubble of the level to
the centre of ita glass tube by turning the tangentrscrew P; which done,
reverse the telescope in ita Y's, that is, turn it end for end, which must
be done carefully that it may not disturb the vertical arc, and if the
bubble resume its former situation in the middle of the tube, all is right;
but if it retires to one end, bring it back one-half by the screw f, which
elevates or depresses that end of the level, and the other half by the tangent screw P: this process must be repeated until the adjustment is
perfect; but, to make it completely so, the level should be adjusted
laterally, that it may remain in the middle of the tube when inclined
a little on either Bide from its usual position immediately under the
telescope, which is effected by giving the level such an inclination, and if
necessary turning the two lateral screws at g; if malung the latter adjust
ment should derange the former, the whole operation must be carefully
repeated.
The third adjustment is that which makes the mimuthal axis, or axis of
the horizontal limb, truly vertical.
Set the instrument as nearly level as can be done by the eye, fasten the
oentre of the lower horizontal limb by the staff-head clamp H, leaving the
upper limb at liberty, but move it till the telescope is over two of the
parallel plate-ecrews; then bring the bubble of the level under the telesoope,
to the middle of the tube, by the screw P ; now turn the upper limb half
round, that is, 180°, fmm its former position ;then, if the bubble return to
the middle, the limb is horizontal in that direction ; but if otherwise, half
the difference must be corrected by the parallel platescrews over which
the telesoope liee, and half by elevating or depressing the telescope, by
turning the tangent wrew of the vertical an: ; hiving done which, it only
remains to turn the upper limb forward or backward 90°,that the telescope
may lie over the other two parallel plate-screws, and by their motion set
it horizontal. Having now levelled the limb-plates by means of the telescope level, which is the most sensible upon the imtrument, the other airbubbles fixed upon the vernier plate may be brought to the middle of
their tubes by merely giving motion to the screws which fasten them in
their places.
The vernier of the vertical arc may now be attended to; it is correct,
if it points to zero when all the foregoing adjustments a,re perfect; and
any deviation in it is easily rectified by releasing the screws by which it
is held, and tightening them again after having made the adjustment : or,
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what L perhape better, note the quantity of deviation aa an index error,
and apply it, plus or minus, to each vertical angle observed. This deviation is best determined by repeating the observation of an altitude or
depression in the reversed positions, both of the telescope and the vernier
plate: the two readmga will have equal and opposite errors, one-half of
tbeii difference being the index error. Such a method of observing angles
is decidedly the best, since the mean of any equal number of observations
taken with the telescope reversed in its Y's must be free from the effects of
any error that may exist in the adjustment of the vernier, or zero of altitude.
The Theodolite, aa oomtmcted in the manner we have described, is not
inconveniently heavy, aa the diameter of the horizontal limb seldom exceeds
fire i n c h ; but when the diameter is increased, the other parta must be
made proportionably large and strong, and the instrument becomes too
weighty and cumbersome to be easily carried from station to station. The
object of inoressing the dimensions is to enable the instrument to furnish
more scczurste results by applying a telescope of greater power, and by a
more minote subdivision of the graduated arcs. With the increaae of s h
a small variation takes place in the construction, principally consisting in
the addition of a eecond telescope, and in the manner of attaching the
supports K and L to the horizontal limb, to afford the means of adjusting
the horizontal axis, and, of course, making the telescope and vertioal arc
m e in 8 vertical plane. In the s d e r instruments this is done by
amstmction, but in the larger ones the supports K and L are attached
to a stout h e , which also carries the compaasbox, instead of being fixed,
.s repnzsented in our figure, to the upper horizontal plate. The b
e is
attached to the limb by three capstan-headed screws, forming an equilateral
triangle, two of them lying parallel to the horizontal axis, and the third in
tbe direction of the telescope ; the adjustment is made by means of these
mews T o prove its accuracy, set up the Theodolite in such a situation
that eome conspicuous point of an elevated building may be wen through
the telescope, both directly and by reflection, from a basin of water, or,
what is better, of oil or quickaiiver. Let the imtrument be very correctly
levelled, and if, when a vertical motion is given to the telescope, the crow
riree do not cut the object seen, both directly and by reflection, it is a
proof that the axis is not horizontal, and ita correction is effected by giving motion to the screws above spoken of, which are at right snglea to the
tdamp, or in the direction of the horizontal axis ; or a long plumb-line
m y be suspended, and if the cross wires of the telescope, when it is elevated
and depressed, paas exactly along the line, it will be a proof of the horimntdity of the aria Tho third screw, or that which is under the
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telescope, serves for adjusting the mro of altitude, or vernier of the
vertical arc.
A second telescope is sometimes attached to the instrument beneath
the horizontal limb ; it admits of being moved both in a vertical and
horizontal plane, and has a tangent screw attached for slow motion ; its
use is to detect any accidental derangement that may occur to the instrument whilst observing, which may be done by it in the following
manner : After levelling the instrument, bisect some very remote object
with the cross wires of thii second telescope, and clamp it firm ; if the
instrument is d a d y , the bisection will remain permanent whilst any
number of angles are measured, and by examining the bisection h m
time to time during the operation at the place where the instrument
is set up, any error arisii from this cause may be detected and
rectified.
Having given a description of the common Theodolite, we now proceed
to notice a very superior instrument, designed by the late Colonel Sir
George Everest, Bengal Artillery, Surveyor-General of India, and
manufactured by the celebrated mnkers, Troughton and Simms, generally
known by the distinction of " Everest's Pattern," and which is universally sought after by Surveyors of the present day. The description of
this instrument is given in " Simme' Treatise on Mathematical Instruments," which book ought to be in the hands of every Surveyor; but
knowing from experience the ditliculty of obtaining work of reference
in the more distant parta of India, we have not hesitated in this, as well
as in other instances, to borrow liberally from the work. These instruments are of the most perfect construction, and so admirably adapted
for the purposes of the Revenue Survey, that too much praise cannot be
bestowed on the makers; in principle they are similar to Theodolites of
much larger dimensions, and consequently their essential adjustments
are made in the same manner.
The horizontal circle, or limb, A, of this instrument consists of one
plate only, which, as usual, is @uated at its circumference. The index
is formed with four radiating bars, a, b, c, d, having verniers a t the extremities of three of them marked A, B, and C, for reading the horizontal
angles, and the fourth carries a clamp, e, to fasten the index to the edge
of the horizontal limb, and a tangent-screw, f, for slow motion These
are connected with the upper work which carry the telescope, and, turning upon the same oentre, show any angle through which the telescope h u
been moved The instrument hm also the power of repeating the
measurement f an angle; for the horizontal limb being firmly fixed to
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a centre, movable within the tripod support R, and governed by a
clamp and tangent-screw, 8, can be moved with the same delicacy, and
socured with as much firmness as the index above it.

The following f@re represents an instrument of this kind:-

The tripod support, which forms the stand of the instrument, has a
fod-ecrew a t each extremity of the arms which form the tripod; the
heads of the foot-8crews are turned downwerds, and have a flange (or
shoulder) upon them, so that when they rest upon the triangular plate
fixed upon the M - h e a d another plate locks over the flange, and, being
actad upon by a spring, retains the whole iustnunent firmly upon the top
of the staf£ The advantage of the tripod stand is, that it can easily be
disengaged from the top of the staff and placed upon a parapet or other
support in eituations where the staff cannot be used.
There is another kind of atand much preferable to the one usually
famished with Instruments, and now in general use on the Revenue
S w e p : it wnsistcl of a wooden triangular b e , on which is fixed
tbe k tripod of the Theodolite ; the legs are attached to this b
e
by means of a brass bolt passing through the b e and head of the
legs, with a screw and nut at each end, which serves to tighten or loosen
the legs a t pleasure, the other end of the legs beiag furnished with an
iron spike. The etande are not, perhaps, ao portable ss thoee folding up
CHbPTE&3 111.1
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into one piece, but they are generally more serviceable, and can be made
much steadier for observations.
M E W VATTERM
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The telescope is mounted in the following mauner :-The horizontal
axis L and the telescope M form one piece, the axis crossing the telescope about its middle, and terminating at each extremity in a cylindrical
pivot. The pivots rest upon low supports (only one of them, Dl being
vieible in the figure), carried out from the centre, on each side, by a flat
horizontal bar, F, to which a spiritlevel, G, is attached for adjusting the
axis to the horizontal plane. The virtical angles are read off on two
arcs of circles, H, H, which have the horizontal axis at their centre, and,
being attached to the telescope, move with it in a vertical plane. An
index, upon the same centre, carries two verniers, I, I, and it has a spirit
level, K, attached to it, by which the index can be set in a horizontal
position, so that whatever position the telescope, and consequently the
graduated arcs, may have when an observation is made, the mean
of the two readings will denote the elevation or depression of the
object observed from the horizontal plane. On the upper part of the
telescope is fixed a narrow box, containing a magnetic needle, for observing the bearinga of objects.
The following are the adjustments of this instrument :-First, to set
the instrument level : to accomplish this, bring the spirit-bubble G,
attached to the horizontal bar, in a d i c t i o n parallel to two of the foot
8C~f3W8, and by their motion cause the air-bubble to assume a central
position in the glass tube ;then turn the telescope, level, kc., half round,
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and if the bubble is not central, correct half the deviation by raising or
lorering one end of the level iteelf, and the other half by the footscrewg
whioh in thie instrument perform an office similar to that of the parallel
plsbecmwa of the Theodolite already desoribed.
Having perfectad t h i ~part, turn the telesoope a quarter round, and
the level will be over the third foot-screw, which must be' moved to set
the level oorrect, and t h h part of the adjustment will be complete.
The line of collimation must be next attended to : direct the telescope
to some welldefined object, and make the vertical wire bisect i t ; then
turn the axis end for end, an operation which, of course, inverts the
telescope, and if the object be not now bisected by the vertical wire,
anrect half the deviation by the collimating screws at the eye-end of the
telescope, and the other half by giving motion in azimuth to the instrument, and this must be repeated till the adjustment is satisfactorily
accomplished
F i y , for the zero of altitude. Take the altitude or depression of
an object with the vertical sector in reversed positions ;half the sum will
be its true altitude or depression, and to this let the verniere be set.
Again camfully direct the telleecope to the object, making the bisection
by the screws which retain the index in a horizontal position, and finally
correct the level by the adjusting scrows a t one of ita end!

To leuel thc irutrume~at.-The instnunent being placed exactly over
the station from whence the angles are to be taken, by means of the
plumbline suspended from ita centre, it must b set level by the
footscrews Q, Q, Q. Thus : place the level G in a direction parallel to
two of the foot ecrews, when the end of the level K will fall over tho
third foot9crew; by the motion of the foot-screws under the level G,
turn them both inwards or both outwards, according as you want tho
babble to go to the right or left, until it becomes stationary in the middle :
then proceed to the third footgcww and turn it to tho right or left, until
the bnbblo in the level K also becomes stationary in the middle. In performing thi last operation, the level G will be, perhap, thrown out, which
must be again levelled, and another examination made of the level K.
Thii refera to the old and obsolete top-heavy pattern Theodolite, of which a drawing
u g i v m at page 63. For a wmpleta description and method of observing with the new
p.asn T b s d o l i h now in general nse in the Snrvey Departmenb see Appendu-paper
'
a Ibc V w i a C1.ss of Tbeodolitea," by J. B. N. Henneaey, Esq., Deputy Superintendent,

GmtTrigonome&icdSarveyof India.
CBlPTER IIL]
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When both bubbles remain stationary in the middle, the instrument is
ready for observation.
T o observe an angle.-By means of the clamp e and tangenbecrew f
set the vernier marked A to 360'; then turn the limb round, and with
the lower clamp and tangentrscrew s fix the cross wires in the telescope on
any object. Then loosen the upper clamp el and turn the upper limb
round, fixing the cross wires by the same clamp and tangent-screw on any
other object ;the angle subtended can be then read off on the instrument.
Another method.--Clamp the lower horizontal limb firmly in any position,
and direct the telescope to one of the objects to be observed, moving it
till the cross wires and object coincide ; then clamp the upper limb, and
by its tangent-screw make the intersection of the wires nicely bisect the
object ; now read off the two verniers, the degrees, minutes, and seconds
of (either) one, which call A, and the minutes and seconds only of the
other, which call B, and take the mean of the reading thusA = 142' 36' 30"
B=
37 0

...

Mean = 142 36 45
Next release the upper plate, and move it round until the telescope is
directed to the second object (whose angular distance from tho first is
required), and clamping it, make tho cross wires bisect this object, as was
done by the first; again read off the two verniers, and the difference
between their mean, the mean of the first reading will be the angle
required.
T o rep& an angle-Leave the upper plate clamped to the lower, and
release the clamp of the latter ; now move the whole instrument (bodily)
round towards the first object, till the cross wires are in contact with it ;
then clamp the lowor plate h,
and make the bisection with the lower
tangent screw. Leaving it thus, release the upper plate, and t ~ u nthe
telescope towards the second object, and again bisect it by the clnmp and
slow motion of the upper plate. This will complete one repetition, and,
if read off, the difference between this and the first reading will be double
the real angle. It ig however, best to repeat an angle four or five times ;
then the difference between the first and last readings (which are all that
it is necessary to note), divided by the number of repetitions, will be the
angle required.
The magnetic bearing of an object is taken by simply reading the
angle pointed out by the compnss-needle when the object is birrccted ; but
[PART 11.
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it may be obtained a little more accurately by moving the upper plate
(tho lower one being clamped) till the needle reads zero, at the same time
reading off the horizontal limb; then turning the upper plate about,
bieect t h e object and read again; the difference between this reading
and the former will be the bearing required.
In taking anglee of elevation or depression, it is aoarcely necessary to
aid that the object must be bisected by the horizontal wire, or rather by
the intersection of the wires, and that, after observing the angle with the
teleeoope in its natural position, it should be repeated with the telescope
turned half round in its y s , that is, with the level uppermost; the mean
of the two mewurea will neutralize the effect of any error that may exist
in the line of wllimation.
The altitude and azimuth of a celestial object m y likewise be obaerved
with the Theodolite, the former being merely the elevation of the object
taken upon the vertical arc, and the latter, its horizontal angular distance
h m the meridian.
A few hinta on the use of theae delicate instruments are suggested :Id,-They
must not be handled roughly. In taking them in and
out of the box, it should be done with the greatest care, not knocking them against the sidos of the box or forcing them into their positions
within it; the boxea are so oonetructed, that the instrument fits exactly
into its own place, and unleaa it settles down of itself, forcing it will throw
the instrument out of adjustment.
fad,-Never permit a Native Sub-Surveyor or lower subordinate of any
sort to apply oil to any part of the instrument, under the idea that it
rill work easier; a new instrument will perhaps work stiff at first, but
a very few &ye' use will rectify it : the application of oil is nothing but a
resting placa for dust that is always flying about in the field; this dust workn
up into the various screws, weare them, and a t the end of six month the
imtmment requires repair, or is next to useless; if oil be neceamry, it should
be applied by the Assistant Surveyor, and then wiped off aa dry aa possible.
3rd,-Alwap throw the needle off its centre by the Btop fixed on one
side of the box, when the instrument is not in me, as the constant playing of the needle weam the pivot upon which it is balanced, and on the
finenea~ of this point depende the accuracy of the bearing. This is
equally applicable to the Prismatic Compaaa and Circumferentor.
#,-Alwaye
wipe the dust off the instrument on commencing and
hniehi a day's work, with a camel hair brush, aa thii will tend to prevent
any aocumulation of dirt about it : a Surveyor should partly be judged of
by the state of hie instruments.
5tA,-When
once the variation of the needle is ascertained, never
remove the box from off the telescope, for unlcss it be screwed on w i n , ill
the exact position it originally was, the variation of the needle will alter.
caAF7m 111.1
10

6th,--On the care a Surveyor takee of his Theodolite depends much of
the accuracy of his work ; if he neglect and be careleas about the former,
he will one day have to lament over the accumulated errors of the latter.
'It%,-Native agency being employed to a very great extent in the
Revenue Surveys, the strictest surveillance is necessary on the part
of asaistanta to guard against the grest negligence in this mpect generally prevalent amongst Native Surveyors. It is the duty also of the
Executive Surveyor to examine, and pereonally satisfy himself, that his
instruments are in efficient working order.

This new instrument is intended, as its name denotes, to effect sevelal
operations ; as, measuring the basee of triangulation, measuring dishces,
either inclined or horizontal, measuring altitudes and measuring anglea
Dexription.
The instrument consists (see illustration) of the follo ring parts :Fig. 1.
(I), Of a graduated circle, to
read off each ten
seconds in the
measurement
of h o r i z o n t a l
angles ;
(2), of a powerful telescope, revolving in aplane
perpendicular to
the graduated
circle ;
(3), of a microscope of high
power, connected
with the telescope,andmoving
with it ;
(4), of a highly
sensitive level ly,
ing upon 5 ;
Invented by M. Eckhold, a Gertnnn Engineer. Mesara Elliott Brothers, 449, Strand,
London, have lately patented a new description of Omnimetrr, price 45 Guineas, which
is mid to meurure distances with great accuracy and serves the purpox of a Theodolite,
Level, and Chain.
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(51, of a rule, or plane, having a fixed length (of 20 centim&tres,
for example);
(6), of a scale fixed vertically a t the extremity of the said rule, at a
distance ooincident with the optical axis of the microscope, which scale is
divided into half rnillidtrur (the millimAtres are indioated by the numbem
between 1 and 100);
(7), of a micrometrical screw movement connected with the base of
the d e and giving the & of a millimhtre of the scale, legible on the
g d ~ b e circle
d
beneath ;
(a), of a aecond extremely sensitive level, capable of being applied to
the telescope and of determining, in case of need, its horizonFig. 2. tality.
Further, of all the necessary screws, keys, and other matters required to secure the efficient working of the instrument.
Be the necessary complement of the Omnimeter, there is a
levelling staff (see fig. 2), not divided, but of an invariable
length (as for example 3 mbtres*), which length is defined by two
white lines on a ground of black, one at the upper extremity,
and the other at the lower extremity of the s t d , as m, ml.

8

Made of Operation.

Before going into further details r e g d i n g the instrument, it may be as well, in order to show the way of working
with it, and the advantages to be obtained by its use, to take
an example.
Supposing, then, that we require to ascertain the distance between
my two points :
The fimt thing is to place the levelling staff at one of the points (in
this as in all geodesical operations, the staff must, of course, be held in a
true vertical position).
We then take the Omnimeter to the other point and set it up. By
mea~
of ~the
~ level (4), and it8 screw adjustment, we place the instrument
in a horigontal plane ;
Then directing the telescope upon the upper white line m of the staff
we fix the telescope (with the screw for that purpose);
We read off on the scde-by means of the microscope-the inclination
of the tele8cope.
On account of the figurea being magnified by the microscope we shall
be able to m only one number at a time of the 100 integrsle of the scale;
The Freud &fM
&I equal to 8.261 English feet or 89.871 English inches.

CMnes 111.1
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suppose we find the number 67 (millim~trea)plus the unascertained fraction comprised between that number and the horizontal thread of the
microscope. We will ascertain the fraction exactly, by means of the micrometer ; say, in our example, that it reads as 2035 on the circle of the
micrometer.
This we note down in our book to the right of the number
67 already obtained, thus
672035
We repeat this operation in every particular for the line m'
(the lower one) of the staff and we obtain, say ...
...
609400

... ... ... ... ...

...

The operation with the instrument is now complete, aa we are
in possession of the data required for calculating the distances.
62635
Let us take the difference between these two quantities
and divide 6000000-a constant number for all cases-by the difference
we have thus obtained and we shall have 95".79 as the horizontal distance in question.
In-fact, let us (fig. 3) suppose the levelling staff in position at mm', let
O be the point round which the telescope revolves, AB representing the
difference as found = 62635.
From the point 0 let us draw a horizontal line; let us produce the
line AB to H,
Fig. 8.
m and the line
mm'to D. We
have then AB
mi
and mm' pero
D pendicular

...

H

-

OD.

I n the similar triangles OAH and OmD we have the following proportion

OH x mm'.
OH
OD
-and thorefore OD = AB
mm' '
AB
'
But OH = Om.20 (by the construction of the instrument),
mm' = 3=.00 (the invariable length of tho staff),
AB = 62635 (the quantity obtained in our example by the scale).
The laat quantity in fractiolls of the metre is Om.0062635; if we
substitute for the letters, their respective values, we have :

I n the preceding example we have supposed the staff to be placed s t
one point and the Omnimeter a t the other. This manner of operating
[PART 11.
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is not, however, the only one ; there are two others, one by placing the
Omnieter in line with the two points, the other by fixing it at some
point outside. In either case, a st& must be set up at each of the
pointa In the first Instance, the total distance is obtained directly by
a d d i together the back and fore sights. In the second instance,
x e obtain the distance by measuring the horizontal angle, which we read
off on the great circle, and by calculating the triangle (trigonometrically)
by means of the angle thus obtained and the two sides.
For the establishment of a base of triangulation the latter mode is that
which we should recommend for adoption; for, if we proceed thus by
small distance from 10 to 20 metres on each side or thereabouts, we may
easily measure a base line of 1000 mbtres within an approximation of
Om.004; a result which is quite satisfactory.
In fact, if, for a distance of 10 mbtres, the scale gives us the difference
P.06, it will give us for a distance equal to gm.99996 the difference
0".0600002, a quantity appreciable on the circle of the micrometer.
The nature of this operation requiring extreme exactness, a staff of
special construction should be employed This staff would have the two
faces similar to those already described ; would be provided with supports
to ensure its verticality, and, at its base, would be armed with a steel
point and iron treseles :
Bg regarch the messurement of the slope or the inclined distance, the
operation requires, further, the reading off of the horizontal line on the
scale.
We have then (fig. 3) a new proportion.
,,Ern'
and mm= mm' BH
B~
=
m AB '

*I3

x

Generd Observation.--The
practice of the Omnimeter has proved to us
that, in the measurement of lengths requiring extreme accuracy, it is
not prudent to make the points more than 200 mbtres* apart. At that
distance we are within an approximation of Om.04; at 500 mbtres, by
m a h q use of a staff of 4 metres high, the approximation will be within
Om.17 ; a sufficiently satisfactory result as, by one forward and one back
sight, we can determine a kilometre within Om.34. With the chain we
know as a fact that it is hardly possible to come nearer than within
a mean of & of difference.

* Equal 656 English feet.
CHAPTER 111.1
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In levelling the operation is identical with that we have described
for the measurement of inclined distances. The quantity is given by
mm' x BH
the formula (see fig. 3) m'D =
, that is, three (mhtres) multiAB
plied, by the difference of the sights, divided by the difference with
the horizontal line.
The readings are obtained with the greatest precision. For distances
not exceeding 100 mktres, they are obtained within a fraction of a millimktre; and for greater distances (at which the instruments at present in
we are inoperative) the measurement can be obtained within a millimktre.
This degree of precision is attained, because :
1,-In placing the instmment, we have not to pay attention to centralizing the optical axis ;
2,-Because the operator has always to point hL telescope on the
same lines of the staff, which lines denote an invariable length, viz.,
3 mbtres ;
3,-Because there can be no hesitation in reading the staff as with
the ordinary levelling staves, with which we have an element of guesswork not found here.
In difficult and hilly ground, levelling with the ordinary levels becomes
a very long and very expensive operation, because the sights are

necessarily short, and because the number of them is multiplied in
proportion to the rapidity of the incline. The Omnimeter, aa may be
perceived at once from the nature of the instrument, allom of levelling
points placed at great distances apart, and which make considerable
angles with the horizon. Merely considered as a level it offers a considerable advantage over the instrumenta hitherto in use.
The Omnimeter is stated to be calculated therefore to effect an important
improvement, combining, as it does, in one instrument the theodolite a i d
the level; doing away with the necessity for tedious chain measurements;
and requiring in its operation no complicated calculations.*

* N o ~ ~ . - T h i inlltrument
s
has b m tried in Bombay and has been found to give very
aceurate heights of buildings, &L,also to be wonderfully accurate when oaed as a levelling
inatrument; bul it w nd so -ate
in menduring diat0fice.d above 600 fed,and even at
that distance the error sometimes amoullta to as much as om fwl. It is recommended as
admirably adapted for city surveys and traversing, also for use in hilly and jungly countries
and for railway and similar parpow. Via2 report on the " Omnimeter," by Major G. A.
Laughton, Superintendent, Bombay Revenue Survey, March 18il.
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THE want of a convenient instrument for tracing roads in difficult sidelong ground haa often been felt in India In some cases, the faces of the
clifi or ghauta are so steep that it is difficult to use a theodolite, without
great risk of destroying it.
It is hoped that the little instrument which is now to be described,
may facilitate the work of tracing roads in side-long ground, by
sffording the means of getting a gauge path, with sufficient accuracy, for
ordinary roads.
The instrument is an improvement on Colonel Emy's reflecting level.
The lower part ia a very ingenious application of the bent lever balance,
and is the invention of Mr. Cooke, Jun., of Messrs. T. Cooke and Son4
Opticiane, 31, Southampton Street, Strand, London, and York..
Fig. 1

Fig. 2

Fig. 3

.

The instrument is in two parts, which divide at the dotted line (Fig. 2),
and are fastened together by the thumb-screw (a). When the semicircular arc ( b ) is opposite the mirror face, the iutrument will give

*
CEAPTEL( 111.1

From a paper by Lieutenant-Cdunel A. D.E. Lisle, R. x.
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descending slopes ; when on the same side as the mirror, it will give aacending slopes; and for packing, it can be placed in the same plane as the
mirror, with the weight (e) on the left hand. I t then fita into a wooden
caae, 54 x 3/j x 4 in. ; the instrument itself, weighs little more than
5 ounces.
The mirror is square, hung diagonally by a ring with connecting link and
h i f e edges. The squarc opening has a triangular mirror on one side,
the other half being quite open, so as not to obstruct the light. The
mirror-frame terminates in a square bar, shown by dotted Lines in Fig. 2.
This bar fib into a socket in the cylinder attached to the semicircular
arc. The arc has two radial bars, moveable on a central pin, provided
with a clamping nut (i).
One bar (c) is plain, only carrying a stout pin
(d) to serve as a handle ; the other bar (f) carries a heavy weight (e).
When the instrument is required for levels, the bar (f) is raised until
it touches the screw head stop (g), Fig. 3, and the bar (c) is pushed home
into a grooved recess in the weight (e). This position is shown in
Fig. 1.
For a slope of 1 in 50, let the bar (f) remain against the stop (g) ;but
move the bar (c) by means of the handle (d), until it touches the screwhead stop (h), Fig. 1. This position is indicated by dotted lines in Fig. 1.
For any other slope, leave the bar (c) against the stop (h), and set the
bevelled edge of the bar (f) to the required division on the graduated arc
of the semi-circle, as in Fig. 3, where the instrument is shown set to a
slope of 1 in 20.
The weight (e) slides on the end of the bar (f) and is secured by a
screw; this gives the adjustment required for a true level, and also the
means of correcting the adjustment should it get out of order.
When set, the bars can be secured in their places by tightening the
clamp screw (i).
To use this instrument, an assistant is required with a staff and sliding
vane, which must be fired at the height of the observer's eye.
The obsemer then places himself at his starting point, and sends the
assistant to a convenient distance, say 50 feet, and makes him move the
staff up or down the slope of the hill, until the reflected image of the
pupil of his own eye, coincides with the centre line of the vane as indicated in Fig. 2.

A peg is then driven in at the foot of the staff, and the observer recommences the same operation from this new station, and so on.
The maximum gradient allowed in India, (Bombay) for m o u n ~ l l
passes, is 1 in 20 ;the higher bmdiente given by the inottxment to 1 in 5,
[PART 11.
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hmevm ueeM for ascertaining the slope of existing roads, many of
which are very ateep.
It ia sometimes convenient to suspend the instrument in a wooden
ase mounted on a staff and provided with sight holm. In this way the
kwtrument can be held more eteadily, and there is lees oscillation from
the action of the wind.
The instrument might be made available for flatter e e n t a than 1 in
MI, by having the face corresponding to the bar (c), also graduated from
1 in 50 to leveL I t would then be useful for trial sections, for rail or
tRmways. In this case, the bar (f) would be kept against the atop
(g), and the tnu (c) only should be set to the required division.

TEEBox OR POCKET
SEXTANT.
'I'm Pocket Sextant combines numerous valuable properties : it meam a n angle to one minute of a degree, requirm no support but the hand,
may be need on horseback, maintains its adjustment long, and is easily
Mjusted when put out of order. It will determine thelatitude by a
meridian altitude to one
minute; and
m approximation may even
be made with
it to the longitude, by means
of l w o b e e r v ationa
Furtber, it ia very
-10,
forming when ehut
np a circular
under 3 inahea in diameter, and only 1) inches deep.
The above figure represents the instrument sorewed to its box
for aonvenienoe of holding in the hand, and with the telescope drawn
oat A is the index arm, having a vernier ad~ustedto the gradmted
B, which latter is numbered to 140°, but the sextant will not measure
m angle greater than about 125O. The index is moved by the milled
bead C, acting upon a rsck and pinion in the interior. Two mirror8
placed inside ; the large one, or index mirror, is fixed to, and moves
rith, the index ; the other, called the horizon glass, is only half-silvered.
-

cuFrlm

1u.I
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The proper adjustment of tho instrument depends on theae glasses being
parallel, when the index is at zero-while they are, at the same time,
perpendicular to what is termed the plane of the instrument, represented by its upper surface or face. To observe whether the instrument
is in perfect adjustment, remove the telescope by pulling it out, and
supply its place with a slide for the purpose, in which is a small hole t o
look through: then place the index accurately at eero, and direct the
instrument, holding it horizontally towards the sharp angle of a building,
not less than half a mile distant, applying the eye so as to see both
through the hole in the slide, and also through the unsilvered part of
the horizon glass : the same object ought then to be so reflected from the
index mirror to the sllvered part of the horizon glass, as to seem but
one with the object seen direct : if such be not the case, a correction
becomes necessary, which is thus performed : D is a key, removable a t
pleasure, that fitstwo keyholes, the one at a, the other at b. Apply this
key at a, and gently turn, until the reflected object, and the one seen
direct, seem but as one. The glasses are then parallel.
The next point is to examine whether the horizon glass is perpendicular
to the plane of the instrument. For this purpose, hold the sextant horizontally, and look at the distant horizon ; then, if any adjustment be wanted,
two horizons will appear, or the reflected one will be higher or lower than
the one seen direct; should this be the case, apply the key at b, so as
to bring the two horizons together. It must be observed that the
large, or index mirror, being correct by co~wtruction,it can want no
alteration.
By looking at the sun, we can always satisfy ourselves with respect to
the adjustxuents ; the telescope has a dark glass at the eye end, and with
this on, we have only to place the index at zero, and using the telescope
to look at the sun-when, provided the instrument is in exact adjustr
ment, one perfect orb only will be seen. If the reflected image project
beyond the other, then correction is necessary. The full moon will
answer as well as the sun for this purpose; but the dark glass at the
eye-end of the telesoope nus st then be removed The instrument is provided
with two other dark glasses, which sink out of the way by raising two
little levers at f.
I t haa been mentioned above, that for trying the adjustments of the
sextant, an object must be half a mile off; this is on account of what
is oalled the parallax of the instmment, occasioned by the necessity of
placing the eye of the observer on one side of the index mirror. Could
we look from the middle of it, there would be no parallax; whioh is the
[PART
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angle subtended by the point of vision, and centre of the index glass,
when observing any near object : consequently, as the distance of au
object ie increased, this angle diminishes, and at length becomes a~
uothmg when compared with it. Half a mile is considered s d c i e u t for
all error to vanish, but at half that distance it is scarcely perceptible.
To take an angle, the observer looks either through the telescope,
or hole in the slide (having previously raised the levers of the dark
glasaea atj), at the left hand object, holding the sextant horizontally iri
his left hand; with his right, he turns the milled head C, until the
other object, reflected from the index glesa, appears upon the silvered
part of the horizon glass, exactly covering or agreeing with the left hand
object, seen direct through the unsilvered portion of the horizon glaae :
the angle is then obtained by the vernier to one minute.
If the required angle be a vertical one, the sextant is held in a vertical
position by the right hand, while the left turns the milled head C, until
the object is brought down to the horizon.
When the altitude of a celestial body is taken at sea, it is brougl~t
down, as the term is, to the natural horizon, and the measure of the
angle, or height of the object, is read off upon the graduated arc :
but on land, the natural horizon can seldom be used, on account of
ita irregularity; recourse is then had to, what is called, an artificial
horizon @age 134), such aa a vessel containing water, mercury, or
other fluid. The observer then places himself in a situation, to see
the re5ected imnge of the sun, or other body, in the fluid : he has
only then to bring down the image, as reflected h m the index
g l w , until it reaches ita reflection in the fluid : the altitude will then be
half the number of degrees, indicated by the graduated arc, subject to
certain corrections, not necessary to be explained here.
The height and distance of objects, as walls or buildings, whether
wxssible or otherwise, may be obtained in a very simple and expeditious
mrrnner with the sextant, by means of the little table below :Multiplier.

1
2
3
4
5
6
8
10

Angle.

......... 45" ow
......... 63 26
......... 71 34
......... 75 58

......... 78 41
......... 80 32

.........

.........
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82 52
84 17

Angle.

.........
.........
.........
.........
.........
.........

.........
.........

45" 00'

26
18
14
11
9
7
5

34
26
02
19
28
08
43

Diviaor.

.........
.........
.........
.........
.........

1
2
3
4
5

.........
.........

8
10

.........

G
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Make a mark upon the object, if accessible, equal to the height of your
eye from the ground. Set the index to one of the angles in the table, and
retire on level ground, until the top is brought by the glasses to coincide
with the mark ; then, if the angle be greater than 45", multiply the distance
by the corresponding figure to the angle in the table ; if it be lees, d i v i d e
and the product, or quotient, will be the height of the object above the
mark. Thus, let EB be a wall, whose height we want to know ;and 26"
34' the angle selected. Make a mark
at D, equal to the height of the eye ;
I
then step back from the wall, until the
top at E is brought down by the glasses
to coincide with the mark : measure
the distance AB, namely, from your
station to the mall, and divide that d i e c,.*
tance by 2, the figure corresponding to
B
26" 34', this will give the height DE, to A
which BD must be added.
The paralZux of the instrument exerts an iduence on meaauuementa of
this kind, from the object being near. To correct it, we have only to ascertain its amount, by placing the index at zero, and looking through the
instrument at the top of the wall ; when, if influenced by parallax, it will
appear as a broken line : but by moving the index a little way on the avc
of ezcurs, or to the left of zero, the broken line will reunite, and the adjustment be effected. When any quantity is taken thus on the arc of excess,
the amount must be deducted, when setting the instrument to any of the
tabular angles.
When the object is inaccessible-eet the index to the greatest of the
divisor angles in the table, that the least distance from the object will
admit of, and advance or recede, till the top of it be brought down by the
sextant to a level with the eye ; at this place, set up a staff, equal to the
height of the eye. Then set the index to one of tho lesser angles, and
retire in a line from the object, till the top be brought to coincide with
the staff, set up to indicate tho height of the eye ; place a mark here, and
meamre the distance between the two marks ;this, divided by the difference
of the figures opposite the angles used, will give the height of the object
above the height of the eye or mark. Fw the distunce, multiply the height
of the object by the numbers against either of the angles made use of, and
the product will be the distance of the object from the place where such
angle waa used.
[PART 11.
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The above will be understood better by means of %diagram. Let AB be
a wall, not to be approached nearer than C, and that we find upon trial

that this distance admits of our using the angle 45" ;assume a point E on
the wall, as the height of the eye ; then the index being set to 45", fix
yowaelf so that the glasses shall bring the top A to coincide with E At
this point, place a staff, CG, equal to the height of the eye. Now select any
one of the lesser angles from the tables-18"
26', for instance, and retire
until the point A agrees with the top of the staff CG, which occurs at F.
Place a mark at F, and measure the distance from F to G ;which, divided
by 2, the difference of the numbers opposite to the anglee used, will give
AE--to which add BE = CG, the height of the eye, and the total height
height BE, multiplied
AB is obtained. Then, for the distanc+the
by 3, i t . corresponding figure, will give the length DE : and AE multiplied by 1, will, in like manner, give GB = AE in this instance.
Horizontal distancert, as well as heights, may be ascertained by means of
the table, where the ground is level. Thus,suppose, we wish to measure the
breadth of a river, denoted by the line AB : set the index to an angle of the
table ;place a mark at B, and proceed in a direction C, at right angles to AB,
until the glssses of the instrument show A and B in
eontad : then will the distance AB be a product or
quotient of the base BC,
according to the angle used.
For instance, if the angle
26" 34' be used, then must
the distance BC be divided
by 2.
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The method of determining heights and distances by the snlall table,
is valuable, aa the operations are speedily performed, and with tolerable
accuracy; while it enables us to dispense with logarithmic tables and
trigonometry.
The pocket sextant is very useful, when taking offiets: set the index
to 90°, and walk along the station line ;then, when you wish to ascertain
at what point any mark or object becomes perpendicular to the station line,
you have only to look through the sextant at the left hand object, and
move forward or backward until the two objects, namely, the offset mark,
and that on your station line, are brought to coincide. Or, if you wish to
lay off a line at right angles to another, send your assistant with a staff in
the required direction, and having set the index at 90°, cause him to move
right or left until his st& and your other mark are made to agree.
THE SEXTANT.
*
THESextant is an instrument for determining the angles of elevation
of objects, or the altitudes of celestial bodies. To a Sweyor, who generally has only theodolites of small dimensions, it is most useful for determining his latitude or longitude. The principle of its construction may
be gathered from the following demonstrations :Let ABC represent a Sextant, having an
index, AG (to which is attached a mirror at
A), movable about A as a centre, and denoting the angle it has moved through, on
the
horizon)
arc, glass,
BC : also
a b, let
be fixed
the half-silvered
parallel to AC;
(or H-------'

&
w!

now a ray of light SA, from a celestial
object S, impinging against the mirror A,
----i~ reflected off at an equal angle, and striking
the half-silvered glass at D, ia again reflected
to E, where the eye likewise receives, through
the transparent part of that glass, a direct
ray from the horizon. Then the altitude
8
SAH, is equal to double the angle CAG, measured upon the limb BC, of the
instrument.
For the reflected angle BAG (or DAF) = the incident angle SAI snd
the reflected angle bDE = the incident aDA = DAE = DEA, because
a b is parallel to AC. Now, HA1 = DFA = (FAE + FEA), and DAE,
being equal to DEA, it follows that HA1 = (DAE + FAE). From HA1
and (DAE + FAE) take the equal angles SAI and DAF, and there

* See Sirnms' Treatk on Mathematical

Instruments.
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remaim SAH 2 FAE, or 2 QAC ;dr, in other words, the angle of elevation SAH, is equal to double tho angle of inclination of the two mirrors
X A , being equal to GAC.
Hence the am on the limb BC, although only the sixth part of a
circle, is divided as if it were 120°, on account of ita double being required
as the measure of CAB, and it is generally extended to 140'.
The annexed figure represents a Sextant of Troughton's conetruction,
having a double b e 88,connected by pillars a a, &c., thus uniting
strength with liihtneaa The arc BC, is generally graduated to 10' of a
degree, commencing near the end C, and it is numbered toward^ B. The
divisions are a h continued on the other side of zero towards C, forming
what ia called the arc of excesa, which is useful in determining the index
error of the instrument, as will be explained hereafter. The limb is subdivided by the vernier E into lo", the half of which (or 5")m
be
easily estimated : this small quantity is easily distinguishable by the aid
of the microwope H, and ite reflector b, which are connected by an arm
of the index IE, at the point c, round which it turns as a centre, affording the meam of examining the whole vernier, the connecting arm being
long enough to allow the microscope to pass over the whole length of it.
T othe index

is sttached a
clamp to faaten
i t to the limb,
rod a tangent
screw J (in the
the clamp
ia concealed
trom view), by
which the index
may be moved
any s m d quantity, after it is
clamped,toronder the contact
of the object.
obeemed more
perfect than can
be done by
moving it with
the h&d alone. The upper end I, terminates in a circle scmsu whi& i

w,
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fixed the silvered-index glass F, over the centre of motion, and perpendicular to the plane of the instrument. To the frame at G is attached a
second glass, called the horizon glass, the lower half of which only is
silvered : this must likewise be perpendicular to the plane of the instrument, and in such a position that its plane shall be parallel to the plane
of the indexglass F, when the vernier i set to 0' (or mro) on the limb
BC. A deviation from this position constitutes the index error before
spoken of
The telescope i carried by a ring L, attached to a stem e, called the
np-anddown piece, which can be raised or lowered by turning the milled
screw M : its use is to place the telescope, so that the field of view.may be
bisected by the line on the horizontal glass that separates the silvered from
the unsilvered part. This is important, as it rendera the object seen by
reflection, and that by direct vision equally bright; two telescopes and a
plane tube, all adapted to the ring L, are packed with the sextant, one
showing the objects erect, and the other inverting them ; the last has a
greater magdying power, showing the contact of the images much'better.
The adjustment for distinct vision is obtained by sliding the tube at the
eye-end of the telescope in the inside of the other ;this also is the means
of adapting the focua to suit different eyes In the inverting telescope are
placed two wires, parallel to each other, and in the middle of the spaco
between them the observations are to be made, the wires being first
brought parallel to the plane of the sextant, which may be judged of with
sufficient exactness by the eye. When obseming with this telescope, i t
must be borne in mind that the instrument must be moved in a contrary
direction to that which the object appears to take, in order to keep i t in
the field of view.
Four dark glasses, of different depths of shade and colour, are placed a t

K, between the index and horizon-glasses;also three more at N, any one or
more of which can be turned down to moderate the intensity of the light,
before reaching the eye, when a very luminousobject (as the sun) is observed.
The same purpose is effected by fixing a dark glass to the eye-end of the
telescope : one or more dark glassea for this purpose generally accompany
the instrument They, however, are chiefly used when the sun's altitude
is observed with an artificial horizon, or for ascertaining the index error,
as employing the shades attached to the instrument for such purposes,
would involve in the result any error which they might possess. The
handle, which is shown at 0, is fixed at the back of the instrument.
The hole in the middle is for fixing it to a stand, which is useful when
an observer is desirous of great steadiness.
[PART 11.
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TEErequisite adjustments are the following : the index and horizontalglasses must be perpendicular to the plane of the instrument, and their

planes p a d e l to each other when the index division of the vernier is at
0' on the am, and the optical axis of the telescope must be parallel to the

plane of the instrument.
8 d u8tmenta
~

We shall speak separately of each of these

To mumine th.e A d 9 m e n t

of

thc Indexglaes.

Move the index forward to about the middle of the limb, then, holding the instrument horizontally with the divided limb from the observer,
and the indexglass to the eye, look obliquely down the glaes, so as to see
the circular am, by direct view and by reflection, in the glass a t the
name timo ; and if they appear as one continued arc of a circle, the indexglsss ie in adjustment. If it require correcting, the arc will appear broken who:-e the reflected and direct parta of the limb meet. This in a wellmade instrument is seldom the case, unleea the aextant has been exposed
to rough treatment. Be the glses is in the first instant set right by the
msker, and firmly fixed in ita place, ita position is not liable to alter,
therefore no direct meane are supplied for ita adjustment.
To

~wari~
thce Hwizon-glass, and

set it Peqmdicular to the Plane of the
sextunt:

The poaition of this glnss is known to be right, when by a sweep with
the index, the reflected imagv of any object pasees exactly over or covers
ite image as aeen directly ;and any error is easily rectified by turning the
rni, a t the lower end of the frame of the glaes.

To uxraoiw the Paralldim of thc Plane of the two Ulaeees, when the
In& ie set to Zero.

This is e d y ascertained ; for, after setting the eero on the index to
YUO

on the limb, if you direct your view to some object, the sun for

in&mce, you will see that the two images (one seen by direct vision

through the unsilvered part. of the horieon-glaw, and the other reflected

fnrm the silvered part) coillcide or appear as one, if the glasses are correctly parallel to each other ; but if the two images do not coincide, the
quantity of their deviation constitutes what is called the index error.
Tbe effect of this error on an angle measured by the instrument is exactly
equal to the error itself : therefore, in modern iustrumenta, there are
aeldom any mesns applied for its correction, it b e i ~ yconsidered preferable
radPIBR 111.1
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to determine its amount previous to observiug, or immediately after, and
apply it with its proper sign to each observation. The amount of the
index error may be found in the following manner: clamp the index at
about 30 minutes to the left of zero, and looking towards the sun, the two
images will appear either nearly in contact or overlapping each other ;
then perfect the contact, by moving the tangentscrew, and call the minutes and seconds denoted by the vernier, the reading on the arc. Next
place the index about the same quantity to the right of zero, or on the
arc of excess, and make the contact of the two images perfect as before,
and call the minutes and seconds on the arc of excess* the readmg of the
arc ;and half the difference of these numbers is the index error ; additive
when the reading on the arc of excess is greater than that on the limb,
w d subtractive when the contrary is the case.
EXAMPLE.
,
Reading on the arc ........................ 31 56
,, off the arc
31 22

.

.......................
-Difference .................................... 0 34
Index error ....................... = - 0 17

In this w e the reading on the arc being greater than that on the are
of excesi, the index error = 17 seconds, must be subtracted from all observations taken with the instrument, until it be found, by a similar process,
that the index error has altered. One observation on each side of zero is
seldom considered enough to give the index error with sufficient exactness
for particular purposes; it is usual to take several measures each way;
and half the difference of their means will give a result more to be depended upon than one deduced from a single observation only on each
side of zero." A proof of the correctness of observations for index error
is obtained by adding the above numbers together, and taking one-fourth
of their sum, which should be equal to the sun's semidiameter, as given
in the Nautical Almanac. When the sun's altitude is low, not exceeding
20" or 30°, his horizontal instead of his perpendicular diameter should be.
measured (if the observer intend to compare with the Nautical Almanac,
otherwise there ia no necessity); because the refraction at such an altitude
affects the lower border (or limb) more than the upper, so as to make his
perpendicular diameter appear less than his horizontal one, which is that
m e n reatling .off the arc of excess, the vernier must be read backwards, or from its
contrary cud.
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given in the Nautical Almanac: in this caae the sextant must be held
horiaontally.
TO arabe the Ldnc of C o l l i l n a h of the Telescope parallel to the Plane
of the SGzlant.
This is known to be correct, when the sun and moon, having a distance
of 90" or more, are brought into contact just at the wire of the. telescope
which is neareat the plane of the sextant, fixing the index, and altering the
position of the inetrument to make the objecte appear on the other wire;
if the contact still remain perfect, the axis of the telesoope is in proper
adjustment; if not, it must be altered by moving the two screws which
fasten,to the npand-down piece, the collar into which the telescope screws.
This adjuetment is not very liable to be deranged.
Having now gone through the principle and construction of the sextant, i t remains to give some instructions aa to the manner of wing it.
It is evident that the plane of the instrument must be held in the
plane of the two objecte, the angular distance of which is required: in a vertical plane, therefore, when altitudes are measured; in a horizontal or
oblique plane, when horizontal or oblique angles are to be taken As t h k
adjustment of the plane of the instrument is rather difficult and troublesome
to the beginner, he need not be surprised nor discouraged, although his first
attempts may not answer his expectationa The sextant must be held in
the right hand, and as slack aa is consistent with its safety, for in grasping
it too hard, the hand is apt to be rendered unsteady.
When the altitude of an object, the sun for instance, is to be obsemed,
the o h e r , having the wa horizon before him, must turn down one or
more of the dark glasses, or shades, according to the brilliancy of the
object; and directing his sight to that part of the horizou immediately beneath the m,and holdmg the instrument vertically, he must with the left
hand liihtly slide tho index forward, until the image of the sun, reflected
from the indexglasa, rrppear in contact with the horizon, scen through
the d v e r e d part of the horizon glsrur Then clamp it firm, and gently
turn the tangent screw, to make the contact of the upper or lower limb
of the sun and the horizon perfect, when i t will appear a tangent to hie
circular disc* If an artificial horizon be employed, the two images of the
*If
-fy.

tbe obwner knows his latitude approximately, he may find the mericlional altitude

to which he nuy previously set his instrument; when he will not ouly find hi^ object

mom a d y , but have only a s d l quantity to move the index to perfect the observation.

Take from the Nautical Almmu: the declination of the object, and if it be of the =me
ues with tbe htimde, add it to Ute eo-latitude ; if of a different name, srcltrud it; the sum
a d i b a a a r i l l be the meridian altituda
CHAPrm 111.1
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sun must be brought into contact with each other; but this will be
explained when speaking of that instrument. To the angle read off apply
the index error, and then add or subtract the sun's semidiameter, as given
in the Nautical Almanac, according as the lower or upper limb is observed,
to obtain the apparent altitude of the sun's centre. Before we can use
this obscrvation for determining the time, the latitude, h.,it must be
further corrected for r e k t i o n and parallax, to obtain the true altitude,
subtracting the former, and adding the latter; and when the sea horizon is
employed, a quantity must also be subtracted for the dip, which is
unnecessary when the altitude is taken by means of an artificial horizon.

EXAMPLE
Obs. alt. of the sun's lower limb
Index error

.

.
.

.

Apparent altitude
Sun's semi-dinmeter
,, parallax

{

.
.
.

.

.
.

.

.

.

O

.

. .
Refraction .
. . .
. .Dip of the horizon, for an elevation of - 4, "
18feet
. . .
True altitude of the sun's centre
. . . .

I

.=61

I

N

13

5

.=17
---

= 61 12 48, 0
. = + 1 5 4 6 , 9
. = + 0 4 , 0

61 28 38,
=

-

4

37,

---

9
4

. = 61
24 I , 5
------

If the observer be ignorant of the precise moment of the objects being
on the meridian, he should, by a slow and gradual motion of the tangent
screw, keep the observed limb in contact with the horizon as long as it
continues to rise ; and immediately on the altitudes appearing to diminish, cease from observing, and the angle then read on the instrument
will be the meridian altitude.
The angular distances of terrestrial objects are measured by the sextant in the same manner as those of celestial ones ;but if the objects are
not in the same horizontal plane, a reflecting instrument will not give
their horizontal angular distance. But this may be obtained nearly by
measuring their angular distances from an object in or near the horizon,
which subtends a great angle with both, and the sum, or the difference
of the angles so measured, will be nearly the required horizontal angle.
Of the sextant, it has been said, that it is in itself a portable observatory ; and it is doubtless one of the most generally useful instruments
that hns ever been contrived, being capable of furnishing data to a considerable degree of accuracy for the solution of a numerous class of the
An

observation of a stor requires no correction for either parnllnx or semi-diameter.
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most uaeful astronomical problems ; affording the meaus of determining
the time, the latitude and longtitude of a place, &a, for which, and many
other purpoaeg, it is invaluable to the Surveyor. .

Wmm the altitude of a celestial object is to be taken at sea, the observer
haa the natural (or sea) horizon, aa a line of departure ; but on shore,
he is obliged to have recourse to au artificial one to which his observations
may be referred : thie consists of a reflecting plane parallel to the natural horizon, on which' the raya of the sun, or other object falling, are
reflected baok to an eye placed in a proper position to receive them ; the
angle betweem the real object and ita reflected image being then measured with the sextant, k double the altitude of the object above the
horizontal plane.
Various natural aa well as artifioial reflecting d a c e a have been made
by mechanical arrangements, to sfford the means of obtaining double
saglea: euch as pouring water, oil, treacle, or other fluid substances into
a shallow vessel ; and to prevent the wind giving a tremulous motion to
ita muface, a piece of thin gauze, talc, or plate%lass, whom surfaoea are
perfectly plane and parallel, may be placed over it, when used for observation But the moat accurate kind of artificial horizon ia that in which
fluid quickailper forms the reflecting surface, the containing vessel being
placed on a mlid baais, and protected from the influence of the wind.
The adjoining figure r e p m n t a an instrument of this
kind. The mercury is contained in an oblong wooden
trough, placed under the roof A, in which are fixed
two plates of glass whose aurf8~88are plane and parallel to each other. Thie roof effectually ecreem the
surface of the metal from b e i i agitated by the wind ; and when it has
i a poeition revereed at a aecond observation, m y error occasioned by
undue refraction at either plate of glass will be corrected.
Another and more portable wntrivance for an artificial horizon, is
represented in the following figure, which comista of a circular plate of
black glsse about two inchea diameter, mounted on a
bstand, half an inch deep, with three foohcrews,
-- '----a, b, c, to set the plane horizontal ; the horizontality
being determined thus by the aid of a short spirit
level d, having under the tube a face ground plane on
which it Lies in contact with the reflectizg surface ;place

@:
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the level on the g l m in a direction parallel to the line joining two of
the three foot-screws, as a, and b, then move one of these screws till the
bubble remains in the middle of the tube in both the reversed positions
of the level, and the plate will be horizontal in that direction ; then place
the level at right angles to its former position, and turn the third footscrew back or forwards till the bubble again settles in the middle of its
tube, the former levelling remaining undisturbed, and the plane will then
be horizontal This instrument, from its portability, is extremely convenient for travellers, as when packed in its case, it can be carried in the
pocket without being any incumbrance.
When an artificial horizon is used, the observer must place himself a t
such a distance that he may see the reflected object, as well aa the r e d
one ; then having the sextant properly adJusted, the upper or lower limb
of the sun's image (supposing that the object) reflected from the indexglass, must be brought into contact with the opposite limb of the image
reflected from the artificial horizon, observing that, when the inverting
telescope is used, the upper limb will appear as the lower, and vice v e r d ;*
the angle shown on the instrument, when corrected for the index error,
will be double the altitude of the sun's limb above the horizontal plane ;
to the half of which, if the semidiameter, refraction, and parallax be
applied, the result will be the true altitude of the centre.

Observed angle
Index error

................................................ 122

25 50,00

................................................
17,05
--'

2) 122 25 32'95

.......................................................... 61
.............................................. +
Parallax ........................................................
+

App.alt

12 46,47

Semi-diameter

15 46,91
4,oo

61 28 37,38
34,40

...................................................
True alt. of sun's centre... ................................. 61

Refraction

-

28

2,98

---

* When

the contact is formed at the lower limb, the images will separate shortly after
the contact has been made, if the altitude be i d n g ; but if the altitude be decrulding,
they will begin to overlap; but when the contact is formed at the upper limb, the reverse
takes place. An observer, if in doubt as to which limb he has been observing, should
watch the object for a ahort time after he hna made the observation.
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The following ie an illuetration of the method of observing altitudes
aith an artificial horizon; and an explanation of parallax and
refroction :Let hB represent the d a c e
of the quicksilver contained
in a wooden trough, whoee
plane ia oontinued to C ;DEF
the mf, in which are fixed
two plates of glass DE, and
EF, whose surfsceg are plane
to each other :
and 0 the snn a t S, whose
altitude h~required. Nowthe
n y SH, proceeding from the
\
,,'
m ' e lower limb to the sur\
I'
'/\ .*
4ce of the quickeilver, will
be mflected thence to the eye
in the direction of HU, and the upper limb of the sun's image, reflected
h m the quicksilver, will appear in the line GH, continued to R ; m d
it ia a woll-known principle in catoptrics, that the angle of incidence
S m or SHC, is equal to the angle of reflection GHB ;and as the angle
AHR or CHR is the opposite angle of GHB, it is, therefore, equal to
it, and to the angle SHC, the altitude of the sun's lower l i b above the
horizontal plane : so that, if we suppose the angle SHR, measured by a
~ r t a n t ,to be 80°, the altitude of the sun's lower limb will be 40°, s u b
ject to the corrections, as above.

* we'

\

.'

6,'

,a0''

i~'

In the example given of observing an altitude of the sun, its semidiameter ie added. The apparent diameter of Sun, moon, kc., is the angle
under which they appear to an observer situated on the earth ; the
amount of which depends upon the real magnitude of the object, and ita
dintan= from the observer. The sun's semi-diameter is given in the
h'autical Almanac. Its mean semi-diameter is 16', which is the quantity
d in common practice, as i t never varies more than half a minute
from that amount.

T h e eituation of a celestial body, when viewed from the surface of the
earth, is called ita apparent place, and that part of the heavens where it
would be wen, if observed a t the same time from the &re of the earth,
is caIled ita true place. The difference between the true and apparent
plscee is termed the pccmllaz of the object. The parallax of rm object is
greatat at the horizon, and p d u a l l y diminishes as the Indy rises ~ b o v c
CEIdPlZH III.]
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the horizon, until it comes to the zenith, where the parallax vanishes. I t
is evident that the altitude of an object seen from the earth's surface is
leas than it would be if seen from the centre : hence, the parallax is to be
added to the apparent altitude, in order to obtain the true altitude. 'l'he
sun's mean horizontal parallax is 8Q*.
The third correction for an altitude of the sun, is on account of
refruction. The rays of light which proceed from a celestial body, on
entering the atmosphere in an oblique direction are bent out of their
rectilinear course, and incline more and more towards the centre of tho
earth as they pass deeper into the atmosphere, and hence enter the eye of
an observer in a different direction from that of the object, and make it
appear higher than its real place. And the difference between the real
and apparent places of the heavenly bodies, as affected by the psssage of
the rays of light through the atmosphere, is called the refmction of the
object. The more obliquely the rays enter the atmosphere, the more
they will be bent out of their rectilinear course, and hence the greater
the refraction: consequently, refraction is greatest at the horizon, and
ceases at the zenith. Refraction is always to be mtbtracted from the
apparent altitude of an object, because the effect of refraction is to cause
bodies to appear higher than they really are; so much so, that the sun,
stare, &c., may actually be below the horizon, when they appear above i t *
Tables of refraction are given in the appendix.

CERTAIN
parts of the capital i118trumenta used in surveying and in astronomical observations, require to be adjusted in truly horizontal positions ;
and, to arrive at this adjustment, one or more subsidiary instruments,
called spiritrlevels, are attached to such principal instruments. The
spirit-level, attached to a good telescope, furnished with a compass, and
such meam of correct adjustment, as we shall presently describe, becomes
also itself a capital instrument, being used in that department of surveying, termed levelling, which consists in measuring the vertical distances
between variow stations.
The spirit-level consists of a glass tube, differing from the cylindrical
form by having its diameter largest in the middle, and decreasing slightly
and with great regularity from the middle to the ends. The tube is
nearly but not quite filled with spirits of wine, thus leaving in it a bubble
* Simms on Muthematical Instrumcnta.
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of air, which rim to the higheet part of the tube, so as to have its
two ends equally distant from the middle, when the instrument is in
sdjuetment. The tube is generally fitted into another tube of metal,
md attached to a frame terminating in angular bearings, by which
the level can either be puspended from, or else be stood upon, cylindrical pivota When, however, the level forms a permanent part of
any instrument, the manner of attaching it is modified to suit the
particular form of the instrument to which it is attached. A small and
accurately divided soale is attached to the beat instruments, or otherwise
a ecale is matched upon the gless tube itaelf.
The annexed figure is a repmentation of such a level as is used for
levelling the axis of the best astronomical instruments. I t is provided with
a fixed scale, seen in the figure, and is
suspended by means of accurately constructed angular
- bearinga
The following criteria of a good level are extracted from Dr. Pearson's
valuable work on Practical Astronomy :" I&,-The bubble must be long enough, compared with the whole
tube, to admit of quick displacement, and yet not too long to admit of
its proper elongation by low temperature.
" %d,-The o w e must be such that the sensibility and uniform run
of the bubble will indicate quantities sufficiently minute, while those
quantities correspond exactly to the changes of inclination, as read on
the graduated limb of the instrument of which it forma a part.
" 3d,-The bubble must keep its station when the angles are moved a
little round tho pivota of suspension.
*-The
oppoeite ends of the bubble must vary alike in all changes
of temperature, or, in other words, the ends of the bubble must elongate
w amtract alike in opposite directions, so that the middle point may
d r a y s be stationary.
*-The
angles of the metallic end-pieces must be w, nicely adjusted
that reversion or horigontal pivota that are equal will not alter the place
ot the bubble.
%-The
distance between the two eem of a fixed scale, when such
a graduated scale is used, should be equal to the len@h of the bubble at
the temperature of 60° of Fahrenheit's scale, and should be marked
a t e q d distancee from the visible ends of the glass tube. Then, as
tbe bubble lengthem by cold, or shortens by heat, ita extreme ends
m y always be referred to theee fixed marks 0, 0 on the scale, and
a i U fall either within, upon, or beyond them, according to the existing

-

'
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temperature. The number of subdivisiom of the scale that each erld of the
bubble is staudiug at, counted from the fixed zero marks, a t the instaut of
finishiug an observation, must always be noted, that an allowance may be
made for the value of the deviation in seconds, or ae the caee may require.
'ith,--When the two ends of the bubble are not alike affected by a
change of temperature, the scale should be detached, and adjustable to
the new zero points, by an inversion of the leveL
6c 8th.-When
the scale has only one zero at ite centre, which is a mode
of dividing the l w t liable to niimpprehension, the positions m i s t be
reversed a t each observation, and both ends of the bubble rend in each
position; for iu this oase, if any change hna taken place in the true
position of this zoro, the resultiug error will merge in the reduction of
the observation"
We proceed now to the doscription of the most accurate instruments
for measuriug the differences of.leve1, or vertical distances, between
different shtiona
Of spirit-levels for this purpoee, there are now three in uae, namely,
the V level, Troughton's improved leve 1, and Gravatt's leveL
The figure on the next page represents the V level. A, is an achromatic
telescope, resting upon two supporters, which in shape resemble the letter V ,
and are consequently d l e d the V rr The lower ends of theee supporters are
let perpendicularly into a strong bnr, which carries a compass-box, C. This
~mpcl~ls-box
is convellieut for taking bearillgp, and has a contrivance for
throwing tho needle off its centre, when not in use. One of the V supporters itj fitted into a socket, and can be raised or lowered by the screw B.
Beneath tho compm-box, which is generally in one piece with the bar,
in a conical axin pnssing tlmug11 the upper of two pnrallel plates, and
terminating in a ball supported in a socket. Immediately above this
upper pwnllel plate is a collar, which cnn be made to embrace the conical
axin tiglltly by truxing the clamping screw E, and a slow horizontal
motion may then be given to the ilu~tnimeutby means of the tangent
screw D. The two parnllel plates are connected together by the bnll and
socket already mentioned, and are set firm by four mill-headed screws,
which turn in sockets fixed to the lower plate, while their heads prells
agail~stthe under side of the upper plate, aud thus serve the purl,ose of
setting the instrument up truly level.
Beneath the lower prunllel plate is a female screw, adapted to the staffh o d , which is wnnwtcd by brass joints with three mahogany legs, s o
constructed a r ~to shut together, and form one round staff (a very conveuient form for portability), rwd, when opcned out, to make a firm stand,
\,e tllc gruuud ever no tulevcii.
[PART 11.
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The spirit-levcl I l is fixed to tho telescope
by. a joint
at ono cnd, and a
.
caprrtan-heade d
THE Y LEVEL.
screw at tho
other, to raise
or depress it for
sdjutment.
I n looking
through a telesCope, a conaiderable field of
view is cmbraoe d ; b u t tho
measuremonte
indicated by
any illr~trumcnt
of which the t e l m p e may form R part, will oi~lyhave reference to one
particular point in this field of view, which particular point is considered
aa the centre of this field of view. We must, therefore, place some fixed
point in the field of view, and in the foam of the eyepiece, and the point to
which the measurement will have reference will be that point of the object
viewed, which appears to be coincident with this fixed point, or which,
aa the tachnical phrase is, is bisected by the fixed point.
The intersection of two fixed lines will furnish us with such a fixed point,
and consequently two lines of spider's web are fixed at right angles to oach
other in the focus of the eye-pieoe. They aw attached by a little gum to
a braes ring of lrmrrller dimeilsione than the tube
of the teleecope, and which is fixed to the tube
by four amall acreva a, b, c, d If the screw d
be 4,
while at the same time c is tightened,
the ring will be moved to the right ; but if c
be eaaed, and d tightened, the ring will be morcd
to the left; and in a like manner it may be moved
up or down by means of the screws a and b.
When the uletrument is in adjustment, the axis
of the tube of the telescope is set truly horizontal
by means of the lev01 beneath it, and the line of observation ought
emsequently to be parallel to this axis. Let A represent the proper position of the intorsection of the cram wires, and OA the direction of the
uis of a pencil of light paasing through
the object-gla, and coming to it. focus 2
L
3
0
a t A. Then the aria of the tube of

e8
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the telescope being set truly horizontal, the line A0 is also truly horiaontal,
and every point bisected by the intersection of the crosa wires will be
situated on the prolongation of the horizontal line AO.
Suppose now the position of the diaphragm carrying the croes wires to
have become deranged, so that the point of intersection is moved to B,
then every point bisected by the intersection of the crosa wires will be on
the prolongation of the line BO, and will consequently be below the true
level point on the line AO.
Let now the telescope be turned half round the Ys, and let the annexed
figure represent it in ita new position ; then, in this new poeition of the
telescope, the prolongation of the line BO
will rise above the prolongation of the
level line AO, and, at the same distance
from the telescope, the point now bisected by the intersection of tho
cross wires will be as much above the true level point on the line OA aa
the point before bisected by them was below it. The true level point is
therefore midway between the two pointa observed in the two positions of
the telescope, and the diaphragm canying the cross wires is to be moved
by means of the screws a, 4 c, d, till their point of intersection coincides
with that true level point. The telescope is then to be again turned round
upon the y 8, and, if the same point be still bisected by the intersection
of the CroB8 wires, they are in their proper position; but, if not, the same
method of adjustment must be repeated, till the same point is bisected
by the intersection of the cross wires in every position of the teleswpe.
This error of derangement haa a technical denomination. The line OA,
or 013, &om 0 to the point of intersection of the cross wires, is called the
line of collimatiun, and the error arising from their derangement, which wo
have shown the method of detecting and wrrocting, is called the error of
collinaution.
When the image of the object viewed, formed by the objcct-glass, either
falls short, or beyond the place of the crose wires, the error arising from
this cause is called parnllax. The existence of parallax is determined by
moving the eye about, when looking through the telescope, observing
whether the crose wires change their position, and are flittering and
undefined.
To correct this error, first adjust the eye-piece, by means of the movctble eye-pioce tube, till you can perceive the c m wire clearly defined,
and sharply marked against any white object.
Then by moving the milled head screw A, at the side of the telescope,
the internal tube a is thrust outwards, or drawn inwards, until you obtain
[PART 11.
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the proper focus, according to the distance of the object, and you are enabled a t once to see clearly the object, and the intersection of the wires,
clearly and Bharply defined, before it. The existence of parallax is very
inoonvenient, and, where dirnegarded, has frequently been productive of
mxious error. I t will not always be found su%icient to set the eye-glaee
first, and the objectrglaae afterwards. The setting of the object-glaas, by
introducing more dietant r a p of light, will affect the focus of the e y e
glass, and produce parallax or indistinctness of the wiree, when there was
none before. The eye-piece must, in this case, be adjusted again.
Generally, when once set for the day, there is no o m i o n for altering
the eye-gkza, but the objedglass will, of course, have to be altered a t every
change of distance of the object.
In adjusting the instrument, the parctllax should be first corrected, and
then the error of collimation. The line of collimation being thus brought
to coincide with the axis of the tube of the telemope, two further adjustmenta are necaaaq ; the first to adjust the bubble tube, ER) that it may
truly indicate when the axis of the telescope is horizontal; and the second
to set the tuie of the telescope perpendicular to the vertical axis round
which the instrument tum~.
the Bubble T&.-Move
the telescope till it lies in the direcTo
tion of two of the parallel plate screws, and by giving motion to these
screw bring the air bubble to the centre of its run. Now reverse the
teleeoope carefully in the Vs, that is, turn it end for end ;and should the
bubble not settle at the same point of the tube rta before, it shows that
the bubble tube ie out of adjustment, and requires correcting. The end to
which the bubble retires must then be noticed, and the bubble made to return
-half
the distance by turning the parallel plate screws, and the other
half by turning the capstan-headed screw at the end of the bubble tube.
The teleswpe must now again be reversed, and the operation be repeated,
until the bubble settles a t the same point of the tube, in the centre of its run,
in both positions of the instrument. The adjustment is then perfect, and
the clips which serve to confine the telescope in the y s should be made fast.
W y , to to the A& of the Tdedwpe perpndieular to the Vertical Amk
d wAidi the Instrument turn.-Place
the telescope over two of the
parallel plate screws, and move them, unecrewing one while screwing up
the other, until the bubble of the level settles in the centre of its run;
then turn the instrument half round upon the vertical axis so that the
ewtrary enda of the telescope may be over the same two screws; and, if
the bubble doea not again settle at the same point as before, half the
error must be corrected by turning the 8CreW B, and the other half by
turning the two pwallel plate screws, over which the tolescope is placed.
C E d P T P R 111.1
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Next turn the telescope a quarter round, that it may lie over the
other two screws, and repeat the ptocess to bring theae two screws also
into adjustment ;and when, after a few trials, the bubble maintains exactly
the same position in the centre of its run, while the telescope is turned all
round upon the axis, this axis will be truly vertical, and the axis of the
telescope, being horizontal by reason of the previous adjustment of the
bubble tube, will be perpendicular to that vertical axis, and remain truly
horizontal, while the telescope is turned completely round upon the stares.
The adjustment is therefore perfect.
The object of the above adjustments is to make the line of collim~tion
move round in a horizontal plane, when the instrument is turned roiit~ditR
vertical axis, and the methods above explained suppose that the telescope
itself is oonstructed with the utmost perfection, so that the axis of the
tube carrying the object-glass is always in the same straight line with the
axis of the main tube, which carries the diaphragm with the cross wires.
If this perfection in the construction of the instrument does not exist, the
line of collimation will vary, as the tube carrying the abject-glass is thrust
out, and drawn in, to a d j u t the focus for objects of different dista~~ces.
What is really required, then, is that the cross wires be so adjusted that
the line of collimntiou may be in the same straight line with the line in
which the centre of the objectrglass is moved, and that the bubble of the
level be at the centre of its run, when this line of collimation is directed to
view objects, at the same level, or at the same distance from the centre of
the earth.
We are indebted to Mr. Gravatt, of whose level we shall hereafter
speak, for a method of collimating, which satisfies the above requirements,
and removes any error arising from imperfection in the slide of the telescope, while nt the same time the line of collimntion is set with the end a t
the object-glass, slightly depressed, instead of exactly horizontal, so as to
remove, or nearly so, the errors arising from the curvature of the earth, and
the horizontal refraction
To examine and m e c t the Collimation by Gravatt'e Method.-" On rr
tolerably level piece of ground drive in three stakes at intervals of about
four or five chains, calling the first stake a, tho seco~ldb, and the third c.
'' Place the instrument half way between the stakes a and b, and read
the staE A, placed on the stake a, and also the staff B, placed on the stake
b; call the two readings A' and B'; then, although the instrument be o u t
of adjustment,* yet the points read off will be equidistant from the earth's
centre,-and consequently level.
---

* The axis of the instrument is to be set verticnl br means of

the parallel plnte screws
b y placing tlie telescope over each pair alternntcly, and m o v i n ~tliem, until t l ~ eair bubbie
remnins in the same position, when the instrument is turned hnlf round upon its axis.
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" Now remove the instrument to a point half way between b and c.
A p i n mad off the staff B, and read also a staff placed on the stake c, which
call staff C (the one before called A, being removed into that situation).
Now, by adding the difference of the readings on B (with its proper s i p )
to the reading on C, we get three pointa, say A', B', C', equidistant from
the earth's centre, or, in the m e true leveL
Place the instrument at any short distance, say half a chain beyond A,
and, using the bubble merely to see that you do not disturb the instnlment, read all three staffs, or to speak more correctly, get a reading
from each of the stakea a, b, c; call these three readings A", B", C".
Now, if the stake b be half way between a and c,* then ought C " - C
--(A"-4
to be equal to 2 [B"-B'-@"-A')];
but if not, alter the
screws which adjust the diaphragm, and consequently the horizontal spider
line, or wire, until such be the case ;and then the instrument will be
adjusted for collimation.
" To adjust the spirit bubble without removing the instrument, read
the staff A, say it reads A"', then adding (A-A') with its proper sigu to
EY, we get a value, say B."'
" Adjust the instrument by means of the parallel plate screwat to
read B"' on the staff B.
'' NOW,by the screws attached to the bubble tube, bring the bubble
into the centre of ita run.
" The instrument will now be in complete practical adjustment for
level curvature, and horizontal refraction, for any distance not exceeding
ten chaim, the maximum error being only &th of a foot."
Before mnkiug observations with this instrument, the adjustment
should be carefully examined and rectified, after which the screw B should
never be touched ; but at each station the parallel plate screws alone
should be used for setting the axis round which the instrument turns
truly vertical, when, in consequence of the adjustmenta previously made,
the line of collimation will be truly level. For this purpose the telescope
n u t be placed over each pair of the parallel plate screws alternately, and
they must be moved till the air bubble settles in the middle of the level,
and the operation being repeated till the telescope can be turned quite
round the staff-head, without any change taking place in the position of
the bubble, the instrument will be ready to read off the graduations upon
the levellixlg staves, which we proceed to describe.
Whatever be the dintancea between the stakes a, 4 and c, the following proportions

.

ought to hold, oiz. :The distance from a : b : the distance a to c : : W-B'-(A0-A')
: C'-C1-(A#-A'.)
t If thia adjustment be made by the wrew B, instead of tho parnllel plate wrcws. the
lil~eof collinlaliori will be brought into ita propcr pusition with realrct tu tho vertical nxia.
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The best constructed levelling staff consists of three
parts, which pack together for carriage in a neat manner,
and, when opened out for use, form a staff 17 feet long,
jointed together something after the manner of a fishing-rod. The whole length is divided into hundredths of
a foot, alternately colored black and white, and occupying half the breadth of the staff ;but for distinctness the
lines denoting tenths of feet are continued the whole
breadth, every half foot or five-tenths being distinguished by a conspicuous black dot on each side. Thisstaff
was first introduced into use by William Grawtt, Esq."
In all work where great accuracy is required, the Y level, above described, is
preferable to either of the others; but both Troughton's level and Gravatt's
level are calculated by their lightness, and by their being less liable to
derangement when once properly adjusted, to get rapidly over the ground.
TROUQHTON'S
LEVEL

.

-

In this level the telescope T rests close down upon the horizontal bar
b, 6, the spirit-level I, I, is permanently fixed to the top of the telescope,
and does not, therefore, admit of adjustment, and the compass-box c is
supported over the level by four small pillars attached to the horizontal bar.
This construction makes the instrument very firm and compact. The stavee,
staff-head, and parallel plates by which the instrument is supported, and
the vertical axis upon which it turns, are of exactly the same construction
as have been already described as used for supporting the Y level.
The diaphragm is furnished with three threads, two of them vertical,
bettveen which the levelling staff may be seen, and the third, horizontal,
-

In the G r a t Trigonometrical Surrey of India a now description of leveling s M is
now used-See Appendix " Memorandum on leveling operations in connection with the
Great Triyonometricd Survey," b~ Calonel J. T.Walker, H. E,Superintendent, G . T. 5 .
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gives the reading of the staff by ita coincidence with one of the graduntiom
marked upon it. Sometimes a pearl micrometer-scale is fixed on the diaphragm, instead of the wires. The central division on the scale, then, indicates the collimating point, and by ita coincidence with a division of the
levelling
gives the required reading of this staff; and the scale serves
t h e purpoee of measuring distances approximately, and of determining statiom nearly equidistant &om the instrument, since a t such equal distances
the staE will subtend the samenumberof divisionsupon themicrometer-scale.
In selecting a level of Troughton's construction, and also in testing and
adjusting the wllimation subsequently, Mr. Gravatt'~ method, already
deecribed, is the best to be used ; and, when the line of collimation is
thna brought into adjustment, if the bubble be far from the centre of
its run, the fault can only be remedied by the maker; but, if the bubble
settle very nearly in the centre of its run, the instrument may be deemed
a good one, and, the divisions on the glass tube which coincide with the
ends of the bubble being noted, the instrument must beset up for use
r i t h the bubble in this position
The l i e of collimation is mt perpendicular to the vertical axis, in the
rune manner, 88 in the y level, by means of the capstan screws B, B,
the bubble being made to maintain the requisite position, as above determined, while the imtrument is turned completely round on ita axis.

-

GRAVATT'B
LEVEL
\
Thie instrument ia furnished with au objectglnse of large aperturo and
short focal length ; and, sufficient light being thus obtained to admit of
a higher magwfyiing power in the eye-piece, the ndvmtages of a much larger
Instrument are
obtained, with\ - out the inwn- .

The
diapis
amied by the
internal tibe a,
a,which is neariy equal in
length to the
externel tube.
e
external
tube T, T, is
sprung at i t s

-

length.
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aperture, and gives a steady and even motion to the internal tube a, a,
which is thrust out, and drawn in, to adjust the focus for objecta a t
different distances by means of the milled-headed screw A. The spirit-level
is placed above the telescope, m d attached to it by capstan-headed screm,
one at either end, by means of which the bubble can be brought to the
centre of its nm, as in the case of the y level, when the line of collimation is brought to the proper level by Mr. Gravatt's method of
adjustment, already explained.
The telescope ib attached to a horizontal bar in a similar manner to
Troughton's level, but room is just left between the telescope and the bar
for the compass-box.
A crom-level k, is plaoed upon the telescope at right angles to the
principal level I, I, by which we are enabled to set the instrument up a t
once with the axis nearly vertical. A mirror m, mounted upon a hingejoint, is placed at the end of the level I, 1, so that the obsewer, while
readiug the staff, can at the eame time see that the instrument retains
its proper position-a
precaution by no means unnecessarg in windy
weather, or on bad springy ground.
The telescope is attached to the horizontal bar by mpetan-heded
screws B, B, as in Troughton's level, by which the line of collimation
is set perpendicular to the vertical axis ;and the instrument is set upon
parallel plates, as before described, for the y level.*

-

THE TRANSIT
INSTRUMENT.)
R E F L ~ Ninstruments,
Q
from their portability and the promptitude
and facility with which they may be used in all situations, and upon all
occasions, are very useful instruments to the Surveyor. The sextant with
an artificial horizon, and a good chronometer, forms an observatory of
itself, with which the latitudes and longitudes of places may be determined to a certain degree of &uracy.
In permanent observatories, the
~ ~ p i tangular
al
instruments are placed permanently in the plane of the
meridian, and the measurements sought for by their aid are the exact times
at which the observed objects pass the meridian, and their angular altitudes or zenith distances, when upon the meridian The imtnlment with
which the fimt of these measurements is obtained, is called a tralunt
instrument, transit telescope, or merely a transit. Transits of portable dimensions, besides their use in small or temporary observatories, are found
serviceable to the Surveyor, for determining, with the greatest possiblo
accuracy, the true north point, and thence setting out a line in any required
direction. The figure in the next page represents a portable transit.

t

Simms on Mathe~naticul111stru111erlts.

See Surveying aud -4Ytro11omiculI~lstrumeritsby J.

F. Heather, Esq,,M.A.
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T, T is a telescope formed of two par* connected by a spherical
centrspiece, into which are fitted the larger ends of two wnes, tlie common axis of which is placed at right angles to the axis of the telescope, to
serve as the horizontal axis of the instrument. The two smdl ends of
these cones are ground into two perfectly equal cylinders, called pivots.
The pivots rest upon angular bearings or Ys.
The Ya are supported
upon the standards E and
W, of which E may be called
the eastern, and W the
western standard ; one of
t h e Ye is fixed in a horizontal groove, on the western
standard, so that by means
of the screw S, one end of
the axis may be pushed a
little forwards or backwards,
and a small motion in azimuth be thus communicated
to the telescope.* The
standards, E and W, are
fixed by screws upon a brasa
circle 0,0, and steadied
by oblique braces B, B,
which spring from the crosspiece C.

On one end of the axis
is fixed, so as to revolve
with the axis, a vertical
circle V, V ; and a double
index bar, furnished with a
spirit-level I, I , to set it
horizontal, carries two verniers n, n, adapted to the
vertical circle, and showing the angle of elevation of the bleswpe. The
index-bar is fxed in its position by the clamping screw K, and can be
k e d upon either the eastern or western standard, a t pleasure, while the
The large transits in permanent observatories have their YY placed in two dove-tailed
grwces, one horizontal, and the other vertical. By means of the latter, one end of the axis
mag be raised or depressed; but in the portable transit, the same object is attained by
taming one of the foot-screws upon which the entire instrument rests.
CHAPTER 111.1
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telescope, with ita attached circle, can also be lifted out of, and have its position reversed in the Ys. The pivot which does not carry the vertical circle, is
pierced, and allows the light from a lamp to fall upon a plane speculum,
fixed, in the spherical centre-piece, on the axis of the telescope, and inclined to this axis at an angle of 45O. The light is thus thrown directly
down the telescope, and illurninah the wires of the diaphragm, placed in
the principal focus of the telescope. Of these wires one is horizontal ;
and a vertical wire, intersecting it in the centre of the field of view, gives
by its intersection with it, the collimating point. There are, then, other
vertical wires m n g e d in pairs equidistant from the central vertical
wires, so that we have either three or five, or seven vertical wires; the
most common number being five. The lamp has a contrivance for regulating the quantity of light thrown into the telescope, by turning a screw,
so that the light from a small star may not be overpowered by the superior
light of the lamp.
The requisites of a good instrument are, lstly, that the telescope be
of the best quality ; 2ndly, that the feet screws act well and remain
steady ;Srdly, that,all the screws, by which the instrument is put together,
are turned home, and remain so, after the instrument has been shaken by
carriage ; 4thly, that the length of the axis be just sufficient to reach from
one Y to the other, without either friction or liberty; Bthly, that the
lamp be held so as not to require adjustment for position ; Gthly, that the
screws for adjustment of the diaphragm, and Ys be competent to give
security of position to the parb adjusted by them; and, 7thiy, that the
metallic parts be free from flaws in casting, and that the pivots be formed
of hard bell-metal, and incapable of rusting.
The principal adjustments of the transit are three :I S ~ , - - T omake the axis on which the telescope moves horizontal.
2nd,-To make the line of collimation move in a great vertical circle,
by setting it perpendicular to the horizontal axis.
3rd,-To

make it move in that vertical circle, which is the meridian.

to the pivots the large level L, L,
To m a k e the Ax& H0rizon-h.l.-Apply
which is supplied with the imtrument for this purpose. Bring the air
bubble to the centre of its run, by turning the foot-screw f. Turn the
level end for end, and if the air bubble retaim ite position, the axis is horizontaI ; but, if not, it must be brought back half by the foot-screwf, and
the other half by timing the small screw at one end of the level. Repeat
the operation till the bubble retains the same position in both positions of
the level, and the axis will be horizontal.
[PART 11.
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To a d ~ the
t Line of Collimation in Azim.uth.-Direct
the telescope to
some distant, small, and well-defined object, and bisect it by one extremity
of the middle vertical wire, giving the telescope the azimuthal motion
necessary for this purpose by turning the screw S. By elevating or
depressing the telescope, examine whether the object is bisected by every
part of the middle v e r t i d wire ;and, if not, loosen the screws which hold
the eye-end of the telescope in its place, and turn the end round very carefully till the error is removed. Lift the transit off the Ys, and reverse it, so
that the end of the axis, which was upon the eastern Y, may now be upon
the western, and vice versll ;and, if the object is still bisected by the central
vertical wire, the collimation in azimuth is perfect; but, if not, move the
centre of the cross wires half-way towards the object by turning the m a l l
screws which hold the diaphragm, and if this half distance has been
correctly estimated, the adjustment will be accomplished. Again, bisect
t h e object by the centre of the croes wires by turning the azimuthal screw
S, and repeat the operation, till the object is bisected by the centre of the
cross wires in both positions of the instrument, and the adjustment will
be known to be perfect.*
To d j m t thc Transit to thc Meridian.-The line of conimation by
reason of the previous adjustment describes a vertical circle, and, therefore, bisects the zenith, which is one point in the meridian. If, then, we
can make it also bisect another point in the meridiap, it will move
entirely in the meridian. Compute from the tables in Nautical Almanac,
the time of Polaris coming to the meridian, and at the computed time
bisect the star by the middle vertical wire, and the transit will be very
nearly adjusted to the meridian.
To make the great vertical circle described by the line of collimation
more nearly coincident with the meridian, let the intervals between the
successive p w e s of Polaris across the meridian be observed, as indicated by the instrument. Then, if the interval between the inferior and
t h e superior paseage be equal to the interval between the superior and
inferior, the adjustment to the meridian is perfect; but if the interval
between the inferior and superior passage be less than the interval between
the mperior and inferior, the circle described by the line of collimatiorl
deviates to the eastward of the true meridian, from the zenith to the
north point of the horizon, and to the westward, from the zenith to the south
point of the horizon; while, if the interval between the inferior and
superior passage be the greater, the deviation is in the contrary directiona
-

* The horizontal motion given to the Y, by

the nzimuthal screw 5,forme evi~lentlyno
part of the edjurctment for collimation, but only enables us to examine if the adjustment has
been made with nnfficient exactness.
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Let S be the observed difference of the intervals from twelve hours,
or half the difference betweeu the two intervals in seconcla, T the polar
distance of the star Polaris, and L the latitude of the place, then, Z
representing the deviation from the meridian in time, the value of Z will
be given by the logarithmic formula
log.

z. = log.-62 + log. sec. L + log. tan.7r-

20.

EXAMPLE
Place of observation, near Calcutta, latitude 220 33' 01".
Polar distance of Polaris, l o 39' 25'.05.
Difference of intervals from 12 hours 7m 221 = 4428.

L
7r

-

=

............... log. sec. = 10.0345427
.......... log. tan. = 8.4613064

22O 33' 01"
1 39' 25'.05

To determine the value of a revolution of the azimuthal screw S, t h e
timeX of passage of an equatorial star across the middle vertical wire
must be noted one day ; and then, turning the screw, S, once round, t h e
time of passage must be noted again the next day ;and the difference of
these times will be the value in time of a revolution of the screw. Suppose
the difference thus observed to amount to two seconds, then the equatorial
value of one complete revolution of tho screw, S, is two seconds, and the
value of the motion of the adjusting screw, thus obtained, must be reduced
to the horizon by increasing i t in the ratio of radius to cosine of latitude,
and may then be applied to correct the error of deviation as found above.
A second method, founded on the same principles aa the preceding,
consists in observiug the Pole star and another star, which crosses themeridian near the zenith of the place of observation. The time of passage
of such a star, Capella, for instance, when near its superior transit, across
the middle wire of the telescope, will differ but very little from the time
of passing the true meridian, if the deviation of the instrument from the
meridiau be but small. h u m e the two times to agree exactly, and the
difference between the times of superior transit of Capella and Polaris,
myill be the difference of the observed right ascensions of these two stars.
From this difference subtract the difference of the computed right ascensions of the two stare, and call the result D ;and the deviation will be
given by the formula
log. Z = log. D + log. sin. r + log. sec. (L + n) ;
-

The time here epoken of, and throughout the description of this instrument, unless
otherwise expressly stated, is sidereal, and not mean time.
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+ being

the polar distance of Polaris, and L the latitude of the place
From Capella not having been exactly on the meridiiul,
when on the middle vertical wire, the value of D, as above obtained, is
only an approximation to the error of the observed right ascension of
Polaris, and the deviation computed from it will be only approximately
correct; but, by repeating the operation, the adjustment may be completely perfected.
D is actually the value of the sum of the errors of the observed right
ascensions of Capella and Polaris, and hence the value of Z will be correctly
given, by so considering it instead of supposing aa above, that this error
for Capella is zero. The true deviation then is given by the formula,
log. Z = log. D +log. sin. a+ log. sin r'+ log. cosec. (x' - x ) +log. sea. L ;
r' being the polar distance of Capella
Using this last formula, the method may be applied to Polaris, and
my star distant from the pole, or to any two stars differing h m each
other not less than 40" in declination. If, however, the tramit of one star
is obsemed above, and of the other, below the pole, the formula will be *
log. Z = log D +log. sin. u log. sin, u' log. wseo. (r' x ) +log. sec. L
Considerable advantage may be obtained by selecting two Btrvs that
differbut little in right ascension, aa there is then the leas probability of
error from a change in the rate of the clock, or in the position of the
imrument, on which account such methods are to be preferred in temporary observatories, where the stability of the instrument in not to be
depended upon for any length of time.
In all the preceding formulm, the deviation h m the meridian is given
in time ;but, to convert it into angular measure, if desirable, we have only
to multiply by 15, and the seconds of time will be converted into seconds
of a degree.
When the instrument is by any of the methods explained above, brought
into the meridian, a distant mark may be set up in the plane of the meridim, by which the adjustment to the meridian may aRerwarde be tested.
of observation.

+

+

+

The adjustments having been completed, in makit% observations with
the instrument, the instant of a star's passing the middle vertical wire
will be t h e time of the stat% transit; but the time of the star's pming all
the five wires must be noted, and the mean of the times, taken as the
time of transit, will be a more accurnte result than the time obacrvcd at
the middle wire only.
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When the sun is the object observed, the time of the centre of his disc
passmng the middle wire is the time of transit; but, as it would. be
impossible to estimate the centre with accuracy, the time of both his l i m b
coming into contact with each wire in succession is to be noted, and a mean
of all these times will be the time of transit required. This mean may be
conveniently taken, by writing the observed times of contact of the first
and second limbs underneath each other in the reverse order, when the
s u m of each pair will be nearly equal.*

a

1849 Jan. 23

2i.4
42.3

38.7
24.0

2.7

2.7

---

h

m

s

11 58 57.0
12
1 5.7
24

0

2.7

a 1 Limb.
0 2 Limb.
----158.5

47.2

3
:
.
7
28.7

2.7

2.4

Thesum=13.2

. The time of either limb passing the centre wire is recorded in full, but
for the other wires, the seconds only are recorded, aa the sums of the
several pairs only differ by decimals of a second. Half the sum of the
times at the middle gives, then, the correct time of transit as far as the
second, and the decimals are found by removing the decimal point one
place to the left in the sum 13.2, which is equivalent to dividing by 10.
Then the time of transit, or mean of observations in the above example, is
12h Om 18.32. This example is taken from observations made with a large
transit; and, if with a smaller instrument the sums of the several pairs of
observations should differ by more than a second, i t will be necessary to
take the sums of both figures of the seconds, and the division by 10, per. formed as above, will give the last figure of the seconds, as well aa the
decimala
In taking transits of the moon, the luminous edge alone can be observed,
from which the time of transit of the centre must be deduced by the aid
of Lunar tables.
In observing the larger planets, one limb may be observed at the fht,
third, and fifth wires, and the other at the second and fourth, and the
mem of these observations will give the transit of the planet's centre.
I t will sometimes happen that, from the state of the weather, or from
some other cause, a heavenly body may not have been observed at all tho
wires ;but, if the declination of the body be known, an observation at any
one of the wires may be reduced to the central wire, so as to give tho

* Thb is Dr. Penrsou'a method.
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time of transit, as deduced h m this observation. If an observation be
obtained at more than one wire, the mean of the timee of p i n g the
centre, as deduced from each wire observed, is to be taken as the time of
transit. The reduction to the centre wire is given by the formula,
R = V WC. r,
or log. R =log. V + log. coseo. w ;
in which R represents the reduction, r the polar distance of the body
obeerved, and V the equatorial interval from the wire, at which the observation hsa been made, to the central wire. The equatorial intervals for
each aide wire must., therefore, be carefully observed, and tabulated for
the purpose of this reduction The formula R = V cosec. u is only an
approximate value of the reduction, and with large instruments, capable
of giving results within OW.05,a further correction is neceseary for bodies
within lo0 of the pole. The whole reduction in this case is given by
the formula,

R'= ~i<'(coeec. T sin. 15V).
The time of any star's passage h m one of the side wires to the centre
wire being observed, the equatorial interval h m that wire to the centre is
obtained by multiplying the observed interval by the sine of the star's
polar distance ; and the equatorial intervals being deduced in this manner
h m a great many stars, the mean of the results may be considered as
very correct values of the equatorial intervals required No star very
near the pole should, however, be taken for this purpose.
The large transits in permanent observatories are ueed to obtain, with
the greatest possible accuraoy, the right ascensions of the heavenly bodies,
from which, and the meridian altitudes observed by a mural circle, an
-ent,
consistingof a telesoope attached to a large circle, and placed in
the plane of the meridian, nearly all the data necessary for every astronom i d computation are obtained. For such purposes the small portable
tnrnait is not adapted ; but it is competent to determine the time to an
accuracy of half a second, to determine the longitude by observations of
the moon and moon-culminating stam, and to determine the latitude by
placiing i t a t right angles to the wridian, or in the plane of the prime
vertical*
The prime vertical is the peat circle which paaaes through the zenith and the east md
w& points of tho horizon.
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The transit of the sun's centre give8 the apparent noon at the place of
observation, and the mean time at apparent noon is found by subtracting
or adding the equation of time, aa found in the Nautical Almanac, to
24 hours.+ The difference between the mean time, thus found, and the
time of the sun's transit, aa shown by a clock, or chronometer, is the error
of the clock or chronometer for mean time at the place of observation.
The time shown by a sidereal clock, when any heavenly body o r o m the
meridian, should coincide with the right ascension of that body, as given
in the Nautical Almrtnac. The difference between the time &own by the
sidereal clock, at the transit, and the right ascension of the body, taken
from the Almanac, will, therefore, be the error of the clock, + , or too fast,
when the clock time is greater than the right ascension, --,or too slow,
when it is less.

b

THE bending of an unbraced telescope renders it unfit for the determination of altitudes ; but by placing the telescope between two circles
braced together, an instrument may be formed capable of observing both
the meridian altitudes and times of transit of the heavenly bodies. The
increased weight of the instrument, however, must now be prevented
from producing flexure in the horizontal axis, and this has been very
ingeniously accomplished by Troughton. By mounting the transit and
altitude instrument, as Troughton's t w i t c i r c l e may be called, upon
a horizontal plate or circle, having an azimuthal motion round a vertical
axis, an instrument is formed by which observations may be made either
i~or out of the meridian. When constructed of a portable she, the
altitude and azimuth instrument mag also be used in important surveying
operations ; for, in fact, it may be considered as a rather large theodolite
of superior construction.
The altitude and azimuth instrument may be considered as consisting
of three parta : lst, the tripod carrying the vertical axis about which the
instrument turns ; 2nd, the horizontal revolving plate carrying the vertical

* The astronomical

k

day aommenoea at noon, and contains 24 honrs, the hours after midnight being called 13, 14, &&, and the day ends at the next noon. The equation of time is
given in the Nnutical Al~nanncfor appnrent noon at the meridian of Greenwich, and the
correction to give the equntion of time at nny other meridinn will be found by multiplying
the difference for one hour, as given in the Almanac, by the longitude of the place, estimnted in time.
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pillars, with their appendages; and, 3rd, the vertical circles with the
telescope.
The tripod, A, A, is mpported by
three foots crew^, by which the vertical axis is brought into adjustment,
and carriea the lower horizontal plate,
which is graduated to show the azimuths or horhntal angles. The
vertical axie is a solid metallic cone
rising from the centre of the tripod
to a height about equal to the radius
of the horizontal circle.
The upper horizontal plate, or
horizontal revolving plate V, V,
carries an index, to point out the
graduation, upon the lower horizontal plate, or azimuth circle, which
denotes nearly the angle to be read
off. The graduations upon the azimuth circle, as well as upon the vertical circle, are subdivided by reading
microscopes, the construction and
adjustments of which we shall presently explain. The reading miamcopes of the azimuth circle are
attached t o the revolving plate V, V,
which also carries two upright pillars.
From the centre of the upper horizontal plate V, V, rises a hollow brass
cone, which just fits over, and moves smoothly upon the solid metallic
vertical axis rising h m the tripod stand. A horizontal brace connects the
two upright pillars with one another and with the top of the hollow brass
cone, and keeps the pillars firm and parallel to one another. On the top
of each pillar a jibbet piece is fixed, projecting beyond the pillars, and
upon the extreme ends of these pieces are carried the Ys for supporting
the pivots of the horizontal, or transit axis. The Ye are each capable of
bemg raised or lowered by turning a milled-headed screw. The top of ono
of the pillars carries a crowpiece, for supporting the two reading microwpes of the vertical cirole ; and to this cross-piece is attached the level
L,L, by which the adjustment of the vertical axis is denoted. The t h i i
portion of the instrument consiete of the vertical circle and it8 telescope.
This circle comiate of two limbs firmly braced together, and preventing
CBdPTER 111.1
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any tendency to flexure in the tube of the telescope, by affording it mpport
at the opposite ends of a diameter. One of the limbs only is graduated,
and the graduated side is called the face of the instrument, and the clamp
and tangent screw, for giving a slow motion to the vertical circle, act up011
the ungraduated limb, and are fixed to the vertical pillar on the side of
that limb. The horizontal axis which supports the telescope and vertical
circle is constructed exactly as the axis of the transit instrument already
described; but, aa it might press too heavily on the Ys from the increased
load of the vertical circle, a spiral spring, fixed i11 the body of each pillar,
presses upon a friction roller against the conical a& with a force which
is nearly a counterpoise to its weight. The adjustment of the horizontal
axis is denoted by a striding level, as in the portable transit already
described.

Adjustnzents of the Vertical Axis.-Turn the instrument round till tho
level, L, L, is over two of the footrscrews, and adjust the level, so that its
bubble may retain the samc position, when the instrument is turned half
round, so that the level is again over the same foot-screws, but in the reverse
position. The error at each trial is corrected, as nearly as oan be judged,
half by the foot-screws, and half by the adjusting screw of the level itself.

\
\

Next, turn the instrument round 90' in azimuth, so that the level, L, L,
may be at right angles to its former position, and bring the bubble to the
same position as before, by turning the third foot-screw. Repeat the whole
operation till the result is satisfactory.
Adjustment of the Horizontal Axis.-This
adjustment is performed
in the same manner, as already described for the transit instrument
@age 108), with the single exception that one end of the axis is to be raised
or lowered, if necessary, by the screw acting upon its Y, and not by
moving a foot-screw, which would derange the previous adjustment.

AGustment of the Circle to it-s Reading Microscopes.-This is performed
by raising or lowering both the Ys equally, so aa not to derange the
previous adjustment, till the microscopee are directed to opposite points in
its horizontal diameter.
Adjustment of Collimation in Azimuth.-Instead of taking the axis out
of its bearings, and turning it end for end, the whole instrument is turned
round in azimuth; but in dl other respects the method of performing this
[P~T.
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adjustment is the same as that already described for the transit instrument
@age 109).
Adjvetmat of Collimt~tionin Altitude.-Point the telescope to a very
distant object, or star, and, bisecting it by the crow wires, read off the
angle upon the vertical circle denoted by the reading microscopes. Turn
the instrument half round in azimuth, and, again bisecting the same object
by the crose wires, read off the angle. One of these readings will be an
altitude, and the other a zenith distance,* and their sum, therefore, when
there is no error of collimation in altitude, will be 90". If the sum is
not 90°, half its difference h m 90" will be the error of collimation in
altitude, and this error being added to, or subtracted h m , the observed
angles, according aa the sum of the readings is less or greater than 90°,
will give the true zenith distance and altitude. The error of collimation
in altitude may then be corrected by adjusting the microscopes to read
the true zenith distance and altitude, thus found, while the object is
bisected by the crow wires of the telescope.

Use of th Altitude and Azimuth Instrumat.-In using the altitude and
azimuth instrument, for astronomical purposes, double observations should
always be made, with the face first to the east, and then to the west, or
4nce u d , or several observations may be made with the face to the east,
and as many with the face to the west, and the mean of the results,
reduced to the meridian, taken as the true resulta The place for a meridian mark may be determined by the methoda already explained when
describing the transit instrument, or by observing the readings of the azimuthal circle, or noting the times, when any celestial object has equal
altitudes. Since the diaphragm of the telescope is furnished, not only
with the central horizontal wire, but with other horizontal wires at equal
distances above and below it, so that there may be altogether either three
or five, or seven horizontal wires, the azimuths and times may be noted
when the object observed is bisected by each of these wires. If a fixed
star be the object observed, the mean of the times will give the time of the
etar's passing the meridian, and the mean of the azimuth will give
the re*
of the azimuth circle when the star was on the meridian,
or the correction to be applied to the readings of the azimuth circle to
give the true azimuths. If the sun be the body observed, a correction is
necessary on account of the change of his declination, during the intervale
between the observations.
Both the horizontal and verticle circles are usually divided alike into four quadrants,
and each quadrant graduated from O0 to 90°, proceeding in the same direction dl round the
circles.
CHAPTER 111.1
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The correction for the time, as deduced from a pair of eq~ialaltitudes
of the sun, is given by the formula,
1

6
Correction = x
"tan.
D x coa 150.; - tan. I,.)
720
sin. 15O.t
in which 6 represents the variation in the mn's declination from the noon of
the day preceding the observations to the noon of the day
succeeding :
t represents the interval between the observations expressed in
hours and decimah of an hour :
D represents the sun's declination at noon on the day on which
the observations are made :
L represents the latitude of the place.
6 is to be reckoned positive when the sun's declination is increasing,
and negative when it is decreasing.
The correction for azimuth is given by the formula,
15
Correction =& (D' - D) sec. lat. cosec. - (T' - T)
2
in whioh D'-D
represents the change of the sun'sdecli- between the
represents the interval in time, observations.
nation, and T-T
When the sun is advancing towards the North Polc, this correction
will carry the middle point towards the west of the approximate south
point; but when he is approaching the South Pole, it will carry the same
point towards the esst, and must be applied accordingly.
The altitude and azimuth instrument being adapted to observe the
heavenly bodies in any part of the visible expanse of the heavens, its
powers may be applied at any time to determine the data from which the
time, the latitude of the place of observation, or the declination of the
body observed, may be at once determined. We subjoin some of the
f o d s , adapted to logarithmic computation, connecting the parts of what
may be called the aetronmnieal triangle, of which the angular points are,
the pole, P, the zenith, Z, and the apparent place of the body observed, S.
Let PZ, the colatitude of the place, be represented by A.
PS, the polar distance of the body observed ...... r.
ZS, the zenith distance of the body observed ...... Z.
ZPS, the hour angle from the meridian ............ h.
PZS, the azimuthal angle ..............................a.

1

Then we have the following formule
for determining the time, the latitude, and
the declination of the body observed.

I

...................................
tan+ P-cot a
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C
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TEE first of the annexed figures repreaenta a longitudinal section of this instrument, and the second represents the field of view,

0

8ho-

the magnified divisione of the limb of the instrument to which
the microscope is applied, and the diaphragm, d, d,
of the microscope, with its comb, c, c, and cross
wires, w, w. The diaphragm is contained in the
box, t, t, and oomists of two park moving one
over the other, the comb c, c, which ie moved by
the screw, it, a t the bottom of the box, for the
d
purpose of adjustment, and the crow wires, w, w,
and index, i, which are moved over the comb and the magnified image of
the limb, by turning the milled head, h. The micrometer head, m, is
attached by friction to the screw turned by the milled head, so that, by
holding fast the milled head, the micrometer head can be turned round
for adjustment.
e is the eye-piece, which slides with friction into the cell, c, so as to
produce distinct vision of the spideie lines of the micrometer. The
object-glass, o, is held by a conical piece, d, d, which screws further into,
or out of, the body of the instrument, so as to produce distinct vision of
the divided limb, to be read by the microscope, and, when adjusted, is
held 6rmly in its place by the nut, b, b. The microscope screws into a
collar, so as to be capable of adjustment with respect to its distance
from the divided limb, and when so adjusted, is held firmly in its place
by the nu@ n, n, n', n'.

* Heather's Surveying and Astronomical Inetruments.

.

.
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Ac&w~tmentsof the h'eadimj M k o m p e . S c r e w the object glass home.
Insert the body of the miscroscope into the collar destined to receive
it, and screw home the nuts, n, n and n', n'. Make the d i a p m
and apider's lines visible distinctly, by putting the eye-piece, e, the
proper depth into the cell, c. Then make the graduated limb also
distinctly visible without parallax by turning the nuts, n, n, and n', n',
unscrewing one and screwing up the other till the desired object is
attained.
NOW bring the point of intersection of the spider's lines upon a
stroke of the limb, and turn the micrometer head, m, to zero ; then,
turning the screw through five revolutions, if the point of intersection of
the spider's lines has not moved over the whole of one of the divided
apsces on the limb, the object lens must be screwed up to diminish the
power by turning the cone, d, d; and if it has moved over more than one
of the divided spaces, i t must be unscrewed to increese the power, and
then altering the position of the microscope, by turning the nuts, n, n
and n', n', till distinct vision of the limb is again obtained, the measure of
t h e spaoe, moved over by five revolutions of the screw, must be repeated,
as before. When, after repeated trials, the result is satisfactory, the three
nuts n, n, n: n', and b, 4 must be screwed tight home, to render the
adjustment permanent.
When the microscope has been thus adjusted for distance, the zero of
t h e division on the limb must be brought to the point of intersection of
t h e spider's lines, and the divided head, m, turned, till its zero is pointed
to by its index, and then, if the zero on the comb, c, c, be not covered
exactly by the index, i, the comb must be moved by turning the screw, i,
which enters the bottom of the micrometer box, till ita zero is covered by
the index pin The adjustment of the wading microscope will now be
perfect; and the graduatsd limb to be read by it, being divided at every five
minutea, the degree and nearest five minutes of an obaerved angle will be
shown by the pointer or index to this graduated limb; while the number
of complete revolutions, and. the parts of a revolution, of the screw, in
the order of the numbers upon the micrometer head, m, required to bring
the point of intersection of the spider's lines upon a division of the graduated limb, will be the number of minutes and seconds, respectively, to
be added to the degrees and millutes shown by the index of the circle.
The complete revolutions, or minutes, to be added, are shown by the number of teeth the index, i, has passed ovcr from zero, and the parta of n
revolution, or seconds and tenths to bc nddcd, n r o poiiited out upon tho
micrometer head, m, by it^ iuctcx.
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The above figure represents the Reflecting Circle, which in principle
and use is the same as the sextant.
It has three vernier readings, A, B, C, moving round the same centre ae
the index-glass, E, which is upon tho opposite face of the instrument.
One of the verniers, B, carries the clamp and tangent-screw. D, represents
the microscope for reading the verniers ; it is similar to the one used in
readii the aextant, and is adapted to each index-bar, by slipping it on a
pin placed for that purpose, as shown in the figure. The horizon-glass is
shown at F. The barrel, G, contains the screws for giving the upanddown
motion to the telescope; it is put in action by turning the milled head
under the barrel. H, is the telescope, adapted to the instrument in a manner
similar to that of the sextant. I, and J, are two handles fixed parallel to
the plane of the circle, and a third handle, K, is screwed on at right
angles to that plane, and can be transferred to the opposite face of the
instrument by screwing it into the handle, I *the use of this handle is
for convenience in resding and in holding the instrument, when observing
angles that are nearly horizontal ; it can be shifted, according as the face
of the instrument is held upwards or downwards. The requisite dark
glasses are attached to the framework of the circle, to be used in the
same manner and for the same purposes as those of the sextant. With
respect to the adjustments and application of this instrument, we cannot
do better than use the words of the inventor, Mr. Troughton, contained
in a paper which he calls
[PART 11.
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'LPrepare the instrument for observation by screwing the telescope
into its place, adjusting the drawer to focus, and the wires parallel to the
plane exactly aa you do with a sextant : also set the index forwards to the
rough distance of the sun and moon, or moon and star; and holding the
circle by the short handle, direct the telescope to the fainter object, and
make the contact in the usual way. Now read off the degree, minute, and
second, by that branch of the index to which the tangent-screw is attached ; also the minute and second shown by the other two branches ; these
give the distance taken on three different sextants ; but as yet, it ie only
to be considered as half an observation : what remains to be done, is to
complete the whole circle, by messuring that angle on the other three
sextants. Therefore, set the index backwards nearly to the same distance,
and reverse the plane of the instrument, by holding it by the opposita
handle, and make the contact aa above, and read off 8s before what is
shown on the three several branches of the index. The mean of all six
ia the true apparent distance, corresponding to the mean of the two times
a t which the observations were made.
"When the objects are seen very distinctly, so that no doubt whatever
remains about the contact in both sights being perfect, the above may
safely be relied on as a complete set ; but if from the hazinese of the air,
too much motion, or any other cause, the observations have been rendered doubtful, it will be advisable to make more : and if, at such times,
so many readings should be deemed troublesome, six observations and six
readings may be conducted in the manner following : Take three succeaaive sights forward^, exactly aa is done with a sextant ; only take care to
read them off on different branches of the index : also make three observations backwards, using the same caution: a mean of these will be the
distance required. When the number of sights taken forwards and backward~are unequal, a mean between the means of these taken backwards
and those taken forwards will be the true angle.
"It need hardly be mentioned, that the shades, or dark glaases,
apply like those of a sextant, for making the objects nearly of the
same brightnees; but it must be insisted on that the teleacope should,
on every occasion, be raiaed or lowered, by ita proper ffirew, for making
them perfectly so.
"The foregoing instructions for taking distances apply equally for
taking altitudes by the sea or artificial horizon, they being no more than
distances taken in a v e r t i d plane. Meridian altitudes cannot, however,
be taken both backwards and forwards the same day, because there is not
CHAPTER VI.]
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time : all therefore that can be done, ie, to obeerve the altitude one way,
and use the index-error : but even here, you have a mean of that altitude,
and this error, taken on three different sextants. Both at sea and land,
where the observer is stationary, the meridian altitude should be observed
forwarde one day, and backwards the next, and so on alternately from day
to day; the mean of latitudes, deduced severally, from such observations,
will be the true latitude; but in these there should be no application of
index-error, for that being constant, the result would in some measure be
,vitiated thereby.
" When both the reflected and direct irnagee require to be darkened,
as is the case when the sun's diameter is measured, and when his altitude
ie taken with an artificial horizon, the attached dark glwea ought not to
be used : instead of them, those which apply to the eyeend of the telescope will answer much better : the former having their errors magnified
by the power of the telewpe, will, in proportion to this power, and those
errors, be less distinct than the latter.
"In taking distances when the position does not vary, from the vertical above thirty or forty degrees, the handles which are attached to the
circle are generally most conveniently used ; but in those which incline
more to the horizontal, that handle which screws into a cock on one side,
and into the crooked handle on the other, will be found more applicable.
"When the crooked handle happens to be in the way of reading one
of the branches of the index, it must be removed, for the time, by taking
out the finger-ecrew which fatens it to the body of the circle.
6 L If it should happen that two of the readings agree with each other
very well, and the third differs from them, the discordant one must not
on any account be omitted, but a fair mean must always be taken.
"It should be stated, that when the angle is about thirty degrees,
neither the distance of the sun and moon, nor an altitude of the sun,
with the sea horizon, can be taken backwards ; because the dark glasses
a t that angle prevent the reflected rays of light from falling on the indexglass ; whence it becomes neceaeary, when the angle to be taken is quite
unknown to observe forwarde first, where the whole range is without
interruption; whereas, in that backwarda, you will lose sight of the
reflected image about that angle. But in such distances, where the sun
is out of the question, and when his altitude is taken with an artificial
horizon (the shade being applied to the end of the telescope), that angle
may be measured nearly as well as any other ; for the rays incident on
the index-glass will pass through the transparent half of the horizonglass, without much diminution of their brightness.
[PART II.
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" The advantages of this instrument, when compared with the sextant,
are chiefly these : the observations for finding the index-error are
rendered uaelees, all knowledge of that being put out of the question,
by observing both forwards and backwards. By the same means the
emra of the dark glasses are also corrected; for, if they increase the
angle one way, they must diminiah it the other way by the same quantity.
Thia also perfectly corrects the errors of the horizon-glasa, and those of
the index-glaas very nearly. But what is still of more consequence, the
e m of the centre is perfectly corrected, by reading the three branches
of the index ; while this property combined with that of observing both
w a n probably reducea the errors of dividing to one-sixth part of their
simple value. Moreover, angles may be measured as far as one hundred
and fifty degree, conseque~ltlythe sun's double altitude may be observed,
when hi distance &om the zenith ie not less than fifteen degrees; a t
which altitude, the head of the observer begins to intercept the rnys of
light incident on the artificial horizon ; and, of course, if a greater angle
could be measured, it would be of no use in this respect.
L' This instrument, in'common with the sextant, requires three adjustments. First, the index-glasa perpendicular to the plane of the circle.
This being done by the maker, and not liable to alter, has no direct
meam .applied to the purpose : it is known to be right, when, by looking
into the indexglass, you see that *part of the limb which is next you,
reflected in contact with the opposite side of the limb, as one continued
arc of a circle : on the contrary, when the am appears broken, where the
reflected and direct parts of the limb meet, it is a proof that it wants
to be rectified. The second is, to make the horizon-glass perpendicular.
This ia performed by a capatan-sorew, at the lower end of the frame of
that glses; and ie known to be right, when, by a sweep of the index,
the reflectad image of any object will paas exactly over, or cover the
image of that object seen directly. The third adjustment is, for making
the line of collimation parallel to the plane of the circle. Thie is performed by two small screws, which also fasten the collar into which the
telempe eorews to the upright stem on which it is mounted; this is
known to be right, when the sun and moon, having a diitauce of one
hundred and thirty degreee, or more, their l i m b are brought in contact,
just a t the outaide of that wire which is next to the circle; and then,
emmining if it be the same, just at the outside of the other wire : its
being w is the proof of adjustment.*

S i m ' Mothemntical Instruments.
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EDGEWORTH'B
STADIOMETER
OR SURVEYING
INSTRUMENT.*
THIS instrument is mounted on an- ordinary tripod stand, and wnsists of a set of parallel plates and screws, marked G ' 4 Plate 11.
Fig 1 ; a round dim, marked A, on which a sheet of paper can be f&
ened by means of the little clips C,C'; a telescope M,B,fitted on an arc
0,which has a vertical motion in a frrune P,G ;and this frame P,G haa
a circular and independent motion round the disc or table A. There is
a scale D,D1, fastened in the framc P,G, the centre of which corresponds
with t.he centre of the instrument, and which is graduated to the scale to
which the surveyor wishes to have his survey plotted.
The telescope, M,B, is fitted with a diaphragm, with two horizontal
hairs, distant from one another a hundredth part of the focal length of
the objectglass. From this proportion it follows that, when an ordinary
levelling staff is held on any distant point, and the telescope brought to
bear upon it, if the re-,
in feet and decimals of a foot, of the intersections of the hairs on the staff be observed, their difference, multiplied by a hundred, gives the true distance, in feet, of the staff h m the
instrument. The haii can be adjusted by means of the screws R and
R', from observations on a Btaff at a known distance.
We have thus a simple and speedy method of measuring the distance
around the instrument.
Some wrrection, however, of this method must be made in obtaining
distances in precipitous grounds ; in such caaes it is neoessary that t h e
staff should be held at right angles to the axis of the telescope observing
it, and not upright, aa the staff-man would feel naturally disposed to
hold it, Thus the operation of determining a distance in precipitous
ground is as follows :The instrument is at the point A-Vide P1.11, Fig 2, and the horizontal
distance A,F is required to be known. The man holding the staff sights
the instrument through a hole, bored square through the staff at C, or
other device, so that, when he sighte the instrument, the staff must necessarily be at right angles to the line of sight.
He then signala to the observer, who takes the readings at E and D,
the difference of which multiplied by 100, is the true distance from C
to A. This corrected for the h y p o t h e n 4 excesa, gives the horizontal
distance A,F. It is to be observed that these corrections are only necesin precipitous places; and that, as a general rule, when the obliquity

*

Heather's Snrveying Instrumente..
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of the ground is less than 16O, there is no appreciable error introduced
by taking the readings of the M held in the ordinary way, and no
neceaeity for any correction on m o u n t of the excess of hypothenusal
over base length. The correction for hypothenusal over base distances is
w k e d on the limb 0,which ia moved by a thumb-screw, aa in s theodolite.
The operation of surveying with this instrument is aa follows :The eurveyor first eets out his base l i e s and lines of triangulation,
which he can do with the telescope. The base line should, of come, be
chained, if it is at all an extensive survey, and stakes driven at suitable
elad known pointa
The inetrnment is then by means of a plumb bob, set vertically over
any of these pointa. A sheet of paper is put on the table, and a line to
correepond with the base line of the survey marked on the sheet. This
l i i by means of the telescope, is brought to coincide in direction with
line, and the table is then clamped by the screw W. The staffthe
men now take their staves to the various salient pointa in the surrounding grounds, auch aa A, B, C, D, vidc P1. 11. Fig 3. The d i n o e e of
theae pointa from the instrument are measured by means of the hake in
the-aye piece of the telescope ; and their directions correspond with the
directions of the telescope. When, then, the distanccs, corrected, if
neceesarg, for hypothenusal excess, are taken along the scale D, D', and
marked on the paper, the points thus shown are in their true positions
on the plan ; and a line, drawn through these pointa with a pencil, completes the plotting of the rough sketch.
When the surrounding fences, houses, rosde, ponds, kc., have been
oheerved, the instrument is moved on to the next station, and another
paper put on, a note having been previously made on the old paper
of what portion of the survey it referred to. The surveyor, in the
evening, transfers all these detached portions of the survey to his
&ce plan, by means of tracing, pricking through, or other draughtsman's
device.
The advantages claimed by this system over the ordinary methods of
chaining distances,and taking offseta, are these :1.-A far increased rate of speed in the field.
2.-The reduction to the minimum of office operations, which are at
present eo tedious, and occupy nearly ss much time as the field work
3.-In places where waters, or inaucessible heights intervene, and where
one cannot chain, but must triangulate, this method of obtaining distances, and their position, is obviously moat advantageous.
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4.-The physical exertion of the surveyor is considerably reduced ; for,
instead of following the chain-man, he has only to s t ~ yby his instrument.
6.-The
chances of error are reduced, because an error in one observation is confined to that one operation, and not brought forward as in the
ordinary method; and the surveyor haa an opportunity of comparing his
plotted survey with the ground.
6.-The levels of the ground, or contour lines, can be ascertained during
the operations, and marked on the survey.
I t is to be obsewed, that the scale D, D' is capable of being changed
for any scale that the surveyor may wish to use, and that the plate A cornea
off; which admits of the instrument being fitted into a very handy flat
box.
The plate A is eight inches in diameter, and would thus command, to
a scale of 200 feet to the inch, 800 feet on both sides of the baee line.
Moreover, the disc is divided into degrees, and may be used, aa in a
theodolite, for taking horizontal angles. A wmpaaa, also, can be attached
to this instrument when necessary.
NOTE.-This instmment is well-suited for railway, canal, m d small State surveys,
or for mwnring and plotting the interior details of large scale surveys of fields,
gardens, &c.

THIEinstrument, invented by Captain C. George, R. N., is such a very
important improvement for land or marine surveying, for setting out
curves, or works at sea, as to deserve particular attention. The boxsextant has always been a favourite instrument from its portability ; but
unquestionably it has the great defect of being limited as to the extent
of angle which it is capable of measuring; an obtuse angle has to be
taken in two measurements, and this, practically s p e a k q , is often impossible ;with the double sextant, not only is this deficiency elltirely removed,
but two angles may be measured at the same instant, or we should
say simultaneously. The instrument is illustrated in P1. 111. Fig 1;
and is best described as being a special arrangement of two sextants
placed one over the other. Each sextant is complete in all its essential
details, and, if so required, can be detached and separately used. When
joined together as the "Improved Double Sextant," the horizon-gl~
of the upper sextant is placed immediately over and concentrically with

*

Hmkoll's " Practice af Engineering Field Work,"LC.
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the horizon-glass of the lower sextant. A small interval or space of the
horizonglass of each sextant is left unsilvered, sufficient for the sun, or
other object of the like magnitude, to be Neen. In observing large
angles, the line of sight is turned to a convenient midway direction, and
the two objects are reflected from the index-glasses into the horizonglrreszs, where a perfect contact is made by bringing one object imrnediately over the other. When two angles are to be simultaneously
observed, the line of qight is turned to the centre object, to which each
of the other objects is reflected. From the preceding description it will
be obvious to those acquainted with the ordinary instrumental operations
of astronomy shd surveying, that this instrument is capable of being
applied to the following uses :~&,--TO the measurement of angles of nearly double the arc, which
can be measured by the ordinary sextant.
and,-To the eimultaneoua measurement of two anglea
M,-To laying out a base line between any two. objects, t h ~ ~
acting
s
ae a aubetitute for a "Raper's instrument."
4%-To
laying out curves for railways, harbour works, &c., kc.
Bt.h,-It can be used as an improved " Optical Square."
Gtis,--It can be used as a "DipSector."
7&-It
can be used on shipboard to measure the supplement of the
meridian altitude, in cssm where the land intervenes between the observer
and the direct meridional horizon.
&%,-It
can be used on shore with the artificial horizon in obtaining
altitudes of objecte near the zenith.
9&,-It
ia also available as two distinct sextants, one of which can
be ueed in case of the other being damaged, or one can be used by an
saeistsnt, and the other retained by the observer.
lM,-It
posseeees to a considerable extent the advantages of the
Reflecting Circle."
The following detailed notea and directions may prove useful to those
who msy be about to use the instrument for the first time, and they may
dm serve to further elucidate its distinguishing characteristics. The
instrument is fitted with tubes and slides, and an eye-piece for peculiar
sighted observere. Its handle is also adapted to move on a joint, so that
the instrument am be placed in a side-poeket when not in use. The
plate of the lower sextant ia made to take off by turning a screw with
a milled head, until it is free of its worm. The plate is then removed,
like the lid of a box, by pulling on the handle. This arrangement
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admits of the glasses being cleaned without the, hazard of altering their
adjustments, in which matter the " Improved (Pocket) Double Sextant"
has a great advantage over the ordinary " Box-Sextant."
To meamre one large angle.-In practice, it will be found very convenient to set the lower sextmt at a fixed angle of 100': seek the
reflected image of the left-hand object and reflect the right-hand one
over i t ; by this arrangement the upper sextant is made the working one.
In reading off, add 100'; thus, if the upper sextant reads 110°, the
angle would be 210°. I t will be as well to notice that the indexerror of a
compound angle measured by the " Improved Double Sextant" is composed of the index-errors proper to each one, and also that the error of
parallelism is materially reduced.
To meamre two anglee by w'ng tibe instrummi as a single sextant.-Take
off the largest cover, hold the face of tho instrument upwards, and look
through the sight aperture at the centre object through the unsilvered part : and by turning the index-handle reflect the object from the
right; the angle thus measured is termed the right-hand angle. Reverse the instrument by turning its face downwards, and looking at
the centre object as at first, move the index-handle, and reflect the other
object from the left; this is termed the left-hand angle. These two
operations have executed what the instrument is capable of performing
by one observation, namely, the measurement of two angles as follows:To observe two anglea simu1tanemly.-Take off the smaller cover;
screw on the holding-handle, and keep it in the right hand ; set both
indexes at zero ; and then looking at the middle object, work the
index-handles alternately ; the reflected objects will be seen to move in
the horizon-glasses, the right-hand object in the upper glass, and the left
hand object in the lower. Bring them in a vertical line with the
middle object. The exact contaot is aecertained by giving the instrument vertical motion. When that is obtained, the two angles can be
read off at leisure. In fixing soundings, the two angles can t h w
be obtained at the same time by a single observer. In practice i t is
desirable to measure, in the first instance, the angle which is changing
with least rapidity, and then to screw the vernier a little in advance or
in arrear, so as to give timo for making the contact with the angle which
is changing with greatest rapidity.

To set crut n base line between any two o~ccta.-Turn yourself at right angles
to the objects, set the lower index to 90°, and seek the reflected image:
bring the other object in contact with this reflected image; if the upper
index is less than 90°? you must advance, but if more, you must go back.
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To use tlic imtrument as an Optieal Squure.Set both indexes to 90°,
look a t the object and signal to the flag-men right or left, until they
appear reflected in the horizontal-glasses, one above, and the other
below the object. Thus, two offsets are obtained at the same instant,
and a line is set out intersecting a base at perfectly' right anglea.
T o use the instrument aa a D i p S e d o r . S e t the upper index to 120°,
and the lower at 60'; hold the sextant upwards, with your head
reclining backwards, and find where the reflected horizons approach each
other; adjust them by either sextant to form a straight line, and the
observation is made; add the two readings together; subtract 180' and
divide by two, and the result will equal the dip.
This observation may be repeated over a portion of the arc equal to 60'.
In 0 b S m . m ~altitudes zdth the sea horizon.-lst,Set
any angle on the
upper sextant; then facing that part of the horizon which is opposite
the sun, find his image, and bring up the horizon to the lower limb,
by moving the lower index. The sum of two readings is the supplement
of the altitude of the upper limb, affected by the dip and the indexerror.
2 n d , S e t the upper index to an angle less than the altitude ; find the
image under the sun, and bring up the horizon to the lower limb. The
sum of the readings is the altitude of the lower limb, affected by the dip
and the indexerror.
Half the difference of the two sums is the apparent zenith distance
cleared of the dip, semi-diameter, and index-error.
For general astronomical purposes, the "Improved Double Sextant" hne
some important advantages. It afforde two altitudes of the same or
different celestial bodiea, in quick succession. This is a point of much
consequence when the body appears for short intervals only, as between
flying clouds; and in observing at night, aa it saves the disturbance to the
eye caused by reading off. For the accompanying illustration PI. 111.
F
i
g 1, we are indebted to the authors and publishers of "Shifts and
Expedients of Camp Life, Travels and Explorations."
" THE LIGHTMOUNTAIN
THEODOL~E."*
Tars instrument, lately introduced by Caaella, of Hatton Garden, as
illustrated in P1. 111. Fig. 2, is a three-inch theodolite of a novel shape;
besides the great advantage of portability, for mountain work, it possesses
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that of being a complete transit, and is firmer and more steady, by its
principle of construction, than the ordinary transit theodolite. There
is an unobstructed view of the horizontal limb, and the gold vernier
makes the reading very clear and easy. There is also a special disposition
for a clear reading of the vertical arc. The instrument is provided with
a v e r t i d eye-piece and a reflector to be applied to the object end of the
telescope, as shown in drawing under the vertical are, which gives the
advantage of most distixlct vision of distant objects. The instrument is,
of come, provided with a tripod.

1.-THIS instrument is very useful in exploratory expeditions, for
obtaining linear distances without actual measurements on the ground
by the ordinary means, and for rapid reconnaissance or surveying in an
enemy's country. It was successfully employed in Abyssinia and afforded
many advantages. I t rests as usual on three foot-screws working at
the extremities of an ordinary tribrach: the latter carries the horizontal
limb, 6 inches in diameter and divided to 10' spaces, which is r e d
to 10" by two verniers; the socket axis of this circle is in duplicate, so
that the instrument may be set to any zero reading, or used for the
measurement of angles as required. A compass-box with a magnetic
needle 3& inches long and a graduated ring, are established concentric
with the horizontal circle and on the plate carrying the verniers, which
plate also carries the two uprights terminating in the y s for the pivots
of the transit axis : the plate further carries a spirit-level, a second such
level being fixed, transversely to the first, on one of the uprights.
2.-The
vertical circle has a complete circumference 6 inches in diameter, graduated to 10' spaces and read by each of two verniers to 10"
of arc : it is rigidly attached as usual to the transit axis,<of which the
pivot not at the "face" end is perforated to admit of illumination of the
field ; the other pivot rests in a movable Y which prorides the means of
levelling the transit axis with the aid of an ordinary striding level.
3.-The telescope is mounted at one end by an object glass of 1.1inch
aperture and 9 inches focal length for parrallel rays; the eye end carries
two fixed wires, one vertical aud the other horizontal, besides two micrometers, each moving oue of two parallel wires, and the eye piece : the
micrometers may be rotated through a little more than 90' of arc, so
that their wires may be placed either vertical or horizontal by comparison
Designed by Colonel J. T.Walker, R.E., F.R.S., Superintendent, Great Trigonometrical
Survey of India, and constructed by ?tIessrs. Troughton i d Simms, London. Described
by J. B. N. Hennessey, Eaq., G. T. Survey.
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with the 6xed wires, or at any intermediate angle to suit the object,
a d clmped in this p i t i o n . A spiritrlevel 5.5 inches in length, susceptible of adjustment, is fixed to the t u b of the telescope and nearly
parallel to the line of sight.
4.-It
will be seen from what haa preceded that the Subtense
Theodolite provide6 the meam of making all the following kinds of
measurements :(l).-Horizontal Angles.
(2).-Magnetic Bearings.
(3).-Zenith distances at any part of the circle, the circumference
being a complete one.
(a).-~ifferences of spirit-levelled heights.
(5).-Distances
of objecta from the observer with the aid of the
micrometera
It may be n o t i d here, that by placing the micrometer wiwe at
equal known epaces one on either side of the fixed wire (horizontal
or vertical), a convenient system of three wires becomes available for
o h a t i o n s of celestial objects in the usual manner.
5.-The
adjustments of thie instrument are similar to those of the
vernier theodolite, the level fixed to the telescope tube (or telescope level)
and the micrometers exceptad; but before noticing these exceptions, the
observer may be reminded, that aa the telescope haa a complete vertical
circle, BO that the face may be changed without lifting the pivota out of
their Ys, the procedure for collimating is sensibly simplified, thus,Intersed any well-defined, fixed object on face left with the azimuth screw ;
suppose the reading is 73'-37'-45' ; now change face, and intersect again,
obtaining on face right the reading of say 253"-40-'45"; then, in order
that the line of sight should be at right anglea to the transit axis (and
when thie obtains the instrument is in cpllimation), set and clamp the
instrument, face right, to the mean reading 253'-39'-15", and now intersect the object with the fixed vertical wire, by mans of the two capstanM a&ditcg screws which movc the diaphram carrying the tmfized
roiru. Repeat this operation, until the two readings, one on face right and
the other on face left, differ from one another by 180° as nearly as possible.*
In a11 modern instrunleilu the diaphram carrying the fixed wires of a telescope is
&ble
of movement only in aeinuth, a slight rotatory motion being secured in the
etou of the adjusting acrtnrs, w that the upright wire may be mads vertical; the other
wire k i n g fixed perpendicular to this one in the diaphram. Vertical movement of the
diiphram for eliminating index error is redundai~t, ss this adjustment, for index error, is
mde by the c l i p which hold the verniera in pwition.
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This mode of adjustment is not preferable to Gauss' well-known method
excepting on the grounds that the use of auxiliary telescopes (or c o b
tors) is not required.
6.-To adjust the telescope level : first level the instrument carefully
on the azimuth axi, next take a pair of verticals, i. e., on faces left and
right to any well-defined, terrestrial object; set the vertical circle to the
mean of these readings and clamp i t ; now intersect the object with the
clips below, which hold the verniers in position, and repeat the entire process until the altitude on face right agrees with that on face left: the
index error has now been eliminated. Next set and clamp the vertical
circle to read O0-0'-0" altitude, and then bring the bubble of the telescope
level into the centre of its run by means of its adjusting screws : the
level is now in adjustment. The telescope level may be used to find dislevelment in the vertical plane of observation, thus : the instrument having been levelled, set the vertical circle to its zero of altitude when the
bubble ought to be floating near the middle of ita run, turn the instrument in azimuth until the telescope is pointing nearly in the required
vertical plane of observation, and read both ends of the level on its scale
in this position ; next turn the instrument 180' in azimuth and read the
level ends again: these readings manipulated in the usual manner will
give the dislevelment required After this, the vertical angles faces left
and right may be taken in the usual manner. The telescope and level
may also be used as a spirit-level by keeping the vertical circle clamped at
its zero of altitude, and taking care that the clips are not altered nor the
slow-motion screw used Particular care must also be taken in levelling,
that the back and forward stations are equidistant from the observer.
With regard to the clips which hold the verniers in position, at least
oue of these must be released before the instrument can be packed in
its case : mark any one of the two clips and take care to release only this
one when packing and to screw it home again in setting up the instrument; the other clip should not be touched. By this means the indexerror will always be kept very small, supposing it to have been eliminated
during adjustment and the clips set.
7.-The micrometers at the eye end of the telescope furnish the means
for measuring with considerable accuracy such small angles as fall within
the range of the micrometers screws : to increase this range and t h e ,
efficiency of the imtrument, two micrometers are introduced instead of
only one, so that the excursions of each micrometer wire should be made
on its proper side of the fixed vertical wire, when these excursions are
great, and the sum of the two measurements taken to make up the angle
[PUT 11.
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Thus, suppose P, P, to be the extremities
of a pole laid horizont.al, V the position of the
h
m
vertical wire, as seen in the field of the telescope, and S the observer's station; calling
the micrometers G and H ; if the angle g is
measured with G, h is to be measured with H.
To effect this, place V about the middle of
the pole and clamp the azimuth circle, taking
care that no movement occurs in azimuth
during the micrometrical measurements fol3
lowing : now with G intersect P, and V succesaively, resding the micrometer head on each occasion and noting the
number of intermediate revolutions made from the comb ;* the difference
of t h e w readings will give the angle g in micrometer divisiom : next measure t h e angle h with H in a similar manner. Three or four such measurements will suffice if accordant.
EXAMPLE.

which the object mbtenda

"?

Obect.

Readinge of MicromEtcra.
G
H

Object.

p,.-----...
V

R

D.

R

D.

0
6

27.7
9.6

0
6

39.5
14.7

V
p,

5
75.2 = A n g l e h
81.9
Angleg = 5
hence, if g", and h", denote respectively the values in seconds of arc of
one divkion of micrometers G and H, thenAngle S in seconds = a" = 581.9 x g", + 575.2 x h",
... (1)
If now we put PI P, = 6 and VS = D (see diagram, article 7)-

L

Then D = - Cosec 1"
a"

...

...

...

...

... (2)

EXAXPLE.-I~
in (1) the value of g", = 2".31 and h", = 2."04, then
a" = 581.9 x 2".31 + 575.2 x 2"-04 = 2517"-6
Subdituting this value of 6 in (2) and supposing 6 = 12 feet, we
find D = 983.2 ft.
It remains to be shown how the values of g" and h' should be found:
I& Meticod.-The pole P, P, being placed horizontal as in article 7,
choose the station S at any convenient distance from the pole, so that
-

There are two ordinary micrometer combs visible in the field, one vertical and the
other horiwntal, to snit the corresponding positions in which the micrometar is generally
ns4d As nsolrl, a tooth of the combs covers the excursion of the wire in a revolution of
the micrometer head. Each micrometer head is divided into 109 parb.
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its ends* should be plainly visible; and measure the distance S V = D
carefully: now with micrometer G measure the angle S with exactness
8 or 10 times and take the mean, then :6
by calculation we have U" = cosec 1";
and if by measurement with G, the angle S = Sg Divisions

,

'
0
then g U = -

sg

..

Similarly the value of h" may be found.
2nd Method.-This
method cannot be followed unless the observer
can obtain the use of a great theodolite, as a 24-inch read by 3 or 5
micrometer microscopes, for the purpose. If an imtrument of the kind
is available, set up the great theodolite and the subtense-theodolite, so
close to one another, that when the two telescopes are pointed a t each
other the object glasses may be separated hy the least convenient d i ~
tance ; say 5 or 6 feet : next set both telescopes to solar focus ;also set Zhe
micrometer wires of G and H in the subtensstheodolite, one on each side
of the fixed vertical wire, and (say) 8 revolutions exactly distant from i t ;
the wire g being on the G side of V, and h being similar1 y placad on t h e
other side as shown in this diagram.
When this has been done, point t h e
two telescopes exactly a t one another ;
now looking into the great theodolite, all tho wires of the subtense
should be visible; i. e., the two fixed
wires V and b and the two micrometer
wires g and h : clamp the subtense
carefully, and measure on the limb
of the great theodolite, say, 10 times,
the angles gv and vh. Suppose these
to equal respectively @v)" and (vh)",
then since by the setting gv = vh = 800 divisions, then :-

"

g", = -(guy
- ,
800

and h" = ( 4
800
p
-

-

---

-

A levelling s t d is very convenient for this purpose.

--

ON SURVEYING INSTRUMENTS.

C H A P T E R IV.
ON T THE MA TICAL DRAWING
AND MEASURING
INSTRUMENTS.
IN this branch, the limits of our work will not permit us to enter upon
all the contrivances that have been invented for facilitating the operations of the draughtaman; but we shall endeavour to describe the
constructions and applications of such as are in most general use, and,
ae far as our space will allow, to exhibit the principles upon which they
are founded. With this view we shall commence with the instruments of the ordinary caae of drawing instruments, as sold by any mathematical instrument
maker.

-

T m instrument consists of two legs movable about a joint, so that
the points a t the extremities of the l e g may be set at any required
distance from one another ; it is used to transfer and measure distances,
and to describe arcs and circles.
The points of the compasses should be formed of well-tempered steel,
that cannot easily be bent or bhmted, the upper part being formed of
brass or silver. The joint is framed of two substances; one side being
of the same material as the upper part of the compasses, either brass or
silver, and the other of steel. This arranzement diminishes the wear
of the parts, and promotes uniformity in their motion. If this uniformity be wanting, it is extremely difficult to set the compasses at any
desired distance, for, being opened or closed by the pressure of the finger,
if the joint be not good, they will move by fits and starts, and either
stop short of, or go beyond the distance required ; but, when they move
evenly, the pressure may be regulated so as to open the legs to the desired
extent, and the joint should be stiff enough to hold them in this position,
and not to permit them to deviate from it in consequence of the small
amount of pressure which is inseparable from their use. When greater
accuracy in the set of the compasses is required than can be effected by
the joint alone, we have recourse to the
Hail. C o m . e a , in which the upper part of one of the steel points is
formed into it bent spring, which, being fastened at one extremity to the
leg of the compasses almost close up to the joint, is held at the other end
CHAPTER
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by a screw. A groove is formed in the shank,
which receives the spring when screwed up tight;
and, by turning the screw backwards, the steel
point may be gradually allowed to be pulled backwards by the spring, and may again be gradually
pulled forwards by thescrew being turned forwards.
Fig. 1 represents these compasses when shut.
Fig. 2 represents them open, with the screw
turned backwards, and the steel point p, in consequence moved backwards by its spring a, from
the position represented by the dotted lines,
which it would have when screwed tight up.*
Fig. 3 represents a key, of which the two
points fit into the two holes seen in the nut, n,
of the joint; and by turning this nut the joint
is made stiffer or eaaier at pleasure.
To lake a Distance with the Hair Compaesee.-Open them aa nearly sa
you can to the required distance, set the fixed leg on the point from which
the distance is to be taken, and make the extremity of the other leg coincide
accurately with tho end of the required distance, by turning the screw.

-

COMPA~S
WITH
E ~ MOVABLE
PO
IFan arc or circle istobe described faintly,
merely as a guide for the terminating points
of other lines, the steel points are generally
sufficient for the purpose, and are susceptible of adjustment with greater accuracy
than a pencil point; but in order to draw
arcs or circles with ink or black-lead,
compasses with a movable point are used.
In the best description of thesc compasses
the end of the shank is formed into a strong
spring, which holds firmly the movable
point, or a pencil or ink point, as may be
required. A lengthening bar may also be
attached between the shank and the movable point, so as to strike larger circles, and
measure greater distances. The movable
point to be attached to tho lengthening bar,
as also the pen point and pencil point, are.
furnished with a joint that they may be
set nearly perpendicular to the paper.

* For the latest improvements in Drawing Compasses, spring dividers, kc., see
Treariae 011 hIatl~ematicalDrawing Iustrumeots."

"

Stallle~'8
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A, the compaeses, with a movable point at B ; C and D, the joints to
eet each point perpendicular to the paper ; E, the pencil point ; F, the

pen point ; G, the lengthening bar.
To deecribe small aros or circles, a small pair of compasses, called bow
~nrcpassea,with a permanent ink or pencil point, are used. They are formed
with a round head, which rolls with ease between the fingers. The following figures p m n t two constructions of pen bows, Fig. 1 being well
adapted to deacribe arcs of not more thhn
one inch radius, and Fig. 2 to describe arcs
of emall radii with exactneea by means of
the adjusting ffirew C.
The new Spring Bow Compasses of steel
sre now preferred to all the old patterns.
F o r copying and reducing drawings, E3
compaseeg of a peculiar construction are
B
need ; the simplest form of which is that
caIled wholes and halves, Fig. 3, because
t h e longer legs being twice the length of
the ahorter, when the former are opened to
any given line, the shorter ones will be
opened to the half of that line. By their
means, then, all the lines of a drawing may
be d u d to one-half, or enlarged to double
their lewh. Thew compasses are also useful for dividinglines by continual bisections.

-

PROPORTIONAL
COMPASSES.
BY means of this ingenious instnunent, drawings may be
reduced or enlarged, so that all the lines of the copy, or the
rvsae or solids represented by its several parts, shall bear any
required proportion to the lines, areaa, or solids of the original
drawing. They will also serve to inscribe regular polygons in
circlee, and to take the square roots and cube roots of numbera In the annexed figure the scale of lines is placed on
the leg A, E, on the left-hand side of the groove, and the
d e of circles, on the same leg, on the right-hand side of
the groove. The scales of plans and solids are on the other
face of the instrument.
T o set the instrument it must first be accurately closed
sr, that the two l e e appear but as one ;the nut C being
then unscrewed, the slider may be moved, until the line
across it coincides with any required division upon any one
of the scalea Now tighten the screw, and the compmses
ue set.
CMAPTER I\*.]
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T o reduce or enlarge the L i m of a Drawing.-The
line a c m the
slider being set to one of the divisions, 2, 3, 4, kc., on the scale of
lines, the points A, B, will open to double, triple, four times, &c., the
distances of the points Dl E.* If, then, the points A and B be opened
to the lengths of the lines upon a drawing, the points D and E will
prick off a copy with the lines reduced in the proportions of 4 to 1, 4 to
1, 4 to 1, kc. ; but, if the points D and E be opened to the lengths of
the lines upon a drawing, the points A and B will prick off a copy with
the lines enlarged in the proportions of 2 to 1, 3 to 1, 4 to 1, &c.
T o imcribe i n a Circle a regulur Polygon of any Number of Sidcs fnnn
6 to 20.-The
line across the slider being set to any number on the
scale of circles, and the points A and B being opened to the length of
any radius, the points D and E will prick off a polygop of that number
of sides, in the circle described with this radius ; thus, if the line acroes
the slider be set to the division marked 12 on the scale of circles, and a
oircle be described with the radius A B, D E will be the chord of a
part
of the circumference, and will prick off a regular polygon of 12 aides in it.
T o reduce or enlarge the Area of a Drawing.-The
numbers upon the
ecale of plans are the squares of the ratios of the lengths of the opposite
ends of the compasses, when the line across the slider is set to those
numbers ; and, the distances between the points being in the w e ratio
as the lengths of the corresponding ends,? the areas of the drawings,
and of the several parts of the drawings, pricked off by these points,
will have to one another the ratio of 1 to the number upon the scale of
Thus, if the line across the slider
plans to which the instrument is set.:
be set to 4 on the scale of plans, the distance between the points A and B
will be twice as great as the distance between D and E ; and, if A and B
be opened out to the lengths of the several lines of a drawing, D and E
will prick off a copy occupying 4th the area ; if the line across the slides
be set to 5 on the same acale, tho distances between the points will be in
the ratio of 1 to 4%and the area of the copy pricked off by the points
D and E will be i t h of the area of the drawing, of which the lines are
taken off by A and B : conversely, if the lines of the drawing be taken
off by the points D and El the points A and B will prick off a copy, of
which the area will be four times or five times as great, according as the
line across the slider is set to the division marked 4 or 6 on the scale.
T o take the Squure Root of a Number.-The line across the slider being
set to the number upon the scale of plans, open the points A and B to
take the number from auy scale of equal parts, then the points D and E
applied to the same scale of equal parts will take the square root of t h e

* Euclid, Book VI, Prop. 4.
t Euclid, Book VI, Prop. 4.
$ Euclid, Book VI, Props. 19, 20 ; and Book XII, Prop. 2.
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number. Thus, to take the square root of 3, set the line across the
slider to 3, open out the compaeses, till A and B take off 3 from any scale
of equal parts, and the points D and E will take off 1-73, which is the
aquare root of 3, from the same scale of equal parts. A mean proportional between two numbers, being the square root of their product, may
be found by multiplying the numbers together, and then taking the square
mt of the product in the manner explained above.
The numbers of the scale of solids are the cube3 of the ratios of the
length of the opposite ends of the compasses, when the line acroes the
slider is set to those numbers ; so that, when this line is set to the division marked 2 upon the scale of solids, the distance between the points
A and B will give the side of a solid of double the contents of that of which
a like side is given by the distance of the points D and E when the line is
set to 3, the respective distances of the points will give the like sides of
aolids, the contents of which will be in the proportion of 3 to 1 ;and ao on.
Tk Cube Root of a given number may be found by setting the line
a c m the slider to the number upon the scale of solids, and, opening the
points A, B, to take off the number upon any scale of equal pa* the
points D, E, will then take off the required cube root from the same ecale.

-

THE BEAMCOKPASS."
THIB instrument, consists of a beam, A, A, of any length required,
generally made of well-wasoned mahogany. Upon its face is inlaid
throughout its whole length a slip of holly or box-wood, a, a, upon which
are engraved the divisions or scale, either feet and decimals, or inches and
decimals, or whatever particular scale may be required.
Two brasa boxes, B and C, are adapted to the beam ; of which the
latter may be moved, by sliding, to any part of its length, and fixed in
position by tightening the clamp screw E. Connected with the braaa
boxes are the two points of the instniment G and H, which may be made
to have any extent of opening by sliding the box C along the beam, the
other box B, being firmly fixed at one extremity.

Many descriptions of Beam Compasses nre now manufactured, utld those that arc the
lightest aud most simple in comtruction arc the best; amongat these are, "The Adjusting
Beam Compnq" Colonel A. Strange's pattarn, with eccentric points, and tile "Swiss Pattern
Berm Heads," which can be altached to any stxaight edge, lath, or alip of woud.
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The object to be attained, in the use of this instrument, is the nice
adjustment of the points G, H, to any definite distance apart. This is
accomplished by two vernier or reading plates, b, c, each fixed at the side
of an opening in the brass boxes to which they are attached, and affording
the means of minutely subdividing the principal divisions a, a, on the
beam, which appear through those openings. D is a clamp screw for a
similar purpose to the acrew E, namely, to fix the box B, and prevent
motion in the point it came8 after adjustment to position. F is a slow
motion screw, by which the point G may be moved any very minute
quantity for perfecting the setting of the instrument, after it has been
otherwise set as nearly as possible by the hand alone.
The method of setting the instrument for use may be understood from
the above description of its parts, and also by the following explanation
of the method of examining and correcting the adjustment of the vernier
b, which, like all other mechanical adjustments, will occasionally get
deranged. This verification must be performed by means of a detached
scale. Thus, suppose, for example, that our beam compass is divided to
feet, inches, and tenths, and subdivided by the vernier to hundredths, LC.
First, set the zero division of the vernier to the zero of the principal
divisions on the beam, by means of the slow motion screw F. This must
be done very nicely. Then slide the box C, with its point G, till the zero
on the vernier c exactly coincides with any principal division on the
beam, as twelve. inches or six inches, &c. To enable m to do this with
extreme accuracy, some superior kinds of beam compasses have the box C
also furnished with a tangent or slow motionjscrew, by which the setting
of the points or divisions may be performed with the utmost precision.
Lastly, apply the points to a similar detached scale, and, if the adjustment be perfect, the interval of the points, G, H, will measure on it the
distance to which they were set on the beam. If they do not, by ever so
small a quantity, the adjustment should be corrected by turning the
screw F till the points do exactly meaaure that quantity on the detached
scale ; then, by loosening the little screws which hold the vernier b in its
place, the position of the vernier may be gradually changed, till its zero
coincides with the zero on the beam ; and, then tightening the screws
again, the adjustment will be complete.
In the above we have described the Beam Compam ; but, for all practical purposes, it is sufficient to have the beam made of well-seasoned
mahogany, and to dispense with the scale and vernier. The box B, being
made movable on the beam by means of the tangent screw F, the box C
can be slid dong the beam to any extent, and the points G and H,
applied to a scale of equal parta and adjusted to any nicety by t h e
screw F.
[PART 11.
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Beam Compaaaes made of wood, are preferable to those of brass or
other metal, the latter being subject to greater expaneion on account of
the changes in the state of the atmosphere ; they are aleo easily made up
by any carpenter.

-

Tar8 instrument is used for drawing straight lines. I t consists of two
blades with steel points, fixed to a handle ; and they are so bent that' a
sufficient cavity is left between them for the ink when the ends of the
Bteel points meet close together, or nearly so. The blades are set with
t h e points more or less open by means of a mill-headed screw, so as to
draw lines of any required fineness or thickness. One of the blades is
framed with a joint, so that by taking out the screw the blades may be
completely opened, and the points effectively cleaned after use. The ink
is to be put between the blades by a common pen : in using the pen it
should be slightly inclined in the direction of the line to be drawn, and
care should be taken that both points touch the paper : these observations
equally apply to the pen points of the compasses before described. The
drawing pen should be kept close to the straight edge, and in the Bame
direction during the whole operation of drawing the line.

Many new descriptions of drawing pens are now manufactured;
they are all very similar in
construction, but each kind is
for some special purpose : the
curve pen " has a crank, or arm
above the pen, and is very useful
in inking curves; the " bordering
pen" has a third or inner nib and
adjusting screws on each side and
is useful for border and section
lines ; the " fine drawing pen"
for fine line drawings; and the
" section pen " for mechanical
drawings.
For drawing close parallel lines in mechanical and architectural drawine,
or to represent canals or roads, a double pen (Fig. 2) is frequently used,
with an adjusting screw to set the pen to any required small distance.
CHAPTER IV.]
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This is usually called the road pen. The best pricking point i~ a fine
needle held in a pair of forceps (Fig. 3). I t is used to mark the intemections of lines, or to set off divisions from the plotting scale and protractor.
This point may also be used to prick through a drawing upon an intended
copy, or, the needle being reversed, the eye end forms a good tracing
point. A crochet needle handle, or holder, makes an excellent substitute
for holding a pricking point, when forceps are not to be had.

STRAIGHT
EDGE.
A straight edge is a flat, polished blade of wood, metal, or ebonite.
AB many instruments are required to have straight edgea for the purpose of measuring distances, and of drawing straight lines, it may be considered important to test the accuracy of such edges. This may be done
by placing two such edges in contact and sliding them along each other,
while held up between the eye and the light : if the edges fit close in
some parts, so as to exclude the light, but admit it to pnss between them
at other parts, the edges are not true : if, however, the edges appear, as
far as the test has now proceeded, to be true, still this may arise from a
ourvature in one edge fitting into an opposite curvature in the other ; the
final step then is to take a third edge, and try it in the same mnnner with
each of the other two, and, if in ewh case the contact be close throughout
the whole extent of the edges, then they are all three good.
" To draw a straight line between two points upon a plane, we lay a
rule so that the straight edge thereof may just pass by the two points :
then, moving a fine-pointed needle, pencil, or drawing-pen, along this edge,
we draw a line from one point to the other, which, for common purposes, is
sufficientlyexact ; but, where great accuracy is required, it will be found
extremely difficult to lay the rule equally with respect to both the points,
so as not to be nearer to one point than the other. It is difficult also so
to carry the needle, pencil, or pen, that they shall neither incline more
to one side than the other of the rule ; and, thirdly, it is very difficult to
find a rule that shall be perfectly straight.
" If the two points be very far distant, i t is almost impossible
to draw the line with accuraoy and exactness; a circular line may
be described more easily, and more exactly, than a straight or any other
line, though even then many difficulties occur when the circle is required
to be of a large radius.
" And let no one consider these reflections as the effect of too scrupulous exactness, or as an unnecessary aim at precision ; for, as the foundation of all our knowledge in geography, navigation, and astronomy is
built on observations, and all observations are made with instruments, it
[PART 11.
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kllowa that the truth of the observations and the accuracy of the deductiona therefrom, will principally depend on the exactnew with which the
imtmments are made and divided, and that those sciences will advance in
proportion ae theae are leas difficult in their use, and more perfect in the
performance of their respective operations."

Ptzral&Z l i n e occur so continually in every species of mathematical
drawing, that i t is no wonder so many instruments have been contrived to
delineate them with more expedition than could be effected by the general
geometrical methods. Of the various contrivances for this purpose, the
following are those most approved :!7h' e Common ParaJIel Rule.-This consists of two straight rules, which
are connected together, and always maintained in a parallel position by
t h e two equal and parallel bars, which move very freely on their centres,
or riveta, by which they are fastened to the rulea

2% Double Parallel Rule.-This instrument is constructed exactly upon
the same principles as the foregoing, but with this advantage, that, in
using it, the movable rule may always be so placed that ita ends may be
exactly over, or even with, the ends of the fixed nde ; whereas, in the former bind, they are always shifting away from the ends of the fixed rule.
It comiata of two equal flat rules, and a middle piece ; they are connected
together by four bmsa bare, the ends of two bars are rivetted on the middle
line of one of the straight rules ; the ends of the other two bars are rivettad on the middle line on the other straight rule ; the other ends of the
bras13bars are taken two and two, and rivetted on the middle piece, as is
&dent from the figure. It would be needless to observe that the brass
bars move freely on their rivets as so many centreg.

CEuTKU
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So~m
of equal part. are u6ed for measuring straight linea, and laying
down d i c e s , w h part anawering for one foot, one yard, one chain, kc.,
.B may be convenient, and the plan w i l l be larger or smaller aa the wale
containa a d e r or a greater number of parts in an inch.
Scales of equal parts may be divided into three kinds : simply divided
scales, diagonal scales, and vernier scales.
Simply Dioidcd S&..--Simply
divided scales consist of any extent
of equal divisions, which are numb@ 1, 2, 3, ha., beginning from the
second division on the left hand. The first of these primary divisions
is subdivided into ten equal parts, and from these last divisions the scale
is named. Thus, it ia called a scale of 30, when 30 of these small parts
are equal to one inch. If, then, these subdivisions be taken as units,
each to r e p m n t one mile, for instance, or one chain, or one foot, kc., the
primary divisions will be so many tens of miles, or of chains, or of feet,
Bc.; if t h e subdivisions are taken aa tens, the primary divisions will be
hundreds; and if the primary divisions be unite, the subdivisions will
be tenths.

The above d i a , , ? represents six of the simply divided scales, which are
generally placed upon the plain scale. To adapt them to feet and inches,
the h t primary division is divided duodecimally upon an upper line.
To lay down 360, or 36, or 3.6, kc., from any one of these scales, extend
the compasses from the primary division numbered 3 to the 6th lower
subdivision, reckoning backwards, or towards the left hand. To take off
any number of feet and inches, 6 feet 7 inches for instance, extend the
compasses from the primary division numbered 6, to the 7th upper subdivision, reckoning backwards, as before.
CHAPTER
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D;aSOnat S&.-In
the simply divided d e s one of the primq divisions is subdivided only into ten equal parta, and the parts of any distance
which are lees than tenths of a primary division cannot be accurately taken
off from them; but, by means of a diagonal s d e , the parta of any distance
which are the hundredth of the primary divisions are correctly indicated,
as will easily be understood from ita construction, which we proceed to
describe.
Draw eleven parallel equidistant lines; divide the upper of these lines
into equal parta of the intended length of the primary divisions; and
through each of these divisions draw perpendicular lines, cutting all the
eleven parallels, and number these primary divisions, 1, 2, 3, to., beginning from the second.
Subdivide the first of these primary divisions into ten equal parta, both
upon the highest and lowest of the eleven parallel lines, and let these
subdivisions be reckoned in the opposite direction to the primary divisions,
ae in the simply divided scales.
Draw the diagonal lines from the tenth subdivision below to the ninth
above ; from the ninth below to the eighth above, and so on, till we
come to a line from the first below to the zero point above. Then, since
these diagonal lines are all parallel, and consequently everywhere equidistant, the distance between any two of them in succession, measured
upon any of the eleven parallel lines which they intersect, is the same as
this distance measured upon the highest or lowest of these lines, that iq
as one of the subdivisions before mentioned. But the distance between
the perpendicular, which passes through the zero point, and the diagonal
through the same point, being nothing on the highest line, and equal to
one of the subdivisions on the lowest line, is equal* to one-tenth of a subdivision on the second line, to two-tenths of a subdivision on the third,
and so on; so that this, and consequently each of the other diagonal lines,
as it reaches each successive parallel, separates further from the perpendicular through the zero point by one-tenth of the extent of a subdivision,
or one-hundredth of the extent of a primary division.

The above figure represents the two diagonal scales which are usually
p l m d upon the plain scale of six inches in length. In one, the distances
Euclid, Book vi, Prop. 4.
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between the primary divisions are each half an inch, and in the other a
quartar of an inch. The parallel nezt to the figures numbering these
divisions must be considered the highest or first parallel in each of these
d e a to accord with the above dewription.
The primary divisions being taken for unite, to set off the numbera 6.74
by the diagonal soale. Set one foot of the compasses on the point where
the fifth parallel cuts the eighth diagonal line, and extend the other foot
to the point where the same parallel cuts the fifth vertical line.
The primary divisions being reckoned as tens, to take off the number
46-7. Extend the compasses from the point where the eighth parallel
cots the seventh diagonal to the point where it cute the fourth vertical.
The primary divisions being hundreds, to take off the number 253.
Extend the compaeeea from the point where the fourth parallel cuts the
girth diagonal to the point where it cuts the second vertical.
Now, since the first of the parallels, of the diagonals, and of the
verticale indicate the zero points of the third, second, and first figures
respectively, the second of each of them . h d s for, and is marked 1, the
third, 2, and so on, and we have the following general rule :T o tuke of any number lo three place8 of &re8
upon a Diagonal
Scale.--On the parallel indicated by the third figure, measure from the
diagonal indicated by the second figure to the vertical indicated by the
fink
P
&
#&.-The
nature of these scales will be understood from
their oomtruction. To construct a vernier wale, which shall enable us
to take off a number to three placea of figures, divide all the primary
divisions into t e n t h , and number these subdivisions, 1, 2, 3, LC., from
the left hand towards the right throughout the whole extent of the scale.

Take off now, with the compaeees, eleven of these subdivisions, set
the extent off backwards from the end of the first primary division, and
i t will reach beyond the begmning of this division, or zero point, a distanm equal to one of the subdivisions. Now divide the extent thus set
off into tan equal parts, marking the divisions on the opposite side of the
divided line to the strokes marking the primary divisions and the subdivisions, and number them 1, 2, 3, LC., backwards from right to left.
Then, since the extent of eleven subdivisions has been divided into tan
equal parts, eo that these ten parta exceed by one subdivision the extent
of ten subdivisions, each one of these equal parta, or, as it may be called,
CEAPTBB
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one division of the vernier scale, exceeds one of the subdiviio~leby a tenth
part of a sub-division, or a hundredth part of a primary division, In our
figure the distances between the primary divisions are each one inch,
and, conaequently, the distances between the subdivisions are each o n e
tenth of an inch, and the distance between the divisions of the vernier
scale each one-tenth and one-hundredth of an inch.
To take off the number 253 from this scale. Incresee the first figure
2 by 1, making it 3; because the vernier scale cornmenoes a t the end of
the first primary division, and the primary divisions are measured from
this point and not from the zero point.* The first thus increased with
the second now represents 35 of the subdivisions from the zero point,
from which the third figure, 3, must be subtracted, leaving 33; since
three divisions of the vernier scale will contain three of these subdivisions, together with three-tenths of a subdivision. Place, then, one point
of the compasses upon the third division of the vernier scale, and extend
the other point to the 32nd subdivision, or the second division beyond
the 3rd primary division, and, laying down the distance between t h e
points of the compass, it willrepresent 253, or 25.3, or 2.53, according
as the primary divisions are taken aa hundreds, tens, or units.
Ge-nerd Rwle.-To take off any number to three places of figures upon
this vernier scale. Increase the first figure by one, subtract the third
figure from the second, borrowing one from the first increased figure, if
necessary, and extend the compasses from the division upon the vernier
scale, indicated by the third figure to the subdivision indicated by the
number remaining after performing the above subtraction.
Suppose it were required to take off the number 253.5. By extending
the compasses from the third division of the vernier scale to the 32nd
subdivision, the number 253 is taken off, as we have seen. To take ofF,
therefore, 253.5, the compssses must be extended from one of these points
to a short distance beyond the other. Again, by extending the compasses
from the 4th division of the vernier scale to the 31st subdivision, the
number 254 would be taken off. To take off 253.5, then the compasses
must be extended from one of these points to within a short distance of t h e
other; and, by setting the compasses BO that when one point of the compasses ia set successively on the 3rd and 4th division of the vernier scale,
the other point reaches as far beyond the 32nd subdivision as it falls
short of the 31st, the number 253.5 is taken 0% If the excess in one
osse be twice as great as the defect in the other, the distance represents
If the vernier s a l e were placed to the left of the zero point, a distance less than one
p r w y divieion could not always be found upon the scale.
[PART 11.
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the number 2534, or 253.66 ; and if the exceae be half the defeat, the
distance represents 2538, or 253.33. Thus distances may be set off with
an accurately constmoted scale of this kind to within the threshundredth
part of a primary division, unleee these divisions be themselves very
small.
We are not aware that a scale of this kind has been put upon the
plain scales sold by any of the instrument makers; but, during the time
occupied in plotting an extensive survey, the paper which receives the
work is afected by the changes which trrke place in the hygrometrical
state of the air, and the parta laid down from the same scale, a t different
t i m e 4 will not exactly correspond, unless this scale has been first laid down
upon the paper itself, and all divisions have been taken from the scales so
laid down, which ia always in the same state of expansion as the plot. For
plotting, then, an extensive survey, and accurately filling in the minutim,
a diagonal, or vernier scale may advantageously be laid down upon the
paper upon which the plot is to be made. A vernier scale is preferable
to a diagonal scale, because in the latter it is extremely difficult to draw
t h e diagonals with accuracy, and we have no check upon its errors; while
i n the former the uniform manner in which the strokes of one scale separate from those of the other is some evidence of the truth of both.

P R O T R A ~SCALES.
NG
THEnature of these scales will be understood from the following conetruction. (Plate IV. Fig 1.)
With centre 0, and radiua OA, describe the circle ABCD; and through
t h e centre 0 draw the diameters AC and BD at right angles to each
other, which will divide the circle into four quadrants, AB, ,BC, CD, and
DA.
Divide the quadrant CD into nine equal parts, each of which will contain ten degrees, and these parts may again be subdivided into degrees,
and, if th6 circle be sufficiently large, into minutes.
- Set one foot of the compaeses upon C, and transfer the divisions ;n the
quadrant CD to the right line CD, and we &all have a scale of Chords.*
We give the constructions in the text to show the nature of the scales; bat, in practice, a
a l e of chords is most accurately coustrucled by values computed from tabulated arithmetical
values of sines, which computed values are set off from a scale of equal perb; and the
circle is divided most accurately by means of such computed chords. l'he limits of thk work
forbid om entering further upon this interesting subject All the other scales will also be
mast a u r a t e l y constructed from computed arithtnetical values, taken off by means of the
beam m m p e s hereafter described, and corrected by the aid of a good Bud'@ vernier d e .
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From the divisions in the quadrant CD, draw right lines parallel to
DO, to cut the radius OC, and numbering the divisions from 0, towards
C, we shall have a scale of sines.
If the same divisions be numbered from C, and continued to A, we
shall have a scale of versed sines.
From the centre 0, draw right lines through the divisions of the
quadrant CD, to meet the line CT, touching the circle at C, and, numbering from C, towards T, we shall have a scale of Tangents.
Set one foot of the compasses upon the centre 0, and transfer the
divisions in CT into the right line OS, and we shall have a scale of
Secanta
Right lines, drawn from A to the several divisions in the quadrant CD,
will divide the radiue OD into a line of semi-tangents, or tangents of
half the angles indicated by the numbers; and the scale may be continued
by continuing the divisions from the quadrant CD, through the quadrant
DA, and drawing right lines from A, through these divisions to meet the
radius OD, produced.
Divide the quadrant AD into eight equal parta, subdivide each of these
into four equal parta, and, setting one foot of the compasses upon A,
transfer these divisions to the right line AD, and we shall have a scale of
Rhumba
Divide the radius A 0 into 60 equal parta, and number them from 0
towards A ; through these divisions draw right linea parallel to the radius
OB, to meet the quadrant AB; and with one foot of the cornpassea upon
A, transfer these divisions from the quadrant to the right line AB, and
we shall have a scale of Longitudes.
Place the chord of 60°, or radiue,* between the radii OC and OB,
meeting them at equal distances from the centre; divide the quadrant CB
into six equal parts, for intervals of hours, subdividing each of theso
parts into 12 for intervals of 5 minutes, and further subdividing for single
minutes if the circle be large enough ; and from the centre 0 draw right
lines to the divisions and subdivisions of the quadrant, intersecting tho
chord or radius placed in the quadrant; and we shall have a scale of
Hours.
Prolong the touching line TC to L ; set off the scale of sines from C
to L : draw right lines from the centre 0 to the divisions upon CL, and
from t.he intersections of these linea with the quadrant CB draw right
Chord of 60° is equal to radius.
[PART IL
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linee parallel to the radina OC, to meet the radius OB, and we shall
h a r e a scale of Latitudes.*
Corresponding lines of hours and latitudes may also be constructed (aa
represented in our figure) more simply, and on a scale twice as large as
by the preceding method, as follows :\trith the chord of 45' set off from B to E, and again from B to F, we
obtain a qrndrant EF bisected in B ; and the chord of 60" or radius
beiig aet off from A, C, F, and E, this quadrant is divided into six equal
parta From the centre 0, draw straight lines through these divisions to
meet the line touching the circle at B, and we shall have the line of Hours.
From the point D, draw right lines through the divisions upon the
line of sines OC, to meet the circumference BC, and transfening these
divisions from B, aa a centre to the chord BC, we shall have the comeupondmg line of Latitudes.
It is not necessary that these scales should all be projected to the same
d u s ; but thorn whiah are used together, as the rhumbs and chords,
the chords and longitudes, the sines, tangents, secants, and semi-tangents,
and lastly, the hours and latitudes, must be so constructed necessarily.
In the diagnun (Plate IV. Fig. 2) we have laid down the hours and latitudca to a radius equal to the whole length of the scale, the other lines
being laid down to the radius used in the foregoing construction.
TAe Line of Chorde is used to set off an angle, or to measure an angle
already laid down
The Line of Rhumbe is a scale of the chords of the angles of deviation
&om the meridian denoted from the several points and quarter-points of
the compass, enabling the navigator, without computation, to lay down
or meaeure a ship's cou&e upon a oh&.
Thus, supposing the ship's
course to be N.N.E.$ E. Through the point A, representing the ship's
p b upon the chart, draw the meridian AB, and with
centre A and distance equal to the extent of 60° upon
the liue of chords, describe an arc cutting AB in B ; then
on the line of rhumbs take the extent to the third subdivision beyond the division marked 2, because N.N.E.
ia the m n d point of the compw from the north, and
with one foot of the compaaseq on B doscribo an arc
intersecting BC in C: join AC, and the angle BAC will
represent the ship's course. On the other hand, if a

;r

* The line of latitudes in a line of sines, to radius equal the whole length of the liue of
boprq of the angles, of which the tangenta are equal to the sines of the latitudes. The
midd!e of the hour line being numbered for three o'clock, the divisions for the other hours
.re f m d by seUting off both wnys from the middle the tangents of n. 15O, n. being the
number of hours from three o'clock, that is, one for two o'clock and four o'clock, two for one
o'ckck and five o'clock, and three for twelve o'clock and aix o'clock.
CtlAPTEB
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ship is to be sailed from the point A to a point on the line AC on a chart,
draw the meridian AB, describe an arc BC with radius equal to the chord
of 60°, as before, and the extent from B to C, applied to the line of
rhumbs, will give 2 Pts. 3 Qra, denoting that the ship must be ailed by
the compw N.N.E. Q E.
Thc Line of Lfmgitudca shorn the number of equatorial miles in a
degree of longitude on the parallels of latitude indicated by the degreea
on the corresponding points of the line of chorda
Example.-A ship in latitude 60" N. sailing E. 79 miles, required the
difference of longitude between the beginning and end of her course.
Opposite 60 on the line of chord stands 30 on the line of longitudes,
which is, therefore, the number of equatorial miles in a degree of longitude a t that latiude.
Hence, as 30 : 79 :: 60 : 158 miles, the required difference of longitude.
The Lima of S i m , Secants, Tangcnb, and Semi-tangents are principally
used for the several projections, or perspective representations, of the
circles of the sphere, by means of which maps are constructed. Thus,
the meridians and parallels of latitude being projected, the countries
intended to be represented are traced out according to their respective
situations and extent, the position of every point being determined by
the intersection of its given meridian and parallel of latitude.

THESEscales consist of a right-angle triangle, of which the hypothenuee
or longest side is three times the length of the shortest, and two rectangular rules. The accompanying diagram represents the triangle and one

of the ndes as being used to draw a series of parallel lines. Either
rule is one foot long, and has, parallel to each of its edges, two scales, one
[PART IL
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plrrced close to the edge and the other immediately within this, the outer
being termed the artificial, and the inner the natural scale. The divisions
upon the outer scale are three times the length of those upon the inner
scale, eo aa to bear the same proportion to each other that the longest side
of t h e triangle beara to the shortest. Each inner, or natural scale, is, in fact,
a aimply divided scale of equal parts, having the primary divisions numbered from the left hand to the right throughout the whole extent of the
rule. The first primary division on the left hand is subdivided into ten
equal park, and the number of these subdivisions in an inch is marked
underneath the scale, and gives it ita name. On one of the pair of
biiuquois' scales now before us, we have, on one face, scales of 30 and 60,
on the obverse, scales of 25 and 50, and on the other, we have on one
taco scales of 35 and 45, and on the obverse, scales of 20 and 40. In
the artificial scales the zero point is placed in the middle of the edge of
the rule, and the primary divisions are numbered both ways from this
point to the two ends of the rule, and are every one subdivided into ten
equal parts, each of which is, consequently, three times the length of a
subdivision of the corresponding natural scale.
The triangle has a short line drawn perpendicular to the hypothenuse
near the middle of it, to serve ae an index or pointer; and the longest of
the other two sides has a sloped edge.
To draw a Line pa&l
to n given Line, at a given distalaccfiom it.lst, Having applied the givendistance to one of the natural scales which
is found to measure it most wnveniently, place the triangle with ita
doped edge coincident with the given line, or rather at such small distance from it that the pen or pencil paasee directly over it when dram
along the edge; 2nd, set the rule closely against the hypothenuse,
the zero point of the corresponding artificial scale coincide with
the index upon the triangle; 3rd, move the triangle along the rule, to
the left or right, according ae the required line is to be above or below the
given line, until the index coincides with the division or subdivision corresponding to the number of divisions or subdivisions of the natural scale,
meSBUre8 the given distance; and the line drawn along the slope
edge in ita new position will be the line required.*
If ABC represent the triangle in ita new position, and the dotted lines reprasent its
or+d paairion, we have, by similar trimglee
D
ABC,A'AD,
U::BC:BA
:: 1 : 8;
tberefors AD wntains as many divisions of the
nand u AA' wnt.inr, of the artiflcisl d e .
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Nom-The natural scale may be used advantageously in setting off tho
distances in a drawing, and the corresponding artificial scale in drawing
parallels a t required distances.
To draw a Line perpe,uEieular to a given Line from a given point
in it.-lst, Make the shortest side of the triangle coi~lcidewith the given
line, and apply the rule closely against tho hypothenuse. Znd, Slide the
triangle along the rule until a line dmwn along the sloped edge passes
through the given point; and the line so drawn will be the line required.
The advantages of Marquois' scales are: lst, that the sight is greatly
assisted by the divisions on the artificial scale, being so much larger than
those of the natural scale to which the drawing is constructed; 2nd, that
any error in the setting of the index produces an error of but one-thiid
the amount in the drawing.
If the triangle be accurately constructed, these scales may bo advanttrgeously used for dividing lines with accuracy and despatch.

PLOTTING
scales, also called feather-edge scales, am straight rules,
usually about ten or twelve inches long. Each rule haa scales of equal
parts, decimally divided, placed upon its edges, which are made sloping,
so that the extremities of the strokes marking the divisions lie close to
the paper. The primary divisions represent chains and the subdivisions,

consequently, ten links each, ns there are 100 links on the surveying
chain. Plotting scales may be procured in sets, each with a different
number of chains to the inch.
The advctntages of this arrangement are, that the distances required
can be transferred with great expedition from the scale to the paper by
the aid of the pricking point alone, and the marks denoting the divisions are
[PART 11.
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in no danger of becoming defaced, se upon the plain scale, by the frequent
application of the compasses.
F o r plotting offsete, measured to the right and left of ststion lines,
ivory or brass scales with fiducial edges may be employed.
T h e above diagram represente an ingenious contrivance for an offset
acale ; the graduated scale, A, A, is perforated nearly its whole length by
a dovetail-shaped groove, for the reception of a sliding piece which is
fastened to the cross-scale, B, B, by the screw, C. I t will readily be
understood, from an inspection of the figure, that the cross-scale, B, slides
along the scale, A, the whole length of the groove, and at right angles
to it. The graduatione on both the scales represent either feet or links,
kc., or whatover length may have been assumed as the unit in the operation of memuring. The mode of its application is simply this : place the
scale, A, A, on the paper, parallel to the line on which the offsets are to
be plotted, and at such a distance that the zero division on the crossd e , B (which is placed about its middle), may coincide with it as the
d e slides along, and also that the zero of the scale A, may be exactly
opposite that end of the line at which the measurement commenced ;then,
in sliding the scale B, from the beginning of the line, stop it at every
divisional line on A, corresponding to the distance on the station line at
which an offset was taken, and lay off the exact length of the offset from
tho edge of the scale B, either to the right or left of the station line, to
which i t will be at right angles as taken in the field ; the instrument thug
givea both dimensions at the m e time. It is, perhaps, needless to add,
that the extremities of the offsets being connected, will represent the
curved line, kc.,to which they were measured ; weighte may be placed a t
tho two ends of the male, A, A, to keep it steadily in its position. In
our figure, the instrument is represented as in the act of plotting offieta
upon a station line.
It may be useful here to add a few remarks on the scales used in
plotting a survey.
One chain to an inch (80 inches to 1 mile) is, perhaps, the largest scale
used in plans of land and road surveyg and ie adopted only where great
clearness is required, and when the work ie of limited extent. I t is a
rery useful ecale for plans of building or pleasure grounda
Two chains to an inch (40 inches to 1 mile) is a very clear scale for
land surveys, the extent of which is not very great. I t may likewise be
used with advantage for gardens and building grounda
Three chams to an inch (263 inchea to 1 mile) has hitherto not been
in very general use; it is, however, the smallest scale that can with safety
be used in all came for plans, from which tho contents are to be computed.
CHAPrKB
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Four chains to an inch (20 inchea to 1 mile) is a scale fiwquently
employed in plotting surveys of estates, and is very convenient for either
enlargement or reduction.
Five chains to an inch (16 inches 1 mile) is the scale adopted for the
new cadastral survey of the North-West Provinces, lately commenced
under the orders of the Government of India Every field, garden-plot,
nature of crops on the ground, channels for irrigation, &c., can be
shown on this scale. It is also the scale generally used by the Settlement
Department for the " Khusrah" or native measurement of " Fields."
Smaller scales are usefully employed in extensive operations : 6 inches
to 1 mile is alarge scale for the survey of a district and is used for the
County maps of the Ordnance Survey of Great Britain; 4 inches to 1 mile
is the scale used on the Revenue surveys of India for Village plans;
1 inch to 1 mile for Pergunnah, Tehseel, or Talooqua* maps ; and in the
Surveyor-General's Office, in the compilation of Geographical maps, 4 miles
to 1 inch or inch to the mile ia adopted. The great Atlas of India, in
sheets, is a h engraved on this scale; Maps of large extent, or of Provinces, for purposesof general reference, are usually compiled and published
on scales of eight or sixteen miles to the inch. The ordinary general
Map of India is on 32 miles to the inch.
The Topographical Survey of India for non-revenue paying districts,
and very jungly and hilly tracts, or in Native States, is on the scale of one
,,
which is sutlicient for a good
inch to the mile, or natural scale &
Military map.
Plane of Towns, Civil and Military Stations, Forts, and Native Cities
are constructed on scales varying from 8 or 12 inches to 24 inches equal
to one mile. The multiple of 4 is very convenient for all scales.
The scales of maps are now commonly expressed, especially in foreign
countries, according to the proportion they bear to nature, thus 16
miles = 1 inch is expremed as 1 : 1,013,760:4 miles = 1 inch, as
1 : 253,440:-1 mile = 1 inch, as 1 : 63,360:--4 inches = 1 mile, as
1 : 15,840 :-6 inches = 1 mile, as 1 : 10,560 :-I6 inches = 1 mile, as
1 : 3,960, &c.
The scale of the Cadastral or Pariah survey of Great Britain is 25.34
inches to a mile, or as 1: 2,500. The French and Belgium Cadastral
aurveys are the same.
Austria ie 22 inches to a mile, or as 1 : 2,880 ; Denmark is 15.84
inches to a mile, or as 1 : 4,000; Russia is 7.543 inches to a mile,
or as 1 : 8,400 ; Switzerland and Hollaud, 2.534 inches to a mile, or as
1 : 25,000.

+

Comparable with a " Hundred" rubdiviuion of a Cowry in England.
[PUT
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CHAPTER VI.

INBTRUYENTB
FOR PLOTTING SURVEYS,
COPYING
AND

REDUC~NQ PWB

AND

OBTAININQ AREAf3.

Ix plotting a Survey, as in taking it, due regard must be had to both
accuracy and despatch, and we should aim to lay down the varioue
points observed with an accuracy proportionate to the accuracy of tho
survey itself. Meam also exist for copying and reducing maps and plane
and for calculating areas and measuring lines. For these purposes certain
instruments are used, a short description of which we will here giva
THISis an instrument used to protract, or lay down an angle, wntaining any number of degrees, or to find how may degrees are contained in
any given angle. There are two kinds put into c w of mathematid
drawing instruments, one in the form of a semicircle, tho other in the
form of a parallelogram. The circle is undoubtedly the only natural
measure of angles ; when a straight line is, therefore, used, the divisions
thereon are derived from a circle, or its properties, and the straight line
ia made use of for aome relative convenience : it is thus the parallelogram
is oRen used ae a protractor, instead of the semicircle, because it is in some
cases more convenient, and that other scales, kc., may be placed upon it.

THE S~ICIRCULAR
PROTRACTOR.
Tna, instrument is divided into 180 equal parts or degrees, which are
numbered at every tenth degree each way, for the convenience of reckoning either from the right towards the left, or from the left towards the
right; or the more easily to lay down an angle from either end of the
line, beginning at each end with 10, 20, kc., and proceeding to 180
degrees, The edge is the diameter of the semicircle, and the mark in
the middle points out the centre.

CHAPTEE vl.]
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THE divisions are here a s in the semicircular one numbered both ways;
the blank side represents the diameter of a circle. The side of the protractor to be applied to the paper is made flat, and that whereon the degrees
are marked is chamfered, or sloped away to the edge, that an angle may
be more ensily menaured, and the divisions set off with greater exactness

APPLICATION
OF

THE

PROTRACTOR
TO USE

A number of degrees being given, to protrad, or lay down an angle taicose
measure shall be equal tlmeto.

A

To lay down an angle of 60 degrees from the
point A of any line AB, apply the diameter of the
protrnctor to the line AB, so that the centre thereof
may coincide exactly with the point A ; then with a
protracting pin make a fine dot at C against 60 upon
the limb of the protrnctor, now remove the protrsotor, and draw a line from A through the point C, and
the angle CAB contains the given number of degrees. B

A

To find the nurzber of agrees contained in a given angle BAC.
Place the centre of the protrnctor upon the arigular point A, and tho
fiducial edge, or diameter, exactly upon the line AB; thcn the degree
upon the limb that is cut by the line CA will be the measure of tho
given angle, which, in the prcsent instance, is found to be 60 degrees.

From a given point A, in the line AB, to ered a p&endicular.
Apply the protractor to the line AB, so that the centre may coincide
with the point A, and the division markd 90 may be cut by the liuc AB,
then a line DA drnwn against the diameter of the protractor will be a
perpendicular to AB.
[PART 11.
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THE CIROULARPROTRA~OR.

TEE circular protraotor is a complete circle, A, A, connected with ite
centre by four radii a, a,a, a. The centre is left open, and m o u n d e d by a
concentric ring, or collar, b, which carries two radial bars, c, c. To the
extremity of one bar is a pinion, d, working in a toothed raok quite round
the outer cimumference of the protraator. To the opposite extremity of
the other bar, c, i fixed a vernier, whiahsubdivides the primary divieiom on

the protractor to single minutes, and by estimation to 30 seoonds. This
vernier, aa may readiiy be understood from the engraving, is carried
round the protractor by turning the pinion, d. Upon each radial bar
c, c, i p b d a branch e, e, carrying at their extremities a fine steel pricker,
whose pohta are kept above the surface of the paper by springe placed
under their supports, which give way when the branches are pressed
downwards, and allow the points to make the necessary punctures in
the paper. The branches e, e, are attached to the b m c, c, with a joint
which admite of their being folded backwards over the instrument when
not in uao, and for packing in its osse. The aentre of the instrument is
represented by the intersection of two lines drawn at right angles to each
other on a piece of plate glass, which enables the person using it to place
it SO that the centre, or intersection of the cross-lines, may coincide mitli
any given point on the plan. If the instrument is in correct order, a
line connecting the fine pricking points with each other would pa88
through the centre of the instrument, EM denoted by the before-mentioned
intersection of the cross-lines upon the glaes, which, it may be observed,
are drawn so nearly level with the under surface of the inetnunent as to
d o away with any serious amount of parallax, when aetting the iwtmment over a point from which any t-mp181: lines are intended to be drawn.
C M E R VI.]
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In using this instrument the vernier should first be set to zero (or the
division marked 360) on the divided limb and then placed on the paper,
so that the two fine steel points may be on the given line (from whence
other and angular lines are to be drawn), and the centre of the instrument coincide with the given angular point on such line. This done,
press the protractor gently down, which will fix it in position by means of
very fine points on the under side. I t ia now ready to lay off the given
angle, or any number of angles that may be required, which is done by
turning the pinion d till the opposite vernier reads the required angle.
Then press downwards the branches e, e, which will cause the pointa to
make punctures in the paper a t opposite sides of the circle; which being
afterwards connected, the line will pass through the given angular point,
if the instrument was first correctly set. In this manner, at one getting
of the instrument, a great number of angles, or a complete circular protractor, may be laid off h m the same point.

A VERY serviceable protractor can be made in the following manner
especially for field-work :-

ON SURVEYING INSTRUMENTS.
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Draw on a piece of paper, a protractor, as in the above figure, nnd of
t h e same size; cut out the circle and the prvta marked A, and stick the
remainder with a little clean paste between two thin pieces of talc;* when
dry, cut the talc with a pair of scissors to the shape of the exterior circle.
Before sticking on the upper piece of talc, draw on the lower piece by
scratching, with a needle or point of a pricker, the North and South, and
East and West lines, intersecting one another in the centre; rub these two
Linee over with a mixture of black-lead and oil, which will leave an indelible
mark, and which cannot be effaced,being protected by the upper piece of talc.
The most economical and the lesst troublesome way of preparing
the above protra@ors, is to draw one very carefully on a piece of
paper, and get it lithographed ; two or three rupees would pay for
striking off o hundred, and including the price of as much talc
would be sufficient to cover them all, they would cost the Surveyor
about one a m a each, and be a tan yeais supply to him.
Engine divided protractors of twelveinch diamatar, printed on card
board, can now be obtained from the Government Mathematioal Instrument Defit, Calcutta, on indent.

-

THE T SQUAREAND SEMICIRCULAR
PROTRACTOR.
WE cannot speak too highly of a method by which a survey can
be most exwtiously as well as accurately plotted, by means of the T

w e strollgly recommend to the notice of all Surveyors the mineral substance called
Mi%'' or " Talc,'' it is proc~raI~1e
in nearly erery baznr in India, and is most useful
generally, where cleanliness is an object, for sticking st the bottom of males, rules, weights,
and indeed anythig that ha8 t . be moved about, the surface of papr or maps of any kind.

"
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square and semicircular protractor, the m w e r of using which is thus
described by Mr. Howletf * in Vol. I of Papers on Subjects connected with
the Duties of the Royal Engineers :. '' h,when away from home, it seldom happens that the wrveyor can obtain a good drawing board, or even a table with a good straight edge, I fix a flat ruler, A, to the table B, B,
B, by means of a pair of clamps, C, D, and against this ruler I work the pattern square E,
one side of which hlrs the stock Bush with the blade; or, if a straight-edged board be nt
hand, then the square may be turned over, and used against that edge instead of the ruler A.
Here, then, is the moat perfect kind of parallel ruler that art can produce, capnble of carrying the protractor over the whole of a sheet of plotting paper of any size, and may be
used upon a table of any form. I t is convenient to suppose the north on the left hand, and
the upper edge of the blade to represent the meridian of the station.

"This protractor is held in the hand while thepcmier is set. which is an immense comfort to the sight; and it will be seen that, as both sides of the arm are parallel with the
zero and oenh.e, the angle may be drawn on the paper against either eide, as the light or
other circumstances mny render desirable."

From this description, and a mere glance a t the plate, i t is clear t h a t
angles taken with the theodolite can be transferred to the plot as accurate
ly as the protractor can be set,--namely, to a single minute, and that,
too, in a rapid and pleasant manner.
These drawing boards and T squares are in use in some of the Revenue
Surveys; they are well adapted for Natives, and more particularly for
such as are unable to understand the correct method of keeping a FieldBook. The T rule, however, is generally made to slide along the edge of
the drawing board, the rule having a projecting shoulder for the purpose.
The method of using them with the circular protractor will hereafter be
more particularly noticed.

Tm PENTAGRAPB~
THEPentagraph consists of four rulers, AB, AC, DF, cmd EF, made of
stout brass. The two longer rulere, AB and AC, are connected together
by, and have a motion round a centre at A. The two shorter rulers are
connected in like manner with each other at F, and with the longer nllers
a t D and E, and being equal in length to the portions AD and AE of the

'Chief draugbtaruaa, lloynl Ordnance Oflice.
f Or Pantagragh more properly, from the Greek derivation.
NOTE.-In the office of the Surveyor-General of I+
Calcutta, the Photographic
Camera is now chieAy used to obtain copies and reductions on various scnles, of original
charts, maps, and plans. Copies true to scale, and reductions true to any required scale, can
thus he obtained, free from all the defects and inaccuracies which so largely enter into the
work performed by all the copying, reducing and erllarging instruments yet invented; a
complete description of this procaw will be found in a sulrseaueut portion of this work.
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longer rulers, form with them an accurata parallelogram, ADFE, in every
position of the instrument. Several ivory castors support the instrument,
parallel to the paper, ,and allow it to move freely over it in all directions.
The anns, AB and Dl?, are graduated and marked 8, &c., and
have each a sliding index, which can be fixed at any of the divisions
b y a milled-headed clamping screw, seen in the engraving. The sliding
indices have each of them a tube, adapted either to slide on a pin rising
h m a heavy circular weight called the fulcrum, or to receive a sliding
holder with a pencil or pen, or a blunt tracing point, as may be required.
When the instrument is correctly set, the tracing point, pencil, and
fulcrum will be in one straight line, as shown by the dotted line in the
figure. The motions of the tracing point and pencil are then, each
compounded of two circular motions, one about the fulcrum, and the
other about the joints at the ehds of the rulers upon which they are
respectively placed. The radii of these motions form sides about equal
angles of two similar triangles, of which the straight line BC, passing
through the tracing point, pencil, and fulcrum, forma the third side.
The distances paesed over by the tracing point and pencil, in consequence
of either of these motions, have then the same ratio, and, therefore, the
distances paaeed over, in consequence of the combination of the two
motions, have also the same ratio, which is that indicated by the setting
of the instrument.

4,

Our diagram represents the pentagraph in the act of reducing a plan
to. a wale of half the original. For this purpose the sliding indices are

fimt clamped at the divisions upon the marks mnrked 4; the tracing
point is then fixed in a socket at C, over the original drawing ; the pencil
CtFlLPTER VI.]
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is next placed in the tube of the sliding index upon the ruler DF, over
the paper to receive the copy ; and the fulcrum is fixed to that at B, upon
the ruler AB. The instrument being now ready for use, if the tracing
point a t C be passed delicately and steadily over every line of the plan,
a true copy, but of one-half the scale of the original, will be marked by
the pencil on the paper beneath it. The fiue thread, represented as
passing from the pencil quite round the instrument to the tracing point
a t C, enables the draughtaman a t the t m i n g point to raise the pencil
from the paper, whilst he passes the tracer from one part of the original
to another, and thus to prevent false lines from being made on the copy.
The pencil holder is surmounted by a cup, into which sand or shot may
be put, to prem the pencil more heavily on the paper, when found
necessary.
If the object were to enlarge the drawing to double its ecale, then
the tracer must be placed upon the arm DF, and the pencil at C ; and,
if a copy were required of the same scale as the original, then, the
sliding indices still remaining at the same division upon DF, and AB,
the fulcrum must take the middle station, and the pencil and tracing
point those on the exterior arms, AB and AC, of the instrument.*

PANTOGRAPH
CARRE

OR THE SQUARE

PANTAORAYE
OF ~

R I E NGAVARD.

THISinstrument for reducing or enlarging maps, plans, and drawinp
to any required scale has been found to be more convenient than the
old Pentagraph hitherto in use, and as it is provided with an additional
bar, or arm, by means of which reductions below, or enlargements above,
the scales given on the instrument can easily be effected, its utility ie
greatly enhanced.
The various portions of the Pantograph Carrk being lettered, the
following explanation on its adjustments and use will be readily understood.
This instrument being far more delicate in its construction than the
ordinary English PantWaph, some care is necessary in handling it,
the directions given for lifting i t from its box, and placing it in proper
position for use, should be carefully observed.
Id,-With the right hand take hold of the extremities P and K, raise
and slide the left hand under the arms to the extrcmitics B' B, lift the
instrument out bodily from its cnsc, and place on the table.

* See LLSta~~ley's
Treatise on Mathematical Drawing Instrumcnts" for explanation of the
vnrious sales engraved on the arms, or beams, of this instrument, atid for tables showing
:the use of the d e e . The tables are not given in auy other known work on &awing instmmenu.
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ad,-With the right hand hold the arm R, and with the left the a m
P; open and expand the arms until the axis at C forms a right angle with
P and K, then insert the arm B into the elide B', keeping the small clamping
earew on the outeide to the right.
3r4-Fix the rollers or ivory castors : one near the centre axis C; one
each on ends of arma A and B; a small one near the slide K to regulate the
height of the tracer and the spare caatom wherever i t may be necessary
t o support the arms; now fix the stem with the ivory ball a t the end beyond
alide K; insert the tracer in slide K and the pencil-holder into elide C ' p
t h m prepared, lift the instrument with both hands and insert the etem of
the weight into the slide P. Pass the thread attaohed to the pencil-holder
over the small pullies which are fixed to the tube or pencil-holder socket,
then over the pulley of dide B through the eye of axis D, and fasten it
to the small hinge E, having previously fixed and clamped the socket
carrying hinge E between the ivory ball-stem and tracer. The thread
should be faetened just tight enough to E to allow sufficient play to the
pencil The left hand should work this thread, the right holding the
ivory ball and guiding the tracer, ae shown in tho following illustration :-
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A&wtmntt for a RuEztctwn.
The anns or bare A, B, C', are graduated and marked with the ratios
4, 4, 4, kc., and for a reduction the pencil slide C' and the bar slides A'
and B' are moved and fixed to the division for the scale required; the
weight and tracer slides being always fixed at zero on the arms A and K.
The illustration above given, shows the instrument in position for a
reduction-the
weight being at P; pencil point at Ct; and the tracer
at K.
For a copy of the earn size.
Place the pencil at P and weight at C'; Ax the slides P and R to zero
and set the slide C' with the slides A' and B' to the divisions numbered 4
on the arms A, B, and C. This position is, however, eeldom required, as
a copy to scale can always be traced over a tracing glaes, or if the means
are available, be obtained by the Photographic Camera.

For enlarging.
The arrangement of the instrument is the same rrs for copying to scale,
the pencil being still kept at zero on arm A and the weight a t C ; the
slides A', B', and C' must be adjusted to the divisions for the difference
of scale between the original, and the enlarged copy required. If, for
instance, the slides At, B', C' are moved up to 3, the copy will be a
hnlf sizo larger ; if to 8, twice as large ; if to Q, three times as large, and
so on.
The instrument, when in correct adjwtment, should have the stems of
the weight, pencil, and tracer in a straight line: this should be aacertnined by passing a silk thread along both sides of the sterns, as in
the following diagram :-

The bars when correctly fixed form a perfect parallelogrm. It is
absolutely necessary to keep all the joints and axles clean rand moderately
oiled, so that the instrument may act freely and satisfactorily.
dl1 the above described adjustments for reducing, enlarging, or oopyiq
can bo effected for any scale, without refereme to tho graduations on tho
b m of the instrument, by means of the beam compass given in the box.
With the instrument in position for reducing or enlarging, adding 0x1
tho additional arm, or bar, if necessary, obecrve tho followillg instructions.
[PART 11.
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Pr Reductions.
This ie effected in the follewing manner :-Take off with the beamcompass the extreme length of the original, set this distance off from the
en,mved line at the axis or hinge C, to the engraved line on slide P ;
clamp, and attach weight ;then take the length of the intended reduction
and lay off from line on slide P, to line on slide A', clamp; take the same.
distance from A' to C and lay off from D to B' for a perfect parallelogram,
snd clamp B'. The trncer being at zero, align the pencil stem between it
and the weight by a thread, aa before explained. Should the original
be very large it may be folded and half, or a quarter, reduced at a time.
lpor Enlarpgzng.
The procedure is the same, only the positions of the weight and pencil
being changed
Addiliond Bar.
This bar, which gives more scope to the instrument, must be fixed to.
the lcft arm A by means of the socket attached to the bar, takmg care
to keep the small screw outside or to the left; but first remove slide P
from arm 8, attach the bar, then refix slide P t o the lower end of the
additional bar.
NOTE.-If the slide A', W and p n c i l s l i h C' are set to the gradnations markect
8, +, & +, +, 4,&, &, &, j, 3, 3, comsponding rednctions will be obtained ; but
if the weight is shifted to slide C' and the pencil to slide P,both being set to zero,
and the slides at A', B', C1are Bxed to the graduations 3, 3,$, j,+,#, &,
& or
tae instrument will reduce. to 3, f, &,A, +, 3, Q, A, or the scale of the originaL

*,

*,

M, Adrien Gavard (70, Quai des Orfevres, Paris) has alao invented
several other descriptions of Pantographs; amowt these, the Pantograph
for reversing drawin2;s and obtaining reduction4 at one operation, on two
d e s , is likely to prove useful to Surveyors and Lithographic draught+
men. It cannot, however, be used for plans or drawings of large
dimensions.
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The following description of the construction and adjustments of this
useful instrument has been taken from Mr. W. F. Stanley's excellent
work entitled " A Descriptive Treatise on Mathematical Drawing Instruments."
The details of the eonstniction of the Ediograph are as follow :-The
point of support is a heavy, solid, leaden weight, which is entirely covered
with brass ; from the under side of the weight three or four needle points
project, to keep it in firm contact with the drawing. Upon the upper
sido of the weight a pin, termed a fulcrum, is erected, upon which the
whole instrument moves. A socket is ground accurately to fit the fulcrum, and attached to a sliding box, which fits and slides upon the centre
benm of the instrument. The sliding box may be clamped to any part
of the beam by a clamping screw attached. Under the ends of the beam
are placed a pair of pulley-wheels, which should bo of exactly equal
diameter; the centre pins of these revolve in deep socket fittings upon
the ends of the beam. The action of the two wheels is so connected as t o
give them exact and simultaueous motion. This is effected by means of
two steel bands which are attached to tho wheels. The bands have screw
ndjustment to shorten or lengthen them, or to bring them to any degree
of tension. Upon the under side of each of the pully-wheels is fixed a box,
through which one of the arms of the instrument slides, and is clamped
where required. At the end of one of the arms a socket is fixed to
carry a tracing point ;at the end of the other arm a similar socket is fixed
for a pencil. The pencil socket may be raised by a lever attached to a
cord, which passes over the centres of the instrument to the tracing
point. The two arms and beam are generally made of square brass
tubes, and are divided exactly alike into 200 equal parts, which are
figured so as to read 100 each may from the centre, or by the vernier

* Invented by Professor Wallace in 1821.
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cut in the boxes through which the arms and beam slide, they may be
read to 1,000.
There is a loose leaden weight which fits upon any part of the
centre beam, packed in the box with the instrument. The weight is used
to keep the instrument in pleasant balance when it is set to proportions,
which would otherwise tend to overbalance the fulcrum weight.
Ln the above details it will be particularly observed that the pulleywheels must be of exactly equal diameter. I t is upon this that chiefly
depends the accuracy of the instrument; the periphery of these wheels
being the equivalent to the parallelogram, which has been already
described as the essential feature of the pantagraph. The adjustability of
the wheels to size by turning in the lathe is, perhaps, the reason the
results of the ediograph are more exact than those of the pantagraph,
which has no equivalent compensation for the always possible inaccuracy
of workmamhip.
From the details just given the general principle of the ediograph may
be easily comprehended. Thus, the wheels at each end of the beam
being of equal size, and the steel ban& connecting them being adjustable,
m as to bring the wheels into any required relative position, it follows,
that if the arms fixed to the wheels be brought into exact pamilelism,
they will remain in parallelism through all the evolutions or movements
of the wheels upon their centres ; consequently, if the ends of the arms
be set at similnr distances from the centres of the wheels, any motion or
figure traced by the end of one arm will be communicated to the end of
the other, provided the fulcrum of support be placed also at similar
diitance from the centre of ono of the wheels.
To adjust or ascertain if the edio,graph be in adjustment is very simple,
from the reason that, when the arms are parallel the adjustment is prefect
for dl proportions. The manuer of ascertaning this is aa follows :-Place
all the verniers at 0 which will bring them to the exact centres of the
arms and the beam ; place the arms at about right angles with the beam,
then make a mark simultaneously with the tracer and pencil point, turn
the instrument round upon its fulcrum, so that the pencil point be
brought upon the mark made by the tracer; then, if the tracer falls exactly
into the mark made by the pencil, the instrument is in adjustment. If i t
should not fall into the m e mark, the difference should be bisected, and
the adjusting screws on the bands should be moved until the tracer falls
exactly into the bisection, which will be perfect adjustment.
When the ediograph is in adjustment, if the three verniers be set to
the a t e reading on any part of their scale, the pencil point, fulcrum, and
OEAPTER VI.]
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tracer will be in a true line. If it should not be so, i t would show
the dividmg of the instrument to be inaccurate. Thus, we have a
simple way of testing the accuracy of the ediograph in every important
particular.
The divisions upon the ediograph do not positively indicate the reductions required to be performed by the instrument, but merely give a scale,
which, with the assistance of the vernier, divides the beam and arms into
1,000 parts. To obtain the quantity to which the verniers are to be set,
it is necessary either to apply to a table of proportions relative to divisions, or by simple arithmetic, as will be shown A printed table is very
generally placed inside the lid of the box in which the instrument is
packed, which contains part of the following proportions :-

T a b l ~of reducing or enlarging proportions.
Proportions.
A l l into9

.,

>,
$P
9,

,,
,,
9,

1
1
1
1
1
1
1

,,
v*
3.

,,
,,
,,
9s

3
4
5

6
7
8

9

Dirisiona on Bus.
33333
50
60
7 1.498
75
77.777
80

Proportions.
Aa 1 Is to 10
,,l

,

9 9 3

m

,, 2 ,,
n 3
,#
4

,.
99

a
5
4
5
5

Diridonr on Bus.
81.818

40
42.867
14'285
25
11'111

9.09

The table here given answers for the general purposes of reducing;
such as the bringing of a plan from one chain scale to another, the quantities of which are found by the following rule :To find Ute qmntity equal to any given poportion for t l ~setting of the
ediograph.-4ubtract one sum of the proportion from the other, and
multiply this difference by 100 for a dividend. Add the two sums of
the proportion together for a divisor. The quotient from the working of
this will give the number to which the arms and beam are to be set.
For instance, let it be required to reduce a drawing in the proportion
of 3 to 5:-

The centre beam is to be set to 25 on the side nearest the pencil point,
the pencil arm is also set to the 25 nearest the pcncil point, axid tho
tracer arm is set to the 25 furthest from the tracer. If it were required
to enlarge in the same proportion, each side would have to be sot at the
opposite 25.
[PART
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To clearly illustrate the subject, it may be well to give another example.
Let it be required to reduce an ordnance plan of five feet to the mile to
a s d e of three chains to the inch. Firat, we must have like terms,
therefore to reduce both proportions to feet to the inch, will in this
instance, be the most simple way ; thus :5 feet to the mile = 88 feet to the inch.
3 ohaim to the inch = 198 feet to the iuch.
.
198-88 = 110
x
100
198 + 88 = 286)11,000(38,392
If the slides of the instrument be eet to 38, 39, it will be, practically,
d c i e n t l y near.
Nora.-The
objections to this Inetnunent aa i t is a t p m c n t constrncted are,
that the etoel bands rust and break very coon, m d the boxes to hold the arms are
not of snfllcient length and thicknesll of metal to support the arms aufticiently, and
them is in consequence too mnch plny or side motion in the box, which the
clamping m w haa not tho power to counteract.

-

THB~
" T m SQUARE" AND

-

" COMPUTING
Sou"
Various methods are employed for obtaining the contents of p l ~ n e s
h m measurements on plnns, by meam of scale and compass, and of
calculating areaa by reducing irregular figures to squares and triangles,
but all such methods are most tedious and unsatisfactory. The " T a ~ a
SQCARE"
and the " COMPIJTINO
SCALE
" are now very generally used for
this purpose and are a great boon to the Surveyor. The " P o r n
PL~JMET
a late
~ " invention, is also of great help in obtaining area,
and if d u l l y handled yields very reliable results.
As the "Talc Square" is fully described in Part III., Chap. V, only
a pasing reference is here made to it, and we proceed to describe the
Computing Scale " and " Polar Planimeter."
COYPUTIRO BCALE O B COYIPUTSR
The computer in designed to menanre only the areas of figares constructed to one
puricP1.r scale, and aa many computers, therefore, wodd be required by the surveyor
Fig. 1,

.s ha adopted wales for his plane, the simplicity, and consequently inexpensive nature.
of the inatrumat prevent this from being felt aa a serious disadvantnga
The eompater (Fig. 1) consista of a rule, B B, of box-wood, graduated and figured to
show the number d a c m and roods in a slip of land of a given width. In that from
m

E

R ~1.1
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which the annexed figure is drawn, the graduations on the rule itaelf ahow the number of
acres and roods in a slip of land one chain wide, and it is adapted to a plan of i3 chnina
to an inch. The scale occupies 20 inches of the length of the rule, and therefore
represents 60 chains in length, and an area of 60 square chains, or Gacres, in a slip of
1chain wide. These 20 inchas nre, thereforo, divided into six equal parts for single acres,
and each of these parts is divided into four equal snbdivisions to represent roods. Along
the centre of the rule is an undercut groove, and the rule is graduated on each side of this
groove, so that it reads forward from left to right on the u p p e ~side of the groove, commenting at 0 and terminating at 6 acres, and then reads back again from right to left on the under
side of the groove, commencing a t 6 acres and terminating at 12 acres. Into the groove
i s fitted, so as to slide freely along it, a tongue or slip of brass, A A, represented in Fig. 2
on an enlarged scale, which has
Fig. 2.
an index drawn across its centre,
r
and on each side of this index a
distance equal to one of the subdiririons on the rule is divided
into 40 equal parts to represent
perches. These divisions are
placed, those on the left of the
index to read with the division8
of the scnle on the upper side of
the groove, and those on the
right of the index to read with
divisions on the under side of
the groove. To the tongue A A
is attached a frame, C C, which
passes over the side of the rule,
and lies flat npon the paper
on which the rule is placed when
in nee. The handles D, D, enable the tongne and attached frame to be moved with
facility along the divided scale. The frame encloses a piece of thin horn, on which
are ruled two lines parallel to the rule at the distance apart which represents a chain, in
the present inshnce f of an inch, and the centre of this enclosure being determined
by the intersection of its diogonals, a line L 4 called the index line, is drawn through
this centre at right angles to the parallel lhes, and in the same straight line with the index
on the brass tongue.
The following is the mode of using the computer :-The plan, which, aa has been already
stated, has been constructed on the same scale as the computer to be applied to if is ruled
over with pnrallel lines nt distances apart representing one chain (iu the case one-third
of an inch) and so dividing the whole plan into slips of one chain iu width. The computer,
having its index set to zero on the scnle, is now placed on the papcr parallel with these lines,
in such a position that the parallel lines on the horn move along in coincidence with the first
two lines, enclosing the first slip of land into which the plan has been divided, and that the
index line, L 4 lies across the boundary of one end of this slip ; and the tongue being then
moved along the scale until the index line crosses the boundnry at the other end of the
slip, the position of the index will indicate on the scale the content of the first slip of land.
The instrument must now be moved without shifting the index, and placed with the index
.ine across the boundary at the beginuiug of the next slip, and the tongue is again to be
slid along until the index line crosses the boundary nt the othcr end, when the position
of theiudex will indicate the content of the two slips; and proceeding in this way from
slip to slip until the whole have been p a d over, the index will finally show the content
of the entire surface represented by the plan. When this content is more than that
represented by the entire length of the scale (wzch in the present case is 6 acres), as
[PART 11.
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soon as the index reaches the 6 a t the end of the scale the instrument should be turned
round, c u e being taken to place the index line again in exactly the snme position ; and the
operation can then be continued until the index comes back to ita original position, and
indicates 12 acres, when i t must again be turned, and a note made that 1 2 acres have been
computed. Proceeding in this way, the ultimate rending of the index, added to the number
of 12-acre pieces already noted, will give the entire contanta in acres, roods, and perches.
At the beginning and end of each slip the operator must exercise his judgment as to the
proper position of the index line, so that in crossing the boundary he shall add as much on
the one side of the line as he c u b off on the other. Practice will also enable him to
jadge of the best direction for his parallel linw, 80 that the contenta of the extreme
slips may be best estimated.
Instead of ruling lines over the plan itaelf, if these be rnled on a transparent paper,
aach as is rued for tracing, they can be shifted round upon the plan until they come into
a position which will best suit the operator's purpose. This method has the additional
advantage of avoiding any injury to the plnn itself, either by ruling it over, or by making
marks to assist in resetting the instrument each time the index arrivea a t one end of
the seala-(H&s
Mdhnvrticul Znatnnncnla.)

-

AMSLW'SPOLARPLANIMETER*
,
I s an ingenuously contrived little instrument, simple in oonstruction
and use, and with it, the contenta of irregular figures may be determined
to a wounderful degree of accuracy with very little labor.
There are three descriptions of this instrument now manufactured, and
the large improved "Polar Planimeter" is here described, as it is more
useful than the others; in it the bar bearing the tracer can be fixed to
any of the units of measure to which it is graduated, or it can be removed
and replaced by another bar graduated to other units of measure; by
which arrangement areas can be determined in English, French, Russian,
kc., measures.-

* Invented by J. Amsler, Professor of Mathematics a t SchaEhauseu, sold in England
by Messrs. Elliot Brothers, of Charing Cross.
The French instrument called the Totnli~ntaris also uaed for obhiuing areas, and is both
m u r a t e and elegant in ita construction ; but it is expensive and has not yet been introduced
i n India
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The illustration is of this form of the instrument having the bar A,
bearing the tracer F, graduated to 1 a d c m = one square diameter
0.1 o f = 0.1 square foot

m}={

200quaremeteronsc~

10 o in =10 square inches
0.5 o dcm =0-5 square decimeter

;:1:

O0

} ={

1,000 q u a r e meter on s a l e

To we the instrumelat.--0n taking the instrument out, of the case, the
bar B must be shifted from under bar A to the side on which is fixed the
clamping screw R, or to the side opposite that on which the graduations are
given. Since the generality of maps are drawn to some proportion of the
inch, slide the bar A into the tube H till the graduation marked 10 o in.
coincides with the bevelled edge J of the tube H. Clamp R by means of
tho slow-motion screw N, make the coincidence perfect. At the end of
the two bars Band A are two pointe E and F, press the point E gently into
the paper at a convenient place within or without the figure of which the
area is required, so that the point F (the tracer) can be run over the
greatest m a , if not the whole, of the periphery of the figure without the
point E being shifted. Thc tracer should be oarried along the periphery
in the same direction as the hands of a watch would m v e , and it should
be carried along the periphery till it closes on the starting point. A little
experience and thought will show where point E can be most conveniently placed, so that the greatest area within easy span of the instrument
may be obtained at one operation. That the point E when fixed may
not move during the operation, a small weight is given to be inserted a t
the end of the bar B over the point E
Having fixed E, place the tracer P at any point, of the periphery and
mark this point clearly, so that the tracer may return to it. Now note
the readings of the two wheels G and D :-the readings given by the disc
G are whole nulnbem or intigers, and those given by wheel D are decimal
parts. For cxnmplc, let the reading given by disc G be 2, that given b y
wheel D 91, which, with the reading of the vernier attached to the wheel
be 914, then the reading of the instrument before starting is to be s e t
down 2.914. With the tracing point F run closely and accurately
along the periphery or boundary line of the figure (straight lines may b e
followed along a flat edge) till the operation is closed at the starting
point, and note the readings on the disc G and whcol D, which suppose to
bu 9.578.
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No~E.-f%%ilethe tracer k being carried dong, the operator must watch
0 or zero point of the disc (X to observe whether it passes the index and
which way the disc was revolving; that is, he must note if the disc was
revolving from 8, 9, to 0, 1, 2, that is forward; or from 2, 1 to 0, 9, 8, that
ia baokward, and for every time that the zero paaaes the index in the forw a d revolution of the disc G, a ten must be added to the second reading,
and for m y time the zero pnsses the index in the backward revolution of
the disc G a ten must be added to the Jirst reading. The readings thus
modified, are to be used to ascertain the area. If the zero haa not
passed the index, then the original readings are to be used.
T o compute the area from the readings :P k t , when the point E is fixed out& of the periphery of the figure,
s~btractthe first reading from ttk second readiag, and.multi11ly the retnuilc
dcr by the unit of memure.
The unit of measure is in this case 10 sqr. inches.
9.578 ......... 2nd reading
2.914 ......... 1st reading

-

6.664
10.. ....... Unit of measure

-

66.640.. ....... Square inches.

Second, when the point E is fixed ins&& the periphery of the figure :A d d to the second reading the constani number engraved above tlie unit of
meamre on the sqmre bar A, and subtract from this sum Ihe Jirst readil~g,
multiply the remainder by the whit of memure :-The
constant number,
being the area of a circle of which E is the centre, and the distance from E
to the axis C, the radius is in this case 21.892 ; the unit of measure
is 10 square inches.
9.578 ......... 2nd reading
21 m892.. ....... Col~stantnumber on bar
31.470
2.914......... 1st reading
28.556
10.. ....... Unit of measure
285.560 ......... Square inches.
C E a m VI.]

Having found the area in square inches, it remains to-multiply this by
the number of square miles, or square feet, which a square inch of the
nlap or plan operated upon represents.
In measuring small figures the point E is fired oz&
the periphery ;
for large figures the point E is fixed inside the periphery ; for the contents of very large figures it will be necessary to subdivide into two
or more small figures.
Great care is necessnry in using and handling this delicate and useful
little instrument, and no force should be employed in shifting the
bars, kc., for the slightest injury to the axles of motion will ruin it
hopelessly.
The wheel D should be kept perfectly free of rust, or true results mill
not be obtained The axles may be occasiondly oiled.

(Benndt's improved.)
TKIS simple little instnlment is sometimes usefnl for measuring
approximately the lengths of roads, rivers, railways, kc., on maps and
plans, which are drawn to a acale, without requiring any arithmeticrrl
~alculationu. Lines of double curvature, such as a rhumb line,-i. e., the
line of a ship's course on a globe,-may be measured with it.
It consists of a small nmilled-edged wheel, which revolves upon a screw
for an axis. The screw moves through the guides between which the
wheel is plnced, being propelled by the revolution of the wheel, until the
wheel has dmwn the screw to one of the sides, and it is stopped by a
collnr at the end of tlic sc1.e~. To prevent the screw turning with the
nction of the blieel, n groove is mnde longitudinally up it, in which a pin
projecting from the bearing is fitted.
To measure any line, straight or irregular, on a map or plan, first
revolve the wheel until it is stopped by t h e collar of the screw working
up agninst the side;-now run the wheel slowly along the line to be
measured. The length of the line ;ill be obtained by nnlnning t h e
wheel the reverse way, along a scale of quantities, from zero forwards,
until it is stopped.by the screw collw being brought against the side a8
at starting.
Tho " Revolving Scale," invented by Baron Herman de Schlqintweit,
is a great improvement on all other Opisometers. I t is simpler in construction, less liable to gct out of order, m d more reliable in ita action.
[PART 11.
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It conmsts of a wheel of exactly one inch circumference, which has a
double-pointed prominence at the eero or atarting point (the zero point is
also indicated by a perforation in the wheel), and a single-pointed prominence a t every one-fifth of an inch. This wheel revolves on an axis
attached to a small metal handle, at the upper end of which is given a
r,.?-taI scale, divided to .the one-fiftieth part of an inch, for meanuring
any portion of a line terminating between the prominences on the wheel..
I n the wheel, and opposite to the zero point, a pin-catch ie iderted,
against which a spring from the handle wta at every complete revplution
of the wheel, so that each revolution is made audible by a click, and the
number of inches the wheel has run can be counted by the number of
clicks heard.
The advantages secured by this instrument are : lst, that no reference
to aLy scale in needed, for the number of inches it has run is obtained
a t onco by counting the clicks heard, or watching the complete rev0
lutions from zero, which, multiplied by the 8calo of the map, gives the
distance required ; 2 4 any line, along which it ie carefully run,in a t
once divided into inches and fifths of an inch ; 3rd, there is no exposed
screw which may rust and wear away the guide platea
To wc Ihc RmEvi?q S e a l e . S e t the instrument to eero and placc the
zero double point, with the hole over it, exactly on the point from which
the distance is required, holding the handle perpendicularly over the point,
Now run the wheel along the full length of the line, watching the number of revolutions the wheel makes.
E x . & ~ p ~ ~ - A s s u r nthe
e distance to be measured aa 34 inches. Then,
in the total length, we would obtain three complete revolutions of the
wheel, and twefifths with a fraction of a fifth, or
= sin. gths. Kow
rererse the instrument and measure the fraction remaining, by the metal
d e , which is divided to fiftieths of an inch, the scale shews this remaining portion of the line, or distance, to be 3n6y therefore the t o t d
required distance is equal 3% + = 3%; or 34 inches.
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THEREare various forms of the barometer, but the one best suited
for meteorological obsen-ations consists of a tube, about 33 inches
in length, the extremity of which is inserted into a small reservoir
or cistern; and in order to maintain the mercury in the cistern
dwnys at the same level, the cistern is constructed partly of leather,
that by means of a screw at the bottom, the surface of the mercury
in it may be so adjnsted'- as to have it always a t the place from
which the scale commences. Some barometers are furnished with
a gauge or float, that in great elevations and depressions the observer
may perceive when the mercury in the cistern sinks too low or rises
too high.
-1
Let u b, fig. 1, be the glnss tube plunged into the mercury
II"
in the cistern C, and D the. surface-line of the fluid in
the cistern level with the commencement of the scale,
and adjusted to the particular height of the mercury
in the tubo, which hns been actually measured from the
surface of the cistern, in the c o n s t ~ ~ ~ c tof
i o nthe instrument
(which height is called its neutral point) ; when the mercury rises in the tube, a portion, equal to that rise, leaves
the cistern, and the surface-line falls towards the dotted
line e; and being lower than the surfice from which its
neutral point was measured, the actual vnriation in the
atmosphere is indicated too little : turn the screw f until
the lines on the float h coincide, and the mercury thcli
records the exact ch~tnge: when the depressions occur, the
mercury sinking from the tube into the cistern raises the
surface-line towards g: in this case the screw f must be
unscrewed until the leather at the bottom of the cistern
91--- -be sufficiently loosened to allow the mercury to assume its
9 .- --proper level at the surface D.
When there is not a gauge to the barometer, the relative
b
capacities of the cistern and tube are ascertained by

@

r

By Mr. h l v i l l e , of the kuyal Ubservatory, Greenwich.
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experiment, in the construction of the instrument, and mnrked thereon,
ss is, also, its neutral point. In this case, when the mercury in the
t u b e is above the neutral point, the difference between it and the neutrnl
point is to be divided by the capacity, and the quotient added t o the
observed height will give the correct height; if the mercury be below
the neutral point, the difference is to be divided as before, and the
quotient & r d from the observed height will give the correct
height.
Lot capacity for every inch of elevation of the mercury in the tube
be equal to A, which, reduced to a decimal, will be
h.
In.
In.
= 0.0.25 for one inch, 0013 for # inch, 0.007 for f inch.
Inches.
Inches.
29.500
Observed height
Observed height
= 30.400
Neutral point
=. 30.000
Neutral point .............. 30.000

............

......
............

--

Difference abooe nentral point
Addforcapacity

.........
......... + '010
Correctheight ............ 30.410

)
....... - -013
............ 29.487

I

Difference below neu* i n .........
Subtract for capacity

I

&rrect height

I

The scale of the Standard Barometer used in fixed observatories
is made movable, and terminates in an ivory point, which is brought
down to the muface of the mercury : when this point,, and ita reflection appear to touch one another, the height indicated is correct. This kind
of barometer requires no adjustment or correction for the cistern.
The tubes of barometers vary in size : those of a larger diameter are
preferable, se the motion of the fluid is freer, and ita friction against the
sides of the tube is nearly inappreciable ;tubes of small diameters require
correction for capillarity, or the depression of the mercury caused by its
adhesion to the sides of the tube.
- The range of the barometer, or the spaces passed through by the
mercury in its extreme depressions and elcvations, being limited
to 34 inches, it is not usual to graduate the scale from tic lowcr end of
the tube ; the divisions commence at 27 inches, and are continued to 31
inches. The graduations on Troughton's Mountain Barometers for
m d n g great elevations, commences at 15 inches, and are carried on to
33 inches. Each inch is divided into ten equal parts and these parta are
mbdivided into hundredths by meal~sof a Verniek (so named from Peter
Vernier, its inventor). The Vernier A (figs. 2 and 3) is a moveable plate,
one inch and one-tenth of an inch (together equal to G) in length ; these
eleven-tenths are divided into ten equal p&, each part being equal to
CHAFTKB VII.]
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one-tenth of an inch and one-tenth of a tenth, together equal to eleven
hundredths. \%en the poiuter of the Vernier coincides with a division
of the barometer scale, as in fig. 2, eaoh division of the Vernier will
exceed eaoh division of the scale respectively by 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9,
10 pnrts, whose denominators are the number of parts between a, b ; the
excess of each division being
of a tenth or A, 2c of a tenth or &,
i\ of a tenth or &, 2c of a tenth &, kc. The pointer in this position
reads off to inches and one-tenth, k , thirty inohes and one-tenth,
expressed in figurca, 30'10 inches.
Fig. 4.
Fig. -3
When the poi~lter does not
coincide with a division of the
scale as in fig. 3, observe
which division of the Vernier
does coincide; and the nlunber placed against that division of the Vernier will be
the number of hundredths to
be added to the inches and
tenths. In fig. 3, 7 coincides
with a division of the Barometer scale, and therefore 7 hundredths are to be added to
the inches and tenths, and the
readiug is thirty inches, onetenth and seven-hundredths,
expressed in figures 30.17
inches. By an alteration in
the division of the Vernier,
the Mountain and Standard
Barometer are read off to &
of an inch.
A thermometer is attached to the barometer to indicate the tempe1.ature of the mercury in the cistern ; all bodies expand by heat and contract with cold ; the expansion of mercury is easily tested by exposing a
mercurial thermometer to the heat of a firo, or by placing it in hot water:
as the warmth increases, the mercury will expand and ascend in the
tube ; as it diminishes it will contract and fall towards the bulb : if the
thermometer be plunged into a mixture of pounded ice and common salt,
from the intense cold produced by the conversion of the ice into water,
the mercury will sink to zero, or 32" below the freezing-point of Fahrcn[PUT 11.
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heit-: if the tube of the thermometer should not be long enough to admit
of so low a graduation, the mercury w i l l shrink into the bulb. The
erpansion of mercury is & of its bulk for each degree of Fahrenheit
between 32" and 212". For convenience, tables have been computed,
from which may be taken out, at sight, the amount to be subtracted from
t h e height of the mercurial column, on account of the expansion of the
mercury from temparature.
T h e words Change, Fair, and Rain, engraved on the plate of the barometer, were placed there by the first observers of its variations: no
great impoFnce should be attached to them; for from the obsekations
of two centuries, we find that heavy rains, and of long continuance, take
place with the mercury a t 29.5 incheq or Change; that rain frequently
falls when it stands as high as 30.00 inches, or Fair; and more particularly in winter, a fine bright day will succeed a stormy night, the mercury
ranging as low as 29.00 inches, or opposite to Rain. It is not so much
the absdute height as the actual rising and falling of the mercury which
determines the kind of weather likely to follow. The late great elevation
of 30.9 inches in February of the present year 1849 (in England)
was succeeded by a minimum of 29.25 inches, which produced a
storm of wind so violent that the horizontal pressure of many of the
gusts amounted to 201bs. upon the square foot; a pressure which is
rarely exceeded, even when the barometer falls as low as 28.25
inchThis may appear extraordinary if we merely take into consideration the actual height of the column, and neglect the quantity of the
fall which amounted to 1.65 inch. The mean height of the greatest
observed elevations for the last thirty-eight yeam is 30.61 inches, and the
mean height of the observed depressions for the same period is 28.69
inches; therefore a fall in the mercury of 1.65 inch from the mean of the
elevations would give a minimum of 28.96 inches ; a depression which is
contemporary with violent s t o m , as it is within three-tenths of the
mean of the lowest depressions of the barometer.
I n fixing the barometer great care must be taken to place it perpendicular ; a situation should be selected subject to the least change of temperature, for which reason a northern aspect is preferable to a southern ;
the height of tho cistern of the barometer above the level of the sea, and,
if possible, the difference of the height of the mercury with some standard
should be ascertained, in order that the observations made with it should
be comparative with others made in different parts of the country. Before taking an obse~ation,the instrument should be gently tapped to
prevent any adhesion of the mercury to the tube, the gauge should be
L'EAPTER VII.]
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adjusted to the surface-line of the cistern, and the index of the Vernier
brought level with the top of the mercury. If the barometer haa a Vernier which admita the light from behind, the lower part of the pointer
must make a tangent with the convex part of the mercury in the tube.
In reading off the observation the eye should be on a line with the mercury ; as by placing it above, the reading would be too low, and by
placing it below, it would be too high. This difference in the
manner of reading off is called error from parallex. It is indiepensable that a reading of the attached thermometer be made simultaneously with the observation of the height of the mercury. Accuracy is
the spirit of observation. A careful reading of inches, tenths, and hundredths produces excellent results : the dm place is better left to the
skill of the old observer who is usually obliged to estimate it, scarcely
any barometer being graduated with sufficient precision to trust to the
divisions for so small a quantity.
The barometer is slightly affected periodically during the twenty-four
hours : a t 9 A.M. and 9 P.M. it stands higher, arid at 3 A.X. and 3 P.M. it stands
lower; the mean annual difference amo~lntsnearly to 4%of an inch.
These four periods of the day have been recommended for observation by
the Committee of Physics of the Royal Society. I t is usual, for the sake
of comparison, to reduce the observations to 38" of Fahrenheit.
In.
~ P L E - I f barom. stood at 39.900 them. attached 54",
Correction for tem. -.057
(by table ),
Height of barom. at 1 29.843
temp. of 38'
f
The Wheel-barometer, from its construction, caznot be tnwted to for
correct heights ; it merely shows if the mercury be in a rising or falling
state : it may rather be considered as an ornamental piece of furniture
than as having the slightest pretensions to a scientific instrument.

THE MOUNTAINBAROMETER
The Barometers which are commonly made use of in the measurement
of a height are &fountain Barometers, so called from their extreme portability, being constructed so that the tripod stand, when closed, serves aa
a safe and convenient packing-case. They can be opened, observed, and
packed up again in the space of about ten miuutes. The Mou~ltainBarometer is capable of being used extensively by one individual, and t h e
observations, if performed with care, will give results very near the truth.
[PART 11.
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The instrument is not liable to injury in travelling, if proper precautions
be taken, the most essential of which is alwaye to carry the &tern invert&, and, when in this position, to turn the screws at the bottom of the
cistern until the mercury a l m t touches the top of the tube and thereby
prevent the oscillations from breaking it. Newman's instruments differ
in their construction from the Englefield Barometer in the adoption of a
double iron cistern with a solid bottom in lieu of the wooden cistern and
leather bag. In the old instrument the screw at the bottom compreeaes
the whole of the mercury in the cistern as well as in tube, fwquently
forcing it through the pores of the wood, thereby rendering the b a m
meter useless; this defect has now been remedied, and the mercury
secured for travelling, or set at liberty for use, by holding the instrument
with the cistern end upwards at an angle of about 45", and moving the
upper part from left to right, m a k i the word "pwtable," engraved on the
cistern, coincide with the ehp, or by a contrary motion bringing the words
"mt portable" opposite the slop when the instrument is intended for use.
This instrument also varies from the common barometer, being a standa d in itself, the actual distance between the height of the mercury in the

tube and the level in the cistern having been measured without reference
to any other barometer. In such instruments, whero the cistern iB
entirely enclosed from view, an allowance must be made to reduce the reading on the scale to whnt it would have been if the mercury in the cistern
had been adjusted to zero. It is evident that this correction of the
height of the column of mercury must be proportioned to the relative
capacities of the cistern and the bore of the tube. Thus supposing the
interior d i e t e r of the tube be .1 its exterior .3, and the diameter of
the cistern -9 inches, tho ratio of the areas of the surfaces will be (81-9)
or 72 to 1. The difference, then, bctween the observed reading of the
barometer and that of the "neutral point," which is the height at which
the mercury stood in tire tube above the zero mark of the cistern when the
instrument was 6rst made (which is always marked N. P.)is to be diminished
in this proportion, and the quotient applied to the observed reading, additive
when it is above this standard, and mbtradive when below. The small
correction for the capillary attraction of the glsse tube, the effect of which
is constautly to deprese the mercury in the tube by a certain quantity, is
constant and additive, and is generally allowed,for by the maker, in laying
off the neutral point, in which caee no further notice need be taken of it.
The barometer of Troughton's or Jones's pattern, Fig. 1, is attached to
the stand by a ring in which it turns round with a smooth and steady
motion for the purpose of placing it in the best light for readmg off, b.;
OBdPTER VII.]
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but in Newman's more modem instrurnenta, Fig. 2, the tubes are enclosed
in a bronzed metal case with a simple ring at the top by which it may
be wpended from any fixed and steady projection in a perpendicular
position, thus obviating the necessity for a tripod stand. This instrument
is merely enclosed in a strong leather caae, and may be strapped across
the back, in the position above described; but portable a s Newman's
instruments are, and perfeotly secured as they seem to be, still the greateat
caution must be employed in carrying them, especially by explorers and
travellers in this country, where a freah tube, it must be remembered,
is not readily supplied and filled.
a. Cistern of Iron.
b. Thermometer immersedin cistern.
c. Milled screw for moving scale c
Fig. 1.
np or down.
d Vernier, being a fixture.
e. Scale divided into inches, lOths,
and 1 0 0 t h ~ The scale reads down to
20 inches
f. Index arrow to bisect the surface
of mercury in the tube.
Fig. 2.
g. Suspension ring.
At the bsck of the smle e the neutral point, cupdlury-action,and capaeitiee are engraved. To render the
instrument portable, or not portidle, the
lower part of the cistern, or from the
bottom moulding to the centre, is capable of being turned half round, and an
arrow indicates when the cistern closes
the mercury, so as to prevent its returning into the cistern, which then points
to the word porlablc engraved on the
cistern, the opposite direction allows the
mercury to return, m d the instrument
then becomes not portable but serviceable.
The use of the barometer for the determination of differences of altitude or height, is given in a subsequent portion of this work.

The Aneroid, as generally constructed, consists of a very short cylin-

d r i d box, or vaouum chamber, the ends of which are made of thin
[PART 11.
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metallic platas, corrugated to give greater elasticity. When this box
is nearly exhausted of air and hermetically sealed, the centres of the
two ends collapse, or are forced together by atmospheric preseure. These
are made to separate again to nearly their natural position, by the
force of a powerful spring, which is attached to the centre of one end
of the vacuum box, whilst the centre of the other end is fixed to a
stout foundation plate. The atmoepherio pressure and the force of
the said spring balsnoe each other--any variation in the preaeure of
the former produces a correepondi'change in the tension of the latter.
The motion thus produced is conveyed to the index by a system of
levem and a delicate chain partly wound round a small cylinder, the
arie or spindle of which carries the index or hand for indicating; the
atmoepherio variations on a suitably graduated dial.
The whole of the mechanism is e n c l d in a circular box of brass
or any other metal, having on the face a dial-plate, either of metal
or enamel on which is given a scale corresponding with the graduations
of a mercurial barometer. The indications of atmospheric pressure or
ita variations are shown by the index, or hand, pointing to the graduated
scale on the dial-plate, the dial is covered over with plate-glass, and
in the cantre of this glass a nut, carrying with it a guilt index or hand,
is given, to register the last indication or reading of the barometer.
A thermometer is attached usually to the dial-plate.
At the back of the case a screw is given, by means of which the
index on the dial face can be adjusted, or mt, to correspond with
the reading of any other barometer. After the Aneroid has once been
compared and sdjusted to correspond with the readings of a standard
mercurial barometer, the screw a t the back should not be touched, or
readjustment will be necessary, and every care should at all times be
taken to preserve the instrument from rough usage, falls, or concuseions-any emart shock to the instrument is almost certain to disturb the
levers inside and prevent correct indications with reference to its previous
comparhn and adjustment with any standard, or its readings at any prior
points of obeervation, for obtaining correct relative differences of altitude.
Though, for purely scientific purposm, the Aneroid as at present constructed cannot compete with the mercurial barometer, its sensibility in
indicating variations of atmospheric change, and its portability, are greatly
in its favor, and it will on these grounds always be preferred by travellers
and explorera Messrs. T. Cooke and Sons have lately introduced an
improvement in the meohanism of thia instrument by substituting a
tape-like band, of gold or platina, for the ohain attaohed to the index axle.
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ON

SURVEYING.
CHAPTER I.

PRELIMINAF~Y
REMARKSON SURVEYING
IN GENERAL AND
F m F'RINOIPLB~

T m practice of surveying may be considered m divided into two
branches, &., such m is conducted on the principles of Spherical Trip
nometry, and such aa is carried on by the rules of Plane Trigonometry.
For the first, a very considerable acquaintance with Mathematics is
wentially necessary, but for the second, a sufficient degree of perfection
may be obtained by a competent knowledge of the rules of Plane Trigonometry.
The latter consists of four parta, via.:
lst,-Measuriq straight liiea
and,-Finding the position of these straight lines with respect to
each other.
%+-Laying
down, or planning upon paper, their positions and
measurements.
4th,--Obtaining tha superficial measure or area of the land surveyed.
Land Surveying may, therefore, be defined as the art which teaches ue
to find how many times any customary meaaure is contained in a given
piece of ground, and to delineate the tme boundaries thereof in a plan
or map, in such a manner, that the horizontal dimensions of the ,features
of the earth may be measured by meam of a scale, such m, territorial
boundaries, rivers, lakes, roads, hills, forests, &c.
There are only two distinct methods by which the dimensions of any
piece of land can be taken, &. :
Id,-By the C h i n d y .
and,--By the Chain accompanied with angular i n a t r u ~ .
[PART III.
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Likewise there are only two distinct methods by which the area or
contents of any piece of land can be ascertained, viz.:
2nd,-Geometrically,

by measuring distances on its graphic repre

As in the former, there are various ways of applying the two methods in
practice, so in the latter, the means are equally at disposd
The M
i of an aecanrtn survey, undertaken either for any extensive geodesid operation, such as the measnrement of an arc of the meridian, or of a parallel ; or for the formation of a territorial map, showing the positions of towns, villages, Be., and the bonndariea
of estates and counties; or a topographical plan for military or statistid purposes, mnat
be an extended aystem of triangulation, the preliminary step in which ia the
n-rily
ePrefnl measurement of a base line on some level plain : a t each extremity of thia brae,
angles are taken to several surrounding objecta previously fixed upon as trigonometrical
ntationa ;and a h , when practicable, the angles subtended a t each of these points by the base
itself. The distances of these stations, from the ends of the brse line and from each
other, are then calculated, and laid down on paper, forming so many fresh blsea from
whence other trigonometrical pointa are determined, until the entire tract of country ta
be a m e y e d is covered over with a net-work of triangles of an large a size as is proportioned to the contemplated extent of the survey and the quality and power of the
inshmenta employed. Within thin principal triangulation secondary triangles are
formed, and laid down in l i e manner by calculation ; and the interior detail is filled up
Letween these points, either entirely by measurement with the Chain and Theodolite, or by
parrialmeaaarement [principally of the rosda], and by sketching the remainder with the
aasistanca of some portable instrument.
In a flat ~cleari?dcountry any attempt at a system of triangulation would be nselesa.
In s ~ cases
h the only mode of ensuring tolerable accuracy in surveys of great extent ia
that which haa been generally adopted in the construction of geographical m a p . The
and longitude of a number of the principal and moat conspicuoaa atations are
determined by astronomical observations, and the distances between them calculated to
enable their positions to be laid down as correctly as they can be determined by this mode
of hxing the relative place of each station. I n surveying any extended line of coast, where
the interior ia not txiangnlatea, no other method presecta itself; and a knowledge of
practical astronomy therefore becomes indispensable in thia as in all extensive geodmid
operationaw*

In the year 1823, when the plan of a general snrvey for the whole of
India was under discussion, and the first intimation given of the intention of the Court of Directors of publishing a complete Indian Atlas, on
t h e scale of four miles to the inch, the opinion and advice of that dktinguished Geographer, Major Rennell, was obtained, and in his minute on
the subject, he advocated precisely this method, and was all for an astronomical basis, as the only means of obtaining a geopphical map of a
country, not far short of four timea the area of Franoe, at a moderate
expense, and within a reasonable time.
Rome on ~ri~onometrical
Surveying.
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"All idea, therefore," 8ays Rennell, LLofmennwation, or a wries of triangles over the
country, is out of the question, and according to my opinion, the only mode in which the
work can be accomplished, with such a d q e e of general accuracy as ia consistent with the
required despatch, is to obtain, in the first instance, a series of celestial observations of
Latitudes and longitudes, by which a sufficient number of geographical pointr at proper
intarvh may be determined, in order to regulate the scale of the map, and to fnrniah the
means of correcting that of the cursory surveys, by which the intervals between those points
must be filled up. They may a h serve to regulata, or, at least, to assist in regalsting,
the distribution of the space at large amongst the dBerent surveyore. The intervals are
to be Wed up by cornpaan bearings, and by time employed as a meana of distance (which
N i t will won render familiar) by trinnglw formed in a eorrrse way, where the country is
favorable by furnishing natural marlrq and by latitadea and longitnden W
y made
m b d i q to the observdone above contemplated!'

Thi opinion, however, he afterwards changed for one, on the
Trigonometrical basis, a view t&en subsequently by Lord William
Bentinck, Governor-General of India, in his masterly minute on the
aubjeot, wherein he lays down the first l h c i p l e e on which a large
country should be surveyed in the soundest and most practical Imnner.
The system therein developed, however, was not followed out in all its
integrity, but the Grand Trigonometrid Survey was permitted to
proceed, as a skeleton operation, and the result of the labors of Colonel
Lambton, from the commencement of the undertaking, in 1799 to the
preeent time, is fully explained in the Asiatic Researches, by this cele
brated Geodist, and by his suooeaaor, Colonel Everest, Bengal Artillery,
in his two "Accounts of the Measurement of an Arc of the Meridian,"
published in 1830 and 1848, respectively.
Thia eurvey, therefore, forma the framework into which the present
Topographical or Revenue Survey of the present day identifies itself.
All the districtr, coming under the Revenue Regulations of the Government in Lower Be@, the North-Western Provinces, the Punjab, and the
Central Provinces, -may be said to consist, for the most part, of open
cleared flat countrgr, and boundaria of each village being the chief object,
a systsm of periphery measurement is reaorted to, which, for economy and
facility of execution, has been found to answer admirably, taking the
enormous extent of work to be accomplished, and the urgent necessity
for a first survey, into account. In hilly countries, however, this Indian
system of Revenue Survey requires modification, i t being obvious that all
lines measured by the Chain muqt be reduced to the horizontal level ; the
angles of elevation, therefore, in such a country, must be observed and
regiatared, whereby the Hypothenusal Chain work may be reduced to
the horizon, in proportion to the co-sine of the angle of inclination.
But even thia precaution would not be satisfactory in very hilly
and rugged ground, beoauee the accumulation of Chain measurement

,

error, under such circumetances, must necessarily be great, and, moreover,
on such ground, great facility for triangulation presents itself, which
gives horizontal distances a t onoe, without further calculation or trouble;
much more co&ly
than by any other p m e s a
I n addition to these more regular surveys, there are others of a mJre
desultory nature, constantly going on in India Route surveys, as conducted by the Quartermaster-&neralls establishment, lining out new
roads and canals by the Executive Engineer's department, and explom
tory expeditions into new and unknown countries, for each of which we
ahall endeavour to lay down some useful rules for guidance.
I n ordinary surveys it is not neoessary to enter into calculations for
the sphericity of the earth, nor, indeed, many other niceties required to
perform any important Trigonometrioal operation. On oommon occasions
i t suffices to consider the earth as a plane or flat Burface, and all the sidea
of the triangles ae right lines instead of curves, for a degree of 694
English miles, considered as a curve, measures but little more than 24
feet longer than its chord; we m o t , therefore, expeot any series of
linear measurements, made with all possible w e , to come nearer the
troth than that when extended to several miles.
A Topographical Survey further requires that some of the party
employed upon it should be well versed in general outlinea of geology,
as a correct description of the soil and mineral resournee of the different
parts of every country form one of its moet important featurea The
heighta of the principal hills, and of marked points along the ridges,
plains, valleys, and w a t e r c o m above the level of the sea, ahould also
be determined, which on the Ordnance Survey of Ireland ie done by
levellmg with the Theodolite. In a survey of less pretensions to correctneas in minute detail, the heights may be ascertained with tolerable m u racy by means of the mountain barometer or the aneroid *thin limited
altitudesA sketch of a certain tract of country, on a far larger wale than that
of morrt g e n e d map, is constantly required on service, for the purpose
of showing the military features of the ground, the relative positions of
cities and d a g e s , and the direction and nature of the roads and rivers
comprised within its limita This epecies of sketch, termed a " Military
Reconnokeance," approaches in accuracy to a regular survey, in proportion
to the time and labor that is bestowed upon it.
swqa of a country are nnivemlly admitted to be work8 of great public
&ording the anrest fonndntion for almost every kind of internal improvement
in time of peace, and the beat means of forming judicioue plans of defence against the
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invasions of an enemy in time of war; in which lnst circumstance their importance mually
becomes the moat apparent. Hence, it happens that if a country has not actually been
surveyed, or is but little known, a state of warfare generally produces the first improvements in its geography, for in the various movements of armies in the field, especially
if the theatre of war be extensive, each individual otlicer has repeated opportunities of
contributing, according to his sitnation, more or less towards its perfection: and them
observations being ultimately collected, a map is sent forth into the world considerably
improved indeed; but which being still defective, points out the necessity of something
more accurate being undertaken, when times and circumstmcea may favor the design."*

Having thus briefly remarked on the leading principles of the several
modes of surveying, before prooeedmg with a dewription of them in
detail, a few hints for the general guidance of the Surveyor which
sxperience dictates may be given with advantage.
lst,-The
Surveyor should settle definitively in his own mind the
system of surveying he intends pursuing, then the plan of operatione
he purposes in prosecuting the said system.
and,-He ahould e d n e his instruments; see that they are all in
proper order, and acourately adjusted, and compare his Chain carefully
with the standard measure, correcting any error in it.+
3rd,-He should select, or instruct his assistants in the selection of their
Station points, which he should be careful so to dispose, that the lines may
pass clear of trces, h o w , or other impedimenta, and the fewer that can
be made use of, the less will be the labour of the survey; it will also be
more accurate, and less liable to errors, both in the field and office.
4th,-The Statios lines should always be as long as possible, where
i t can be done without rendering the offsets too large, and where great
a c c w y is required, these lines should be repeatedly measured, for
every station line is ueually the basis of succeeding operations.
Sth,-The
Surveyor should so contrive his work aa to avoid the
multiplication of small errors, and particularly those that, by communication, will extend themselves through the whole of his operations : he should always bear in mind, the principle of working from
whole to part, and never from part to w h l e ; by the former method,
errors are subdivided, by the latter, the brrors inseparable &om even
the most careful observations, are constantly accumulating.

* Acooant of

the Trigonometrical Survey of England.
by checking independently, each Chain to be used, against the
standard; 2 n 4 by measuring with the standard, a length of five Chains, and then, the
extreme length several times with each Chaiu. The ~econdoperation is not only a good
check on the Chaina, but also on the meavurers or Chain-men, as the Surveyor can,. before
starting on field-work, satisfy himself that the Chain-men apply a proper amount of tension
on the Chain, and are careful in their measurements.
[PART IIL
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6a,-He
should be especially oareful in the manner of keeping his
field-book; everything noted in i t should be clear and explanatory,
so as not to admit of doubt in the event of another person having to
put up or plot work from it; a neat field-book denoting the oareful
Surveyor, aa much as a dirty and untidy one is proof of the contrary.
I&-The
field work should be subjected to test as soon as possible
by the usual preliminary computatione and by check routes, or linee of
traverse run across the surveyed portion, and any errors rectifiod by
re-observation or remeasurement whilst on the spot; if delayed for any
time, the difficulty and inconvenience of returning to the spot will be
so great as to prevent a fair correction being made, and accuracy will
be s a d e d in consequence. Both angular and linear measurements in
surveys which close, are susceptible of immediate proof, and must on
no account be delayed.
&&-At the close of a day's work, carefully measure the Chain, and
note in the field-book tho quantity it may have stretched, eo as to make
allowances in any oalculatione that have to be made from measurements
taken with it.*
9Lli,-The Surveyor should never allow himelf to get into the habit of
making hie observations, whether angles or bearings, in a careless manner,
under the impremion that a small error in one observation will perhaps
counterbalance itself in the next ; he will find it mow profitable in the
end to make ten careful obaervatione during a day's work, than a hundred
careless ones; the same remarks hold good for Chain measurement.
loth,-No observation, memorandum, or note, should ever be recorded
on slips of paper, and rejected, or be thrown a i d e as unimportant
or uaelese ; it ia too commonly the practice to do this, but the time may
come when the Surveyor would hail with delight the recovery of the
remarks or calculations, however roughly noted, which before he had
thrown away ; nothing can be too minute or too trifling to insert in the
field-book, whatever attracts the eye in the field, or comes within reach
of the ear, should be eo entered, aa to be useful and iutelligible to others
as well as to himself at any future moment.
I;astly,-A
Surveyor should always endeavour to obtain a good
knowledge of his district, or the portion of country under survey, by
constantly riding over it, in every direction, and thus getting a sort of
bird'seye view in his o m mind ; this will enable him to check any glaring
Vlda LLHmdbookof Cireulu Orders and Instructions for the Revenue Survey Depertment," Chap 11, Sect. VI, para. 16; and Circular Orderq Revenue Survey Department,
No. 4, dated 1st Maroh 1848.
CHAPTEE
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omissions in tho maps produced by his subordinates, and give him a
great advantage in prosecuting his operations, and making the best
disposition of his work. In large establishments, such as those of the
Revenue Surveys now in progress, wmposed of large bodies of Native, East
Indian, as well as European Assistants, the best results may be expected
from an active personal supervision in the field, and indeed without this
there can be no hope of proper and systematic progress, or of the quantity
of work which is performed being at all satisfactory or trustworthy.
In hilly countries more especially, the eye of the Superintending
Officer must be abroad to render the Topography of his maps- of any
value ; where the Executive Officer himself docs not take a part in these
duties, and animate his Assistants by his example and tuition, it will
be found that they, in turn, will devolve all the laborious and irksome
duties on the Native SubSurveyors, who soon become careless and
indifferent when they find themselves uncontrolledn
When once an Executive Officer contents himself with ordering and
directing others to do, what he never thinks of undertaking himself, h e
may rest assured that it never will be done well. The first principle i n
the life of a Surveyor should be to make a practice of putting his own
shoulder to the wheel, and then to expect and demand equal zeal &om his
subordinatee. He must in fact be himself competent to teach others,
and to show how every part of the work is to be done.
At the commencement of his professional career, a Surveyor will
meet with many obstacles and annoyances, and frequently find himself placed in most trying circumstances, such as will almost induce
him to relinquish the twk he has in hand, but he must make up his mind
to this, and endeavour to overcome them, and not despair of success,
because threatened with apparently insuperable difficulties : the pleasure
of looking back on an.accomplished task will always be heightened by t h e
amount of difficulty overcome, or the remembrance of peculiar obstacles
successfully contended against. All beginners should take encouragement from the fact of hundreds of men having commenced their career
in perfect ignorance of the various duties they may 'have been called o n
to perform, and which by dint of industry and perseverance they have
finally triumphed over and completely mastered. In India especially s
Surveyor must be fertile in resource and expedient, and never be at s loss
whilst isolated far away from all possible aid.
The standing orders of the Department in India make it imperatire on every officer in charge
of a survey, or survey party, to personally inspect and teat the detail work of his subordinates,
and he is held atrictly responsible for the general accuracy of all the work performed.
[PART III.
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CHAPTER 11.
IN making a Survey with the Chain only, we are confined to one and the
aimplest geometrical figure, viz., the triangle, for of all plane geometrioal
figures, it is the only one of which the form cannot be altered, if the sides
remain constant. That the triangle possesses this property is evident
from the Theorem (Euclid 1. 7.), which proves that "Upon the same base,
and on the same side of it, there cannot be two triangles that have their
sides, which are terminated at one extremity of the base, equal to one
another, and likewise those which are terminated in the other extremity,
equal to one another."
The aurfnce to be measured is, therefore, to be divided into a series of
imaginary triangles ; and in this division it muet be borne in mind that
the triangles are to be ae l a w , with reference to the whole surface to be
measured, as is consistent with the nature of the ground ; for, by such
an ammgement, we are acting on the important principle in all surveying
operations, that i t is essential always to work from whole to part, and not
from prt to whole.
The sides of these triangles are first measured, and as a necessary
check, on this first part of the work, a stmight line is in addition
measured from one of the vertices to a point in, or near, the middle of
the opposite side. This fourth line is called a tie-line, and is an efficient
means of detecting errors, if any have been committed, in the measurement of the sides of the triangle. This fourth measurement is made in
accordance with a maxim which ought invariably to be acted upon in all
surveying operations, viz., that where accuracy is aimed at, the dimensions
of the main lines, and the positions of the most important objects, should
be ascertained, or tested, by at least two processes independent one of the
&her. Within the larger triangles, as many tie-lines and smaller triangles
are to be measured as may be necessary to determine the position of all
the objects embraced in the survey. The directions of the lines forming
the sides of these secondary triangles are so selected, or disposed, that
they shall connect, and paas clow by, as many objects as possible, so that
the o&ta to be measured from them may be aa short and as few in
number, as practicable.
CILhPTER 11.1
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If the sides of these secondary triangles be in any case so distant from
the objects whose positions are to be determined as to require a length of
offset greater than one or two Chains, it then becomes advisable to conetruct, either on the whole or part of the side of the triangle as a base, a
m a l l offset triangle with the sides SO disposed that they shall either
embrace or pass very near to the objects to be measured by their intervention.
The disposition and general combination of these triangles demanding
oare and jndgment, it is customary, previous to commencing any measurement, to walk over the ground for the purpose of obtaining a general
knowledge of the surface, and of the relative positions of the most wnspicuous objects. The acquisition of this knowledge depending on the
mup d ' d , is much assisted by an eye-aketch drawn with rapidity, and
showing some of the principal roads, streams, temples, dEo.
This hand-sketch, is not to be drawn to any scale, and its object is
attained if it simply bear a general resemblance to a plan of the ground
ss it will thereby m i s t the memory in the distribution of the surface into
trianglee.
The sides of the larger triangles are to p a s as close as possible to the
external boundaries to be surveyed ; the triangles should, moreover, be
made to approach, as nearly aa practicable, to the form of equilateral,
avoiding with oare very acute or very obtuse angles, because the further
the form of the triangle is removed from the equilateral, the greater will
be the alteration in the form of the figure and in its area, should any
error have been wmmitted in the measurement of any one of the sides.
The triangles having thus been disposed to the greatest advantage,
marks or pege are p h d in the p u n d at each vertex of the triangles,
their general form or position is then noted on the hand-sketch previously
made, and distinctive letters are written on the diagram a t each point of
intersection ; this arrangement admits of easy reference in the field-book,
or on the ground, to any triangle or part of a triangle.
The points of intersection of all straight limes, aa well as the vertices of
the triangles, are always points measured to or from : they are called
Station points, and the lines connecting them, Station lines, thereby distinguishing them from the simple offset lines. Stations are generally
expressed by letters, main Stations by capital or Roman letters, A, B, C,
&c., and secondary Stations by small letters, a, b, c, &c.
The hand-sketch, or rough diagram, is usually made in a field-book, i.e.,
a book in which every minute step of the operations gone through is to be
entered with precision at the time.
[PART 1x1.
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This field-book (See Plate V) should be of a convenient size for the pocket,
having the page ruled with a centralcolumn; this central column is intended
for all actual linea measured, and by commencing from the bottom of the
page, the page becomes a smdler representation of the reality, with the
line measured from you, and the offsets a t their respective distances on
t h a t line, taken at so many links to the right or to the left, as they actually.
a r e on the ground and noted to the right or left of the central column.
In keeping the field-book, i t first should ever be remembered that the
ceutral column ie virtually but one line representing the Chain, the space
within the column being merely required for the several distances on the
Chain, whence the offieta are taken ; and secondly, that all offsets read
either way outward from the centre column, in the same way as they are
measured outward from the Chain; if the Station line, therefore, should be
omseed on the ground by a road or any boundary meeting i t obliquely,
ita repreaentation or type in the field-book must not be made to pass
obliquely acrose the middle column, but must arrive a t one side of
the column and leave i t on the other, at points precisely opposite,
as i t would do were the middle column merely of the thickness of a
line; inattention in this particular causes much confusion in the relative
position of offieta.
To pmerve uniformity, as i t ie more natural to measure from left
to right, the place measured from is put on the left of the central
column a t the bottom of the line, and the Station measured to is p a t
a t the top to the right ;the points of commencement and termination
of the line oan thus be immediately seen.
The book should be interleaved with blottingpaper, and the entries
made in ink or inked in the same day on return from the field ;the pages
ahould a h be numbered for facility of reference, andeach day's workdated.
If the direction of the line be determined by an angle taken with a
Theodolite, or the.bearing of the line be given by the Circurnferentor or
other instrument, the angle of the former, or bearing of the latter, is
placed in the central columd immediately above the starting point.
I n taking o 5 e t s to corners of boundary marke or other objects, mark
t h e relative position of the corner or object as to the Chain lino, and
generally be careful to make the field-book as much as possible a fac
simile of the ground itself, with eaoh boundary mark, &c., placed on the
book, as to the central column considered d m y 8 as one line, in the same
position as they stand to the Chain on the ground; no time is gained to the
Surveyor by hurrying over the notea in the field-book, a little care iu
t h e field saving much trouble in office.
CFIAPTEB 11.1
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It cannot be too strongly impressed on the Surveyor that the work
which he is called upon to perform depends for its accuracy in a very
great measure on the order, system, and neatness bestowed on all the
steps, whether of delineation or measurement; proper attention in keeping
the field-book Baves much time in plotting, and guards against the e m r e
unavoidably arising from reference to a confused field-book; moreover,
care bestowed in the first essays will amply reward the Surveyor, by
giving accuracy of eye, freedom and steadiness of hand-qualities indispensable to his success.
Under the head "Useful Problem in Surveying" (pages 5 to 31) various
,examples are given of surveying small fields with the Chain only, and
also instrumentally, we now give an example of ordinary land surveying
of small estates by the Chain only. The example given (Pride Plate VI)
is of a village of ordinary size, of which it is desired not only to obtain
the correct external limits, but also the .interior or subordinate details
of "fields," or each separate cultivator's plot, and specification or distinct
classification of the land.
The Surveyor's attention should first be directed to the examination
of the general form of the estate or village to be surveyed, and the
natural features of the ground, and then to the careful subdivision of
the area to be dealt with into triangles, so as to reduce all chance of
accumulated errors of measurement creeping into the lowest limits, and
after this, to the selection of a clear line as a base on which to con'struct, or build, the triangles. This base should, if possible, run fairly
through the centre of the ground, village or estate to be su&eyed, so
as to divide it nearly into halves :* the two ends of the base line, mi.,
the initial and terminal stations, should, if possible, be fixed at salient
nnglea, or close to them, on the external boundary of the estate or
village. See Plate VI, Stations A C.
Now if at Station A, Station C is visible, send forward a few flags or
staves and range, or align+ them by ordinary right and left signals
between A and C. This precaution is necessary, because it often happens
that, owing to hedges, brushwood, or undulations along the line, tho
staff at the terminal station is not always visible, and there is then

* In practice it is not always poasible to obtain a clear line for the base through the
extreme length of the urea to be surveyed, and though this is not absolutely neceaaary, the
Surveror should always endeavour to obtnin the longest liue he can, across the arm to k
surveyed, on whicll to build his triangles.
t In aligning or ranging flags, more especially for the extension of a lhe, pent care is
necessnry.
[PART 111.
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every probability of the Chainmen losing the true direction and going
off to the right or left of the line, by which the accuracy of the measure
of the base might be seriously affected.
Should there, however, be no possibility of seeing from Station A any
flag or staff, set up at the terminal Station C, then the Surveyor need
only send forward a single flag in the direction selected for the base line.
He should now walk along this selected line, ranging or aligning and
marking with pins, points on the line to guide his Chainmen afterwards.
Having arrived at the end of the base line, let him now fix, and mark
suitably, Station U, and then proceed round the boundary of the village
o r estate to determine the positions of stations on it best suited for
his triangulation, taking the precaution to include within the extemaL
lines the whole area to be surveyed, yet avoiding a multiplicity of short
lines, which can only lead to the construction of numerous complicated
figures running into one another, and proving a perfect puzzle for solution
afterwards.
I n the example given (Plate VI) the points J, G, I, E, F, and K have
been selected.
Having now obtained some idea of the extent of the ground to be
w e y e d and the run of its external limits, the Surveyor should consider
how his Chain messurements can best be effected, so tw to save time
and prevent his going over the same ground twice.
Placing himself on the base line anywhere about the centre of the
area requiring survey, let a station point be selected, as a t B (vide
Plate) from which erect perpendiculars to the baae line by means of the
"optical square2'* (vide page 46) both right and left of the line, and l e t
etation flags be sent forward to be placed on the boundary a t the points
intersected by these perpendiculars (tridc Statiom FG). Now measum
the distances BF and BC.
From F at a right angle with B, measure towarb E fixing the Station
E on the intersection of the boundary by the measured line. Measure
now E to B and E to A, and while at A, align with G the Station I. Now
proceed to measure the distance A to B, and while doing so, erect a t
a, a perpendicular intersecting station E, and a t d, a perpendicular
intersecting Station I. The side BI can now be chained, erecting while
doing so a perpendicular at f through G : JG and IA may also bc chained.
X m 1.-The triangle8 erected on, or directly dependent npon, the baae line, are called
principal triangles to diitingoiah them from those afterwards formed wilhin them by split

This is a most uaelnl little instrument and inraluable to Land Surveyors.
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lines, whicll are necessary for taking np dehila of fields, topographical features, &r I n
the Plate (VI) the sides of the principal triangleq all of which are ch&ed liues, are shown
by strong dotted lines, and the split lines by fine dotted lines.
NOTE 2.-Let it always be understood that, in chaining any line, care must be taken to
note in the field-book every distance a t which hedge rows, boundaries of fields, streams,
roads or footpaths, &c, cross the line, together with the measured offsets to bends and
angles in them, or their distance from the Chain line at stated intervals.
NOTE&-The geometric figure or pulygon embracing the whole area to be surveyed
is most satisfactorily subdivided wheu the lines to be measured int8rnect internal points,
and commence and cloae in the angular points of the polygon.
NOTE 4.-The perpendiculars a& dI, fG being split lines, shonld not be measured at
the same time with the principal sides, but immediately after the sides of each triangle are
completed, for they are required to prove or verify the principal triangnlation and to pick
up the detail of fields, &c. Every point from which Chain linea emanate, and the points at
which they terminate, should be carefully marked by pins, and these points, together with
those a t which chained lines intersect, maat be carefully noted and distinguished in the
field-book. No details of a c t d measurn of the fields ahould be aUamptad until the
priucipal triangles are proved.
NOTE 5.-In prnctice it frequently happens that owing to obstrnctiona of various kinds,
a perpendicnlar cannot be raised from a given point on a line to pass through, or intersect
another given point right or left of the line. In such cases the veriIication of the
measured sides of m y triangle may be effected in the following manner:* In the given triangle
ABC, let the sides be repreeented by ubc, and let I represent the split line A 4 which it
ia supposed can be measured.
,The lines abcl, and the segmeuts Ed, d C are given by
Chain measurements.
Now let m be the distance
from C to a perpendicular let
fall from A upon BC, and n
BC
a
r the distance from the perpendicular point in BC to d
= as + bs-cs and
~h~~

A;\

2a

I = (P+ n g ; m g ) $ .
This given 1 in tenns of the measnred sides by means of the auxiliary distance m.
This value of I should wee with its measured length if the length of the latter and the
ether linea be correctly obtained. If the computed and measured lengths of 1 be not in close
agreement, the split line should be remeasured before seaking the error in the other lines.
If the error be not in the split line, the reference point d mny be computed from Lhe
tormuln.
n = (P + mg-bS)$.
And hence m + n will give the measurement of the point d from C. Should the reference
point d be found, on remwurement of Cd,to be in error to this amount, the verification will
be sufficiently made. If, however, the error be not found a t d or in I, the dther lines maat
be remeasured, and the error removed before proceeding with the survey of detail.

* Taken from a work entitled &'ATreatise on Land Surveying in Theory and Practice,"
J. A. Smith, C.E.

by

London, Longman, Green & Co.
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Having now completed the measurements for half the area under survey,
it is desirable to verify them before proceeding further, because some
of the line%measured are common to the triangles within the remaining
a m , and these, if proved correct, will facilitate the verification of the
triangulation still to be completed.
The angles ABF, ABG being right angles, the hypotenusal sides AF
and AG can be computed,* and this would, for a plan on paper, amply
s d c e aa a teat on the accuracy of the measured distances in the figure
AEFBGI; but it' is desired to teat each side of the principal triangles,
and this may be done as follows :Meamre the perpendicular a E of the triangle AEB, and by computation (vidc note 6) test the hypotenusal side EB
E x a m p l e - a E = 6 Chainq
and a b = 8 Chains:-then
of the split or secondary triangle EaB; if the
computed value of this side corresponds with the
root of 100= 10 Chains, or the rneaured length, the triangle is verified, but if
required h y p o t e n d side EB.
any difference is found, test the measured length
of the perpendicular by computation wing the sides EA, A a 4 margin.
If then the computed value of the perpendicular
Example-EA=lOChaiw
.nd Aa 8 Chains :-then 16 agrees with the meaaured, it is evident that the
X 1 0 = 1 0 0 a ~ d 8 ~ 8 = 6 4 ;and
root error exhts either in the measured length of a
100--61=86.
The
ofs = 6 Chqin4or theperpen- to B, or E to B ; remeasure a to B, and if no
diePLar requued Jh.
error is found in its length, correct E to B by
the computed value, or remeasure it.
Now, to prove the second triangle EFB, we mu& remember that the
aide EB hae been proved, further that the angles ABF and BFE are right
angles, therefore the line AB is pamllel to E F ; again BF is a perpendicular to the line AB, and so ia aE, therefore Ea is parallel to BF, and the
figure BFEa is a p ~ e l o g r s mtide
, Euclid, Book I., Prop. XXXIV, Cor. I.
By the same proposition of Euclid, it is p r o ~ e dthat, if one angle of a
padlelogram is a right angle, all the remaining angles are also right
angles, and the sides opposite each other are equal ; therefore, in the
figure before us, the measured sides aB and E F should correspond, and so
,

~ ~ : ~ ~ : g,",
~&~,"$~f

-

.

Nom &-The following rules in Mensuration are here given, as they are most useful to
t h e Surveyor while surveying with the Chain only :la.-The sides of a right-angld triangle being given to find the hypotenuac.
Rule.-Add the squares of the sides, aud extract the aquare root of the sum, which will
be the hypotenuse required.
2nd.-The hypotenuse and one side of a right-angled triangle being given to find the
other side.
Rule.-From the sqnare of the hflotenuse subtract the square of the given side and
extract the q u a r e root of the remalnder, or multiply the sum of the 11ypotenu.se. and the
side by their difference, and extract the square r w t of the product, the resulting quantity
is equal lo the side reqnired.
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should Ea and FB. The sides a to B, a to E, and E to B have already
been verified : if then the parallelogram is c o m t in all its elements, the
diagonal aF should agree with EB. No further proof is needed, for FB
and E F must accord with the proved sidea Ea and aB respectively.
I n the large triangle ABG we have the hypotenuaal distance AG and
the verified side AB; BG a h has already been checked; but we desire
to prove the aides A1 and IB of the triangle BIA by the perpendicular
Id; proceed then to check the measured perpendicular Id by the computed
value of the same, for one side and the hypotenuse of each of the triangles
Ad1 and BdI are known, the third side dI, which is common to the
two, can therefore be twice obtained by computation. Now the angle
BAI is measured by the side BI and &o by BG, both therefore are
practically proved, and having the whole side AG, and its part AI,
subtract one from the other, and the remainder is equal to IG, and this
value of IG must accord with ita measured length.
The Chain measurements for the triangulation of the remaining half of
the area under survey can now be continued. Commencing a t Station B,
chain to H, fixing the point H on the base line where i t intersects the
road, for a clear line to Station G along the road is thus secured ; from H
measure towards J, and fix the Station J on the boundary, where the
continuation of the line FH intersects the line GJ. Now measure from
J to G, erecting at k a perpendicular to the Line through H :-from G
measure to H, and then complete the chaining of the base line to Station C.
Now measure CJ, CK, KF and FH, and the principal triangulation is
complete.
To verify the triangles :-The line FG through B has been proved to
be a perpendicular at right angles to the base, the hypotenusal sides of
the triangles FBH, HBG should be computed and compared with the
measured lengths of the same; FB, BG having been proved, there can
be no alteration made in these distances, if therefore any considerable
difference is found between the measured and computed lengths of the
sides FH, HG, remeasure BH and recompute the values of GH and
FH, which, if necessary, must &o be remeaeured. Now the angle at F
in the triangle JFG is measured by the proved sides HG, HB, the side
JG may therefore be accepted as correct for all practical purposes; but
if further proof ia necessrrry, with the verified side HG and distance Gk
compute out the
Hk, and compare the result with its
measured length ;if any error exists, it must either be in the measured side
Gk or the perpendicular IIk ;remeasure Hk, if no error is found in this
distance, the side GJ must be erroneous and should be remeasured. The
[PART III.
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triangles HCJ, HKC can be similarly verified by the perpendiculare
measured in them, and the triangle KHF by the split line sH (vide
note 5); but the side FK subtends the angle FGK, which is also measured
by the proved sides F H and BH, no further test need, therefore, be
applied to FK.
Before proceeding to explain how the detail within the triangle0
ahonld be taken up, i t may be well to state that verification of the
triangulation by oomputution for a plan only is not absolutely necessary,
for ample check (by plotting correctly on a large scale) is afforded by
t h e measured perpendiculars and split lines which tie the sides of the
triangles together, and in many casea by the intersection of three or
more measured sides a t a point; thus (Plate VI) the meaaured lengths
BE, BE, F E if correct, must intersect a t the point or Station E, and
AI, BI, GI a t the Station I.

Insertion of Detail within t?ae Prineipd l'riangla.
Our object now is to obtain within each principal triaugle the detail
of "fields," in other words a speoification or distinct claesiflcation of the
land of each separate cultivator from direct measurements with the
Chain. Theoretically, to obtain the accurate areas of irregularly-shaped
figurea, they must be subdivided into triangles and squares or trapeziums,
and the sides of such figures and their perpendiculars and diagonah
must be measured, but to attempt such refinements in the Chain survey
of an estate or village, is positively prohibitory and obviously out of
place; yet as a rule it ia always safe and advisable to measure the
diagonals of " fields" if they approach at all to the form of parallelograms,
and by doing so, the area is more easily and correctly obtained; but for
all practical purposes, if the sides of fields are measured with ordinary
care, and these measurements are carefully plotted on to paper, and on
a sufficiently large scale, very reliable area8 can be obtained from them
by the use of the Talc Square or the Computing Scale (vidc p. 173).
We shall now suppose that the Surveyor has attended to all the imtructiom given him regarding the measurement of the sides of his principal
triangles and split lines, and from his field-book is able to plot down the
lines of the triangle IGB (see Plate VII), and the split lines Gf and fg with
the born*,
orossinga of hedgerows, or fields, and the measured offseta
wherever they have been taken, on all the main chain and split linea
He would then have before him a plan, or groundwork, on which to base
and insert all his measurements for fields. This plan must now be his
am=
11.1
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'' Field-book," and on it he must note every measurement for the dcthil
of fields, topography, &c.*
To commence with the measuring of fields, start always from an angle
of the principal triangle, or of a triangle formed by one of the split lines,
and measure each field in succession, following up not towards the centre
of the triangle, but towards any other point or station of the principal
triangle. Thus, if a commencement is made at Station I, work on towards
Stntion G or Station B along the measured sides, for a check is thus
obtained of each " field " directly upon the main Chain line, which would
not be gained by building up the fields, one upon another, towards the
centre of the triangle. Proceedin6 in this way along ea& principal or
main side of the triangle, chain the sides of every field, and when these
are very irregular in form, divide them into triangles or trapezoides, or
measure direct from one comer to the other on the same side, taking
offsets to all bends along the hedgerows or "field" boundary; but if the
"fields " are fairly regular in form, measure the diagonal of every second
or third field as a precaution against admitting errors, whether of
measurement or in noting and plotting the sides; further, the Surveyor
must take nothing for granted which is not an actual measurement; or, in
others words, he must not accept the side of any field lying between two
others which he haa measured, or any space of unculturable wwte between
fields from his '' Field-book plan," but must make a bond$& measurement
by Chain, along every side of every field, and across every space of waete
land between fields.
If the fields are small and numerous, it is desirable that several split
lines should be run or measured to tie the " fields " together, for in short
measured distances there is great likelihood of nccnmulations of error
being engendered, which prove a source of perplexity and delay if they
are not checked and discovered a t once.
Large open spaces 'of waste and forest tracts, swamps, kc., should
always be chained round carefully. It ie also necessary that, as each
*The most convenient method of having this "Field-plan" prepared is to mount a plane
table with paper, and on this to plot the principal triangle with all the distances and offseta
carefully laid down ; the Surveyor then has a plan before him which does not need constant
opening and rolling, and on the board great fncilitias are afforded for entering all the
measurements of fields, while all danger of injuring or destroying the record of field
measorementa is avoided. A scale should be drawn on the plane tnbla To mount the
plane table it is necessary first to stretch and paste over it a piece of ordinary calico or longcloth; then damp some drawing paper, and lay it on the table; and before it can dry, paste
down along and over the edges of the board. Now dry it in the shade, sud the plane table
ie reedy for uea
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field is measured it should be numbered, and in the Surveyor's note-book
to accompany the " Field plan," the number with the name of the cultivator, the measured sides of the field, the nature of the soil, the crop
on it, and whether it is canal or well-irrigated, should be entered at once.

In Plate VII all measurements necessary to obtain reliable areas for
the "fields" within the triangle IGB have been noted. The plate is a
perfect example of its kind, but it must be remembered that no amouut
of writing and drawing would furnish the Surveyor with examples and
i~lstructions suitable to every condition or circuwtance in which he mny
be placed in wtual practice. General principles are laid down in those
pages with a fair example an& illustration, and the Surveyor muat rely on
his own fertility of resource to work out practically any cases he has to
deal with.
Now, if every step here detailed has been carefully obseAd, we can
render a faithful plan or plotting of each "field" on any required male
aud can add to it, from the Surveyor's note-book, the name of the cultivator, the nature of the soil, the name of the cultivators of the adjoining
fields, kc., and thus furnish a valuable and reliable document for future
reference to the holder of the field, the Revenuo Collector, or the proprietor of the estate.

It only remains now to show how the area of each field is to be obtained.
The "Talc Square," "Computing Scale," or "Polar Planimeter," described a t pages 173 to 178, must now be called into requisition, and after all
the areas of fields have been obtained by any one of them, they must be
remeasured or checked by one of the others, and a comparison instituted
between the results of each process. If the two areas thus obtained for
any one "field" dmagme to any appreciable extent, alwaye re-lcst by both
imtrumenta As a further test, wherever the diagonals of "fields" have
been given, compute the areas, and compare the results with those
obtained by the " Talc Square" and " Computing Scale" or " Planimeter."
After the areas of all the fields have thus been obtained, sum them up
and check their aggregate area against the total area of the triangle,
+or-the "fields" or the boundary line running within or beyond the
measured principal sides of the triauglo. If the difference is large, the
"field " areas must %gain be retested, and fairly accordant total results
mllet be obtained. The Surveyor may rest sssured that the aggregate
sum of the areas of fielde will always agree very well with the total area
of the triangle, if the measurements of fields have been correctly mado,
and i t will be solely due to groea carelesenese on his part and neglect of
CHAPTER n.]
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the precautions given in these pages, if he does not discover any errors
of measurement when plotting them on his "plane table" or " Field-book
plan;" for, if he has marked correctly on his chained split lines, and sides
of his principal triangles, the croseinga of "field" boundaries, hedgerowe,
&c., he has ample meam of checking and discovering any errors in the
sides of fields, within a link or two, at the time of plotting these on his plan
After the areas of "fieldsn with the several principal triangles have
been obtained, it will be necessary to tabulate, for easy after-reference, all
the resulta noted both in the Surveyor's "Field-book plan" and "notebook," so that at s glance the correct and complete specification of each
cultivator's plot of land or " field " may be seen in the Tabular Statement.
Thus, the number of the triangle in which the field is situated, the
number of the "field," the length of sides E. W. N. and S. should be
given ; t h e diagonal if measured, the name of the cultivator, and the
nature of soil, anal or well-irrigated land and description of crop, and
area, should all be entered in distinct columne of the Tabular Statement.
The recent introduction of cadastral* or large scale surveys, defining
the limits of every owner's or cultivator's " field," by the regular ProfessionalSurvey Department, necessitates a carefid study of the simple rules
and methods of ordinary chain land-surveying, and the. minute
subdivision of small area. into correct trapezia, for the attainment of the
true contents of each plot of ground, as practised by the Ordnance Survey
of England in filling in the details of that great survey on the 25.34-iich
scale.t
+ The exact derivation and meaning of the French term mdarire arenot free from dispute.
Some authorities refer it to the verb mdrer, to " square " or " correspond with," all objects
on a large scale plan or cadarim being shown in their true positions and proportions, whereas
in a mere topographical map perfect accuracy is impossible, and certain featurea mast
needs be exaggerated for the sake of distinctness The " Dictionnaire des Dictionnaires,"
on the other hand, derives cadaarrs (formerly copdash.e) from the mediaeval Latin word
capi(artrum, and defines it ks " a public register containing the quantity and value of h d e d
property, names of owners, kc, and which serves for the assessment of the tax on property
in proportion to itn revenun" Brachet gives much the same description. But in the
" Recuell den Loiset Instrnctions Sur les Contributions direclee," the cadarc in defined ks
" a plan from which the area of land mag he computed, and from which its revenue may Iw
vnlued." This, there ean be no doubt, in the sense in which the word is wed on the a n t i nent, while in England it in taken as denoting generally a survey on a large acala''-&mg
Rightwyr, Nolrrmbrr 1872.
f While these pages were passing through the Prees, a second edition of the "Handbook
to the Departmental and Circular Orders and Instructions" for the Rcvenue Branch, Survey
Department, India, hns been published, containing rulea for the " CuahstmZor lii&by Fieldn
Survey.-See Chapter V, Sections 1 to 5.

CHAPTER
SURVEYING

BY TEE

CHAIN,ACOOhfPANIED WITH
INSTRUMENTS.

ANGULAR

THE method of surveying by the Chain alone is applicable only to
surveys of comparatively small extent and simple in their outlines, for
even in small surveys, the intervention of villages, high enclosures,
temples, topes of trees, or other obstacles may be found to render the
measurement of right lines by the Chain extremely difficult, and by
isolating different portions of the work, to cause inaccuracies that may be
avoided by the use of an angular instrument.
Angles, it is true, may be determined by the Chnin alone, by measuring
the sides of small triangles disposed A
B
for the purpose, thus: Let BB, rep-nt
line measured to a Station
B, from whence a second line BC,
forming an angle with AB, is to be
measured. To determine the angle
ABC, prolong AB to Dl make BC
equal
BD, and measure the chord DC ; tho three sides of the triangle
BDC being known, the angle DBC or its supplement ABC is determined.
This is a method which ought, however, rarely to be resorted to, for no
time is gained by its adoption, and the chances of error are considerably
multiplied, owing to the numerous additional lines to be measured;
moreover, i t is to be observed, that angles can in general be measured in
the field more correctly with an instrument than the length of lines with
the Chain, especially over uneven ground or in an inclosed country.
The instrument in general Use, for the purpose of memuring angles in
surveying, is the theodolite. It is calculated for extreme sccuracy,
and should always be used when quality and not quantity is the desideratum; when the correctness of the result, and not the rapidity of execution, is the object.
In broad and extensive flats, though the triangulation were better
h e d on by the Chain, aa the Chain is indispensable for determining
cross boundaries, kc., yet the long lines of the triangulation must always
be run in by the theodolite.

a

to
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In broken and hilly countries, where the chaining could only be obtained
by an application of the angles taken by the theodolite to the determining
of the comparative lengths of the hypothenun1 to the horizontal
lines, this instrument is indispensable. The correct length of one side of
a triangle together with the measures to minutes and half minutes,
obtained with the a c c ~ m yof which a good theodolite is susceptible, of
its two adjacent angles, will always more certainly determine the position
of a third point, wheu hills intervene, than the incorrectly measured
distances of the two other lines.
The various uses t o which the theodolite can be xpplied, in finding
distances across rivers, heights of inaccessible objecte, kc., are given
under the head of "Heights and Distances" (pages 35 to 40), and of " Useful
Problems in Surveying" (pages 5 to 31)) the adjustments of the instnlment also, and methods of observing angles (pages 62 to 73), it is, thefore, unnecessary to dilate further on its application to surveying, beyond
giving an example, describing the method of proceeding with it.

*Let thc above plan represent a survey of roads to be performed with a
theodolite and Chain Cornmenciug on a conspicuous spot a, near the place
a t which two roads meet, the theodolite must be set up and levelled, the
upper and lower horizontal plates clamped at zero, and the whole instrument turned about until the magnetic needle stcadily points to the NS
line of the compass-box, and then fixed in that position by tightening the
clampcrew H. Now release the upper plate, and direct the telescope
to any distant collspicuous object within or near the limita of the survey,
such aa a pole purposely erected in an accessible situation, that it may be
meaaured to, and the instrumeut placed upon, tho same spot, at a subse-

* Simms on Mathematicnl Iustruments.
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qnent part of the operation, ns A and B, and after bisecting i t with the
croaa-wires, read the three verniers of the horizontal limb, and enter the
readinge in the Field-book; likewise, in the same manner, take bearinge or anglea, to all such remarkable objecte as are likely to be seen from
other stations, as the tree situated on a hill ; and lastly, take the angle to
your forward Station b, where an assistant must hold a e W for the
purpoee, on a piaket, driven into the ground,* in such a situation as will
enable you to take the longest possible sight down each of the roads that
meet there. In going through the above prock, a t thii and every
subsequent atation, great caution must be used to prevent the lower
horizontal plate, from having the leaet motion after b e i i olamped in ita
position by the mrew H.
Next measure the distanae from a 6, and set up the instrument at 6,
release the clampscrew H only, not suffering the upper plate to be in the
least dieturbed from the reading it had when direoted at a to the forward
Station b, with the instrument reading this forward angle ; turn it bodily
round till the teleecope is directed to the Station a (which ia now the
back station) where an assistant must hold a staff; tighten the clampscrew H, and by the slow-motion screw I, bisect the staff as new the
ground as possible, and having examined the reading, to see that no
disturbance has taken place, release the upper plate, and eetting it to zero,
aee if the magnetic needle ooinoides, Bs in the first instance, with the NS
line of the compass-box ; if it does, all is right : if not, an error must have
been committed in taking the last forward angle, or else the upper plate
must have moved fromite positionbefore the back station had been bisected :
when this is the caee, it is necessary to return and examine the work
at the laet station. If this be done every time the instrument ia set up,
a conatant check ia kept upon the progrese of the work ; and this indeed
is the most important use of the compass. Having thus proved the
accuracy of the last forward angle, release the upper plate, and measure the
angles to the stations m and T, and, aa before, to whatever objecte you
w y coneider will be conspicuous from other places; and lastly, observe
the forward angle to the Station c, where the theodolite must next be set
up, and measure the distance bc.
A t c, and at every succeeding station, a similar operation must be
performed, biaecting the back station with the instrument reading the laet
forward angle ; then take bearings to every conspicuous object, as the tree
A picket ahonld always be left in the ground at every station, in order to recognize
the precise spot, should it afterwar& be found necessary to return to it again.
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on the hill, the Station A, kc., which will fix their relative situations on
the plan, and they afterwards serve as fixed points to prove the accuracy
of the position of such other stations as may have bearings taken from
them to the same object ; for, if the relative situations of such stations
intersect
I
in the
are not correctly determined, these bearings will not $
same point on the plan. The last operation at eaoh etation is to measure
the forward angle. In this manner proceed to the stations d, e, f, g, dm.,
and having arrived at g, measure an angle to the pole A, as to a forward
station, and placing the theodolite upon that spot, direct the telescope to
g, as a back station, in the usual way ; this done, release the upper plate,
and direct the telescope to the first Station a, from which A had been
observed, and if all the intervening angles have been correctly taken, the
reading of the verniers will be precisely the same as when directed
to A from the station a : this is called closing the work, and is a test of
its accuracy so far as the angles are concerned, independent of the compass
needle. If the relative situations of the conspicuous points A, B, kc.,
were previously fixed by triangulation, there would be no necessity to
have recourse to the magnetic meridian at all, as a line connecting the
starting point a with any visible B e d object, may be assumed aa a working meridian, and if it he thought necessary, the reading of the compassneedle may be noted a t a, when such fixed object is bisected and upon the
theodolite being set to the reading of this assumed meridian, a t any
aubaequent station, the compass-needle will also point to the same reading
as it did at first, if the work be all correct, and no local a t t w t i o n
iduence the compass.
While the instrument is at A, take angles to all the conspicuousobjects,
particularly to such as you may hereafter be able to close'upon, which
will (as in the above instance) verify the accuracy of the intervening
observations ; having done this, return to g and f, kc., and proceed with
the survey in the same manner as before, setting the instrument up a t
each bend in the road, and taking offiets to the right and left of the
station lines; arriving at i, survey up to and close upon B ; then return
to i, and proceed from station to station till you arrive at m, where, if
the whole work is accurate, the forward angle taken to b will he the same
waa formerly taken from b t o m, which will fiuish the operation.
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IN the execution of extensive aurveys upon scientific principles, the
accurate measurement of angles ie of the utmost importance, requiring the
employment of instruments of a superior construction, as well as consider
able care and skill in their management; and one great objeot of such
w e y e being the correct formation of map and charts, i t ie no less
essential that the angles, when accurately measured, should be accurately
laid down.
88 the instruments, therefore, necessary to be used by the Surveyor in
taking dimensions of land, are such wherewith he may measure the length
of a aide, and the quantity of an angle in the field ; so the instruments
commonly wed in making a plot or draught thereof, are such wherewith he
may lay down the length of a side, and the quantity of an angle on paper.
They, therefore, consist of scales of equal parts for laying down the leugths
or distances, and protraotom for laying down the angles. The various
kinds of scales and protractom in general use with Surveyors will be found
explained in Part IL of this work (pages 147 to 164).
The common method of plotting ia this :-Take a sheet of paper of
convenient size, draw a line thereon, to represent the magnetic meridian,
and asaign any convenient point on this line to represent the place where
the survey commenced ; lay the edge of the rectangular protractor on this
meridian line, and bringing the centre thereof to the point assigued to
represent the place of beginning, mark off the degrees and minutes of the
h t bearing by the limb of the protractor, and draw a line &om the place
of beginning through the point so marked, laying off its proper length or
distance by the soale of equal parts; thia line will represent the first line
of the aurvey.
Through the point or termination of the said first line of the survey
draw another line, representing the magnetio meridian, parallel to the
former, and lay off the bearing of the w 9 d line of the Burvey by the
DadPTEB 17.1
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protractor, and its length by the scale of equal parts, as before, and
proceed, until the whole is laid down.

80

Fw Ezampls.-Let it be required to make a plot of the following Field-notea :Lina

AB
BC

- N.E.

62"
S.E 106'
CD- N.W.855'
DE- N.E 40"

-

00' Dit 9.17 Cha
15' ,, 12.40
46' ,, 14.00 ,,
00'
9,
11.00 9,

Line.
EF
FG

- N.W.

- S.W.

AQ

- 8.E

297O 30' Dit.
285O 16'
,,
178" 00'

,,

14.40 Ch6.
18.20
21.00 ,,

,,

I&-Draw m y line sa NAS to represent the magnetic meridian, and assign any
convenient point thereon, aa A, to represent the place of beginning the survey ; lay the edge
of the protractor on the lime NAS, with the centre thereof at the point A, and mark off 520 on
the limb to the eastward, and draw the line AB through the point so marked off, making the
length thereof 9.17 chains by the scale of e q d p a r k
2nd.-Draw another meridian line NBS, through the point B, parallel to the former.
Ley the edge of the protractor on thin m n d meridian line NBS with the cantre thereof a t
the point B, and mark off 1 0 6 O 15' to thg eastward, m d draw the line BC, through the point
eo marked off, makimg the length thereof 12.40 chains by the scale of e q d part&
&d.-Draw
another meridian line NCS, through the point C, parallel to the fonner ;lay
the edge of the protractor to this third meridian line NC3, with the centre thereof a t the
point C, and mark off the third bearing 855" 4 k to the westward, making the length of the
line CD 14.00 chains in the same manner aa before, and so proceed with all the other lines
DE, EF, FG and GA, and if the last line terminah in the place of beginning or at the point
d, the work is said to close, and all is right; but if the Last line does not terminate in the
place of beginning, there must have been a mistake, either in taking the Beld-notes, or in the
protraction of them; in such w e , therefore, it will be necedsary to go over the protraction
again, and if it ia not found, the mistake munt be in the field-notes, to correct which, they
mast be taken again.

This method of plotting is liable to some inaocuracies of praotice, on
account of having anew meridian for every particular line of the eurvey,
and on m o u n t of laying off every new line from the point of termination
.

[PART IIL

of the pmmdhg one, whereby any little inaccuracy that may happen in
laying down one l i e is communicated to the rest.
These inacouraoiea, or e m r a of plotting, may be partly obviated, where
the survey is not very extensive, by the use of the circular protractor, and
having only one meridian line assigning a point thereon for the beginning
of the survey, all the bearings are laid off s t once h m this point, and the
other points of the survey fixed, by meam of lines drawn parallel to the
aa laid off from the first point.
For inatanca, let it be required to make a plot of the field-notee aa gircn
in the last example.
T

m,

W

Draw a meridian line NS, and assign thereon a point A, aa the beginning 8f the suwey; on this point A, place the centre of the circular
protractor, with 360° exactly to the North, and 180° to the South of
this line NS, mark off all the bearings of the lines 0,BC, CD, kc.,
beginning with the first and numbering it 1, the second 2, and so on. Then
laying aside the protractor, cast the eye about the tract traced by the protractor for the bearing marked 1, draw a line from the beginning of the survey
or point A, in the direction of the mark 1, and on it lay off the distance
OHAPTEa IY.]
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9.17 chains, thus fixing the point B. Apply a parallel rule to the point A,
and the mark 2, and move its edge up, until it touches the point By
last fixed ; draw a line eastward, and lay off from the point B, 12.40 chains,
thus fixing the point C.
Again, apply the parallel rule to the point A and mark 3, and move ita
edge up until it touches the last point fixed or C, draw a 1il.e thence northward and lay off on it the dietance 14.00 fixing the point D.
In the saine manner, apply the parallel rule to the point A, and
the several other bearings, marked 4, 5, 6, and 7, and lastly, the
bearing from the last point fixed, or point Gl, will fall exactly into
the first, which closea the plot; it ia almost unnecessary to observe
that the dotted lines in the diagram are drawn only to illustrate
the operation, and that in practice it ia only necessary to mark the
numbera 1, 2, 3, &c., round tho traot traced by the protractor.
This method, now in general uee among Surveyors, saves the
trouble of shifting the protractor a t every bearing, and ale0 ensures
greater accuracy in the glotting, aa a great number of bearings
being laid down from one meridian, a trifling error in the direction
of one line doea not affect the next; the aocnracy of the plot, however, dependa much upon using a parallel rule that moves truly
parallel, which it ia well to look to before proceeding to thie mode
of plotting.
Triangles are more accurately protracted by means of their sides
than by their angles, and one side only, for measures of length can
be taken from a soale and transferred to paper with more exactneaa
than an angle can be pricked off from a protractor.
In plotting an extensive survey, i t is in moat cases requisite to
show the direction of the meridian, and it therefore becomes neceserrry to lay down from one of the principal stations the azimuthal
angle subtended by some other station and the meridian: now this
angle cannot be laid off from a protractor, even of the most approved
construction, so accurately as the plotting of the triangulation may
be made from the measured or computed aides of the triangl% To
obtain a corresponding degree of exactness, recourse must be had
to some other method, and the following, described by Mr. S+,*
ie the best that we have seen praotised.
Let AB be the side of a triangle, the azimuthal angle of which
has been ascertained with reference to NS, the meridian line.

* Treatise on Surveying Inatrrunente, Qc.
[PABT
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Take from an ruxarately divided diagonal scale, exactly 5: inches as
a radius, and fkom A as a centre, describe an am CD : now the
chord of an am W i g equal to twice the sine of half the am, the
chord CD is equal to twice CE, the sine of half the angle CAD.
N
Take a radius AF e q d to twice AC
and d d b e the am FU interaedingll
t h e radius AB in F, draw the sine FH,
then by similar triangle4
AF : AC: : F H :CE, but
AF = 2AC by construction, therefore
FA = 2CE = CD;
that is, the ohord of a given am is equal
D
to the sine of half the am with double
the radius.
The radius of the tables of natural sines
ie equal to 1 or 10 ; and having taken the
half of 10 or 5 inches for the radius AC, the
natural eine of half the given angle taken from
A
the tables will c o m p o n d to FH, the sine of
half the given angle with double the radius ;
8
but FH waa proved equal to CD; tho natural sine therefore of half
the given angle to a radius 10, will be equal to the chord of the
whole angle to a radius 6. Having taken that dhtance from the ssme
soale of inches as the radius, place one foot in the point C, and with the
other mark the point D on the aro CD, then through D and A draw the
line NS, which will be the direction of the meridian.
This method of laying off angles may also be conveniently employed in
dividing a oircle to be used aa a protractor, and which can be made
either on the eame sheet of paper, intended to receive the drawing, or
o n a wparate 8heet of oard-board, when it may be preserved and used
on after occasions. The p a t diffioulty of dividing a circle accurately
is well known, but if the arcs are laid off by means of their ohords, the
division may be performed with great exactnew.
A protractor, laid down upon the paper, enables the draftsman to
plot the work with great rapidity, and with leas chance of error, when
.the scale is amall, than by the method of laying off angles by
placii the centm of a metallio protractor at every angular point,
and pricking off the angle from its circular edge.
Dnring the time which must necessarily be occupied in plotting
an extensive and minute survey, the paper which receives the work

.
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is often sensibly affected by the changea which take place in the h y p
metrical state of the air, cawing much annoyanoe to the drafbmm, ss
the parta laid down from the same d e a t different t i m a will not exactly
corr&pond. To remedy, in eome meawre, thia inconvenience, i t bas been
m m m e n d e d that the apartments appropriated to the purpoeea of drawing
should be oomtantly kept in aa nearly the same temperature aa poesible,
and sleo that the intended d e of the plan should be first accurately
laid down upon the paper itself; and from this scale all dimensions for the
work should invariably be taken, as the scale would always be in the
same state of expansion as the plot, though it may no longer retain ita
original dimenaiona
Another method of protracting a mwey, and by which the inconveniences of the above methode are avoided, and by which, a h , the
8I.XU.aCy or otherwise of the field-work is decided with precision and
cartainty, will be presently treated of; in the meanwhile, we refer the reader
to Part II., pp. 147 to 164, where, in describing the use of the ~everal
inatrumenta used in plotting, further instructions are given, and close this
chapter by extracting from blr. Bradley's valuable work on Practical
Geometry, the followinguseful rules, applicable to Geometrical construction :
of circles, or right lines by which M important point is to be f m d , should nevtp.
15 or 20 degrees ; and if this unnot be
avoided, some other proceeding should be hsd reeoarss to,to define the point more precisely.
5. When one arc of a Circle is deauibed, and a point in it is to be determined by the interseetion of another .re, this Lattar need not be drawn at dl, but only the point marked off on
t
,
rs it is .Imp desirable to avoid the drawing of unnecessary linea The same o h the k
line by the intsrredion of mother.
vation applies to a point to be detmniued on one s-t
8. Whenever tbe comprsses C M be need in m y put of a w ~ c t i o u or
, to eoastroct the
whole problem, they are to be preferred to the de,n n l w the p r o m s is much mom
circuitous, or noleaa the drst lpla (above) forbids
4. A right line should uewr be obtained by the prolongation of a very short me, u n l m
some point in that prolongation is first fomd by some other means, especially in my
esseatid prt of a problem.
5. The larger the d e on which m y problem, or any put of me, is comtructad, tbe
l e a luble is the result to error: hmm d l anglee should be eet off on the krgeat circlea
which circumt.nax will admit of being described, m d the L.rgsrt d i n s should be taken
to d e w i h the arcs by which a point is to be found through which a right line is to be
drawn; m d the peatex attantion is to be paid to this rule, in proportion rs that step of the
problem under conpidemtion is conducive to the wrrectnes.9 of the 6 d result.
6. AU lie+ perpendicular or parallel to mother, should ba d r a m long enough & on%
to obviate the necassity of producing them.
7. Whenever a line is required to be dram to a point, in order to emare the aoineidenos
of them, it is better to wmmenca the line from the point; m d it the line is to plss through
two poinb before drawing it, the peacil should be moved dong the d
o
,so M t o
whether the l i e will, when dram, prps through them both. Thus, if several radii to a circle
were required to pass through any number of poinb respectively, the lines should be begun
from the &e
of the circle : my m o r being more obrioru, when eerenl l i e s meet in a poinb
1.

htsnecr each other very obliquely, or a t leaa t h m

[PABT III.
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CHAPTER V.

TEE area of the principal triangles in a survey should, in all cases, be
computed from the-length of the; sides, as obtained from the field-book.
The operation ia simple, by the following rule :Rda-Add the three aides to&ther, from half the sum of the sides subtract each side
aevedly. Multiply the half sum and three remainders together, the square foot of their
prodnct will be the area, orBy logarithm, which method is a much shorter clllcalation than the former: To the
l m t h m of half the sum of the sides add the logarithms of the three remainders, the sum
of theee logarithms, divided by 2, will be the logarithm of the area.
T o w lhe ono qf of&
bg mlculdion: Multiply half the sum of a d aueceseive pair
by the dietlnca on the chsin line between them, the sum of all these separate areas will
give the anu, of the whole offset on the chain lina
EXAMPLE.
Let the subjoined plot of field-notes represent the offsets taken to s boundary on the stntion

Lina AS.

Acres.
Tben, to the right of the chain line,
Aa x agor3.00 x
2.50 = double the Area of Triangle, dng or 0 7 5
a-Aa = ab x ag + bh or 0.50 x 8'50 = ,,
Trapezoid, bagh or 0.175
h - A b = & x bh + ci or1.50 x 8'80=
,,
,, bliic or 0.57
M- h =cd x ci
or 2'00 x 2'80 =
,, Triangle, dci or 0-56

-

-

2) 2-055

Brea 1.027
Acrea
And to the left of the chain line,
b Ad = dc x q or 1.60 x 2.00 = double the Area qf Triangle, dsj or 0.30 Trapezoid, sfkj or 0.116
Af- Ae = qf x q' + J'k or 1-80 x 2'90 =
,,
AB-Af
= f B x fk
or 2-80 x 0.90 =
,, Triangle, Bfk or 0.252

-

--

2) 0.668

Area = 0.834
If tbe m e y h a been performed keeping the work to the lCft hand, the offaeta to the right
of tbs chain l i e are additive, and those to the left are subtractive, from the total area of the
hgun; if, on the contrary, the survey has been done, keeping the work to the right hand,
ths revene of the above takes place.
It will then be 1027
0.334 = 0.693 acres, or 0 ser. 2 rds. 81 per., the balance area of
the offseta,to be added or subtcacted as the case mny be.

-
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In all cases of ofIsets to aboundary line, the only two figures met with are the Lrlsclgle
and the trepozoid,-the formw, when the boundary runs from the station point to the first
offset, or where the boundary crosses the chain line ;aud the latter, by each pair of successive
offseb, forming the two puallel sides of the trapezoid.
The rules for finding the meanof both the triangle and the trapezoid are given at page a.

Various are the methods of obtaining contents from the direct measurement of planes, and we have, in Part I., described the method of dividing
irregular figures into triangles and trapezia (pages 29 and 30), as well as
of reducing them to a single triangle @rob. 12, page 9), but the chief art
in computing consists in finding the contents of pieces of land, bounded
by curved or very irregular lines, or in reducing such crooked sides of
fields or boundaries to straight lines that shall enolose the samo or equal
area with those crooked lines, and so obtain the area of the curred figurn
by means of the right-lined one, which will commonly be a trapezium. This
reduoing of the crooked sidea to straight onee is very easily slld accurately
performed in the followibg manner :Apply the straight edge of a thin, clear piece of lantern-horn or talc to the
crooked line, which is to be reduced in such a manner, that the small parta
cut from the crooked figure by it may be equal to those which are taken in,
which giving and taking, as it is called, can be judged of very nicely by a
little praotice; then with a fine pointed pencil draw a line by the straight
edge of the horn, and do the m e on the other sides of the figure; tho
straight-aided figure thus obtained will be equal to the curved one, the contents of which will be equal to the contents of the crooked figure proposed.
Instead of the straight edge of the horn, s horsehair or fine thread may
be applied across the crooked aides in the same manner; and tho easiest way
of using the horsehair is, to string a small slender bow, made of whalebone
or thin bamboo, with it, for the bow, keeping the hair alwnys stretched,
it can be easily and neatly applied with one hand, while the other is a t
liberty to make two marks by the side of it, to draw the straight line by.
We will mention one other method, which for accuracy and despatch of
work for small parcels of land, and particularly offsets, is far superior to
any of those already named.
T h consiste of a piece of trrtllsparent horn or talc, as thin as will admit
of strength, divided off into squares of acres and roods; to do which,
describe a rectangle, on whatever scale the work is protracted on, of 80 chains
by 72, divide each side into 24 equal parta, and draw lines across joining
the divisions, then will each small square be equal to one acre, for 80 chains
multiplied by 72 chains =676 acres, and the square of 24 is also 576 ;on one
side of the rectangle these squares may be divided off into rods if necessary.
To nae thin "talc square," as it is cnlled, place auy of the lines drawn across it on the
station line of the nurvey, in such a mnnuer that the offsets lo the right aud left of the Ime
[ P A I ~ T 11i.
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m y bb d l b r o ~ h within
t
the small sqeawa of the recbngle; then holding the talc firm
with the left hand, and with a pair of compasJes in the right hand, colqmence at one end of the
line and meanore the length of such portion of the offset from the chain line (balancing the
irregular edgar aa near as possible) as may f d l witbin each row of small squaree,commencing
with the 6rst row on the right, ndding thiq on, by opening out the compaeses, to the portion
contained in the aecond row, this again to the portion contained in the third row, and w on ;
if the offset pasaes to the left of the chain lime, draw in the compasses from the chain line to
the o&t, m will the area of offlet to the left of the Iine bB deducted ; then measure the
distance iq the comprsses along one aide of the rectangle, and the number of sqnsrea contain4
within the two legs r i l l be the area in acres and parta of an acre of the offset.
The following diagram represents a talc square, divided off into acres, placed over the
nution line YZ,the orookd line as seen through the lalo representing a boundary line.

To calculate the area of tlw offwtn on the line YZ, commence at Y anal measure the
distance ad, keeping &his distance in the mmposses, place the upper leg of the compnrees
at c, and open them otct to d, place the upper leg again at 8, and open them out W S ,
again from g to A, and from ito j, here the offset going to the left of the line, place the
upper leg of the compasses on the chain line at k, and draw them in towards l. then at m
drawing them in to n, at o, drawing tbem in td p, and at q tor, the offset again proceeding to
the r i k t of the line, the upper leg of the compnssea most be placed on a, opening them out
to I, from or to v and from to to z, then will the number of squarea contained within the
eomp.sses be the number of wea and parts of an acre contained in the offset on the line YZ.
In the above dingrap, the dots on the chain line, and on the offset, show the menauremen- to be taken with the upper leg of the compasses, and the dotn below show where
the under leg of cornpassea would fall in making the above measurements, observing that
dot 2 to e = d o t I t o d , d o t 3 l o g = d o t 2 t o f ,
dot
the distances from dot 1 to c = & ,
4 t o i = d o t 8 t o h , d o t 5 t o k = d o t 4 t o j , a n d m o n t o t h e e n d o f theline.
This instrument can also be used for finding the contents of irregular figures of any shape, and
is particularly ~ l a p t e dfor checking the arena of village3 surveyed on the traverse system,whose
uea is obtrined by a calculation quite independent of a plot, aa will be hereafter explained.
The bmt method of making these "talc sqnurcs" is to draw the rectangle and small
qwes correctly on a piece of drawing paper or cardboard with 8 fine steel pen, keeping
this u a pattern, d whenover a talc squnre is rqnired, to lay the talc over this, fastening
it a t the wrners with a little gum, to prevent its slipping, and with the point of a pricker
to m t c h the lines lightly across the talc : when they are all drawn, u mixture of lampb h k and oil should be rubbed well into the marks; round the edge of the talc, pwte a
n m o w d g i n g of paper to prevent its breaking.*
T b e "Computing *or
Compnbr,"desoribed.Lpngo 173, ~ f . o i U ~ L b e o o m p u t e ( i m o f ~ o l ~ ~ d
mnow mwh d.
tmt i k must ba constructed for Lhc sale of Lhc 19rvoy or planof wluoh tha arm is rmulrd.
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In connection with the subject of areas or superficial contents, we
come to the consideration of an important principle, viz., the reduction
of the lines measured over steep slopes to the horizontal plane.
Having to lay down on a plane or flat surface, boundaries and lines
at different inclinations, in order to avoid distortion in the outline, and
to bring all the details duly within the b e w o r k , it is absolutely necessary that we refer to, or project all lines and pointa npon a plane. The
plane adopted to receive this common projection is the horizontal plane.
I t is not, therefore, the actual surface that we have to protract, b u t t h e
dimiuished quantity that would result, had the whole been reduced to a
horizontal plane.
It is, therefore, necessary to reduce all sloping or h y p o t h e n 4
distances to their horizontal lengths. When the lines are long, and the
slopes much varied and considerably inclined, this reduction ought to
be made by calculation,* or at least by reference to tables of reduction
of hypothenusal lengths to horizontal ones as given below :TABLE I.
Rednetion in Links and D w l u u h npon emh Chain'n
LeDgth for the fouowing Anal= of E l m d o n m d
Depmuioa
Angla

g 1
Angle.

-

Rednotioa

3.40
3.64

TABLE XI.
shedng the R.& of 1~~
01 ~ ~ ~ ] i ~ ~
PI,,,
for the following Angln of Elention.

Onein Angle.

-17
16
15
14
13

7.30
8. 0

9

9. 0
10. 0
11. 0
1% 0
13. 0
14. 0
15. 0
16. 0
17. 0

q

18. 0

I2
11)
11

104
10

94
I

'1°0'

The rednetion for one Chrln (from the above Table)
multiplied by the number of Chdol, will give the
quantity to be wbtrwted from the mennured length of
an inolinaUon, to rednm it to horizontal measom.

This calcalation is simple: Suppose AC to represent the horizontal plane, and AB the
measured line ; the angle of elevation BAC being taken r ith
the theodolite, we have the side AB, the angle BAC, and the
angle BCA, a right angle, to find the line AC, which i s the
horizontal length required.

hTolc.-The "Clinometer" is a very useful and handy instrument for measuring nnglee
of inclination in hilly or very undulating ground, and ever!. Surveyor should possess one.
See Heather's Treatise on Surveying Instrument.
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Tables of reduction are engraved on the v e r t i d arc of Theodolites
which, while they show on one side the angle of elevation or depression,
give on the other the number of units per hundred, that have to be
deducted to reduoe the h y p o t h e n d line to ita corresponding horizontal
length.
I n small m e p , especially those made with the chain only, an
allowance or reduction is generally made in the field by construction or
estimation se the measurement proceeds. If the slope be not very ateep,
the reduction is accomplished by holding the lower end of the chain above
the ground, aa nearly horizontal as can be judged by the eye, allowing a
plummet to hang from the hand that holds the chain, in order to point to
where the arrow should be placed.
When perfect accuracy, however, is sought, and when the survey is
extensive, the angles of inclination should be observed, and the proper
deduction obtained by computation, and allowed for when the work is
being plotted.
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CHAPTER VI.
THE TRAVERSE
SYSTEM,
AND GALE'SMETHOD
OF SURVEYINO.

A TRAVERSE
may be defined ca a circuitous route performed on lenving
any place on the earth's surfaoe, by stages, in different directioxm, and of
varioull lengths, with a view of arriving at any other place situated in any
direction with reference to the former, and at any distance therefrom
whioh oannot be reached in the direction of the ahorteat line connecting
them. The angles which the stages or station lines form with tho
meridian are called "bearings," the quantity of Northing or Southing made
in each distance is called the difference of latitude, and the amount af
Ensting or Westing is termed the departure.
When the beariug corresponds with the meridian, or with the perpendicular to it, there will, in the former case, bo nothiug but difference of
latitude, and in the latter nothing but difference of departure, and tho
distance measured will itself exprew the amount of Northing or Southing,
or of Easting or Westing duo to the change of position. The perpendicular to the meridian coincides, at first, with tho small circle of latitude.
When the dietauces are great, the deviation of these two beoomes sensible,
being the differonce between the base and hypothenuso of a rightangled
spheric triangle. In ordinary revenue survey work the difference is
scarcely sensible.
When, however, the bearing does not correspond with the meridian or
with the perpendicular to it, there will be, for every distanoo measured, a
certain corresponding change both in latitude and longitude (or departure) ;
and as these will, with reference to their particular distance, answer
the condition of our definition, they may, with propriety, be termed
the traverses of the distances :
We will therefore define :
Id M c r k f i a ~as North and South lines, which are supposed to prss through every
station of a survey, running parallel to each other.*

These meridian8 are not really parallel, but converge towards the poles of the earth,
but so insensibly as not to be worthy the notice of a Surveyor's operations within a very
limited apace. In extensive operations, however, as in India, where whole provinces come
within the Traverse System of the Revenue Survey, the parallelkm of the meridians must
be proaerved, to carry out in practice the accuracy of the above Theorem. A table for
the convergency corroction, and ita mode of application will be found in the Appendix.
See also " Hanllbwk of Departmental and Circular Orders and I ~ t r u c t i o n s " for the
Revenue Survey Department, I ~ ~ d iChap.
a,
11, Section VI.
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%-The
di&mnce pf Idiludc, or the Northing or Southing of m y line, as the distance
that one end of a line ia North or South from the other end.
&d.-The ~ u r of sany line, as the perpendicular distance from one end of the line
to a meridisn paaaing thmngh the other end.

By the 32nd Proposition (Cor. 1) Book 1st of Euclid, it is proved,
that all the interior angles of any rectilinertl figure, together with four
right angles, are equal to twice as many right angles as the figure has
aidean or, in other words, t h a e
I n any reetilineal &we, the mm of dl the inlerior anglee is
to twice aa a n y rigrht a n g h aa the figure hiaa it&,
leaa four right
angles.

This forms the bash on which the Revenue Survey operations
in India aw conducted. The Traverse System is a method of computation by rectangular coordinates, and is applicable to any mode .of
surveying whatever, such as Route Surveys, Railway Lines, Navigation
Couraes and the like, where every station is fixed by distances on the
meridian and perpendicular, and this is essential to Gale's Syetem,
which may be termed the periphery measuring, or perimetrical method.
By throwing a series of angles over the face of a country, and forming
a network of large circuits, the liability to error is reduced within
the narrowest limits, which the means at disposal permit. This a n p l a r
Circuit System, in extensive operations in a country like India, with
instruments of the beat construction and moderate power and size,
can alone ennble a surveyor to carry out in practice the theoretical
accuracy of the Traverse, and permit, by the aid of logarithmic calculation, an approximation to the proof required, &. :
~&-~'That the sums of all the interior angles shall be equal to twice as many right
logl- rs the figwe hu aid* h four right angles ;"ad*S d - A s rogarda the linear measawrnents, "That the aums of the Northings be e q d h
the
of the Soathinge, and the sums of the E d n g o be e q d & the wme of the
Westings p which latter will be presently explained.

-

It is not intendeh to be advanced that the Indian Revenue System
will bear compmison with the Ordnance Survey of Great Britain, se
reapecta the Geometrical principles, on which they are respectively
baaed. The latter is on a Trigonometrical basis throughout, and the
errors in detail have never reached the assigned limits of & of superficinl or & of linear measure. The periphery measurement system
of India per ae is not capable of giving results so accurate as the Ordnance
Stirvey System, beoauae a spaoe is not rigorously represented by
perimeter; a t the same time, where boundaries are the chief object
Euclid, Theorem 32, First Book.
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of the survey, the simplicity of thb latter syetem ia an immense
advantage, and considering the expenditure of time and money, the
results of the Indian System are admirable the more especially as they
are all absolutely based on the Great Triangulation. The country could
not possibly be surveyed so economically, or so rapidly, in any other way,
and bearing in mind the relative value of ground in the two countries,
it would not be advisable to adopt the more expensive and more accurate
system of the Ordnance Survey of universal minor triangulation over
such extensive champaign areas ; it would in fact be an endless job in
such a vast empire, a complete first survey likewise, being most urgently
needed.
Hutton, in speaking of the Traverse Table, observes, '' that this mode
of surveying large tracts of lands was made use of by Mr. Norwood,
so'far back as 1635 ;" and he adds, "that in plotting the Survey of a
country thus taken, the Circuit Station lines, though consisting of
many hundreds, may be reduced to a few for the first closing, and the
like for the intermediates of each line first plotted, by which every
station may perhaps be more truly placed than by any other method."
The above remark is extremely accurate, and there is no mode so efficacious as the one advised. By it a survey can be carried on methodically
and accurately, and the operation is wonderfully simplified, which by
any other process would be involved in dficulty, error, and confusion;
and sinm the meridian and perpendicular columns of the Traverse
admit of the Station lines being plotted by mere plain scale and compass, it would be difficult by any other method to effect this part of the
work so easily, and,by no means could a cirouit measurement and its
area be made and determined with the precision the universal theorem
admits of.*
However correctly distances may be measured, unless the angular work
is also correct, the result will be unsatisfactory, but with both these data
accnrately determined; the proof will be certain, and it will be observed,
how admirably each step in the work proves the other, and what confidence the system gives to a surveyor who has no need whatever to put
any of his work on paper, but with his Traverse correct, may produce his
map at any future period with undoubted certainty.
We will now proceed to explain the mode of surveying by Traverse.

* Memoranda on the mode of Surveying adopted in the Revenue Surveys, by Major
Wroughton, Deputy Surveyor General, in the A g a Printad Selections from public Correspondence, Port 3rd
[PART III.
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Dmw any figure such as ABCDEFGHIJA, representing the sides of an
irregular polygon.

If the theodolite is first set up a t the station A, and the interior angle
JAB is observed and then a t B, observing the interior a'ngle ABC, a t C,
the interior angle BCD, and so on all round the polygon, then will the
sum of all the interior angles, JAB, ABC, BCD, kc., be equal to ten times
two right angles (the figure having ten sides) less four right angles or
180" x 10 - 360" = 1440".
In practice it will be found that this result cannot be,exactly or
mathematically attained, and that the sum of the angles will generally
amount to something trifling more or less; to meet this, a correction of
one minute in everg five angles, additive or subtractive as the case may
need, is generally allowed to obtain the result required, but it is seldom
necesssry to apply so large a correction.
Having thus proved the angular work correct, the next operation is to
obtain the bearings of the several sides of the polygon or angles subtended
by these sides with the meridian. This is either done by the magnetic
needle on the theodolite or by astronomical observation, (the latter will be
OHAPTEH VI.]
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treated of hereafter in Part V. and various methods given for ascertaining
the true bearing of an object), but as all the Revenue Surveys in India progress on the true meridian of the earth, we shall therefore treat only of true
meridional bearings or angles formed by each line with the true meridian.
If the theodolite were adjusted in the plane of the meridian on every
station of a survey, we should find no difficulty in obtaining the true
bearing of each line, b i t aa this would be very troublesome and next to
impossible, it is only new&
in practice to obtain the correct bearing
of the faat lime of a survey, from which, by the assistance of the angular
work, the bearings of the other lines om be deduced.
This true bearing being once established has only to be checked
and corrected by similar means after every 50 or 100 square miles
of country traversed, and it will be found seldom to exceed from 5 to
10 minutes of a degree from the true meridian, whereas, if the magnetic
needle was used, an error of 1 5 or 30 minutea is scarcely traceable in
s single observation, and where so many instruments are in use, all
giving a different magnetic varintion, it is plain that, without this method
of deducing the azimuths fkom the angular obaervatious, the utmost
confusion would arise.
Ruk-To Lhe bearing of the line pl.eceding that of which the bearing is sought., add the
inward angle formed by these two linen, and the sum increased or diminished by 180°,
according ae it may be less than, or in e x c m of, 180°, w i l l be the bearing of the next line
sought.

Before proceeding to prove the above rule, we will first premise that,
in all modem theodolites the divisiolls are numbered round the circle,
from Oo to 360°, so that the bearing of any objeot between 0" and 90"
is reckoned North-East, between 90" and 180" South-Eaat, between
180" and 270' Sonth-Weet, and between 270" and 360" North-West,
O0, 90°, 180; 270°, being respectively due North, ,South, East, and
West.
This method of reckoning the bearings of objects is by far the most
convenient for practice, aa without the necessity of making use of the
letters to denote the direction, the bearing is known at once by the number of degrees contained in the arc.

ON SURVEYING.
Let the bearing of the line AB in the following figure bo given, as found
by astronomical observntion.
N*

s

To find the bearing of the line BC.-Produce AB to a, aud CR to C.
The two meridians NS and NISI being parallel, the angle NlBa is
equal t o the anglo NAB, if to the angle NlBa or arc Nla we add the
interior angle of the polygon ABC, or its equivalent in arc aSlc, we obtain
the angle formed by the line CB with the meridian NISI or arc N1aS1c,
if then the angle cBC or 180' be deducted from this, thus reversing the
direction of the line, we have left the angle NlBC or bearing of the line
BC with the meridian NISI.
To find the bearing of ?!M
. line CD.-Produce BC to b and DC to d.
The two meridians NISI and NOS9 being parallel, the angles NlBC and
NeCb are equal. If to the angle NCCb or arc Neb, we add the interior
angle of the polygon BCD, or itrJ equivalent in are bS%d,we obtain the
angle formed by the line DC with the meridian N'SZ or arc Ne6Sed, if
then the angle dCD or 180" be deducted from this, thus reversing the
direction of the line, we have left thc angle NOCD or bearing of the line
CD with the meridian NTS2.
CHAPTER
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Tojind the bearing of the line DX-Produce CD to e and ED to f.
The two meridians NPSe and N3S"ing
pnrallel, the angles NfCD and
N3De are equal. If to the angle NSDe or arc NSe we add the interior
angle of the polygon CDE, or ita equivalent in arc ef, we obtain the
angle formed by the line ED with the meridian NSSS or arc Nsef, if then
the angle f D E or 180" be added to this, thus reversing the direction of
the line, we obtain the angle NSDE or bearing of the line DE with the
meridian NSSS.
To jind & bearing of line Eli'.-Produce
DE t o g and F E to h.
The two meridians NSS3 and N%4 being parallel, the angles, NSDE
and NQEgare equal. If to the angle NJEg or arc NJhS4g we add the
interior angle of the polygon DEF or its equivalent in arc gN'h, we obtain
tho angle formed by the line F E with the meridian NQS*or arc NQILSag
NW, from which if we deduct the angle hEF or 180°, thus reversing the
direction of the line we have left, the angle NQEFor bearing of the line
E P with the meridian N4S4.
And so on, this proof may be carried through every line of the polygon,
until we come to the last line JA, when ita bearing added to the interior
180°, as the oase may require, will give the original
angle JAB + or
starting bearing of the line AB.
We have been thus prolix in explaining how the bearings of the above
four lines of the polygon are obtained, as they contained cases in each
quadrant of the circle ; BC being a South-Ea~tbearing, CD, North-East,
DE, North-West, and EF, South-West; the same rule is however
applicable to the remaining eides."

-

If the sum uf the preceding bearing and forward angle after deducting 180° amounta to
more than 360°, deduct 3GOQfrom the total, the relnaiuder will k the bearing of the next
line.
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CHAPTER VII.
TEEPROOFOF THX TBAVEWB,AMOUNT
OP

OF ERBOBALLOWED,
CORR~ION.

AND

METHOD

WE now offer for coneideration the followillg Theorem, otiz. :,
mat in my Survey, m c c t l y token, the sum of the dbtuncea gone North

from

a certain p e n t , d l be cqwal to the sum of the distances returned South

20 the s u m point; and that the sum of Ihe diet~necs'~one
East will be e q d
to the sum of the d i e t a m returnee? West.

The truth of the above is self-evident, for the meridians within the
limite of an ordinary Survey having no sensible difference from parallelism, it must necessarily follow, that if a person travel any way soever
within such limits, and at length come round to the place where he set
out, he must have travelled as far to the North as to the South,
and to the Eaat as to the West, though the practical surveyor will always
find it difficult to make his work close with this perfect degree of exactness.
We will however explain this more fully with the assistance of a diagram.
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Let the line NS run due North and South, and EW due East and
West. If we fix on the point A, as a starting point, and a person walks
from A to b, on the line NS, say 400 yards, and wishes to return to A, he
must walk back 400 yards : in going therefore from A to b and back from
b to A, he has walked 400 yards North aud returned 400 yards South.
I n the same manner if he fixes on the point b as a starting point, and
walks to B on the line EW, say 300 yards to get back to b, he must return
300 yards; in walking therefore to B, he hm gone 300 yards East and
returned 300 yards West.
Supposing now he walks from A to B, say 500 yards in the direction
of the line AB, he will then have gone North from A 400 yards, and
East from A 300 yards.
In a continuation of the figure, having walked or measured from A to
B, he proceeds on and measures from B to C, in doing so, he goes a
certain distance South and a certain distance Eaet of B to amve a t C,
thence he measures to D, going a certain distance North and East of C t o
arrive a t D, from D he measures to E, from E to F, and so on, going
north, south, east or west, from the preceding station as the direction of
the line may be, until he arrives back a t his original starting point A.
I n making this tour, therefore, he has gone the same distance north as he
has returned south, and the same distance east as he has returned west.
Let the vertical and horizontal lines drawn through the several stations
A, B, C, kc., represent the former, a series of meridians or north and south
lines or lines of longitude; and the latter, a series of east and west lines or
lines of latitude : as these lines of latitude and longitude are all respectively
perpendicular and parallel to each other, it follows that the angle formed by
the intersection of the meridian line of one station, and the latitudinal line
of the next station as a t b, k, 1, m, &e., must be a right angle or 90".
Now supposing all the lines AB, BC, kc., to have been carefully
measured with a chain, and that having obtained the bearing of the line
AB, by astronomical observation, we have deduced the bearings of all
the other lines by the rule (page 226), we then have the data in each
line, of a side and two angles to find the other two sides.
For instance, in the triaugle AbB, we have the side AB, and the two
angles bAB, AbB, (the latter being invariably 90" or a right angle) to
find the other two sides Ab and bB the former being the difference of
latitude, and the latter the departure of the station B from k I n like
manner, in the triangle BLC, we have the side BC, and the two angles
CBE (obtained by deducting NBC from 180") and BkC (a right angle) to
find t,he other two sides Bk and Ck, the former being again the difference
[PART III.
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of latitude and the latter the departure of the station C from B, and so
on for every line round the figure.
The object of calculating all the sides of these several right-angled
triangles on each line, is to obtain the difference of latitude and departure
of each statioh from the preceding one, which difference being found, the
s u m of all differenoes of latitude of lines going North, muat equal the
sums of all differences of latitude of lines going South, or
A b + C E + D m + G p + J s = B k + E n + F y + H q + I r and the s u m of all
differences of departure of lines going East, must equal the sums of all
differences of departure of lines going West, or
bB+kC+lD+rJ+sA=mE+nF+yG+pH+qI
and if this is not the
result of the above calculations, the Survey has not been truly taken
We have before stated that, in the measurement of angles, a
certain correction is allowed in practice to obtain the result of the
theorem which forma the basis of the work, so also in the measurement
of Chain lines, a correction is necessary to meet the errors that, notwithstanding the greatest care, will occur. In actual pmtioe the columns
of latitude and departure will not balance exactly, for inaccuracies must
arise from observations and chaining in the field, which no care could
obviate. To adjust these differences previous to deflning the meridian
distances, the rule is, that should the discrepancy amount to one-fifth of
a pole or 5 links for every station, it will be clear an error has been
made in the field measurements, which must be discovered by a resurvey.
When differences, however, are within these limits, the amount of error
allowed ie 1 link in 10 chains, additive or subtractive from the sums
of the Northing and Southings to correct the latitude, and from the
sums of the Eastings and Westings to correct the departure.
This error must be apportioned among each of the distances of the
wr9ey by the following proportions, viz. :
As the m m of aU the &lamis to the w h l e error, so is each diatanee to its
omrediolb

Thie must be done for the latitudes and also for the departures, and
ie entered in a column appropriated to each, called the North and South
correction, and the East and West correction ; the correction, thus determined, must be placed collaterally, with the distance to 'which it refers,
without distinguishing as to North, South, East or West.
Having found the several corrections for each of the latitudes and
departures, add them together severally, and see whether their total agrees
with the whole error, and if so, proceed to allot the corrections. If the
error be an excess of Northings, subtract each correction from its collateral
Northing or add it to the collateral Southing ; if an excess of East@, add
CHdPTEB ~ 1 1 . 1
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to the Westing and subtract from the Easting ; the corrected sums of the
correctei latitudes and departures will then be found exactly to agree.
We here subjoin an example :
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In the above, the error i~ + -14 in the South and + -28 in the West.
we will now divide this e m r proportionately among the several distances,
by the rule previously given, viz., as the sum of the distances : the whole
error :: each distance : its particular correction, or
62.27 : -14 :: 17.68 : -040 :: 6.37 : -014 :: 3.86 : -008 :: 14.63 : -033 ::
19.73 : -045, for the Northings and Sonthings.
And 62.27 : -28 :: 17-68 : .080 :: 6.37 : -028 :: 3-86 : -016 : : 14.63 :
.066 :: 19.73 : .090, for the Eastings and Westinga
I t will be observed that the sum of the several corrections
aa above apportioned ampunts to -14 in the Northings and Southingc,
or .095 + -045 = .14 and to -28 in the Eastinga and Westings
or .I24 + .I56 = .28. This is the method of subdividing an error in theory,
an approximation ie s~ifficient,the proportion of error to each
but in
line being made without reference to calculation, the error when i t is below
the maximum allowed, of 1 Link in 10 Chains being equally divided between
the two columns of Northing and Southings and of Eastinga and Westings, and generally thrown into the longest lines. The example given
however mast not be understood as a specimen of the real extent of
correction on such s*all distances, we have taken ample figures merely
to serve the purpose of illustration.
We have omitted mentioning here the several methods given
in other works on "Surveying by the Traverse system" of finding
unknown distances by adding up the Northinp and Southings, and the
Eastinga and Westings of n polygon, and applying the difference of the
two severally, as the latitude and depnrture of the unknown line, and
thence finding the Chain distance. Polygonometry, as given in Hutton's
Mathematics, Vol. 3, and other books, treat of these methods, and t o
them we refer the reader for further illformation.
[PART 111.
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CHAPTER VIII.
THESEdifferences of latitude and departure, or distances on the
meridian and
of each station from the preceding one, are not
only applicable to the proof of fieldwork, but are subservient also to the
plotting and computation of the area of the Survey, which will now be
explained.
All the distances on the meridian of each station from the preceding
one, North or South, and all the departures of each station, fkom the
preceding one, East or West, can be referred to the meridian of the
first station or starting point of the Survey, viz., station A. For
instance, on the meridian of A, (Pig. page 229) for the line AB, the
distance North is Ab and the departure East is bB; on the meridian
of B, for the line BC, the distance South is Bk, and the departure East
is H: ; deduct the distance that B is North of A from the distance that
C is South of B, and we obtain the distance that C is South of A, or
Bk -Ab = Ac ; in like manner add the distance that C is East of B,
to the distance that B is East of A, and we obtain the distance that C is
East of the meridian of A, or kC + bB = cC.
Agaiu, on the meridian of C for the line CD, the distance North is Cl,
and the departure East is ID, deduct the distance that C is South of A,
from the distance that D is North of C, and we obtain the distance that
D is North of A, or CI-Ac =Ad; in like manner add the distance
that D is East of C, to the distance that C is East of A, and we obtain
the distance that D is East of the meridian of A, or ID + cC = dD.
On the meridian of D, for the line DE, the distance North is
Dm and the departure West is mE, add the distance that E is North of
D to the distance that D is North of A, and we obtain the distance
that E is North of A, or Dm + Ad = Ae ; also, deduct the distance
that E is West of D from the distance that D is East of A, and we
obtain the distance that E is East of A or dD - mE, = eE, and so on
all round the figure until arrived back at A, when the distance that A
is North of J, the preceding station, deducted from the distance that
J is South of A, or & Js, and the distance that A is East of J,

-
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deducted from the distance that J is West of A, or jJ - sA will leave
no remainder, proving that the calculation has been correctly made.
The line FG, i t will be perceived, crosses the meridian of A; in this
case, it is only necessary to deduct the distance that F is East of A from
the distance that G is West of F, to obtain the distance that G is West
of A, or yG - Ff = gG.
To plot therefore all these station points, draw a meridian line, and
another perpendicular to it, representing the East and West direction. '
Fix on any point on this meridian line for the sdtion A, lay off with a
pair of common compasses and a scale of equal parts the distance Ab
North of A, draw a line parallel to the East and West line through the
point b, lay off the distance bB, East, and join the points A and B, we
thus obtain the bearing and distance of the line AB.
Next lay off the distance Ac South of A, draw a line parallel to the
East and West line, through the point c, lay off the distance cC East,
and join the points B and C, thus obtaining the bearing and distance of
the line BC.
Then lay of the distance Ad North of A, and with a parallel to the
East and West line through the point d, lay off the distance dD East,
join C and D, and we obtain the beating and distances of the line CD,
and eo on all round the figure, observing that when the distances on the
perpendicular are West of the meridian of A or starting point, they are
laid off West on the plot. The reduction of the distances on the
meridian and perpendicular of each station to the first station or starting
point is therefore easily effected by a simple addition or subtraction, and
may be comprised in the following rule.
Ruk-When the distances run North of the 5rst station, add them one to another, until
they change to 6onth, then deduct them one by one until the Soothing exceeds the Northing, when dednct the laUar from the former, changing the denomination to South; all
diitanees then going Sonth are added, and those going North deducted, and so on, until
arrived bsck at the original stuting point
Like*
in the diitancea op the perpendicular, when the distance8 mn East of the meridian of the 6rat station, add them one by one until they change to West, then dednct them
until the Wasting exceeds the Euting, when deduct the latter from the former changing
the denomination to West; all dint.ncea t h a going West are added, and those going East
deducted, and m on, until arrived hack at the original starting point.

This method of plotting is by far the most perfect, and the least
liable to error of any that has been contrived ; it may appear to require
more labour than the common method by angular protraction or
protraction by bearings, on account of the oomputations required, but
theae are made with 80 much ease and expedition by the help of

on
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Traverse Tables,* that this objection would vanish, even if they were of
no other use than for plotting; but as we have already said, they are
subservient a h to finding the area, and which cannot be ascertained
with equal accuracy in any pther way ; when this is considered, it will
be found to be attended with less labour on the whole than the common
method.
One great advantage in the above method of plotting is, that if a
station be incorrectly plotted, it does not affect in the least the correctnese of the other stations, which is not the case when plotting with a
wmmon protmtor by bearing or anglea, where an error made in plotting
one line is carried on through the seriea
A net of Traverse Tablas baa been published by Major J. T. Boil-,
Bengal Enginema,
to every minute and degree of the quadrant, and these Tables are now in general me in
the Bevenue Surveys; we therefore refst the Surveyor to this work, in which he will find
the method of using them fully explained and much valuable information regarding the
application of the system to general purpoees. A new edition of these Tables carefully
revised hY lately been published in England.
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CHAPTER IX.
THE UNIVERSAL
THEOREM.
WE must now look on the distances on the perpendicular above
computed of each station, from the first in the series or starting point,
aa the sides of certain figures which multiplied into the distances on tho
meridian between each station will give certain products, from which the
area of the figure.is derived by an easy computation from the following :
UNIVERSAL
THEOREM.
*
If the sum of the distances of an EASTand WESTline of the two enda of
each line of a Survey, from any meridian lying entirely out of or running
w SOUTHING ntade on
through the Survey, be multiplied by the NORTHING
each respective line, the dgerenee between the sum of the NORTH
PRODU~B
and the sum of the SOUTH
PRODUCTS
will be double the area of the Survey.
To explain this Theorem, it is necessary to take the three different
cases that present themselves separately, which areU.-When themeridian is to the Wed of the polygon and lying entirely oat of the Survey.
2nd-When the meridian M to the East of the polygon and lying entirely oat of the Survey.
&d-When the meridian ram &ough the polygon, a portion of the Sorvey lying East
and West of it.

I

8p--------------

-----------------

E

CASE 1 s ~ .
When the meridian is to the
West of the Polygon and lying
entirely out of the Survey.
Let ABCDEFA be any polygon, NS
an indehite straight or meridian line.
Draw perpendicalam aA, LB, cC
dD, eE, fF, from the extremities of
each side of the polygon, meeting the
line NS, at a, b, c, d, e, A then will
the distances ab,bc, cd, de, ef fa be the
meridional distanceit corresponding to
the sidea AB, BC, CD, DE, EF, FA.

* See Adam's Geometrical and Graphical Essays, page 836.
Jones, London, 1813.
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I f therefore we multiply the sum of the perpendiculars at the extremities of each Northing
or -riding side of the polygon by the meridional distance corresponding to that side, and
place t h e products in one column, cnlling them North Products ; and if we multiply the
at the extremities of each Soothing or descending aide of the
of the
polygon, by the meridional distance corresponding to that side, and place the products in
anothercolumn, calling them South Products, then will the sum of the h u f h Products
deducted from the sum of the North Products be double the area of the polygon, that is :

I

=+Gab

the diBerence

bB +>C x &

+d
m x ria
+ sE + f F x ef +f P + aA x fa,
+ &+dD-xed

1

1

r i l l be double the area of ABCDEFA.
the sum of the North Products will be double the area of cCDEcc+aABb, and the
mm of the South Products will be double the area of cCBAFEec+aAB6.
~~t it
evident, from an inspection of the figure, thnt cCDEec cCBAFEcc =
ABCDEFA. If therefore the area of aABb, which is common to the North and South
Products,be struck out, we hnve left cCDEec cCBAPEcc = ABCDEFA, and consequently
the race of their doubles must be equal to double the area of ABCDEFA.

-
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CASE ~ N D .
m e n the nzeridian is to the East of the Polygon and lying entirely out of
the Survey.
Let AGHIJA be any polygon, NS
indefinite straight or meridian line.
Draw perpendiculars aA, gG, hH, a, jJ,
from the extremities of each side of the
polygon, meeting the line NS, at a, g, A, i,j,
then w ~ l lthe distances ag, gh, hi, ij, j a be
the meridional distances corresponding to the
sides AG, GH, HI, IJ, JA, with the line Ns.

If we multiply the sums of the perpendiculars at the extremities of each Northing or
amending side by the meridional distance
corresponding to that side, and place the
products in one column, calling them North
and if We do the same with each
; Produch;
Southing or descending side, and place the
products in another column, callingthem South
Products, then will the a m of the Nodh
Products deducted from the sum of the South
Producb be double the area of the polygon,
that is :

a

i-

the difference hH

- { j i + j a

+ iI x hi + i

1

x$

I

+ U A + g ~ x a g + g+ ~

II

x gh,)
will be double the area of AGHIJA.
For, the sum of the North Products will be double the area of jhHGAJj, and the aum of
the Sacrh Roducts will be double the area of jhHIJj.
But i t is evident, from an inspection of the figure, that jhHIJj jhHGAJj = AGHIJA,
and wnsequently the d'fiexence of their doubles must be double the area of AGFIIJA.

-
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When the m e d i a n runs through th Polygon.
The annexed Bgnw is a junction of the two laat under a common meridian NS, pasaing
throogh the point A, rind consequently through the polygon.

To obtain the area of this polygon, in the onme manner as in the last two cases, it is
necessary to have a set of North and Sou& products for that portion of the polygon lying
to the East of the meridian line NS, another set for the portion lying West of the meridian,
and Pgain o third calculation for the line FG, which, lying partly to the Eost and partly to
the Weat of the meridian, its two portions must be separate1J calculated.

It will be observed that the only difference between the 1st and 2nd
cases is, that, in the former, of the polygon lying to the Eaet of the
meridian, the South products are deducted from the North producte, to
obtain double the area; and in the latter, of the polygon lying to the
West of the meridian, the reverse takes place, &., the North producte
are deducted from the Sodh products to obtain double the area of the
polygon; this would be equally necessary in this polygon, but in practice,
inatead of having two sets of North and South products, one set for the
portion of a polygon lying East of a meridiau line, and another set for
the portion lying West (in cases such as this where the meridian line
runs thmgh the polygon), it is usual to reverse the producta of that
[PART 111.
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portion of the polygon to the West of the meridian line, and entar them
in the same columns as the producta of the portion of the polygon to the
East of the meridian line, Ce., that all products of sides running North
to the West of the meridian are placed in the column of South products,
and, vice versa, all products of sides running South, to the West of the
meridian are placed in the column of iVorth producta
Two columns are thus s a c i e n t , for, if in the 1st case, the South
products deducted from the North products give double tho area
to t h e East of the meridian, ,and in the 2nd case, the North products
deducted from the South products give double the area to the West of
d
products of the 2nd
the meridian, and the North products a ~ South
case are changed and applied as South products and North products in
the 1st case, or vice versa, we shall obtain the same result, as if we had
two sets of North and South producta.
It only remains therefore to explain how the area is obtained of tbat
portion of the polygon lying East and West of the meridian or on the
line FG.
Produce Ff to x and Gg to y, and draw Gx and yF parallel to NS.
It is evident, from an inspection of the figure, that if the area of the
rectangle Ffgy to the East of the meridian be found, and placed in the
column of South products, it being a Southing or descending side,
and t h e area of the rectangle fffig, be found and placed in its
column of South products, it being also a Southing or descending side
to the West of the meridian, (supposing us to have two sets of North
and South products), and we reverse the latter and place it in the column
of North products in the Traverse Table, the line FG will have a North
and a South product too, one product being the area Weet of the
meridian, the other the area Eat of the meridian, but to facilitate calculation and simplify the work, it is better to deduct the lesser product from
the greater, and carry the difference to the column in which the excess
is. The same re~ult, however, is obtained by taking the difference
between the perpendiculars East and West of tho two points, and
multiplying it by the meridional distance corresponding to the line,
placing the product in its proper column North or South, ae the case
may be; in the present instance it is
gy x Fy = Area of Ffgy or South Product to the East of the Meridian
mdgG X Gx = ,,
f&9
,,
,, ,, West
9,
or reversed North
,, ,, East
The difference of the two would be carried to the South products, the
excess being South, we should obtain the same result however, if we
j9
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take the difference between yg and gG and multiply by Fy, which ia the
usual method in the Traverse Table.
Having now explained why these products are called North and South
products, and also shown that the difference between them gives double
the area of the polygon, we will exemplify how they are obtained by a
reference to the diagram, page 238.
We have already said, that to obtain the area we must look on the
distances on the perpendicular as computed from the first station or
starting point, as the sides of certain figures, which multiplied into the
distances on the meridian, will give the North and South products above
alluded to, for instance :On the line AB, the distance on the perpendicular bB, multiplied into
the distance on the meridian Ab, will give double the area of the triangle
ABb, a North product, the line AB running Northward.
On the line BC, the sum of the distances on the perpendicular a t
each end, or bB + cC multiplied into the distance on the meridian
bc, will give double the area of the Trapezoid M B , a South product, the
line BC, running Southward.
On the line CD, the sum of the distances on the perpendicular at each
end, or cC + dD multiplied into the distance on the meridian cd, will give
double the area of the Trapezoid dcCD, a North product, the line CD
running Northward, and so on, until we arrive at the last product on the
line JA.
The North and South products being then respectively added up, the
difference between the two sums will be double the area of the Survey,
the half of which will give the area in acres and decimal parts of an acre.
We may here observe that in all the works in which the Universal
Theorem has been treated of, for the ascertainment of areas, the
meridian has been assumed as lying entirely out of the Survey, but this is
contrary to practice. The meridian of a village circuit must naturally
pass through the first slation of a Survey, at the point where the
instrument is first set up, and except in very peculiar figures, this causes a
portion of the figure to fall on both sides of the meridian.
To assume a meridian to pass entirely out of the Survey, it is necessary
to go out of our way, and from its extreme Easting or Westing to adopt
a quantity greater than either, and so calculate the length of each
coordinate from this assumed distance, at the same time that it involves
the necessity of an extra calculation for finding the area. There is no
[PART III.
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posaible advantage in this method, as the same result is obtained by
making use of the wordinatas Ewt and West of a meridian running
through the Survey, giving considerably less
in the calculation and
consequently less labour in deducing the products.
To follow therefore the simplest and most natural course aa met with
in daily practice, must be the most advantageous, and it is not only so aa
regards the area, but likewise in respect to the plotting; to take the
meridian passing through the first station, as it invariably does, the
protraation is a t once easily and simply laid down, without the necessity
of further doulation and more inconvenient lengths of scale and oompase.
An assumed meridian out of the Survey is still more at variance with
systematic precision and progress, whereas in extended operations many
villages are plotted on the same sheet of paper, and where each circuit
must be built on its own meridian passing through the first station. On
the Indian Revenue Surveys, therefore, the shorter and more practical
method is pursued, and when it is considered that fmm 1500 to 2000
airouita are on an average annually surveyed by each party employed, a
tsint idea may be gleaned of the labour wrved by the improvement above

epecified.

CEAPTEB
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CHAPTER X.
HAVINGin the last few chapters given an explanation of the Traverse
System of surveying h m its commencement, mi., the angular work
and measurements in the field, to the finding the area of the land
surveyed, it only remains to simplify the process which has taken some
pages for explanation, by embodying the whole in a table for the purpose,
and calculating the polygon given in page 238. In the adjoining table
Col. No. 1 contains the letters representing the stations of the Survey.
the angles as observed in the Field.

3

,,
,,

9,

4

,,

the bean'ngn of the several lines deduced as per
rule, page 226.

9,

5

the distances as measured in the Field.

81

6, 7

,,
,,

9,

8, 9

,,

the departure of each station from the meridian
of the preceding one.

a, a, a, a

,,

the corrections applied to each calculation, to
prove the survey correct as per rule, page
231.

7,

10

,,

the distances on the meridian of each station
from the first in the series.

11

11

,,

the departure of each station from the f h t in
the series.

9,

12

,,

the sums of each pair of coordinates obtained
from column 11,to be multiplied into columns
6 and 7, when the respective products are
placed in columns 13 and 14.

2,

2

29

,,

the corrections made in those angles, to prove
them by Euclid, Prop. 32, Book I, Cor. 1.

the distance on the meridian between every two
stations.
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The following simplification of the method of calculating columns 4, 6,

7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13 and 14 will, it is hoped, place the matter beyond
doubt; and by comparing each given quantity with the diagrams, the
mode of obtaining its corresponding result will be easily understood.
To obtain Column 4 of the Table from Column 2.
Given the Bearing of the line AB, 50" 12' N.E. as found by htronomicd observation, or otherwise. (Diagram, page 238.)
Then,
Bearg. AB 60. 12'+ L B 2700 11'= 3200 23~-1800= 140.23' S. E. or Bearg. B C

,,

,,

,,

,,
,,

,,

,,

,,
,,

BC 140
CD 21
DEB16
E F 191
FG 248
GH33il
HI 202
IJ 144
JA 47

25 +
33 +
14 +
66 +
67
18
68 +
01 +
19 +

,, C 61
,, D 113
,, E 66

10 = 201
41 = 135
42 = 371
01 = 428
21 = 813
40 = 382
03 = 3.24
18 = 227
63 = 230

,, F 237
,, G 264

+
+ ,, H

49
,, I 121
,, J 83
,, A 182

33-180
14 +I80
66 -180
57 -180
18 -180
68 -180
01 -180
19 -180
12 -180

= 21 33 N. E. or
= 315 14 N. W.or
= 191 56 S. W. or
= 248 67 S. W. or

= 333 18 N. W.or
= 202 58 S. W. or
= 144 01 9. E. or

= 47 19 N. E. or
= 50 12 N. E. or

,,
,,

,,
,,

,,

,,
,,
,,
,,

CD
DE
EF
FG
GH
H I
I J
J

A

AB

To obtain Columns 6, 7 , 8 and 9.
Rule.-As Radius : Distance :: Cosine of Bearing : Latitude and ::
Sine of Bearing : Longitude or Departure.
Latitude = Distance x Cos. Bearing; or
Departure = Distance x Sin. Bearing.
See Diagram, page 229.

Lme AB Lat. Ab
,, BC ,, Bk
,, CD ,, Cl
,, DE ,, Dm
,, EF ,, En
,, FG ,, FY
9,
GH 7, GP
,, H I ,, H p
,, IJ ,, lr
,, JA ,, Ja

=A B
=B C
=C D
=DE
=E F
=F G

=GH
=HI
=I J
=J A

Cos. A
,, B

,,
,,
,,
,,
9,

,,
,,
,,

C
D
E
F
G
H
I
J

Long. &B = AB Sine A
,, kc =BC ,, B
,, ID =CD ,, C
,, m E = D E ,, D
,, nF = E F ,, E
, fl =FG ,, F
,, pH = G B ,, G
,
qI =HI ,, H
,, rJ =IJ
,, I
,, sA = JA ,, J

Example of Cdumna 6, 7 , 8 and 9.
On the Line AB given, Bearing N.E. 50" 12' Distance 8.35.
Coaiw.

k i n g 600 12'
9806.254
Distance 8-36 Log.0.9'21686

-'72i940 = 6.84 Lat.

Sine.
9885521
0.921686

'807207 = 6.41 Dep.

The above example by Major Boileau's Tables (see Note, page 235).
Bearing 50" 12'
Distallee

8.35

Latitude.
h.12

Departure.

6.34

6.41

.........800.........6'15
-18........ 30......... .23
-04 ........ 5 ......... -03
-

1
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To obtuin Column 10 from Columru 6 and 7 .
Line AB Dint on Mad. of A to B or Ab =.N 6-98
,, BC
,, ,,
B to C or Uk = 8 7.47

--

CD

,,

,

S 2.14 Di. Distnnw on Meridian
C t o D o r C 1 = N 1484

{
}

Ditto of A to D or Ad
Ditto of A to E or Ae

ofAtoCorAc

,, EF

,,

,,

E to F or En = S 4'42

)

JA

,,

,,

J to A or JI = N 5 28

) Ditto of A to J or A j

N 22.49 Sum

To obtain Column 11 from Columns 8 and 9.
Lie AB Departure of A to B or bB = E 8-42
,, BC
,,
B t o C or M: = E P18

,,

,,

CD

,,

E.18.60 Sum
C to D or ID = E 5'86

-

E 1846

-

,,

DE

,

D to E ormE = W 9.70

EF

,,

E 8-76Di.
E to F or nF = W 0.98

-

- ,,

Dep. of A to C or cC

,,
,,

E 7-89

Pa

,,

A to E or eE

AtoForfF

F to G or yG = W l P 1 9
W4-a6

CHAPTER k]

A to D or dD

,,

,,

AtoGorgG

,

a
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-

Line GH Departure of G to H or pH = W 4'74

w 9.10 sum = ~ e p of. A to H or h~
,

I

,,

H to I or qI = W 6.28

-

,,

,,

AtoIoriI

W 5'76 Diff.

,,

A to J or J

,,

IJ

1,

W16.88
I to J or rJ = E 9.63

,,

JA

,,

J to A or aA = E 5.75

0.00

To obtain Column 12 from Cdumn 1 1 .

-Sum

Line AB Departure of A to B or bB = E 6-42
71

*'

(

\

,,

,,

A to B or bB = E 6'42
A to C or cC = E 12.60

E 19.02

of Coordinah.

-

I?

DE{

:

A t o D o r d D = E 18-46
A l o & o r 6 H = E 8.76

-

Ditto.

E 16'59

Ditto.

E 27.22

..EF(

,,
,

A t o E or eE = E 8.76
AtoPorfF=E1.83
-

>*

FG

(

,,
,

A to F or f F = E 1-83
A to G or gG = W 4-36

-

E 3.47 Difference of Coordinates.

W 13.46 Sum of Coordinates.

(

,,
,,

A to H or hH = W 9-10
A to I or ;I= Wl5-88

W 24-48
71

'J1

,,
,

A to I or i I = W 15'38
A toJ or j J =W 5-76

JA

,,

A to J or jJ = W 5-75

W 21.1s

,,

Ditto.

Ditto.
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To

obtain Columlas 13 and

14 from the mult@lication of Colun~n12 inio
Columns 6 and 7.
North Prod.
N.E.&S.W.

Line A B

E

cC) x bc or

E 1992 x 8

rr

BC

(bB

+

rr

CD

(CC

+ d ~ x) od

DE

(dD + eE) x & or

,r

EF
" PO*
9,

GH
HI

,r

or

E a146 x N
E 2792 x N

6.83 = 8.42

......

...

14'20

747 =

1484 = 46.08

......

919 = 26.68

...

......
7-aa

...

(sE +fF) x qf or

E 16.69 x S

4.42 =

xfg or

E 8'47x8
W 18.48 x N
W 24'48 x S

4.69~

...

12'71

14'88 = 86.29

......

jJ) Xij or

W21.18 x 9

18.28 = 28'06

......
.

jJ x jA or

W 5.76 x N

(fF-gG)

+ hH) x gh
(hH + $9x hi

@a

(iI

rr
rr

6.42 x N

bB x bA or

South Prod.
N.W.dz8.E.

+

JA

or
or

9.46 =

6.28 =
Sums

...

... 140.48

1-68

8'08
88.90

88%

Diff

...

101.68 Acres = double the
area of ABCDEFGHIJA

Consequently

(~Bx~A+~:+xD+~+xD+~Ex~~
( - x b c + e ~ x ~ + f ~ c 3 x f g + ~ H ~ ~ h + ~ ~ )
= Doable the u e a of the 5gure ABCDEFQHLTA, page 240.

We have now endeavoured to explain the Traverse Table, and though
all the operations which have been given at length for the sake of
explanation appear laborious, they are performed with the greatest
faciity, the whole, with the exception of Columns 6, 7, 8 and 9, being
obtained by a simple addition or subtraction, and Columns 13 and 14 by
multiplication. Such is the traverse system of surveying now so universally
followed in champaign countries, and to use Mr. Adam1+ words "the
superior accuracy and ease with which every part of the procass is performed,
cannot, i t is imagined, fail to recommend i t to every practitioner." To
apply the system in practice will form the subject of other chapters.
The Coordinates here changing from Eaat to West, or crosaing the Meridian of
Station A, the dilfcrenca between the pairs instead of the arm is taken, by which mesna the
uea of the Parallelogram Fr Oy, is properly balanced, the portion lying to the West of the
Meridian of A being cancelled by a portion on the Eest side, leaving a diierence in favour
of the lstter, and which accordingly remaining East, and multiplied by a Southing, f o m a
South Product.
t Geometrical Ewaya by George Adam, 1818.
CEAPTER

x.]
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CHAPTER XI.
THE STREN~~TH
O F A REVENUE
SURVEY
EBTABLIBH~NT,
AND
DETAILED DUTIBB
OF IT8 CX)L[PONWT PhBT8.

T m Eshblishinent of a Revenue Survey is regulated according to
circumstances and the requirements of the Government service, but in
former years Survey Parties were confined to two claesea, a double and a
single establiihment.
Double EatabliJInbeni.
In the North-Weatern Provinces.
Revenue Snrve or
1
where
the completion of the settleCovenanted or hilitPr;kiatant.
Sub-Amistants
...
7
ment waa then deemed of great imNative Assistants or Mootsoddies 25 to 30
170 to 200 portance, the strength under each
Tindals, Classics, or Measurers
... to 25 O5cer was of the former character,
Khuar*l
fixed
Guard ...
...
And for which a fixed rnnual maximum and consisted of the establishment
anm was granted under the four leading given in the margin,
heads, wiz. :
h. The several parties which were

--.

...
...

Snrveyor and Contract Contingencies @ RS. 712
hisstants
Nntiva Establishment, including a
Native Doctor
Field Guard

...
...

...
...

brought down into Behar and Bengal Proper, and were employed in
13,980 1854, were kept up to this strength,
...
...
lJba but those which were appointed for
Total per aauum
... a7324 the Lower Provinces and Bengal
done have been generally of the
Bingb Establishment.
Revenue or Assistant Surveyor ... 1
single strength, aa per margin.
Sob-hiatants
... 6
Native Assistante or ~ootauddiea 22
Within this sum therefore the
Tiodals, Classias, or Measurers ... 120 to 160 surveyor
was
to adapt
Khuarsh, fixed Establishment
4
Field Guard
...
... 5 to 9 his establishment to the emergenAnd for which the following is the annual ties of his work, and the
of
maximum grant slnctioned by Government,
DlZ. :
the year. During the active period
Surveyor and Contract ContingenIb' for field operations, generally avergenciea @ Rs. 728 ...
8,712 aging seven months in the year, a full
Asaistanta
...
... 11,566 complement of Native establishNative Establishment, including a
Native Doctor
...
ment are kept up, and the monthly
Guard ...
...
expenditure may be in excess of
... 31,287 what
Total per anuum
the total sum divided by 12
would yield, but thii is balanced by extensive reductions during tho
recess months ;tbe great body of the Classics, Signallers or Measurers and
Carriers are then discharged, and others put on half pay, and for this
7,268
13,680

-

...

... 10tig

-
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reason an annual, instead of a monthly, maximum is sanctioned ; this is
likewise controlled by the head of the department,, whose audit of the
monthly bills was essential before
Assistant Surveyor in charge ... 388
they were passed on to the Civil
... 250 to 950
Ditto
Senior Sub-histant
... 200
Auditor.
Sub-As3iatan~ 2nd 'lass
:$
The salaries of Aasietants and
Ditto,
3rd class
... 76 to 100 Sub-Assistants were then as marginwitto,
4th class
ally noted.
And the general time of service
~ t e 25
r years' k c e , ~ e 850
. per mensem.
20 ,,
I,
7,
300
I*
required
to entitle Assistants to the
16
,,
250
10 ,,
,, I$ 200
higher grades was as per margin.
But all this has now been changed since the introduction of the
Budget System entailing the accounting and estimating for every item; as
well as owing to the reorganisation of the Survey Department with a
regulated scale of grades and salaries,-the grant of field or travelling
&wances,-d
the abolition of contracts for miscellaneous expenditure,
combiued with the great rise in the price of labor, the cost of a survey
establishment is now very different, and is estimated for under the
following several heads, which may be taken as a fair average of a full,
and of a half Party, in the present day. No outlay can be incurred, or
authorised, by departmental heads, that is not duly provided for in the
estimates, which have t o be made out long in anticipation, and it behoves
Survey Officers therefore to be most carefid in providing for every
probable want in the first instance, and in adhering to his maximum
afterwards.

:;:

:::

7,

$3

9,

'

For a Full
Party
Per Annum.

Its.
Superintendent according to rank and grade...
12,022
1 Aasiitant Superintendent according to rank and grade.. .
5,4 13
7 Surveyors and Assistant Sur..
... 14,153
veyors*
Native Establishment.*
1 Office Assistant
30 SubSurveyors,
Draftsmen,
Writer, and
200 Tindals, Classics, Measurers,
and Guards
...
Carried over
...

For a Singh or Half
Party
Par Annum.

Ra.

1 Deputy

.

1

- 47,355 -

21,983

* For a Single or Half Party, the iiutnbers of aasistauts and of the native eatablishnienL
are reduced in proportion to the aggrepite sums allowed under those heads.
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For a Single or BaIf
Party
Per Annwa.

For a Full
Party
Per Annum.

...

Brought over
...
Field and Travelling Allomncc.*
TO Officersand Assistants
...
...
To Native Establishment

Rs.

.........

Rs.

47,355

5,331
1,527

..

-

1,000

596

1,391
2,136
574
I27
1,559

669
1,170
300
69
1,200

6,787
Grand Total

...

21,983

2,718
602

6,858
~isccllaneolldContingclet Churgea.
Feed and keep of elephants
...
Boat or rail charges, transit of
stores, dm.
...
...
~ & l e or line clearing
.
Purchase of camp equipage
Purchase of medical stores
...
Miscellaneous and petty i t e m ...

.........

-

61,000

--

3,320

4,044
29,347

7

A Topogmphioal Party ie constituted pretty much the same, and
at .about an equal expense, but with a much smaller proportion of
Native Agency, the nature of the triangulation and hill sketching of
difficult ground, aa well aa the relation to the people in Native Statee
demanding more European Agency. Instead of 30 Native Sub-Surveyors,
Draftamen, and Computers, there are only 6 in a Topographical Party.
The nomenclature of the several grades constituting the Department
has of late years been altered, and the following are the equivalents :Old Nomenclature.

1st Assistants and Surveyors
h i a t a o t Surveyors and 2nd h i s t a n t s
Assistant Surveyors
Sub-histant Surveyors
Native Surveyors, Mootauddies, dm.

ATew Nomenduture.

I

Deputy Superintendents
AmLnsistaut Superintendenta
Surveyors.
h i s t a n t Surveyom
Sub-Surveyom

Deputy Superintendents and Asgistant Superintendents in charge of
Party draw
6 rupeea per diem whilst actually in the field. dauiatant Superintendents not in charge
of a Party receive 4 rupees per diem.
Surveyors draw 4 rupees per diem whilst actually in the field.
Assistat~tSurveyors draw 8 rupees per diem wl~ilstactually in the field.
Sub-Sur\.e~oradraw a montbly 5eld ailownnce varying from 5 to 20 rupees, the snnctioned maxi~uumbeing Rs. 20.
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In.1866, the Survey Department of India received its first regular
organization, under Fillancia1 ordem of Government, dated the 16th April
of that year, and the following are the revised Establishments, with the
uniform scales of salaries for the three branches of the Department.
R ~ v l a mE S T A B L I ~ H Y E N ~

~ T E .

Superintendent,
1st grade
...

hpnq

...

Ditto,%dgrade

...

Ditto, llrd grade

...

800 1,100 1,800

2

1

8

2

Superintendmt,I~tgrade

Ammiatant

Ditto

...

ditto, 2nd grade

Probationer

...

...

280

a50

150

280

---

(

Adahat Surveyors,
Ditto,
Ditto.
Ditto:

.

1 s t grade

...
...
...
...

...
...
...
...

: :I

...

2nd grade
3rd made
4th S
- a d e ., probationer
-

T O Y of Junior Department

-
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0

6

4 1 2

6 1 8

...

Total of Senior Department

Burveyora, lot grade
Ditto,
2nd grade
Ditto, 8rd grade
Ditto, 4th grade

3

-

-

RATE.

/

REVISEDESTABLISHXET.

4

500
400
350

300

a

1

2
4
8
14

-5 - - -

18 /
14
60
18 /
250
6 '
6
21
E
1 98 " 11 16 1 i32g
120 1
8 1
28
45 (
------ 108
.
46
73 I 168
9

1

9
12
16
23

I. I I : I
I-'--

-.

-.
- .--

p

- -----
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With these grades, numbers of employks, and salaries, added to the
expense of all the Native Executive Establishments for the various Parties
employed, combined with the miscellaneous contingent and field or travelling charges, the total allowed grant for the Survey Department in the
present day
(1873) comes to£240,000
E
- .
Trigonornetrical Department
... i0,000 per annum, or 24 lacs of rupees,
To ngraphical & Surveyor General's
hepartment
...
io,ooo distributed as per margin between
Revenue Department ...
... 100~000 the three branches and as provided
Total ... 240,000 in the Civil Estimates, within which
the general expenditure must absolutely be confined.

...

--

At the general conference a t Allahabad in 1833 of all the old Officers
employed in the Depwtment, which wns likewise attended by Lord
William ?ntinck, the Governor-General of India, it was weed upon
that with the se'ngle establishment, which up to that period had been never
increased, an area of 1,000 square miles of Mouzawar, or village by
village* survey, per season, with topographical details, could be effected,
provided the average size of the villages was l a square miles, or 8,000
acres; and by a systematic arrangement of the various duties of each
person employed, this quantity of work has generally been got through
under even less favorable circumstances than villages of a squwe mile
average. I n 1837, the Sudder Board of Revenue, N. W. P., brought
forward their new scheme of the double establishments, with a view
of exacting 3,000 square miles per a n n w ; but although this enormous
extent of work has been approximated, in a certain style by several
of the old North-West Surveyorq it has been rarely attained, and in
the complicated districts of Bengal, with small villages of scarcely
more than half a square mile each, cannot possibly be either expected,
or (with reference to general accuracy) be desired. The accuracy and
style of the topographical details which then sufficed for mere revenue
maps only, would not be tolerated in the present day. The general
topographical features and minute drainage of the country were in fact
in those days utterly neglected, in order to meet the pressing demand for
areas and skeleton maps for assessment purposes alone.
The general duties of a survey establishment are divided into two
, a n d heads, viz., Pkkl and Recess. The Field season is supposed to
commence in October, and continue until the 1st June, though in Bengal

* The Mouur, or village, is equivalent to a Parish in England, the limits or boundaries
of every village are defined and laid down. The Jfoueawnr system, therefore, forlnv a
complete net-work over the whole country, and is the only means whereby the areas of all
tbe estates paying revenue to Governtnent cnn be nrrivcd at with nny certainty.
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Proper it is difficult to commence active operations before the 15th of
November a t the earliest. During this period, the sole object is to prosecute the survey operations to the best advantage, devoting only such
time to the elements of the computations as tend to leave no doubt aa to
the accuracy and entire confidence in the Field observations and measurements. The remainder of the year, from June to November, when camp
life must be exchanged for cantonments or recess qurrrters during the
periodical return of the rainy season, the full attention and zealous
industry of every individual is demanded in perfecting the maps, registers,
and innumerable calculations : and although the nature of the Field
and Recess business differs materially, yet i t is difficult to say which is
the most trying and irksome ; genemlly speaking, perhaps, the Field is
preferable to the office duty.
On commencing active operations the survey establishment is divided
into as many separate working parties as the strength will permit; generally
from three to four independent camps or divisions are formed, each
being placed under the charge of a competent European or East Indian
Aasistant, with such proportion of chain or surveying parties as the means
available admit of. A Surveyor or Assistant Surveyor should be competent to superintend and systematically work four Boundary Sub-Surveyors
and three Interior or Geographical Detail Sub-Surveyors, and such a party
will be able to survey about 120 villages, or from 60 to 70 square
miles per month.
The Surveyor or Assistant Surveyor conducts the survey of the main or
Pergunnah circuit, observes the angles, and records them with the distances
of the station lines in the Field-book; it is his duty to arrange the whole of
the smaller or village circuits for the Native Sub-Surveyors, and to examine
and compute the data furnished by these Boundary Surveyors, to protract
the work and see if the ofsets have been properly taken, and to check
the azimuth extending from village circuit to circuit, and make i t accord
with the initial azimuth of the main circuit a t every point a t which a
junction is proved. He must regulate likewise the filling-in of the geographical details of every village circuit, and guard against any error in
the proceedings of the Native Surveyors who perform this duty, taking
especial care that the magnetic variation of the compass used for this
purpose is properly adjusted to the initial meridian and the bearings laid
down on the Field map accordingly. I t is the duty of this Officer also to
compare the external boundary of the village map with the Thdkbust
or settlement Officer's demarcation map, and to make an immediate report
of any discrepancies which may appear, and when tho measuring Ameens
are engaged in the Assistant's Division he has to test their work in t b a
ClI.iPTEI1
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Field, and control and check any abuses which may come to his knowledge; he has likewise to render an account of the progress of the survey,
and to see that a due amount of daily Field-work is produced by each
chain party under him, and he is strictly responsible for the accuracy of
every portion of the work within his own division, which muat be duly
attested before it is sent on to the Superintending Officer.
The Native Sub-surveyor, in charge of a Boundary Party, surveys all
the village circuits within the main or Pergunnah circuit, observes the
angles with the Theodolite, keeps the Boundary Field-book in English,
and enters the offsets. On the close of each day's Field labor, or as
soon aa a convenient quantity of work is completed, he forwards the
Field-book to the Assistant Surveyor, who extracts all the data for making,
or as it is termed putting up, the traverse. The Boundary Sub-surveyor
also immediately reports m y difference he may have observed between the
Thdks, or mud pillars and other marks actually existing in the Field, and
the sketch map furuished by the Settlement Officer.
The Interior Detail Native Sub-surveyor surveys all the geographical
details within each village circuit with a Prismatic or common Surveying
Compass and chain, or Plane Table, such as the village sites, rivers, nullahs,
jheels, roads, temples, kc., sketching in large tracts of jungle or waste, and
recording the mofussil name of each village site. Being furnished with a
drawing board and T square, with the exterior lines of the village circuits
protracted thereon, the boundary on any particular line can easily be
resurveyed by this individual, or any disputed piece of land laid down
according to the decision of the local authorities. The Interior Native
Sub-Surveyor also ia available for collecting statistical information from
the village authorities and zemindars, such aa the number of houses,
ploughs, head of cattle, the soil, crops aud harvest; and in cases where
the Khusrah Limeens do not extend their measurements to such villages,
this plan may be followed with advantage, although it may be the means
of delaying the detail survey a little.
A Boundary Chain Party consists of the individuals as per margin,
Native Snb-Surveyor
... whose special duties will be remarked on in the
Tindal
... ... ... 1 sequel: This number is absolutely required
Choinlnen ...
... ...
... 48 for the effective prosecution of the survey;
...
~1%-footers ...
Ofiaet-man
... 11 in addition there is generally a Police
Instrument carrier ...
...
- Burkundauze or Peadah from the Settlement
Totnl ... 11
Officer attached, to cause the attendance of the
parties concerned on both sides of the boundary, and to prevent complaint8 and unnecessary demanda for. ruaeud, or supplies. The Interior
C h i n or Plane Table Party requires only 6 men, which is ample for the
nature of the survey and the instruments employed.
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The duty of the Revenue Deputy Superintendent is to exercise a
general superintendence over the whole establishment, and to direct
the combined Professional. and Cadastral operations in such a manner
that accuracy and despatah may be preserved, and at the same time
that neither the boundary on skeleton work, and the interior detail
m e y of "Fields," as well as of topography, should be unduly
sacrificed one to the other; he must regulate his progress so as
to keep his expenditure within the maximum allowed sum. On him
devolves the chief and most important point of laying down the
true meridian by astronomical obeervation, and of testing the same in
various parta of his work, and thua satisfying himself that the azimuth
conveyed from main circuit to main circuit does not deviate from its true
inclination beyond the allowed error. He should be constantly on the
move, visiting each Assistant's camp, rendering advice and ~ssistancein
cases of difficulty, and examining into the state of the work as it progreases step by step, taking especial care that the calculations to the
extent of the proof items are fully brought up and keep pace with the
Field-work. He should have a thorough knowledge of his district, and
be thus able to check any glaring defect in the delineation of the geographical features of the country; in fact, as the responsible agent, it
should be the aim of this officer to maintain such a systematic and
methodical course, that hie own (and all hi subordinates') professional
character may be secured.
h o t h e r great and important point in the duty of the Superintendent,
ee well as his h i s t a n t s , is to keep all the instruments in a proper and
efficient state,. and on all occasions to see that they are in perfect adjustment. The most liberal supply of the very first rate instrumente is
granted by the Uovernment, and as the wear and tear on a Revenue
Survey is very great, too much attention cannot be paid to the'subjmt.
With such a proportion of Native Agency, it may be imagined that a
Theodolite employed daily for six months in the year, subject to all
weathers, must suffer in some measure, and, unless looked after, will
get out of order. On the character and capability of his instruments, the value of a Surveyor's labors must in a great degree depend.
I t is therefore essential, that as often as the occasion demands, a Theodolit0 should be carefully cleaned; the limb should be dusted with a fine
mmel-haii brush, and periodically, on the close of a Field-season, the
graduated silver limb should be gently washed with soap and water, and
then cleaned with a piece of old silk, some fine olive oil, and a little l a m p
black, freshly made and free from g r i t t h e best oil for the axis is goose
or duck fat. All instruments damaged, or worn out, and requiring repair,
are sent to Calcutta at the commencement of the recess, and put into
CAAPTPR XI.]
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efficient workiug order, or exchanged in the Mathematical Instrume~lt
Maker's Department, and retunled in time for the ensuing season's work.
At the termination of the Field-work, the equipment of every Surrey
Party is thoroughly inspected for this purpose, and indents are submitted
to the head of the Departmeut for any new instruments that may be
found to be necessary.
In addition to a full complement of Classies or Measurers for each
Assistant arid Native Sub-surveyor, a considerable number of men of the
same class are required for preparing the station lines preparatory to
survey; this preliminary duty is most important, and requires much time
and skill in its efficient performance, and without all the stations are so
marked out ready for the survey party, the valuable time of the Assistant
would be lost, and an undue cost thus thrown on the work; frequently
there is a vast deal of jungle to be cut through, occupying a line-cutting
party several weeks; distinct sets of men are told off for the main
circuit and the village circuits.
Main Circuit Line-Cutters are employed in preparing the station points
of a survey on the exterior of a Pergunnah* or other tract of country,
and their method of proceeding is as follows :The Tindal (selected from the most expert and intelligent of the
Claasies) is accompanied by a Classie, sometimes two, and receiving his
orders to start from a given point on the exterior of a Perynnah,
generally where three Pergunnahs meet, plants his first station a t the
tri-junction; he does this by means of a bamboo peg about a foot long,
which he drives firmly into the ground, leaving about 2 inches of it above
the surface, and round which he cuts 5 trenches, as shown in. Fig. 1, Plate
VIII; these station points are called Pergunnah Triple-boundary Stations;
this done, he stands over the peg, holding a flag upright, and directs his
Classie to proceed on along the boundary of the Pergunnah, until he comes
to a spot where three villages meet; he there plants another peg, and
marks i t as shown in Fig. 2, Plate VIII; these points arc called Pillage
Triple-boundarySkstions.
-

-

* The Pergunnah, Talooqua or Tehseel, Subdivision of a District, answers to a
Hundred in England, or to the next lower Subdivision of a County. The system
of w i n g main circuits along the inflexions of Pergunnab boundaries, which
are frequently so very tortuoue, has of late years been given up. The conditions
now required are as follows;-lsl, to divide the district under Survey into main circuits of
about 200 square miles; 2 4 each main circuit must be a s compact and symmetrical as
possible without reference to Pergunmh boundaries, but still following the ~ i l h g eboundaries; ard, every effort should be made to secure compact blocks, long lines, nnd a
minimum number of stations, so as to reduce, as far as possible, the number of angular
observations and detached linear mensurements, d e "Handbook of Departmental and
Ckcular Orders for the Bevenue Survey Department, India," Chnpter IL, Section II., Maiu
Circuits.
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Should the offeete to the boundary between t h q e two station points be
too p a t , or exceed three chains on each side of the line, (which can

eaaily be ascertained by the direction of the bamboo marks or mud pillars
erected to mark the boundary line, and which is invariably done previous
to the survey commencing), intermediate station points must be planted in
such a manner that the offsets on each line may be brought within the
above limit; all these intermediate stations are marked aa shown in
Fig. 3, Plate VIII.
To enable the Tindal to ascertain the names of the villages, kc., to his
right and left hand aa he proceeds, and to ensure his keeping on the
boundary of the Pergunnah, he is furnished with a general P e r w a ~ a h ,
on the different Zemindars, to give such information and assistance as
may be necessary. The Tindal proceeds in this manner, running p series
of stations all round the Pergunnah, keeping it to his left hand, marking
where the exterior Pergunnah changes by cutting five trenches, every
village triple-boundary by three trenches, and evory intermediate station
by two trenches, until he arrives back at the point he started from; near
each station, a bamboo with a wisp of straw is generally planted in the
ground, to enable the Assistant when surveying the main circuit, aa this
ia called, to see the direction of every succeeding station, and thus prevent
any delay in finding them when in the Field.
are exactly bimilar to those
The dntiee of the Village fine*
of the main circuit linecutter, with this exception, that whereaa the
main circuit linecutter does his work by main or large circuits of
Pergunnahe, the village linecutter does his by smaller circuits of villages,
contained d h i n the main circuit, making use of all the triple-boundary
stations of the former, on the main circuit, aa so many pointe for closing
his own work on ; he proceeds thus :He takes 'any village triple-boundary station on the main circuit aa a
starting point, and keeping the village to his left hand, he sends h i
C h a i e forward along the boundary, until he coma to a spot where three
villagee of the Pergunnah meet, including the one he is preparing the
etatione of; he there plants a station, cutting the trenches aa in Fig. 2,
Plate VIII, and filling. up between the two pointe with other stations should
the offsets on each side exceed three chains.
Thence the Claasie proceeds along the boundary, still keeping the same
village to h i left hand, until he comes to another triple-boundary, marking
it and filling up intermediately aa above; he continues on until he
arrivee on the p a i n circuit again, at a different station from where he commenced; here he cloees h i work on the main circuit station, as all the
stations between his closing one and the one he started from have been
already prepared by the main circuit line-cutter.
CHAPTER XI.]
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Having thus completed the stations for one village, he commences
again on either a triple-boundary of his own work just prepared, oragain on a
main circuit triple-boundary,and keeping the village to his left hand, he proceeds round it, until he comes upon a main circuit triple-boundary, or one of
his own interior village triple-boundaries, where he again closes his work,
as the intermediate stations, between where he started and where he hne
just closed, if the main circuit have been prepared by the main circuit
linecutter, and if of interior village circuits, they have been prepared by
himself; he thus proceeds with every village within the Pergunnah until
the whole of them are prepared in the manner described.
Should the Pergumah be large, consisting of 150 or 200 villages, it is
usual to send three or four parties to prepare the village stations, subdividing the Pergunnah equally amongst them, and starting them from
opposite sides, in such a manner, that they may all meet at the closing
of their work, when no confusion will take place in their taking one
another's stationa to close on.
Main circuits can also be subdivided in the same manner, by starting
the .line-cutters from various Pergunnah triple-boundary points, on
the exterior of the Pergunnah, and directing them to proceed on,
keeping the Pergunnah to their left hand until they come to the next
Pergunnah triple-boundary, when if another linecutter has started from
thence, he will find it out, by seeing the station point aIready prepared, and
on which he must close his portion of the main circuit.
Villsge line-cutters are always supplied with a list of villages within
the Pergunnah of which they have to prepare the stations, and they are
furnished with a Perwannah, on the various Zemindars within their track,
to obtain such assistance and information aa may be necessary to prosecute their work.
Line-cuttere' duties are very troublesome and laborious, for they act ae
pioneers and prepare the country for EUI'Vey, and have many difficulties to
overcome, not only from the nature of the country, but from the delays
caused by the non-attendance of village authorities, and the .difficulty of
procuring the information they require to enable them to carry on their
work ; they are generally in consequence paid a elightly higher rate than
the Classies, or from 5 to 6 rupees per mensem.
Chain-men are employed in measuring the distances between the station
points as above prepared by the linecutters ; two men drag the chain,
and a third is necessary to hammer the pin in and stand by it until the
rear man comes up, this leaves a durable mark on the m n d , and precludes a chance of miscalculation, should the arrow be disturbed by the
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chain ; for the method of measuring chain lines and keeping the accounts
of them, see pagea 41 to 43.
0fectmen.-Their
duty is to measure the offseta from the chain line to
the boundary, and for which purpose they are provided with an offiet rod
of 20 limb ifi length, generally made of a light bamboo ; directions for
i b use and of the cross staff and O p t i d Square will be found at pages
43 to 45.
Plugmen are supplied with light bamboos, about 20 feet in length, and
shod with an iron spike (Fig. 4, Plate VIII) surmounted by a small
triangular black, or red and white flag (Fig. 6, Plate VIII), according
to the fancy of the Surveyor; these bamboos are held perfectly upright
on the several station points, prepared by the line-cutters, and on them
the surveyor fixes the cross-wires of his Theodolite to obtain his angular
observation.
Plummets are sometimes used, attached to the bamboos, to ensure
their being held quite perpendicular, but they are troublesome and
inconvenient; it is quite sufficient for the flag-man to place the iron
spike of the bamboo on the centre of the bamboo peg at the station
point, keeping the latter beiween his feet, and holding the bamboo with
both hands about the height of his chest, and in a line with his nose
(Fpntispiece, Fig. 6), hi front being turned towarda the Surveyor.
Three flag-men are sufficient for one Theodolite, but with a practised
and expert Surveyor four are necessary to prevent delay ; their method
of proceeding is as follows :The Surveyor having fixed his Theodolite on his starting station point,
aenda one man to the back station, and one to the forward station,
keeping the third with himself, or at the station where his Theodolite
is plnnted; having taken his angular observation, by any of the metho&
shown at pages 71, 72, the flagman standing by him waves his flag to the
right and left, when the man at the back station, understanding this as
his signal, wmee up to the station where the Theodolite was and relieves
the %-man there, who runs on and relieves the flag-man at the forward
station, who in his turn proceeds on to the next station.
All these reliefs are made whilst the Surveyor is engaged measuring
the distance between the two station points, so that on his arrival at
the end of the chain line, the flag-men are again in their proper positions,
to enable him to observe his second angle, and thus no time is lost.
The flag-men thus continue on from station to station, relieving one
another until the circuit of the village is completed. Flag-men should
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be light, smart, and active men, and well trained to running, for much
time is sometimes lost by the Surveyor in having to wait for the forward
flag-man reaching his station
Inetrument carriers are for the purpose of carrying the Theodolite or
compass from station to station. They are supplied with a leather sling
belt, (Fig. 7, Frontispiece), ending in a socket, into which the feet of the
Theodolite stand, when closed up, are introduced ; this sling belt bears
the weight of the instrument, and should therefore be made of sdiicient
strength for the purpose, the instrument is kept steady and upright by
holding it as shown in the figure, but not too high up.
Instrument carriers or Theodolite men, as they are generally called,
should be selected from the strongest and most careful of the Classies,
for it is no easy matter to carry a Theodolite about all day fixed on its
tripod stand.
The instrument box is strapped over the shoulders, like a knapsack,
and is slung, so that the Theodolite is always carried in an upright
position (Fig. 8, Frontispiece). These boxes being exposed to the sun
the greater part of the day, should be well protected with a cloth cover
wadded with cotton; a 5 or 6-inch Theodolite can be camed about
the whole day by one man, but a 7-inch requires two men to relieve one
,
another.
These men should be taught to carry the instrument so as not to jerk
it by the motion of the body, and to be careful in avoiding going under
trees, as very often a stray branch is liable to knock the instrument off
its stand, for which reason a Surveyor should be careful after every observation to see that the spring clamp which retains the instrument on ita
tripod (as described in page 69) is secure.
The remaining Classies are employed in carryi'ng the T square and
board, the Cross-staff, ar Offsebrod, kc., their duties requiring no particular
notice.
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CHAPTER XII.
TH& COXMENOEMENT
AND EFFECTIVE
PROSECUTION
OF A
REVENUE
SURVEY.
ON the proper division of labor depends the successful progreas of a
aurvey; duties once told off should be adhered to for the season's operations; if a Surveyor is continually changing the duties of his establishment, he will as surely get his work into confusion, and delays and consequent check will be the result. Some system or method must be observed
in disposing of a large establishment to the best advantage, and by a
judicious distribution of the proportion of European to the Native
establishment, and suitable localities of the headquarters of each camp
or party, the allowed means are turned to the best account.
It must not, however, be supposed that every Officer superintending a
m e y observes the precise same system of carrying out the details of
his work.
The profession of a Surveyor above all others affords the most ample
ecope for ingenuity of practice, and it will generally be found that every
Surveyor haa peculiar methods of various practical sorb by which he
believe8 his operations are benefited; we shall therefore endoavour to
explain in the following pages the leading principles of our own experience combined with the knowledge of that of several contemporaries.
On the Revenue Surveys in India the Surveyor is not merely dependent
on his own resources, he has to look to the proceedings of another and
diatinct establishment, that of the Civil or Settlement Officer, to be
.supplied with a sufficient quantity of work, and without the proper
adjustment and preparation of boundaries by this functionary, no Revenue
Survey can proceed as it ought to do. This is explained at length in the
Chapter treating of the important divisions of all Revenue Survey
proceedings, the K h m h or Native measurements of "Fields," or the
aadastral portion of the operations.
I n the first place it is advisable to obtak, if possible, a rough map or
eye &etch of the portion of the district coming under survey, and by
getting a birdpeeye -hew of the country, to decide where the Surveyor
should commence, and how and in what direction he ought to p h e d so
ae to keep his work compact; he must settle at once the spot where his
firat meridian line is to be laid down, and note the different localities
where he will test his meridian as he proceeds.
CHAPTER XII.]
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Some months previous to taking the Field, he will communicate with
the Settlement Officer, or local Civil Officer, Collector, or Deputy
Commissioner, and make all necessary arrangements with him for
the progress of the combined operations of both Professional and Khusrah
Survey. The Perguunahe or other divisions to be surveyed during the
season must be decided on, as well as that portion of each Pergunnah
on which the survey operations are to commence, the number of T h s huts or demarcation papers of villages, required monthly must be
settled, aa well as the number of villages requiring measurement by
Khusrah, i.e., Field by Field. A11 preliminaries must be arranged prior
to taking the field, and there should be such an understanding between
the Surveyor and Settlement Officer as may prevent all hindrance to the
progress of the work; the object of both should be to cooperate mutually
with each other, and so overcome all difficulties that mny present
themselves.
The season's work being thus, as it were, set in order about a month
previous to the establishment taking the Field, the main circuit linecutters are sent out to prepare the stations of the main circuits as shown
in the last chapter.
These men receive their orders from, and are under the immediate
control of, the Deputy Superintendent of Survey, who should' direct
them in their duties, and on no account should they be interfered
with by the Assistants or others on the establishment. For the better
elucidation of the manner of commencing a survey, we will suppose
the tract of country represented in the annexed sketch to be a portion of the work allotted to an establishment for the season, and the
different divisions numbered 1, 2, 3,4, kc., to consist of certain Pergunnah
Tehseels and Talooquas, or other local subdivisions, within the district to be
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surveyed, the river to the south of the whole forming the boundary of
the district in that direction.
Our first object is to enclose these several Pergunnahs or subdivisions
within a number of station lines, or to divide the district or area to be
surveyed into compact blocks, or numbers of village circuits, with a view
of obtaining a correct series of angular observations and chain measurements round the exterior of each, and which is termed a Main circuit, the
correctness of which being ascertained by the usual proof by traverse, the
errors of all the minor or VilEage circuita surveyed within the main circuit
are prevented from extending themselves beyond. The traverse calculations of a main circuit are never altered when once proved, and they are,
together with the angles, bearings and distances, all applicable to the
several village circuita in which the main circuit lines may fall.
To prepare a circuit therefore of the kind, the main circuit line-cutters
receive their orders as follows :
One linecutting party to start from A, a second to start from B, a third
from El a fourth from H, and a fifth from D.
The first party, starting from A, are directed to proceed along the
northern bank of the river, keeping Pergunnah No. 1 to their left hand,
until they come on No. 2, then to run their lines between Nos. 1 and 2,
aa far as No. 4, to continue on between Nos. 1 and 4, up to No. 6, or the
point Dl from whence the fifth party abovementioned started, 'md to close
the work on the Station D previously made.
The wcond party, starting from B, are directed to proceed along the
northern bank of the river, keeping Pergunnah No. 2 to the left hand,
and arriving at No. 3, to run lines between Nos. 2 and 3, touching No. 4,
continuing on betweeu Noa 2 and 4, until they come on No. 1, or the
Station C, made by the first party aa they progressed on the main circuit
of No. 1, closing on the same station.
The third party, atarting from El are directed also to proceed along the
northern bank of the river towards circuit No. 5, then to run their lines
between Nos. 3 and 6, until they come on No. 4, continning the stations
between Nos. 3 and 4 in the direction of No. 2, closing work on the
station at F, made by the second party as they progressed with the main
circuit of No. 2.
The fourth party, starting from H, are directed to proceed along the
boundary of No. 4, keeping it to the left hand, noting the Station I, in
the usual manner, aa the triple-boundary of Noa 4, 5, and 6, and to
continue on to Station Dl or the point whence the fifth party commenced
their portion of the main circuit of No. 1, and to close work. on that station.
CHAPTER XII.]
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The fifth party, starting from D, are directed to keep No. 1 to their
left hand, and proceed on until they arrive at the starting point A, from
whence the first party commenced work, noting the triple-boundaries of
Nos. 1, 6 and 7, in their progress.
These five line-cutting parties starting their work simultaneously, it is
necesssry, that they should take up the triple-boundary stations common
to each other as closing points for their respective work; for instance, the
second party starting fmm B, at the same time that the first starts from
A, it is necessary that the latter should take up Station B in their work,
as they progress round towards C and D ;the same as regards the second
and third party, the former should take up Station E in their work, and
so on for all of them; if they neglected doing this, there would be two
stations at every Pergunnah triple-boundary, which would cause much
confusion in the work.
In the absence of a rough sketch map of the district, some difficulty may
be experienced in directing the line-cutters at first, but the Deputy Superin.tendent should endeavour, by all practicable means, to obtain a knowledge of
his district, either by information obtained from proprietor or others, or what
is better, to take a ride over it in different directions, and especially over
the p & a where his work is to commence, and obtain information for
himself : when once the four or five first Pergunnahs of a district are got
over, they of themselves show much of the boundaries of the adjoining
ones, and a morning's ride or two in advance of his work, together with
the aesistance of one or two smart Tindals, sent about to obtain information, will soon enlighten him as to horn the general disposition of the next
adjoining Pergunnahs run.
In the above manner four main circuits, enclosing an area from 4 to
600 square milea, or under favorable circumstances aa much as 800
square miles, are prepared at one and the same time, and they should
be surveyed in the same way, i.e., one Assistant should start from A, and
run the circuit ABCDA ; a second should start at B, and run the circuit
BEFC, closing his work on C ; a third should start at E, and run the
circuit EGHF, closing his work on F ;and a fourth should start at H, and
run the circuit HID, closing his work on D ; and if the Assistants are at
all expert, supposing the number of stations to average 180 per main
circuit, the whole should be completed within a week. The angular
observations and chain distances between two adjoining main circuits are
made c o b o n to both, by reversing the angles and measurements of one
circuit, which are then applicable to the adjoining one, or in other words,
that the angles observed and distances measured from B to C, in No. 1
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cirouit, by W i g reversed,* will answer for the angles and distanoes from
C to B, in No. 2 circuit ; and that the angles and distances from C to D,
in No. 1, reversed, will furnish the angles and distances from D to C, in
No. 4, and so on through all the oirouita. By these means each circuit
is made oomplete, and adapts itself to the usual proof, bringing the
survey round from the station whence it started to the same point of
departure -in, and thus the difference of latitude and departure of each
triple-boundary is identical in both contiguous circuit&
To prevent the possibility of error in the chain lines, it is an excellent
plan and one that is generally adopted for the h i s t a n t to have a Native
SubSurveyor preceding or following in his track, carrying on a second
measurement of the lines in his rear se he proceeds, which remeasurements should be compared every evening as soon as the Native Surveyor
arrives at the station where the h i s t a n t has closed work for the day,
and any discrepancy appearing, it should be oorrected the first thing
the next morning by a third measurement.
These large main circuits are then subdivided into convenient sized
interior cirauitrc or Pulduhs, for the more accurate testing of the village
survey, and for systematic distribution of the work.
I t is not necessary for an Assistant surveying a main circuit to tab the
offieta to the boundary marks, se it would cause much delay to his progreas ; they can be taken up by the Native Surveyor when surveying thc
villages in which the several lines on the main circuit fall.
As Boon as the Surveyor or h i q t a n t completes the survey of a main
circuit, he should forward his Field-book of the angles and distances at
once to the officer in charge whose duty it is to put up, calculate, and
correct each circuit; this may be considered by some Surveyors se the
duty of the h i t a n t s , but they have ample work with the village cirouit
survey to occupy the whole of their time without being taxed with these
calculations, and as the oorrectness of the general work depends entirely
upon these main circuits, the Superintending Officer is the proper person
to look to them.
When these Field-books are sent in by the Assistant, the main circuit
line-cutters should immediately be told off to prepare other circuits, so
0' that they may have them ready for survey by the time the village circuits
are completed within the circuits just closed.
Whilst the main circuits are being surveyed the Deputy Superintendent
should be employing himself in fixing his meridian line, that a correct

'
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azimuth for the work may be ready by the time the several Assistants
close their circuits, for on the correctness of this azimuth rests the entire
basis of the work.
The first station t o be selected for the survey, viz. A, should be the point
where the boundaries of three Pergunnahs meet, and should, if possible,
be chosen, so that the initial meridian of the survey will pass nearly
through the centre of a district, and if a station of the Great Trigonometrical Survey be thus conveniently situated, it should invariably be
adopted as the origin. Similarly, when it is propoeed to survey two or
more districts continuously and to refer the survey to one meridian, the
station of origin should be selected in a central position. This first, o r
initial station, or origin, forming a point of departure for the whole survey,
from which the coordinate distances of all remarkable places and conspicuous objects are calculated, must be made permanent by building over i t a
circular brickwork pillar or platform from about 4 to 6 feet diameter, as in
the adjoining diagram, the station being the
centre from which the circle for the pillar is
described; this pillar serves also as a good
landmark from which the boundary of the
three congregated Pergunnahs may easily be
traced, and from which point, the true azimuth
of all surrounding conspicuous objects, such as a mosque, temple, remarkable tree, village, kc., must be observed, a full description of the m e
being given in the records of the survey with a view of easily i d e n t i f e g
the station again, and leading off therefrom the true meridian.
On this station, A, the Theodolite p u s t be firmly placed,* to ascertain,
by any of the methods, as shown in a subsequent part (see Practical
Astronomy) of thii work, the true azimuth of the h t line of the survey.
The Surveyor should not, however, rest satisfied with the azimuth of his
h t line being correct, for unless the angular observations between two
given points, which in a distance of 10 miles would average from 30 to
40, have been made with the greatest precision, the azimuth deduced
-

* We

recommend the following method of ensuring the steadiness of the Theodolite
during observations. With a radius of about 2 to 3 feet, according to the size of the
instrument, describe a circle on the ground, (having the statioll peg as a centre) by
means of a pieceof string fastened round the peg, and at the other end a small piece of
wood, or anything that will make a mark an the ground. Lay off this radius, six times
round the circumference, mnkinga mark a t each point, and at every other point drive
in firmly a tent peg to within a couple of inches of the surface, and rather inclining inwards
towards the centre; on these three tent pegs rest the legs of the instrument, which thus
becomes isolated in the ground on which the observer moves.
[PART III.
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through them will be erroneous by the same quantity that the angles
themselves are.
The best method, therefore, of preventing any nccumulation of error,
or, in other words, of correcting the angular observations so as to reduce
them to the usual proof, is to fix on various other points on the circuite,
and ascertain by fresh observations in the same manner as a t Station A,
t h e true azimuth, corrected for convergency, of the lines measured from
these points, such as a t B, E, G, F, I and D.*
By these means the error in the angular work between A and B is
confined withis those limits, i.e., if the azimuth of the first line from A
is carried through the angular observations between A and B, and the
azimuth so deduced of the first line measured from B, is + or - the
azimuth found by observation a t B, corrected for convergency so as to
secure the parallelism of the two meridians a t A and B, it is evident
that the difference between the two azimuths, viz., the observed azimuth
a t B corrected for convergency or reduced to the meridian of the origin
a t A, and the azimuth deduced by the continual addition of the angles
observed between A and B, is the error of the angular work between
A and B, and can be corrected accordingly if the difference does not
exceed 5 minutes, but if the difference is great, the angles between
A and B must be reobsorved.
I n t h e same manner the difference between the deduced azimuth and
that by observation a t Station D is the error of the angular work between
B and D, or between I and D ; in the latter case, the azimuth being
deduced from the direction of Station I, and in the former from Station
B. T h e same is applicable to the correction of the angular observations
betweeu all the other stations, viz., between B and El E and F, F and D,
E and G, G and I ; unless some system of the kind is adopted, so as to
have a constant check on the deduced azimuth, the proof by traverse of
the different main circuits will be very unsatisfactory, indeed, they will

,

* NoTE.-TJIC tmmdon for connergency, it shouu always be c a p c f d ~ yrrmembmd, it
applied to the OBSERVED or t w Meridians of alalions, to reduce them lo the M e d i a n of tha
Origin, w as to endure the trut parellelinn of all the Meeridiana for the seneral Main Circuits.
This c o d i o n is a h y a or 8u~sTRucTrvEfrom the O R S E R V E D Azimuth m b r i n g of any
line when working to the E d , and + or ADDITIVE t o thd OBSEEVED Azimuth m bWe?bg of
any line when working b the W d .
For full i ~ l r u d i o n regarding
r
the ruled f o r the applieotion of corredionafor convergancy
of Medium, res Appendiz to this work.-Abo Appendiz No. XI1 of the Handbook of
Drparimenlal and Circular Ordera and Instndionr for the Remue Brarrch, Suvwey Deparim a t , India, 1858.
CHAPTER XII.]
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eventually, aa the survey progresw, be beyold proof altogether. We will
here give an instanoe to show how necessary it is to have such a check on
the deduced azimuth

Suppose the four main circuits, as shown in the above diagram, to have
been surwyed according to their numbers, No. 1 first, and so on,
and that Station A was the point on which the meridian of the survey
was first laid down; to complete No. 6 circuit it is only necessary to start from Station B and close on Station C, and to
reverse the angles and distances of the adjoining circuits 1, 2, 3
and 4, to suit No. 6 circuit. If the azimuth of the t o r k haa not been
tested in any of the circuits 1, 2 and 3, the azimuth of the line at Station
B is entirely dependant on the c o m t n e a s of the angular work run
through these circuits. Again, if the azimuth of the work has not been
tested in oircuit No. 4, the azimuth of the line a t Station C is dependant
on the comtneee of the angular work run through the circuit No. 4.
We will suppose an error of 20 minutes in excess to have gradually
acaumulated at Station B, by the error of the angular work between A
and B, and at Station C, we will suppose the reverse, viz., a defect of
5 minutes; it must follow, if the angular observations between B and C are
made even with the greatest precision, that the azimuth deduced from B
towards C must differ 25 minutes with the azimuth at C, as deduced from
A; for the meridian of the work at B varies 20 minutea east with the
true meridian, and the meridan of the work at C varies 5 minutes west of
the true meridian, 26 minutes will therefore be the error of the addition of
the angles of No. 6 oircuit, and which must be corrected in to prove the
[ P ~ T111.
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angular work, but so large a.correction, it is obvious, would seriously affect
the accuracy of the bearings between each station, and as cirouits Nos. 1,
3, 3 and 4 are completed, it becomes neoessary to throw this error into tho
new portion or side of No. 5 circuit, or between B and C. Here is the
commencement of error in the whole survey, the azimuth of the work
on the northern part of these five circuits is, by the above correction,
more or leas, incorrect; this erroneous azimuth is carried on from circuit
to cirouit, until the whole work is thrown out by it beyond proof
The proof columns of the traverses of circuit No. 5 are added up, and
large disorepancies are apparent, the station lines are all remeasured over
and over agaill to find out the error but in vain, the chain measurements
are all perfectly correct, the error lies in that the traverses of all the
station lines between A and B have been calculated on a meridian,
gradually increasing in error to the eaatward up to 20 minutes at Station
B, and consequently throwing every station more and more to the eastward of where it should be, until Station B itself is thrown perhaps 3 or
4 chains to the east of its proper site.
The aame as regards Station C. Every station between A and C is
thrown gradually more and mow to the west of its proper situation, until
C itaelf is perhaps 30 or 40 links to the west of where it ought to be.
The consequence of this is, that whereas by measurement C is west of
B, say 230 chains, by calculation it is 235 chains ; this error of 5 ohaim
must therefore be corrected all round, vitiating all the work of circuits
Nos. 1, 2, 3 and 4, or eke it must be crammed in between B and C, on
the only side of the new work, and thus increase the difficulty when the
exterior circuit on No. 6 comes to be calculated
We leave the Surveyor to aot according to his inclinations in this
dilemma, but at the same time strongly advise him to do neither, but to
go back and reobserve his angular work, and satisfy himself of the cause
of this accumulation of error, which will increaae in every fresh circuit,
if he does not do so. All this might have been obviated by a careful test
of the azimuth at two or three intermediate points between A and B, and
once at C 'itself, when the azimuth of all the lines between A and B
would not have deviated more than a minute or two from the true meridian, and the error of the circuit (for some error there must be) would
have been within the oorrcction allowed.
The best pointa to select for the purpose are the triple-boundaries of
Pergunnahs, or a t every main circuit triple junction station, which form
the starting and closing points for other circuits, the azimuth at these
pointa being tested, any circuit emanating therefrom will be sure of boiug
CEIAPTER XII.]
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started correctly. As a rule, azimuths should be observed at every 10 to
12 miles apart.
This method of testing the azimuth at different points is an excellent
check on the angular work of the Assistants, for as they are not made
acquainted with the observed azimuth at these several points, the error of
their work is at once detected, the difference between the deduced and
observed azimuths showing it. It is usual to take the magnetic azimuth
of the back line when commencing a circuit, to ascertain the variation of
the needle at starting, and to continue observing the magnetic azimuth of
every 10th or 15th line on the circuit, with the view of checking any
very gross error made in the angular work, and on closing the circuit, the
azimuth of the last line is also observed; but these magnetic azimuths
cannot serve in any way in correcting the angles, for the needle is not
to be depended on for the accuracy that is requisite in correcting the
angular work of the circuits.
The usual method of porreoting the angular work of main circuits is to'
divide the error all round the circuit in the case of the first circuit, and
in other adjoining circuits to divide the error, through the new work ;
but for an example, let us suppose No. 1 circuit (page 262) to have
consisted of 200 angles, and to have an error of 40 minutes, in excess
of what the Theorem requires for proof; we will also suppose that
between A and B there were 60 anglea observed, between B and D 70
angles, and between D and A also 70, making up the 200 angles of the
circuit.
By this method of correction, 12' would be deducted between A and
B, 14' between B and D, and 14' between D and A, making up the error
of 40' at the rate of 1' for every 5 anglea I t is found, however, by
testing the azimuth at B and D, that the correction to be applied between
A and B is -20', between B and D -25', and that consequently between
D and A it must be a correction of + 5'.
By the former method of correction, the deduced azimuth a t the point
B will be diminished 1% at the point D 26', and by deducting 14'
between D and A, the sum of the angles will prove.
By the latter method, the deduced azimuth at the point B must be
decreased 20', a t the point D 25', and between D and A, 5' must be
added to prove the angular work
The difference between the two methods of correction is, that the former
is done by guess, and the latter by actual astronomical observation, and
we think it is but too evident which is the one most likely to give the
best results.
[PART IIL
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In the preparation of main circuits, where a large river forms the
boundary on one side, the stations may be taken along one side only,
and when the adjoining main circuit is prepared on the opposite side of
the river, ita stations should run on the opposite side, leaving the river,
connected by triangulation, to form a circuit of itself; if this is not done,
and the stations on one side of the river are made common to both
circuits, it involves the necessity of crossing the river every time a
village has to be closed on a main circuit station, which is not always
practicable.
Also, should the work of the season not extend beyond the river, it is
only necessary to preserve the two extreme stations on the river to connect the work of the next season, and we therefore advise that a river
should always be made the boundary of a main circuit, even should it
not be the boundary of the Pergunnah;* there is no more objection to
dividing a Pergunnah into two circuits, than there is to enclosing two or
three small Pergunnab within one main circuit ; and a river offers many
facilities in this country, to laying down by intersection prominent points,
such as moiques, temples, kc., which are often found on their banke,
and perhaps not visible from the interior part of the Pergunnah.
If it becomes necessary to cross the river during the progress of the
main circuit, the distance across should invariably be triangulated, and
the base of the triangle ought always to be at least one-third of the estimated distance. The Tindal who prepares the main circuit should always
clear a line for a base, whenever it is necessary to cross a river, and not
leave it to be done at the time of survey; this man must also take the
leading f b g during the survey of his circuit, for being acquainted with
all the stations, much valuable time is saved, which would otherwise be
lost, were the leading flag taken on by a Clasaie who had to hunt out
every station.
It is absolutely essential that these main circuita should be surveyed
with the greatest care, and the computations carried on under the Superintending Officer's own eye. Instruments of not less than 7-inch
diameter should be specially set aside for this purpose, and on no account
ever entrusted to the Native Sub-Surveyors. The carrying out of this
system, in all ite integrity, is most strongly insisted on by the Departmental Rules. The main circuita are intended to free the general results
If, however, the banks of the river are liable to erosion from floods, the river circuit
should embrnce a line of villagea on either bank, and care should be taken to ensure tho
preservation of same of the main circuit statiuna by permanent marks.
CHAPTER XII.]
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from tho accumulation of error, which otherwise would necessarily bc
engendered by building up one small polygon on another; they should
therefore never enclose a less area than 50 square miles, and they may
average from that to 200 square miles or more.
It may be perfectly easy, instead of m d m g a ZnmA fidc circuit of
this description in the field, to extract the sides of all the extcrior
villages bordering on a Pergumah, and munufadure a traverse of
the required description, and so evade the real intent and meaning of
the system, merely for the sake of the extra trouble caused in going
round a main circuit. The ine5cient supervision over Assistants will caw
this, and as the consequences are most fatal to the value and character of
a survey, too much care cannot be observed to guard against it, the proof
of the work never can come out so satisfaotory, and therefore it is liable
to accumulate error beyond the means of reducing it, within the allowed
correction.
Each part of the work is rendered independent by these means: the
large circuits being measured with greater care and precision, and with
larger instruments than the smaller, the errors are not only detected and
made apparent, but they can be confined within the space wherein they
were generated, merely by dispersing the error of the subdivhions or
village circuits, of which they are composed.

I%rtt-

IX.

ON SURVEYING.

CHAPTER XIII.

I

SI~~ULTANEOUSLY
with the preparation of the main circuits, line-cutters are
detached for the village circuits, and they proceed to prepare their villages
for survey as shown in Chapter XI. No definite rules can be laid down
for their guidance as t o where they should commence their work, as it
depends very much on the size and shape of the Pergunnah or main circuit ;
as a general rule, they should be told off to main circuits in the proportion
of one party to every fifty villages contained within the circuit, thirty
villages being considered a fair month's work for one line-cutting party.
Some Surveyors prepare their villages for survey by conlmencing from
the main circuit stations and working inwards towards the centre of the
Perpmnah; others, the reverse, commencing from the centre, and working
on t o the main circuit, and there closing their work : the latter is, however, preferable ; the former is dependant on the main circuit stations
being previously prepared, which cannot always be the case, whereas in
the latter, the village line-cutter only requires the main circuit stations
to close the several villagos situated on the boundary of the Pergunnah.
A little practice in the field will soon show a Surveyor the best method
of telling off his line-cutters, the only care required being that of taking
up or closing on one another's station point.8 in adjoining villages, and of
limiting their offsets within the prescribed maximum of three chains on
each side of the chain line.
A sufficient number of circuits being thus marked out, and all the
stationa duly prepared ahead of the survexing party, the mode of
proceeding will be best explained by an exampleI n the adjoining Plate IX., specimen of " Chudder," or " Congregated
Village Map," let the station lines GJ, JA, AB, and BC, be four lines
previously surveyed on a main circuit, and the three enclosures, marked
1, 2, and 3, be the irregular figures formed by the boundaries of the
villages contained within them.
For the survey of village No. 1, or Mahmoodpore, start from Station C
of the main circuit, observe the interior angle BCa, thence proceed to
Stations a, b, c, d, e, observing the interior angles of tho polygon Cab, abc,
a,&c., measuring the lines Ca, ab, bc, cd,kc., and closing on Station J
of the main circuit, observing the interior angle eJA; to complete the
angles of this polygon, to obtain the necessary proof, the angles JAB md
ABC of the main circuit must be added to the anglee above taken
C U T E R XIII.]
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To survey the village of Patpore, No. 2, commence from Station c of
NO. 1, Mahmoodpore, observe the interior angle dca, and proceed round
measuring the several lines and keeping the village itself to the left-hand,
observing the interior angles cab, abc, kc., and closing on Station G of the
main circuit observing the angle cGJ ; to complete the interior angles of
this polygon, the angle GJe is required, obtainable by deducting the angle
e J d of No. 1, Mahmoodpore, from the main circuit angle GJA, and also
the angles Jed and ede, obtainable by reversing the angles deJ and cde in
the adjoining village, No. 1.
For the survey of No. 3, or Jehanabrrd, commence a t Station a, of No. 1,
Mahmoodpore, observe the interior angle baa, m d proceeding round through
the Stations a, b, c, d, as before, close the survey of the village on Station a
of NO. 2, Patpore, observing the interior angle due; to complete the interior
angles of this polygon, the angles acb and & are required, the former is
obtained by taking the sum of the two angles, &a of No. 2, Patpore, and
bed of No. 1, Mahmoodpore, and deducting it from 360°, leaving the angle
acb for No. 3, Jehanabad, and the latter, by deducting the angle abc of No. 1,
Mahmoodpore, from 360°, leaving the angle cbu of No. 3, Jehanabd.
I n this manner are the angles obtained from adjoining villages to complete.the angles of the village under survey, so as to meet the required
proof, and it is of actual necessity, that when once angles are corrected
for a villw, the outward angles, or the sum of any two a t a triple
boundary station deducted from 360°, must be taken to the minute for
the adjoining village, otherwise the azimuths of the several lines in the
adjoining villages mould differ, which, for the general proof and accuraoy
of the work, it is incumbent that they should not.
The station lines are measured a t the same time that the angles are
observed, and they are also common to the village under survey, as well
as to the adjoining village. For instance, the station line Ca in
Mahmoodpore is common to the village adjoining it, Shahpore, as also the
offsets on the line, defining the boundary of Mahmoodpore, and consequently ale0 that of Shahpore. The offset calculations are equally
transfemble by reversing the sign; if the balance area is plus for
Mahmoodpore, it is milaus for Shahpore, or vice versa; the azimuth of the line
Ca by being reversed becomes the- azimuth of the line aC in Shahpore ;
the latitude and departure of the same line in Mahmoodpore is likewise
applicable to Shahpore, for the distances on the meridian aud Perpendicular being Northing and Easting for the former village, become Southing
rrnd Westing for the latter, so that in every village surveyed, the angles,
bearings, distances, and traverse calculations are all so much work done
for the village itself, as well as piecemeal for the adjoining villages also.

.
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The boundary aommon to two villages should never be twice surveyed,
not only on acoount of the extra work it entails, but to prevent discrepanaim either in the angular and linear measurements, or in the offsets to the
boundary,which would probably arise, and cause much confusion in the work.
In putting up work, it is always customary to enter $rut in the Traverse
Table, the angles, kc., of the old work of adjoining villages, commencing
a t the station where the new work closed, and following them round,
until arrived at the station where the new work commenced, and then to
enter the angles, &., of the new work. Thus, in putting up in a Traverse
Table the three villages shown in the plate, the stations would be entered
a mows, for all villages adjoining them.
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This peculiar method of keeping the Field-book of the angular observations and chain measurements of the exterior lines only, is of great
aasiatance in ascertaining the ~tartingand closing stations of villages.
The Field-book of the three villages, given in the plan in Plate IL,is
shown on the next page ;the left-hand column of the Field-book containing
tho angular observations, and the right-hand column, the chain distances.
Letters have been made use of to denote the station points for the sake
of explanation, but in the field this is unnecessary ; the letters are
generally added when the traverse of the village is put up, the Native
Sub-Surveyor in the field being guided solely by the names of adjoining
villages for starting and closing points.
For instance, in the survey of Mahmoodpore, he notes down, having
commenced the survey at L 165' 40' of main circuit, triple-boundary of
Mahmdpore, Shahpore, and Ameerabad, the two main circuit distances
being 33.01 chains and 24.68 chains, measured to and from this station
(38APl'ER XIII.]
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during the progress of the main circuit. W m o o d p o r e being the village
under survey, its name is entered a t the bottom of the page, and also on
the leftrhand side of the Field-book, the adjoining village being Shahpore,
is entered on the right-hand side, and continued until he arrives a t the
first triple-boundary, where the exterior villnge must of course change.
Here a line is drawn across to the right, thus denoting the station a
triple-boundary one ; Jehanabad is then entered as the adjoining village,
until arrived a t the next triple-boundary, and drawing a line again across
his Field-book, he enters the name of the next adjoining village Patpore,
continuing this on until he closes on the main circuit, where he notes,
closed on L 191' 40' of main circuit, distances 33.40 chains and 28.60
chains, being the triple-boundary of Mahmoodpore, Patpore, and Joynuggur.
--

- - -

-
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To survey the village of Patporc he refers to the village of Nabmoodpore, and finds that it commences a t L 93' 30' of Mahmoodpore, being
the triple-boundary of Mahmoodpore, Jehanabad, and Patpore. Jehanabad,
therefore, is the first village to his right hand, and he continues on,
noting the names of adjoining villages and triple-boundaries, until he
closes on the main circuit at L 138' 30'. I n the same manner Jehanabad
is surveyed, commencing a t L 140' 50' of Mahmoodpore, and closing
on L 99' 30' of Patpore, and so on, for the survey of the adjoining
villages until all contained within the main circuit are taken up.
The main circuit Field-book is kept in the same manner aa the village
circuit, with the exception of the names of villagea within and without
the circuit being entered on each side of the columna*
We have before said, that in dl survey operations, work should always
be carrried on from whole to part, and never from part to whole : this is a
maxim which should always be borne in mind, and in the putting up of
work, carried on under the Traverse system, it requires especial attention ;
many Surveyors are in the habit of setting up the Traverse of every
vill~geas i t is sent in by the Native Surveyor, proving and completing it
a t once.
This method, unless the angular work is done with the greatest care,
is attended with some risk, for though to all appearance the villages may
be correct, when the work is closed on the opposite side of the main
circuit, the azimuth of the village station lines is sometimes found to
differ several minutes with the azimuth of the main circuit station lines,
even a t times to 4 and 4 a degree; this is owing to the angular work
of the villages having been erroneously corrected. The best mode of
setting up villagw, so as to ensure aa much accuracy aa possible, is
to put up the angular work of the villages aa they are sent in, but to
make no corrections, nor enter the azimuth of any of the station
lines until some 20 or 30 villages are surveyed ; then take the exterior
angles and station lines of the exterior villages contained within the
lot, and deduce the azimuths of these several lines from a corrected
In uneven ground the angloa of elevation or depression should be noted in the Fieldbook along ench chained line to admit of the necessary correction being applied for reduction to horizontal measurement. Where the ground doas not admit of fair chain measurements being obtained, triangnlntion most be rewrted to, and on no nccount must arbitrary
corrections be applied to chained distances, for supposed errors in chaining over had ground.
For Main Circuit Traverse it in nsnal now to repoat the angular measurements and to
read the three Verniers of the Theodolite; for ordinary ViUage Traverses, one Vernier
reading is sufficient, and in these, offsets are taken to the village boundary, all topography
within five chaiosonench side of the chained line being wefully entered iu the Field-book.
No erasures are permitted in Ficld-books, all remensurements of angles or distances are
entered in red ink.
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azimuth of former work, verifying it by a junction on the main circuit or
other proved work; this done, set up the traverse of the exterior of
these 20 or 30 villages, and prove it in the usual way, when the errors of
the interior villages or circuita can all be kept within this circuit. It is
advisable, if the above is not attended to, to subdivide all main circuits
into three or four smaller circuits, which can very easily be done, by
taking up the station lines prepared for the village circuits, and proving
tho traverse of each of these smaller circuits, which will tend much to
the general correctness of the work within the main circuit.
The whole of the village circuits being thus rcpresented, and their
peripheries defined by accurate angular work, it remains to fill in all the
topographical details within these small polygons, the stations of which form
so mauy convenient bases, on which this part of the operations may be laid
down with very great facility and precision. For this duty the instruments
employed may be, the Circumferentor, the Prismatic and the common Surveying Compass, together with the Drawing Board and T Square ; and i t
has been found that the common Compass is preferable to the Prirtmatic
Compass, which latter from such constant exposure is liable to get out of
order, the cards warp with the sun and atmospheric changes, and in the
hands of Natives it is not so easy to use, or to fix in a horizontal position.
For topographical work generally, and filling in triangles of any extent or
for details generally, the Plane Table (page 64) is now in genernl use, and is
the best contrivance for the purpose, but for details confined within such
narrow limits aa village circuita of 400 or 600 mres it is not essential, and
the practice therefore on the Revenue Surveys was to employa simpleDrawing Board and T Square(page 163), which is far more portable, can be canied
in the hand, and with the aid of the common rectangular or circular
Protractor enables the Assistant to draw the whole of the topography in
the field with great despatch, and is peculiarly suited for Native Agency.
But the Plane Table has now been generally introduced for such details.
Prior to commencing this iuterior detail survey, the Native SubSurveyor is furnished with the board containing dl the station lines of a
certain number of congregated villages drawn on the paper, and which is
mounted in the frame of the board; from 8 to 10 polygons, or as mnny
as will conveniently come on the paper, are thus given out, leaving a
small space on either side of the paper for recording the several bearings
and distances, which may be required for replotting the work afterwards
and to detect errors, the station lines, together with the meridian line drawn
completely across the paper, being inked in; the T Ruler working against
the lower edge of the board by means of its projecting head, forms parallels
to the given meridian at any given point. This line, however, represents
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the t r u e meridian on which all the angular work is based, and as the interior
details are filled in with the magnetic needle, it is imperative, before a
single observation can be reduced t o paper, that the variation o f t & needle
be clearly ascertained, and this is invariably done by any of the methods
mentioned in Part V. (Practical Astronomy,) and recorded on the instrument itself, or on the lid of the box, or other convenient place. If the
variation be easterly (as it now is in this country) the bearing actually
observed must be iweased by the quantity, before it c a n be protracted on
the board, and if westerly, the variation must be deducted. Every needle
in use with a survey will be found t o differ with reference to its polarization; all work therefore produced by means of this treacherous instrument,
must be very carefully carried on, due allowance being made so as to reduce
every needle to the same meridian.
To obviate, however, the necessity of constantly adding this quantity
to the bearings taken in the field, the meridian line may so be fixed on
the board as to preclude any addition or subtraction whatever. Before
the stations of the polygons are pricked off on to the board from the
original rough office protractions, it is well t o let the meridian line, drawn
on the board by the T Rule, stand for the magnetic meridian, and then to
lay off the variation of the compass to the left-hand or westward of this
line (the variation being easterly), thus giving the direction of t i e true
meridian, and on this to adapt the several points of the circuit survey
by fixing the true meridian line of the original map, with the true one on
the board. The whole of the station lines are thus transferred from the
true to the nzagnetic meridian (with reference to the parallels drawn with
the T Rule) and it is only necessary t o protract the bearing actually read
on the compass, without any alteration whatever.
For the more ready adaption of the magnetic to the true azimuth,
on which the lines of any village in particular may have been
calculated, i t i~ only necessary for the topographical detail Surveyor t o
t&e the bearing very carefully of any of the boundary station lines from
which he may commence his work, and the difference between this observed
bearing and the computed one, with which he has been furnished on his
board, is the variation of the needle of the instrument with which he is
about t o lay down the details. This method is a very good one, as the
needles of Prismatic and the common Surveying Compasses are so constantly getting out of order, that the variation cannot be observed too
often, and by taking this precaution the work will be found to plot infinitely better, and little difficuly will be met with in closing on the
stations on the extreme side of the board. To enable the interior detail
survey to proceed in this mamer, i t will be observed that the boundary
[PART 111.
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operations must be so far in advance as to permit of the village station
lines being plotted on the large office Village Plan Sheets (or Checddurs*)
for transfer to the board, but this may sometimes not be practicable
in which case the board can still be used precisely in the same way, the
Native Surveyor recording all the stations he meeb with, which can be
identified afterwards with the original ekeleton plan, and inserted thereon
without any difficulty, and under these circumstances the aurvey may
be plotted on the magnetic meridian, and afterwards when the details
are transferred to the Chuddur, the proper allowance must be made for
the variation of the compass.
The detail Surveyor proceeds to lay down all the topographical items
to be met with, in the following manner :
In the Village No. 1, Mahmoodpore (Plate IX.), he commences by
drawing a meridian line with the T Rule through the
a, takes the
bearing of the 0 1 and measure8 the offsets on each side, wherever any
object presents itself, as shewn by the dotted lines : thence observing the
bearing of Q 2, proceeds in a similar manner, noticing where the corner of
the village land touches the line and sketching in the tope or plantation
of trees there situated; this last bearing is protracted from another
3,.and
meridian line drawn through Q 1. From Q 2 he proceeds to
closes on Q c to check the correctness of his work-this should never be
2, he observes the
omitted wherever practicable: starting again from
bearing of Q 4, proceeding along the road, and taking 11p the measurements of the tank on the right-hand side. From 0 4, he closes again on
Q e, and returning to
4, measures round the village land to Q 5 and 6,
meeting the 0 2 ; proceeding thence along the road through the village
site to Q 7 he closes on the Boundary Station b, taking up any object of
note within reach.
I n the same manner the details of the two villnges, Patpore and
Jehanabad, are filled in, following the dotted lines as shewn in the Plate ;
not only are the cox~picuousobjects and nll geographical items thus laid
down, but all the different descriptions of land separated, mi., cultivation,
waste, fallow, sites of villages, and land fit for cultivation, the area of
which being required for settlement purposes, is found by triangulation
on the map, or with the aid of the " computing scale "--page 173.

a

a

a

.

The Chuddw or Congregated Village Sheet Map consiats of a sheet of Imperial Paper
with squares of 80 chains correctly drawn on i l the lines representing meridians and
perpendiculars, and on which all the Vi!lage Circuite are protracted, and severally joined on
or built up, one on the other, in succession as they are surveyed, and by which much labor
in saved, the squares of one mile each giving also a good estimate of the area thus inserted,
for reporting progress monthly.
CHAPTER XIII.]
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I n the survey of the Village Boundary Circuit of course a great
portion of details are taken up, every thing that comes within reach of
an offset on either side the station lines, as well as by intersection from
convenient points of the polygon, is duly recorded in the Boundary Fieldbook and shewn on the plot of the Village Circuit, and these items form
good checks against any errors made by the interior Surveyor when his
work is compared with, and transferred t o the Circuit map.
With such an extent of Native Agency as is employed on all the
surveys in India, i t is a great object to plot all work in the field-it
saves an immensity of labor, and the chances of accuracy are greatly
increased ; by the aid of the drawing board much can be sketched in, and
the first impression of a locality is not lost, but a t once represented on
the plan. Field-books kept by Natives ignorant of English may better
be imagined than described. I t is always difficult for any Surveyor to
understand fully a Field-book kept by another person, but where novices
on 10 or 15 rupees per mensem attempt to keep such records, and hurry
on a t the railroad pace of a Revenue Survey in the present age, we do
not envy the person who has to protract from them. The Native SubSurveyor who brings in his board well filled,. displays a t once what
amount of work he has done, and a Superintending Officer is able to see
a t a glance what confidence is to be placed on the topography so defined.
The most intricate and laborious part of the work is the survey of the
village boundaries; these are so tortuous and irregular, in Bengal especially, that, to lay them down, the greatest care is required, and as this is
the chief object of the operations, it is usual and highly desirable that the
boundaries should likewise be accurately plotted in the field. Indeed i t
frequently happelis that these offsets are so difficult, owing to the e x t m
ordinary bends and turns in the village boundary, and there being no
visible landmarks or hedges and ditches to divide property, 3s in other
countries, that to insert them in a Field-book only would rerider the map
liable t o inaccurncy, whereas by plotting them on the spot the eye a t
once sees whether the turns and bends on the paper correspond with the
marks as erected on the ground, and a comparison can, a t the same time,
be instituted with the rough sketch furnished by the Settlement Officer,
and any discrepancy enquired into and corrected on the moment.
On this account the boundary offsets demand much time and careful
attention, a separate Native SubSurveyor is therefore appointed for the
duty. The angular and linear measuremellts of the station lines of the
village polygon furnish the data for the traverse computations and are
therefore urgently called for, and the Assistant Surveyor is able to proceed
[PART 111.
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ahead with merely this skeleton work; the village boundary can then be
taken up by a distinct Assistant, or Sub-surveyor proceeding a little in the
rear of the Theodolite party, or it may be left for the interior detail
assistant, who has ample opportunity and leisure to perfect this portion
of the work; the whole of the station lines of the polygons being given
out t o him on the drawing board, he has only t o remeasure the station
lines round the village and plot all the offsets as he advances.
This remeasurement of the station lines may appear to increase the
business, but the &vantage gained by careful and correct holindaries
being taken up, more than counterbalances the extra duty. This is the
practice on some surveys, whilst on others the angular observations and
boundary offsets proceed simultaneously, the division of labor being generally regulated according to tho peculiar fancy of a Surveyor, and with
reference to the means a t his disposal.
I n the latter caae, however, it is necessary to provide means for the protractiou of the offiets on the board in the field, where of course the
circuit lines of the polygon are not procurable, not having yet been

surveyed. For this purpose simple straight lines are drawn across the
board a t a distance of about 20 chains from each other. On these lines
each station line of the polygon is marked off, and the offeets plotted on
CHAPTER XIII.]
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each side.* Thus, in the above diagoram, Ca represents the first etation of
the Village of hlahmoodpore, Plate IX., ab the next, and so on t o BC the
offsets are all laid down on either side by scale, and when the papers are
taken off the bowd, each separate station is applied to the same point on
the circuit map, after it has been properly protracted, by turning and
shifting the paper as required, and the offsets either pricked or t r m d off;
each line is thus identified with its own proper azimuth, and the distances
being the same, and each following in due succession, there is no difficulty
whatever in transferring these offsets as drawn in the field, to their
legitimate place on the circuit or protracted map.
This system is very frequently practised, as it enables the rtasistant to
get agreat deal into a small space, and it is particularly easy for Natives,
snd is dependent on no other work being ready beforehand. As an office
document also, it is plain and intelligible for others to make ueo of.
The boundary operations proceeding angularly, the bearings of each
line are not attainable a t the moment without some loss of time, but the
relative angular measurements of each line with the other can be protracted on the bbard from the angular observations if necessary. To do
this, however, it requires some management and foresight to keep the plot
within the limits of the board, and Native Assistants are apt to confuse
this. The method above described therefore seems tho most preferable for
perspicuity and despatch.
To ensure the greatest amount of accuracy in surveying and mapping
the topographical features of a country, a certain percentage of the
interior details must be duly checked by competent hands. Especially
where a large amount of native agency is employed, the "Purtal" or
check resurvey of certain lines of country, as directed by the head of
the party, is always carried out by European Agency, and these oheck
surveys are sent in for comparison with the original field sectiona
Plane Table Boards are taken into the field and examined i n situ and
also traces or route lines with Theodolite and Chain, where practicable,
are run across the board so that the general accuracy of the features,
os laid down by the surveyor, may be tested. Without such " Purtal " or
This method is only a makeshift to prevent delny, and is seldom now resorted to. as
the existing rules of the Department enforce the submission of Field-books for permanent
record in proper form of every villnge boundary. If proper and timely measures are
adopted, to keep the nkzleton survey well in advance, the plotted circuit lines of village
polygons will always be available, when the boundarie~can be laid down on the board, and
the measurements entered in the Field-book at the name time on the ground. I t ia at the
same time very desirnble and pro6table to plot all boundary inflections in the Beld.
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check over completed work, no confidence is placed in the survey as
rendered.
The general introduction of the geographical features of a country
must be provided for by the many ways of common surveying already
described in different parts of this work, and the same system or principles
must be adhered to, as laid down in all the English works on the same
subject.* Practice alone cnn fully develop to the Surveyor all the niceties
and peculiar facilities for gaining the greatest amount of topogrnphicnl
information with the least amount of labor, and by a reference to the
several plates and dingrams herein given on the subject, it is hoped that,
with the easy explanations we have endeavoured to append to them, the
reader (and the beginner, for whose especial use this work has been
prepared) will find no difficulty iu applying the theory to practice when
he is placed in the field and left to his own resources.
I n sketching hilly, ground great care and superior judgment are
necessary. Small ranges of hills, when met with, generally form the
boundary of some pergunnah or other local subdivision, and therefore come
under the immediate cognizance of the Deputy Superintendent or his
European assistants, and are properly intersected and laid down by
triangulation in connection with the angular work of the main circuit.
This duty should, on no account, be entrusted to any Native SubSurveyom, who are only qualified to follow a simple routine course,
which has been duly prepared and marked out for them, and who
perform mechanical duties very well withoi~tunderstanding the remom.
Unless the officer in responsible charge himself is careful to superintend
personally this the most difficult part of his operations, the faithfulness
and style of his general maps will be inevitably damaged. The operation
of sketching the features of ground cannot be rendered intelligible by
description alone, nothing but a matured judgment and experience on
the part of a Surveyor will enable him to attain to any degree of
accuracy in this respect We defer all remarks on the shad~ngand
delineation of hills for another chapter.
See Jackson's bfilitarr Surveying ; Lendp's Practical Course of Military Surveying, ir~clutling the Principles of Topographical Drawing, London 1864; and Colonel
A. S. Waugh's Indian Topographical Instructions, in the Appendix of this work.
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CHAPTER XIV.

HAVINGdescribed in the previous Chapters the several operations in
thefield, and the extent to which the results are there perfected, it is now
necessary to particularize the equally important and laborious duties connected with the oflw, w pursued in tLe recess months, which, forming a
considerable portio~iof the work to be accomplished within the year,
requires no little tact and method to ensure its completion ere a fresh
seaqon demands the attention of the Surveyor.
The recess in Bengnl, already alluded to a t page 252, comprises the
months from 1st of June to the middle of Norember, the rains generally
driving the survey parties into the station or cantonments about the former
date, whilst the state of the couritry prevents nn earlier assumption
of field duties than the latter named period, or even tho 1st of December.
I n the North-Western Provinces,.little can be done in the field in May,
whilst the recess terminates as early as the 15th October, by which time
the country and climate is very favorable for active operations. During
these months, the Deputy Superintendents and their establishment& are
employed in putting the field-work into a complete and tangible form,
preparing the several records and documents called for by Government, it being both expected and exacted that the whole of the maps
and calculatiolls of one season be duly lodged and furnished to the
respective authorities prior to the commencement of another season's work.
The office duties of a Revenue Survey may be divided into the following heads, and in this order we propose alluding to them :
1. Computing.
11. Comparing and EUG
2. Checking.
mining.
0
3. Plotting
12. Filling in Village Plan
4. Compiling
Registers.
6 . Drawing
6. Reducing
13. Formation of PergunMaps.
7 . Cop?&
nah
or Talooqua
8. Cvolouringand Hill
Volumes, with Alphshading
betical m,
&c., I c .
9 . Printing
14. Division of labor.
10. Finishing
[PART III.
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I n Chapter X., page 244, we have detailed the mode of calculation
pursued, by the system of coordinates obtained
Computing.
from the sine and co-sine of the angle, which the
side makes with the meridian of every line surveyed, and shown that
there rue certnin proof columns of the Traverse Table to which every circuit must be rigorously subjected at the time of survey; so much of the
Traverse Table (columns 1 to 9, page 242) being complete, the fieldwork is deemed satisfactory, and the remainder may with safety be left to
any subsequent perid. The plotting columns 10 and 11, or differences
of latitude and departure, are then worked down for the purpose of laying
down the survey on paper, and it has been shown, that where the
N., S., E. and W. columns are proved, the protraction of the survey is certain and beyond all doubt, by means of columns 10 and 11 which likewise
prove themselves by coming out 0-0, or by the last differences of latitude
and departure coinciding with the same items in columns 6 and 8. The
three last columns, 12 to 14, are entirely for the area, according to the
rules previously laid down ; but for these there is no immediate mathematical check, and the products obtained from factors of five places of
fi-oures incorrectly calciilated would vitiate the area of the figure.*
Accurate areas forming one of the chief objects of a Revenue Survey,
every precaution is necessary to ensure this object, and to record them in
such a clear and distinct manner that they may always be made available
for easy reference by the authorities of a District. The products, therefore, after being carefully worked by one assistant, require t o be checked
by another person, either by an independent similar calculation by common multiplication, or by means of a set of Tables published, some years
ago,+ the object of which, as stated in the preface, is " to simplify this
calculation and to effect by a short addition what is now obtained by a
long and tedious multiplicntion, as exemplified in the mode of finding a r e a
by the Universal Theorem." When it is remembered that for every line
measured, however short it may be, a product has to be worked in one
village for that line, and also one in the adjoining village for the same line,
it may be easily understood that where in a season's work of some 1,500 to
2,000 villages, 30 or 40,000 separate calculations have to be made to obtain
the area, errors will occasionally creep in, notwithstanding every care.
--

-

*

-

--

W e have however tire means of testing each village or different specification of land,
area, with the aid of the " Talc :qunre," "The Acre Comb," '' The Computing Scale" and
the '' Planimeter," and with the help of these ingenious and useful little instruments, can
always check the computed areas to within a fraction of the true areas as giver] on the plan.
t hIultiplication Tables from one link to one hu~rdredchains, compiled for the use of
the Revenue Surveys in India by Capt. R. Smyth, Revenue Surveyor, Calcutta, 1848.
CIIAPPER XIV.]
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The products having been worked and compared, it remaim to place
them in the Table in their respective colnmns, positive or negative,
according to the rules laid down in Chapter IX. I n this step there is
also a chance of error, and i t is obvious that any product misplaced
vitiates the total area by n bum equal t o double that quantity.
The correct areas of all the right-lined figures, or within station linee,
having thus been computed, the ofsets, or quantities subtended by t h e
sinuosities or irregularities of the boundaries within and without these
station lines, remain for consideration. These may be calculated as
directed in Chnpter V., and the results of each side of a circuit common
to two villages, or as it is. called between each t h n d a r y duly recorded
on the rough office map, additive for one village, and subtractive for t h e
other, each tri-boundary being completed, the balance area of offsets for t h e
entire village circuit is a t once obtained, and being applied t o the Traverse
area, according to its proper sign, plus or minus, leaves the true contents
of the village. The advantage of noting these computations for offsets
on the rough map, or chuddet as shown in Plate IX., page 273, is that t h e
eye is able immediately to detect any error in the sign of the quantity,
for instance, on the tri-boundary J to B of blahmoodpore, it is evident
that the 14 acres must be miuus for that village. It also greatly facili-.
tates fntu1.e reference, and enables the Surveyor to apply the proper
quantity for a line common to any two villages without additional trouble.
The computation of all small parcels of land, as interlaced portions of
estates and villages, varying from 1 to 20 acres, as well as of the
several details within the village, is always performed on the paper by
scale aud compass, or by the Talc Square, and is sufficiently accurate for
the purpose required.
The main circuit tables being complete, the values of the coordinate
distances of each tri-boundary are extracted, and separately recorded, for
the more ready protraction of the extreme points of a pergunnth or main
circuit ; the length of any side being compared with the same data takeu
from the computation of the adjoining Traverse, the discrepancy (if any)
must be corrected by proportion, and in this way the chief tri-boundary
points of all the internal circuits of a survey, and the same for the external
circuits are duly prepared, aa a guide for the compiler of the district or
general map, and by means of which coordinate tables, the value of the
protractions is greatly enhanced.
These coordinates, as well as for all remarkable places and conspicuous
objects, are also calculated from one original station or point of departure
for the entire survey, to which they are refemible, with the numerical
[PART 111.
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d a t a of any of the grand trigonometrical stations which may exist in the
part of the country under survey. I t is usual to record this information
in a tabular statement on the pergunnah maps, as shown in Plate X.,
a n d likewise to prepare a general Table of the mathematical results of all
t h e main circuit computations, detailing the ratio of error actually met
in the angular and linear measurements, the difference between the
deduced and observed azimuth, as well as the percentage of error
between the areas.
Aftor the area of the figure is thus recorded, by taking half the difference betweeh the sums of the North and South
Checking.
products, another test is applied, by resorting to
t h e triangulation of the plot, either by reducing the polygonal figure into
one triangle, aa shown in problem 34, page 29, which is an excellent
mode, and the one generally adopted, or by dividing the figure into trapezia and triangles, and so finding the area of the whole by scale and
compass. The area by triangulation should be noted on the Traverse
Register Form, SO that the difference between the two results may be
seon at one view ; the discrepancy will seldom exceed half per cent., and
should it be more than one per cent., the product columns must be
carefully revised.
Another very expeditious mode of checking these village areas, is by
means of the Talc-Square,* as described in page 219, the squares being
divided off into four acres instead of one acre each. With a little practice
and care in balancing the irregular boundaries, the area of any figure of
500 or 600 acres will thus be obtained with great nicety, and correspond
with the Traverse area within half per cent.
Both the village and the main circuit Traverses are worked out in this
way, and the latter comprising 200 villages perhaps, or upwards, the
aggregate area of the whole should coincide within one per cent. df the
summation of the several contained circuits, between station lines, and
this forms another admirable check, and tends to place the superficial area
of the district on the most accurate possible footing.
Although there is much work to be plotted in the recess, still some
portion of it is done during the field season, as
Plotting.
mentioned in Chapter XIIL, page 281. The first
protraction of the village circuits on the scde of four inches to the mile,
should be made as soon after the survey is completed as possible, and a
good Surveyor, who has his subordinates well in hand, will always have his
The Computing Scale (see page 173) aad Pluimeter (see page 176) are now chiefly ued.
CHhPTEB XIV.]
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rough office sheets or ehwEdw8 well brought up before retiring for the
recess. The first thing to be looked to is the cntire completion of the
chudder map. As soon as the circuit stntion lines are protracted, according to the method laid down in Chapter VIII., page 233, the boundary
offsets have to be applied either from the Field-books, and regularly
plotted from the chain distances, or transferred from the rough field maps
of the detail Surveyors (commonly called pita niips,) as described at pages
233 to 235. Each pergunnah or main circuit probably comprises 10 or
12 of these chudders or sheets, covered with a certain number of circuits,
and the paper being carefully ruled into squares of 80 chains each, the
labor of protraction is greatly diminished in comparison with having to
lay down each village on its own separate register sheet; the village
boundaries are inserted with a clear well-defined line.
So much of the plotting refers only to the Village plans; in addition to
which Pergundh plans are required, on a scale of one inch to'the miEe,
in the preparation of which the utmost care is required in laying off the
coordinates for each triple boundary, in the first instance on a sheet of
dmwing paper, duly prepared with quares over its entire surface, or
coordinate lines of five inches eaoh, for facility of scale and to obviate the
necessity of extending the compnsses beyond that length. These links
representing the meridians and perpendiculars of the map, the distances
from the main circuit traverses are laid off parallel thereto, and with two
pairs of common compasses and a diagonal scale, the circuit-may be
~rotractedwith great rapidity,--one pair of compasses being kept for
distances on the meridian, the other for distances on the perpendicular.
By reducing the circuit station lines to a few, for the first closing, and
thus fixing the salient points in the first instance, the chance of ermr
is greatly diminished, and the intermediate stations may be more truly
placed than by any other method, as so truly remarked by Hutton.
In protracting main circuits on the scale of one inch to the mile, squares
of five inches are moet convenient, because one inch being equal to 80
chains, each square will represent 400 chains if a diagonal scale is made
on the paper by taking 6 inches from a Gnnter's scale, or other standard
measure, and dividing it off into four equal parts, and the left hand division
again into ten equal parts, each larger division will equal 100 chains and
eaoh smaller one 10 chains, on the scale of one inch to 80 chains or one
mile. With such a scale it is only necessary, in the plotting columns of
the main circuit traverse, to remove the decimal points one place to the left
hand and take the distance required off this scale, reckoning each larger
division as so many tens of chains, aud each smaller one, ~8 units, thus[PART IIL
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Given the coordinate distances to be plotted N. 224.80, E. 358.60,
remove the decimal point one place to the left hand, and take off the
scale N. 22.48, and E. 35.86, which in value will be equal to the former.
When the plot extenda beyond the first or second set of aquares, 40
or 80 must be deducted from the quantity to be plotted, and the balance
laid off from the second or third meridian, a the case may be. Thus
to protract S. 864.50, and W. 982.40, removing tho decimal point will
give S. 86.45, and W. 98.24, and deducting 80 from each, t,here will
remain 8. 6.45, W. 18.24 to be laid off from the 3rd meridian and perpendicular South and West of the first station in the series. I t will thua
be seen that correctness of the relatitre situation of all the station pointa
is entirely dependent on that of the squares, the greatest care must
therefore be taken in drawing them. The best instrument for the purpose
is a good wooden beam cornpaas, and the scluares should be tested by
measuring and comparing the diagonals in every way until they are
perfect, on attnining which they should be inked in at once, and 7mm
erased from the plan, and it is a standing departmental rule, that no
pergunnah or gcneral map be received in the Surveyor-General's O5ce
without these coordinate lines are distinctly defined.
The basis of the map being thus firmly established, the most convenient
and prominent intermediate stations are easily perceivable from the 4inch
sheet map. These are then protracted from tho traverse data, together
with all tri-boundary intersections of adjoining pergunnahs on the 1-inch
map, commencing at the first station of the Survey, and will form ample
data for the purpose of filling in the intervals of the exterior boundary
of the pergunnah, which can be performed by pentagraph, reducing the
same from the larger scale map. Too many survey stations plotted on so
small a scale, especially if the lines happen to be short, only tend to
confuse the map, and prove an impediment to that clear definition of the
boundary, which is the chief poiut to be attended to. .
The pergunnah map on the 1-inch, and the village map on the 4-inch
scale, form the only returns required of Surveyors, with the ehception
of an i& sketch or outline of the several circuits surveyed during the
season, which is given on a scale of four miles to the inch. This is intended
as a mere guide to the compiler and explanatory of the annual report.
The protraction of the several tri-boundary pointa is easily performed on
this scala from the coordinate Tables, and the remainder of the sketch ia
filled in by the pentagraph. This sketch has no pretensions to accuracy
as a permanent record, and is superseded immediately the General Map
is compiled in the Surveyor General's O5ce.
CHAPTER XIV.]
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The Great Trigonometrical Survey principal points are similarly laid
off by differences of latitude and departures, as well as all other conspicuous objects, the co-ordinate distances of whioh have been calculated,
and form so many fixed points on which to check the compilation of the
materials into the General Atlas.
The whole of the ground-work or h i s of the maps having been thus
completed, from the materials furnished by the
Compiling and Drawing.
angular measurements of the boundary Surveyors, the interior topographical items remain to be compiled into the
General Map of the pergunnah. This division of the work, we have
already shown a t page 281, is invariably plotted in the field on
the drawing boards as the details of each village are surveyed. In
incorporating them into the sheet map, either by pricking or tracing
of, the accutwy of the work may be checked by comparing the several
points of intersection of rivers, roads, village sites, tc., with the boundary,
as produced by the thodolite survey and the same items as brought in
by the interior assistant or prismatic c o r n p a or plane table survey. All
objects of geographical interest are of course observed and noted, when
within reach of the boundary Surveyor, although not given out on the
board with the shtion lines, and this acts as a ctieck on the other party.
Where doubt exists or discrepancies are apparent, it is usual to replot the
interior work from the bearings and distances recorded on the field map.
The whole of this work is neatly inked in on the chudder, which is then
ready for transfer to the village register sheets or reduction for the
pergunnah map on one-fourth the scale, viz., one inch to the mile. On the
completeness of the original office large chudder depends the value and
accuracy of the pergunnah map, and consequently of the general district
compilation. Great care is therefore to be observed in seeing that all
remarkable and conspicuous objects are clearly defined, and the larger or
more populous towns and villages distinguished by the style of printing
specially laid down for that purpose. I t should be the duty of the superintending officer to examine the ,chudder most closely, and see if all the
bazars, ghats, ferries, factories, thannahs, police stations, temples, &c., to.,
which may exist in the pergunnah aro entered, and regarding which he
ought to have copious notes in his own Diary, made whilst traversing the
country, and without which he can never properly correct his assistant's
maps. If every item is thus clearly inserted in the original protraction,
it will save an infinity of trouble and time when omissions are detected,
and a reference to various Field-boob become necessary. The namea of
all the village circuits are written in very legibly wross tho circuit
[PART 111.
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together with all the other places, rivers, nullahs, and name# of adjoining
villages. The tri-boundaries are also marked with a diverging line.
The number of the traverse calculation, as likewise the tktkbust or
demarcation skdch number, should be recorded, the former d o v e the village
name, the latter below it, for facility of reference.
The survey stations of the main or exterior circuit of the pergmnah
are printed in Roman capitals, to distinguish them from tho interior
circuit or village stations, which should be in small italics.
All these several items should be drawn aa neat, exact, and correspondent to their actual figure and dimensions as possible, and they should
be represented in such a manner as to imitate the natural form and
appearance of things, so that on a slight view of the character, its
signification may be knowll from its being expressed similar to the like
signs in common life.
The original rough or office map being thus prepared, materially aesista
in the completion of the records of a survey. The drawing of the
village maps on the register sheets is then easily effected, the work
being mere copying can be entrusted to the native assistants, as alluded
to under the hertd of copying.
The several sheets or sections comprising a pergunnah are now
to be compiled -and reduced into the pergunnah map, the several
points and tri-boundaries having been duly fixed by protraction, each
section of the 4-inch map is applied, commencing at one side or end of
the 1-inch pergunnah map, and the whole of the materials taken off by
any of the usual modes of reductions, subsequently explained. As soon
as the whole content of the pergunnah is reduced, the boundaries of the
village should be inked in first, with a moderately thick but clear line,
taking care to use the Indian ink fresh rubbed down, otherwise in the
colouring it will run. The rivers, nulllahe, roads, villnge sites, kc., may
then be inked in with fine strokes, keeping in view the style and degree
of excellence required in the appearance of the map when finished.
The usual and most convenient mode of reducing or enlarging plans
from one scale to another, is by the pentagraph,
Reducing.
a8 described at page 164, and all Revenue Surveyors being provided with this useful instrument, this mode is adopted
in preference to that by squares or by proportional compasses, which
latter are only suited to work of a very limited extent. As remarked by
Adams, in the Geometrical Essays, "there is no method so easy, so
expeditious; nor even so accurate aa the pentagraph ; it is an instrument
as useful to the experienced draftsman as to those who haye made but
CHAF'TER XIV.]
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little progress in the art. It Rave8 a great deal of time either in reducing,
enlarging, or copying of the same size, giving the outlines of any drawing, however crooked or complex, with the utmost exactness ; nor is it
confined to any particular kind, but may, with equal facility; be used for
oopying figures, plans, eea-charts, maps, profiles, landscapes, &c." If tho
pergunnah map be so large that it cannot be brought within one setting
of the instrument, three or more points, common to the separate sheets
of the original plan, must be marked, and made to correspond with the
same on the copy. These pointa serve to fix the pentagraph towards the
interior of the map. The fulcrum and copy may then be removed into
such situations as to admit the reducing of the remaining part of the
original ; first observing that, when the tracing point is applied to the
three pointa marked on the original, the pencil falls on the three corresponding points upon the copy, and thus, by repeated shiftings, a
pentagraph m y be made to copy an original of ever so large dimensions.
To reduce or enlarge any figure or plan from one scale to another
mechanically by means of squares, i t is only necessary to divide the
original plan by cross-lines into as many squares as may be thought
necessary, and then dividing the paper on which the copy is to be made
into an equal number of squares, either greater or less as the case may
be. Draw by the hand, or with the help of proportiolial wmpaascs, in
every square, what is contained in the corresponding square of the given
figure, and by these means a very exact copy may be obtained.
I t is absolutely necessary to show on the 1-inch maps all the village
boundaries. The amount of work to be reduced therefore becomes very
exte~lsive,the inflections of the boundaries being so extremely tortuous
and intricate, and without the p e n t q p p h the work, on a Revenue
Survey, wuld not well be completed within the time allowed. There sre
other modes of reducing an3 enlarging plans laid down in Adams' Easays
and other works, which we need not enlarge upon here, but refer the
reader to that work, if further information is required.
The process of enlarging drawings is a similar operation to reducing;
the points being determined in the smaller squares of the original and
transferred to the larger squares of the copy, or by removing the tracing
point and penoil of the pentn,gaph as before directed-but the process
of enlarging, under any circumstances, does not admit of the same
accuracy as that of reducing, and while the pentagraph affords the most
ample means of reducing a plan, it cannot be recommended for enlarging
a copy, or even copying on the same scale. In the survey of a Town,
Civil Station, or Cantonment, which is always required on an enlarged
[PART
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scale, the work must be specially plotted for that scale, and never
transferred from a smaller one.
2'0 produce a copy of the same siae as the original. Lay the original
drawing upon the sheet of paper intended for
Copying.
the copy, and fix them together by meana of
weights, or drawing pins,* and with a fine needlet prick through
all the angles and principal points, so aa to make corresponding punctures in the paper beneath. Draw upon the copy such of the lines on the
origiual, aa are all straight or nearly so, by joiniug the points thus marked
upon the paper. Set off such other curved lines by means of compasses
where necessary, or draw the curves on tracing paper, and transfer them
to the copy by means of rubbing the back of the tracing paper with
powdered lead, or by rubbing a soft pencil over the lines, then placing it
in its correct situation upon the copy, and passing a blunt tracing point
over the lines drawn upon it. By means of tracing paper and black
leads, and the tracing point, an entire plan may easily be transferredbut the u u a l method is with a tracing glass which will be found iri all
Surveyors' Offices. The glsss fixed in the wooden frame to elevate or
depress at plepaure, is placed in such a position, before a window, as to
have a strong light falling upon it from behind and shining through it.
If the other doors or windows in the room are closed, and a curtain hung
from the top of the window to rest on the top of the glass, the original
drowing becomes distinctly visible through thick drawing paper placed
over it, and pinned at the four corners. A copy may thus be made with
precision and ease, without any risk of soiling or injuring the original.
The practice on the Revenue Surveys is, when the original pergunnah
map is complete, to trace off the duplicate copy intended for the Local
Civil Authorities through the glass, omitting merely the s t d i m l i w of
the Survey, which are not required except for professional purpoees. For
the village map it is necessary to transfer the plan, from a large sheet
containing many village circuits, to a single lithographed form, with a
statistical register and area statement heading as shown in Plate XI.
The first copy therefore is generally +eked of for the convenience of
handling the maps, m d when this is complete in every respect, the second
or Colleetor's copy is traced off, on a similar lithographed register sheet.
The contents of the chwlder map are thus taken off piecemeal, village by
village, until every circuit is transferred to its Register sheet, on the back
-
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The drawing pin wmista of a braen head with a steel point at right angled to its p l ~ &
f The pricking point is described at page 143.
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of which the traverse proof and area calculation is duly inserted, aa shown
in the annexed specimen Plate (XI. 2), which is an exact and complete copy
of the survey of a village in the North-Western Provinces, and represents
precisely the mode of making up and perfecting these records on
this side of India This copying is generally performed by the native
assistanb, each sheet being very carefully compared and examined with
the original by the assistant who a x e s hie initials to it.
The skeleton map having been thus completed, and the outlines of all
the topographical details carefully drawn in ink,
Coloring.
the next step is the coloring, which may be commenced by laying a broad wash of a light shade of any color along the
external edge of the pergunnah, washing off the color gradually towards
the'interior. This shade can be deepened to the fancy of the Surveyor
by continued coats until the required depth is obtained. Then proceed
to color the village sites, rivers, roads and every other item according to
the departmental practice as laid down in a list of references (Plate XII.)
given elsewhere, and to which it is essential, for the sake of uniformity,
strictly to adhere. In laying on the color for rivers and other items, the
coats should be, in the first instance, very light, and repeated gradually
until of sufficient strength, for by these meaus softnees and roundnese is
attained, whilst a thick heavy shade laid on all at once, never can produce
a proper tone, and looks extremely bad. For water, Pruasiun Blue is
invariably to be used instead of Indigo, as being of a brighter and clearer
color. For very highly finished maps Cobalt is very effective, but being
an expensive color is seldom used. High roads, metalled, are represented
with a strong streak of Crimson Lakc, (or Carmine, which is better) in
contradirJtinction to village roads and footpaths in Burnt Sienna. The
exterior edge or limits of the pergunnah or other subdivision is then
defined by a dark, narrow streak, which throws out the feature into good
relief, but care should be observed in not making this color too dark, and
thereby confusing the actual line of boundary, and rendering copying or
transfer difficult. When several pergunnahs are on one plan, the different
shades of color should contrast well with each other, so that each division
may be distinctly visible to the eye. Plate X. represents the style of
coloring for a pergunnah map, and Plate XI. for a village map. Beginners should first be taught to lay on flat shades of color, and to be
cautious iu not overstepping the edges of the part or item to be covered,
and then to wash off a sloping shade and to apply the brush with just
as much color in it, aa may be wet enough, not to be absorbed on
the paper before the water brush can be applied for softening down,
[PART
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and so prevent what is usually termed a cut shade, and which is a great
eyesore on any drawing. I n executing this description of work, two
brushes on the same stick are employed, the color brush on one end, the
water brush on the other.+
" Of the methods of expressing upon paper tho various objects
which the face of a country presents, and that are
Hill shading.
required to be delineated by the topographical
draftsman, the drawing of hills demands the most serious attention;
i t is by far the most difficult art in plan drwing. Objects having
elevation can only be expressed upon a flat surface by means of shade
or by being thrown into relief, the appearance of which can only be
given in a ground plan, to bodies whose forms present either slopes or
curves. A hill representing slopes can be faithfully expressed on a
ground plan, so as to convey an iden of elevationto all who are acquainted
with the principles of plan drawing, but the chief difficulty lies in
so expressing these features as to be enabled t o form a judgment of their
height when compared with each other, for i t cannot be determined by
the actual elevation of any single hill.
" The theory, most generally adopted, supposes the light to fall vertieally upon the hills in parallel mys. I n the projection, the eye is
supposed to be a t an indefinite distance, and consequently the rays w e
all parallel, according to which, steep slopes receiving those rays a t a
NOTE.-In using cake colors, you must dilute them with soft water, observing to mix
them intimntely together, till the desired tiut of color haa been obtained; then with a
brush in proportion to the size of the space you are going to color, apply the wash steadily
and quickly : but do not suffer the proper limits to be passed, nor a grenter quantity of
color to be used than will evenly cover the space; as when too much in used, it is liable
to settle in particular places, and by making deeper tints in one place than another, the
work will appenr clouded. You should also observe not to allow any two limits of the
same color to trruch each other, and endeavour to distribute your colors so aa to produce
a pleasing effect on the wl~ole;but that taste which quickly perceives excelle~~cies
or
defects, so as to be soon delighted with the former and disgusted with the latter, must
assist you in distiuguiuhing and discriminating the most striking nietllocls of giving this
finish to your mnps. The wnter should be colored last, with a very light wash of
verdigris, and if it is not very expeditiously laid on, i t will be clouded and offensive to
the eye. The map should be damped with a clenn, moist cloth, lnid over i t for n few
minutea previously to coloring the wnter. Aud should you h a r e occasion to color a
printed map, the colors may be kept from sinking, by wetting the back of the print with a
solution of four ounces of roach alum in a pint of spring water, allowing the paper to dry
bornsthe water before t h e colors are laid on. This will not o~llyprevent the colors from
oinking but give hem an additional beauty and lustre, and preserve them from fading ;
and if the paper is not good, wash it three or four times, s d e r i n g it to dry between every
wash. The printing or lettering the names of places should be done when the colors on
Treatise on the Const~.uclionof Yapi.
your map are perfectly dry.-Jamiuon'r

more oblique angle than more gentle ones do, are therefore illuminated
in a less degree than the latter, and must be shown on a plan by darker
shade, while such portions of the ground as are horizontal and receive
consequently tho rays of light perpendicularly to their planes, being
thus illumiuated in the greatest degree, are left without shade in a plan ;
but as it is w~~rcely
possible to fix a criterion for the depths of tint in
shading to express ground, it is idle to suppose that, practically, the
shading can ever be so exact, as to enable us to measure by it the
positive height of a hill.
" The most rapid way of expressing hills upon paper is by shading
with Iudian ink or neutral tiut. For this, two camel hair brushes are
used, one to lay on the tiut, the other for softening it down. A deaterous hand will thus speedily daah ill, the hills of a plan ; a proficient
with the brush or pen will always contrive to throw a certain degree
of spirit into his performance, whatever rnV be the nature of the ground
he is representing, but this itS the result of much practice, combined
with a natural tastc for drawiug."*
'' The hills should be sketched lightly but carefully on the fair plan,
for much evidently depends upon this. It would be fruitless to employ
80 much time in the field if we did not follow it up to the last. A light
tint of Indian ink is to be distributed freely alongs the tops and most
elevated parts of those hills which are the origin of the underfeatures,
and softened down into tho ravines, with a brush and water, then upon
the next series of levels, and so on until the last underfeature has been
shaded. Whatever parts still want stre~igthare again to be similarly
shaded, beginning a little below the first tint, and thus until it is finished.
If the ground or any part of it is irregular or rocky, a rougher shading
must be disposed upon it, aa to the judgment of the draftsman may seem
to convey the best idea of such local circumstances.
"There are two methods of describing hills, both in the field and in
the drawing room. One called the vertical, and the other the horirontal
style, which are, or rather should be, peculiar to the pencil or pen; for
there is no absolute necessity for having recourse to any touches on an
Indian illk plan, if the irregularities of surface are properly described by
shade.
"In the first method the shade is formed by strokes of the pencil or
pen radiating from or convergiug into any curved part of a hill, according
ae it projects or reenters :-they
are supposed to describe the same

* Jackson's

Course of Military Surreyiug.
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aonrse as water would do, if it could trickle in stream down the slopes,
and are darker or lighter according to the steepness of the slope.
" The other method has the shade formed by lines parallel, or nearly
so, to the horizon. I t is much more easy to apply, and more natural
than the former, and has some claim to particular notice from ita easy
application in sketching, and the facility with which it may be demonstrated and acquired."* The horizonlal manner marks the contours of
hilla by 'waving lines, each line continuing on the same 'level, while
following every undulation of the ground. In practice, either or both of
the styles may be used at the pleasure of the draftsman, or as &mybe
beet suited to the nature of the ground he wishes to portray.
l' The rays of light being supposed to fall vertically upon the ground,
the, degree of shade, used for expressing hills, depends on the greater or
less gradations of their declivities,-that is, the more the slope of a hill
recedes from the horizontal, the darker must be the shade. 'Although
this principle may be considered as generally .the best, yet, in making
a finished plan of any mountainous region, au artist should not be
oonfined too rigorously in this respect, for a clever draftsman mould then
l i e to throw his mountains in what is termed light and ah&; which
supposes the rays of light to come on the plan from the left upper corner;
according to which supposition one side' of a hill becomes brightly illuminated, while its reverse is cast into deep shadow. Attempts have been
made to have the oblique light p t e m generally adopted, but it is not
suited to expreee tume ground. A kind of compromise, therefore,
subsists ; thus, we make the rays of light to fall vertically upon th hills,
while all other objects, as rivers, houses, trees, kc., receive it obliquely.
This may appear absurd, but, where all is conventional, the contradiction
is not felt ae an inconvenience ; generally speaking, the object of giving
ahadow to houses, rivers, to., is chiefly aa a finish, and for effect."+
Almost universally the shades used by draftsmen are too dark ; and in
India especially, the subject does not receive the attention it demands,
.and we commend to the especial observance of Revenue Surveyors, the
remarks from an able authority, the late Major H. D. Herbert, Deputy
Surveyor-General, quoted in the foot-note.$ The " Caterpillars " therein

* Treatise on

Practical Surveying and Topographical Plan Drawing; vide nlso article
Sketching " in Aide Memoire, vol. ii., p. 523.
f Jackson's Course of Military Surveying.
$ The di5culty which involves the representation of all t i e inequalities of the proposed
portion of the earth's surface, and conserluently the features of a monntainous country, has
been variously got over. In the very old maps, a congregation of conventional signs, each
CHAPTER XIV.]
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alluded to are too common in the present day, and from the extensive
employment of native draftsmen, the topographical drawings now produced answer most completely to this description. This must be the
case as long ns Officers in charge of surveys delegate such duties to mere
mechanical and ignorant copyists, who know no more of the principles
which should guide them in the representation of ground than the brush,
by the aid of which they annually destroy so much paper. The hilly
features should invariably be put in, by the Surveyor himself, after a
careful study of the ground, and without this personal examination in
the field, it must be vain to attempt to give even tm approximation to
truth. I t is evident that a map, to be anything, ought to be precise ;
it is otherwise worse than useless.
On the style and character of the hand or manuscript pp-inting of a map
Hnnd-printing, or writdepends itsgeneral appearance, as well m degree of
ing.
usefiilnesa The most elaborate topographical draw-

-

ing will be nothing, uuless the names of the places, title, and other
embellishments are recorded in a corresponding manner, with due regard to
effect, combined with practical utility. Generally speaking, this is the
most difficult part of a map to do well, and there are many persons who
can color and draw in a superior manner, but who fail in printing ; for thie
reason theattainments of each assistant on a Survey Establishment should
be well ascertained in making arrangements for the distribution of the work
and the division of labor. The first priuciple to be observed in printing is,
that each class of names should be represented by one uniform character.
intended to represent a mountain, was introduced nnd arranged so as io give some idea of
t h e tlirection in which the mountnin laud was disposed. 'I'l~oue who hnvo seen maps
executed on this principle will acknowledge how very imperfect is tho information i t gives
of the inequalities of the ground, either aa to arrangement and connection or elevation
above the genernl plufeau of the country. Rude a~ the metl~odis, and destitute of precise
meaning, I have known many who affected to prefer i t to the modern n ~ c t l ~ oofd deep
notching, which they assert has the cffect of rendering a mnp illegible witl~outbeing a whit
more precise. T l ~ e r eis some ground, i t must be confased, for forming this opinion, a t l e s t
if we co~~lineourselven
to English maps ; but those executed on the continent do not deserve
this cellsure. Arro\*smi~h'smap of India is a splend~de x n ~ ~ ~ofp lthis
e cl~enteryof the ere.
T o form nngtl~inglike a correct idea of tbe surfnce of I n d ~ airom tl~ianmp, tl~icklpa s i t is
covered in parts wit11 these "mterpiNars," as I 1111rel~enrtlthem called, is imposs~ble. Very
often, i t mill be found, that what the peruser of the map supposes is a high ridge, is in
renlity a low one, and nice versa, while valleys are elevated into ridges, and these again sunk
to valleys. A certnin qunntity of ink l ~ a sbeen applied to the paper, but t o what purpose
save that of blackening it, i t would pnzzle Odipus I~imself to say. Nor are the maps of
Other publisl~ersmuell better, and st111 mnre extrnordir~nryI f a r , t l ~ n teven to many
manwcript maps exeeuled itr iliia country muclr of lhia censure mudl aI1uch.-Gleani~lgs in
Science, volume 2nd, 1830, '&On the Dzfferent dletfrodd of Shading Alounluin h v r d , by Della."
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Thus, erect capitals are wed for capital places of the first order; italic
or sloping capitals for places next in order, with 1,000 houses ;erect small
letters with capital prefixed, commonly called roman writing, for large
villages, containing one thousand inhabitants and upwards, or about 250
houses, and other remarkable or conspicuous objects; and small italic
writing for common villages under 250 houses or one thousand inhabitants.
The great mass of printing on the body of the drawing of a map
should invariably be parallel to the top and bottom edges of the paper,
and it is usual to place the firat letter of the name as close to the site
as it is possible to be. In addition to this it is generally requisite to
have curved lines of printiug in certain situations for the names of
. adjoining districts or pergunnahs, and when judiciouely applied i t
materially adds to the beauty of the map. In the curved or contorted
externnl boundary of the pergunnahs or divisions represented in the
map, the names of the adjoining divisions should be so disposed as to
run as nearly parallel to the general outline as possible, and when several
pergunnahs or subdivisions are exhibited on the same plan, the name
requires to be stretched across the space with the letters at e p d iw%rvals,
to show the extent or connexion of the same.
On winding rivers, roads, lakes, coasts, kc., the writing must be curved
to correspond with the thing represented, and the general appearance
of all the names and writing should invariably be to face the north end
or top of the paper, so that it may be all legible at one view, by placing
the map before you, and not upside down, requiring the plan to be shifted
before it can be read.
In very extensive titles, it is also necessary sometimes to insertcurved
lines, to take off from the monotonous appearnnce of a number of straight
lines,' but as a. general rule we deprecate fancy hieroglyphics and elaborately devised printing which may be difficult to read ; plainnew and
neatness tends to general utility, and is moreover a great saving of time,
and in a large Department where one uniform practice is so important,
it is obviously preferable to follow a style which the majority of draftsmen
can most easily attain and adapt to the work entrusted to them.
For this reiwon the atone or Egyptian letter is employed for all names of
Peryun7&, whether on the body of the drawing, as adioining name, or

* Curves map be best formetl by one person holding a steel or other elastic ruler into
the form desired, and plncing it with its edge on the paper alongside the crooked boundary.
The elastic ruler muat be held in this position while another person rules or marks wit11 a
pencil along it. In this way curves of all shapes may be formed wit11 the paatsst ease
and possessing a grnce ant1 elegance which is acnrcaly attainable by, any other merme.
CHAPTER XIV.]
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in the title ;this style of printing being extremely easy to make, while
it looks substantial and plain, and catohes the eye. For the Dht&
names, whether 'adjoining, or title, the open or ornamental stone lettere
filled with a little color, Indian ink orneutrnl tint, a little larger than the
Perginnah character, are found sufficiently contrasting and distinguishable.
These styles are shown in Plate XII. on the list of topographical items,
or conventional signs, which now guide the Department. A very extensive use of symbolic writing on a map may be confusing, but its- partial
application
is not without its advantages in the way of significance.
-"The characters used for printiug the names of places and things
represented on maps should bear such proportion aa the relative
irnportanca of the objects bear to each other. The titb should be proportionate to the size of the map, ~ n the
d adjoining names, according to
the distribution of the spaces to be filled up, so that the whole may
one uniform appearance. Everything ought to harmonize, for whatever
obtrudes itself too much on the attention, without solne good reeaon for so
doing, may be said to be out of place; nothing looks so bad as a great daub
of a title, with ornamental letters and flourishes, on a small and unpretending plan.".
Thus the word Pergunnah should not be so prominent aa

* '' Handbook for Plain and Ornamental Napping, by Benjamin Wilme. " See also an
admirable Handbook of Topographical Drnning b y Mr. J. 0. N. Jamce, h i s t a n t SurreyorGeneral, published at Calcutta, 1860, now out o f print.
Nors.-Since the &as general r u b for guidance i n the prepamlion of the mapping of
a &amue Suruey party were d e n , cariow changw and mod@atwnr haae hem eff'ed,
during lata yearr, i n preparing and rendering much of the fair mopping of the Rerenue
Buraey Branch; PIRBTLY,lo mcel the ewer inerena'ng and urged demands for arroy result8
both by C o m m e n t Departmen& and the public, and, SKCONDLY,
lo suil the special requiremenlr
of Photography by flrs Photo-rinco trnnsfrr procwr, by which means alone h a i( been found
pomible to secure the s p d y and accuralc reproduction and reduction o f maps and platw on
various mled f o r eai.ly k u e .
Tha most importad alleralwnr which haas been made are briejy rcJBrred to here, and the
& now i n force, &racfed from the "Handbook lo the Depavtmedal and Circular Orderr
and I n s t r u c r w ~for the Recenue Suraey B I P M ~Survey
,
Department, India," are giam at the
end of thin Chapter.
1sr.-Inslsad of single mlkage Pbm, " Congt.egakd village #he&'' or " Shed8 o f Congrsgated Villagw," sios 80 x 100 chaina, ore prepared, filled up lo margins, on the acale pf
four i n c h to the m&.
2n~.-For the pcrgunnah mapa on the rcab o f 1 mi&= 1 inch, which were .found czlremely
troubledome 4 inconwenied lo ptcl together, main circuit maps on the same scale were substituted;
t k again have rime gicm plaes lo rlicd mapsjilled up to margin, mcawring 20 X25 i n c h , or
when baaed on a gralicule, i n sfandard s h e d o f 16' of Lalitude and 80' o f Longitude.
a ~ ~ . - T h eMW of villagu, towns, kc., heading:, foot-ndu, and referencsr are now w U y
inrerlcd by type priding instead of handwriting.
had been slridly pro4 ~ ~ . - T h ewe of wlors fob bof~ndaiiaand all topographical i h a ,
hibilad. Bruah rhading for hills and ravinw, uadulationa andridgw, ricer be&, Rc., is abo pro[PART 1x1.
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its distinguishing name, and the word Dislrij as the name of that district,
which is the point required to be seen. The word "Map," prefixing a
Title, is generally reddndant, but if absolutely necessary in certain cases
should not be too conspicuous or in larger letters, but kept subordinate
t o the name or words most desired to be known ;we have endeavoured to
exemplify these matters on the pergunntbh map of Limbae, Plate X., which
is prepared in strict conformity with the s,tanding departmental rulw
laid down for the'guidance of all Surveyors.
The titles, or headings for the village plans, are generally written in a
neat round text, vide Plate XI. The immense number of these p l w ,
which require to be completed during the season, prevents a more laborious style of printing, and which indeed is not necessary for the descrip
tion of record; the adjoining names on these latter maps are also recorded
in neat round handwriting, as shown on Plate XI. (See foot-m.de, p. 302).
In summing up the several steps before adverted to, it is necesmry to
make a few remarks on Plan Drawing generally,
Finishing.
which may be divided into Topographical and
Geographical maps.
A Topographical plan should represent the detail, and contain all that
is necessary towards acquiring a special knowledge of a certain extent of
ground,or of a smallcountry or district, and especiallyif for military purposes,
for which all plans are more or less inteuded; such a particular distinction of
things and circumetances cannot be attaiued in geographical maps, which
include an extensive portion of the surface of the earth, whole countries and
even sometimes the entire globe itself. Topogmphical maps are made on s
larger scale than Geographical ones; one inch to a mile, although a small
scale for such maps, is a very proper and convenient one, and is the same
on which the Ordnance Survey of England is published. I t is also the
best for the pergunnah maps of the Revenue Survey of India, and the
smallest ecale capable of showing congregated village boundaries in
Bengal. Six incheu to one mile is a large scale for the survey of a county,
atld is the one employed for the plans of the Ordnauce Survey of Ireland.
Two miles to an inch is a very useful scale for general district maps to
show the fiscal and judicial divisions, places of importance, factories,
thannahs, &c., forming sheets of moderate size, and convenient for the
local authorities to carry about with them when on circuit duty. In the
hibiled, and all acch f&um a m now a h c d e d in pen and ink, horiwntal or rerlical dmunMng,
for the objeda .pq&d in the arccccdiq chapter.
5~rr.-The d i d and didsion mapa on the gwp'aphiazl acale, 4 mdtx = 1 inch, a m nolo
c o m f i d in the Swceyor-Geneml'r O
&.
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North-Western Provinces, this scale is sufficient to show village boundaries,
the avekage area of these circuits being upwards of a 8qUtu-0mile, or from
700 to 800 acres each, but in Bengal the villages are so small, averaging not
above 300 to 350 acres each, that these boundaries cannot be inserted on
this scale. Four miles to an inch is the scale generally used for geographical
maps, and is well suited for obtaining a general view of an entire country
and the relative situation of its parta The sheets of the great Indian
Atlas are prepared on this scale as well se all the Dbtriet compilations from
the Revenue Survey Pergunnah maps. By means of m a p and plans alone,
can a complete practical intimacy with the various parta of a country, and
of the face and nature of the ground that oompoees it, be obtained, and
they should therefore afford an accurate view of every local object, and
fiunish a clear, lively and imposing representation of the reality.
The art of drawing maps and plans consists therefore in representing
larger or smaller portions of the surfaoe of the earth on paper, in such
e.u aa strict a resemblance
a manner that every delineation shall b
as poesible to the natural object, and the entire skill required is the
attainment'of a certain facility of manipulation in putting together the
materials collected so as to form a map.*
The following remarks " from Jackson's Surveying" may be quoted with
advantage :
" A good plan conveys to the mind a more perfect image than can be
obtained by looking at the @owd itself. It enables us to examine and
compare the great features of a country ; we trace on i t the directions of
lines and coasts, rivers, mountains, woods, forests, &c., distance is nothing;
we me the country, twenty, fifty and a hundred miles off; we can estimate
the oompamtive heights of hills without having to bear in mind that
the angle subtended by a mountain varies with its distance from the eye,
or that such an art se pempeotive exists,-nay more, it may be asserted
that a really good plan is fi~llyequal, I had almost said, superior for
military purposes to the best model."
" In plans there are three thin@ to be desired; lst, corrednesq without
whioh a plan is worse than useless ; 2nd, clearness, in order that every

* "The object of every map may be stated to be a representation on a flat surface of a
portion of the earth, on which all the lines or distances shall, as far as the difference of the
rnrfeoe will permit, bear the same proportion to one another as those in nature do. Accuracy
is of course essential to it; but the value of the accuracy is like that of other things,
comparative, end is alwaya to be judged of by the cost of its productioo. Perfect mathematical accuracy is an unattninable as it would be uselass, but tW cfegree Qf it which ir
likely lo k prad'cally useful, uforlunately d i n ow d . " - O n the Principles of Geodeq-,
by Delta, Gleanings in Science, voL 2.
[PART u
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part may be understood ; Srdly, beazrty of execution, which is generally
found to accompany the second of these desiderata. This last, however,
being the only point upon which the majority
of persons
are capable, or
rather fancy themselves so, of giving an opinion, naturally excites their
chief attention."
"When examining a plan how rarely do we think of the labor with
which it has been produced, the triangulation to obtain certain points
as land marks, the arduous business of surveying every yard of road or
stream, the ability and care necessary when skitchi'
the forms of the
ground, and the minute attention required for innumerable minor details ;
how seldom do all or any of these considerations enter into our thoughts
when a plan ie ~hownt o us; and yet the merit, which attaches to the
mere drawing, the language, as i t may be termed, of the Surveyor, an
accomplishm~nt little more than mechanical, is trifling indeed when
compared with the degree of talent and labor employed in the formation
of a good plan. Perhaps time may afford some criterion whereby to
judge of the comparative value of plan drawing and plan making. An
expert draftsman will, in the space of two or three days, produce a copy
of a plan, the field labor and plotting of which may have employed a
Surveyor for a whole year."
The " practical hintd' in the foot-notes, extracted from Simms'
Treatise on Drawing Instruments, will be fo'und useful." We have
-

-

*

Practieol Binla, 4c., on the .Uanagemcn( gf Drawing Paper.
The 5 s t thing to be done preparatory to the commencement of a drawing, in to atretch
the paper evenly upon the smooth and flat surface of a drawing board. The edges of the
paper should first be cut straight, and, as nearly as possible, at right angles with each
olher ; also the sheets should be so much larger than. the intended drawing and its margin,
so as to admit of being aftemarcla cut from the board, leaving the border by which it in
attached thereto by glue or paste, as we shall next explain.
The paper must first be thoroughly and equally damped with a sponge and clean water
on Lhe opposite side from that on which the drawing is to bo made. When the pnper
absorbs the water, which may he seen by the wetted side becoming dim, as its surface ia
viewed slantwise against the light, it is to be laid on the drawing board a i t h tlie wetted
side downwards, aud placed so that its edgea may be nearly parallel with those of the
board; otherwine, in using a T square, a u inconvenience may be experienced. This done,
lay a atraight flat ruler on the paper, wit11 its edge parallel to, and about half an inch
from, one of its edges. The ruler must now be held firm, while the said projecting half'
inch of paper is turned up along its edge; then, a piece of solid glue (common glue will
anwrer the purpose), having its edge partially dissolved by holding it in boiling water for
a few seconds, must be passed once or twice along the turned edge of the paper, after
which, thin glued border must be again laid flat by sliding the rule over it, and, the ruler
being p r d down upon it, the edge of the paper will adhere to the board. If sufficient
glue has been applied, the ruler may be removed directly, and the edge finally rubbed do6n
b y lo ivory book-knife, or any clean polished aubstauce at hand, which will then firmly
C-EX
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likewise added n receipt for restoring damaged drawing paper,
which in this country so soon becomes affected by the dampness of the
atmosphere. Drawing pnper should nlwnys be wrapped in flannel, and
kept closed up in a tin cue, and p l m d well off the ground, and may
occaeionally be put into an oven and well heated, with advantage.
cement the paper to the bonrd. Another, but adjoining edge of the paper must, next, be
acted npon in like manner, and then the remaining edges in suceesuion ; we say the adjoining edges, because we have occasionally observed that, when the opposite and parallel
edges have been laid down Brst, without continuing the proceaa progressively round the
board, a greater degree of cure is required to prevent undulations in the paper as it dries.
Sometimes strong paste is used instead of glue; but, as this takas a longer time to
set, i t is usual to wet the paper also on the upper surface to within an inch of the
paste mark, care being taken not to m b or injure the surface in the procaw. The
wetting of the paper, in either case, is for the purpose of expandiug it ; and the edges,
being fixed to the board in its enlarged state, aet as stretchers upon the paper, while i t
contracts in drying, which it should be allowed to do gradually. All creases or nndulations by this means disappear from the surface, and forma a smooth plane to receive
the drawing.
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Mounting Paper and Dmcmnga, Varnishing, kc.
.
I n mounting paper npon canvas, the latter should be well stretched npon a smooth flat
surface, being damped for that purpose, and its edges glued down a s wns recommended
in stretcliing drawing paper. Then, with a hrnsh, spread strong paste npon the canvas,
beating i t in till the grain of the canvas be all filled up ; for this, when dry, will prevent
the canvas from shrinking when subsequently removed ; and having cut the edges of the
pRper straight, pasta one aide of every sheet, and lay them upon the canvas, sheet by
sheet, overlapping each other a small quantity. If the drnwing pnper is strong, i t is bent
to let every sheet lie five or six minutes after the paste is pat on it ; for, as the paste soaks
in, the paper will stretch, and may be better sprend smooth upon the canvas ; wherem, if
i t be laid on before the paste has moistened the pnper, i t will stretch afterwards and rise
in blisters when laid upon the cnnvrs. The pnper should not be cut off from its extended
position till thoroughly d r y ; and the drying should not be hastened, but gradually take
place in a dry room, if time permit ; if not, the paper may be exposed to the sun, unless
in the winter season, when the help of a fire ia necessary, care being had that i t is not
placed tw near a scorching heat.
[PART IIL
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All copies of either maps or computations are duly compared with
the origiual by two persons, who affix their
initials t o the document as having doue so, and
nre strictly responsible for the same. The two copies of the village
plans, taken from the rough sheets, are first compared with the original
and then with each other, and ally discrepancy immediately corrected
by an European Assistant aud not left for future adjustment, perhaps to
be forgotten. The boundary of each village is rigorously compnred with
the lirakbmt or demarcation sketch map as soon after survey as possible,
and i t is necessary to record on every map that this step has been takeu,
aud that the assimilation is sufficiently good to allow of its being passed.
I n case a khusrah, or detailed measurement field by field, has been
made, the map produced by this operation is also duly compared with
the professional one, and the agreement of the two is another proof of
Comparing and Examiniug.

In joining two sheets of paper together, by overlapping, it is necessary, in order to make
aneat joint, to feather edge each sheet; thia is done by carefnlly cutting with a knife
half-way through the paper near the e d g q and on the sides, which are to overlap each
other; then atrip off s fenther-edged slip from each, which being done dexterously, the
edges will form a very neat and efficient joint when put together.
The following method of mounting and varnishing drawings or prints was communicated
some years ago by Mr. Pascock, an artist of Dublin. Stretch a piece of linen on a frame,
to which give a coat of isinglass or common size. Paste Lhe back of the drawing, leave it
to soak, and then lay it on the linen. When dry, give it at least four coats of well-made
isinglnss size, allowing it to dry between each coat. Take Canada balsam, diluted with
the best oil of turpentine, and with a clean b m h give it a full flowing coat.

In selecting black lead pencila for we, it may be remarked that they ought not to he very
soft, nor so hard that their tracea cannot be easily erased by the India-rubber. Great
care should be tnken in the pencilling, that an accurate outline be drawn, the pencil marks
ahould be distinct, yet not heavy, and the use of the rubber should be avoided as much as
possible, for ita freqiient application rutaea the surface of the paper, and will destroy the
good d e c t of ahading or colouring, if any is afterwards to be applied.

Remipi for r&mOP1tq
damaged Drawing Paper.
Take a w ~ h composed
,
of one drachm of isinglaas steeped in two ounces of water for
1 2 hours. Then simmer it for 16 or 20 minutes over a fire. When nearly ready add of
common alum (fitcooree) in powder t w q t y grains, strain through linen for use, apply it
when the paper is on the drawing board, and damp, and work it on with a flat brush ; when
dry, wash the paper over with water, which will indicate whether a second wash of the
above ie necesasry. When the paper is thoroughly recovered, wash it well with plain
watar, and a flat brush, to take off any auperfluous isinglaas, absorbing the suptufluoua
w a t a with a clean linen rag. When thus prepared, the colora can be thrown in as safely
as on good paper.
Captain Henderson's Essay, Nu. 4, on tlie Pictorial Art-Calcutta
Liiernry G ~ z e l k ,
July, 1884.
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the work, all discrepancies ensuring an immediate enquiry and reconcilement. In like manner all the traverse computations are compnred,
one Assistant reading from the copy, and the other lookillg at the original.
As soon tts these precautions have been taken, and the attesting initials of
the Assistants in charge of the division a f i e d , the document is ready for
the examination of the Superintending Officer, who adds his signature as
soon as he is perfectly satisfied of the accuracy and sufficiency of the
work, and it is by the exercise of his general knowledge and careful eye,
in the detection of errors and omissions, that the value of the results of
the survey mainly depend. The amount of informatiop embodied in the
1-inch topographical maps from the larger scale requires careful scrutiny,
everything should be put in which the scale permits, and these maps
forming the chief practical test of a Surveyor's labors aa applied to
the widest extent of usefulness, no pains should be spared in their
examinat ion.
The register sheets for the village plans are lithographed and supplied
(with a view of lessening the labors of n Surveyor),
Filling in Village Plan the statistical and area columns are filled in, the
Registera.
former from the Muerah vernacular returns, and
the latter from the professional computations as shown in Plates XI.
and XI 2. The statistics and general remarks of the condition and
state of prosperity of each village are of great importance, and should fw
recorded by the Surveyor himself. The information thus given, forming
the basis of the general statistical and agricultural report of the district.
The references to the Settlement Officer's missil, or file of proceedings,
enables that Officer to mako up his own registers with facility. The
duplicate copy of the professional plan register intended for the Civil
Authorities is left blank at the back, the numerical data of the survey
operations being only required for professional purposes in the Office
of the Superintendent of Revenue Surveys. The back of this register
being ruled, all the revenue information, as to mehals and proprietors,
is inserted on it by the Settlement Officer from the vernacular records
of his own proceedings. Every village in the entire district being thus
prepared, the detail of information is as complete as can be desired.
The following stiqtement represents the form of Register for Bengal, or
settled Provinceg the Plan and Traverse computation being recorded
precisely similar as shewn in Plate XI. These forms and mode of
employing them are now obsolete, the village plan being mapped in
clusters on double elephant sheets. The statistical information is recorded
in a more condensed form according to Pergunnahs or Tehseels.
[PART III.
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It remains to assort and arrange all the village plans and registers
into moderate sized pergunnah volumes, for
convenience of record The plans may be bound
up either alphabetically, according to the English
or Persian alphabet, or by means of the geographical position of the
villago. Every plan is duly numbered and placed in regular succession,
and from 150 to 200 may be said to form a convenient volume. If a
pergunnah is very large, it is of course divided into two or more books
as may be necessary ; and if very small, two or more pergnnnahs are
combined together. An alphabetical list of all the villages is prefixed
to the volume, containing also columns for tho number on the plan ~s
well as the areas, which, summed up, show the correct area of the entire
pergunnah. By a reference to this Index List, any plan is immediately
found by its number; it is therefore immaterial how the plans are
placed, as long as they are numbered properly in succession, and that
the index names of villages critically accord with the same on the plan
sheets. On opening the book, the plan should first be seen, and then
the traverse on the reverse side. A list of topo,pphical references to
the coloring is invariably appended, and saves much labor which would
accrue from recording such items on every plan. A title page with the
name of the pergunuah and a few blank sheets of paper are added, for
the purpose of inserting any information afterwards, connected with the
Survey operations of the pergunnah or district, or as to the geographical
features of the country. On the Revenue Surveys these volumes in fact
represent the Field-books, as well as the completed work ; they should
therefore be made to contain every possible information, and be complete
in every respect, so as to supersede the demand for Field-books after a
survey is over. So much of the field measurements being recorded on
drawing boards, and all plotted at the moment of survey, the Field-books,
according to the usual style of that document, are more or less partial
and imperfect, and therefore not desirable records.
It is next to impossible to lay down absolute and distinct rules for the
performance of detail duties. As before stnted
Division of Labor.
in Chapter XII., every Deputy Superintendent of
Survey may have hie own peculiar method of carrying outhis work, and
in euch matters they will be the best judges of the nature of the work
they have to perform, and of the best moans of completing i t ; all that
we advocate is vatern in all that is done, and whatever that method may
be, after it has been once maturely considered and definitely determined
on, it should not be departed from. Let a Deputy Superintendc~ltof

::.,%@"'-
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Survey apportion out to each Surveyor and assistant the particular duty
for which he is most qualified, and insist on its being followed. As
a general rule, each Surveyor or Assistant is responsible for the division
he has had charge of in the field, and is expected to bring up the whole
of the work connected with it ;but it frequently happens that from local
causes one party may accomplish more field work than they can get
out of hand prior to the commencement of another season, whilst another
party may not be so pressed for time in the recess ; such additional aid
and assistance, therefore, as can be spared, should be afforded where it
is most needed. Each Surveyor has generally five Sub-Surveyors of
various degrees of qualifications under him. One may color well, another
may printwell, and so on. One man may be employeci simply in tracing off,
and pencilling in, the village plans. These are made over to a second person
to ink in, to a third to be colored, and to a fourth to have station pointa,
letters, and lines entered, and lastly, on to a fifth to write and print adjoiniug
names : such a party can complete from fifteen to twenty village maps daily.
By this arrangement the Surveyor or Assistant Surveyor is enabled to devote himself chiefly to the more important po,ints in finishing the pergunnah
or main circuit maps and areas, and the Superintending Officer in exercising
a general control over the whole work, taking care that it progresses through
every step, to his satisfaction, methodically, cleanly, and accurately;
encouraging arld Llp'ng in all difficulties, and by putting the finishing
touches to the plans, render them worthy of hie professional reputation.
.
By the means we have here endeavoured to describe, a Deputy
Superintendent of Survey may have the satisfaction of seeing his office
cleared by the termination of the recess, and find himself in a position
to take the field again with renewed vigor, u n e m b m s e d by any arrears.
fillolm'ng &tract from the " Hand-book of Circular Otderu and Instructwrts*
y Department, India," deucribeu tks preparation
of thc Rmenue SIWU
of Haps for Depart?nentalparposes :(Scale 1 mile = 1 inch.)
1. The General Maps form the ground-work of the District and Division
Mnp, scale 4 miles = 1 inch, conatrncted in the Head-Quarter's
CoMtmction Of
m
c
e
, it is therefore essential that they should be striotly
nl Mapa.
accurate a~ to village boundaries, with all other geograp h i d detaile fully exhibited, and, asfar as the wale will admit, a perfeot reduction
of the village plans.
-

* Compiled

-

-

from the Departmental orders aud instructions of the following Deputy
~ u r r e ~ o r s - ~ e G rand
a l Superintendents of Revenue Surveys--Major Bedford, 1832 to 1842 ;
Myor Wroughton, 1844 to 1846; Colonel H. L. Thuillier, 1847 to 1866; Colonel J. E
Gastrell, 1866 to 1872 ; Colonel D. C. Vantenen, 186i to 1872.
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2. Since the introduction of Photography as a meane of reproducing maps, a
change become necessary in the style of the preparation of
these original recorda.
Continuous maps or 0hect.a filled to margin for the whole district under survey
are therefore to be prepared, instead of single isolated main
S h e & or map8 BUed to cimnit
rnargn.
The size of each such map, or sheet, is to be 2 0 x 2 6 inchea
Sim of msp or dheet.
New topographicd symbols, including conventional styles for district, pergunnah, and ordinary village boundaries, have been devised, which shall be substituted for all modes of representing topographical detaila formerly in use. Sheets
of these ~ymbolscan be obtained on Indente on the Head-Quarter's O5ce.
3. The scale should not be entered as " scale z mile= a inch," but the scale
should be drawn and the word " miles" written a t the end.
E O ~ V of %ah.
811 M a p and Plans shall be drawn i n p m and ink, and n o j a t nhades or c o l o r i q
of any kind are to be employed ; except in the use of strong
be dramin pen carmine (to which a little yellow may be added with advanvld ink.
tage) for the orctliaea of metolled roads and masonry bnildinga, which must,not be om-hatched, but left blank, and of dark btcmt oicltno
for the ontlinea of mud huts in villages, and nnmetalled roads, both of which
oolors are shown as black by photography. These outlines, on all large scale
plans, must be pnt in with a mathematical drawing pen to preserve equality of
thickness in the strokes; on no fficount is a common pen, eit.her steel or quill, to
be used for this purpose. A very Zqht blue j u t shade may be used for water
which photographs white. Fine lines are on no account to be drawn within the
or along streams and rivers. Care must be taken that the ink
limits of
used for every Item is y c ~ c c t l y b k k , and free, when dry, from any metallic
lustra Pale grey ink must on no amount be used.
In repreeenting hills, brriah s h a d i ~ qbeing totally nneuitable for reproduction
by the photographic proceas, pen and ink work must be
miinhow
dram. introdnced. The horizontal touch, after the system delineated in Major Petley'a admirable specimens* in Captain Lendy's Book on Military
Surveying, which has been circulated to the Department, is the best adapted for this purpose, and is commended to special stndy and imitation by every Surveyor.
The items "lately thrown out of," and " fit for," cultivation are to be omitted
on the general m a p .
I n the reference column the entries of these itema will then etand thus :ChmW in the a t ~ l eof
.
drawing lor ~producllon
by ~hotogmphr.

Cultivation, including lately thrown out
of, and fit for, cultivation.

Small plots of barren waste and jungle of less than 40 acres in area are also
to be omitted on all mapping on this scale.
4. I t is usual to consider the light to come upon a map from the north-west
aorner, and the shaded side of banks of rivers, tanks, villagee,
kc., should have a dark line for the sake of effect. I n hill
shading or contouring, the light is to be considered to fall vertically.
he f d of light.

Seu, in sheetd, of ~peairnenr of hill dmwiog in Fen .nd Ink, with blne print#, arc prepand in
the Surrelor-Ocnenl'a Ottlce for bginnara sod ecluostiod purpoaen.
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6. I n sketching ground and in preparing maps it fe a rnle that a proportionate
shade shall be given for a corresponding steepneea
But in delineating higher mountains, a darker
ahade than is due to slope is necessary to make them appear to stand out above the
lower hills. Difference i n shades is obtained by greeter or less clmnese of contour
lines.
6. In mapping growd that haa been imperfectly surveyed or merely reconnoitred, the representation must be such aa to convey s
Beprcrentation of gmond
correct impression of the style of the survey, and to distinLmmdwrb,urve,ed.
guish those features which have been loosely delineated from
those which have been depicted with strict accuracy. It may be said that a snrveyor should abstain from showing anything that cannot be given with fidelity ;
but this would be still more liable to mialead, 8s the blank8 on a map might be
mistaken for unbroken level plains.
The necessary distinction shall be conveyed by showing all nnsurveyed water00mes by dotted lines, which should indicate the most probable courses of the
existing ravine. and streams, and will suface to show that the adjacent hill features
are only to be considered to have been approximately delineated.
7. A conventional style of printing names shall be used for all m a p in
order to show the relative size of Towns and Villages. The
PrinMng Of
acale to be adopted is laid down in Plate 3 of " Convelltional
Bigns." The fine stmkes of the printing should not be drawn too fine, or
they will be lost in the process of copying by Photography.
Thnnnahs, Markets or flavta, Greet Trigonometrical Survey Stations, and any
places of note shall be shown, as the larger villages, in Roman letters. The scale
of 300 houses for the ordinary villages may be considered aa equivalent to about
1,000 inhabitants.
8. I n the divisions of some Districts, although comprising several hundred
eqnare milea of area, possibly there may be no villagee con~
z
~
~
m taining
~
over
&
1,O(W)
~
inhabitante
f
; but in this -,
places become
important and noted by comparison.
9. The names of villages should be entered c l m to the
sites to which they belong, on the right hand side, and due
Podtion of mmsr.
and west,
10. In preparation of Mapa or Plans for reproduction
, b s e ~ , " ~ , , , ~ be
w . by Photo-zincography, the following procedure is to be invariably observed, ciz.:1st.-Enter in pencil all details, of hills aa +ell as streams, with the aid of a
tracing glass, or pentegraph.
2nd.-Ink in all rivers, streams, and ravinee that do not interfere with names
of Villages and Towns.
3rd.-Print names of Villages and Towns.
4th.-Ink in hills and broken ground and such portions of atreurn, rivers, and
ravines as require it after 2nd and 3rd stages. All jungle and detail work must be
kept well clear.
11. When hills are covered with forest and bmh, a note to that effect mnet
H~U
f-,nrea
be kept alwaya be inserted on the map. The hill features are never
dear or ]angle.
to be obscured by the entry of jungle.

amount of
~ e t i - t i ~oraedope
~
of hill..
of slope.
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12. The hames of rivers should be printed parallel to their courses, and in

conspicuous placea. When rivers croas the boundary, the name
should be written outside the limits of thk oonntry mapped.
13. The names of adjoining Districts and P e r g u n n h shall be entered on
Narnoa of dloining General Maps wherever nece8sxu-y; the printing of PergnnDistricts, 614.
nah names to be uniform.
14. The names of Tuhseels or Pergunnahs are to be entered with referenw
to numbem nuder the border, corresponding numbers being entered on the Map.
The scale L to be drawn under the border in the centre of the Map.
Below the border, at the right hnnd corner, the officer in chnrge shall attaoh
his own signature.
The designation of the Survey Party shall be given above the margin in the
centre of the Map, the No. of the sheet on the left, the name of the District on
the right.
18. With a view of ensuring strict responsibility, and giving full credit to all
parties concerned, foot-notes to maps shall describe precisely
FooCnoten.
the name of every Officer, Amistaut, and Native Surveyor,
who may have contributed to the execution of the work, and what particular
portion of it (both Field and Office) each may have done. The specification. to
contain the information as follows, should be neatly printed in one or more lines
a t foot of the Map :The niain circuit artrrrycd by A. B., lia8istatlt Sttrrcyor.
The village borcndarica by C. D, and E. R,Sub-Stcr~.eyora.
!Eb topngraphical detaib by ff. H., I. J., and K. L., Sub-Sitmyora.
~ p i - o j c c t i n nby A. B., Axsistunt Sttrrryw.
T h dra~cingby iU.X The Printing by 0.P . The comparison and +finishing
by B. A. T h eaan~inutwnby X.Y. (N.B.-Th pereon IC?Wdrulca the 'iay ia
never to be entrtratcd with the eru?nination.)
Eor th different kin128 of P I - i n t i y to be w e d in the preparation of ,feneraL
d
N a p circclatcd for gttidattce.*
Mapa, vide lbpographical items a ~ Speciqrcen
16. On the general maps, wale 1 mile = 1 inch, the following foot-note is to
in small
writing
at and
beneath
~
~of ,-,ma. 15.~ be inserted
~
~
~
~
r the left
i hand ~
comer of the Map :Season 187 -7
Surveyed, under the superintendence of ( b r e enter name
and rank], Superintendent, Revenue Surveys, by (here name of Ofirer in charge of
p a r t y ) , Deputy Superintendent (or hristant Superintendent in charge), and the
following Assintantr (here name8 of Aa8istanta of Ser~wrand Sabordinate Dcpartrnenta).
17. In ell praaticable cases, the names of Great Trigonometrical ~ n r v &
Stations ahould be recorded, and the difference noted between
h r d of areat Trigonometriod Survey sta- principal and secondary Stations by adopting the nsnal
~IOM.
symbols for each.
lPamm Of

.

18. The heighta in feet of Great Trigonometrical Survey Stations above sealevel are invariably to be entered on all Maps, i n neat red
=@ishrs a. T.
numenals, and are to be taken from the prjnted Tables of
Uons.
Heights, Great Trigonometrical Survey of India, for Sind,
Punjab, North-Western Provinces. and Bengal.
Thaw

be obhined on ludeut from the Ed.-Qr.'e OfBoe.
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Heights derived from spirit levelling are to be entered in vertical block

n u m d to the first place of decimals, thus-

...

...

...

... 227'3

Dittd fmm combination of spirit levelling and triangulation, to the
...
... 214
nearest foot only, th...
...
...
...
Preliminary heights obtained from Topographical Survey operations, i n
doping italio numerals, thus- ...
...
...
...
... 136
19. The referenoes shall be as full and explicit ns possible, ao as to render the
Mapa generally intelligible to non-professional as well as
Refemoar
professional persons.
20. I n the Table of References the English equivalent should be shown of
any local vernacnlar expressions (such as Khall, Kheong, Dhar, Bc., whish mean
" s streem") whioh may be employed to designate topographical features.
21. I n preparing General Maps, stations a t the following pointe shall be prociz., at the junction pointe of Congregated Village
j&>
strt'oO
to
Sheete
and
on the external boundary of Main Circuita ; a t
Prslecred
the tri-jwctions of Districts, Pergunnahs, or Main Circuite ;
and at all other principal salient and re-entering points on the external boundary.
Double circles shall be desoribed for the triple junotion stations of Main Circuits ;
and the stations a t which observations for azimuth have been taken shall be
marked with a flag.
22. Main or metalled roads shall be shown by a double Lake line and common
village roads or foot-paths by a single Burnt Sienna line and
R4dr.
dote respectively. All mads must be drawn with a mathematical drawing pen to ensure the evenness of the linea, and never with a
common q d or s t d - p e n . The towns from and to which main roads lead shall be
invariably recorded.
23. The direotion of the stream of rivers shall be shown
Bioeru
by an arrow.
24. All Burdr, or embankments, shall be shown on all Map. This information is continually sought for, and is of much importance
EmbaoLments,
in Bengal.
36. Instancee ocour of villages of very large area, possessing several different
sites,all known by their local names. Theae tolaha, poorwas,
a-leLIrri(hloariIl.ge or hamlets shall be duly recorded on all Mapa as it frequently
M
.
.
happens that some of the most widely known places do not,
in a revenue m,constitute a Mooc~ahor Beparah independent village, and Cleographioal maps are therefore damaged by their omission ; the object of Government is l i k e w h preventei, that the Revenue Survey should afford information on
every topogrrrphical detail. The word " tolah," " poorwah," or para" need not
be repsated on a Map, bat the distinguishing appelhtion of the locality should be
inserted in writing rather smaller than that employed for the ?taka village. The
English e q a i d e n t e for wch worda " oomof," Anglioe or ; " shamil" and " mye"
Anglioe with, $o., shall be entered on M a p , and not the vernacnlar expreasiona themaelvea
26. It l i g e h frequently happena that the fiscnl name of a rillage, as given
cro in the Thakbtlat list, differs from the %nnnh name or that
vrlw
Dby which the village is best known and called by the people
of the ooantry ; the latter appellation obvionsly that whioh is urgently required

...
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and looked for on a Oeneml and C m p p h i c a l Map. These discrepancies. therefore,
should be carcfully elicited hy Field Surveyors, m d noted on the maps I I the
~ entry
of both namm on the ~ i l l a ~ e - and
~ n the
p well known name on t h e h i e r a 1 ~ a i ,
27. Factories, Salt Golahs, Dik Bungalows, Temples, Thnnnahs, Bnzars, kc.,
are not always known .by the name of the unlce village in
H'meaof
which they are situated ; their proper designations should be
carefully reoorded.
28. The spelling of fiscal names of villages shall coincide with the LiYte
furnished by the Settlement Officers, and care must be
'p'ling dnuner
o k r v e d in spelling the same village name in one manner
on cvery Map and record with which it may be connected.
29. The conventional signs for Magistmte'a OEcas,
R~mbollfor recording ,
Thnnnahs,&c., should be entered in the e x a d positions of the
Xagiatrete*~ombuildings.
30. Main streeta of towns and large villrrges shall be
gheb'
entered from actual survey.
31. Whenever type,in place of mannscript or handprinting, ia employed for
entry of names on General M a p , common printing, or other
mft oily ink,must on no eo001111tbe used ; the hardest lithographic ink alone is suitable for the purpose.
The type printing of village names must be perfectly parallel, end in every
respect equal, if not superior, to handprinting.
32. All signatures, both of Surveyors and BBsistsnts, should be neatly and
legibly written ; a ffiribbling style of writing ia altogether
M*.
out of place on original and highly finished Maps, and is a
great eyeaore.
'--lko.

-

""-

INDEXMAW (Scale 1 inch = 4 miles.)
1. A Map is required from Surveyors as an index of the season's operations,
scale 4 miles = 1 inch, to exhibit the disposition of Main
Oldeets Or

Circuits, to be explanatory of the Annual Report, and to be
a guide for the compilation of the District Map.
2. On this map all Main Circuit Triple Junction Stations, Great Trigonoms
trical Survey Stations, the Stations of any series of minor
Pmjeetion.
triangulation, and all conspicuous objccta met with in the
coarse of survey shall be projected.
3. A Tabular Statement of Co-ordinates shall alm be prepared ~imilarto that
laid down for General Mapa ; the successive traverse distances
Tabular Shtemsnt.
of the exterior pointa being entered as in an ordinary Traversa
Table, and the co-ordinates of all points being referred to the Station of origin
4. All important geographical features, such as the sites of towm and of the
principal villages, rivers, ranges of h i b , and main r o d ,
To-Pbmdrd.
shall be inserted.
When Main Cucuite of different Districts are shown on one Map, the names
of the Distridq shall be entered across the Circuits.
6. This Map should be transmitted to the Head-Quarters' O5ce as early a6
pomible during the Recess, in anticipation of the Annual
8bolrlabo
e v l r M pouible.
Report and other recorde.
[PART III.
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1. The Congregated V i a g e Plans are to be prepared and drawn on imperial
paper, and each sheet is to be Wed up to margin within the limits of each season'e
work.
2. To make one unbroken series, it is obvious that sheets containing villages,
or portions of villages, belonging to two or more Circuits, must be passed from one
Camp to another, to have the villages belonging respectively to each filled in.
And the nnwmpleted sheets of a wason must be retained to bo filled in after the
enrvey of the omitted portions has been wmpleted.
3. It may occasionally be neccesary, when only a small portion of conntry
remains to be mapped on the adjoining sheet, to join on a small fly leaf to complete
the Map or Plan, but the system of adding paper must be avoided as much as
possible, so as to preserve uniformity in binding the atlas and to ensure greater
permanence of reoord.
4. Eacheheetis to be carefully ruled with light blue plotting linea,i.e., parallels
to be rM
bl,,,,.
and perpendiculars to the meridinn of origin (100) on0
hundred chains apart, or (20) twenty squares to each sheet
6. Within the boundary of every village a number-the " Survey Number-"
is to be given in light blue, by which the village may be
Numbem to be piven to r d y identified with its Traverse Table, and on the Stntistivwer
cal Return. On the copies of the sheets for the D M c t
Anthorities the Tliakbtut number will be added, being distinguished by figures in
d Survey numbers must be continuous throughout each District. The k t
number of each season and each Main Cimuit is to be taken up and carried on to
the next.
Offlcers in charge should always arrange with the Settlement Officer that one
wries of numbers for the District be applied to the Thkbtrst Maps ; this series being
sdopted for the Survey numbers, a double numbering can be avoided, and the same
number will be attaohed to each village on the records of both Surveys.
6. One seriee of numbers shall be used for the sheets comprising a District, the
numbering passing between sheets geographically wntiguons,
a,,,&,ne or
and being continued through the Distrid from left to right
if possible. The names of adjoining Main Circuits of adjoining Districts and
Pergunnab, and the name of every contiguone village, shall be recorded on the
onter sheets of (Srouits wherever neoeasary.
7. Foot-notea shall detail the name of every Asaidant and Native Surveyor
who may have contribnted to the execution of the work of
the sheet, the particular portion, both in the Field and
turn Lo rbeeta.
O5ce, each may have performed being specified.
The Offioer in charge shall attach his signature a t foot of every rrheet, after it
hae been verified and signed by the h i s t a n t in charge of the Camp.
8. Eaoh sheet shall bear its own number, the number of Main Cirouit, name
of District, season of survey, and soale, &o., entered according
P*@on
of
to the heading of specimen Map A. circulated for guidance.
Uphabetical Indioes, a copy of Platea Nos. 1,2, and 3 of Conventional Signs, and
Index Map to eheeta, d d be prdxed, and the sheets of as many Ciranita as may
form a convenient Atlae shall be bound up together.

"*

,
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In making out the Alphabetical Index for congregated villages, where the
words " Kismwt," Chuck," " Arazee," kc., ooour in conjunction with a village
name, they are to be inserted AFTER instead of BEFOREthe name. The village
nnme will then take its proper place in the Index.
ah or other temtorid subdivision
9. On the Alphabetical Index, the Per
to which each rillage E g a shall be noted; the liata shall
lodes.
be made up by Main Circuits, and the summation of village
area3 be shown to correspond (within the percentage of disorepancy allowed) with
that of the Main Circuit.
10. To complete the volume an Index Yap tn sheets is necessary, a reduced
plan on the scale 4 or 2 mile3 to the inch, to show the sheets
Index M w tosheah.
as they are relatively situated to each other, their geographical position a3 sectione of the survey of a District, and their relative numbers.
11. To render thwe Index Haps more valuable and intelligible guides, a few
places of note, with any other topographical details, such as
T o p ~ g ~ a p b be Inroads, rivers, and ranges of hills, ahall be inserted.
mrtad.
All infonnation of the names of adjoining Dietrid, Pergunnab, and Main Circuits shall be likewise given.
12. A Tabular Statement ahowing the co-ordinate distances of junction
Tsbla of Co-ordinatea points of sheets from the Station of Origin of the Survey
and Ares Srsrement.
shall be added to the Index Map.
13. The general instructions regarding printing and drawing laid down for
Rere,., to in.truetioos General Maps are to be considered equally applicable for
given for General .\laps.
Village Plans.
The village boundaries must be ruled in firm black lines.
14. Care should be taken that a similarity of style be preserved in the sheets
of the different main Circuits of each aesson's work ;
Sheets of one s e w n lo
prepared i n s uniform uniformity in hill and jungle delineations being indispens1tyl0.
able.
15. If a village be composed of two or more c h t ~ or
l parcels of land, a
vill.ees havine ~~~bnumber shall be given to each, it being of the first impordetached.
tance that the area of every separate demarcation of lsnd
should be correctly recorded. T16bacl allaidah lands, or interspersed parcels of
one village or mhnl situated in another, are to be shown in all practicable cases.
16. Particular attention should be given to the careful record on Village
Plam of all fixed objects on or near the boundaries, by which
permanent ot,jgtl
bundsries.
the latter can be traced and reoogniaed ; too much oare cannot be observed by the Boundary Assistants in this respect.
17. Masonry or stone tri-junction pillars or platforms
Tri-jmation ptllarl how
of villages are also to be shown in Maps wherever they may
ahown.
be found to exiet.
18. It is expected that all work performed by Native
Nmtires
bs gone over sod oorreot- draftamen be oorrected, when glaringly defective or roughly
ed when neenury.
executed.
19. For some y e a r ~after the introduction of Congregated Village Sheets, it
Origi Opl IheRtI ta bs was the practice to prepare fnir copies for submission to the
sent ta Read-Quarters' Head-Quarters' Offlce; this praatice is now discontinued, and
om08.
the original plans first plotted and drawn in field oface
[PART I I I .
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or, wherever practical, in the field itaelf (at time of actnal aurvey) which are more
valuable, because more reliable reoorda shall be invariably furnished. Many
Snrveyora object to furnishing these originals, beoaube they are not clean or neat,
but no di5culty ~houldbe experienced in their being kept so, it being borne in
mind from the first that they are to be permanent records, and even if somewhat
wiled, they are most valuable.
20. All the Interior or Board Plans of each Survey are also to be forwarded to
Head-Quarters as soon as intelligence has been received of the
or Borrrd Plans
to be sent to Head Quar- d e arrival of the Maps. Each Board Plan is to be marked
tern' OWce.
with corresponding number of the sheet to which it belonga,
and wiped by the persons immediately and finally responsible for their having been
faithfully and truly entered on the records.
21. The Congregated Village Sheets for District Authorities shall have as many
complete villages plotted on them as they will conveniently
lor hold, and be drawn with equal care and attention. The Table
of co-ordinate distances is to be omitted on the Index Map to
Bheeta and the Station letter8 are not required on the sheets themselves ; in other
mpecte the volumes should be perfectly similar.
p n o ~ o e p b pro214. Plans are never to be pricked off. They mnet
hibibd,
invariably be t r d , and, when possible, with ink a t once.
22. I t is in the highest degree desirable that the people of a District should
understand the objects of the Revenue Survey, and take a n
~ ~ ~ interest
~ ~in it ~; it is8 also pimportant
" to circulate copies of the
Village Plans. Surveyors shall afford every encouragement
and facility to proprietors in this respect, explaining to them the advantages they
derive from the wrvey, and supplying them with plans of their estates a t a
moderate coat.
23. The following rates are conaidered a fair remuneranakl for cop,rnS vilw e~ b .
tion to draftemen for making copies of aeingle Village Plane :For any Village Plan, not exceeding 1,000 acres
RB. 1 8 0
,, 2 0 0
Ditto,
above 1,000 acres .
Eight annas are to be credited to Government for the paper, oolora, Jcc., and the
balance paid for the draftsman's labor.
Of Diatricte already surveyed, and which the Survey Establishment has left,
Village Plans will be furnished from the Head-Qnartera' Ofice, a t the same rates,
on the application of Civil Authorities.
Maps of large Nehala, Pergunnab, or Districte do not come under these
rates ; such documente mu& be estimated and charged for according to the nature
and amount of work.
24. A plan on the increased scale of 12 inches= 1 mile (or lnrger if necessary) is required of all large towm, cities, civil stations, and
P1.n~of townn, canton- military cantonmente ; the environs of important places to
menu, and fork.
the extent of one mile shall also be included. Advantage
ahodd be taken of any leisure during the Recess to employ a qualified Assistant
for this duty, of making a careful detail survey and laying down every item of
information. Besides the limits of cantonmente, the boundaries of all lands
occupied for military pnrpoees and also the municipal limite of cities and towns
must be laid down.

tho^^^
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The areas ompied by cantonments, environs, and mmioipal limita of citiea
and towna must be reoorded on the plans.
All forts and strongholds shall also be surveyed and mapped on the same scale,
12 inohes= 1 mile, or larger if required.
Thme plans are to be invariably drawn in sections, filled
To be d n y n on Imup to margin, not hrger than 2 7 " ~19" on paper imperial
perid paper.
size (30" x 22").
References to buildings, roads, and parishes or Mohdas, Tanks, Streams,
Temples, Mosques, Gardens. &c., are to be made by numbers
Numhars
bellMd
in a11 placea where entry of names would interfere with the
wfereoeu.
topography. Namea of owners of houses are never to be
entered.
The names of sub-diviaionn or quartera of a city or
nmea of anbdivtalona bemittan n m cantonments
~
may be printed acroee the plan in block, or
cho p l r e
sans-serif capitals.
The title and referenoes, together with an Index Map on small scale, showing
distribntiou of the section, are to be entered either on separate
I n ~ ~ ' & ~ ~ ~ , "sections,
~ r e ~ or,
" ,if neceseary, on any convenient blank spama on
oourr or =parato d ~ e o l l . the outside seotions.
The Index Map should show only conspicuous objeds
Index
Or seattono.
and principal roads, streams, and sites.
The Sections are to be numbered from left to right. oomBnmbe'wof wuOM. mencing a t the top.
The survey must be as minute M possible, based on minor Triangulation and
Traverse Cimuita, and all roads should be traversed either by
srure~to nrinnte.
the theodolite and chain, or plane table and perambulator.
BTATIBTIC~L
RETURN0.
1. When the single Pillage plam were abolished, each of which had as a

heading the Statistical Regiater of the village lands, the
same Form of Register waa continued, but bound separately,
and forming a distinct record, three headings being printed
on a half sheet of royal paper.
By Departmental Order No. 2 , l l t h July 1865, a new form, the "Statistical
Retnm," was substituted for the Register. Being prepared on the same Bize paper
(imperial), theae records are to be included i n the Atlas with the Congregated
Village Plans.
2. The statistical information required for the% Retnms, in addition to
the detsile of area, is obtained from the Settlement DepartStabtic1L Information. ment.
B-eyors
shall obtain for themselves any useful information regarding forts,
remarkable buildings, markets, fairs, &o., which should be entered in the column
for '' remarks."
~~~~f,"mO~",","sia",f"

SURVEYRECORM.
1. The maps and records of each season must be completed during the period
of Reoeaa, and it ia absolutely required that all should be
Complution
perfected and reported eo before the date when it may be
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necessary to take the Field. The time for taking the Field variee according to
the climate of the dietrict where a Survey party may be employed.
2. It ia not wntemplated that any maps or other records should ever remain
nnfiniehed at the close of the Recess. Should such an event
aeeords of a
pmriool
v s m n not to LIE taken into nnfortunately occur (from any cause, which must be
the Field.
fully reported), no records of a previoua season shall on
any account be taken into the Field ; a s d c i e n t number of the estebliehment
must be left behind to complete the work.
3. All official boob, maps, and other reoorda, being the property of the State,
must be carefully preserved, unless their destruction be
0 ~ ~ ih. lr & are
pmmw.
sanctioned by proper authority.
4. On the occasion of transmitting records to be lodged in the Head Quarters'
Oflice, the original board plans and the congregated
Bud Quarten' Oflce.
village sheets prepared from them must never be aent
together ; the despatch of one set of theae records shall be delayed until information be received of the safe arrival of the other. In like manner the field boob
and the traverse forms shall always be ~ent
separately.
6. All m a p and records are to be transmitted to the Head Qnartere' Oflice,
carefully psoked in double tin carres, enclosed in an outer
B o w to be paeked.
caseof wood, dammered over, and the tranait expensea
are to be defrayed by the d q t c h i n g offioar.
-adrion of h r & to
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CHAPTER XV.

AMONG
the many useful applications of the Art of Photography, one of
the most important is the production of absolute facsimiles, on any scale
of manuscript drawings and writings.
The advantages that the exten~ionof this principle to the reproduction of maps and plans would afford, were recognised as soon aa p h o ~ graphy began to be practised aa an art, but the first serious attempt
to carry it out practically appears to have been made in 1855 by
Colonel Sir Henry James, R.E., Director of the Ordnance Survey of Great
Britain and Ireland, with the object of obtaining accurate reductions from
the large scale surveys, more expeditiously and with more economy, than
could be done by meaus of the pantopph.
The result proved incontestably the great value of photography for
this purpose, and its very superior cheapness and rapidity, but for some
time its use was limited to obtaining reduced photographic prints for the
engravers to trace from on to the copper, and was not extended to multiplying plans for publication, owing to the expense and slonness of production of photographic silver printa, compared with lithographic or
copper-plate impressions, and their want of permanence.
The next step appears to have been the endeavour to find some means
of obviating the necessity of tracing by hand from these photographs, by
transferring the design at once on to the copper plate ; and with this
object experiments were made with some of the so-called carbon processes,
more particularly with Nr. Asser's photolithographic process which
had then just been brought to notice ;and although this process was not
found quite adapted to the purpose intended, the advantages of a method
by which facsimile transfers might be made to zinc or stone, and a lwge
number of copies printed off as easily rrs from an ordinary lithographic
drawing, and with the same advantages in respect to cheapness and
permanence, were obvious; and in 1860, after nlany trials, Captain A.
deCourcy Scott, R.E., who waa in charge of the photographic operations
a t Southampton, perfected the process of " photozincography, i.e., the
production of zincographic impressions by transfer to zinc plates from
[PART III.

photographic transfer-prints in greasy ink, which has since been worked
with the greatest success at the Ordnance Survey Office, Southampton,
and other public and private institutions in Europe, India, m d other
psrts of the world.
At the same time Mr. W. Osborne, of Melbourne, perfected a similar
process of photolithography, which has been extensively used in the Crown
Lands Offices of Victoria and Adelaide, for the reproduction of the Maps of
the Australian Surveys, and has since been practised commercially on
the large scale in Germany and America
In India, the immense accumulation of Survey results, far beyond the
publishing power of the limited establishment of the Lithographic Department of the Surveyor General's Office in Calcutta, and the urgent demand
for map of all kinds consequent on the opening up of the country after the
Mutinies, the rapid extension of Railways, Irrigation and other Engineering
projects, rendered imperatively necessary the introduction of some means
of quickly reproducing and publishing wpies of the original Survey Maps
as soon as completed The success that had attended the introduction of
the photographic processes in England, for the copying and reduction of
maps and plans, attracted the attention of the head of the Survey Department in India, and the services of two trained sappers, with the necessary
apparatus, having been obtained from England, a small beginning was made
in Calcutta in 1862, and copies were made of several of the old records,
both by the ordinary method of silver-printing and by photolithography,
but owing to the difficulties experienced in working the latter process
in the peculiar climate of Calcutta, and the fact of all the original
maps of the Topogrnphical and Revenue Surveys at that time being
coloured and brush shaded, and therefore unsuitable for photographic
reproduction, little advance could be made in the practical working
of photolithography or photozincography in India till 1865, when
Mr. J. B. N. Hennessey, of the Great Trigonometrical Survey, who had
in a most praiseworthy spirit devoted part of his furlough in England to
going through a practical course of instruction in photozincography a t
the Ordnance Survey Office, Southampton, brought out with him a
complete set of apparatus, and fairly established the photozincographic
process in the O i c e of the superintendent of the Great Trigonometrical
Survey at Dehra Doon. The want of proper supervision at the Head
Quarter Office, Calcutta, being much felt, Lieut. J. Waterhouse, R.&,
was appointed in 1866 to superinte~idthe photographic operations, and
having been trained under Mr. Hennessey at D e b Doon, took charge
of his office at the close of the same year, but shortly afterwards being
OHAPTER XV.]
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obliged by ill-health to proceed to England, the charge devolved upon
the late Captain A. B. Melville, under whose energetic supervision and
with the aid of additional appliances and the services of two experienced
zinc printers from Southampton, the procese of photozincography waa set
fairly working in Calcutta in 1867, and the various difficulties in working
i t having been gradually recognised and overcome, i t has since, under the
superintendence of Captain Waterhouse, who relieved Captain Melville on
that officer's departure to Europe in 1869, proved of enormous value in
quickly and cheaply reproducing the Maps of the Revenue and Topographical Surveys of India, which otherwise could not have been publiahed for yeam. The process is also largely used for copying plans and
drawings of a miscellaneous character, required by various departments of
the State.
As the process requires special apparatus and appliances, it cannot
advantageously be worked in the solallway, and there is, therefore, no necessity for entering closely into details. Those who are interested will find
full information as to the practical details in a work on Photozinoography
by Sir Henry James, and also in a "Report on the Cartographic Applications of Photography" by Lieut. J. Waterhouse, who occupied his
furlough in visiting the principal private and public Topographical and
Geographical Institutions in England and Central Europe, and has given
considerable information on the various methods of photoengraving,
photolithography and other processes connected with cartography adopted
in these establishments ae they existed in 1868, and has, besides, fully
described all the manipulations of the photozincographic process, with
the trifling modifications found necessary in working it in an Indian
climate.
The following brief sketch will give the reader a general idea of the
operations in photozincography.
The object of this process is to produce a photographic image in greasy
ink, that may be transferred to zinc or stone and printed off in the same
manner as an ordiuary lithographic transfer drawing.
Though the process has been applied with partial success to the reproduction of subjects in half tones, it is by no means suitable for such
work, and is really only applicable to the reproduction of maps and
drawings boldly executed in line alone.
The success of the operations in copying such maps or drawings
depends entirely upon the original drawing being prepared in such a
manner that the ground of the photographic negative may be perfectly
opaque while the lin'es are as clear as the bare glass, and in order to secure
[PAHT 111.

the best results the plans should be specially drawn for the purpose in
strict accordance with the following rules.
I. The paper on which the drawing is made should be perfectly white
and smooth and free from dirt, creases or wrinkles.
11. The drawing should be executed with good Indian ink, freshly
rubbed down, quite black, and free from grit or glaze.
111. The lines should be firm and clean,not too fine ortoo close together.
They must all be perfectly black, and pale ink must on no account be
used. Thick lines in the printing and borders should be well filled in.
IV. Wmlus of any colour, except very pale blue, are inadmissible,
but if necessary, outlines of buildings or lines of road, kc., may be drawn
in with strong burnt-sienna, burnt-umber, carmine, crimson lake,
gamboge and similar colours which will reproduce black. Any detail
required to be shown in the original, but not in the copy, may be d r a m
in with pale cobalt-blue.
V. If cross-hatchingor shading is required, the lines composing it must
be kept a8 open and distinct as possible, and they should not be too fine but
firm enough to reproduce well. Intensity of shade should be shown by an
incrense in the thickness of the lines rather than by their being placed
close together, as it must be borne in mind that throughout the process
there is a tendency for the lines to thicken, so that if they are too close
they are liable to block up in the printing, and the work will appear
heavy and unsightly. This rule also applies to hill shading, the darker
portions of which should be drawn in thick distinct lines, but not crossed
snd recrossed with fine lines.
VI. River courses, lakes and tanks should be left blank, and not filled
in with fine lines. If desirable, they may be indicated by a pale wash of
blue without detriment to their reproduction.
VII. As the process produces a perfect facsimile of the original, i t is
essential that the latter should be complete in every respect, and the
drawing, printing, and writing should all be done in aa neat a style as
possible, so that the result may be fit for immediate publication, and not
require to be altered or touched up after transfer to zinc, by which the
work is always damaged more or less. The hair strokes of the printing
must not be too fine.
VIII. When plans are intended for reduction, care must be taken to
draw the lines of the proper thickness relatively to the scale of reduction :
thus, supposing it is required to reduce a drawing to one-fourth the
original soale, it will be necessaq to draw every line four times as thick
as it should appear in the copy. The printing and detail must also be
CHAPTER XV.]
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relatively large in proportion. This rule is often neglected, and the
result is the loss of all the finer lines. When drawing for redudion,
care must be taken to leave sufficient space between the lines of the hillshading or cross-hatching, so that they may be well separnted when
reduced, and may not block up in the printing.
IX. When possible, it will be better to dram the original on a larger
scale than is required for the copy, as a photo,guphic redudion is always
much sharper and clearer than a reprodidion. The scale given in the
annexed plate will serve as a guide to show the necessary average thickness of the lines in drawings intended for reduction or reproduction.
X. It is immaterial how the scales on maps for reprodudion are shown,
but in all cases when the copy is to be on a different scale from the
original, the scale should be stated merely ns a scale of feet, yards, milea,
kc., and not as a scale of so many feet, yards, miles, &c., to an inch.
\$%en being copied, the plan must be placed in a good light, and the
camera carefully adjusted, so that the plane of the ground glass may be
perfectly parallel to the plane of the plan, in order to avoid distortion.
The apparatus must be firmly fixed and free from vibration, which would
injure the sharpness of the lines. The negntive is taken by the usual
wet collodion process with iron development, slightly modified in order
to secure the greatest transparence in the lines ; but as this process will
not give sufficient intensity when copying, it is obtained by intensifying
the negative, after fixing, in the usual way, then immersing it in a saturated solution of bichloride of mercury till the film becomes white, and
finally applying a dilute solution of hydrosulphate of ammonia, which
instantly changes the colour of the film to a dark black or brown
throughout. The negative is afterwards varnished, and all defects stopped
out with Indian-ink or black varnish.
The next operation is to print from this negative a photograph in
greasy ink, which may be transferred to zinc or stone. To obtain this,
advantage is taken of the property possessed by the alkaline bichrornates
of rendering gelatine, gum, albumen, and similar organic substances
insoluble under the influence of light, and a t the same time giving
them an affinity for greasy ink; so that, if a sheet of paper be coated
with a mixture of gelatine and bichromate of potash, and after it is dry be
exposed to light under a negative, then coated evenly with greasy ink and
washed with warm water, it will be found that the parta which have
been exposed to light retain the ink, while the gelatine on the unexposed
parts will di~solveentirely, and be washed away, carrjing the superfluous
ink with i t
[PART LIL

To prepare the sensitive paper, a sheet of bank-post paper ie coated
i n the dark with a mixture ofOelatine
... 3 to 6 p&
Bichmmate of Pofssh
Water

... 1 bo 3 p&
... 60 parta

and hung up to dry, then coated again and hung up to dry by the other
end so as to equalise the coating. When dry the paper is passed through
a glazing press to smooth the surface. It is then exposed to light under
the negative from one to three minutes in the sun, or until the finest lines
are distinctly visible. When sufficiently exposed, which may be ascertained
by the whole of the detail appearing in brown upon a bright yellow
ground, it is taken out of the printing frame, and passed through s
lithographic p,ress in contact with a polished zinc plate, which has been
rolled in with thin retransfer ink or lithogtaphio printing-ink, thus
receiving an even coating of greasy ink. It is then immersed for a few
minutes in a trough of tepid water to soften the gelatine still remaining
soluble in those parts which have not been acted upon by light. It is next
laid on a sloping glass slab, and washed with a sponge and warm water till
all the unaltered gelatine is removed, carrying the superfluous ink with it,
while the lines on which the light has acted remain insoluble and retain
the ink. When all the details are clearly and sharply defined, and the
ground quite free from ink, the print is rinsed with clean water and dried.
It ie then ready to be transferred to zinc or stone just as an o r d i y
transfer drawing.
It often happens that a large map or plan must be reproduced in
several sections. In this case the trnnsfer prints are carefully joined
together with a little gelatine, applied so that it may not be liable to be
squeezed out during the process of tmnafer, and may then be transferred
to the zinc plate, or if too large for one plate, cut up into as many
convenienhized sections as necessary.
As zinc plates possees great advantages over lithographic stones on
account of theu superior lightness, cheapness, facility for storage and
infrangibility, they are to be preferred in reproducing plans of large size.
The plates used for this purpose are about &h of an inch in thickness,
and have one side carefully planed and smoothed ; but in order to give a
somewhat porous surface to the plate, so that it may be more absorbent
both of moisture and greasy ink, the planed side of the plate is grained
by grinding it with very fine sand and wator. After the transfers are
made, the plate is etched with a preparation of gum and decoction of
gnllnuts, to which a little phosphoric acid is added. If the transfers are
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made to a lithographic stone instead of a zinc plate, the operations are
exactly the same as for transferring an ordinary lithographic drawing
except that the stone need not be heated. The operations of printing,
whether from zinc or stone, are just the Bsme as-in ordinary lithography.
Attention has already been drawn to the necessity for the original
drawings being prepared specially to meet the requirements of the process. This was recognised as soon as the photographic process waa
introduced, but as i t involved an entire change in the style of drawing of
the maps of the Topographical and Itevenue Surveys, i t was naturally some
time before a t all perfect resulta were obtained; but by sending the
surveyors every year, specimens of the reproduction of their work with
remarks on the defects, a very high state of excellence has been attained
in the preparation of the original maps intended for reproduction by
photozincography, SO that they now leave little to be desired.
The principal change has been the substitution of pen and ink drawing
in black and white, for the old system of brush-shading and high colouring, but though this change is regretted by some and is open to certain
drawbacks, there is no doubt that the necessity for drawing the original
maps, so that they may be suitable for immediate publication, haseffected rn
immense improvement in the style and finish of these original records, and
although the photozincographed copies appear somewhat rough and coarse,
when compared with fine lithograph or engravings, they have the great
advantage of being produced quickly and cheaply ; and being absolute
facsimiles of the original maps submitted by the surveyors, they are
entirely free from the errora liable to creep in during the progress of any
method of copying a map by hand-of itself an inestimable gain.
The whole of the maps of the Topographical Surveys on the scale of
one inch to a mile are now reproduced in this manner immediately after the
survey, and an idea may be formed of the great economy in time that is
gained by the use of photo,pphy for this purpose when i t is stated that
nearly the whole of the mapping for one season, averaging about 42 sheets,
is reproduced and published before the drawing of the maps of the,next
season's work has commenced.
It is further propoeed, in cases where the original maps are susceptible
of it, to publish reductions of these sheets on half the scale, combined so
to include half a degree, i.e., one degree of longitude by 30' of latitude.
These sheeta will be more convenient for many purposes than the larger
scale maps.
A large and increasing proportion of the Revenue Survey maps on the
four-inch and one-inch scdcs are also.reproduced by photozincogra~h~~

.

*
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*hioh is rrrpidly replacing lithography for the purpose with tde advantage
of an immense gain in time and in accuracy.
The photozincographic procesa above described is also ueed a t the M c e
of the Superintendent of the Great Trigonornotrid Survey a t Dehra
Doon for the reproduction of maps and chnrts connected with that branch
of the Survey Department. There is also an establishment of the kind
under the Bombay Government a t Poona, and another attached to the
Revenue Surveys of the Madras Presidency.
When photozincography was first introduced into India, it was hoped
that it would be possible by its means to produce the reduced geographical
maps on the scale of four miles to one inch direct from the standard map8
on the male of one inch to a mile, but i t was soon found quite impossible
t o make the standard maps serve the double purpose of reproduction and
reduction to one-fourth, for in order that they might be legible and clear
when reduced, it waa necessary that they should be drawn in a much
stronger style than was suitable for publication on the larger scale, while
a t the same time it was necessary to leave out a great deal of detail in
order that the reduced map might not be too confused and overcrowded.
As it appeared undesirable to make these alterations on the standard oneinch map, a system was introduced of drawing a second map on the same
scale, in which the printing and details were exaggerated and generalised,
and the whole map drawn in such a style that it might be perfectly clear
and distinct when reduced to one-fourth, and only contain the details
required on a small-scale map.
This method waa a step in advance, bnt after a few year's experience i t
we;a found that the draftsmen had great difficulty in drawing the exaggerated maps and in generalising the hill features and other geographical
details in such a manner as to produce satisfactory results when reduced.
Another great disadvantage of this system was the small size of the
reductions and the necessity of joining eight of them together to make a
complete degree sheet, in doing which distortions and other errors arose.
It was further found that owing to the standard sheets forming a degree
King done in different seasons, and not always by the same draftsman or
in the same style, the reductions were wanting in uniformity and unsatiefaatory in appearance, requiring a great deal of touching up to make them
presentable.
To remedy this, a plan of drawing over Hue printe, first suggested by
Capt. H. C. B. Tanner, of the Revenue Survey, waa tried. In order to make
up asdegreesheet on the four-mile scale in this manner, the original one-mile
m a p were first of all reduced to one-half; the reductions of the four aheeta
CHAPTER XV.]
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forming a half degree were then joined up together, forming a single sheet
of double elephant size, transferred to zinc and printed off in light blue, a
few copies being also printed in black to serve aa guides for the draftaman.
These blue printa were then sent to the surveyors to be redrawn in a
slightly exiaggerated style suitable for reduction to one-half, all detaila not
required on the smallgcale map being omitted, and the hill-features 80
generalued so as to produce a proper effect when reduced to half scale.
This system was found to answer admirably, and although it hns since
happened that owing to the rapid progreaa of the engraving of the Atlas
of India, the f-inch degree sheets are no longer required, the method
has been usefully applied in making many miscellaneous maps, and will
be largely used in preparing the onsinch Revenue Survey maps h m the
original surveys on t h e four-inch scale. Its principal advantages are that
it is far easier for the draftsman to judge the effect and draw for reduction
t o onwhalf than to one-fourth, and as the reduction is only to one-half, any
failure in this respect is much leas important than when drawing for
reduction to one-fourth. The sheets being drawn by s single draftsman are
uniform in themselves, and any errora existing between the junctions of the
original sheets can be rectified when redrawing. The reeults are also very
fairly accurate to scale, and any differences in this respect can be rectified
when making the d u c t i o n from the blue print.
The same method hns been successfully applied to the production of
m a p in two colours, and is capable of extensive use. Supposing i t is
desired to produce a reduced map with the names and outline in black,
the his in neutral-tint, or brown, and the rivers, lakes, Lo., in blue. Three
blue prints of the original map being taken, the draffaman draws in
black upon one the outline and writing, upon the second the hills, and on
the third the rivers, LC. These three drawings are then carefully reduced
to the m e scale and transferred separately to three zinc platea The
first plate is printed in black, the second in neutral-tint or brown, and
the third in blue, care being taken to obtain an acourste register by
the met hods used in ordinary chromo-lithography. If required, more
plates and colours can be made in the same way, and if due care is taken
the resulh are very perfect.
I t frequently happens that it is required to reduce m a p and drawings
that, having been drawn in a manner unsuitable for reproduction by
photozincography, mukt be lithopphod. In these cases, photography can
be very uaefi~lly applied in making tho reductions and furnishing e trace
upon which the lithographic draftsman can make hie drawing in the
m u d manner. Until lately, this wna m m p l i s h e d by making a silver
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print of the reduced map over which the draftsmen redrew the work on
lithographic tracing-transfer-paper, but the dark colour of the photograph
in many cases interfered very much with the drawing. Mr. Fraser S.
Crawford, of the Government Photolithogriphic Office, Adelaide, South
Australia, has suggested a method which overcomes this difficulty, and
has lately been tried in the Surveyor General's Office, Caloutta, with very
beneficial resuite. The photographic negative having been taken in the
ueual way, a print is made from it on the paper prepared with bichromate
of p o h h and gelatine as for the ordinary photoeincographic process,
the only difference being that it m~istbe printed as deeply as possible,
so that the lines may remain visible after the bichromate has been
washed out. Instead d inking the print, it is simply washed to remove
the bichromate, dried and then coated with the ordinary composition
used for preparing lithographic transfer-paper. I t is then passed through
the prese to smooth the surfaoe and made over to the draftamm, who
has only to ink up the drawing over the faint russet lines of the photographic print. If desirable, an ordinary silver print can be given him
as a guide in cases where the bichromate print is not sufficiently distinct
for the details to be easily made out.
It haa been stated that the photozinoographic procesa is only suitable
to .the reproduction of subjects in line, and therefore cannot be used for
producing copies of coloured or brush-shaded maps or drawings, and
until lately, if oopiee of such maps were required, they oould only be
produced in small numbers by the ordinary photographic process of silver
printing, or if a larger number of copies were wanted, and time waa no
object, they had to be lithographed or engraved.
b y attempts have, from time to time, been made to overcome the
difficulties connected with the reproduction of subjects in half tones by
photolithography, but with very partial success, and the problem remained
unsolved till the year 1866, when Tessier du Mothay and M d h a l of Meta
invented their phototype process, in which a film of hardened gelatine
formed the printing surface, from which permanent photographic prints in
grerrsy ink might be printed off in an ordinary lithographic or type printingpresa The process, ne at first proposed, possessed the defect of not being
capable of yielding a large number of impreseionq but was improved upon
in thie respect by Albert of Munich, and after him by other Germens, and
in England by Erneat Edwards of London, with such suacese tbt, there
are now several methods of permanent printing in this manner, yielding
reeults little inferior in delicaoy and beauty to the ordinary silver. prints,
and capable of furnishing thoussnds of impressions from a single plste.
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The distinctive feature of these processes is that the printing surface is
composed of gelatine hardened in such a manner that it may stand the
wear and tear of printing, and the principle upon whioh they depend is
very similar to that of photo-transfer printing already described, namely
the property possessed by a dried flm of gelatine, and similar organio
substances mixed with an alkaline bic41.omate, of becoming insoluble
after exposure to light and repelling water in the parts exposed to light
exactly in proportion to the amount of the action of light upon them, and
of acquiring at the same time an crffinity for a greasy substance such ss
printing ink, so that if a mixture of gelatine, bichrornate of potash
and some substance that has the property of rendering the gelatine
insoluble in water, without rendering it perfectly unabsorbent of water,
or interfering with its property of attracting greasy ink iu the exposed
and repelling it in the unexposed parta, be spread upon a suitable surface
and after exposure to light under a photographic negative be washed till
all the chromic salt is removed, a printing surfme is obtained possessing
all the properties of a lithographic stone, that is to say, it ia absorbent of
water in some parts and of greasy ink in others ; but it also has another
valuable property whioh is not poseeased by the lithographic stone and
has been most aptly termed " a discriminating power of absorption," 80
that when it is inked with a roller charged with printing ink, the ink
will be thickest on the parta representing the deepest shadows of the
picture which have received the most exposure to light, the middle tinb
will take less, the light tinta still less, while the high lights will take
none at all and be represented by white paper. I t will readily be
seen that in this way an exact t w c r i p t of the original photograph
may be obtained, showing the most delicate delineation of detail with
as perfect gradation of tone as in an ordinary photograph, but passeasing the great superiority of a lithograph, or engraving, over a silver
print in respect of undoubted permanence, cheapness, and rapidity of
production.
At the same time the process possesses many advantages over lithography and engraving both in the superior delicacy and perfection with
which the most minute details can bo rendered, and in the great economy
caused by the saving of time and skilled manual labour.
For reproductious of subjecta in line also, the process surpasses most
of the known processes of photoengraving, photozincography, or photolithography, in the delicacy, clearness, and sharpness of the results as
well as in accuracy of scale, owing to there being no intermediate
process of W e r , and the plates being printed by vertical pressure.
[PUT
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It wns immediately perceived in India what immense advantages mere
offered by a process of this kind for cheaply and rapidly producing copies
in permanent ink, of photographs for the illustration of Reporta and other
purposes, and also for extending tho advantages of photographic reproduction to such maps and other subjects as could not be dealt with by photozincography, nor in many cases by lithography or engraving on account of
the difficulty of procuring skilled lithographic draftsmen and engravers
in this country, and the large demand upon the limited staff of these
departments of the Calcutta O5ce. After considerable perseverance in
overcoming the difficulties of working such a process in an Indian climate,
Capt. Waterhouse has perfected and introduced a photocollotype process
analogous to those worked in Europe and yielding equally good r e d t g
The following is an outline of the operationsAs in photozincography, success depends very much on the quality of
the negative, and that again on the original. Any negative that will
give a good photographic print will answer, but the successful reproduction of maps or shaded drawings demands considerable care in the preparation of the drawing as well as in taking the negative. The precautions already given regarding the preparation of drnwings for photozincography are equally applicable to this process, and there is even more
necessity for perfect cleanliness of the paper and neatness and finish of the
drawing on account of the tendency of the photocollotype process to
reproduce the faintest tints and the almost impossibility of making
alterations on the plates, as may be done with engraved copper-plates or
drawing on zinc or stone.
Drawings in line may be finer and more delicately executed than for
photozincogmphy, but still must not be so fine as to interfere with the
obtaining of a perfectly dense and opaque negative, otherwise the ground
of the print will appear dirty and stained Pale ink may be used, if
necessary, for effect, but not more than is r e d y requisite.
All kinds of coloured or shaded drawings may also be copied by this
process, but the best results can only be obtained from drawings specially
prepared for the purpose on smooth paper in monochrome, such as Indianink, sepia, neutral tint or similar dark colours.
The negatives of line subjects are intensified and prepared in the same
manner as for photozincography, and ordinary negatives of views or copies
of coloured drawings give the best results when rather more intense than
would be required for silver printing.
As in thie process the printing surface receives the image direct from
the negative and not by transfer, as in photozincolgraphy, i t will r e d l y
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be understood that the negatives must be reversed, which may be done
in several ways ; either by taking the negative through the glass plate
instead of on its surface ; by using a reversing mirror or .prism on the
lens ;by coating the collodion film with gelatine, and when dry, stripping
it off the glass, or by coating it with a solution of India rubber in benzole
followed by castor-oilcollodion, and when dry, removing the thin tisane
thus formed and laying it down reversed on the same glass plate or better
etill on to the surface of the printing plate itself.
Unreversed negatives intended for reproduction by this proceee should
not be varnished.
The printing plates are of ordinary thick plate-glass finely ground on
one side. Having been thoroughly cleaned, they are carefully levelled and
coated with the following composition :Gelatine
... 48 parts
Albumen
... 36 ,,
Glycerine
... 6 ,,
Ditilled water
... 384 ,,
Tannin
... 1 part
They are then dried in a place free from dust and sensitised in a eolution of
Bichromate of Potash
Water

...
...

1 part
20 parta

they are again dried in the dark, and are then ready for use.
The exposure under the negative is performed in the same manner as
for ordinary photographs, but if i t is desired to secure the sharpesb
and most perfect results, and the destruction of the negative can be
risked, it is better to transfer and reverse the negative film on to the
surface of the printing-plate in a bath of spirit of wine, having taken the
precaution of covering the gelatine surface with a very alight coating of
wax, dissolved in benzole, to enable the negative to be easily removed
a t h r exposure.
The exposure varies aacording to the snbject and the intensity of the
light from 10 to 15 minutes. for a clear line subject in the sun, and from
25 minutes to one hour or longer for a subject in half tones. The proper
duration of exposure can be timed very accurately by means of an
sotinometer containing a graduated scale of intensities corresponding
with those of the negatives in general use, under which is placed a glass
alip coated with the same composition as the printing-plate and exposed to
light a t the same time.
[PART IIL
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When sufficiently exposed, the negative is removed and the plate is
turned round in the frame, so that the back surfnce may be exposed to light
from 15 to 30 minutes, in order to thoroughly harden the gelatine and
prevent it from swelling too much in the after proceeses ; i t is then taken
o u t of the frame, and the edges having been rubbed with a little tallow, it
is plunged into a trough of water and thoroughly washed till all traces of
t h e bichromates are rem~ved. After soaking for a few hours the plate is
ready for printing.
The printiAg is performed in an ordinary printing-preea, the bed of
which is furnished with elastic padding to prevent the plate being broken.
F o r inking in, two lithographic rollers are used, a rough one for laying
o n t h e ink, and a smooth one for afterwards removing any superfluous ink
and cleaning the gro~ind. A mask is laid on the plate in order to keep the
margins clean, and the impression is pulled in the ordinary manner.
The printing of half tone work requires some skill, and in most casea
it will be necessary to use two inks, one stiff and dark for the deep
shadows, the other softer and lighter for the half shades and lights. The
best results are obtained when the printcl are made on matt enamelled
paper.
Full dehils of the process and of its adaptability to the requirements
of t h e Survey Department will be found in the Annual Reports of the
Topographical Survey and of the Snrveyor-General's Department, especially in those for seasons 1871-72 and 1872-73.
There are other processes of photoengraving and photo-relief printing
from copper or zinc, by which excellent copiee of mnps and drawings may
be made, but ae they have not been brought into general use for that
purpoee, and are almost superseded by the new photocollotype processes,
it is needless to do more than mention them and refer the reader for
further information to Captain Waterhouse's Report, already mentioned,
and to the photogmphia works treating on these subjezta
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CHAPTER XVI.

.

FORthe purpose of representing more accurately the globe which we
inhabit, geographers have had recourse to spherical balls, on the surfax
of which are drawn the various divisions of the earth; but the relative
divisions of the earth, and the positions of places, cannot be accurately
laid down on these spheres, till certain circles have been described on it8
n~rface. These circles are divided into great and d l , and the manner
in which they are formed may be described as follows. Imagine a sphere
to bo cut in any direction by a plane, the section will be a circle. It
would be a great circle if the cutting plane passed through the centre of
the sphere, and a small circle, if i t (the cutting plane) psssed out of
that centre.
From the manner in which a great and small circle are generated, it
is evident that the former will bisect the sphere, while the latter will
make an unequal division of it.
The earth turns round once in 24 hours, on an imaginary axis, paasing
through its centre; the two extremities of this
Of tbe Bxis md Poles.
axis, are its poles,- the one being called the North
and the other the South Pole. This being apprehended, conceive now
the terrestrial sphere to be cut by a certain number of planes perpendicular
to the rotatory axis, the sections will obviously be parallel to each other;
that passing through the centre of the sphere (a great circle) being called
the equator, or the equinoctial line, while all the others (emall circles)
are styled the parallels of latitude, or simply parallels.
Again, a point being assumed on the terrestrial globe, the cutting
plane may be imagined to pass through it, and the axis of rotation, the
section (a great circle) will be the meridian of that point, being perpendicular to the equator, and to the parallels, and passiug through the
North and South Poles.
The latitude and, longitude of a place may be defined in the following
manner. Tho meridian to the given place being drawn in the way above
described, the section thereof intercepted between the equator and the
given point is called the latitude, which will be north or south accordillg
as the meridional section, which is its measure, extenda towards the
North or South Pole. The longitude is reckoned upon the equator
[PART 111.
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oommencing from a point arbitrarily assumed as the origin, and continued
as far as its intersection with the meridian of the given place. In English
works on geography the meeting of the equator with the meridian of
t h e Greenwich Observatory, is taken as the origin of the longitudinal
arc which is measured both ways, viz., to the east and west of that
meridian.
"By way of illustrating the foregoing definition of latitude and longitude
let us suppose that PEP'Q in adjoining diagyam
Illustration of -Latitude.
represents the earth, whose axis i PCP'; the
North Pole P, and the South
Pole P' ; and let EAQR represent
a circle passing through the centre
C, in a direction perpeqdicular to
the axis PP'. This circle comesponda to the equator, and it divides
the earth into two hemispheres; E
E P Q being the Northern, and
E P Q the Southern Hemisphere.
" Let G, I, K represent the
situation of three places on the
surface of the earth, through
p'
which let the great circles P K P ,
PIP, and P G P be drawn, intersecting the equator EQ, in n, m, a,
respectively.
"These circles are the meridim of the places K,I, G, y d as every
circle is supposed to be divided into 360°, there must be 90" from the
equator to each pole. Hence the latitude of the place K is measured by
the degrees of the arc intercepted between K and n; and the latitudes
of G and I are measured by the degrees of the arc intercepted between
G and a, and I and m, respectively. hes so latitudes will be called North
Latitudes, because the places lie in the Northern Hemisphere.
In like manner, let there be two places W and V in the Southern
Hemisphere. The latitude of W will be measured by the degrees of the
arc intercepted between W and a, and the latitude of V, by the arc
intercepted betweell V and m, and these will be c a p d South Latitudes.
The distance between I and V is called the difference of latitude.
6gThe longitude of a place is meaaured by the degrees of an arc of
the equator, intercepted between some particular
Ill~trationof Longituda
meridian, and the meridian passing through the
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place. Thus suppose G to represent the particular meridian, and na to
represent the place whose longitude is r e q u h d ; the longitude of m i~
measured by the arc m, a of the equator, intercepted between a and
the point where the meridian of G meets the equator, and m the point
of the equator where it is cut by the meridian of the place m. The
particular meridian, from which we begin to reckon t h e degrees of
longitude, is called the prime or first naeridia~,rqnd it ie different in
diffefent countries.
"In the foregoing diagram if G represent the Observatory of Greenwich, a will be the point from which we begin to reckon t h e degrees of
longitude : and a l l places situated to the east of a, such as R, m, will .
have East Longitude, while those situated to the west, aa n,will have West
longitude. Longitude is usually reckoned 180° east and west of the
prime or first meridian For instance, taking a as the prime meridian and
reckoning in the direction R, m, Q, we should say, that every place was
so .many degrees East Imngituch, while if we reckoned in the direction n,
E, we should say, all the places had so many debmees West Longitude."'
From a consideration of what has been advanced it will be evident that
all places situated upon the same meridian have the same longitude,
while all those situated upon the same parallel have the same latitude,
again as the parallels of latitude become smaller as they approach the
poles, the arcs of these parallels intercepted between the same two
meridians will also be smaller as we proceed from the equator to the
poles, though in fact they consist of the same absolute number of degrees.
Hence it will be easy to see, that a degree of longitude must be smaller
towards the poles than at the equator; and must become gradually
smaller and emaller till we arrive at the poles, where it sill vanish and
be equal to nothing.
'

We have hitherto supposed the earth to be a sphere, but its real figure
is a spheroid, the minor axis of which being the axis of rotation. If
therefore the several lines whereby latitudes and longitudes are measured,
are described upon a spheroid, in the same manner, as has been done
upon a sphere, it will be seen that while the equator and the parallels
are circles, the meridians are ellipses, equal and similar to one another
whose degrees vary in length in different latitudes. The following

* Jamieson's Treatise on Conatruction of Mepa
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Tablee exhibit the linear values of the degrees upon the meridian and
the parallels from O0 to 4 6 O North Latitude, computed upon the spheroidal
hypothesis.

nnem
in mi"s
a Dpgree
arc measured along the Meridian.

Linear Value in mibn of a Degree of
Arc meuaured a,lo,,g Parallels
Latitude.

Merldiond
Depees
In Miles.

I t will not be consistent with the object of the present work to enter
into the details on which a map of the world is to' be formed, but it will
suffice merely to lay down such rules as are absolutely essential for
pbjecting a map of any portion of British India. We cannot, therefore,
serve this purpose better than by giving the memorand~lmof instructions
for describing the graticule of maps comprising small portion8 of the
globe, drawn up by the late Col. Blacker, for the use of the Surveyor
General's Office, which recommends itself by its remarkable simplicity and
accuracy within certain limits. I t has long been in use, and is veryconvenient for mapping, as the topographical details within any one section are
easily copied and transferred into any other map differing in projection, or
in central meridian. The limits to which it is applicable are confined to
.about 100 square degrees. The objections to the method are, that it is an
empirical process, being based upon no known prq'cction, and that the
CHAPTER XVI.]
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protraction it gives rise to, be it performed with aa much care and skill
as possible, has always a tendency to generate error, because it is not laid
off from one common origin ;on the contrary, the spaces are built one on
the other, whereby the error in any point is carried on through all the
succeeding ones. Where great accuracy is sought for, and the extent of
the map is considerable, it becomes necessary to resort to the principles
of conical development, and to protract by means of co-ordinates and a
common origin. For this purpose some new Tables have been introduced
by the late Surveyor-General of India, whereby, by means of rectangularco-ordinates from a common origin, the parallels and meridians
may be projected to every degree, and to every 2" according to the scale ;
but these Tables are too extensive for insertion in this work.
"The following method of delineating the meridians and parallels of
a map, although not solely referrible to any of
the demonstrated projections, evidently contains
sobmuch truth, as to be well adapted to topographical plans embracing
a very small portion of the hemisphere.
Col. BlsckerVs memorandom.

"By a mechanical operation, so simple as to require but little explanation, is produced a graticule, whose meridians are all equal, are equidistant at all the corresponding points, are intersected by the parallels
at equal angles on the same side ;'and whose parallels consist of parte
proportional to the cosines of their latitude.
"These properties will be rendered more obvious by the detailed account
of a construction adapted to an assumed case ; such, for example, as the
delineation of rt graticule comprising 4 degrees of latitude, between the
parallels of 20" and 24", and as mauy of longitude, on a scale of 4 miles
t o an inch.

-\

"Let there be imagined a quadrilateral CEFD, E
whose sides shall each be equal to a degree on the
meridian, and whose bases shall be equal to half
degrees of longitude at the latitudes in which they
may be situate; the angles E and F being equal, as likewise C and D, it is obvious that the comprised area
will represent a portion of the earth's surface, one
degree of latitude high, and half a degree of longi- C
tude broad ; and that it may be transferred to any given line, either
determining one angle of the equilateral or its diagonal ED. Let
latter quantity be preferred, shoe it will be always more correct to

,
D
by
the
lay
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down a line, than to protract an angle; and suppose the diagonal to
have been ascertained.

B
Let a straight line AB for the central meridian divide the paper
from top to bottom ; and at the lower part thereof, lay off the distance
21-20' = CE. From the point 20" describe on each side of the central
meridian, an arc with the radius CD = half a degree of longitude in
latitude 20". Describe similar arcs from the point 21" with the radius
EF = half a degree longitude at latitude 21". Intersect the two first
from 21" with the diagonal distance ED, and the two last from 20" with
the eame distance. These several intersections, X 6, will obviously be
points correspondent to D, F, and may be joined accordingly to the other
points.
" If a similar construction be repeated by applying the same quadrilateral to the new sides 6, a fresh set of points, y' a', will be obtained, and
will supply the means of continuing the operation still further.
" Two series of points, 20" y" and 21" 6,8, 6@,will be thus generated
a t the distnnce of a debmee of latitude from each other. They may be
connectedin the direction 21" 6, kc., and 20" y, &c., by which means will
be described two parallel lines of sensible curvature : and again joined in
the directions y 6, y' a', y" En, kc., which will form parts of different meridians half a degree asunder. As it is usual on a scale of 4 miles to an
inch to draw parallels a t every 30 minutes' distance, the last mentioned
CHAPTER XVI.]
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meridional parts may be bisecbed, and the points of bisection connected
for a new parallel. If similnr constructions be extended to t h e right and
left of the intervals 22"-2l0, 23'-22",
24"-230, i t is evident that the
graticule mill be complete, and have all the properties claimed for t h i ~
method as far as is consistent with graphical means.
"The convergency of the meridians will, howover,
not be seusible near tho central line of the paper ;
but perhaps there is no other so simple method of
delineating them, even as right lines, and a t the
same time indicating all their intersections with the
parallels of latitude.
\

P'
I .

I

" It remains now to be seen how the diagonal ED,
which has been assumed as known, shall be obtained ;
and for this purpose let a line Iw imagined parallel
to F D from the point E. I t will evidently be one
side of an isosceles triangle whose base is = CD EF,
and whose remaining side is C E = FD.

-

"Denoting, therefore, the side C E by a, CD
by b, EF by d, and the diagonal E D by c, we have
5-d

in the isosceles triangle, Cos C = a.yand in the oblique-angled triangle D C E ...... ce =as + bg-2ab
Cos C = (by
. - substituting- the value of Cos C

II

...

M

ti4

already found), a9 + b9-2ab 2
.
=a9 + be- bg + bd=ag-bd=ag(l
and therefore C = J (p (1 + E ) = a 41 + bdd

-

+ a),

a'.

Type of the Ca2culdia.

60632 fathom4 5 = 28604.5 fathoms, d = 28419.5 fathoma.
log. b = 4.45643
log, a = 4'78198
log. d r= 4.45862
Ar. com. log. a = 5'11802
idem = 5.21802
a

--

log. do. = 0.08702 whose square root = 0.04851
log. c = 4.82M9 = 66910 fathoms.
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In like manner may the diagonals of the remaining quadridaterala
b e determined; and when reduced, with the other p d , to the scale of
t h e map, will give at once, in inches, the sides a, b, d, and diagonal c for
every latitude.
In the present supposition the ratio of the scale is r a h ; by
which, therefore, dividing the foregoing quantities, we shall have
a = 17.20 inches
b = 8.13 ,,
d = 8.07 ,,
c = 19.01

,,

If so far has been thoroughly understood, there will be no difficulty
i n using the following Tables, which give the parts of every quadrilateral
of one latitudinal degree high, and half a longitudinal degree broad,
between the parallels of 5" and 36" for the larger scales and 40 to 460
for the smaller.*
"But the scale of 4 miles to 1 inch is not the only ratio which may
be required ;and therefore other sets of Tables are added for the scale of
8 miles, and of its several multiples by 2, 3, 4 and 6 to 1 inch,
those for 1 mile and 12 miles to the inch, to complete the set.
" As the scale decreases, however, i t will be proper that the number
of degrees coutained in the sides and bases of the quadrilateral should
increase. The following law will, therefore, be observed, which is calculated to maintain always a regular curvature, without marking by too
sensible an angle the junction of one quadrilateral with another.
No&

22;
1 Inch.

m
w
of
Sciak

$9)

Dcq-

tn

a.

b and d.

1

lo

0°, 80'

1

2O

11

3"

1I

I

4

I1

8

111

16

5osAeb
1
1013760

IV

24

1

v

a2

PI

48

-5

fig-

1520640
1
2027620
1

8041580

t Divide a by 2
t Divide a b y a

1,

40

2,

4"

2,

)t

Divide a by 2

* Taken from the revined " Auxiliary Tables" for the use of tbe Survey Department, published by Lieut.-Col. J. T. Walker, R.E., Superintendent, Great TrigonometricalSurvey, 1868.
t Norr-The divisions, here directed, have for object the reduction of the quadrilaterals
to the ueas proposed to be cornprized in the greticula Thus, in the 1st scale, there will be
an intersaction at every llalf degree ; in the 2n4 3rd and 4th, at every degree; and in the 5th
and 6th at every second degree.
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Bides of Squares of
of Latitude and Longitude, with the Diagonals
thereof, 0% the scale of 4 milea to 1 inch.

From
5 o m 5 3 0
5 80 ,, 6 0
6 0.. 6 3 0

Prom

'601
'MI

Sides of Squares of lo of Latitude and Longitude, with the Diagonals
thereof, on the scale of 8 milerr to 1 inch.
--

-

I
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0

b
in Ins.

~n:ns.

in

0

8.689
389
'589

8'613
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.,
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.I27
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.

10

I7 ,, I8
1 8 , , t s
19 ,M
0 , I

.5%
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9 7
598

1

.ns

.I77
I27

12.!58
4
'I34

1

,912
.@I
.848
1 3

b

0

From
21 l a 2 2
22 , 23
2 3 , . 24

8'899
'600
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8'074
.019
7.961

8Q19
7.962
-902

ll.7:I
'740
701

P3,.26

'It4

'840

'775

.6'R

.6l4
%IS
'617

'258
-17s
'090

'I75

937

002

-184
'I31

33

1

--

~

a
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0
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6 to 6
7
6
1 ,
8
9

-.---

d
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34
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Sides of Squares of 2' of Latitude and Longitude, m'th the Diagonals
thereof, on the scale of 12 miles to 1 inch.

0

0

From

Sides of Squares of 2" of Latitude and Longitude: with the Diagonals
therwJ on the scale of 16 miles to 1 inch.

From

Fmm
26 to 2B

28

,,
,,
.,
,,
,,
,,
,,

ao ,, sn
31
M

a6
38
40
42
44

34
86
38

,

40
41
44
46

Sides of Squares of 2' of Latitude and Longitude, with the Diagonals
thereof, on the scale of 24 miles to 1 inch.

0
Fmm
4to 6
6.8
8
8 ,, 10
10 ,, 12
I1
I4
0

..

0
From
16 to 28
28 ,, 30
30 ,, 3s
82 ,. 34
34 ,, 36
36
38
3s ,, 40
40 ., 42
42 ,, 44
44 ,, 46
0

.,
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The mode of paying Khusrah Ameens is invariably by contract ; feee
at the rate of about two rupees for every hundred
acres
of land under cultivation in Bengal are paid
how paid.
as soon as the measurement of the village is passed
and approved of, and one rupee for the same quantity of jungle or waste.
This sum includes the paper and every expense necessary for the production of a fairly written and intelligible record, which, eventually, is fled
in the Collector's Office. This rate of payment, however, is somewhat
higher than that observed in the North-Western Provinoes, where the
remuneratkn waa not more than one rupee for a hundred acres of cultivation and eight annas for waste. The difference, however, between the
two Provinces ie great : iq one the fielda are small and complex, requiring
much nicety ; in the other the tenures are large, and easily and speedily
measured. h e e n s being paid only for work performed in the field it is
their object to remain out as long as poesible, but eight m o n t h out of the
twelve is the utmost that can be made available for such work. During the
recess therefore it is most difficult to keep thie claas of men in attendance
a t the office, and if possible miacellaneoua employment should be found
for them, such as the preparation of the ~
e
a by which
~
a,
subsistence allowance may be earned*
Hindoos of the K p t caste are always to be preferred for this duty ;
and all Hindoos before hiussulmen, which latter
prB- class of men never seem able to compete either in
accuracy, intelligence, or even honesty with their
Hindoo brethren; it is therefore customary alwaye to entertain men of
the latter caste. Generally apedung they are respectable, well dressed
and intelligent, and carry much weight with them on entering a village,
assuming great consequence, and summoning the village authorities to
attend them with a great deal of parade and show. The retainers of an
Ameen are very considerable, and he never appears out without a bearer
holding a ohattah (umbrella) over his head.
In some Distriota the Khusrah is aarried on very badly, no sketch
maps are given, and the b e e n ' s file, when prepared, is but a dark and
doubtful document indeed. If there is any large discrepancy in the area,

f s ~ ~ ~ f o O r f ~ ~ ~

* The system here described does not hold good now. Great change8 have been introduced by the employment of Measuring Ameens, under the Settlement Department, and
monthly salaries are now obliged to be given for such work involving additional superintendence andcheck over the agency emplo).ed, aa well as considerable extra expense in
rbe operations. Nothing is so cheap in India now as it wan twenty ykus ago-1814.
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it is impossible to know from what causes arising, as orders for reinvestigations in the field are seldom if ever obeyed by an Ameen, and if
remeasured, produoe no satisfadory result. Revenue Surveyors cannot be
too particular in looking after their K h m h work, as on ite correctnese
depends the entire value which the local oivil authorities place on the survey
generally, and great discredit would attach to a i ~ ySurveyor, whose
Professional Survey should be revised owing to discrepanciea being
deteoted between i t and the Khuerah. Ameem require the most rigorous
m e i h o e , and without a severity and control such aa European energy
of character alone understands how to enforce, without, in fact, they a m
watohed and oheeked with an iron hand, the utmost difficulty will be
experienced in proving their measurements, and making them coincide
with the professional area. Security should always be taken on the
entertainment of Ameens for their good conduct and attendance, and no
work is paid for until approved and paseed.
To obviate aa much as possible the difficultieaattending the supervision
of Ameens, the following rules for their management should be attended
to, aa far as practicable and the local peculiarities of a district will
permit.
1st. Khusrah Ameens'ahould be nominated to villageg in auch a way
that they must be preaent when the professional
5-g
Rdes for the
boundary
survey is laid down ; and their personal
guidance of Arneens.
attendance to witness this important operation
ought to be insided on, under penalty for noncompliance, a sufficient
number of men being always kept up for this piupose.
2nd. Any unusual detention of the measurement papera in the
hands of the Ameen after the work is done must be guarded against.
Bs much as is done monthly, weekly, or even daily, if practicable, should
be lodged in the Surveyor's Office, and conatant enquiry must be made
to prevent Ameens leaving the scene of their labors for their own homes,
before their papers are finally submitted.
3rd. No b e e n should be employed who is unable to produce a
tolerable field map (Shujreh) or sketch of his measurement, exhibiting
every field and delineating the exterior boundary, and who cannot give
good tangible security for his attendance and good behaviour.
4tih No Ameen to be nominated to two villages at once. be soon
as the recorda of one are lodged in the office, it will be ample time to
give him more work.
5th. Any Ameen who is constantly complaining of the conduct of
Zemindars, raises an ullusual number of disputes, and remaim in a
CHAPTER
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village any unreasonable period, without furnishing his measurement,
should be removed. Such petitions, although often well grounded, are
more frequently based on motives of private pique and revenge, or to
suit their own purposes, and throwing the entire responsibility on the
Ameen, is the only effectual way of putting a stop to it.
6th. When an b e e n is detected in committing fraud, the cme
should be immediately made over to the local judicial authority. I n
establishments composed of 160 to 200 Ameens, the chances of detection
and proof are so slight, that when a case occure, an example of the
offender is absolutely essential.
7th. Having procured the local linear measuring rod or rope of the
district, every precaution should be taken to guard against the Ameen's
using any other. The length of this rod or rope is to be carefully
recorded in Britieh feet and inches on the fly-leaf of every ghwais, as
well as on the professional village plans, and ought also to be made
known by istehar throughout the district, no other measuring implement
but an iron chain of the correct length, should now be on any account

used
8th. The native method of mensuring and calculating areas, being
limited to rectangular figures, all very irregular or uneven sided figures
should be avoided aa much as poesible; where such shaped holdings
really exist, the measurement should be divided into separate parcels,
and recorded under the remarks, so that the error of the entire field may
be reduced within the smallest limits. Ameem to save themselves
trouble are in the habit of making their fields as large as possible.*
Irregular pieces of waste land, and watercourses, site of village, kc.,
running in the oentre of the village circuit, may be seen on all the
specimens of Shujrehe of the old surveys, but the recorded area must
be far from the truth, neither is it possible to construct a map from such
measurements
9th. Each Ameen's measurement must be confined to the actual
village oirouit as laid down professionally and by Thakbuat. All intermixed lands of other villages or estates found within that circuit to be
included in the record under a distinct head, but all detached and
De&W of a $eld.-" A field is a parcel of land lying in one spot in the oecnpstion
of one cultivator, held under one title, and generally known by some name in the village.
The Surveyor shonld be careful not to show two Iields as one, nor to divide one field into
two. The Ameens are exceedingly apt to fall into the first of thew errors, as it enables
them to get over more work, and consequently to earn more in the coursr? of the dug
whenever they work upon contract."-lnettuclions Lo GcUbmenC 0fie-t-a, N. W.P.,para. 24.
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distant lands, belonging to the village under measurement, not to be
sought after, or cared for, such paroela and portions of land being duly
taken up with the.village in which they are actually situated.
10th. Full inatructions to be embodied in a (dudtur-ool-oomul) pamanah (written standing orders) to be given to every Ameen prior to his
deputation on any memurement, . and which perwanah should be copied
out in the Ameen'a own handwriting, to ensure the contents being, a t all
events, read, and aa a proof that he cun write well.
11th. In the fair copy of the Khusrah, no erasurea or blots of ink
to be permitted, and the country paper on which the document is written,
should be prepared with a solution of Totia-Hctha and Neenynct2a,+
(articles procurable in all bazaars) as a protection against the ravages of
insecta The field maps or Shujrehs should be on English paper of a
durable texture, as they cannot be replaced, if lost or destroyed, without
repairing to the epot to construct another.
12th. The fees for the performance of the measurement not to be paid
until tho work has been compared and found to be oorrect in every
respect, and all the papers in which corrections and alterations may have
been made have been duly replaced by fair copies, properly compared and
attested.
13th. The areas of the Professional Survey to be carefully concealed
from the Ameene, and native Omlah of the office, and drrsistant Surveyors
to be interdicted from furnishing such information either in the field or
during the recess. Ameens are very liable to lnake up their total areas to
agree with the professional, and by putting in infinitely small corrections
over a vast number of fields, have the means of producing an approximate
result.
I n many districts there will be found a superabundance of jungle
and waste lands inconvenient or impwtioable to
Of
Dispwal of
m m 0 by Khusrah, and which also, on the score
asate and jungle.
of expense, it is unadvisable to permit the Ameen
to interfere with. When a village circuit contains a very large proportion
of such land, the existence of which is always ascertained by the Professional Boundary Surveyor, the cultivated portion of the village should be
divided off into a separate cimuit by the interior detail Surveyor, so as to
permit the area to be calculated by triangulation on the map, and only
so much given to the Ameen, for a comparieon of whose work, therefore,

'' Tootia,"
grreeum).
CHAPTER
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a distinct area is found by the professional operationa. The jungle thus
forming a circuit of iteelf, ite area oan either be added to the Khusrah
misl in the aggregate from the Professional Survey, or a note can be made
by the Ameen that it has been omitted in his p r o o e e d i By this
method oonsiderable expense is saved in the Khuerah operations, and t h e
accuracy of the area of the cultivated portion, really measured by a n
Ameen, is not vitiated by the insertion of the area of such piof waste
and jungle, which it ie well known a native b e e n mnnot, and will not
actually measure in the field, but invariably enters i t by guess. The
small additional labor with the Professional Survey is therefore, in all
forged measurerespects, the preferable COUr8e to pursue. Of all thi*
ment papem are the most to be deprecated and gaarded against; whist
an offenceof t h i ~nature should always be visited with the severest punishment, the temptation should never be put in an b e e n ' s way, and if a
large portion of a village circuit h reported to consist of jungle or waata
Land, immediate steps should be taken to relieve him of the measurement
of it. The difficulty of o b t e i n g any aashtance from Zemindare to clear
jungle land is quite sufficient excuse for the Ameen to make, and it ie
generally set forth pretty strongly, and not without juetice. On the
other hand, where merely small patches of waste are scattered about a
village oircuit, intervening with the cultivated parts, they should invariably be included in the Khusrah, for the sake of the oomparieon of
the total area of the village with the professional, as without thia check
it is most unlikely that the Ameen will be at all cautious, or be swayed
by a wholesome dread of detection in any malpractices he may have in
contemplation.

IMPROVED KHUSRAH MEASUREMENT.

CHAPTER XXI.
A NEW

AND IMPROVED MODE OF CONDUCTINQ THE KBUBBAH.

HAVING given the usual mode of native measurements aa carried
on throughout the North-Western Provinces and Bengal, we proceed
t o notice an improved and very superior system introduced of late
years in some of the Eastern Districts, and which, for accuracy and
general usefulness, far surpasses the rude and antiquated specimens
which in our own experience we have seen and had good cause to deplore.
It is obvious that a heavy file of papere in the vernacular, containing
the detailed specifications of a village, oomprising, perhaps, 1,000 to'
1;600 fields, without a map, or merely a rough ided sketch made without
reference to scale and compass, must a t the best be a doubtful
document, and in spite of the strictest Purtall, or check in the
field, may contain many inaccuracies, and elude the vigilance of office
e m i n e r e . To obviate such doubts and uncertainties, and to place this
native p r o w of measuring land on a better comparison with English
conceived ideas, the Ameens in the districts of Sylhet, Jyntsah and
Caohar have been taught the use of the compass, and to conduct their
measurements, and enter them in the field-book in such a way that a
h d jidc map, by scale and protractor, may be made from it, not only
by themselves, but by any other person unacquainted with the field
duties, at any subsequent time.
The clam of natives mually employed as Ameene in India are
proverbially shrewd, intelligent men, and have a good eye for surveying,
and many rise to be practical Surveyors, and m e even a Theodolite with
facility and correctnew. The art, therefore, of taking a bearing with the
very simple compm which is here described is very speedily learnt, and
an instrument quite sufEcient for the purpoee may be made up in any
bazaar in India for about three or four 1-Up008.
The diagram, page 53, repreaente an instrument of similar c o p a t ~ c tion, an open round box made of braaa, f r m 3 to 5 inches in diameter,
and half an inch deep, with two upright p i e m screwed on perpendicularly, and exactly opposite to esch other. In the centre of the box a
pivot of steel, finely pointed, is fixed, on which the magnetic needle freely
revolves. The needle must be made of steel, the north end being well
distinguished by m arrow, and a small brasa oap of a conical form
(agates not being procurable) in the aentre, to rest on the pivot. Inside
OHAFTER
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the compass box a slight ledge is necessary to hold the glass, over which
a thin ring of brass, removable at pleasure, fits tightly, to secure it from
falling off. Underneath the compass box a common socket of about an
inch long is fixed, for fitting on to the tripod stand, on the top of which
it must turn freely, with a small clamp screw to prevent the instrument
falling off when carried from one station to another.
A paper dial, divided into degrees from loto 360°, which is easily
constructed with a common protractor, with the figures marked in the
aernacular character, is fixed to the bottom of the compass box, care
being taken to make the division of 360° coincide exactly with the hair
sight vane, and consequently 180° with the eye vane. The degrees
muet be numbered round the circle from zero towards the left, and the
cardinnl points inverted, the result of which is, that, in turning the
compass in any direction, the figures underneath the north end of the
needle indicate the correct magnetic bearing of the object, and the
observer has only to read off.
The needle must be properly magnetised,* for which purpose a commou
magnet, which may be procurable in Calcutta for a few rupees, ought to
be provided by the Deputy Superintendent, and this will enable him
to keep as many needles as he likes in good order; care, however, should

* Strong Staudard Magnetic Bars are now obtainable from the Government Mathematical
Instrument Dep6f Calcntta, for the urn of every survey party, and theae can be used, in
most ordinary crses, to restore the magnetic power of compass needles by observing the
following instructions. Place the nccd(c to be remagnetised on a block of wood in which
a hole should be cut to receive the brass centm piece of the needle. Now take the magnetic
bars, one in each hmd, keeping the north and south p l e a opposed to each other, slope
the bun inward to any convenient angle and press the ends down firmly on the needle
near the centre, without permitting any contact of the h a m d takiig c u e (m& diagram3
to place the south pole of one
bar towards the NORTHhalf
9
side of the needle, and the
north pole of the other bar
towards the SOUTE
half of the
needle, or in other words,
place ncgoh'oe end of bar to
poriti~eside of needle, and Fioc
c e r d Now draw the hars firm-

\/

ends of the needle (in opposite
ly from the centre
directions),
lift thetowards
bars clear
the
of the ends of the needle, and
return to the centre each time
continuing the operation as long as may be necessary. Magnetic compasses, when not in
use, sllould always be stored in such a way as to allow all the needles to remain north ~d
month, m d not be plwed promiacuonsly when in contact with, or ne8r wch other.
[PART III.
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be taken never to entrust this magnet in the hands of a native, who, being
unacquainted with its properties, would be sure to employ the negative
and positive points to the wrong end of the needle, and thus render the
eompasa unfit for all practical purposes, and likewise injwe the magnet.,
A simple tripod stand of any seasoned wood is also easily made up by
any bazaar carpenter. The circular pieces of glass to fit over the compass
box, may be difficult sometimes to obtain, glaziers and dismonds not being
plentiful in India, but by sending a paper pattern to the nearest large
town or city, a supply can generally be found, and spgiasses should
always be kept ready to replaoe breakages.+
It must not, however, be imagined that this roughly-conetructed instrument above described is the best that can be found, or that by proper
application through the Government authorities better ones are not to be
had. In the Government Mathematical Instrument-Maker's Department
in Calcutta, the best workmanship and best materials are procurable, and
surveying compasses are made up, fit for this purpose, equal to any
that come from England. These, however, are comparatively expensive
articles, and where such numbers are required, economy should be considered. I t is, moreover, the object of these pagee to show the readiest
and easiest practical method of turning the means at hand to the best
acoount. Surveyors should never be at a loss for an expedient, and
situated as they are frequently, and indeed generally, in unknown parts
of this vast empire, an ingenious mind, ever ready to make shift with
such advantages as present themselves, will be the surest road to success.
Being provided with a compass of this simple construction, and having
learnt the manner of reading off and taking bearings, the Ameen comfields of the village,-that is, all the fields
mences to measure the ext&
extending round the boundary-+
shown in the mompanying map,
Plate XV. For each field two bearings are taken, one for the length and

* On the first introduction of this system, the compassas were nothing more than mere
Mock8 of mood, hollowed out to receive the needle with brass uprights for eights, and these
rough instruments coating a mere trifle (leaa than a rupee), did effectual service for some
time, until they were superseded by the b r a and more durable ones above dencribed.
t A very simple expedient for cutting glass, though perhaps but little known, may here
be recorded with advantage. By taking any piece of glass, such as a broken pane out of a
window, and a pair of good sized scissors, and placing both hands well under cold water, in
a large c h i l l m c h a or brass bnsin, the glass may be cut round and round until the proper
size is obtained. The only care that ia requisite, is to keep both the glsss and the scissora
annplslsly u d e the wafer, and to clip tbe glass very gradually, ao ss not to cut off too large
a piece st s tima I n thin way many compasses have been rendered serviceable out in the
jungles, and Ameem kept s t their work, when otherwise delay and inconvenience must have
arisen.
CHAPTER XXI.]
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another for the breadth, with occasionally a diagonal observation for the
better connecting link between the several fields, and to ensure greater
accuracy in the mapping, and also to enable the observer to take all his
bearings from one station. In the Khusrah Field-book separate columns
are given for this ustdiora bearby" and "distance," as it is called, by
which means it is not confueed with the quantitiea required as multipliers
for the contents of a field The bearings are inserted in the following
form (see ad of Chapter) which only differs slightly from the form before
given at page 368.
For the boundary work, columns 11 and 12, aa well as 7 and 9, are
therefore merely required for the due protraction of the fields on the
map, whilet 8 and 10, in addition to their use for this purpose, are alone
required for the area of the fields to give the contents for column 13.
For the record of the measurement of the fields in the interior of the
circuit, columns 7, 9, 11 and 12 are entirely omitted, the fields being put
together from their respective linear values.
In the usual method of measurement, each fiild is merely recorded as
lying to the north, south, east or west of the preceding ones, and
frequently even this is omitted, but this is not sufficient to ensure a large
number of fields plotting accurately within a circuit laid down by compass. Although the fields are for the most part rectrsngular, still they
are to be found of various admeasurements, and to enable the map to be
made by any other person than the Arneen himself, who possesses a local
knowledge of the disposition of the fields, and sketches them in on his
map at the time, it is essential to have a defined starting point for the
measurement of each field : thus it is recorded in
the Khusrah that field No. 2 commences from the
NO.8.
XO.I.
south-west corner of No. 1, and No. 3, from the
north-east comer of No. 2, and in this expreasion
of the corner starting point lies the whole secret
No.2.
of the system. If this is not observed, the
relative position of NOR 1 ahd 2 fields may
be inverted M shown in the diagram,
and the whole disposition of the fields
No. 1.
of the entire village thrown out : in
fact, the Khusrah Field-book defies all
No. 2.
attempta to reduce it to an intelligible
map.
having thus been effected, all the interior fields are laid
The
down merely with the rod or rope in the usual way, but still preserving
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the oomer system, without any further aid from the compass, and by
plotting the circuit of exterior fields according to their magnetio bearings,
the interior details are found to fit in very accurately indeed. The
first or rough plot of course will always show defects, but all errora
are thus recorded on the first protraction, as in Plate XV, and brought
t o the Ameen's notice, and after he has put them to rights by
reinvestigation in the field and filed his answer, the necessary corrections
are made on the map, which will then bear the closest comparison with
the professional one, as regards the inflections of the boundary, the
distribution of details of cultivation, waste, nullahs and roads, &c., aa
well as area; and it is by these means that a Surveyor is enabled t o check
with the utmost nicety all inaccuracies in the Khusmh measurement,
and a t the same time satisfy himself that the large masa of vernacular
papers brought in by his Ameens are trustworthy, and bond jide contain
what they pretend to do.
It must not be supposed that the Ameen is able to make the bearings
of large village circuits close without error by such means, the enormous
number of observations, to say nothing of the very roughly constructed
compass, and rude meas~~ring
implements, forbid this. The village is subdivided into convenient small circuits of 150 t o 200 acres, round each of
which the bearings are taken, and thus the error in filling in the very large
number of fields, is diminished and compressed within reasonable limits.
One very desirable object in this method is to place the Khuarah
Field-book in such a form, that any other person, who may have had no
local knowledge and no intercourse with the Ameens, is cnpable of
protracting the fields and constructing the map, by which every inaccuracy
in the field-book is brought t o light and corrected. Thus not only the
bearings of eaoh circuit and the several linear measurements are tested,
but many other discrepancies regarding quality, area, possession, &c., are
prominently brought to notice and a t once rectified.
The circuit and the fields in the interior of the circuit must be protracted separately in the first instance, as from inaccuracies of the circuit
bearings and - various other defects of measurement and notation of the
cardinal points in the Khusrah Field-book they cannot be expected to
fit in precisely, but after all the defects both of circuit and interior field
measurekent have been adjusted, the fair map is then put together.
A proportional scale, 3 or 4 times larger than that used for the profesaional maps, is employed, either of 12 or 16 inches to the mile (equal
to 5 chains t o the inch), which is large enough to show the smallest
holdings. The Plate XV exhibits the precise method of constructing
CHAPTER XXI.]
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this Khusrah map, and the explanatory notes thereon account foq each
step in the work The map when completed haa the several items of
waste, nullahs, r o d , village site, &c., colored, and shows the limits and
extent of each interlaced and separate mehal. It then bears a perfect
resemblance to the map of the Professional Survey with which it is
compared, and identified in all its particulars, and by means of a pair
of proportiond campasses, the most satisfactory check ia established,
and no doubt oan then exist of the true boundary having been adopted
by both parties. 'By the same means also, the interior details may be
taken from the Khusrah map, and reduced on to the professional one
with sufficient accuracy; and thus save a very considerable expense for
carrying on this part of the work by professional means.
The fair colored Khusrah map may either be attached to the fieldbook, or formed up into Pergumhwarry or separate records for each
Pergunnah-volumes, for better preservation, and then made over to the
Civil Authority, and by the aid of such records, not only is a settlement
effected with great facility and convenience, but subsequent suits in the
Civil Courta are rendered at once intelligible and easy of adjustment.
In fact, in a country where the settlement is made ryutwarry, it is difficult
to understand how the assessment can be fairly levied, and the rights
of thi numberless cultivators preserved, without something of this kind.
The expense of this method of Khusrah must next be considered.
The work is done by contract, and the rates are nearly the same, as
in other districts, varying from 2 rupees 8 annas to 2 rupees 12 annas
per 100 mres for cultivated land, and 12 annas to 1 rupee for the aame
quantity of m t e , and when the extra labor of the system, and the
very small size of the tenures in the Bengal districts is considered, this
remiineration must be acknowledged to be very inadequate. The only
difference consists in the salaries of the " Nucksha Nuvees, " or mappers,
who are employed in the office and reoeive from 10 to 20 rupees per
mensem, but with this extra expense, the general average of the Khusrah
work thus performed in Jynteah and Sylhet, aa exhibited in the Table in
prrge 379, forms a very good comparison with the 15 districts therein
enumerated ; in fact, the cost is lower than six of these districts, in none
of which do the Civil Authorities poasess any authentic Khusrah map,
beyond the common rough sketch made by the Ameen himself in the
field, and who in so doing, of course, takes care to make up his map,
whether his field-book is right or wrong.
The expense of the "Nuckaha Nuvces," Native Draftamen, also is balanced
in a great measure by the duties they perform rrs Purtallers, and the good
[PART 111.
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and efficient aid they render in this way more than compensates the
amount of their salaries. A practised Nuckaha Nuvees will protract 150
fields in a day, and this quantity has generally been done where the holdings were particularly intricate and small, but with inexperienced hands and
beginners 100 fields is as much as can reasonably be expected per diem.
The great difficulty in placing this system on an efficient footing is
the procurement of qualified Ameens and Nuckaha Nuvees. But Ameens
who are expert, as the generality of them undoubtedly are, and have
been shown to be capable of producing eye-sketches of their measurements with wonderful accuracy and approach to the identical shape of
the village, may soon be taught. The most intelligent Ameens should
be first instructed in the use of the compaaa, and to construct their o w
maps on any given scale. After a few good men become expert (and
which they soon will do if the Surveyor personally labors in their behalf,
and is not above teaching them himself), others may be placed under
them, and thus in a single season, by a little judicious management, a
very fair beginning may be made. If each district Surveyor obtained the
services of even one experienced Nuckaha Nuvees, the method would soon
be introduced, and made perfectly intelligible to the understandings of
Ameens of the commonest calibre. The adoption of this system on all the
surveys in Bengal, it is believed, is now insisted on by the authorities.
Regarding the advantages of this sytem of Khusrah, no reasonable
doubt can be entertained, combining as i t does every property of the old
zemindary method, with the addition of a little English science, by which
a nearer approach to accuracy is attainable, and deception and fraud
detected. The rudest people of a district can easily understand the
Ameen's proceedings and accompany him, for the purpose of taking a
copy of the measurement of the fields, even if the addition of the bearing be unintelligible. In Jynteah and Cachar, where i t was first introduced, the inhabitants were alike unused to British rule or customs, but
in no instance was the progress of the Ameens interrupted by violence
or pretended dislike to the operations.
These advantages may be summed up in the following manner :1st.-The admirable check and comparison afforded and consequent
superior accuracy of the work.
2nd.-The ability of any second or third party ignorant of the locality, and without connivance with the measuring Ameen, or help of any
sketch or map, to produce a fair protraction from the misl or file.
3rd.-The thorough insight thereby given to the voluminous K h w a h
misl, and immediate detection of all errors, clerical or venal.
OHAPTLR XXI.]
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4th.-The
great benefit to the Surveyor or Superintending Officer,
who thus obtains the utmost confidence iu h i work, and is saved infinite
trouble, annoyance and doubt.
6th.-The value to the Government in possessing a really useful and
permanent record, combining the qualities of the professional map, with
the addition of the minutest detailed specifications of property in the
village, fit for every purpose both fiscal and judicial.
6th.-Its comparatively inexpensive cost when viewed with the lasting
value of its results.
The great desideratum of a superior method of Khusrah than what is
a t present carried on in most districts, cannot be too strongly impressed
on the notice of Surveyors. The benefit to the State, as well as the
great comfort to himself in hnving a fair and intelligible measurement
record, which can be rendered useful hereafter and amenable to scrutiny
and check a t the time, must be obvious to any person who has had
experience iu such matters. I n Bengal especially, where i t is almost an
impossibility to show the different estates on the nlaps of the Professional
Survey, i t is absolutely essential to produce Khusrah maps on such a n
extended scale, as we have above described, which will delineate every estate
on the rent roll, however intermixed or confused. The system that we
are advocating is the only one applicable for such purposes ; i t is a t once
ejixient m d economical, and is eminently calculnted t o effect every object,
if properly conducted. I t also affords the readiest means of carrying out
the provisions of Act No. IX of 1847, "regarding the A
B of l ; a~d
gained from the Sea or from Rivers by alluvdon or derelidiun within t
h
Provi~lcesof Bengal, Beluzr and Orissa."'
It may be remarked, that if this system is so superior and trustworthy,
the fact of its wider diffusion not having extended to other districts, is a
matter of surprise. This must undoubtedly be acknowledged, and it i
to be regretted that improvements in the Khusrah have not been long
Qre this introduced into every survey. The principle here spoken of has
been made no secret on the part of those engaged in its practical applick
tion. I u some Revenue Surveys the Khusmh is too apt to be regarded
as a secondary and unimportant branch, aud all improvements and innoClnuee 3. "And it is hereby enncted, thnt within the said Provinces ic s l ~ a i be
l lawful
for the Gorernment of D e n g ~ ~inl 1111 districts or part8 of districts of which a Revenue
Sur\.ey rr.ay hnre been or n ~ u yhereniter be completed and npproved by Government, to
direct from lime to time, whenerrr In8 gearsfion&the approval of any m h autcey shall haw
expired, n new survey of lnntls on the ll;ii~ksof ltivers and on the shores of the sea, in
order to ascertnin the cl~nngesthat mny have taken place si~tcethe date of the last previous
survey, and to cause new mnps to be made according to such uew aurvey."
[PART 111.
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vations require great energy and perseverance, as well as other persuaeive
and conciliatory qualities on the part of the Surveyor, whose time and
attention is well occupied by the scientific portion of his duties. I t
should, however, be remembered that the Khusrah fonns the basis of all
the revenue proceedings, and which alone the local authorities bring into
practical use, and that the result is satisfactory and creditable to the
parties employed, in proportion as the people of a district enter into their
agreements, and pay up regularly the jumma assessed. A good settlement, made without much complaint and opposition on the part of landowners, aesuredly reflects great credit on a Surveyor, who will thus obtain
his reward for any trouble or pains the Khusrah may have cost him.*
The above description of the aboriginal method of conducting native measurements
of the land is in strict conformity with the practice and custom of tbose days and when
this book was first published, and is only intended as a guide to nuch rough description
of work for the benefit of non-professional persons who so often in this country
have to superintend or conduct land measurements for various objects. But the
professional "CADASTRAL or P d by jicld" survey on a scale of 16 inches to the
mile, or 5 Gunters chains LO the inch, or 1: 3960 recently introduced for the resurvey of
the North-West Provinces, to which reference is made a t page 206, is a scientific and
perfect system of conducting "&Id" measurements by which the correct externnl limits
of eachjicfd, or plot owned by separate cultivators, and detailed specification of the soil
and crop, together with a topographical delineation of the gronnd, are obtained a t the
same time, but it wonld not he practicable to conduct " Khusrah" measurements on the
same system or any modificsrion of it without efficient Professional European Agency.
I t is based on the circuit trarerse system by Theodolite and Chain described in Chapters PI to XIV, pages 222 to 321, the main and village or arb-eircuita being further
sobdivided by minor traverses or chain lines, emanating from and chsing on Theodolite
Stations, or else commencing from three or more of the village traveree sub-circuit
Theodolite Stations, and meeting in a central point within the village sub-circuit, thus
splitting the villnge periphery into several small triangles and trapezi, the sides of which
a r e carefully chained over, and all boundaries of jields and features of the ground across
which these chain lines run are noted in the field-book and field sketch plan ; offsets along
t h e chain lioe are also taken to ascertain the length, breadth or diagonals of Nds, as
may be necessary nnd as is fully described in Chapter 11, pages 195 to 206, "On Surveying
b y the Chain only."
T o ensure the greatast posaihle accnracy in these cadastral measnrements, at the very
least ten per cent. of thejiclds in every village are remeasured independently, and check
traverse (pwtal) lines, by chain, are run across a t regular intervals through the lands
of each village. The greatest difference allowed between the area of a viuaga, as obtained
b y traverse circuit and the aggregate area o f m , is one per cent.
Chapter 11, pages 195 to 206, ''On Surveying by the Chain only," ia strongly recommended
to the notice of superintendents of settlement surveys. If to the system of chain surveying
as therein described, they could add c o m p m bearings of the lines of the several large
triangles, taken a t the priucipal stationa of the triangulation, a very perfect and accurate
K h w a h " map would be obtained, which would compare favorably with the professional
snrvey. As the value of land in Indin i~icreases, so it is essential to improve the record
of rights throughout the country, and to exchange old and obsolete methods of measurements for more rigorous and trustworthy ones.
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LOCAL LAND MEASURES.

CHAPTER XXII.

TEE calculation of the true land or square measure of the district
should be made with the greatest care, and too much precaution cannot be
observed in personally comparing the standard cubit or " hath" usually
given by the Collector of a district. On the relative value of the beegah
with the British acre, depends the subsequent confirmation or rejection
of all the native meaaurements; therefore unless accurate Tables are
formed at the commencement of operations, the utmost confusion in
carrying on the office duties is likely to arise. I t will then be the first
duty of the Surveyor to apply for the standard cubit,guz, luggee, hath,
jwrreeb, m e e , rod, chain, or whatever may be the hame of the linear
measuring implement in use, and asoertain what number of such lengths
constitute the d e of a beegah. The value of the local standard, if such
a thing exists, after being very carefully measured several times over, must
be recorded in British feet and inches ; with these two data the number
of square yards in a beegah is deduced, and from thence the number of
acres, roods, poles, Bc. This having once been established, two Tables
should immediately be drawn out, one, of beegah converted into aerea,
and the other of acrea into beegaha. These will save an infinity of
trouble, and indeed are absolutely indispensable for the ready understanding of both Europeans and natives in a Survey Ofice, and to prevent
error in frequently comparing the areas of the two operations.
Supposing the length of a rod furnished by the Collector of a district
to be 25 feet 1.92 inches, as ascertained by repeated trials, and
the beegah to be a rectangle whose sides are 28 and 12 of these rods
respectively, we shall then have 28 x 12 = 336 square rods in a
beegah, and 25 feet 1.92 inches x 12 = 301.92, which squared, gives
91155.7864 square inches in one rod. This multiplied by 336, the
number of square rods in a beegah, gives 30628344.2304, the number
of square inches in a beegah, which divided by 1296, the number of
square inches in a square yard, gives 23632.9816 square yards or 4.8828
acres, equal to 4 acres, 3 roods, 21 poles, 8 yards. Again, if the russee
i r ~ found to be 80 yards exaclly, and the beegah side is bne ruasee,
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then the beegah will be 80
W. ~ d Mra
r

W. J&.

if 4840 : 1 :: 6400
.me. r.

x 80,equala 6400

square yardB, and

m.

: 1.322314, the

!'I

value of the beegah is therefore

w. yds.

1.3YE14or 1 1
27-60.
In the North-Western Provinces, the beegah does not vary much, t h e
Agra beegah of 27564 square yards, the beegah side of 52 yards, 1 foot,
6 inches, is common to many other districts such as Muttra, Allyghur,
Mynpooree, Etawah, Funuckabad, &c. The Delhi Province beegah
contkns 3025 square yards, or five eighths of an acre ( 3 roods 5 perches)
of the standard Ilahy g u assumed at 33 inches, the beegah aide being
60 g w or 165 feet or 55 yards, and this is also common to-the Umballa,
~ h & u l ,Loodhianah and Ferozepore Districts, the Jullundur Dooab, as
well as to the greater part of Behar. The beat information extant on
this subject from Prinaep's Useful Tables, is given in the notes,*

* The Ilohy gue of AKBERwas intended to supersede the multiplicity of measures in
use in the 16th century, and in a great degree it still maintains its position as the atandard
of the Upper Provinces. In general, however, different measures are employed in each
trade, and the cloth merchant in particular has a distinct guz of his own. Thus the cloth
guz has assimilated in many places to two haths, or one yard; and the frequent employment
of English tape-measure, as well as cnrpenter'a two-feet rules, will ere long confirm the
adoption of the British standard to the exclusion of the native system, for the linear
m-re
of articles in the bazaar.
The true length of the IZahy r
g~z became a subject of zaloua investigation by
Mr. NEWXHAX,
Collector of Furukhabad, and Major H o w s o a , Surveyor-General, in the year
1824, during the progress of the Great Revenue Survey of the Western Provineee, when it
was found to be the basis of all the records of land measurements and rents of Upper
India. As might have been expected, no data could be found for fixing the standard of
AKBERwith perfect accuracy; hut every comparison concurred in placing it between the
limits of 30 and 85 English inches; and the great majurity of actual measures of land in
Rohilkhund, Delhi, Agra, kc., brought it nearly to an average of 33 inches. Mr. DUNCAN,
ill the Settlement of the &nares Province in 1795, had assumed 33.6 inches to the Ilahy
~ U Z ,on the anthority, it may be presumed, of standards in axistence UI the city, making the
beegah =3136 square yards.
The results of the dxerent modes of determination resorted to in 1824-5, so characteristic of the rnde but ingenious contrivances of the natives, are curiooa and worthy of king
recorded. Major how so^ made the length of the 11lahy gut
Inches
From the average measurement of 76 men's fingers' breadths
= 81'55
From the average size of the marble slabs in the pavement of the Taj at Agra
= 33.58
(said to be each a Shahjehany g u of 42 fingers?)
= 82.54
From the side of the reservoir at the same place, called 24 guz
From the circuit of the whole terrace, 532 guz?
= 35.80
Mr. NEWNHAH,from the average size of 14 char-yare8 rupees, supposed to be
each one finger's breadth, makes it
= 29.20
Fronl the testimony of inhabitants of Furukhabnd
= 31.50
From statement in the Ayean Akbery, of the weight of the cubic guz of 72 kinds
of timber (this would require a knowledge of Lhe weigl~ts)

...........................
.......................................
...........................
.............................................
............................................................
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but from all we are able to gather, we incline to the belief that the
general standard spoken of by Prineep was never regularly introduced into the Revenue Survey of the North-Western Provinces. In
addition to the two heegahs already noticed, the Benares and Ghazeepore
beegah of 3136 square yarda was actually in use. In Bengal, however, the
value of the beegah varies in every distriot, frequently in every Pergunnah, and omasionally in every estate or village within the same
Pergunnah. In the " Tables of Land Measure, published by order of the
Sudder Board of Revenue, Lower Provinces, in 1840," there will be
found no less than 218 different beegahs, or other local measures of
various denominations, in 38 districts, varying in size from one rood to
50 acres. In the single district of Midnapore, there are 53 different land
measures, in Jessore 20, and in Rungpore 15, and in many districts there
are at least from 6 to 10 different aorta. In the Province of Orissa, the
number of measuring rods formerly were too numerous to detail, but
Inches.
Mr. HALHED,
from average measurement of 246 barley corns
= 81.84
From 4 sum of diameten of 40 Munsooree pice
= 82.02
From 4 of 4 human oubita m w u r e d on a string
= 88.70
From average of copper wires returned by Tehsesldm of Moradabad as counter= 88'60
parts of the actual measures from which their beegnhs were formed
Mr. Duxcax, as nbove noticed, assumed the IlZuhy guz a t Benares
= 88'60
In Bareilly, Boolnndshuhr, Agra, na in the following table, it ia
= 82.50
I t ia natural to suppose that theguz adopted for measuring the laud should vary on the
side of excena, and prohably all the above, thus derived, are too long. The Western Berenue
Board, thinking so many discrepancies irreconcilable, suggested that the settlements should
everywhere be made in the local beegah, the Surveyors merely noting the uclual oalw of the
1 l u h y . q ~in~euch mhgs, and entering the measurement also in acres ; but the Government
wisely determined rather to select a general standard, which should meet an far la possible
the existing circumstances of the country. Thus the further prosecution of the theoretical
question was abandoned, nnd an arbitrary value of the Zlahy guz waa ~ s u m e dat 88 inchee,
which waa in 1825-6 ordered to be,introdnced in all the Revenue Survey records, with a note
of the local'variation therefrom ou the village maps, an well as a memorandum of the meathus describes the convenience which the
sure in Englhh acres. Mr. Secretary MACKICNZIP
adoption of this standard (sanctioned at first only an an experiment and liable to reconsideration) would d o r d in comparisons with English measures.
"Taking the+&
(side of the square beegab) at 60 gunfh, or 60 guz, the bagah will be
8600 square guz, or 8025 square yards, or five-eighths of an English acre (8 rooda. 5 perches).
The jurraeb will be equal to 6 chains of 11 yards, each chain being 4 gunbh8. I n those
placee where the jurreeb ia assumed at 64 guz aquare, i t would equal 4) chains, giving 2 4 6 4
sqnue yards (or 2 roods, 10 perches). I n either m e the conversion from one to another
would be simple, and the connection betwenu the operatiom of the Surveyors and the
measurements of the Revenue Officers would ba easily perceived."
This convenient beegah of 3600 square IUahy guz, or 8025 square yards, or five-eighths of
an acre, may be now called the standard of the Upper Provinces. It is estnblished also at
Patna, and has bee11iutroduced in the settlements of the Sngur and Nerbudda territoriek
C W T E R XXl1.I
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through the interference of the local authorities, one standard of 4840
square yards, equal to the British acre, was adopted, on the first introduction of survey operations, and carried throughout the three districts of
Cuttack, Pooree and Balasore, without opposition or dislike on the part of
the people. The value of the measuring rod or Puddika being 10.4355feet
or 10 feet 5% inches, and the side of the acre 20 of such rode.
It would appear that the returns furnished to the Sudder Board of
Revenue of the various land measures, are partly erroneous in some
districts, the survey of which has been completed, the beegah actually
used differing with the one recorded in the Tables. In some of the
local offices the standard measure is simply a matter of tradition, and
when applied for, the Nazir of the Court is directed to report on the
correct length of the hath or luggee-this he does with the utmost
simplicity by holding up his own arm, pointing from the elbow to the tip
of the little finger, sometimes adding that as he is a small made man, one,
two, or four, fingers' breadth must be added on. The Collector on this
gives an order for a rooboocarry to be sent to the Surveyor Sahib, to the
purport of the standard in use in his district being "one hath and four
fingers," and the luggee or russee being so many of such lengths. This
vague and uncertain information, however, should not satisfy a Surveyor.
Such data for such a purpose are manifestly absurd, and yet it is daily in
practice in many districts in the Lower Provinces where Ameens are sent
out to investigate into special cases connected with the Civil and Judicial
Courts. If a Surveyor is unable to obtain some sort of definite length
for the standard measure, i t should be his duty to fix and determine it,
in penronal communication with the Collector of Revenue. I n some
districts, an iron bar, or rod, is lodged in the Collectory, indicative of the
value of the cubit or hath, in which case of course the Surveyor has only
to compare its length very carefully as before remarked On the completion of a survey, the identical measuring rod or chain should be lodged
with the Collector of a district, and its exact length fully reported on for
future reference. I t is also most necessary to furnish a copy of the
Table of Land Measure as used in the survey, and without this precaution is taken, the probable chances are that the local authorities will
adopt some other Measure in any subsequent investigations which they
may have to make in the field, the result of which must of course be
unfavourable to the records of the survey on a comparison being instituted.
Zemindare and other Village Agents have always a good deal of objection to make regarding the length of the measuring rod, and are most
persevering in their efforts to prove that the one about to be brought into
.
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use is too long or too short, or different to what the former measurement
was conducted with. The object, generally, is to make the beegah larger
than it ought to be, when in the event of assessment the Government
Revenue may fall lighter.
The following Tables of some of the chief beeg~hsin use in the Upper
and Lower Provinces will prove useful, and exemplify the remarks in the
previous pages on the subject. From the decimal of an acre, t.he smaller
denominations are easily obtained by multiplying by 4 and 40, and in
the same way with the decimal of a beegah, by multiplying by whatever
the local land measure dictates :
The DeUi Becgah.

The A . v Beegah.

d
-

3
$
CY
w

g

BeeBee$
E
gahs.
gahs.
4
- ----- -- =
1

4

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

1'7560
3.5120
5.2680
7.0240
&7800
30.6360
12.2920
14-0480
15.R040
17.5600
19.3161

1
2
3
4
6
6

1
1

7
8
9
10
11

0.6694
1.1389
1.7084
2.2778
2,8473
8.4168
3.9863
4.5557
5.1252
5.6946
6.2642

k

,

3

Beegnhs.

$;

---4

1'600
3.200
4'800
6'400
6.000
9.600
11.200
12.800
14.400
16.000
17.600

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

1
2
3
4
6
6
7
8
9
10
11

d

4
0'625
1250
1.875
2.500
3.125
3.750
4.375
6.OCO
5.625
6.260
6.375

The beegah of 3025 square yards prevaila also in the Districts of
Patna, Shahabad, Sarun, Bhaugulpore and Monghyr. The beegah of
3136 square yards is in common use, and peculiar to the Benares and
Ghazeepow Districts.
The Benarcs Beegah.
Acres.

Acres.

a;
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1
2
3

e
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;
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In Tirhoot and Monghyr the chief prevailing beegahs are of 4225 square
y ~ d and
s 3600 square yards, and the latter is also common in Sarun.
P n v u h l in parts of T i r M
and Monghyr.

Bee@..

4
$----a
1
z
2
ro

Beegabs.

Premht in Sorun, Tirhd
and Monghyr.
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See-
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6
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8
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1.1455
2'2910
8'4365
4.5820
5.7275
6,8730
8.0185
9.1640
102?095
11.4550
12.6005

1
2
8
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11

0.8729
1.7458
2.6187
3.4916
4.3645
6.2374
6.1103
6.9832
7.8561
8.7290
9.5019

$
%
Q

1
2
8
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

1.3444
2.6888
4.0332
6.3776
6.7220
6.0664
9.4108
10'7552
12.0996
13.4440
147884

1

2
8
4
6
6
7
8
9
10
11

0.7488
1.4856
21314
2.9752
3.7190
4'4628
5.4066
6'9504
6.6942
7.4380
8.1818

In the Eastern part of Bengal the local measure is considerably larger,
and assumes a variety of denominations. In Arracan, Chittagong,
Tipperah, Bulloah, Backergunge and part of Mymensing, the Droon varies
from 5 up to 195 acres. In Dacca, Furreedpore, Jessore, Pubna and
Rajeshye, the Khada is the prevailing measure, running from 4 to 21
acres. In Assam and part of Mymensing, the Poorah ranges from I f
in the former to 25 acres in the latter district. In Sylhet, Jynteah and
Cachar, the Koolbah is the known measure differing between 3 and 5
aores. The Cachar koolbah equals 23313.89 square yards, that in
Jynteah 23633 square yards, and for Sylhet the following Table is given,
the length of the measuring null or rod being 21 feet 8h inches, and the
koolbah sides 28 and 12 of such nulls :
The Sylhei Kwlbah.

.
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co"
C9
:1

-

N
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2
4
5
6

7
8
9
10
11

0.2759
0.5518
0.8177
1.1036
11795
1.65.54
1.9313
2.2072
2.4831
2.7590
8.0349

8
9
10
11

8.6245
7.2490
10.8735
14,4980
18.1225
11.7470
28.3715
28.9960
82.6205
36.2450
39 '8695
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CONVERSION OF BEEGAHS INTO ACRES.

For the ready conversion of beegah~of any number of square yards
whatever, into corresponding acrea, the following Table will be found
useful :

Table for Jinding a Ndtiplier to eon&
Beegahs, or any other local
~
rof any number
~ of Square
, Yards,into m e a e i n g Acrea.

-.Q

Q
Yards.

Yards

s

s
--48-40
96.80
146.20
198.60
24290
290'40
888.80
887.50
46-60
484.00
682.40
680.80
62920
677.60
726.00
774.40
828.80
871-20
919.60
968.00

-01
-02
98

a
96
-06

-07
.08
'00
.lo
'11
-12
-13
.I4
-16
.16
-17
.18
.19
20

1016.40
1064.80
1113.20
1161.60
1210.00
1258.40
1806.80
1355.20
1408.60
1462W
1800.40
1548.80
1697-20
1646.60
1694.00
1742-40
1790.80
1889.20
1887.60
1936.00

sqwe

C

3

5

Far? 3
B

-----91

.28
.24
'26
96
97
'28
-29
-80
'81
'32
'88
.84
-86
-86
'37
.a8

-39
-40

1984.40
2032.80
2081.20
2129.60
2178.00
2226.40
2274.80
2828.20
2371.60
2420.00
2468.40
2516.80
2666.20
2618.60
2662.00
2710.40
2758.80
2801.20
2866%0
2904.00

'41
'42
'48
'44

'45'
"46

'47
'48
'49
'60
'61
-62

'a

-54
'63
-66
-67
-68

69
60

2952.40
8W80
3049'20
8097'60
8146a
8194.40
8242.80
8291.20
8389'60
8388'00
8436.40
8484.80
868820
8681'60
8680.00
8678.40
8726.80
8775.20
88W60
8872W

'61 8920.40
'62 8968.80
'63 4017'20
'64 4065.60
'65 4114.00
'66 4162.40
'67 4210'80
'68 4269.20
d9 4807.60
'70 4866.00
'71 4404.40
'72 4452.80
'78 4501'20
'74 4549.60
'75 4698.00
'76 4646.40
'77 4694.80
78 4743.20
'79 4791.60
0080 4840.00

-81
-82
-88
.S4

'86
'86
'87
.S8
'89
'90
'91
'92
.9i?
94
.95
.96
-97
-98
.99
-100

k ~ & - T a k e out from the column containing the Square Yards the nearest number
to thoae contained in the Beegah, opposite which will be found its Multiplier, the difference wanting to complete the number of Sqnare Yards in the Beegah, will then be taken
out with ita Multiplier and added to the former, and so on, until the actual number of
S q w e Yards contained in the Beegah are extracted. The sum of theae will give the
Multiplier required.
NOTE.-In taking out any number of Square Yarda 1thm 48'40, i t in only neeeanary to remove the d e c i d point aa many placea to the left hand in the column of
Sqnare Yards aa the number may be required, removing the points also as mcmy p h e a
in the wlrunn of Multiplier.

EXAMPLE.
Required the Decimal Multiplier for a Beegah containing 1,600 aqnare yards.
&,me Yards
1600
Next nearest in Table
1697.20 -83

........................................... . ...........................
............................................................-

2-80 -00058

Sum 33058
'I'herefore the beegah of 1,600 square yards equals '33058 of an acre.
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The multiplicity of the local measures in the Lower Provinces, and the
excessive confusion and inoonvenience felt thereby,
Standard
has
at last however produced its own cure. When
gall.
an evil is a t its eenith, there is some hope of
amendment; by a Circular Order of the Sudder Board of Rsvenue, dated
the 23rd November, 1849, the whole system has been broken down, and
one uniform value given to the beegah for all the districts subject to the
Board's jurisdiction, and to be used in all measurements carried on for the
future, under their superintendence. The standard adopted is that of the
puckha Calcutta beegah, of 14,400 square feet, or'1,600 square yards.
The acre therefore is equivalent to 3.025 of such beegahs. It is not
apparent on what principle or investigation this beegah has been assumed,
differing so greatly as it does with all the local measures in Bengal Proper,
as before shewn ;and it is to be regretted that whilst so great an innovati011
was in contemplation, either the British acre of 4,840 square yards was
not a t once introduced, as was the case in Orissa, or a beegah bearing
some simple ratio to it, as haa been done in the Delhi and other districts
of the North-Western Provinces. The standard Ilahy guz of 33 inches
being now more widely established in British India than any other local
measure of length, everythmg possible should be done to extirpate the use
of other measures not easily comparable with it; and all local land
measures should be founded on some simple multiple of this standard,
such aa the Gunter's chain, which is the bask of the acre: no round
uumber of yarda can be introduced into such a system without retainiug
the inconvenient number 11 as a multiplier or divisor.
The yard therefore ought to be wholly discarded from our Indian q t e m
of measures, and everything referred to the nahy guz of 33 inches, or
some multiple or submultiple of it, such as a hath of 168 inches. Any
beegah founded on either of these measures may be readily compared
with the Gunter's chain of 66 feet, and through i t with the English acre.
It would have been preferable to this to have established the Bengal
beegah, so that one acre might be equivalent to 3 beegaha, rather than
3.025 beegahs, although a square beegah of this value cannot be obtained.
The hath of 164 inches, which may be the basis of this beegah, and of its
aubdiviaions the cottd and chittuck, is hulf the Ilahy guz ; and the two
beegahs of Delhi and Bengal would be so easily comparable with each
other, as to facilitate the process of adopting hereafter some land measure
that would include both, if that should be thought desirable. But it is
of far less importance that the land measures of two distant countries
should be identical, than the meaaures of length should be so. An
[PAFST III.
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uniform standard, whatever its size, is however of the greatest possible
advantage and utility, and cannot be too highly appreciated.
The new beegah side is exactly 120 feet, or 80 haths, whioh squared,
gives 14,400 feet or 1,600.square yards. The following will therefore
be the relative values of the bee@ and acre respectively.
--

Tha Bengal Sandard B q a L
Acres.

Beegaha.

1
2

8.0%
6'050
9-075
12.100

Beegnbs.

01

e-

+2

-

0
0
w

6
7
8
9
10

18.150
21.176
24.200
27.225
30.260
88.276

4
6
6
7
8
9
10
11

0.38058
0.66116
0.99174
1.82282
1'65290
2'31406
2.64464
2.97522
8.30588
8'68688

Of .the lower denominations, 20 cottahs make one beegah, and 16
chittacks make one cottah ; additional Tables for the convemion of roods
and perches into cottahs and chittacks will be found in the Appendix,
being too bulky for this place.
To adapt a convenient scale for thb beegab, which shall be progh-'andThk,,aet
portional with the one wed for the Professional
Scala
Survey, take the following :
Profeaaiod ecale of 4 inches = 1 mile = 80 Gunter's chains ; sod 1 inch, or
20 chains = 1,320 feet.
Then 1 rusee = 80 haths = 120 feet
and 11 ,,
1820
,,

therefore 11 rusaees are equivalent t o 1 inch or 20 Gunter's chains on the
same scale, and by increasing the scde four times 11 russees = 4 inches.
By dividing 4 inches therefore into 11 equal parta, each will be equal
to a ruesee or beegah side of 120 feet, a d the quarter'of such division
or 30 feet will represent the chains actually employed, two of which.
squared, or 60 feet x 60 feet equal 3600 feet, or 5 cottahs. This scale will
therefore be 330 feet or 29 beegahs to the inch, or 16 inches to the mile.
The Khusrah measurements preformed with such chains, and protracted
on such a scalo, will bear precisely the ratio of 4 to 1 to tho Professional' Map.
CHAPTER XXII.]
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CHAPTER XXIII.
ON T-

OBTEOQRAPEYOF NATIVE
NAYE~

ONE of the most a c u l t subjede with which Europeam in this country
have to deal, is the intalhgible conversion of the vernacular into the
English character, and it will be readily admitted, that Surveyors of
all persons must be the most interested and concerned in following such
8 good ayetern, that any person knowing the o r i g i d and the substituted
charaoter, should be able to convert the one into the other without difficulty, and that the names of placea so romanized on the geographical
maps of the oountry should be a t once recognizable and familiar to the
ear. In a work like this, it may be expected that some fixed rules should
be laid down for the guidance of the department, but any fixed system,
is easier to propose than to find followers for. As regards spelling, some
people are quite incorrigible, we shall endeavuur however to place on
record the prevailing methods heretofore existing in the great Trigonometrical as well as Revenue Surveys, together with such remarks on
other systems as appear to be calIed for.
Sir Wm.Jones's method is a t once elegant and phonical, and has found
complete aooeptance with learned and scientific men; it is therefore, with
some slight modification, in m e in the Great Trigonornetrid and Topographical Surveys of India The rules followed in these departments
are very simple, and may be thus stated :
1st. All vowel6 have the Italian EOmd, a€%
in Sir Wm. Jones's rule ;no others to be used.
The wmi-vowels to be used only as oonsonants, such as Pin

&lea for the orthography native Ilcunas.

2nd.
Yaholi.
3rd. All coneonanta have their ordinary sound, but express the h m h
sound of C by K and the soft sound by S, whereby C, as an independent
letter, becomes expunged.
4th. Express the soft sound of G universally by J, reserving t h e
former of these letters in a11 cases to denote the harsh sound onIy.
6th. Dispense with the reduplication of oonsonante, as much as possible, because long words rue as evil on maps.
[PART 1x1.
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6th. Drop superfluom letters of all kin& wherever they are so weak
ae to make it a matter of doubt whether they ought to be pronounced
or not. RaRmple Hydrabad, Sikadrabad, rba, wherein some persons
introduce a short vowel between the d and r, and &hers do not.
7th. The old established orthography of historical names should not
be interfered with, as they have beaome settled and familiar by long
use, and it would be pedantic and presumptuoua to alter them, and the
same idea would not be oonveyed. Thus write Meerut not Mirut, Hydrabad not Haiderabad, or ETzccderabad (wording to Gilchrist), Beder not
B&r, Calcutta not Kdkatu, Captain not Xaptaa, Cawnpoor not Kdnplir,
Allahabad, kc.
8th. Double consonante should never be used when single ones will
answer, thus P h instead of P is not advisable, as in Filaor not Phillore,
neither Ch instead of K, although there ia Italian authority for the
latter.
This method ia doubtlese a phonioal one, well adapted for general nee,
and scientific men will not agree to any deviation from Sir Wm. Jones ;
but, however learned Surveyors may be, the persons into whose hands
their maps fall, may be very ignorant Englishmen, and it is extremely '
doubtful whether such a mode of pronunciation is intelligible to people
of ordinary capacity and oommon-eense i d e a
The difference between the Foreign and EngliB sound of the vowels zc
and i, is most likely to lead to oonfusion with strangers, and to prevent
all possible mistakes the oo should stand for the Italian u, and ee for the
Italian i, retaining the latter for diphthongs only-+uch a compromise
would certainly enable the generality of people to pronounce better.*

* In addition to this, there is Dr. D S 8 mdicationof Jones's system as now -tablished and finally approved of by the Committee of the Calcutta Bible Society as laid down
in a pamphlet on the "Progrsss and Resent State of the Bomanieig System." Aftar a
moat careful investigation, the following rormrnized Urdu Alphabet was agreed upon and
introduced with these remarks.
The Committee of the Bible Society having thnn f d i h e d the most decisive proof of its
earnest desire to consult the wishes and yield the utmost possible deference to the coneeientionn opinions of individual Missionaries throughout the country, it is fondly to be hoped
that the dMdCprd of romanieing now 5xed by the majority will be gladly hailed, embraced,
and practically exemplified by all. It is fondly to be hoped that for the Mlre of t h a t g a m d
u n i / d y which is so truly desirable and so abeolutely indispensable to full auceess, every
one will be cheerfully disposed to sacrifice any little parlialiiy o r p d i a r i t y of opinioq
which may be the offspring of isolated or individual minds."
OHAPTER XXIII.]
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2 7 Hindw~ani
~
Alpirabet in the Roman

A
a

B
b

Bh
bh

P
p

Ph
ph

T
t

Th
tb

T

t

Th
th

S
a

a,-&.

J
j

Jh
jh

Ch
oh

Chh
ohh

H
h

I + a r u o r ; b J & ~ * r - ~
Kh D Dh D. Dh Z R R Rh Z Z h S Sh
B ; h d d h. d .d h z r ; r h e e h s s h

i

. .

3 "3

J )J

i j

j "j j j

S Z

T Z A
e z t
z ' a

uC;w&h b e

G F Q K Kh G G h L M N N V W H Y
g f q k k h g g h l m n n v w h y

+j-rSJ+f

-

JpL)>>"y

Vozoels.
a,B,i,i,u,ii,e,

ai, o,au

Q short, a, i, u; long 6 i, G

fgorg
In the Revenue Survey Department, Gichrist's method has generally
been employed, although no definite rules appear to have been laid down
on this important subject. Like any other system whatever, if rigidly
carried out, i t is intelligible enough to those who have learned and
practised it, but it has never found acceptance with the learned or
scientific. I t looks ugly, and adopts all the bad pronunciation of English.
No other nation, but the English, ever give a the short sound of but.
This is a fundamental assumption of Gilchrist's, and ruins the whole of
his sptem, the chief merit of which is, the undeviating tenacity with
which he adhews to it under all dificulties.
In the directions for Settlement OlEcers, promulgated under the authority
of the Honourable Mr. Thomaaon, Lieutenant-Governor, North-Western
Provinces, there is another alphabet proposed to be used in the conversion
of names from the languages of the country into English. Transposing
from one language to another by this method is easy, and it is particularly
well adapted for the services, and having gained some footing, and being
recognised by all the Settlement and other Revenue Officers, the Surveyors
who have to follow their steps, and depend on their inquiries, are obliged
in a great measure to rcsort to the same phraseology, and hence the more
[PART 1x1.

scientific, but more difficult system of Jones, has never been followed by
this branch of the Survey of India
T h e following is the alphnbet exemplified :

AZphuki proposed to be used in the eonverSWn of numa from the lalaguagea
of the Country into Elzglish.
1 A. ............... a.
Atwugur
I
ahunpoor
Pahunpoor
2 R
b.
Bareepoor
V
u
3 BH. ............ b.h, ...... Bhooaneepoor
W
b*!
v,q &es
4 C E CHH.
d,ch$. .. Chichura
Chbipagurh
5 D.
d.
D& Bazar
g,? a 3
Datanugur
6 DH. ............ dh. ...... Dhurumpoor
8,s 183
7 E.
e,
Ekeesghur
P
8 EE.
e.e.
Eeshwumugur
f: LS?!
Eesalpoor Edgurh
9 F.
f.
Fureedpoor
'9i
3
10 G.
g.
Gunga S~
n
L/
11 G,H. GH.
g,h. gh Ghur Mookhtesur
a
Ghazeepoor
12 H.
h.
Huveleeshuhir
T s a c
Hat,h gaon
Hurjimpoor
. 13 I.
i
hdutgunge
cf gl
Indurgurh
*Ilum banar
1 4 J.
j.
Jynugur, Jahilgurh
E
15 JH.
j,h
Jheel, Jharundeh
16 K
k.
Kunkerpoor
sr 4
Kake Deh
17 K,H. KH
k,A. kh. K,hurukpoor
@I
Khalienugur
18 L.
I.
Lalgurh
W
J
19 M.
m
Mahinutabad
T
a

.........

............... .........

...

............... .........

............... .........

......
............... .........
............... .........
......
....
............

............... .........

............... .........

...............
............
...............
......
...............
...............

.........
.........
.........

...

.........
.........

............... w
..................
..................
..................
............
..................
...............
..................
..................
...............

..................
............
.........

...............
...............

.........

...............
............
...............
...............
...............
..................
...............
......
.........
...............
..................
...............
...............
.....................
...............

d&

+
i
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............... ......... Omedgaon ..................8-.
11
9'
Olanuggur ..................
22 00. ............
.......Oondes .....................53 f ~ )
Oostadpoor ...............
23 OU. ............
...... Oushandeh ............... 4 > I
24 P. ...............p. ......... Peepulgaon ...............
'9
25 P,H. ............p,h. ......Phoolnugur ............... a
%
26 Q. ............... q. ......... Qssimgunj ..................
6
........ Rungpoor .................. +r 3, z >
27 R.R,H.
Rhotae .....................
28 S. ............... ......... Sareeram .................. a
<
Sa dutgunj ...............
W
LIL
29 SH. ............ 8.h. ...... Sholapoor ..................1
Shureef bamr ............
30 T. ............... t, ......... Tunk hadah ............... q
b31 T,H. ............t,h. ...... Thanagurh ..................U
AG
32 U. ............... u. ......... Umretpoor .................. q
eT
' uk8poor, Ullahabad ...
33 V.W. ............
...... Wuetabad ..................a¶ J
Vizeerpoor ..................
34 Y. ...............y. ......... Yarpoo, Yuabzar .........
a c4c;~'
Yy ' ehnugur ...............
... Zeeafutabad ............... j k & i j
35 Z,ZH.
24.

21 0.

0.

.#a

0.0.

0.21.

8.

.

V.W.

............

Zalimpoor, &c.
The English alphabet having no letter capable of representing the
&n of the Persian, the uee of this as oontmdiistinguished from & E. I.
0. or U. may be indimted by a mark thua before or over the letter.*
This subject h a been very much before the public in India of late years,
and the action of the Government of India taken on it will be best
understood from the Reeolution of the Department of Revenue, Agriculture, and Commerce, dated the 20th August 1873, as follows :-

e

R E ~ ~ L U T I O X . - -systam
T ~ ~ of transliteration in the Romm character of Indian proper
names, which had formed, since 1868, the subject of much discassion, wan prescribed for
adoption by the Government of Indin laat year, and those order8 were 5nally approved and
wntirmed by Her Majesty's Government.
2. The time ha8 therefore passed for further d i i o n of the merits of alternativa
systems, and the system prescribed for adoption &odd be adhered to and carried into dect
The question of representing Oriental letters is also diacwaed in the Introduction to
Wileon'a "Glossary of Judicial and Revenue Tenns," QG
[PART III.
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3. While, however, Her Majesty's Government have desired that the system shnll be
applied in the case of all the less known Indian names, they have also directed that the
orthography of names of well-known places should be retained. His Excellency in Council
also desires to give considerable latitude to Local Oovernments in raspect to the extent to
which the change should be immediately introduced.
4. His Excellency in Council trusts that the lista called for in the Circulnr from chis
Department, No. 15400-415, dated the 17th October 1872, will now be carefully prepared
in accordance with the principles laid down by the Government of India, and that they will
be submitted with as little delay 8a possible. Them lists will, after revision, be published
for general information, and the orthography of all names included in them should, after
such publication, be scrupulously adhered to in all o5cial docnmenb throughout India, with
the exception of Britiah Burmah. The rule3 which have been laid down for the transliteration of native names do not apply to the langnnge of that province., and i t accordingly is
excepted from the premnt ordern.
5. The opinion expressed by His Honor Sir William Mnir in favor of a different system
of spelling will, together with the other papers upon the subject, be forwarded for the
information of the Secretary of State for India in Council.
6. The revision of the spelling of names of cantonments and military stationa will be
made in communication with the Wlitary Department.
(sd.) A. 0. HUM&
&rrciary to Gouanmcnt of India.
RULES FOR TRANSLITERATION.
Ezmy l k t m in tL Vemaclllar mturt be t ~ n g o m l yrepresented by a certain letter
is tlie Rnmun Character as f o l h s :-

-

VOWELS.

DEVANAQAEI.

PRBBIAN.

Pronunciation.

Roman.
Initial.

Non-initial. Initial.

Non-initial.

1

(sabar)

q

not expressed

a

I

I

1

B

!
!!

(zer)

WI
F

f
7

I

5

,V

2 0.9

.

'

(pesh)

21

'J
Jar,
"

2'

;or,

>I
21

'

$

,

i

3

U

*
ql
P

I"

81

>

sl

4

a

-1

a

1

il

i
ai
o

an

As in woman.

,,
,,
,,
,,
,,
:,
1 ,,
,,

1

'

father.
bit.
machine.
pull.
rude.
P Y .
aislo.

hole.
As ou in house (nearl y ), being a combination of the a and u
above.
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j
j 11
k

kh
ksh
1
m
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V

wanting
ditto
omitted, the accompan ying vowel oxity being
expressed.

In addition to the above, the " Rules for the spelling of Indian Proper Names by W. W.
Hunter, Esq., LLD.,Director-General of Statistics to the Government of India, published
in 1871, are given in the Appendix.
Unfortunately, owing to divergence of opinion8 between the several Local Governments
and the t e r n of the Raeolukion above given, the practical working out of the entire acheme
has been greatly retarded, and nniformity of procedure or of acceptance is etill a thing
to be desired.

EEQ,Mciating Secretary to the Government of India, Department of
From J. GMMHEOAR,
Agriculture, Revenue, and Commerce, to all Locnl Governments and Adminatratiotq-

Nos. 9
1
,dadated Fort William, the 28th February 1872.
I Am directed to forward eopiea of a Guide to the Orthography of Indian Proper Names,"
with a list of towna and villagea in India, prepared by the Director-General of Statisties to
the Government of India.
2. The general principles on which this compilation is based have already received the
assent of the Gevernment of India, and been acted lrpon by the Government of the PanjBb
(as will he seen from the orders of that Oovernment pnbliahed a t pages 178 to 187 of the
Panj&b Gazette, dated 16th instant, copy of which is forwarded herewith).
8. I t is rather a8 an illastration of the practical working out of sanctioned principles,
than as an arbitrary dedaration of the ofticid spelling of certain namea, that the Acting
to accept this lint
Governor-General in Council would invite
and adopt it as a mid&. For it is far from being the wish of Hia Excellency in Council to
stereotype the errors of detail necessarily incidental to the h t uniform application of a new
aystem to a variety of languages, or to shut the door against fntnre improvement in a field
in which improvement ia to be expected and desired. On the other hand, i t is desirable to
popularise such principles aa have already been accepted, and to secure and facilitate, as far
aa may be possible, a harmony of system in the o5cial publications which most influence
public usage.
4. Above all, in the work now going on in connection with the Gsaetteer, uniformity is
essential, and I am to request that all officers engaged in the work may be instructed to conform carefully to the plan of transliteration exemplified in Mr. Hunter's list.

. . . .
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TEE importrrnco of statistical information is now universally felt and
acknowledged, and the Revenue Survey Department, as
might be expected, from the peculiar facilities at its
disposal for the attainment of such information, during the progress of
Survey operations in every remote part and corner of the country, is n o t
behind-hand in rendering good and valuable service to this branch of
scientific enquiry. The attention of Revenue Surveyors is particularly
and urgently directed to this point by the Circular Orders of the department, and the Annual Returns are not deemed complete without a full
and succinct account, geographical and statistical, of every pergunnah of
the district under survey. The Court of Directors, in their despatch,
No. 6 of 1846, dated the 3rd June, which has been printed and circulated
for general guidance, lay particular stress on the great practical importance of this duty, and on the advantage which may be expected &om t h e
transmission home of such information as to local details, which so many
of their servalbts cannot fail to possess The heads of information, most
desirable to be collected, are likewise detailed in this despatch, which
includee also full and particular instructions sa to the mode of collecting
the m e , and enjoins the most rigid accuracy as to matters of fact, without which all statistica would be worse than useless, tending only to
mielead."
In the directions for Settlement Oficers, North-Western Provinces,
para. 41, it is specially noted that the Surveyors are to give returns of
population, wells, and ploughs, and the mode of recording this and other
useful information for every village coming under survey, is shewn in the
register, Plate XI. This, together with descriptive remarks as to the
state of prosperity, trade, distribution of the land, LC., furnishes the
ground-work for the pergunnah statement and the general district report.
On Statistics.

* For

some valuable information, llsefd alike to the Surveyor or Settlement Officer,

aids a Paper in Volume No. 164, Journal of the Asiatic Society of Beogal, by James
Alexander, Esq., B.C.S., "On the Tenures and Fiecal Relations of the Owners and
Owupante of the Soil in Bengal, Behar, and Orieaa."
[PAXT III. ,
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I n unsettled provincee, where an ssseasment follows the survey, and a
Khusrah measurercent ia universal, the statistical enquiries are pursued
by the Ameen and recorded in the vernacular with hie Khusrah Fieldbook, and from the length of time every village must be occupied by this
Officer for the purpose of prosecuting the measurement, the time and
means at his disposal are very considerable for eliciting the required
details. These, however, are checked again by the Purtall Ameen, and
by the Supervising Officer in comparison with lists (Rluneh Shumreh)
demanded and obtained from the village authorities, and the investigations of Putwarries and others. The Settlement OlEcer again has
numerous opportunities for testing these returns at the time of aseessment. It may, therefore, be inferred that the information thus gleaned
is as worthy of confidence as could be expected, and no difficulty
whatever exists in procuring it, if rightly and fairly sought for on the
part of the Ameem. The character, however, of these men, and the
cloak made of the power in their hands'to extort money from the people,
should induce great caution in receiving their statements, or of entrusting any additional powers in their hands beyond what is absolutely
essential.
In the Bengal and Behar Provinces, where the Khusrah measurement
is only partial, and not more than from 15 to 20 per cent. of the villages
are visited by the Ameens, the mode of prosecuting statistical enquiries
must be through other agency. The demarcation establishments are
here brought into use for this purpose, and the aesistante, employed in
the interior profeesional detail survey, may be made available; and
whatever difficulties arise, they can alone be overcome by the intelligence,
activity, and ability of the Officer in charge of the survey.
The following comprise the heads of information, all or a portion of
which may be reported on with advantage ; and annexed is a tabular
statement extracted from an actual report made by the late talented
o5cer whose name it beam, and which may be copied with safety.
LAND.--Geographical position, Extent.
Boundaries, Divisions, Subdivisions.
Climate, Aspect, Snper5cial configuration, Mountains, Hills.
Gleologid structure, Minee, and Minerals.*
Forests, jungle, &.c. Plains,soil and prodnotione, modea of cultivation.
Prim of principal prodnote.
Tenure and oconpation, modes and rates of aseesement.
Labor employed and its remuneration.

* Vide Appendix, '' Desiderata for the bfasenm of
OHAPTER XXIV.]
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WATER.-Navigable rivers.
.
Deecription and length of.
How far navigable.
Origin and source.
Banka and soil of bed.
Vessels employed on them.
Shoals, velocity.
LAKES.-Description and situation.
Height above the sea.
CANALS.-Their pnrposes.
Length and depth.
Vessels employed on them.
Coet and return on the outlay.
W e b , puckha and kntcha, tanks, kc.
Means of irrigation.
CITIES.-Towns and villages.
Situation and general description.
Number of houses and whether pnckha or kutcha.
General caste of inhabitants.
Bemarkable buildings, Temples, Shewallahs, Mundbrs, Durgah or
Moequea
Public establishments.
Thannahs, Tuhseeldareas, Moonsiffees.
Police Cnetom and 8alt Chowkees.
w o o l s , Chnrohes.
POPULATION.--Census of people of different caste.
Agricultural and Non-Agricultural, Average number per Squnre Mile.
Employment.
Condition and Phymcal aonetitution.
Health and disease.
WWTH.-Eduoation and method of pursuing it.
Charitable institutions not educational.
State of litigation and of crimea.
Police, number, remuneration and eflicieney.

COMM.EBCE.-M~U~~BC~~~BB.
Capital employed.
Weights and Measures, Coins.
Modes of traneit and commnnication.
By land, high and metalled roads, passes and defiles, kntaha cart roads,
footpaths.
By water.
Impedimenta and their duration.
Forde, femes, and bridges.
Fisheries.
Poeeal arrangemente.
Taxation.
Sonrces of revenue and produce of each tax.
Node of collection.

GENERAL STATISTICS.
C0XMERCE.-Fairs

4 15

a n d marketa.

History a n d antiquity, faots illustrative of early or more recent hietory,
a n d ohsnges, political or a g r i c n l t u r a l
Fndodes, indigo, angar, d t p e t r e , silk.
blahs, s a l t .
Agricultural implements.
A G R I C U L T U R A L INDUSTRY.-Ploughs,
Cattle, d r a f t a n d grazing.
Buffaloes, &c.
Wild sports.
Wild animals.

domestic animals.

In the Memoir on the Statistios of the North-Westem Provinces,
compiled under the order of the Honourable the Lieutenant-Governor,
and published in 1848, it is stated that the late settlement of those
provinces has provided many statistical facts which it has been the aim
of that Government to bring together and place on record with preci~ion,
and that in order to create greater conddence in the correctness of the
revised statistical return, the Memoir was compiled, so a s to place perm%
nently on record the mode in which the inform~tionwas collected, and
the authority on which eaoh of the facts rests. I n t h k work much valuable instruction is afforded, and we have extracted some of the leading
rulee for a fair enumeration of the people, or of houses.* The statistical
Para 14. " In such census it will only be necessary to separate the people into the
c l a w mentioned in t h e Tabla Separation into males and females, of boys and girls, is
useless, because these ,claaaes will not be accurately reported, nor will the distinctions he
uniformly observed."
16. "A11 persons who derive their subeistence, in whole or in part, from the land,
whether in the form of wnges or r a t , should be shown as cultivators, even though they
may have other Bonrces of income."
16. "Any censaa based on actual enumeration of the people will probably be vexatious and ermneoas. It will be bettea to m t the calculation on the number of houses
or familie&"
17. "A house or family must be deflned according to its local signification; perheps
it may generally be defined as a family living together, inhabiting a distinct part of a
tsnement, or the whole of one or more tenements in the same enolosure."
18. "The nnmber of housea or families being thus ascertained, the nnmber of persons
actually resident in a certain number of such houses may be counted, and the average may
be applied to the whole. The value of the m a l t will depend upon the care and the discrimination with which this Is done."
19. "The enumeration should take place in those howen or villages where the object
of the proeaaa ia moet likely to be understood, and where the co-operntion of the eemindars
and other influential inhabitants can be seotued."
20. " Distinct averages should be asaumed for difFerent classes of the inhabitants. Thus
the average in cities or towna may be different from what it is in villages, the average in
pnckha hoases from that in cntcha h o u s q the average in one pergnnnah, from that in
another; in Mahornedan families from that in Hindoo families, or Brahmin or Rajpoot
families, from that in Chumar or Passee families."
CHAPTER XXIV.]
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return of the six divisions, comprising 33 districts, gives 332 M tho
average number of persons to the British statute mile, and 1.99 aa
the number of acres to each person. This is a high average population, and it has consequently been received with some doubt and suspicion, from the comparative statements of other countries. China,
universally considered one of the most densely populated countries, is
only 277 to the square mile, acoording to l1Davis's China" census of
1812, and the only European country approaching to this Indian average
is Belgium, which is 392, on the geographical mile of 847 acres, equivalent to 296 on the statute mile of 640 acres, but as stated in the
Memoir l1there is good reason to SUppOSe that the averages in the wellpeopled parts of India are higher than in the moat populous countries
of Europe ;" and so it would decidedly appear, not only from the results
published in this Memoir, but from the subsequent researches made i n
Behar and Bengal, as the progress of the Revenue Survey advances,
all of which tend to keep up a high estimate. The insertion here of
the population of the North-Western districts may serve aa a guide, we
have therefore extracted such columns from the printed return. At the
21. &'The retarns when given in by the Toheeeldm should be tested by the Collector. This is w i l y effected when the detaile are given Monzahwar, for if theretarns
for a few Mouzahs taken indiscriminately are fonnd to be correct, the whole may be mumed
to be 80:'
22. &'The following general rnlea may be fonnd useful ul judging of theaccuracy of
returns regarding population."
The average number of persons to a h o w or family is between 4 and 6. From
28.
peculiar circumstancas, in certain localities, it may fall below or rise above this standard"
24. '&The average number of persons to a square geographical mile of 847.2 acres,
in the chief conutriea in Europe, ia given in the
Belgiom
"
margin.* There is p o d reason to believe that the
BrIUsh Idea ..
..
F208 averages in the well-peopled parts of India are higher
Raxooy
..
~ i r t a m b a g ..
1:
than in the most populoas countries of Europe."
~mcanl.
. . 302 23. " The number of adult females is fonnd to be i n
Pwcdsn
excass of that of adult males, bat the number of boys is
Norway
..
Ru~iP
a rom
86 much larger than of girls. The cause of this, in some
Eumpe
memure id, that females are considered to have passed
Taken fmm the XSPof Eompe from girlhood at an earlier age than malesfrom boy-pub'i8hed
&' Booiew lor
hood." Vide Memoir on Statistics, pqea 8 and 9.
DMuJon of Ulefd Knowledge.
Para 8. "The definition of a house or family, and
the ground on which the nnmber of sonls to a honse or family is stated, require to be very
carefully examined, and the mode as well as the result of the examination to be fully stated."
4. " Care doea not seem to be generally taken in discriminating between the agricultnral
and non-agricultnral clmea. On referring to para. 15 of the former printed Circular,
you will observe that the d r s of dl familk who h o v e their support o r any part of
their incomef m the culliaalion of land are to bc m(and ar agricultural, whether or not
they adudly hold the plough m pcrsondly conduct the wuaI agricultural operatiow." Vide
Memoir of Statistice, page 14.

.. ....
.. .... ..

.... .....
..
..
. .... .. *
"

"

*

[PART 111.

Agricultztral, Revenue, anih, Jz166a?poor, made ~p to the 1st of October, IS&,
?

1

STATISTICS.
Puckn Pl~hlicEstnEdiHceo. bli~ltruents.

Popalation.
6

0

z

\-

an"

--

3fnrkets.
-

PiA3fES OF TALOORAS.

-

0
E
.-

E
.-

c"

-$

Fr-

. . ..........
.. .. .. .. .. .. ..
........

Chowbeeas..
Kuthoteen
llookulpoor
3Iuhud\raoeo

1
0

........

. ............
.
.
.
.. . .
Sub-Talooka Krtslley Sonde
0 n . d Total

Average per Squnrc Jlile

..
..

1 1

..

I

..

..
..
..
..

I

..

....

lo I

Ponulation..

......................

16.23

A ~ q ~ n * c ~ . - T hnrerngc
e
nu1nb.1to 9 amongst tho II~ndoos;and 1 G W 15 8nlollge.t tho Blaltomcdunw; on
the whole Fopolotioo, ss 10 to 9 ; Cull
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same time, the discrepancies between the averages of many of the districts in this shtement are still so large aa to leave considerable room
for further doubt, Azimghur, Jounpore, and Ghazeepore being nearly
double of Allahnbad and several other districts and larger than A g n
or Delhi. The g e n e d average, however, (332 per square mile) is
one-third lowcr than that taken in 1836 (184 per square mile) and
commented on in para. 17 of the Court's Despatch.

R h e d Stdistieal Return of Area and Pqpulatwn in tlre Distrids of the
North-Western P r m ' w , prepared it1 1818.

othen not Hindoo.

Biinour
Morndabad
Budban
Bareilly and
Yillibheet.

....
..

41 3
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The following statement, showing the average rate of Population per
square mile in the North-Western Provinces, hae been obtained from t h e
" Report on the Census" taken on the 1st January 1853, and computed
from official documents by G. F. Christian, Esq. The result, i t will bo
observed, gives a still higher avernge population per square mile t h a n
the Table of 1848, being in the proportion of 420 to 322 souls.

Total

I

Total

..

GENERAL STATISTICS.

41 9

In the first few districts which came under survey in these Provinces,
Statistical enquiries were unfortunately omitted,
Ben@1
and
war
and as no settlement follows the survey, the
Statistics.
deficiency has not been made good; neither in
those districts where the information has been collected can the results
be so satisfactory and trustworthy RE in the North-West Provinces, where
double and treble investigations -have been prosecuted. For the sake of
completeness and comparison of the data given for different districts, i t
is to be hoped that the subject will not be lost sight of, but that it may
be prosecuted in the same manner as described in the Memoir on the
North-West Provinces. The following table exhibits all the details a t
present procurable for the Lower Provinces, distinguishing those districts,
which have actually come under investigation by the Revenue Survey,
taken either by an actual census in some districts, or by the enumeration of houses, and estimate of a certain number of souls per house,
checked by another estimate drawn from the land under cultivation in
some instances.* In several of the districts, however, the calculation
is baaed only
areas, comprising certain Pewnnahs, yielding a
- on partial
certain average, and this number h u been again assumed for the entire
district. The average on the 14 districts 80 collected amounts to 24G
The only manner that I have of calculating the population is from the extent of
cultivation, which ia of courae liable to great error. Two calculations may be founded on
this basis.
First, it will appear in my account of the agriculture of this district, that about 480,000
ploughs are required, and one man is the usual allowance for each plough. The men
employed in actual agriculture cannot therefore be less thnn 480,000, and these, I imagine,
will be nearly one-fifth of their families including old people and children, which will make
the agricultnral population 2,400,000.
Now considering the very imperfect stata of
agriculture, and the rudeness of the arts in this district, I do not think thnt we can add more
than one-fourth of this number for all the other classes of society, especially as a quantity of
grain is exported. This will give 3,000,000 for the total population, being about 555
persons for each square mile (on an aren of 6,854 square miles).-Becondly, an estimate
may be formed from the quantity of produce; and rice being the chief food of the
people we may consider that alone. The total quantity of rough rice, after deducting seed,
that I have calculated to be annually raised in this district, is about 36,800,000 muns,
which, according to the trials that I made, will give 27,650,000 muns of clean rice.
Now I have supposed, thnt to the value of 3;200,000 rupees of rice, or 4,400,050 mnns nre
exported, and there will remain for consumption 26:250,000 mans Calcutta weight. Then,
allowing hnlf a seer of 9G sicca weight for each person daily, which is the calcnlation
usually made in this district, this quantity of rice will feed more than 4,000,000 of people;
considerable deductions however must be allowed for grnin that is wasted, diatilled,
consumed by fire, eaten by cattle, and used iu the arts; but still this population seams to
bb eqsggerated, and the calculation fonnded on the number of ploughs seems more suitable
to reality.-ITisforical Description of Dinagepui. Disltict, by Buchanan (Ilnmillm), Book 2,
page 67.
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per square mile, and the average deducible from the Population Returhs,
given in the Agra GI& and G&er
on nine other districts, is 189 per
square mile, the general avemge on the entire area of 74,264 square milea
being 219 per square mile, and which approximates closely with the
estimate made in 1822, as noticed by the Court of Directors, aiz., 243 per
square mile, on an area of about double of what is here given. Thia
calculation, although roughly made, aeema entitled to some confidence.
It d w not embrace the populous cities of Calcutta, Dacca or Moorshedabad, or the thickly-populated Districts of Hooghly, Kishnaghur, Bamet,
h.,but until the whole country has been carefully and minutely explored,
and much more labor and pains expended than have heretofore been
devoted to this interesting and uaeful science, it will be in vain to aspect
absolute accuracy.
Nom.-The Cenm~R d u m and Adminislrath Reporfa which are now nwilable (1854
furnish much oalwble information regarding the area and population of British India, a
tables wllricd fnnn these sourcw are g i m at the end of thw Chapter, which it L hoped
will be useful for putposes of general reJwence.

3

Return of PopuZatiofi of the c~ndermelatimdDistricts of Bengal an
Reventce Sunqey, the Bengal Gui& and Gazette

-

Return of Population derived
from tho Hecords of Lhe
Revenue Survey.
Arealn
Square
Milea.

Dibtricts.

No.

Pwrm
Cuttnck

....

Chittngong
Sylhet (part of)
Jynteenh
Cachar
Patnn
Tirhoot
Purneeah
24-Pergunnaha (part
Maldah

..
..

..
....

....
Shahabad
....
nehar
Rajahah~o ..
Rungpore
Dree
....
Xmensiogh ..
Jessore
Burdwan
....
GaNn

..
..
..
..
..

..
....

..
....
..

....
..

2697
3061
1876
4Ol8
1014

lrm16
~20~88
96286
202827
38211

524729
553073
481431
81 1304
152844

2717

103925

416701

153

114
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6.50
1828
61 14
5741
1800
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6394
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5694
ze 12
4563
4726
,000
8363
2114

21 134
36605
32579
117374
326609
490383
I7 1000
152552

2457G
111355
38121
609496
1633045
1961531

245
255
IM
278
167
841
880
218

74164

2lWO89

8182592

ora
157
202
151

Approximate Return
of Population derived from the Bengal Guide and Qazetteer, and other
sources of Distrieta.
which have not
come onderenquirg
duriilg the pmeresn
of the Hevenue
Burvoy.
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BENGAL
UNDER THE JURISDICTIOX OF THE LIEUTENANT-GOVERKOR

From Ccnacs Report of Emgal, 1872.

e'

.-a

.-C
.CI

District.

L

---.

I

8

1

Weatern Didride.
Rurdwan
Itancoor~h
Ueerbhoom
ntictna ore
q3ooghTy with Howrah
Divisional Total
Central Districts.

1

( 24-Pergunuahs*
calcuta
Total
Nuddea
Jensore
D i v i s i o ~ Total
l

I bfoornhedabad

Dajeeling
Julpigoree
Cooch L3ehar
Divisional Total

...
1.284
...
.... 2,906
...
1,807
...
- ---... --------5,447
...
170,832 1,046,942

I

Diviaionnl Total

...

1

I

I

I-------1 ( / 1
15,621

19,193

l,Oii,iH

7,591,982

lg2

486

Not iuoludlng Sooodarbu~,of which the ettimatcd area is 5,341 u
q
w milcs-popolatloo unknown.

[PUT

111.
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-

2
..-

.-

-

District.

P

a

---Eastern Did&&.--(Contd.)
Chittagong
Noakholly
...

...

Hill Trncta
Hill Tippernh
Divisional Total
TOTALFOB B s n o r ~

I
(1

I

...
...
...

Divisional T0t.l
Monghyr
I3haugulpore
fiouthal Perynnahs
Divisionnl

TOW

TOTALFOB BBHAB

...

665,953
-------

...

I

451
459
678
10
9

197,104 1,127,402
r13,934
142,155
807,011 1,533.931
69,607
18,354
85,562
6,329

1,062
2,034
6,150

---------...
...

BEHAR.

Champaran

2,498
1,557
2,655
6,882
3,867

--

3,480,136

199

I

... / 3:531 1 2;2& 1 242;'L'18 1 1;440;815 1
--------... 128,732 1
29,038 1 2,050,539 113,122,743 1
.-------

:::
...

1

1

328,174
329372
313.447
230.604

1,812,986
1,826,290
1,714,795
1,259,287
.
.

1

408
553
463
4P2
846
229

4,957
4,119
... -------6,488
9.872
-... --__-----18,685
354
19i247 1,201,49i 1 6,613,358
... 42,417
3,252,036
19,736,101
48,285
- -465

ORISSA.

c2

6

{

Cuttack
Pooree
Balasore
Tributary Mehals
TOTALFOB ORISSA

Hazaribagh
Lohnrdagga

...
...

6,500
3,175
8,266
10,178

281,430 1,294,784
169,674
143,920
770,232
138,913
253,284 1,283,309

470
811
873
79

... -23,901
------22,119
--

817,547 4,317,999

180

150,498
771,875
240,843 1,237,123
81,416
415,023
195,665
995,570
80,870
405,980

110
103
92
203
26

...

8,178
2,473
2,066
16,184

... ...
...
...
...

7,021
12,044
4,503
4,911
15,419

6,703
6,486
8,208
6,368
8,001

TOTALFOR CIIOTANAQPORE43,901

25,766

Tributary Mehals

-----

... -------75!?,!!87

3,825,571

87
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Area and Population o j the S c a m 1 Pmn'nccs of Bengal.

-

I

Province.
Rengnl (excluding Soonderbuns)
Behar
Orissa
Chota Nagpore

...

...

...

- -- - - -

...

-

Area in
% y e Miles.

I

Tohi
Population.

...
...
...

Average Number
' & u ~ ~ ~

i

Dritiub Territory under the Lieutennnt-Governor of Bengal
...
Feudatory Yute (nfunnipore)
I,
,, (Sikkim)

...

...
... I

...
...

Total

ASSAM*
Under C h q Commianoner.

-

w

a
.=
,

w o o 2

gzg

;$zs

M

D E E

District.

...
...
...
...
...
...

...

...

Sylhet
Goalpars
Gnro Hills
Khasia and Jyntia ~ i l i s '
Nsga Rilla
Ksmroop
Durrung
Nowgong
Sesbasugor
Luckimpore plnina
Ditto Hills
Cachar plains
Ditto Hills

...
...

...
...

Totnl

e 3 m 2

5 lk

...

6,383
4.433
3,390
6,157
4,900
3.631
3,413
3.648
2.413

...
...

...
...
...
...
...
...

...
...
...
...
...
...

-5.E:

5,589

...
...

286,694
72,655

...

...

1,649
137
1,293
203
26

103,908
43,658
44,050
55,604
26,398

...

P

...
....

B

4

319
100

1,719.b39
444.761
80,000
141,838
68,918
661,681
236,009
256,390
296,589
121,267

155
69
70
123
39

::: ; $ ]
::: --------$82 389 37,311 206,027
... 4,182,019
... 53,856 / ...

...

...

-

- 4

1 0 1

1

160

1)

...

N. W.PROVINCES.
Ftom C m m Report for 1872.
-

C 4

.
I

U

.-9

.-UIP

District.

a

nfoozuffernugger
Boolundshuhur
Allyghur
Divisionnl Total

...
...
...
...
...

...
...

----1,020
2,217
I,fi59
2,460
1,910
1,963

965
1,736
883
1,573
1,566
1,750

24,714
397,235
155,012
268,650
182,694
211,446

116,946
884,017
690,107
1,276,104
936,667
1,073,383

114
399
416
641
490
547

11,131

8,473

1,039,781

4,977,173
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*Frob, Dengal C r n a Iieporl
~~
for 1872.
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d
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District.

.9

a

a

E!

1

[
[
I
I

Bijnour
Morndnbnd
Budnon
Bareilly
Shnjehnnpore
Terai

...
...
...

...

...

...

Divisional Total

Divisional Total

...

dnlaon
Jhnnsie ...
Lullutpore

I

...

...
...

Divisional Total
Cnwnpore
Futtehpore
Banila ...
Allnhahnd
Humeerpore
Jounpore

i

...
...
...
...

...
...

...
...

...
...
... I
... 11,805 )
13,137 1,131,847 6,436,314
460
- ----

/

I

l

l

...
...
...

...

...
...

...
...
...
...
...

Divisicnal Total
Azimgurh
Blirzapore
Renares
Ghazeepore
Gorrockpore
Bustee

...

...
...
...
...
...
...

Divisionnl Total
Grand Total
Gurhwal

...
...
Total

...
...
...
...
...
...
...

7

...

1

* G noo

1

4,606

I

81,402

543,602

65

90,684 6,359,092 30,781,204

378

Area Approximale.

sxrr.]

1

72

8,550
... ---------

77,624
67,293

1

493,514
310,288

11,600

Grand Total of the NorthWest Provinces Britiah
Districts
...
...
CIIAPTER

'

1: --------0
0
3,944 1

334,917

56
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(

hen.

1

TOW

Population.

I

Bennree (Rnjnb's) included in British Bennrea.
1,140
Rampore*
Tehee in Gurhwal, say
445

...
...

...

Total

. British Districts ...

Feudatory Native Stat-

...
...

...
...
...
...
...

...
...
...

...

...
...

...
...

1

390,232
200,000

Grand Totnl under jurisdiction of Lieutennnt-Governor, North-\Vest Provinces
...

...

...

I

I

Ailchisoo'r Treaties.

PUNJAB.
From Administvaiion Reporl fw 1872-73.

-

--

,.;
w
n

iw,
.-

.->

District.

a

Ern

I

Divisional Total
Hisur
Rohtak
Sir=
Divisionnl Total
Ambnln
Ludinnn

I

Divisional Total

(

Divisional Totnl

1

Divisional Total

s
14
!i a,n w
2:
c.
L.

2%

2 s
255

zj<
Z Z 2
$3
5
$z 2
2
z
&
----I

{I I

ID

~

c 0

Pg
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Lnhore
Gujrnnwnln

:::
...

/-1 a,6;0
2,558
2,692

I

Divisional Total

...

I

Divisionnl Totnl

...

I

Divisional Totnl

...

DirisionaI Totnl

...

8,920

I-

-1-

1,455

1.202

/

312

'

2,969

20,167

4,i04

14,432

1,695

I-1
8,179

2,248

Total for Punjnb British
Districts
Native Feodntnrv and

----

Grnnd Totnl Britisll
1)istricts aud Nn~ive
States
199,750

...

CIIAPTER XXIV.]

...

i

---

...

2!!,828,086'
-

TLir W)al d m not iuclude population uf Yablra.

-
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A n n and PoprJo~ionof A'nfiee Feudnlory

in Bubodination to the Punjab Government.

--

-

3
d

.

-.

-

zi
.-E 4u
-.a

C

Jamu nnd Knzhmir, 63,959
ilacluding Bnltistun,
Ladakh, &c
Patiala
... 5,412
Rahawalpur
... 14,310
Jhind
Nahhn
Kapurthalo
Mnndi
Snrmur (Nnhnn)
1,000
Knhlur (Belaspur) ...
367
Bnsaah~r
... 3,064
Hindur (Nalagarh) ...
234
Keontl~nl
89
BIaleir Hotla
... 165
Fl~ridkot
643
Cl~amba
... 3,211
Suket
...
420
Kalsia
168
53
Patnodi

...

...

...
...

...

.E3c.

~{$$

1,686,000

-

ik$9;

'Iubhu1
Kumharsan

139.000

l'nlsall

,YO
-G,

... 96,876
S'LG
...
...
12
32
...
12
242
...
...
80
74
...
45
...
...
4.5
... 27
21
...
9
...
14
...
6
...
2
64
...
... 14
... -1

Brought orer
Luharu
L)ujn~la

0..

110,000
44,166

r;2;boo

hn1lfirl
Kutestl

5,024,088
18.000
27,001)
10,OIlO
2-2.00
40,000
10,000
19.000
9,000
(i,000
5,.500
4.000
2,500
800
800
700

10,ono
700
300

Total for Nnti\.e

..

p l $ ~ : ~ n t O r ~Slates

I
Thin Total docs not

=?I

,E :
w
z4

... -----207208
... 96,876 5.A4.088 1
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include 1119 popularlon 01 Nabha.

OUDE.
From Administrnlion Repot? .for 1872-73.
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.-c'

District.

.-m*

b'

-----

...

...
...

St~ltanpur
Pratabgarh

1,741
1,704
1,423

1.768
2.526
2,209

4,868
6,603
... ---------24,770
Grand Total for Province ... 24,069

PI

Divisional Total

247,269
984,636
222,401
996,816
156,776
784,164
----__.
626,436 2,768,606
2,320,071

CENTRAL PROVINCES.
Frmm Cenm Report, 1872.
-U

-,.

0 - 0

Q

.-",
.*

.

U

0

District.

E

-Wardha
Divisional Total
Jabalpore

*

Uumoh
swni
Mandia

ZP

...
...
...
...

8,734
3,922
9,700
2,379
2,608

1,657
1,689
2,392
893
781

... ---... 22,343
7,312
447,835
... 3,918
2,281
114,862
...
1,858
98,777
... 4,005
2.799
1,128
67,688
...
3,606
1,661
79,048
... 4,719
1,596
44,913
... -19,047
--- 8,523 396,283
A
I
-

Divisional Total

(I

Betnl
Eoshnngabad
1 Feudatory State

I'~ i m n r
Divisional Total

121,119
106,121
1!8,253
15,14.5
87,192

'

...
...
...
...
...
...

11,174,287

636
584
648
569

464
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36.41
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MADRAS PRESIDENCY.

-..

.

From the Adminisirnlion Renort .,for 1872-73.
U

.

District.

Ganjarn*
Vizngapatamt
Godavery
Kistna
Nellore
Carried over

...

8,313

4,562

541.404

...

49,379

19,902

1,766,713

1,520,0138

489,419
... 18,344
8,581
2,1h9,199
'2,202
889,712
... 6,284
1,592,939
8,036
...
2,140
282,358
1,452,374
8,462
... -------2,417
263,820
1,376,811

183
118
286
181
1 63

8,101,411

Includea chicfabip of Uodogodo, &a.

t Includos Jeyporo and itn dcpondcnoiea.
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GENEBAL STATISTICS.
MADRAS PRESIDENCY.-(Cdnd.)
a '0

L
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District
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Pa
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ka
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I

4

14- d

ma

$4;

Fz#
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4

Cuddapah

...
...

8,867

1,887

839,068

1,351,191

Bellmy

...

11,007

2,640

851,948

1,668,006

...
...
...

787

mtw

969,640

130

2,758

2,862

141,484

938,184

841

7,139

6,292

329,844

2,015,278

282

4878

8,198

228,761

1,755,817

360

4654

8,985

869,984

1,973,781

640

8,515

1,644

210,690

1,200,408

842

9,502

5,469

443,513

2,266,615

239

Brought over

Knrnool
Cl~inglepnt
North &cot

49,879

19,902

1,766,718

8,101,411

7,868

...
...

South Arcot
Tanjore
Trichinopolly

Mlrdnra

'.

...
...

'

162
152

Tmnevelly

...

6,176

1,824

403,808

1,698,959

827

~oimbatore

...

7,482

1,575

861,109

1,768,274

287

749

17

18,922

49,601

66

Salem

...
...

7,483

4021

391,519

1,966,995

263

Sonth Caoars

...

8,902

1,288

184,569

918,862

235

Malabar

...

6,002

4 2

485,462

2,261,250

877

27

2s

188,818

65,636

Nilgiria

Madran City
Total

...
...

8 9 7 ~ 2 l4,72a
51,741
-----6,229,954
81,281,177
226

NATIVE STATES-MADRAS
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-

State.

...
...

...

...
...
...

...
...

Cochin
Poducottah
Bun~anoull\.(~uddaoah)
,
~un;ioo;( ~ e ~ i ~ )
Ali Rajah (Cannanore and 3. G a d i w Panda)

....

...

Total
CHAPTER X X ~ F . ]

PRESIDENCX.
Area in Square
Mila

1,380

...

I
I

Estimated Total

POP?^..^.
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816,696
85.200
1 8 ; ~
1.000
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::: ---9,446
I
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I

11155

1

2,265,401
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BOXBAY PRESIDENCY.
From Administration Report for 1872-73.

medabad
Bombay city

ij

;'

Broach
PanchMehala
Smt
Khandesh

1 Kolaba
Divisional Total

...
...

...
...

...
Sholapar

...
...

...

...

...

ganars
Divisional Total

Upper Sindh

...

..,
..<
..,
..,

a..

Karachi
T h w and Parkar

Divisional Total

..,
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HYDERABAD.
Niaam's Dominions.

in square

...

...

Nuam's dominione

.

hlile9.

~o~:ta;p.-

8i,837*

10,600,009

*

~

~

Square Mile.

107.3

BERARS EAST AND WEST.
HYDERABAD ASSIGNED DISTRICTS.
From ~dminbtrationReport
- -fir 1872-78.
c .o

3

3
District.

...

Oomraoti
Woon
Ellichooor

1::

z.-ai

1

... /

Total
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U

2;643
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BsZZi 1
c-z I &

1

1
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1

81,841
99,3@6?
66.335
495,760

1

407;2i6
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I
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I
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MYSORE AND CO0RG.t
From Adminbtratiun Reperl for 1872-73.

Division.

Districts.

Bangdore
N A N D ~ -Kolar
D"OOO'
Tomkoor

{

DirisionalTotal

Fz;.-( Mysore
Haasan
Divisional Total

...
...

2,914
2.576
8,608

li6,gYl
163,892
123,401

828,364
618.964
632,?39

281
240
li8

2,079,547

229

174,951
943,187
4,059
4,i41
147,243
... -------668,417
8,292
6,166

233
203

... ------4.996
... ------465,914
9,098
16,084
...

...

7,844

9,896

322,144

t Nolr-The Brat two mlumna have been taken from Administration Report for

&a Admlnistrstian Reporb of Mysom and C m g for 1872.73.

1,611,GM

220

1871-72, Llle rent from

Tho m a d IUymre obWned from

Towgraphid YIYVOI b~ Colonel Yrkede-18-1807.
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is the general means of conveyance made use of in the country-what
mills exist in the town or vicinity, and whether turned by wind or
water; the bake-houses, and quantity of bread they can produce in a
given time ; whether the place is unhealthy, or not, if it be whether i t
is in general unhealthy, or only so at particular seasons.

IV.-Roads.
Particular information must be obtained respecting the roads, in the
description of which it is impossible to be too minute; the general
nature of each road, as also the variations which occur in it, from distance to distance, should be accurately described-whether the road has
been regularly made, or appears to have been formed only by the use of
the people of the country ; whether it is fit for artillery, or practicable
for any description of wheel+xmiage : for cavalry, or for infantry onlyover what description of soil it passes; whether rocky, or gravelly;
sandy, clayey, or earthy; and to what injuries it ia liable in bad weather;
whether it is easily repairable or not, what materials are requisite for
that purpose, and whether they are to be found in the neighbourhood; whether any bad parts of the road, or the narrow and embarrassed streets of any of the towns or villages, can be avoided, by going
out of the road for a short distance ; aa, also, whether any great
improvement could be made in the general direction of any part of the
road, by adopting a new line altogether for a considerable distance ; and
what work is necessary in either of these cases. Particular attention
should be paid to the ascents and descents upon the road ; whether they
are gradual and easy, or abrupt, rugged, or stony, having short turns
or other difficulties ; whether the road is wide enough in those parts
which go along the side of a hill, and whether it is even, or is canted off
the level, so as to be unsafe for carriages. In those parts where the
road passes between walls, or where it forms a hollow way between banks
of earth, rocks, or other obstacles, its breadth ought to be measured, ,
and it should be remarked also whether it can be widened or the obstacla
removed which confine it. The ferries, bridges, fords, &c., met with upon
the road, should be particularly described ; the possibility of obstructing
or breaking up the road, so as to prevent ita being used by the enemy ;
or of destroying the bridges or fords upon i t should be stated. The
means of effecting these objects should be pointed out ; as also the labor
and time requisite for such a work. The distances of the places along
the road should be given, both in thefmeasures of the country, and in
English miles, averaged as accurately as possible. The time required to
travel the different distances (at the ordinary walk of a man, or of o
CHhPTER I.]
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horse) should also be stated. The plaoea to the right and left, near the
road should be mentioned ; their distances from the road, and at what
points thg communications to them strike off. Whether there are any
railroads, and what facilities they offer for the rapid transport of troops,
artillery, provisions, kc.
Care must be taken that the names of towns, villages, rivers, kc., are
spelt in the same manner aa by the natives of the country, and when the
spelling and the pronunciation differ very much, the name should also be
written (in a parenthesis) as i t is pronounced.
V.-Camps and P o s i t h .
All strong passes, posts, or more extensive positions, which present
themselves either upon the line of a road, or in any other situation ; as
also all places favorable for encamping or bivouacking troops, either with
a view to position, or with reference merely to convenience upon a march,
should be particulary described-their situation, extent, facility of access,
nature of soil, supply of water at all seasons, quantityand kind of wood,
and whether in sufficient abundance for hutting the troops, or only for
furnishing fuel. A sketch of the ground upon a pretty large scale should
always accompany these reports.*
I n all reports, officere should state distinctly what parta of the information they contain rest upon their own personal examination of the
objects in question, andwhat upon the authority of others ; and, in the
latter caue, they should mention the source of thcir information, in order
that a judgment may be formed of the degree of credit to which it is
entitled.
Sketches of the above character may be, and ifrequently are, rendered
extremely useful, when time and opportunity permit nothing better,
but in India, where such vast tracts of aountry are almost t o t d y unexplored, the Officers of the Engineer and Quarter hfaater General's Department are constantly employed in time of peace in performing Route
Surveys which partake of a higherorder, aud are carried on with good
instruments, and in the absence of all trigonometrical closing pointa, are
checked by astronomical observations made with a reflecting circle or
sextant, and an artificial horizon.
These surveys form our h t geographical knowledge of all new
countries, which are either annexed to, or under the protection of, British
rule. It therefore is of the greatest importance that they be conducted

* Sketches of positions should never be made upon a amaller scale than four inches to
an English mile. More general aketches may be made npon a scale of two inchas to a mile,
and tracings of roads upon a scale of one inch to a mile.
[PART IV.
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with some sort of system, that the materiala may be compiled and put
together in such a way as to be useful in a general map. I t will not do
to commence from the peg of your tent or other indefinite object ; every
route should start from a fixed and well-known permanent point of
departure, and close on similar objects, such as temples, mosques, pucka
buildings or churches. This point of departure should be fixed either
trigonometrically or astronomically, and if no such points are available
a t the time, they ought to be fixed as soon after as possible. If bits
here and there are surveyed indiscriminate15 without points of departure
and closuro, and without connection with themselves or with other
people's work, gaps here and overlapping there, nothing but confusion can
ensue. If in a campaign or line of march, the Surveyors start, in the
dark, and do not survey until the day dawns, all the ground traversed in
the interim becomes an hiatus ; then a route may be measured with vast
accuracy, angles repeated and the greatest refinement observed, until the
sun gets hot, when the survey stops in the middle of the road, and the
Surveyor gallops home.
In this way many maps, of recently explored tracts, have been constructed, partly by guess and partly by measurement; to practical
Surveyors, this may appear absurd, but such things, nevertheless, have
been done.
The staple commodity for route, or Road Surveyors, ia the perambulator.
A few words, therefore, regarding this most useful and necessary instrument will not be out of place. In the first place, all English perambulators should be condemned i n toto, they are flimsy, bad in principle,
and incapable of working, except on a smooth road or bowling green;
across country they go to pieces in a mile or two. There is nothing l i e
the Madras pattern prillciple of the endless screw and differential plates.
The large Madras perambulator, (page 47,) however, has two faults, the
wheel is not sufficiently strong, and it is graduated to furlongs and yards,
which is unscientific. Colonel Waugh's 10 mile perambulator (page 48,)
with decimal scale, is a very handy and accurate implement, and will
stand any hard usage; the wheel is constructed on gun<arriage
principles, and the tire of strong iron is put on hot, and chilled on tight,
so that the structure is firm in tho extreme. The Surveyor General of
India has also invented an instrument running 20 miles on the same
principle, and graduated decimally, which is much approved of; the
errors of perambulatow should always first be tested by running them
along one or two sides of a large triangle of the Trigonometrical Survey
and comparing the values.
CHAPTEB I.]
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We have already described (Part 111, Chap. 111,) the usual method of
surveying a road, commonly called traversing; the same system precisely
prevails for the illustration of the details on any line of country through
which it may be required to carry a road, canal, or the like, and of which
the general line, or the difference of latitude and longitude of various
points is sought, care being taken to adopt a many checks as possible
during the progress of the survey to prevent errors, viz., by different
parties running independent routes and closing on each other's work
every day, or by reverse operations, and by intersections at every convenient station; for the several bearings on the same object should, in the
plotting, meet at a common point of intersection. These, and aetronomical observstions are the only means by which a route survey can be
checked. The method of plotting a survey or that of protractiou by
co-ordinates, h a already been shown (Part 111, Chap. VIII,) and the
manner of adapting this for routes cannot be better explained than
by transcribing an excellent example from Captain Boileau's Traverse
Tables.
"The annexed Tablc contains an extract from a survey, by myself, of the road between
H A T R Aand
~ BARKILI.~,in the N. W. Provinces of the Bengal Presidency, made in the
year 1836, and will serve to illustrate the application of the Tables (Note page 285) to this
kind of work. The first column refcrs to the numbers of the stations; the second, to the
names of the villages or towns immediately co~ltiguouato the lines, or through which they
may p a s , and prevents the necessity of frequent reference to t l ~ eField-book; in the third
.column are entered the true bearings, as registered on the limb of the theodolite, is., the
observed w e t i c bearinp, corrected for the variation of the compass; columna four to
the end are, in all respects, eimilnr to those in the Table (page 2431, and are filled up an
directed for them.
"The differences of latitudc and the departures in the column of remarks entered against
the lsst Station in oath series, are compiited from Table (C) in the Appendix, and serve to
determine the relativo geographical position of those Stations with reference to the first, or
to any other Station in the series. The positions of places in maps are determined by similar
entries, and are set off by scales of minutes and seconds from meridians upon parallels of
lntitude, in the same manner as the Stations in the adjoining diagram were by scalc of
miles and parts. Thus, if i t were required to lay down the position of Duriapoor in a map
of Indin, the latitude and longitude of. Hahas, the f i s t Station in the survey being known,
it would be done in the following manner:-

...

HATRAS,
Duriapoor,

... dift.

Lnt.
Lnt.

N. Y i O 86' 00'
N.
2 49'4 d S .

Duriapoor,

... true

Lnt.

N. 27

Long.
Long.

E. 78O
E.

04'

00.

Oil

01.08

I
-

-

38

49'4 true

Long.

E 7B0

-08

01.08

"With the true latitude and longitude so found, the position of the village would be fixed
by the intersection of co-ordinates from the nearest meridian and parallel of latitude on the
map and the position of any other point or phce iu the survey would be laid down in a
similar manner."

[PART IV.
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For the purpose of finding the erluivalent values of latitucie and lungirudc in are, i.e., in
degrees, minutes rind seconds, from the Tabular
traverses expressed in units of linear measure, Table
(C) in the Appendix is given, and the following
remarkq to exemplify the process in performing this
reduction,and theprinciples on which such reductions
depend, axe likewise borrowed from the same
author :
" In the explnnation of the adaptation of Traverse Tables to surveying, the surface of the earth
within the limits of each set of operntior~s has
been considered as a plane, and the meridinns a s
parallel strnight lines; the relative lengths of the
distance, difference of latitude, and departure, have
been stated, not only to be nccurately expressed
by t b three aides of a right-angled plnne triaogle,
but to be truly projected by the construction of 4
that triangle upon the map ;both of these statements
are, conformnbly with the hypothesis, strictly true,
bnd boundary surveys, or indeed maps of small
extent, may be projected with sufficient accurncy
for all practical purposes by the rules given in
I
the text. In route surreys, also where the general
line lies near to a meridian or parallel of latitude,
theresults so obtained approximate very nearly
to the truth; but where a considerable extent of
-------- a
country has to he mapped, or where the general
line of a aurvey traversing the meridian8 a t an
oblique angle has to he represented, we are
compelled to abandon our hypothesis,-the
convergence of the meridians,being sensible in extensive mapa on any part of the earth's surface, but
in a much greater degree in the higher latitudes
than near to the equator : therpfore, while we may
atill conaider each individual Station to be correctly
projected by the i~itarsection of co-ordinates from
the nearest meridian and parallel of latitude on a
map, if we only take the necessary precaution
in the field of correcting our beariugs, whether
7I r i true or magnetic, by observalioo, as often as
the inclination of the meridians, beco~ne sufficient to requlre ~t to be done,--still, a
correction will be necessary to convert the departure between any two distant Stations,
as obtained by the TraverseTables, into the equivalent difference of longitude in arc between
the same places. A similar correction would be necessary in the Tabular dserences of
latitude, but thnt the variation in the length of those degrees of latitude, lying near to
each other, is so small as to be incapnble of representation, excepting in maps of very
Large scule, and extending over g e a t portions of the earth's snrfaca
"To obtain the difference of latitude and the departure for any bearing and distance,
with perfect accuracy, by the Trnverse Tables, i t isessentinl that the distance should be
an oblique rhomb line; i.e, n portion of a spiral, cutting all the meridians over which
i t passea a t the name angle; but where the l i ~ ~are
e s ro short, as in a snrvey is generally
the case, the difterenoe between the lengths of astraight line, a circular arc, or a rhomb line,
[PART rv.
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drawn between any two Stations, is inappreciable, and we may therefore consider our
Station lines as so many rhomb lines ; and, consequently, the difference of latitude and the
departures between any two distant places, as deduced from the iutermediate lines in 4
survey, to be the same us if i t had been obtained from a rhomh distance mensured between
those places.
"The departure and difference of longitude have, in the rules given for applying the
Traverse Tables, been considered as identical; and this also, couformably with the hypothesis above mentioned, is strictly the case. The meridians are not, however, really
parallel, though within short distances they may be so considered in practice, but converge
towards the poles (Nobe page 257) ;* and the degrees of longitude, iustaad of being equal
ss they are assumed to be in the theory of the parallelism of the meridians, decreaae in the
same direction; therefore the departure and difference of lorrgitude cannot any longer
beconsidered as identicnl; for an equal amount of departure, i.e., the same number of
linear units, will measure different arcs of l o ~ ~ g i t u daccording
e
to the distance from the
equator a t which the departure may be reckoned. Thus, a t the equator, a departure equal
to 6086 feet, measures one minute of longitude, wherens nt 89O i t measures nearly a degree
and proportionnlly a t all i~rtermediatestages. In measuring an oblique distance. therefore,
i t is evident thnt, supposing the distance to bo divided into a number of infinitely smnll
parts or increments, the amount cf depnrture due to eacli increment ought to be reckoned
in aroof longitude a t its own distance from the equntor, and that t h e departure for the whole
distnnce when converted into longitude, will equal the sums of all the elementary arcs of
longitude, of eacli increment in the distance. 011moving from the equator towards the poles,
these elementary arcs will be co~~tinually
decreasing, and the contrary in travelling from the
poles towards the equator, but there will be acertain point between the two extremitiesof each
distnnce, or a certain mean parallel o f latitude, upon which, if the whole departure be
reckoned, it will express the true difference of lougitude between the two extremities
of that distance. This menn parallel is always higher than the middk parallel between
those extremes, but in the construction of mnps, where the measured distances are short,
and the intervals between which the reduction of departure into longitude tskes place are
small, it will give results sufficiently near to the truth if we reckon the departure upon
the mid& parallel between the two extreme points of any distance.
"If the figure of the earth were truly spherical, all degrees of latitude would be equal,
while the degrees of longitude would decrease in the direct ratio of the cosine of the.
distance from the equator; but, owing to the spheroidal figure of the earth, the degrees
of latitude are not equal, but increase from the equator to the poles, the degrees of longitude
decreasing in that direction in a ratio slightly different from that mentioned above. The
greatestdifference between any two successive degrees of latitude, which occurs about
459 from theequator, is 63 feet, or 1.05 feet in one minute, being rather less tl~an11 inches
in one mile. This difference decreases both towards the equator and poles, and is too amall
to require the attention of the practical Inan, unless when his operations extend over a
surface of many degrees: but in longitude the difference increases from 66 feet between the
equaturinl and firat degrees, to 6393 feet at the poled; nnd, therefore, though not very
sensible at first, i t soon becomes so, even tllrough the minutes and seconds of eaoh degree.
"I shall now show the uJe and application of Table (C) in the reduction of Traverses,
taking as exam?les the reductions entered in the column of remnrks in the Table a t page 337.
"Ezampls. Required the difference of latitude and of longitude in arc between Hatrae
and l)uriapoor, and the true latitude and longitude of the latter place, the Tabular traverses
1l
Fur.
. 919.8 Lks., anti 1 bI. 0 Fur. 863% Lks. E ; the latitude of Hatraa
being N. 3 &
being N. 2 i 0 36', and its longitude 78" WE.
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"Reduce the Tabular travto feet : divide the Tabular difference of latitnde 8a
reduced by the valne of one minute or second of latitude in a line with the number corre.spouding uea~estto the latitude of the starting point, in the column designated L' distmce
from the equator ;" and the quotient will be the difference of lntitude required in arc. Add
to, or subtract, thii diierence from the latitnde of the starting point, according as it may
be of the same or of a different denomination, and it will give the true latitude of tlle place
required. Take the middle latitude between the starting point and that for which the
difference of longitude is required, and correct the value of one minute or second in the
Table, for the number in the column designated 'Ldistauce from equator." corresponding
nearest to that of the middle latitude. Divide the Tabular differen- of longitude reduced
to feat by the corrected value of one minute or second, and the quotient will give the difference of longitude in arc required ; which being added to, or subtractd from, the longitnde
(from Greenwich) of the atarting point as above, will give the true longitude of the place
required.
Feet
Feet
Three miles
= 15840
=21120
Four miles
One furlong
= 660
= 669.58
863 links (Table D)
- 606.54
919 links (Table D)
-396
'6 ditto, (ditto)
*8 ditto, (ditto)
.528
Reduced diff. long. 21689'976 3.
Reduced diff. lat. N. 17107'0G8
Lat. of Hatraa N.2i0 36'; value of 1' of lat. for 280, in Table C = 6059.1 and 17107.068
6059'1 gives 02".8233', or N. 02' 4F40, nearly, for the diff. of latitude in arc, which
added to the latitude of the starting point (being of the same denomination) give. N. 2 7 O
96' + N. 02' 4Y.40,or N. 2i0 3s. 49."40 for the true latitude of Duriapoor.
" Again for the difference of longitude in arc :

.....................
.....................
.........
...............

-

.....................
.........
............

-

-

N. 27O36'
....................................
....................N. 01.41167
Middle latitude ...........................
N. 27O37.41167
-Vnlne of 1' of longitude for 27*, Table C. ......... 5426.2
Ditto ........................
for 2E0, ditto ............... 6377.8
Difference for I0 .................. -48.9
Iatitude of Hatras
Half dB. of Lat, of Duriapoor

Now lo,or 60' : 48.9 feet : : 3i'.41157 : 30.49, and 6426-2-30.49 = 5396.71 feet, valne
1' of longitude to middle latitude : then, using this number as a divisor, we shall have the
tabular difference of longitude reduced to feet 21689'976 + 5395.71= 4,.018', or 04'01'.08E.,
the difference of longitude in arc, which added (as above) to the longitude (east of Greenwich) of Hatras (78' 04') gives 78' 011' 01*.08E. for the true lougitude of Duriapoor."

The latitude should be found by celestial obserpatiop a t lead once
in twenty-four hours, and if the meridian altitude of the sun be within
range of the instrument i t should not be neglected, but the true observation to trust to, is the latitude by night from Stam north and south,
which in a fine climate can nearly always be obtained, and the difficulty
of me~suriugthe altitude in low latitudes, when the double angle is
larger than a sextaht can measure, avoided. A sextant of five or eight
inches radius and an artificial horizon, are the only safe instruments,
[PART iv.
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but these, of course, aie useless for the meridiond altitudes of the sun
in low latitudes.
The determination of the longitude of a place requires more
knowledge than is requisite to find its latitude. No pains should be
spared, nor any time be considered misspent in endeavouring to fix
accurately the chief points in a country by indepeudent observations for
longitude. The only trustworthy method for a locomotive observer is
by occultations. One good observation of an occultation is worth fifty
observations depending on the moon's motion ; lunar distances are not to
be relied on within 20 miles. Moon culminating stars, which is a favorite
method, requires a long series of observations, and the fixing of the
transit instrument takes several days, and the method depending on the
moon's motion, the error is magnified twentyeight times in the result.
Eclipses of Jupiter's Satellites are unsatisfactory on account of the
Penumbra. Unfortunately occultations occur very seldom and give a
great deal of trouble, but the observation when made is very valuable
and ought to be good within 2,000 or 3,000 feet a t the outside, so that
a couple of occultatiom is suficient for a good approximation. It is also
advisable that corresponding observations a t an observatory should, if
powible, be made. Chronometers are not to be trusted for long circuitous
journeys, especially in a meridional direction.
The above methods, which are fully treated of in Part V, will enable
the observer to fix the longitude of a place absolutely, that is to say,
independently of the transport of time by a watch or chronometer, but
for short distances this instrument will be perfectly serviceable, and
connect one place with another, so that all may be relatively right in a
map. of the country, though absolutely wrong ; and when a t any subsequent opportunity the longitude of any one point may be correctly
determined, all will move together in its right place.
"With regard to the management of a chronometer, the great point
is to find its error a t any place, the longitude of which is known, and its
rate whenever an opportunity is afforded, by stopping two or three days
in any place, and t o make allowance for any alteration in rate over the
whole route travelled siuce its rate was last determined.
"The mode of finding the longitude before described, by keeping an
exact itinerary of the courses by the compass and the distance travelled,
corrected for variation, and checked by observations for latitude, is the
simplest, and will give a very fair approximation, and this method should
never be neglected, as i t will serve as a useful check to astronomical
observatiom.
CHAPTEB I.]
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"By these means a careful and industrious traveller can hardly fail
of obtaining abundant materials for the correct laying down of his route,
and should he traverse the country in different directions, he will thus have
a number of lines crossing each other forming a route map, from which,
for want of a regular survey, a very fair idea of the country may be
gleaned, particularly when such map is accompanied by a detailed description. Another essential object to which we would call the traveller's
attention is, never to go to sleep until he has mapped his day's route, and
mitten up his journal from the notes of the day."'
To show the accuracy with which this description of survey may be
carried out, we subjoin an account of the Ray Trace System as pursued
in the Great Trigonometrical Survey, and detailed in the following
Chapter.
N o T E . - T ~ ~ following works and papers afford much valuable information connected
with the subject of this Chapter, and may be referred to with advantam
"Manual c ~ f Field Fortification. Bfil~tarj-Sketching and I<econnaissanca" Published in
1871 by authority from the Horse Guards, for the instruction of Officers in tlre Army, and
ordered by H.R.H. the Field Marshall, Commander-iu-Chief, to be followed a t all Military
Educational Establishments.
"Out-post Duty and Treatise on Military Reconnaissance and Road-makiig." B p
Major-General W. C. E. Napier, 1869.
" A Practical Course of Military Surveying, including the Principles of Topographical
Drawing." By Captain Lendy, F.G.S. F.I..S., Qc., 1864.
LLPmcticalMilitary Surveying nnd Sketching," Bc. By Major Drayson, R.A., 1869.
By Captain C. W. Wilson, H.E., Director, Topographical Depart" Notea on Maps."
ment, of the War Office; published in Lectorea addreased to O5cers of Volunteer Corps at
the Royal United Service Inslitution, 1873.
"What to Observe ;or, The Traveller's Remembrancer."

B y J. R. Jackson.

RAY TRACE SYSTEM.

CHAPTER 11.

.

ANALOQOUS
to the route survey, is the Ray Tracing System, introduced
by Lieutenant-Colonel Everest, formerly Surveyor General of India, and
described a t page 19 of his account of the " Me~aurement of two 'Sections of the Meridional Arc of India," published in 1847. This is most
useful, where it is necessary to know the exact line between two places
for road-making, or the proper direction in which to lay the tele~copefor
observiug the Blue Light Signals, which are burned by sets of four, a t
ten minutes interval between each lighting, and which are scarcely in a
single instance, during the whole of the operations of the Great Trigonometrical Survey, visible to the naked eye. Without calculating this
direction beforehand, it would be impossible to say, in the side of a triangle, perhaps 10 to 15 miles, how the ray would fall, and which identical
trees would require to be felled. For this purpose a minor series of
traingles, or a simple route, is carried on along the ray, commencing from
the station of the eye and terminating a t that of the object, wherein, by
assuming t h e p o s t commodious of the first two sides as unity, and as the
line of direct coordinates, it is easy to compute not only the angle which
the ray makes with this line, but also the ratio which they bear to each
other.
The following directions, computation and example of a Ray Trace,
have been drawn up in conformity with these principles, and are precisely
those a t present employed in the Great Trigonometrical Survey of India.
Most of the rays for the principal triangles have been worked out in this
manner, whence the method, whether executed by minor trinngulation, or
perambulator measurement, has derived the name of "Ray Tracing," and
affords ample opportunities for filling in topographical details, and fixiug
the secondary points, within large triangles.
Every Route Survey, conducted on the principles of the Ray Trace,
should, if possible, originate in a point previously determined by a Trigonometrical Survey; when a fixed point of this kind is not available, the
origin of the route should be placed on some permanent object, such as
a mosque, a temple, a church or a masonry building, $c., the position of
which can be readily ascertained whenever required, by a trigonometrical
operation.
CHAPTER 11.1
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I n a Route Survey, the measurements required consist of two parts,
viz., linear and angular. The measurements of the former kind are usually
made with a perambulator, and those of the latter are invariably executed
with a theodolite; the angular measurements are much less liable
to error than the linear measurements; whence the corrections arising
from all and every discrepancy exhibited by a Route Survey, are exclusively applied to the measured distances, thereby leaving unaltered the
observed angles which are considered errorless; on this assumption is
based the common method for oomputing and reducing a Route Survey.
After the origin of the survey has been determined upon, the Surveyor
proceeds forward and selects stations in the route; the conditions to be
attended to in this operation are, lst, the reciprocal visibility of the adjacent stations, and 2nd, the eligibility of the intermediate ground for a
perambulator measurement.
In closing the operation, i t must terminate also on a point which has
been either determined trigonometrically, or which is capable of being so
determined in future.
When the origin and terminus of a Route Survey are fixed points, any
error committed in the execution of the work is susceptible of easy elimination as will afterwards appear.
After the Stations are selected, the next thing is the measurement of
the distances and angles. For this purpose, a reading of the perambulator a t the origin is taken, and then it is rolled forward in a straight
1,where a second reading is taken ;here likewise the theodolite
line to
is adjusted, and the angle between the origin and 0 2 observed ; this
observation should be repeated on both faces of the instrument ; the
advantages attending the taking of this double observation are these :In the first place the record is checked, and secondly, any error induced
in the individual observations by the unadjusted line of collimation, or
the dislevelled transit axis, disappears in the mean value thereof.
1 is disposed of, the Surveyor proceeds to 0 2, where he takes
After
observations similar to those made a t @ 1; the remaining stations of t h e
route being treated in like manner, he will a t last arrive a t the terminus,
where having no angle to observe, he will only note down the reading of
the perambulator; after the completion of the field measurement, the
computation of the route is made, the principles and method of executing
which may be explained in the following manner :On reference to the diagram in the margin, i t will be perceived that if
1) be extended so as to meet the perpendicular
the first line (origin to
drawn thereto from the terminus, the lengtha of these two lines being

a

a

a
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known, all .the other elements of the route are w r t a i n e d by a very
may computation.
,------------For instanoe, d i n g y the perpendicular above I ~ & i v
mentioned, and x the line drawn from the origin to

s'

meet it,

1 = tan 8, 0 being the angle a t the origin
Z

between 0 1 and the terminus.
Again, the whole distance from the origin to the
terminw of the route is equivalent to p = 3. sea 8.
The use of these elemente for correcting the
measured distances of the route, and for laying off
the direot line from the origin to the terminus,
'will be ahown presently.
In the computation of a Ray Trace
ehould be premised that x is taken as the axis
of the direct, and y that of the perpendicular

I

!
If
j
i

coordinates.
Beeidea x and y, there are other p b o l s required
to designate the measured distances and
the oharaotera usually made w e of for this purpose are as follow6 :
Distanoe Origin to @ 1 = a
Ditto
0 1 t o 0 2 = a
0 2 to a 3 = b
Ditto
Ditto
0 3 to @ 4 = c
BSain,

Mean observed angle at @ 1 = @ 1
8,
,, Ditto at 0 2 = 0 2
9)
,, Ditto at a 3 = 3

...........................

These observed angles are deduced by subtracting the reading of the
rear station from that of the forward point, and consequently they may
be of any value whatever from O0 to 360'.
From the observed angles deduced as directed above, let the following
tuca d e d angles for oomputation be computed.
A = 0 1
B=A+C2--r
C=B+ 03-Ir
D = C + 04-Ir
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That is to say, the angle for computation a t any station is equivalent
to the observed angle, augmented by the last angle for computation, and
diminished by 180°;* the angles for computation, as deduced above, are
are inclined to the first h e a,
those at which the lines a, b, c,
or to the parallele thereof.
After the deduction of the angles for computation, i t is necessary to
calculate the following terms :
x' = a. cos A
y/ = a. sin A
xq = b. cos B
ye = b. sin B
x**- c. om C
yq'= c. sin C

............

............... ..................
..................are called direct co-ordinates, they being the
projections of a, b, c, .................. on the axis x ; similarly y/, /,, y"
............... being the projections of the same linea on the axig y, are

d,x",

x':

d e d perpendicular co-ordinates ; the s i p of these m r d i n a t e s depend
upon the magnitude of the angles from which they are respectively
derived, and these signs will be readily found by a reference to the
following table :

Table exhibiting the Signs of the direct and Perpendicular Co-ordinah.
Magnitude of
the anglen for

Quadrants.
1st.

2nd.
8r&
4 th.

S i p of the Co-ordinates.
Direct.

Perpendicolar.

-

--

+
+
-

+
+

After affixing proper signs to the direct and perpendicular coordinates,
collect the former into one sum and the latter into another ; the former
of these sums augmented by the first distance (a), is the numerical value
of x, while the latter sum is the numerical value of y.
After the values of x and y are determined, 8 and p may be deduced
by the following formula!:
~ a n =?;
8
x

p =x. sec 8.

* The atabliahed SYmb0lfor a semicircle or 180° is r
[PART IV.
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Now L 0 is of the same sign with y, and may be either positive or
negative. In the former case, the terminus is to the right, and in the
latter to the left, of @ 1 ; knowing the value of 0, as likewise its position with respect to @ 1, it is easy to trsce the direct line of the route.
For thia purpose, put up the theodolite at the origin, and take a reading
to a 1. To this reading apply, according to ita sign, the L 0 ; the
r d t i n g reading, or the telescope set thereto, will point to the terminus
of the survey.
Again, if it be required to trace the route from the terminus, it m y
be done thus : According as 0 is positive or negative, add it to, or subtract it, from *. From the sum or difference so obtained (augmented
when leee than the subtractor by 2r), deduct the last angle for computation, the remainder will be the L B at the terminus between the
origin and the last station of the route. The L 0' may be of any value
from 0" to 360'; it is likewise always positive. Adjust the theodolite
over the terminus, and take a reading to the last station ; to this
d i n g add the L U: the resulting reading will be the required direction
of the origin from the terminus.

It is evident that p, determined as directed above, is in terms of the
perambulator, calling R the value of the same distance as derived from
a trigonometrical operation, it follows that p * R is the error of the
Bonte Survey.
Without making any assumption as to the cause of this error, it ,is
evident that this discrepancy must be expunged, before the details
furnished by a Route Survey can incorporate with those of a trigonometrical operation.
The eimplest and perhaps the only method of performing this, is by
the following rule of proportion.
As the direct perambulator distance of the route 6)
: The trigonometrical value thereof (R)
:: Each measured perambulator distance
: Ita corresponding trigon~metricallength.
Correcting by this proportion all the perambulator distances, as well
as all the m r d i n a t s a deduced therefrom, the resulting elementa will
obviously be in terms of the unit of the Trigonometrical Survey.
The following is an example of the field notea and wmputntion
deduced therefkom :
CHAPTER 11.1

SPECIMEN OF THE RAY TRACE SURV
TRACING
OF RAYDONAO
TO K A I N K ~ A
~ O, T H AND

Route Survey by LIEUT.A. 8. WAUGH,
with 7-inch Theodolite B, No. 12

Station of
Observation.

i

Objecta
Observed.

l!. near Mag.north,
bhnplia ... Donao, ...
02

...

0 2, near Mag. north,
Bikaripur . 0 1
...
03
...

a

Simeria

01

...

...la 4
I@ 4

...
...

Vernier Beadings.

I

g 0 4,between

Mag. north,
c Piperiaand 0 8
...
~ ~ b p n r . 0 6

...

-

a

8, near

.

Jondapar..

0 6, near

.

Jondapnr..

a

7, near
Mohanpur

.
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TYPE OF CALCULATION OF BAY, DONA0 TO KAINKERA.
DIBTANCEE.
Miles.
1 = 1.075 = a
Donao to
1 to @ 2 = 3.212 = a
0 2 to 3 1.181 = b
3 to Q 4 = 1.606 = c
@4t0@5=1-767=d
5 to
6 = 0.895 = e
a 6 t o @ 7=0.707=f
0 7 to &inkera= 1.122 = g

a

a

a
a

-

Hence the Angles for Computation are-

~ = 1 7 ° 8 1$ 46 Cos. 9.99979
a=3.212
Log. 0.50678
0.50657

Sin. 8.49033
Log. 0.50678

...+ 3.210

2.9971 1

...-Om

099

...-Oa

068

...-Oa

343

-

B=176 41 3 Coa 9.99927
b =1.181
Log.0.07225
0.07152
C=167.3?
c =1.606

Sin. 8.76223
Log. 0.07225

...+ 1.179

52 Coa. 9.98986
Log. 0.20576
0.19561

2.83448
Sin. 9.33968
Log. 0.20575

...+ 1.569

553543
-

D=173 6 35 Cos. 9.99685
d =la767
Log. 0.24724
0.24409

Sin. 9.07907
Log. 0.24724

...+ 1.754

'

i.32631

...- 0.212
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~=205
e =Of395

6 3%

Cos. 9.94178
Log. 1.95182

Sin. 9.68570
Log. 1.95182

F=213

0 40 Cos. 9.92354
LO^. 1-84942

Sin. 9.73624
~ o g 1.84942
.

p =0.707

1.77296

...+ 0.593

G=188 22 53 CW. 9.99534
Log. 0.04999
9=la122
0.04533

Sin. 9.16364
Log. 0.04999

...+ 1.110
...+ 1.075

Sum of Direct Coordinates ............... x =

Sum of Perpendi-

+ 11.273 cular Co-ordinates y
Log. 1.05204

Sum of Perpr.Co-ordinatesy= 0.261

A. C : 8.94796
Log. 1.41664

+ lo19' 35"

...+ 0.164

3.21363

Sum of Direot Co-ordinates-11.273

13 =

...+ 0.385

1.58566

............

=

+ 0.261

Tan. 8.36460 Cos. 9.99988
Sec. 0.00012
1.05204

Stlm ofDiwct Coordinates e l 1.273

............ Log.

Distance by Perambr. measurement
Ditto by Triangulation

............ Log.

............

Constant Log. of Correction

............Log.

1.05216
1.04716

............ Log. 1.99500

This constant logarithm added to the logarithms of the perambulator
distances will furnish the logarithm of the same distances in terms of the
unit of the Trigonometrical Survey.

ff COMPUTED.
0

1

.

=+B-lsi
19 aa
Which being less than subtractor, is augmented by 2 w, and becomes
= 641 19 85
Deduct G or last L for computation
= 188 22 63

.........
....................................................

Hence
CHAPTER 11.1

........................................... = 852

66 42
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The following is the method of computing a Rsy Trace Survey without
the aid of the trigonometrical distance, wherewith it ia connected.
The method j u t explained for the computation of a Route Survey,
requires a, previous knowledge of the distance of S to S f ; but i t
sometimes happens in praatioe that this information is not forthcoming and cannot be ascertained without a tedious computation,
in which case, the following method of deduction should be adopted,
which determines the true positions of the Route Survey point4 without
reference to the direct distance between the two trigonometrical Stations,
wherewith they are connected.
In the diagram (page 457) S and S' are two trigonometrical Statione,
and @ 1, (3 2, @ 3 are pointa of a Route Survey, which originates in S
and terminates at S'.
The elements supposed to be given are the latitude and longitude of S
and also the azimuth of @ 1 from S.
With the perambulator distance S to 1, and the elementa above given,
deduce the latitude and longitude of @ 1, ae also the back azimuth of
S ; with the back azimuth of S and the observed angle at (3 1, compute
the forward azimuth of @ 2 &om @ 1; with this azimuth again, and
the given perambulator dietance @ 1 to @ 2, deduce the latitude and
longitude of @ 2 ; by a similar process, the latitudm and longitudes of
the other points of the Route Survey, as likewise of trigonometrical
Station S' may be derived.
When the computation arrives at S', the deduced latitude and longitude of this Station will probably differ from the respeative trigonometrical values; the discrepancies thus displayed present, under an
accumulated form, the whole error of the survey. To eliminate this
error, add all the perambulator distances together, and take the
logarithm of the sum ; to the arithmetical complement of this logarithm,
add the log. of the error in latitude, the sum will be a comtant log. ; to
this constant log., add separately and in the order in whioh they etand,
the loge. of the several perambulator distances of the survey, and find
the natural numbers corresponding to these sums : now the correction
for the first Route Survey point is the first natural number; the correction for the second point is the sum of the first and second natural
numbers; similarly the correction for the third Route Survey point is
the sum of the first three natural numbers; and in the same manner,
the correction for the other pointa, and also that for tngonometrical
Station S' may be deduced.
[PART IT.
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It is evident, that the deduced correction for S' ought to be identical
with the whole error exhibited by the survey, and when this takes place,
the computation of the corrections may be assumed aa having been
correotly performed ; in this computation the logs. used should be carried
to five decimals, and the natural numbers deduceQshould be limited to a
tanth of a second.
The error in longitude may be corrected in the same way as that in
latitude ; this mode of dispersing the error of a Route Survey is likewise
applicable when the positions of S and S' have been fixed by astronomioal
observation.
The method of carrying out the Ray Trace System by minor triangulation will be treated of in a subsequent Chapter.
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CHAPTER 111.
TRIQONO~TRIOAL
SURVEYING,
AND
BE P U R B U ~IN

THE MODE OF

OPERATIOW
TO

HILLY
COUNTRIM.

INthe system of survey whioh has been described in the last few chapters
of Part 111, shewing the style of a Revenue Survey, whioh embraces all
villages situated in a champaign or well cultivated country, the relative
positions of the several Stations are ascertained by direct liltear-meaaure&; but in a less favored, or mountainous and densely-wooded country,
where, on amount of the inequalities of surface, the meaaurementa are
Jiable to more than ordinary errors, and to connect the measurement of one
village with another, with any degree of expedition, is almost rendered
impossible, it is necessary, in order to prevent accumulation of errors, that
the detail meaaurernents be baaed on an accurate system of triangulation.
To pursue a Topographical Survey of countries of the above descrip
tion, whioh latterly have been met with to a considerable extent in the
course of the Revenue Operations in India, a Trigonornetrical Baaia
becomes essential ; we therefore propose to enter into such detaih for the
prosecution of a Trigonornetrical Survey, founded on the principles and
system as are now actually in use, aa will enable the Surveyor to prepare
himself for every emergency ; for all surveys executed without due regard
t o this precaution, however carefully the details may be performed,
partake of the character of detached operations which are incapable of
union inter se, or of harmonious combination with other surveys.
All Trigonometrical Operations emanate either from some actually
measured line, called a Base Line, or from a aide of
Base Line.
some other Trigonometrical Survey, the length of
which is known by calculation. Bs a general rule, for all surveys of a
secondary order, the measurement of a base should never be attempted,
if by any possibility the side of a triangle of the Great Trigonornetrical
Survey can be obtained, and it will be found preferable to go a little out
of the way to secure this, and to perform a little extra triangulation, in
consequence, than to spend time on so dScult and tedious a task aa the
measurement of a base with rude and imperfect instruments, the results
of whioh will never equal the value of a computed side, deduced with the
scrupulous care and nicety of an important Trigonornetrical Survey.
[PART
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The m e m m e n t of a Base Line, from which the sides of the triangles
of an extensive series are to be calculated, such as for the measurement
of an arc of the meridian, although apparently easy, is the most difficult
and important part of a Trigonometrical Survey, as upon its &oouracy
that of every triangle depends, and one in which wery refinement, which
mechanical ingenuity oan devise, has been adopted, with a view to obtain
mathematical soouracy. The length of the base is made to depend in
general on the proposed length of the sides of the triangles, which are to
be deduced from it, but circumstances seldom allow it to ex& from '
seven to eight miles in extent, as its position is to be selected on an even
plain, as nearly as poesible horisontal, and otherwise oonveniently
adopted for purpose of measurement, where both ends of the base would
be visible &om each other, as well as from such Stations with which they
should form symmetrical triangles.
Our limits will not admit of entering into a description of the different
implementa, which have at divers times been made use of for the
mmurement of a Base Line. Formerly, in the English, as well as in the
Indian, Trigonometrical Survey, steel chains of one hundred feet in
length were employed in this operation, but this implement has now been
set aide, and the apparatus introduced in its place are the compensation
bars and microscopes. On the Continent, rode of different metals, aa
platina, copper, iron, &c., are used in measuring a Base Line.
When a Base Line is measured with a metallic rod or chain, it will
stand in need of a correction dependant upon temperature, because the
length of the measuring implement varies with the indications of the
thermometer. When the compensation bare and microscopes are employed, the correction for temperature is never required, that apparatus
being so constructed, as to indicate the same, or nearly the same length,
under every variation of temperature.
Full accounts of the measurement of the Base Line with compensation bars and microscopes, will be found in Everest's Account of the
Measurement of the Arc of the Meridian, 1847, and in Yolland's Ordnance
Survey, 1847. Again, Lambton's Papers in the Asiatic Researches, as
likewise Everest's first work on 'the Indian Arc, published in 1830,
contain accounts of Base Lines measured with a steel chain. But the
paper which would be most serviceable to the Indian Surveyor is that
published by Captain Herbert, in the 14th volume of the Asiatic
Researches, in which he gives an account of the measurement of a temporary
Base Line, executed with deal rods in the Dehra Dhoon, for the purpose of
making a Trigonometrical Survey of part of the Himalayah Mountains.
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The method of laying out e Base Line previous to measurement is tKus
done. A Bolting instrument,+ or in lieu thereof a theodolite, being firmly
planted at the origin, ita line of collimation and the transit axia being
likewise truly adjusted ; marks are then fixed in the ground, at different
distance, in a continuous vertical plane, as far as the power of the telescope
will permit ; the instrument is then taken forward to within three or four
marks, or pickets of the extremity of the line ranged, and placed correctly
over one of them by means of the plummet, and by the intersection of
the crosswires of the telescope, directed to the back and forward picketa
suwossively. This done, other marks are then fixed in the same vertical
plane until the terminus of the Base Line is reached.
Boarde, 12 or 16 inches square, with concentric black and white ringa
painted on both sides, make good ranging marks. Besides the marks at
the extremities of a Base Line, which should always be constructed so
as to be pmunent, two or three intermediate pointa should be carefully
determined and marked, during the progress of the measurement, so aa
to serve for testing the accuracy of the different portions, by comparing
them with each other by minor triangulation.
In memuring a base for an ordinary Topographical or independent Survey
of any moderately-sized portion of country, it will be sufficient to m w u r e
ita length carefully two or three times with well aeasoned fir or teak rods,
or a good steel chain, which has been carefully compared with a standard.
The rod or chain employed in the operation should be always, if possible,
adjusted to a horizontal position ;but this is a condition which the unevenneaa of theground would occasionallyprevent being carried into effect. When
this occurs, the angle, at which the measuring implement is inclined to the
horizon, should be carefully observed and registered in the Base Line book,
As the theodolite is the only instrument which is likely to be at the
disposal of the Revenue Surveyor, we
will proceed to show how it may be
employed in determining the angle
above mentioned. The theodolite being
16
m
fixed at a convenient spot in the allinement of the h e Line, adjust tho
telesaope, or rather the line of vision
thereof, to a horizontal position Let
Hh represent this line. Also supposo

E

y

r

* The Bonitq Instrument ia used only for Base Line operations; it has the common
properties of the Theodolite, only with more perfect adjustments to the line of Collimation
and of the Horizontal and Transit Axis Lereln, and in addition lateralmotion to the Telescope.
Thin instrument is always ased in the Bane Line Yeaaurcmenb of the G r w nigonometrical Survey of India.

AB to be the measuring implement, placed, as will be required, in the
course of the measurement. Now the lengths of the lines AH and Bh
can easily be ascertained, by holding firet at A, and then at B, a
perpendicular staff, and marking thereon the points at which it is cut by
the visual line of the telescope. Calling na the former and n the latter
of these lines, it is evident, firstly, that when m and n are equal, the
meaeuring implement is horizontal ;and secondly, that when this equality
does not obtain, the implement in question is inclined to the horizon, the
advanced end B being higher or lower than the rear end A according
as m is greater or less than n.
m&n
, in which i denotes the inclination
It is also clear that sin. i = h
of the measuring implement t o the horizon, h being its length.
When the measuring implement ia laid inclined to the horizon,
the diatanoe it measures off on the latter plane is equivalent to it@
projection thereon. Putting m v, n = d and p = length of the projection abovementioned, we shall have p = J he - dg, which expanded
de
d4
d6
-Compute therefore the
become8 h - -2h
8h3
16h5
p -

-..................

rlo

tern 2h,

d4

... .,............, and

subtract their sum from h, the

remainder will be the value of the projection of the measuring implement
on the plane of the horizon.
A good method is to lay the pair of rods, as it is termed "in coinFig. 1.
cidence," that is, lines drawn acrose them
near their extremities, are made to coincide
A
1
I
I
most accurately as in the sketch (Fig 1).
The ends of the rods may be laid together on tripod stands (Fig. 3),
Fig. 2.
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Fig. 3.

a aet of six being properly allined and levelled, and where the inequalititxi
of the ground render it necesesry to alter the level, a plumb line is
sufficient to obtain a coincidence of the marka on the rods. If the tripod
stands are not available, boards may be laid down, the edge of a common table knife being placed along the divisions or c u b on the rods, to
show the coincidence, as in Fig. 2.
In order to oompare together, and conneot baeea measured a t different
elevations in distant parta of the conntry, it is necessary that they be
referred to a common elevation. For this common standard, the mean
level of the sea naturally presenta itself as the most suitable, admitting,
by ita very nature and universal access, of easy reference.
A base meaeured on an elevated plain is thus
reduoed to its proper measure at the level of the sea.
Let r = radius of the earth (supposed to be
epherical) at the the level of the sea r + h = radius
a t the level of the memured b a a
A = measured base AB
a = reduced base ab
Then because similar arcs are in the same ratio ae
their radii, we have,
r+h:r::A:a
-1
rA
which gives a = -= A (1 + A ) which expanded by common
r + h
r
division becomes

Ah

Thereforea =A-

Ah2

Ah3

+-r
TO
+' + &c.

...

Subtracting both sides of the equation &om A, there will arise
Ah
Ah2
Ah-'
A - a = -----+
--h.
r
rY
r
J
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which is the required expwsaion for the reduction of the meaeured line
to the level of the sea, and in which it will never be neoeeearg to uee
more than the h t term.

Bs an example to illustrate this formula, we will take the Base
Lime measured by CoL Lambton, in 1815, in the Valley of BederFeet.

........................ A = 80809.07 Log.
............ A = 1957. Log.
.................................... r = 20888168. Log.

Measnred length of the Rase L i e
Mean height of the b w above the sss level
Mean ridiia of the eeart

4.48668

8.29169
AC x.68010

whioh, deduoted from the meairured base, will give ita length a t the sea
leveL
Before, however, deducing the real leligth of the line, the manner of
determining the length of the rods muat be attended to. Twenty-five
feet rods, about 13 inches by 14, have bean made uae of, and four rode
plrroed together, compared with the standard chain. The graduation of
one of these rods again may be made with a two-feet Gunter'e Braes
Standard Scale, and the other three oompared with it, as a check on the
operation ; but moh a length and thicknese of rod require a large number
of atands, or trestles, to mpport it. For one pair of such rods, nine standa
would not be too many, at a distance of 64 feet apart ; twelvsfeet rods,
therefore, may be deemed preferable. A good Beam Compasa, with metal
points, may be used for taking off the divisions, whioh should be laid down
several timea over by means of dots and arcs ; studs of ivory having been
for greater acauraoy let into the wood, on which the arm may be drawn ;
the beam should then a seoond time be compared with the scale, after the
atepping or dividing is concluded, and half the differenoe (if any) applied sa
a correation, the thermometer being noted before and after the mean ie
taken. The two rods, aftar being divided, must be duly oompared with
each other, being firmly tied together and laid on a smooth table, planed
exoeedingly true. The comparison with the steel ohain requires that the
latter should be fairly stretched with a weight of about 19 lbs., and due
allowance made for the expansion of the metal, which has been found to
be -0075 inches for every lo of Fahrenheit on 100 feet. The employment of the chain in measuring a Base Line not only occupiee an
immense period of time in the operation itself, but still more so in the
preparation of coffers and stands, which latter require elevating m w g
and are not to be made without extreme difficulty, in most of the situations in whioh Surveyors find themselves in this oountry. An expcdtioua
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method, and one requiring hardly any apparatus, is to drive stout picketa
into the ground at distanoes of twelve feet, and with a rod of thia length,
well trussed and furnished with points, forming in some measure a large
Beam Compass, the exact length may be set off from picket to picket.
The measurement being conducted so near the ground occasions, however,
great uneasiness in the position, and it is well known how essential an
easy position is to correct operations of every kind ; the plan may, nevertheless, be found useful, where only a tolerable degree of exactness is
necessary.
The B ~ s eLine, determined as described above, may be made the origin
of a series or of a network of triangles as may be required After the
triangulation has trnversed over a certain extent of country (say 150 or
200 miles) one of the computed distances, when conveniently situated
for the purpose, is again measured with the same care and attention to
minutim as were bestowed on the measurement of the original Base Line.
The line measured is called the Base of Verification. Its object is by
comparing the result of the computation with that of the measurement,
to check the error of the triangulation.
After the measurement of the Bsse Line at the origin of the Survey,
the next step is the selection of the Stations for
Selection of Stations.
the triangulation, or the division of the country
to be surveyed into a series of large triangles, the angles of which am
placed at Stations clearly visible from each other.
The most conspicuous Stations are selected as Trigonometrical points,
and are chosen with reference to their relative positions-as the nearer
these triangles approach to being equilateral, the less will be the error
in the resulting sides consequent on any slight inaccuracy in the observed
angles ; but this being difficult in practice, the rule is to admit no angle
under 30' or above 90'. The main series of the trian,plation should
consiet of triangles as large as the natural features of the country will
admit of-from 15 to 20 miles is a very convenient distance for principal
Stations in hilly countries, because objects can be seen at such distances
without much difficulty in ordinary conditions of the atmosphere. If,
as is frequently the case, the highest peaks are inaccessible, i t will be
neceseary to adopt a lower point, although the greatest effort should of
course be made to reach the summit when practicable ; in the case of a
lower point being used, care must be taken that the view is clear in the
direction of the Stations in advance.
It is the practice to mark all spots where angles are taken, whether
they be principal or secondary Stationa The mark is a dot with a

.
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concentric circle cut on atone by means of a pointed chisel. If the
mark can be engraved on the rock in silu, so much the better, otherwise
a large stone, properly marked, ought to be buried in the ground ; over
this a small platform ia raised, on the summit of which another markstone is inserted, and fixed truly vertical over the lower one. The
distance between the two marks should be recorded, but all messurements and observations are usually referred to the upper mark and are
stated to be so.
Sometimes, on account of intervening obstacles, it is necessary to rake
&he platform to a wnaiderable height, in which case several margstones
always inserted and their relative heights recorded.
For Principal Stations it is necessery to make that part of the platform, on which the instrument stands, separate and distinct from that
on which the observer and his assistants walk. The instrument is then
said to be "duly isolated." Unless
this precaution be taken, good
angles cannot be expected as the
instrument will be liable to irregular disturbance, acwrding to
the position of the observer.
The annular space between the
observer's stage and the central pier ahould be fUed up with gravel, or
sand, otherwise screws and other parts of the apparatus may be lost.
Besides the upper markstone it is usual to imbed on the pier three
picked fiat heavy stones for the tripod of the instrument to stand upon,
these are called "feet stones." I t is not usual, if it can be avoided,
to make kolated platforms at Secondary Stations ; in localities where
the ground is qery unsteady, such as deep black cotton soil, it may
be practicable to steady a Theodolite by using pickets 4 feet long,
and driving them into the ground, for the stand of the Theodolite
to rest upon, as described in the foot note at page 266. The pickets
isolate themselves for at least one foot in driving, but this precaution
can only be taken at a new Station, otherwise the mark would be
disturbed.
88 soon aa all the observations have been taken at, and to, any
Station, and it is no longer required for the purposes of the Trigonometrical Survey, it should have the pole and brush and pile of stones erected
on it, aa ahewn at page 475, in order that i t m y be visible ,to the 'detail
Surveyors. This precaution has the further ad~antageof proteding t h e
markatones.
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As the measured bases average from 64 to 74 miles, it will perbaps be
uaeful to point out a convenient method of deriving by meana of symmetrical triangles, sides of continuation of 15 to 20 miles in length from a
comparatively small measured dietanoe.
On reference to the annexed @ketch, which is extracted h m Colonel
Everest's plan of the Great Arc Series, it will be seen that the first triangle formed upon the measured base ia nearly iaoscelea If i t had been
perfectly isosceles with an angle of 30" at the vertex, then the two longest sides which c k be derived simultaneously from a given distance
would have been obtained: a result, which it will be pemived has been
approximated to aa nearly perhaps as the configuration of the oountq
would hsve dowed, by the tirat triangle in the sketch.

Again, upon one of the long distancee (Eaat End Base to Banog) furnished by this triangle, triangle No. 2 is formed, the base whereof (134
miles in length) being opposite to the emallest angle, the other two aides
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reeptively measure 18f and 209 miles. The longer of these distances
(dmaot to b o g ) the extrernitiea of which being defined by high peaks,
forms therefore a oonvenient base of continuation, for the extension of
the Triangulation to the north and south ae may be required.
The signale used for Trigonometrioal Surveys in former timea were1st Flaga.
2nd. The Pole and Brush.
3rd. Blue Lighta
4th. Vase Lighta.
1;2age are unfavorable for distant Stations, beoauee the Staff cannot be
seen, and the cloth is of course blown aside by the wind. The flap for
Principal Stations used to be 12 feet square, one half being blue and the
other half white. Those for Semndary Stations are 6 feet square. The
blue and white cloth should ba placed one above the other, and not side
by side. The pole and brush is erected thue. A long straight pole ia
selected, upon the top of which a
brush of twigs is fastened; the pole
ia placed truly perpendioular over
the Station mark, and a pile of
stones raised mnnd it, by means
of whioh it ie securely fired. The
diagram in the margin will give a
clear idea of this aignal, whioh is a
very economioal and useful opaque
objeot for day observation. The
pile of stones may be 5 or 6 feet
high, and the pole about ae mnch
lugher.
Blue lights are very powerful and oan be seen at d i a k k s of 60 or
60 milea They are a h useful a t nearer distances in hazy weather,
when other signals are not visible; if not carefully sheltered from the
wind by graS8 soreens, the %me ie liable to be blown aside. On this
acwunt it was the practice of Col. Evereet, then Surveyor General
of India, to burn them behind an iron screen, in whioh an aperture .
had been cut 3 or 34 inches in diameter, and the centre thereof was
duly plummed over the Station mark. The blue light fastened on the
end of a stick, waa held carefully behind thie hole, and no part of
the flame cijuld therefore be viaible to the distant observer, mcept
through the circular aperture, which having been adjusted over the
Station, ensured accuracy.
CaapTEE III.]
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Blue lights being expensive articles cannot be kept constantly burning,
but are fired at regular intervals of time by an assistant. They are
.usually out in lengths to burn about 4 minutes and are fired at 5 minute
intervals, which enables the observer to read off the observation, and alsp
to observe and read off the referring lamp. After every second or third
blue light a longer interval of say 10 minutes or of an hour is allowed
to elapse, in order to allow time for changing zero of the instrument,
which will be described hereafter. To prevent confusion blue light angles
are always taken with a referring lamp aa shown in the diagram. S u p
posing for example the observer is at A and haa to observe B, C, D, E, by
mems of blue lights, a convenient mark is selected at say R about 3
to 3 miles distant, and a lamp is constantly burned there, during the
time of night observations, and durixg the day a flag staff, or sight
vane is used. Suppose the blue lights are first fired a t station B, then
after every intersection of Station B, the reudings
are noted, the Telescope is then turned to R and the
readings thereof noted, whence the angle BAR is
deduced by direct observation. Similarly at another
period of the saxhe night, or the next night, the
,
L CAR is taken, and so forth, whereby the L BAC
A
may be deduced by the equation BAR-CAR =BAG.
The angle CAD by the equation CAR + DAR = CAD
and so on. It is a rule, that if any portion of the
series of angles is taken with a referring lamp, the
whole are to be taken in the same manner, otherwise
confusion would arise: also in taking the series of
observations required for determining CAR, the readings of R must
always be the same within R 11linut.e or two, with the view of measuring
the angle BAC, on entire arcs of the limb agreeably to the q s t e m
practised in the Ureat Trigonometrical Survey, explained in the subsequent
part of this Chapter.
Vaae lights were invented by Col. Everest nearly 50 years q o , and
completely altered the operations of the Great Trigonometrical S w e y
in India, which had previously to be carried on in the unhealthy season
of the rains, in order that the opaque signals, such as flags, might be
clearly seen. By enabling observations to be rapidly taken a t nigh@,
the progrees of the work was also much accelerated.
Tbe vase light consists of a aommon earthen dish about 10 inches in
diameter, (more w less t~ccordingto distance), and filled with cotton
seeds and common oil. This is placed upon the station, and to prevent

a
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the &me being blown aside, a large earthen pot, in the side of which an
aperture has been cut, is inverted over the dish,
as shewn in the diagmm, an aperture is also
cut in the top to allow the smoke to escape.
Further protection is necessary from high wind,
by means of grass screens and blankets, leaving
merely the requisite opening in the direction of
the observer. The materials for this light are
procurable in nearly every village.
Trigonometrical operations in .Southern India mere entirely conducted
by means of the foregoing signals, more especially the vase light for
Principal Stations, and the pole and brush for Secondary Points. During
the laat 17 years however, signals of modern illvention have been
employed on account of their superior economy, convenience and power.
These consist of Heliotropes, Argand reverberatory lamps, and Drummond lights. The latter surpass all previoue contrivances : a ball of
lime, about a quarter of an inch in diameter, plaoed in the focus of a
parabolic reflector, and raised to an intense heat by a steam of oxygen
gas directed through a flame of alcohol, produces a light eighty times as
intense as that given by an Argand burner, and is visible even in hhzy
weather at a distance of 60 and 80 miles.
The Heliotrope consista of a circular piece of flnt plate glnse mirror,
about 9 inches in diameter, with a
small unsilvered aperture in the
centre about 0-1 of an inch in
diameter as represented in the
figure. This mirror is mounted
on a h m e which stands on a tripod
for the sake of steadiness
The frame admits of the looking-glass being turned on a horizontal axis as well aa on a vertical
axis. These two motions in altitude
and azimuth are regulated by means of rack work, and they permit
the reflection of the sun's rays to be turned in any required direction.
In order that it may be directed truly to the observer, a ring with
cross-wires, is placed at a distance of about 3 feet; the signal man
then looh through the unsilvered aperture in the centre of the
Heliotrope and moves the cross-wires until they intersect the distant
station. Thus the centre of the Heliotrope, the centre of the wires,

OD
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and the observer's station form one right line. Now, if by means of
the rack work the mirror is moved in altitude and in azimuth until
the sun's rays fall on the wiws, it is evident that the light will
proceed straight to the observer's Station; but the pencil of r a p
must be duly bisected by the wires, which intersection can be managed with ease and delicacy,
by means of a little circle of white paper placed
a t the crosaing of the wires, upon which paper
the reflection of the little aperture in the centre
of the mirror may be seen like a mall dark speck.
When the weather is h q , the signal man will of
course be unable to see the observer's Station, in
which case, unless a nearer mark hae been given
to guide him or a directing line has been drawn
for him, he will be so far helpless. Under such
circumstrmces, the observer ought to direct one or
more Heliotropes towards the man and keep them playing until he has
adjusted his apparatua Similarly if the man is careless and neglects
to keep the sun's rays constantly shining in the true direction, the
.
observer has only to flash a Heliotrope a t him, to keep him alert.
A Heliotrope of 9 inches will answer for 90 or 100 miles ; for nearer
distances it is much too bright to be observed through a Telescope, and
the light must be diminished in the following proportion. For distances
of 2 or 3 miles (the usual distance of a referring mark) an aperture of
0-28 of an inch will answer, and for longer distances about 0.1 of an inch
of aperture per mile of distance will suffice, viz., an inch for ten miles, 2
inches for 20 miles, and so on, provided always the apparatus is carefully
adjusted, and the man, who works it, is alert and skilful.
These apertures are cut in a board which stands upon 3 feet (as shewu
in the figure), by means of which the centre of
the aperture can be *usted plumb over the
Station mark. This board is called a Sight Vane,
and stones are placed on the tail piece to prevent
its being disturbed by the action of the wind. If
this sight vane be used, the wires before described
i r e unneceesary, because cross-hairs can be fixed
in the vane, and will become a substitute for the wires. The Heliotrope
is iu this case placed 2 or 3 feet in rear of the Sight Vane, and moved
laterally and vertically, until the eye applied to the centre unsilvered dot,
views the observer's Station and the orosa-hairs in one line. The Heliotrope
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muat be aeonred in this position, and the means of doing ao will readily
uuggest themselves. It ia needless to say that it must be quite firm.
A very good substitute for a regular Heliotrope has been frequently
made out of a good looking-glass, with a flat surface.
A emall hole ie drilled through the centre of the
back board of the looking-glase, and the silvering
ecraped off. Thii aperture should be truly centrical.
The looking-gk is then swung in a frame of
wood in suoh a way that the axis of motion
shall paes through the unsilvered aperture.
This frame is k e d upon a vertical axh, which ought also to coincide with the unsilvered dot in the mirror. Finally, the vertical
axis ia planted on a board with three foot screws for adjustment,
They have been frequently used with succese, on the subordinate series
of the Great T r i o n o m e t r i d Survey as well as in the Revenue Survey,
and being powerful as well as economical instruments, they will be found
very useful. By means of them and Vase Lighta, work can be carried on
with great rapidity, because the only limit to the times a t which o b s e n a
tions can be made will be from 9 o'clock A.M. to 24 or 3 o'clock P.M.
But the Heliotrope is more particularly recommended for the purpose
of taking vertical anglee with certainty between the hours of 24 and 33
afternoon, which is the time of minimum refraction, because v e r t i d ,
taken at any other times are subject to great irregularities, whereby
heighte deduced from them
nearly worthless. Luminous objects are
much more correctly, rapidly, and comfortably observed than opaque ones,
which if distant, are always faint, and disappear when brought near t h e
wire of the Telesoope.
I n advancing the Field-work, it ia necessary that the angles be read
on the whole limb of the Theodolite, for thua the
ObeerPing. error of graduation is obviated. It is a h to be
borne in mind, that the real bmis of all angular measuremente is
the graduation of the Theodolite. Suppose a 12-inch Theodolite is
used, and the sides of a Triangle are about 10 miles, the chord of
the anglee on the Theodolite will be littla more or less than 6 inches,
and the accuracy of the angle depends on the graduation defining
this chord with &eat precision. The apace on the Theodolite, in
fact, represents in miniature the actual space in the Field, hence the
neceeeity for great . care when angular messurementa are concerned.
From this follows the neceseity to change zero, and to take care that the
Theodolite is an absolute fixture; the least shake in the ground ruins
,
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&mains bisected; if found correct, then carefully unclamp and move the
Telescope gently towards C, taking care not to overshoot it ; clamp,
bisect, and read off as before, and so on for D and E. A oomplete round
of observations at zero 0") taken by a continuous motion of the instnunent
from left to right, will thus be obtained. Now overshoot the Station E,
and bring the Telescope back by a continuous motion from right to left,
observing each Station in succession and recording in readings ; this will
give a second set at zero 0°, which will suffice. It b the practice of the
Trigonometrical Survey to make always one repetition a t least, in order
that mistakes may not creep in, and pas8 undiscovered.
Now turn the Telescope over 180" in altitude, and round 180" in
azimuth, so that if the face of the vertical circle were previously tp the
left hand, it will now be to the right hand of the observer, B will then
read 180°, and this is called zero 180" FR (face right), the former position being zero 0" FL (face left). Proceed as before, and take two seta
of observations, the motion of the instrument being in one set continuous from left to right, and in the other from right to left, aa before.
Now if the instrument be mpplied with an uneven number of
micrometers, three for inetance,* it is clear that a t zero 0" the readinge
will be a t ()", 120" aud 240") while the readings at zero 180" will be
a t 180") 300") and 60") whereby these two zeros give readings a t every
60" of the limb. It is the practice on the Great Trigonometrical Survey
to take observations at every 10" of the limb for the purpose of eliminatmg
errors of graduation. This object is accomplished by shifting the body
of the instrument, so that the zero station may successively read 0°, lo0,
20") 30") 40") and B O O , which, with the respective opposite faces, vk.,
180") 190") 200') 210°, 220°, and 230') gives every 10" of the limb as
required.
When two observations of the same angle are made in the way
described before on any part of the limb, they will occasionally exhibit
s difference much greater than will be warranted by the power of the
Theodolite used. When this happens, i t i customary to take a third,
a fourth, and sometimes even a fifth observation on the same zero, so
that the mean reault may be affected aa little aa gomible by the
discrepancy above adverted to.
Whatever, however, may be the number of observations made on any
part of the limb, their arithmetical mean is computed and treated as an
ink@ observation. For an angle therefore which has been observed
The great or 24-iich Theodolites have five microscopes. The 18-inch instruments have
three micro~copes;and the 12, 7, 6-inch have three verniers.
aHAPTER III.]
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on a given number of zeroq there will be the same number of integral
observations deduced, the airthmetical mean whereof @ the true value of
the angle.
It is a fixed rule in the Great Trigonometrical Survey never to reject
an observation, unless there be some obvious error in it ;the circumstanoe
of its differing, however widely from the mean, is not of itself a sufficient
cause for its expunction
The extent of operations on a Revenue Survey does not, however, call
for this extreme precaution, and ss the vernier of a 1 K i c h instrument
is graduated to 10 seconds, and by estimation reads 6 seconds, no good
purpose would be attained by multiplying observations to the above
extent, and readinge at every 30" are sufficient. Upon this principle, the
zeros to be adopted are 0" and 180°, 30" and 210°, whereby, with two sets
a t each, there will be eight sets, fiom which a good mean result may be
derived, and a smaller number of observations for primary triangulation
of the Revenue or detail Survey would not be aatiafactory.
I t is clearly to be understood that the change of zero should be regular,
that is to say, that the readings should be uniformly distributed at equal
intervals round the limb, otherwise, the probability of eliminating the
errors of graduations will be diminished.
In the foregoing instructions the signals at all the Stations have been
eupposed to be simultaneously visible, which is frequently, but not always,
the case. I t is generally so when lamps are used at night, but when
Heliotropes are employed, it is evident that an eastern Station will be
aeen with ditEculty in the morning, whereas in the evening the Heliotropes
will shine vividly, and i c e v e r e in the case of a western Station; similarly
there will be great changes in the appearance of flag as the position of
the sun varies. Under these circumstances, the observations cannot
always be taken in regular rounds in the simple manner before described.
The best plan in this case is to use a refemng mark, and connect esch
Station therewith at such times as may be most convenient for obaervation.* This arrangement involves the necessity of frequently shifting
the instrument so as to return to former zeros, and care must be taken
that on each recurrence the referring lamp be made to read nearly the
same minutes and seconds as before. It is uual, but not essential, to
make the referring lamp the zero Eltation. If, however, there be among
any of the principal Stations to be observed one peculiarly well situated,
with every probability of being visible at all hours, it may conveniently
The method of deducing anglee when a referring mark hae been made use of, baa already
been explained at page 4%.
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be adoptad and treated as a refemng mark, whereby the extra labor of
observing a supplemental point will be saved.
The observations are to be recorded in a book, the method of keeping
which will be understood from the subjoined specimen. The headings of
the different columns are so explicit, that no further explanation of t h b
appears nece-.
The written characters L and R in the wlumn entitled "face and eeroJJJmean face left and face right, alluding to the position of the vertical circle; and the figures 0; 180°, kc., annexed to those
characters, refer to the eeros.
SPECIMEN OF THE ANGLE BOOK.
Morning Angles lahen at Durgapur Rill Station, 29th Februay 1844.
.- -- .-
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Aflernoon Angles taken at Durgapur Hill Station, 29th February 1844.
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Night Light Angks token at L)urgapur Hill Station, 29th February 1844.
---

. S y n o p ~of

the foregoing Obaeroations, arrunged under their respective Zerot.
L OHATIAND PHULJOEI,
67' 36'
-

--
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'L Durgapur Hill Station is situated about a mile east of the village of
the same name in the Jungul Mehals Midnapur District. It has the
respectable village of Pandra about 4 miles S.W. There are two roads
to the station from Durgapur village, the shortest or the one directly
east is steep, while the other, which oommences from the north foot of
the hill, k of gradual ascent and circuitous. A platform points out the
station of observation. It haa another hill about 5 miles north called
Budmah, which is nlso marked.
The Angle Book should on no account ever be suffered to fall in arrears.
The original should be examined by two computers, and attested by their
signatures, and the name of the observer should be recorded. The
duplicate should be compared with the original by two persons, and
likewise attested by their ~ignatures. I t is a standing rule in order to
exclude errors, that all computations and comparisons should be performed
independently by two persons, and attested by their signatures, and
unless such precautions have been observed, the resulta are considered
untrustworthy aa final work.
It is convenient to keep sn Observatory Memorandum Book for the
purpose of registering all sorts of remarks, and it is ueud to insert in
this book the results of observations, as they are taken, in order that t h e
observer may be able to see at a glance how the work is progressing.
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CHAPTER IV.
WITH q e c t to the angles thua observed, and the trimglee formed
from them, they are not, rigorously speaking, @ne, but spherical, existing
on the surface of a sphere, or rather, to speak correctly, of a spheroid.
I n small triangles, of six or seven milea in the sideg this consideration
may be neglected as the difference is imperceptible ; but in larger ones i t
must be taken into consideration.
"It is evident that as every object used for pointing the telescope of
a Theodolite has some certain elevation, not only above the soil, but above
the level of the sea; and as, moreover, these elevations differ in every
instance, a reduction to the horizon of all the measured angles would
appear necessary. But in fact, by the construction of the Theodolite,
which is nothing more than an altitude and azimuth instrument, this
reduction is made in the very act of reading off the horizontal angles.
"Let E be the centre of the earth; A,
B, C, the places on its spherical surface to
which the three stations, A, P, 0,in a
country are referred, by radii EA, EBP,
ECO. If a Theodolite be stationed at A,
the axis of its horizontal circle will point to
E when truly adjwted, aud its plane will be
a tangent to the sphere at A, intersecting
the radii EBP, ECO, at M and N, above
the spherical surface. The telescope of the
Theodolite, it is true, is pointed in succession
to P and 0 ;but the readinga of its azimuthal
circle give,-not the angle PA0 between the
directions of the telescope, or between the objects, P, 0,as seen from A,
but the azimuthal angle MAN, which is the measure of the angle A of
the spherical triangle BAC.
"The true way then of conceiving the subject of a Trigonometrical
Survey, when the spherical form of the earth is taken into consideration,
is to regard the network of triangles into which the country is divided,
as the baaea of an assemblage of pyramids converging to the centre of the
earth. The Theodolite gives us the true measures of the angles included
by the planes of those pyramids; and the surface of an imaginary sphere
at the level of the sea, intersects them in an assemblage of spherical trian[PART IV.
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gles, above whoee angles, in the radii prolonged, the real stations of observ7ra
tion & raised by the superficial inequalities of mountain and valley."'
Having shewn that the triangles described upon the surface of the earth
are spherical triangles, we will now proceed to lay down the rules by
which they m y be computed.
One property of a spherical triangle is, that if ita three angles were
added together, their sum would be greater than u or 18O0.+ Calling
therefore A, B, C, the angles of a spherical triangle, we shall have A +
B+C=r+e.
The term e by which the sum of the angles exceeds a semicircle or u,
is called the spherical excess of the triangle.
On a little consideration it will be evident that the computation of the
spherical excess of a triangle is a circumstance of great moment, for
unless that term be known, the ~ ~ c u r s cwith
y which the angles have
been observed can never be ascertained, nor, as it will afterwards appear,
can the triangle itself be computed aa a spherical triangle.
The rigorous formula aa eetablished by writera on spherical trigonometry for the computation of the spherical excess, is this :tan fr 6. tan & c. sin d
Tan&e=
1 + tan & b. tan & c. cos A
in which b and e represent the two spherical sides, the former being
opposite to B aud the latter to C.
Although this formula for the spherical excess possesses a neat and
compact form, it is far from being susceptible of an easy arithmetical
computation, particularly when it is applied to such triangles aa those
presented by a Trigonometrical Survey of an ordinary description. To
adapt the formula therefore to this exigency, it will require to be evolved
into a series. This done, and putting T for the mean radius of the &h,
the value of e in seconds will stand as follows :bc sin A cosec In
e =
2 -. To
b5c sin A cosec 1"
+- 24 '- 7."
sin d cosec 1"
+ be'
----.-----24
7."
bg.cq sin 2 A cosec 1"
+-- 16 -'- rl

..............................
Herschell's Astronomy.
f Ramsden's large Theodolite, three feet in diameter, was the fimt instrnrnent by which
this excess, called the spherical excess, was observed. It is always a minute qaaatty,

seldom exceeding 4' to 5' in the triangles used in geodetioal operations.
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I n this series the firat term is only effective, and the other terma,
being very minute, may be thrown out of consideration. Sup@ing b
and c to be given in terms of some linear unit, it is evident that
bc sin A
will represent the area of the given spherical triangle computed
2
as a plane one, such an area therefore multiplied by the constant ratio
COWC 1"
--will give the spherical excese in seconds.*
re

In practice, however, the distances b and c are rarely known, the given
,elements being generally one side a, and the three angles A, B, and C.
If, therefore, the area of the triangle be required in terms of t h m
as sin B sin C
elements, it will be equivalent to
2 sin A
The computation of the spherical excess of a triangle does not
demand that ite angles and sidea should be known to any degree of
nicety. It will be sufficient if the former are taken at their observed
values to the nearest second: altering these values when required by equal
amounts to make their sum amount t o r . Either from these data, or h m
the sides derived therefrom, the spherical excess may be deduced, which
will be true to within the limits of accuracy usually required in practice.
As an example of the computation of the spherical excese take the
23rd triangle from p. 261 of Colonel (then Capt.) Evereet's account of
the measurement of the Great Indian Arc, published in 1830, assuming
the mean radius of the earth to be 20888153.2 feet, which is the
numerical value of r in the formula before given
Yemsha to Shcvalingapcsh a = 136352.62 feet Log. 5.1346620.

-

U

2U 8

'2

.e s
Stations.

5s
u

QmpuUd sida

Observed Anglea

3

0

Yemsha
Shevalinga
~ a e n a g n ~ &...

i'

C

B
A

70
69
49

n

1

b=

Yaenagapally to Yemsha
Ditto to Shevalingapah

The factor
Survey.

H

66 46.966
4
9.428
69 20.567

.

c=

41
4
16

9.9756266
9.9388789
9.8841744

Feet
...............(Log
Feet
............... {lag

.........
.........
.........
.........

/

8.1838615
168278
6.2260182

CqEia$given for ell Indian Latitudes in 111 of Auxiliary Tables, G. T.
-.
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Err( Proma.

......
......
Log. sin. A...
...
Log. 2
......
hg. b
Log. c

A. C

Log. corn 1"
A. c . Log..

...

...

Second Procurs.

5.1858615
5.2260134

......

...

1.8841744
-

1-6989700*
5'3144161
a.6800999

&6800999

Log. c
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0-6676440
11

s = 4.652

1

J

5.1346620
5 '1346620

Log..
Log. sin. B.
Log. sin. C.
Log. cosec A
A. C. Log. 2
Log.cosecI"

... 1.9333739
... -1.9755256
... 0.1158256
...... -1.69897W*)
... 5.3144251

A.C.Logr.
Log. s

...

...(~.6800999
G.6800999

......

1

1

0.6676440

Now let A' be the observed value of A, B' that of B, and C' that
of C; i t is evident that A' + B ' + C' will never be equal to r + e, but
will either be in excess or in defect of this amount.
This last circumstance may be expressed algebraically in the following
manner : A' + B' + C' = r + e - a, in which + e standing for the true
sum of the angles, E will be the error of observation.
I n the triangle given above, the sum of the three angles = r +
15".956, and e = 4*.652 ; therefore a = 11k304.
It is clear that nothing certain can be advanced a s to the origin
of this error. I t may be that the signals were not properly centered,.
or that the graduation and the adjustment8 of the instrument were
imperfectly executed; or lastly, that there was a peculiarity or a
defect in the eye of the observer. A11 these circumstances may have
operated separately, or in combination, to produce the discrepancy under
consideration.
Supposing, however, that the three angles of the triangle have been
taken with the same instrument, and with the same care, and by the
same observer, i t is extremely probable that each is liable to an equal
amount of error. If this be admitted, i t will follow that the best way of
expunging E , is by apportioning it equally amongst the three observed
anglest.

* It greatly facilitates computation by combining these four Logarithms into one sum
and treating i t ar, a constant Log.
t All triangulnr and other corrections are now determined by the "Method of least
squares."
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If the angles of the triangle before given are corrected by this process,
they will stand as follows :
-

Slations.

Yemsha

...

Shevalingspah
Yae~~agapally

Observed Angles.

...

...

...

7-6

Ap~z,"~~t

45'966

Corrected Angles.

- $338

700

42'198

5,9

4

9.423

- 3.768

49

69

20.567

- 3.iR8

49

69

16299

11.804

180

0

4.E52

4

6.655

-

180

69

0

16.956

The angles given in the laat column are called spherioal anglea
Their sum amounts (M i t ought to do) to u + e. After the observed
angles have been reduced t o their spherical values, the computation of
the geodetical triangle may be taken in hand.
Of the different deductive processes established by different writers for
the accomplishment of this object, that laid down by Le Gendre
possesses superior advantages on the soore of its simplicity, expedition,
and accuracy. I t is based on the assumption that the sides of a
geodetical triangle, which may be presented for computation, are very
small in comparison with the radius of the earth; aud it has been
discovered by actual calculation, that a triangle, whose sides do not
exceed 450 miles, may Lx deduced by Le Gendre's theorem without
producing an error of one foot in the result.
This theorem for the computation of a geodetical triangle may be
stated na follows:-From each of the spherical nngles of tho triangle,
deduced ns directed in the formor part of this chapter, deduct one-third
of the spherical excess. With the angles so diminished, compute the
sides of the trinngle by the rules of plane trigonometry,-these sides
(such is the result of Le Gendre's investigation) will be equivalent
in length to the spherical sides of the given geodetical triangle. It may
be added, that when the spherical angles of rr geodetical triangle are
diminished by one-third of the spherical excess, they are called angles
for computation, and that their sum must obviously amount to 180°.
[PART IV.
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I n the Great Trigonometrical Survey of India, Le Gendre's theorem
is ~ u a d euse of in the computation of the principal triangulation. As an
example of which, let us take the triangle before given.
--

--

Yemsha to Sheunlingapah

Sphericlzl
Angles.

Stations.

...

Yemsl~a

Slievalingapnh
Taenagapally

...

Yaenagapnllp to Yemsha

... io"

5b 4 i 1 9 8
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4
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4 9 ' 69
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-

--

= 13fi352.16 feet, Log. 5.1346620.
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6.2260125
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First Side.
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Log.
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sin.
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0'1 158252
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I A ~ . 6.1838612
(Feet
152iOi.77
Milea -p_2E912
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7

S m d Side.

Yemshn to Sheraliagapah

L T a e ~ ~ a g n ~ n l l...
y
f Yemsha

...

...
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Yaenagspally to Shevalingapah

...

...
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Log.
cosec. or A. C. of sin.
sin.

...

Log.
Milea

6.1346620
0.1 158'252
9'97552.53

--

5'2260125
168272.23
31 .Xi0
i

The process of computation, described in the foregoing pages, is applicable to the principal triangulation of a series. I n the deduction of the
Secondary Triaugles however, such for instance as those for a Topographical Survey, all this attention to minutiae is never required, it being
sufficient t o consider these as plane triangles, and compute them
accordingly.
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There is only one circumstance connected with the deduction of
Secondary Triangles, which stands in need of some explanation at this
place. In some Secondary Triangles, only two angles are observed, and
in others all three. I u the former cage, the two angles are added together,
and the sum is deducted from U , resulting difference is the t h i r d or the
supplemental angle. I u the latter cnse, the sum of the three angles is
compared with r, and if any difference exist between the two amounts,
it is apportiorled equally amongst the three angles, employing t h e angles
so corrected in the computation of the triangle.
The followi~lg examples extracted from the Report of t h e Great
Trigonornetricnl Survey, will illustrate these methods of computation :
- --

-

= 15441.8feet.

i'irer L Paniuri

0bservl

* p p f l i o n And- fnr
'
~ Computation.
~
~
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I
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n

~
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f
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4.ii30511

Paniari to Yirprr = 1189ii.4 feet, Log. 41730611.
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COMPUTATION OF LATITUDES,

&c.

CHAPTER V.

Lm A and B be two Trigonometrical Stations. The latitude and
longitude of A, together with the distance of A to B s t the sea level,
and the azimuth of the line as appears to an observer at A, being given,
it is required to deduce the latitude and longitude of B and the azimuth
of the same line BA as appears to an observer at B.
The symbols which are usually made use of to represent the elements
given, as well ~9 those required, are as follow:
Elements given.
Elements sought.
1' Latitude of B
1 Latitude of A
L Longitude of ditto
L' Longitude of ditto
B Azimuth of A from B.
A Azimuth of B from A*
c Distance from A to B.
Of the foregoing seven symbols, two only, namely A and B, which
stand for azimuths, require some explanation. In the Revenue Survey
the origin of the azimuthal arc is placed in north, whence it proceeds by
east to south, and thence again it returns by west to north. This is the
oommon mode of reckoning the azimuth.
In the formula, which will be given hereafter, the azimuthal arc will
be taken to commence from south, and to proceed by west and north,
round the whole circle of the horizon, as observed in the Great Trigonometrical Survey. According to this view the azimuth of west will be 90°,
that of north 180°, and lastly, that of east 270'.
It is necessary to mention at this place that there are two solutiow of
the problem under consideration, the spherical and the spheroidal. I n
the former the earth is supposed to be a sphere, in the latter it is taken
as a spheroid. In this work we will adopt the spheroidal solution in the
first place, because it is more consonant to truth than the other; and
secondly, because the process of computation it gives rise to has been
srmnged by CoL G. Everest, formerly Surveyor General of India, into a form
The method of deriving the 5rst or fundamental azimuth at the origin of the triangulation, will be found ill Part V.
GHdPTER v.]
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which is susceptible of easy and convenient application to 8Ul7rey
operations.
In the computation of the Great Trigonometricnl Survey of India, the
dimo~isionsof the earth supposed to bc 4 spheroid arc taken a t the
followi~igval~ics:
Axis ?tInjor a = 30922931.8 feet
Ditto JIinor 2, = 30853374.G feet
These elements nre derived from a comparison of tbe Dodagontah arc,
comprised between Punnre arid Kalinnpur, mensured prior to the year 1836,
with the French nrc, beginning a t Greenwich and encling at Formentern
On a slight coilsideration it will be evident that if the differences
-(A'-A), (L'-L), (R- n + A ) could bc computed by any procew,
A', L' and B could be easily deduced therefrom.
For iustnnce, suppoeing X' - A = AA, L' - L = AL, and B (n + A ) = A A , we8hallhave A ' = A
+ AX; L ' = L + & L ; a n d B 5
(r + A )+ AA.
The reason why t h e e differential quantities, Ah, AL, A.4, are computed
in preference to A', L' and R, is, that the former w e susceptible of easier
and more necurnte deduction than the latter.
On refcreucc to pp. 161 nud 169 of Col. Ererest's m c n ~ n tof tho
Indian Arc published in 1817, it will be seen thnt the values of AX,
AL, and A d come out in infinite series. These series are rapidly couvergent : Col. Everest uses only the first four terms, and omits the others
on necount of their minuteness. For the purposes of this work, however,
the first and second terms nre all which will be required, the third and
the fourth terns, which are retained by Col. Everest, being too minute to
merit attention a t this place.
Limited to the 2nd term, the formulre for the computation of latitudes,
longitudes and azimuths, as arrnnged by Col. Everest, are as follow :
For Lntit~de.
For Longitude.
For Azimuth.
8,h = P. cos A. c
ELL= 6,A. Q. see A. tan A
6 J =6,L. sin A.
?,A= 6,A. R. sin A. c 6,L = 6 , S.
~ cot A
&A = E,L. T.
in which
6,A + EJ = AA
6,L + 6,L = AL.
6,A + E,A =AA.
which occur m these formuls, are comThe terms P, Q, B, S, T
posed of the numerical values of a nud b given before, and of certniu
functions of the given lntitude A. Most of these terms are of tedious
deduction, on which riccount it becomes necewry that they should be
computed once for all, and registered under s Tabular Form, so as to be
ready for usc when required.

... .,
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Accordingly, in the Great Trigonometrical Survey of India, we have
the new table of P,Q, R, ...... computed for every 10' of latitude between
the parallels of 5" and 36"; and we will give a t the end of this Chapter
a n extract from this table, which will facilitate computations by CoL
Everost's formulm.*
The arrangement of this table is so simple that it hardly requires any
explanation. Enter the table with the given l ~ t i t u d eA of station A. If
A is exactly found in the table, take out P, Q, R,
just as they stand
in a line therewith. This is a very simple operation, but the exact
agreement which we have supposed to exist between the given and the
tabular latitude, seldom takes place in practice. I n most instances the
given latitude will lie between two tabular latitudes. In such cases
take out P,Q, R,
appertaining to the next less tabular latitude
and correct them in this wise. Take the difference between the given
and the tabular latitude next less, and convert i t to the denomination
of a minute. The term so obtained being multiplied successively by the
tabular differences for P, Q, R, S and T, and divided by 10, will furnish
the required 'corrections, which will be negative in the case of P, R
and T, and positive in that of Q and S.
P, Q, R, S, T being computed, other terms of the formuloe, such for
may be taken out from a
instance aa COB A, t a n A, sec. A, sin. X
common table of logarithms.
When the terms 6,X, alL,
are computed, they will be in seconds
and decimals thereof.
The signs of these terms dependant upon the magnitude of the given
azimuth A, may be easily taken out from the following table :-

....

....

......,

......

Magnitude of the given Azimuth A.

Term of the
Formnlte.
1st Quadrant.

2nd.

-

-I-

-

6,L

+
+

3!2L
&A

* Sea Auxiliary Tables of
CHAF'TER

v.]

-

I

3rd.

4th.

+
+
+
+
.+

-

the G. T. Surrey (Table IV).

+
+
-
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After proper signs have been prefixed to &A, 6,L, take the sums of
?,A and 62A; of alL and 6,L; and of 6,A. and 628. The three sums so
obtained will be the values, the first of AX, the second of AL, and the
last of AA.
Now Ah being applied to A, AL to L, and AA to (*+A), the resulting
elements will be A', and L' and B.
By way of illustrating the computation of the latitudes, longitudes
and azimuths of Trigonometrical Stations, we annex an example on
pages 497-8.
When a point is determined by a triangle, i t ought to have two
deductions of latitude, longitude and azimuth derived from the Stations
defining the base of the triangle. For instance, referring to triangle a t
page 491, Yaenagapally may be computed from Yemshaw, as well as
from Shevalingapah. I n the Great Trigonometrical Survey, i t is t h e
invariable practice to go through the two deductions and compare the
results, which, when the two computations are correctly executed, will
be identical.
SheValingapah deduced from Yemshaw.
Station B Shevalingapah.
A
= 73O 1'52"-11
Log. c = 5.1346620

Station A Yemshaw.
A = 18O 51'3ln.O0
L = 78 1 0.79

...

P.
CosA

c

6,X

...
...

...

Q
Sec
Tan A

...

...
...
...
..;

...

...
8, L ...
.: .
Sin A ...
...
a, A ... ...
R

...

Sin A
o

621

...

..a

...
...

...
...

3.9963429
1.4651625
6.1346620
2.5960674

...... -

39a.52 = -

6 6' 34:52

i.9974090
0.0239644
0.5155059

...... - 135's-14 = - 0
e

3.1329447

I

22 38l14

1.5095169
2.6421616

......-

439!00=-6

...... -

1.38

8.38079
T-98067
5.13466
0.13858

*

#

i icoo

COMPUTATION OF LATITUDES,

...

Cot A

&c.

-

1.48449

A'

=

18 44 65-10

Deduced Latitude of Shevalingapah.

1;'

=

77 38 23.53

Deduced Longitude of Shevalingapah.

B

=

252 54 34.62

CHAPTER

v.]

Deduced Azimuth of Yemshaw from
Shevalingapah.
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Table exhibiting tlu I;oga&mie
vcrlua of P, Q, R, S, and T,&ween
the parallele of 1 8 O and 350 of Latitude.

4
Dm.

T

DIE.

+4I
41
43
43
44
43

o*u(m

-3lO

45
4

m 1 8

Difl.

8

---

3%4818
1748
1670
rrsga
1518
2441

Da.
-75

a.9961365
9287

78
78
81
79

-

73
77
75
77
76

11%
So(9
1969

80

39961888
1807
1745
la5
1661
1477

81
81
80
84
84
84

81

a

a

W9961393
1309
1
1138
lob3
0364

84
85
86
85
89
84

68960880
0790
0703
0613
0513
MXJ

90
87
90
90

-

ge

-19973831
1064

51
51

8.Z~l0sI
81
81
80
80
79

-

1

1997r133
4185
4237
4491
4.344
4337

59
51
54
53
53
64

8.W8
77
77
76
75
74

I
0
1
1
1
1

n

1'9974451
64
4 ~ 5 55
n3
4560
4613
66
4669
66
4715
66

8.Z3073
7s
19
71
70
69

0
1

8.38068
68
67
66
6.5
64

0
1
1
1
1
1

8 . W
61
61
61
60

1
0
1

aX8l
39!M
3981
4031

-

-

+50

48
51
60

-

19914781
4837
4894
4951
5OOn

-

W67

56
67
57
57
59
66

lB9f6lP3
5183
6111
6.301
5361
5420

60
58

61
61
61
61
61
63

60
60

69

-

-

-

-1

1
1

o

1

I
1
1
1

W8lOll
061
I04
147
190
l34

43

ES
W n n W
4629
988

411
457
&I3

46
46
46

1341
5057
1776

984
281
477

0.S549
636
643
690
7W
787

47
47
47
48
49
49

OP1499
1251
0951

¶I5
170
466

OWJ

264

0424
0164

460
9.W

0S1836

49

019906
9653
3402
9155
8911
8668

955
251
147
944
243
OSI
!a6
2.33

m

0.33035
006

51
52
51
54

0.10431
8195
7965

na

m

63

7506
7P8S

¶¶4

1
1
1
1
I
I

033455
510
665
690
676
731

M

0.33788
846
903
961
4WO
M8

68

49
48

1
0
I
I
1
1

60

6186
4990
4796

59
61
60
61
61
61

01460J
4416
4UO
4045
3863
3683

189
186
183
181
180
178

63

63
63

0.IUOS
3330
3166

64

¶965

175
174
171
170

I

1
1

91
91
94
91

L'iW5480
5541

BI

-

39959791
9698
9603
9507
9411
9317

93
95
96
96
34
96

1975849
5911
7 4
6038
6103
6166

61
63
64

-

64

-

a935Snl
9115
9096
8919
8831
8734

96
99

64
66
64

37
98

Ilwr6lss
6493
6&59
6413
6489
6b54

65

e m 7
46
45
44
43
42

-

I
1
1
I
I
1

0.341313
197
458
318
380
441

13968636
8534
8434
8333
8234
8131

IM
100
101
99
1M
IM

68
67
67
66
61

8.38041
40
39
88
a7

6.9

a6

I
I
1
1
1
1

O.M5@3
666
699
691
7%;
810

-

-

6Wl

94

97
98

-

6663
57%
5786

19976619
6687
6754
6811
6847
6955

57
W

M
M

61

B.360~32

51
51
W

05
62

68
G5

63

838056

-

61
51

wa31a8
190
141
is4
348
401

-

-

4

","
%
50
985

91

W

317
312
307
303
a00

866

H960344
MSS
0161
0070
a9959977
9885

-

4757
4410
4128
891
bsl8

M
53
5.5

011061
6941

66%

66
66

6412
6205

W

53%

7
58
59

0.15787
5585
5304

&
l

231

491
119
116
117
114

m

408

40P
#)I

198
196
194

191

64
6.5

it
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Table exhibiting the Logarithmic value8 of P,Q,R,S,and T,between the
parallels of 1 8 O and 35O of Latitude.-(Continued )
B

DiK.

DIE.

+67
69
69
69

8.88035

1

1

-

a0

I

10
10
7I
70
71
70

8'38029
27

1
I
2

15

1

24

1
1

8'38021

18

1
1
1
1
1

I7

1

72
73
ta
73
14
75
73
76
74
75
7.5
75

v.]

1

10

72
71
73
72
73
73

CHAPTER

1
1

32

84

68

-1

83

PR

-

za
21
20
19

-

8'86016
I5
14
13
11
10

-

1
1
1

2
1
1

8'86009

1

08

1
1

07
06

1

OJ

1

04

2
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CHAPTER VI.
To compute the difference of height between two Trigonometrical
Stations, the elements required are derived partly from observation, and
partly from previous computation. Of the former class, are the vertical
angles taken at one or both the stations, and the heights of the instrument and of the signals used. Of the latter class, are the distance a t
the sea level between the two stations, and the elevation of one of those
stations above the same level.
The observation of a vertical angle is thus made : the theodolite being
placed over the centre of the eye station and properly levelled, an
intersection is taken to the signal at the object station. The micrometera
or verniers to the vertical circle, are now read off: the mean whereof
constitutes one observation on one face. The telescope is now turned
round 180° vertically as well as horizontally, and the same signal is
intersected a second time. The vertical limb being then read off as
before, we have the second observation on the opposite face. The mean
of the two observations made on reversed faces will furnish, cleared of
index and collimation error, the elevation or the depression at which the
signal stands, aa seen from the eye station.
When a vertical angle is observed, the time of the observation as well
aa the heights of the instrument and of the signal are noted in the
Vertical Angle Book, a specimen of which is subjoined.
By way of distinction. the station whose height is given may be called
the station A, the other whose altitude is required being styled the station B. I t is also necessary to premise at this place thht in the phraseology of the Trigonometrical Survey, the distances at the sea level, such
as those derived from a Trigonometrical operation, are called geodetic
distances.
Certain preliminary considerations must now be attended to before
the computation of height can be taken in hand. In the first place, the
given geodetic distance will require to be converted into seconds. When
this operation is performed, the resulting element is called the contained
arc. The precept for making this deduction is as follows:-Add together
[PART IV.

SPECIMEN O F THE VERTICAL ANGL

Aj'lernom Vertical Angles taken at Shevalingapah Hill St

Z
3
$

--

I I

u

Names of Places
Obserred.

-

U

d

I

$

z
:3
.g

-

1

Micrometer Readings.

Mean

7

0

A

h

Yemshaw Hel.......

II I

...

R

5.49

D O 15 29.5

D O 15 21.0

D 0 15 25.25

L

5.52

DO 15 27.0

D O 15 24.1

D 0 15 2555

I

I

I

I

I

I

Aflernom Vertical Angles taken at Yenashaw Hill Statio
Shevalingapah Hel...

.

R

5.58

l L / 6.1

1

D 0 4 24.4

1

D 0 4 12.2

D O 4 11.4

I

D O 4 19.0

1

D 0 4 18.30
D O 415.20

/

Nors.-All modern Theodolites are provicled with Spirit Levels, whereby corrections for
tiona for Topographical Surveying;" Appendices, Rules for determining the Value of a
Error," and Form for Vertical Angles, Examples 1st and 2nd.
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the logarithm of the geodetic distance in feet, and the constant
logarithm 3.9935154, the natural number answering to the sum, i~
the contained arc in seconds.
EXAMPLE.
Take the diatsmce from Yemshaw to Shevalingapsh, page 491.
Logarithm of the distance in feet
6'1346620
Conatnnt Log.
5.9935164

...........................
....................................................
(1) Contained Arc = 1848' .............................. Log. 8.1281774

Again the geodetic distance, as it stands, cannot be employed in the
computation of height; it will require to be reduced to tho level of
station A. The formula given at page 470-1 could be easily altered to
furnish,this result, but as the logarithm of the distance is made use of
in the computation, it is obviously more conv?nient to correct that term
at once, which may be effected in the following manner :To the logarithm of the height in feet of station A above the sea level,
add the constant logarithm 8.3168746, the natural number answering
to the sum, carried to seven places of decimals, is the logarithmic oorrection required.
EXAMPLE.

Height of Yemahaw above the aea level.

(1) L w i t h m i c correction, 0.0000804

1463.8 feet, Log, 3.1658384
Conatant Log., 8.8168748

-

.............................. b g . b'4822080

The logarithmic oorrection added to the logarithm of geodetic distance, gives the logarithm of the distance a t the level of station A.

+ 00000304

= 5.1346924

Log. of the distanoe from Yemshaw to Shevalingapah at the level of the former.

Again, that the computed height of a station may be available for any
required use in future, it is necessary to refer that element to a permanent mark belonging to the station. In the Great Trigonometrical
Survey of India, the upper station dot is taken as the point of reference.
But the instrument with which the vertical angle is taken, as well as the
signal observed, being elevated above that dot, it follows that the
observed angle will stand in need of two corrections, of which the one
arising from the height of the instrument or eye, is called the eye
correction, while the other proceeding from the elevation of the signal
or object observed, is styled the object correction.
(1) .Both tbeae y t i t i e s may now be found by inspection from the G. T. Surrey
Auxlluuy Tables 1 & V*.
[PABT iv.
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The rules by which the aorrections above mentioned may be computed
are tw follow :
To compute the q e correction.-Add
together the logarithm of the
height of the eye in incheg the arithmeticalcomplement of the logarithm
of the distance in feet at the level of station A, and the constant logarithm 4.2352439, the natural number answering
- to the sum is the correction in seconds, additive to an elevation, and subtractive from a
depression.
EXAMPLE.

Height of the instrument at Shevelingapah, 62.4 inchee,
A. C. of Log. of distanceat the levelof Yemshaw
Constant Log.

... Log.,

......
........................
Eye correction, -7'87 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Log.,
/I

1.7951846
4.8653076
42352139

(lr89.57361

270 compute the owed medioll.-Add
together the logarithm of the
height of the aged in inches, the arithmetical complement of the logarithm of the distance in feet at the level of station A, and the constant
logarithm 4.2352439, the natural number answering to the sum is the
iorrection in seconds, additive to a depression, and subtractive from an
elevation.
EXAMPLlp.

. . . . . . . . . Log., 1.3579348
. . . . . . 4.8663076
........................
42362439
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Log., 0'4584863
Objeat correction +287

Height of the eignsl at Yemshaw, 22@ inohee
A. C. of Log. of distance at the level of Yemehaw
Constant Log.
U

-

When the observed vertical angle has received the eye and object
oorrections, the pointa to which i t becomes referrible are the upper
station dots. The vertical angle so reduced is called the Apparent
Vertical Arc.
EXAMPLE.

0 .

.........D0
........................ .....................+

Observed Vertical Angle at Shedingapah
Eye correction
Objeat corredion

Apparent Vertiad Am at Shevalingapah

.........

I

16

,,

2624
7'87
287

D O 15 2024

The problem of the computation of heights may be divided into the
two following cases :-first, when vertical angles have been observed at
the two stations A and B; and secondly, when a vertical angle has been

* The shorter computation is now adopted of correcting for the diffkwm between the
heights of the eye and object.
OKAPTER VI.]
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taken at one of the stations only. We will now proceed to treat of the
first case.
After the observed vertical angles a t the two stations A and B have
been reduced into apparent vertical arcs, an auxiliary angle, called the
subtended angle, will next require to be computed, which is done in thie
way. When both the apparent arm are depressions, take half the
difference : when one only is an elevation, take half the sum : the result
in either case is the subtended angle required.
EXAMPLE.
Apparent Vertid Arc at Shevalingapah
Ditto
ditto
at Yemehaw

............

Subtended angle

, u
16 2021
D 0 4 8.32
0

. . . . . . . . . DO

.....................

0

6

360

By the aid of the subtended angle, derived as directed above, the
difference of height between the two stations is eadly deducible in the
fallowing manner. To the logarithmic sine of the subtended angle, add
the log. secant of the vertical arc taken at station B, and the logarithm
of the distance at the level of station A ; the natural number answering
to the sum is the required difference of height between the two stations.
ExaMPLE.

Subtended Angle

............

v

1

0

6 36

.

.........

Log. Sin., 7'2119140
Log. Sea, @0000013
Log., 6-1346921

......

Log., 203466107

Apparent Vertical Arc at Shevalingapah D 0 16 20
D i h ~ ~ in
c efeet at the level of Y m b m

Beqnired Werence of height in feet,222'1

-

Connected with the computation of heights is the important subject of terrestrial refraotion ;it is evident that every vertical angle observed
is affected with that inequality. Its general effect is to raise an object
above its true position; when two observed vertical angles are made use
of in the computation of a height, although these angles are individually
impregnated with r e h t i o n , they produce a result which is entirely free
from that inequality. This arises from the peculiar combination of the
observed vertical angles in the deduction of the subtended angle, whereby
the refraction in one angle is cancelled by that in the other.
There is, however, only one condition required to produce this cancelment, namely, an e q d i t y of the amounts of refraction in the two observed
vertical angles. That this equality may obtain in practice, vertical angle
observations at the reciprocal stations should be made under, as nearly as
possible, the same atmospheric conditions. When two observers and two
instruments are available, they are best taken simultaneously, but in caaea
[PART IV.
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in which this cannot be resorted to, the observations ought to be made
contemporaneously, that is, a t the same time on different days, theae days
being separated by as small an interval as possible.
Experience has shewn that the best time for observing a set of vertical
angles is between the hours of 23 nnd 3 j from apparent noon. When
vertical augles have been taken with due regard to tho conditions above
speoified, the precepts, whereby the amount of refraction involved in
them may be computed, are as follows :
Take the sum of the reciprocal apparent vertical arcs when thcy are
both depressions, or their difference when one is an elevation, subtract
the sum or difference so derived from the contained arc, half the remainder
is the amount of terrestrial refraction required
EXAMPLE.
Apparent Vertical Arc at Shevelingapah
... 0 f 6 20.h
Ditto ditto at Yemahaw
...
... D 0 4 8'32
Which being both depressions are added together, and
...
1169
their sum in seconds is
Contained arc in seconds
...
1343

0"

...

...

...

Half the dflerenoe or tarreatrial refraction

...

...

...

87

-

It is a practice with the geodetic writers t o express the refraction in
decimals of the contained arc: this reduction may he performed as
follows :
Reduce the terrestrial refraction find the contained arc to seconds,
divide the former by the latter, the quotient is the value of the terrestrial
refraction in decimals of the contained arc.
EXAMPLE.
Thus in the oase of Yemehaw and Shevelingapah, the refraction being 87', and
the contnined aro 1313', weshall have 43; = '065, for the value of the refraction
in decimals of the contained arc.

It now remains to explain Cwe 2nd, or the method of computing the
difference of heights between two atations from a vertical angle takon a t
one of them only. The observed vertical angle being corrected for the
heights of the instrumeut and sigunl, as well as for refration," we shtrll have
the value of the vertical angle, as if i t were taken in vacuo a t the station of
observation.

* There ore no fixed rules far Terre~trinl refraction, hut it is generally taken nt onefifteenth of the contnined nrc: in determining tile heights of the penks of the Snowy
l { a n p (Hi~onlnpm),about one-tbirteeutl~ of he contnined arc was nssumed.
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Now the contained arc is equal to the sum of the two vertical rcngles
in vacuo, when they are both depressions, or to the difference between
them when one is an elevation, which relrttion gives the following simple
precepts for comptiting the vertical angle in vacuo, at the object station.
When the vertical angle in vacuo at the eye station is a depreseion, take
the difference between it and the contained arc; when it is an elevation,
take their sum ;.the resulting element in either case is the vertical angle
in vacuo at the object station.
To determine whether the last deduced vertical angle is an elevation
or a depression, the considerntions which will require to be attended t o
are three in number, and they are as follow :-

First, when the vertical angle in vacuo at the eye station ie n depression,
and less than the contained arc; eewnd, when it is a depression and
greater than the contained arc; and third,when it is an elevation.
In the first and third cases, the resulting vertical angle at the object
station is a depression, and in the second, it is an elevation.
Having obtained the two vertical angles in vacuo, treat them as if they
were apparent vertical arcs, and deduce therefrom the subtended angle,
and the difference of height, as in Cme 1st. To exemplify this computation, take the deduction of Himalaya snowy peak a from Amsot Hill
station :
0

1

1

............
.....................
...........................
.........
Vertical aigle in v-o at Amsot
...... .:. ... E 2 16 69.79

Observed vertical angle at h o t
E 2 20 45.98
Ere correction
+ 8'12
Object correction is evanescent, the top of the peak being
observed
0.00
Refraction taken at &th of contained arc
-3 4976

Which being an elevation, will require to be augmented by
the contained arc

.................. +0

Vertical angle in vacuo at #nosy peak a

.........

67 18'90

D 3 14 18.69

FORM FOR REGISTERING THE COMPUTATION OF THE H
STATION.

Y

Shadingapah dedwed from Yemahaw.

f i g h t of

d0 d0
lions.

tlonm.

OL

G

di
(

Rheva1ingap.h.. YcrnLar

D

I
IZimuIaya Snowy Peak a deduced f r m Amot IiiU Station.

I.k a

*IX,

AW~,

Rnow

WQ

1

1

........ ........ .. .. .. .. .. ..
.. ..

E 1.20 4593 0'64290PO

675 3438.9

Heigh

D 3 14 1

63 3 +a.19 E 9 40 4
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CHAPTER VII.

A ~ E Rhnving explained the npproved principles of observation and
computation, as generally practised in a Trigonometrical Survey, we will
now proceed to shew their application to the detail survey of a district.
The primary triangles of a Topographical Survey may be thrown into
the form of a network as shews in Plate 17, Fig. 1, or into that of a
gridiron exhibited in Fig. 2. Of these two forms the gridiron is preferable to the network : in the first place, because i t contains a smaller
number of triangles, and is more scientific ; and secondly, because it is
susceptible of a more systematic deduction than the other. This mode
of distribution, however, will be found more difficult in most hilly
countries than the common network, and occupy a longer tinie thnn is
generally allotted to Topogaphical Surveyors, but whatever form may
be given to the primary triangles of a Topographical Survey, there is one
condition,-namely, that of symmetry,-which ought to be strictly d h e r e d
t o in their selection. I n no case should a triangle of a primary character
be admitted, any of whose angles falls s l ~ o r tof 30° or exceeds 90° as
before stated a t page 472.
The sides of these primary trinngles should average between two and
five miles, and the best instrument for exec~~tiug
this description of work
is a 12 or 14-inch Theodolite. The three n~igles of a primary triangle
ought, in every instance, to be obsorved, every angle being mensured on
two zeros O0 and 30° with their reversed faces, as before described. As
to computation, these triangles may be treated as plane, the spherical
excess being in their case an unappreciable quantity, the angles used
being taken to the nearest second.
Witah due regard t o these precautions, the primary triangulation of a
district being executed, the next thing to be taken in hand is the collection
of the Topogrnphical details, which may be done in tho following manner :If the point x (Plate 17), which me shall suppose to be the site of 8
village, be observed from two primary strttions d and B, we shall have
the triangle ABx giving the position of the last mentioned point. Agnin,
if x h p p e n to be observed from three primary stations, as A, B, and C, the

* See Instructions for Topograpl~icalSurveys in India, by Colonel Waugh,
General of Indin, printed iu 185S, give11iu the Appeudix.

late Surveyor-
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triangles formed will be three in number,-namely, lst, A A Bx ;Znd, A
A Cs; and 3rd, A BCx. Now, here are three distances, Ax, Bx, and Cx,
which are respectively possessed of two values, the first being derived from
As 1 and 2, the second from As 1 and 3, and the third from As 2 and 3.
These double valuea being compared, the discrepancies (if any) will
indicate the amount of confidence to be attached to the result.
The point x fixed in the way described above is called an intersected point.
For the reasons already stated, a point of this kind should be determined,
whenever i t is practicable, by two triangles possessing a common side.
I n the caae of the intersected points, the symmetry of the triangles
cannot be so rigorously attended to aa in the instance of the primary
stations, because such points must be observed from wherever they are
visible. Here, however, a small error in a given position would be
attended with no inconvenience, as it would not extend beyond the site to
which i t appertains. It has been found in practice, that triangles whose
angles range between 15' and 150' furnish trustworthy results. The angles
to intersected points should be observed on zero O0 and on its reversed face,
the observation in each case being repeated twice to check the readinga of
the instrument as well as the record thereof, and the same object should
.be intersected from three or more stations t o verify the position of the
intersected point.
Some atteution mrlst be paid to the signals used: if they are large
undefined objects, as whole bodies of villages, kc., they will be unsusceptible of accurate intersection, and will therefore produce discordant
results. The kdua of a mosque, or of a temple, church spire, tops of
columns, kc., form good objects for intersection, but these are seldom to
be met with, and in their absence flags may be used, which may either be
placed on the ground, or fastened to tops of high trees, as may be convenient. Tree flags have been tried in the Great Trigonometrical Survey,
and found to answer well.
It is clear that most of the villages in a district, aa well aa all the
prominent marks on the boundary line, could be laid down as intersected
points : the few villages that cannot be so determined may be fixed by
a measured angle and distance from a primary station. The sides of the
secondary triangles should be carried as near t h e boundary of the subdivision or pergunnah cirouits as possible, in cases where a Revenue
Survey is required, but this of course will depend on the natural features
of the country. On any of the sides of these, the Plane Table and
Cross Staff is applied, and the intervals are filled up by sketching, and a
series of perpendicular lines are thus made to traverse the Topographicd
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details. The more minutely the triangulation has been camed on, the
easier and more correct will be the interior filling up, whether entirely
by meaauremeilt with the Chain, or only partially so, and the remainder
completed by sketching. The Plane Table is the best contrivance for
this purpose, and the process of sketching between the fixed points
plotted on the paper, is similar to surveying with the Chain w d Theodolite as far as the natural and artificial boundaries* are concerned. Every
thing being at once d r a m on the paper instead of being entered in a
Field Book, the features of the ground are sketched at the same time as the
boundaries and other details. This part of the operation, however, requirea
much practice before anything like facility of execution can be acquired
The Plane l'able is made in a variety of ways, but to render it really useful, it should be reduced to the most simple state possible, and m light aa
can be consistent with strength and steadiness. The English manufacture
with the box-wood scale frame, as described at page 54, is qnite unsuited
to the heat and hot winds of this climate ; they warp, and go to pieces
immediately ; but the pattern now in use, as made up in the Mathematical
Instrument Department, Calcutta, of the best seasoned teak wood, or English
dcal,is a simple square board, without any shifting frame, with the fiducial
edge ruler of ebony, the brass Sights being affixed a t each end, the Table.
fixing on the braced tripod stand, by means of a clamping screw under i t )
Every two points of a Survey, whatever objects may be between them,
will in fact be the extremities of a baae equally true aa if it had been
actually measured; and the Table being placed on such points, and
adjusted by means of the l e e , and the needle, which answers instead of
a level, where the greatest accuracy in fixing the instrument horizontally
is not required, we obtain intersections to all objects of which it may be
n e c e w y to find the place. This is done by placing a pin or the leg of a
pair of compasses upon the station point, and the edge of the ruler in contact
with it, turning the ruler aa upon a pivot, until the object to be intersected
is seen along its edge, and then drawing a fine line by the same edge. This
being done from three different places, will be found very exact in most
cases, although there is in strictness an error of the same kind as that
mentioned in treatiug of the Theodolite, when it is not exactly over a
station ; but this nicety is of little consequence, for the Table, being but
small, the difference occasioned by the eccentricity of the instrument

* Boundaries, roads, railways, large streams and rivers, should always be carefully
traversed along their entire course, with the Plane Table and Chain, or Perambulator, and
every salient point on a boiu~daryshould be a Plane Table Station.
t See Appendix-instructions on Topographical Surveyiug.
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can never make any appreciable error in the position of an object, and npoin
almost all scales in common use, this magnitude is but n mere point.
Thus we may join up any unfinished lines that were left in surveying to
avoid short stations, or for other reasons.
When the method of surveying the interior details is rigidly cnmed
out, there is nothing left to be sketched in, except the contours of the
ground which do not present marked features to which measurement cnn
be applied. The comparative heights however, obtained by levelling
with the Theodolite during the Survey, present so many certain points of
reference as to the relative command of the ground, and are of course of
the greatest assistance in the subsequent deli~lentionof the features upon
the outline plan. When the inequalities of the surfnce of any particular
portions require to be shewn more in detail, recourse must be had to a.
regular process of Levelling and Contouring, both of which subjects am
treated of hereafter in separate Chapters.
With aview of adapting the triangulation of n district convenient for this
purpose, suppose a ~eriesof principal triangles of the Great Trigonometrical
Survey to have been carried through a district, it is evident that the
sides of those triangles, ranging from ten to twenty miles, cannot, aa they
stand, be imhediately made use of in a Topographical Survey, in which
bases of two to five miles only are required. To resolve therefore a side of
a principal triangle into a convenient number of smnll distances of the
required lengths, the Ray Trace System by minor triangulation may be
resorted to with great advantage. We will now
SI
proceed to explain the method.
Let S and S' be two stations of the Trigonometrical Survey. Taking 8 as an origin, select
a series of small triangles along the given line SS'
until the other extremity S' is reached and ie
connected therewith; these triangles must be treated aa primary triangles of a detail ope&tion.
Their computation may be performed aa follows :
on reference to the diagram it will be seen that
there are two lines Su' and 2%" connected with the
origin S, assuming either of these aa unity, the
remaining sidea of the triangulation may be deduced in terms thereof.
I t is evident that if the whole distarce SS' cnn
be obtained in terms of the same menxure, the
8
deduction of the true vnl~lesof the sidea of minor
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triangulation may be easily effected by the following rilles of proportion :
As the hypothetical value of the line SS' (p).
: The true trigonometrical value thereof (R).
:: The hypothetical value of the side,
: I t s corresponding trigonometrical length.
To determine the hypothetical value of the side SS', the method of
computation explained a t pp. 466 to 459 will require to be resorted to.
Take the series of sites on the right or left flank of the minor triangulation as m y be convenient, and consider them as the stations of a Route
Survey. The elements which will be required for the deduction of either
of the flanking lines, taken as a route, are the distances and angles.
The diatauces to be used are the hypothetical distances derived, as
described above, on the wumption of one of the two firat sidea of the
minor triangulation taken as unity.
The angle a t any site of the minor triangulation taken as a Route
Survey Point, is determined in this way. Suppose an observer to be
placed a t the given site looking in the direction of the rear Station, let
him turn round towards his right until he faces the point in advance ;
thq horizontal arc which his eye will describe during this operation is
tha,t which will be required in the Ray T m e deduction. A reference to
the sketch of the minor triangulation will indicate the process of deriving the arc from the angles of the primary triangles. The only
circumstance to be attended to in this computation is, that the angles
used must be those which have been adjusted to 180'.
Computillg the arcs above mentioned for the several sites on the right
and calling
or left flank (as the case may be) of the minor tria~~gulation,
of the
them in the order in which they stand t! s @I, 0"
Route Survey, deduce therefrom the angles for computation A, B, C ......
as detailed in Chapter 211d, pp. 457-8.
With these angles for computation and the hypothetical distances, the
co-ordinates x' d x'"
and also y' , y" , y" ' , ........... being
deduced, the whole line SS' may be derived iu terms of the first side of
the minor triangulation.
The hypothetical valua of the line SS' being determined and its true
value having been previously derived from the Trigonometrical Survey,
the true lengths of the sides of the minor trianqulation can be ascertained by the rule of proportion given before.
The angels 0 aud 0, of p. 350 derived from this computation, are
useful in determining the azimuths of the first and last sides of the minor
triai~gulaticn. For instance, the azimuth of the line Su' = A - 0, A being

as............

...........
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the azimuth of S' from S. Similarly, callirig B the back azimuth of 8
from AS", the azimuth of the last line will be B - 8'. With these azimuths,
the geographical position of S and S' being given, the latitudes and longitudes of the stations of the minor triangulation may be deduced.
To illustrate the computation of a Ray Trace by minor triangulation,
take the following example from the Report of the Great Trigonometrical Survey of India.

Tracing of Ray Dahera to Nojhili by Minor Triangulation, exeeuted by Babu
Radhanath Sickhdar, Sub-Assistant G r e h Trigonometrical Suruey, with a
IkInch Theodolite of the East India Company's Pattern,in the year 18.40.

1

NO.1

Dahera to Rankandi-IIr~otheticnl Dint. Lon. 0.00W000.

.... bP573 i175 304G.84 ++ 5.8
65 25 53
5.8
73 17 36
.. 41 16 254
+ 5'8 41 16 31
--

D&sm
a;.nl.ndi
Station 3

1

1179 59 42.6
2

1

+17.4

180 0 0

True D i t . in feat Lon. 4.0145561.

9.9587855
9'9812699

1.451906
1.378650

150139
14256.4

Lorn.
0.1619383
0'1Z34539

Lopa.
4.1764944
CI5401W

--

9'8193316

1

I

1

2.844
T700

I

I
1? 1-

Dahera to Station 3-Hgpo~heticd Dint. Log. 0.1619383. T m e Dint. In feet Log. 4.1764944.

.... /
..

D&sra
Station 3

68 .8 43.8
64 58 7.6

/ -- 1
3'8
3-8

I

3
Barberi
Station 3

68 18 40 19'9681112
64 58 4 9 9S7I6I7

1 -I-)I
- 3.1

46 43 19.9

IRO
0 11.3

-11.3

I

] M y 7 ;%: ;
101628

'

46 43 16 9'8621465

0'2569535
0'267lMO

Barheri to Station 3-11ypotl~eticd Dist. Log. 0.2679030. True Dial. in feet Log. 42824591.

.... 1 5756 4056 36P . 84 1
,

+ 2.i

+ 2.0

1

I:':'%: / -1

57 4U 38 9'9268821
56 67 l i9.92.33464

17669'5
17813.9

Barheri to Labkari-Hypotlretical

..
.. 1

I

1- /
- 2'7

02326f732
0'2362039

1)ist. Log. 0'1326GS2

2'6

9'8904497

4.2472243
4'2507600

True Dint. in feet Log. 4.2472243.

-

I

Station 4

5
Labkari
SCat~on4

65 3ti 13%
63 24 22.3

3'346
8374

I I I

9.9585614

I

4.2715096
49824591

180 0 0

h&ri

4
Rmrberl
Lmbkarl

True D b m a In

Hmthe-

Observed

/

,f4%520
0'3015966

1

Loua.
4.308'2081
4 3161587

/

Labkari to Station 4-II~pothctical I>iat. Log. 0-3015966 True Dint. in feot Log. 4.3161527.

....

Q I 6 9t,
59 46 47.1)

+
+

..

69 6 53'8

+ 3'0

P.L. Well

2'9
2.9

-- -- 179 59 .5192
8'6
-

+

51 G I2 9'8911357
59 46 51 9.9365673

1

69 6 57 9'9704878

YGT
1
I 7

--

--

-

18'2 0 0

1.852150
1'668186
0 2676761
0'2Wl445

1911.1'8
17250.5
4-282922
4'1368W6
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I - I-!-

Plrer

+ 0.3

63 6 39%

1 I79

+ W8

/

1

Yak. FVoll to Pirer-llypothstiwl

7
l'aka Wall
Ylmr

....

Pmirri

..

No. 8

59 59'1

I

Pirer
l'pnid

+

67 20 27'6

1

+ 0.9

+

I80 0 0 '

+

1

10
Mirpur
LjuLion 5

-- I I

I

Sution 5
Bnbri

+

I

1+

20 1
2.0 1

1

4%¶6817

1.

I

m.C93H817.

10813'1
15441'8

3.663

-

2-

Low.

42744617
4'18(16970

Diat. Log. 0.1741409. True I)lrt. in foet Log. 4.1886970.
17441-6
14895.4

lW6672
1'440439

53 26 59 I 9'9048965
70 9 43 9'9734321

1.4
1'5

1

Lorn
4 9 1 10312

True Dirt. in feer

57 ?O 08 9'9252596
+ 03 1

l'anlari to Mirpur-Hypolhotierl

:: I

I

Lopa.
0'2599056
0.1741409

53 26 57.5
70 9 4&0

65 21 12'5
60 27 4.7

1

Dial. Log. W20812.56.

Mirpur

9
r~l~iari
Mirpur

I

1'819305
1'493279

0.3

+ 0.3

Plrer to I'anlarl-Hjpotheliul

....

180 0 0

Lops.
0.1964751
WZWI256

51 7 34 9'891?i49
11 31 58 9'9770396

51 7 33'4
71 11 58'1

179 59 59'1

1

63 6 40 9 9 5 0 3 0

--

g?12(~424

28tl

JmD.
4 . ~ 4 1 ~ ~ 6 ~
4'1750511

Lopa.
o m7m7
0'15849.50

I)ist. Lop. 0~15W49JO. True 3 i a L in feet lag. &17805Il.
65 24 24 9'9natima
M 27 I I9'9.394905

1
-

-

Jlirpur to Staliou 5-Hypothet~cal Dial. I A ~ 0. 20Ylb05. True Di8t. in feer Log. 4-2230166.
--

--

Station 5 tn fiubri-Hypolheticnl

.... 1

56 !,9 19'4
46 54 420

1

+ 4'9
+ &I3

1

Dial. Log. 0.3335097. True Disr. in feot Lag. 4.3480668.
56 59 24 / YI)235422
46 64 47 0W3.5120

1

I

1'611.%7
1.86195.
- --

1-

/

6 7 4
IYl54O

8.176
-1

TYPE OF CALCULATION OF RAY DAHERA TO NOJEI1.1.

...

D a h m to Station 8
Station 8 to Labkari
Labkari to Paka Well
Paka Well to Paniari
Paniari to Station 6
Statiou 6 t o Nojl~ili

...

...
...

...

Dirhneu.
a = 1-451905
a = 1.73'2677
b = 1.852150
c
1.819305
d = 1546149
a = 1.6'21567

AngIu.

At Station 8
,, Labkari
,, Paka Well
,, Paniari
,, Statiou 5

.

*

... 01 = 121 55 6
... 0 2 = 179 62 63
... 0 3 = li7 26 7
O

...

...

f

0 4 = 192 64 87
0 6 = 156 42 11
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Henoe the angles for compulation are as follows :
0

/

,I

5
A=12165
B = (121 55 6 + 179
C = (121 47 58
177
D = ( 1 1 9 14 5 + 1 9 2
E = (132 8 42 + 176

+

"

-

A = 121 55 5 5.
97232141
a = 1'722677 Log. 0.2362039

--

O

Siu. 99288080
Log. 02362039

--

... + 0910789

--

-... +

0.975986

-...-

1,674188

0'1970428

C = 119 14 6 Cos. 9.6887666
c
1.819805 Log. 0.2699056

-... +

T.9486711

Sin. 99408288
Log. 022699066

-...-

0888628

0.2007339

D = 182 8 42 COB.9.8267284
13 = 1.546149 Log. 0'1802512

-...+

-

1'462217

Sin. 9.9293667
Log. 02676761

T.9894435

0.0159796

-...-

01650119

B = 121 47 68 Con. 9.7217674
Q = 1'852150 Log. 0.2676761

-

I

-

-

1.9694180

I

52 63
n) = 121 47 88
26 7
n ) = 119 18 6
54 2 7 - * ) = I 3 2
8 42
44 11
n)
I28 50 53

Sin. 9.8700818
Log. 0.1892512

--

-...-

1.037480

0'0598325

E = 128 50 53 Cw. 9.7974467

S
i
n
. 9'8814897

s = 1'621567 Log. 0'2099350

Log. 0'2099350

-...-

0'1013677

+ 1.461905

--

az

Sum of Direct Co-ordinates,

z=

6'231328 Log. 0.7980861

Sum of Perpr. Co-ordinates, y =

A.C. 99019139
7'083215 Log. 08471639

6.281328 Sum of Perpr. Co-ordinate

--

' 47'5
"
18

{

--

Tan. 0U490678

--

See. @ I764820

-

Sum of Direct Co-ordinates, z = 6'281828 Log. 0.7980861
Nojhili to Dahera by Ray Trace Computation, Log. 09745181
Ditto
by Trigonometrical Survey,
43890741

w.

--

-

Consbnt Ifig. of Correction, 4.0145660
CHAPTER ~ 1 1 . 1

1'262890

--

Sum of Direct Co-ordinate.,

8 =-48

1.146890

-

-0'0073807 ... + 1'017140

-

1.587554

gl=

- 7'033115

-
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This constant logarithm, added to the logarithms of the distances
derived from the Ray Trace computation, will furnish the logarithms of
the same distances, in terms of the unit of the Trigonometrical Survey.
8' c m w
0

-8 =
From which deduct E or h t L for Computation

e'=

1

1

131 46 12.5
128 50 68.0

2 55 19-5

Dedudion of the Azimuth.
At Daherh Azimuth of Nojhili

0

... ...

6

~

... ...

Azimuth of Station 5, (B

"

190 51 40.9
= - 48 13 47.5

Azimuth of Station 3, (8-8) =
At Nojhili, Azimnth of Dahera

1

A=

239

~

5 284

B=
10 53 24.5
6' = + 2 5.5 19.5

-# =

7 58 6'0

A sketch of the foregoing Ray Tram, e, well as of two others connected
therewith, completing a principal triangle of the Great Trigonometrical
Survey, is given in plate XVIII. On reference to this sketch it will be
perceived that the triangulation originating from Dahera proceeds dong
the ray to Nojhili, whence it extends in the ray to Godhna, and thence
returns and closes in at Dahera.
Each of these Ray Traces being deduced by an independent computation, it is evident that the sides, whereby these operations are connected
with one another, will possess double values, which, when compared, will
obviously indicate the degree of accuracy attained hy the work. There
are three sides of this description belonging to the minor triangulation in
the sketch, and they are as follow :1st Nq'hili to fiation 5.

Feet.
\

16768.4 Derived from Ray Dahera to Nojhili.
16771.0
,, Nojhili to Godhna.

,,

2.6

2nd.-Godhma

Error in the Triangulation.
b Station 10.

.

Feet.
29034.2 Derived from Bay Nojhili to G o d b .
29094.0
Godhna to Dahera.

-

,,

,,

0.2 Error in the Triangulation.

MINOR TRIANGULATION,

&c.

3rd.-Dahera to Barhcri.
Feet.
18682.6 Derived from Ray Godhna to Dabera
18685.7
,,
,, Dahera to Nojhili

-

3-1 Error in the Triangulation.

It will be seen that the primary triangles appertaining to the three
Ray Traces are 32 in number. Taken by themselves, they are of no
value, as they furnish little or no topographical information; they
become valuable, only when they are made the basis for laying down
village sites and other geographical points, of which the number determined
by the triangulation under consideration is 190, and from the sides of
these triangles as bases, any description of Theodolite and Chain, Plane
Table, or Compass Surveying, according to the ordinary method, may
emanate for the perfection of the general details.
Mimy of these points are fixed by two, some by three, and a few again
by so many as four triangles. The common sides presented by this
never exhibit a discrepancy exceeding a foot per mile.
We will conclude this chapter by giving the computation of a village
site fixed by three independent triangles

Paniari to Mirpar = 14896'4 feet h g . 4'1730611 Xiha 2.821 (AS.)
Paniari
Yirpur
Bidhanear

..

2 is 51'

32 40 18
114 3 17

9,5966828
9'7322523
9.9182799

180 0 0

9706
7103

-Loea.

1'838
1,345

39n7013.5
8 8514540

diirp?ir to Station 6 = 16711.6feet h g . 4.2230166d i i h 3.166 (A%)

Station 5 to Paniari = 159886 feet h g . 4.2038073 Jfililea3028 (A9.)
SLS~~OU
5
Paniari
S~dhuuer

Dltto.

a6 31 ao
42 8 8
101 20 21

-180 0 0
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9'8266493
9'9914885

10940
9706
-Loga
40390181
a.98ioiz4

2.071
1'838
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CHAPTER VIIT.
THE

POINTFROM OB~ERVATIOI'~S
STATIONS,
AND THE R E D U ~ I OOF
N
A N Q L ETO
~ THE CENTRE
OF A STATION.
T m problem of fixing a Station by observations to three known pointa
h t ~ been
l
extensively used in rongh hilly countries, espeoially by the late
Captain Wroughton, in the Soha,opore and Ramghur Territory. The
mathematical part of this problem is old enough, but it is not an emy
matter to compute. The geometrical construction has already been given
at page 65, but as that does not readily suggest a convenient mode of
computation, the following formula haa been computed for the more
rapid deduction of the problem. I t is necessary that a Surveyor should
have these rules, in case of accident, from'having no other data, and
from the necessity sometimes to bring up the work of othem. As a
syetem, however, observations to three points are unsatisfactory and lazy,
the method is unsusceptible of minute aucuracy, and there is no check ;
unless four points are observed, large errom may creep in, from mistakes
in record, or in mistaking the Stations. The observer hag only to go
up one of the three known poihts, and
observe back to the Station requiring to
F i i . I.
be fixed, and the case then becomes
an affair of simple triangles checked
by common sides, and this should always
be done by a careful Surveyor. The
a' a?Rule is, if a point depends on a single
.A,-'& \
served; ifallonly
triangle,
three
twoangles
anglesshould
in a triangle
be ob- A
B
DETERMINATION

OF THE POBITION OF A

KBDE THEREAT, TO THREE KNOWN

d
l
AB
\

<
"
---,,

can be observed, there should be at least
two triangles to give a common side, and
thus check the accuracy of the determination, as adverted to at page 508.
The position of each Village may be
thus determined, by ascertaining the value
of the angles subtended from it to threo
pointa of the surrounding secondary A*\,
triangles, the azimuth of the lines connecting the latter give the aeimuth of any
of the lines of the subtended angles from
the pointa in question.

Fg. /I.

,\=
;

[PUT

IV.

vB
"/d

In the annexed diagrams A, B and C are the three given Stations.
Forming A, B and C into a triangle,
fig. 111.
designate the angles thereof by the letters A
which mark the Stations ; the sides
opposite thereto being represented by
the corresponding small letters of the
\
alphabet a, b, c. It is evident that the
angles A, B and C, as well as the sides
a, b and c, are known elements.
Supposing x to be the Station whose
position is required to be determined,
t'.
designate as follows the angles observed thereat:
x O = ~between A and B
x' = L between A and C
X"=L between B and C
Now Station x may be either within the given triangle or d l & it.
In the former case, x0 + X' + x" = 2%; and in the latter d + xn= xO. The
first of these cases is represented by figure 1, and the latter by figures
2 and 3.
With regard to figures 2 and 3, it will be seen, that the difference
between them consists in the line AB being placed in the former caae
between Stations C and x, and in the latter on one side thereof. This
circumstance should be borne in mind, as the general formula, whereby
diagrams 1 and 2 are solved, will require a slight modification when
applied to diagram 3.
When a particuilar case of the problem under consideration is offered
for solution, the Surveyor will draw a sketch thereof and compare it with
diagrams 1 and 2 and 3. The sketch must agree with one of the diagram.
Holding the sketch in the same way as the diagram corresponding thereto
is drawn in the book, the Surveyor will designate the several distances
and angles in the sketch by those symbols, which are employed to denote
similar elements in the diagram in question. This being done and calling
A' the angle at Station A between C and z, it will be found thatb sin. x"
Cot A' =--cot (C + d + d )
a. sin. a
' sin. ( C +x' + x")
In computing by this formula it will be remembered that A C must be
used as it stands for diagrams 1 and 2. But for diagram 3, ita complement to 360' will require to be employed in place of the original L C.
After due regard to the preceding rule, compute the two terms composing the value of cotangent A' and take out the result in natural numbers
CHAPTER VIII.]
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carried to 7 decimals. The signs of the natural numbera will be known
on reference to the following table, the argument whereof is the numerical
value of (C d +zv).

+

b sin. 2''
Table exhibiting the signs of a sin. 2l sill. ( C + z'

i

Values of

2nd Quadrant
8rd Quadrant
4th Quadrant

...

-

...
... I
...

-

I

,) and cot. (C +z'

+ 23.

Sips of
b nin. z'
sin. (C

( c +z' +23
1st Quadrant

+

+TI

+
+

I

+z'')

CC

+

-

I

-

I

+

+

I

After affixing proper signs to the natural numbers, add them together,
the sum is the natural cotmgent of A' : or when a table of natural cotangents is not at hand, the logarithm of the sum may be taken, which is the
logarithmic cotangent of A', the logarithm being taken without reference
to the sign of the sum, which may be either positive or negative.
When the sum is positive, the tabular arc correspondi~~g
to the computed cotangent is the value of A' ; when it is negative, the supplement
to the tabular arc is the required value of A'. L A' being determined,
the other angles of the triangles formed by the point sought and the three
known Stations may be easily deduced by the simple operations of addition and subtraction.

EXAMPLE.
Murchia, Chaoni, nnd Murli, being observed from Pipara, it is required to compute the
paition of the last-mentioned point.

Ekmenta qiom.
Side Chaoni to Bfurli
Side Chponi to Murchia
LChaoni, between Murli and Uurchia

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .a
...............b

Lop. 4'4766465
Log. 4.7 187414
16S0 W 38'

. . . . . . . . . C.........
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&tween Murli and Murchia
Between Murchia and Chaoni
Between Chaoni and Murli

. . . . . . . . . . . . z0 =
............ ' =
. . . . . . . . . . . x' =

o

1

1

160 18 24
107 29 10
42 40 14

EInnacrs 6ought.
LMmhia between Piparn and Chaoni or A'

C
d

C

fSIPs
-- .........

m"-

107
42

+ d + z"

808

b
a

of C a w &
38"
1st Term.
29 10 Coaec. 09203473
49 14
S
i
n
. 9'8828201

2nd Tam.

168O 88'

67

. ,.

Cosec @1091942Log. 4.7187414
A. C. of Log. 6.6283635
2

0.204 1666

C ! A* =

+
+

1'6001844
O.l?083664

+

2'4084908

-Cd
+
.........

I39076028
0.8088564

Log. 08817460

A' = n0 82' 64'
In carrying on a Detail Survey, it sometimes happensthat the Theodolite
cannot be planted over the centre of a Station.
*edllctinn
to When this k the caae, the instrument may be
the centre of a Stat~on.
placed on one side of it, and angles taken to the
surrounding signals. I t is clear that these angles, before they can be
employed in the cornputstion of the triangulation, will require to be t r a n s
ferred to the centre of Station, t h e geometrical construction for which
problem was given at page 21. This reduotion may be easily effected in
the follow-ing manner :
Of the two points (A and B) observed from a'station C, that may be
called the right hand point, the reading of which, in the deduction of an
angle, is used as the subtrahend ; the other point, whose reading is.
employed aa t h s subtractor in the same operation, being styled the left
hand point.
Considering the reading of tho true centre as O0 0' On, observe or compute, as may be necessary, from the centre of observation, the readinga of
Stations A and B. Call these readings A' and B'.
Likewise let a and /3 represent the distances of Station C to Stations A
and B respectively : which distanoes are obtained from an approximate
computation of AABC by using the angles aa they are derived from
observation unaltered by any m e e t i o n .
And lastly, let E designate the distance derived from measurewnt of
true centre from centre of observation.
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Now compute the two following terms, and prefix thereto the s i p
given in the-table subjoined.
r sin A' cosec 1"
E sin B cosec l 4
6B=
EA=

6

a

The numerical values of these terms will be in seconds, the sum
whereof is the correction required to the observed angle between A and B.

Table exhibiting the signs of the foregoing wrredions.

(

Reading of Station A by considering the
reading of the true centre as O0 0' 0".

1st Quadrant

...

2nd Quadrant

...

...
...

4th Quadrant

...

...

S i p s of Corrections for Station A.
When Station A is
right hand poinL

When Station A is
left hand point.

...

I

-

I

+

+

I

-

EXAMPLE.
At the secondary Station of Manda of the Gurwani Meridoniat Series, the Theodolite in
one instance was not placed over the Station centre, but at the diatance of 11.67 feet from it,
on wllicli occasion the angle taken was that between the Station C and Baraganj Temple,
the correction to which for eccentricity may be deduced lu follows :-

T o compute the correction for Station C', left hand point.
From centre of observntion, Reading of Station C
by consideringOO0' 0"aa the reading of true centre)
DisLnce from centre of observation to true centre
Approximate distance from Manda to Station C in feet
Cosec. 1"

...

1st part of correction

4f 'OV

...
...

...

...

...

... - 5W.8

Sin'

9'89610

11-67 feet Log. 1.06i(n

A. C. of h g . 542.104
Constant Log. 5.31415

-

-

Log. 1.i0164

T o compute the wrrection for Baragaqj Temple, right hand point.

1...
I
...

From centre of observation reading of Raraganj
Temple by muming true centre to read 00 01 0;
Distance from centre of observation to true centre
A roximate distance from Manda to Baraganj
Yemple in feet
Cosec. I"

...

...

2nd part of correction

Henee the total correction is-60'8-72fl
Observed Angle,
Corrected Angle,

19s0 14' 40"

-

A. C. of Log. 6.135584

...
... - 72'.0
=

- 00

sin. 9.41985

11.67 feet Log. 1.06707

-

Constant Log. 6.31W

-

Log. 1.85719

2'

2

=

67

10 20

P

67

8 18

-

BAROMETRICAL HEIQHTS.

CE-IAPTER IX.
To determine barometrically the difference of height between two plam,
the implements required are two Barometers with their attached Thermometers and two detached common air Thermometers.
It is of course preferable to have two Barometers and to make simultaneous observations, as during changeable wenther dependance cannot
be placed upon results with one only ; particularly if any considerable
idertd of time has elapsed between the comparison of the heights of the
mercury at the diferent stations. Even the method of noting the time
of each observation, ending the day's work at the spot where it mas commenced, and then correcting the readings of the Barometer and Thermometer at each Station, for the proportion of the total change between the
first and last reading due to the respective interval of time, cannot of
course render observations taken with one Barometer equal in accuracy
t o those observed simultaneously with two instruments, unless the rise or
fall of the Barometer, and particularly of the Thermometer, was ascertained to have been un~orndyprogressiveduring the whole day. Observing, however, the Barometer -in
at the first station a t close of the day
has this advantage, that any great change during the period will be
immediately detected, and the degree of dependance to be placed on t h e
observation made evident.
The difference of readings owing to these changes will also be generally
subdivided among a number of observations, though instances may occur
where this caution, as regards the Thermometer, will be productive of error
in the result.
I n exploratory expeditions into distant countries, where it is obviously
impracticable to make simultaneous observations at the different elevations as they are met with in the course of each day's journey, the
comparisons must be iustituted with the observations taken at any fixed
observatory, and which are generally published for general information,
or at any known Station, the height of which hrts been prariouslg
determined. To effect this, the traveller's instrument must, of c o w e ,

* See also Part 11. Chapter, 7.
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in the first instance, be duly compared with the standard in the observatory, the height of which above the sea level is known ; or with the
instrument left at any particular Station, where the hours for observation
have been previously mutually agreed on.
The two Barometem selected for the measurement of heights, having
been compared with each other, the difference, if any, existing between
them will be determined. The wholo of this difference called the Idt
Error being applied as a correction to one or the other Barometer, their
reading will obviously become equalized.
Under ordinary circumstances, probably ten comparisons at intervals of
a few minutes from each other, after at leaet half an hour's quiet exposure
of both instruments side by side, would be sufficient for the correct determination of the Index error abovementioned; but in cases where the
Barometers do not maintain a constant difference, twenty, thirty, or even
forty comparisons may be taken with advantage. Previous to every trial,
the Barometers ought to be thrown out of adjustment and then readjusted
and observed. After every fourth or fifth comparison the Barometm
should be reversed and put up again.
m i l e the Barometer comparisons aregoing on, the attachdd and detached
Thermometers may likewise bc compared. The mean difference between
the two attached, a9 likewise that between the two detached, Thermome
tem being computed, they should be used in the same way as the mean
.difference between tho two Barometers, viz;, for equalizing their readings.
After these preliminary comparisons have been executed, the measurement of a height by barometrical observation may be taken in hand.
For this purpose an observer with a Barometer and a detached Thennometer being plaoed at the lower Station, and another observer with similar instruments being posied at the upper, let them observe simultnneoualy, that is to say, a t oertain times previously fixed upon, continuing
the observations for as many days as may be convenient. If the weather
during tho observations be clear and steady, then the difference of height
derived from this measurement would be worthy of great confidence.
For the deduction of a height from barometrical observations the formula wmmonly made use of, is that given by La Place. I t takes into
sovount the indications of the Barometer and Thermometer, but not those
of the Hygrometer. Perhaps this omission ie a defect of La Place's process
of computation. Professor Bessel has investigated a formula in which the
three conditions abovementioned have been made use of. We are not
aware that this formula has been tested by a sufficient number of experiments to warrant its introductioll into this work.
[PART IV.
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I n computing by La Place's formula, the symbols used for designating
observed elements me as follows :STATION~.

OMERVEDELEMENTS..
upper.

...

t'

t

Thermometer attached

...

T'

T

Barometer

...

P'

P

Height of Thermometer in open air

,,
,,

Lower.

.

This being premised, i t will not be difficult to explain the process of
computation. The barometrical columns /3 and 6' represent atmospheric
pressure a t the two given Stations, and as the lengths of these columns
vary with tho temperature (T and 2") of the me;cury, i t is clear that
before they can be used as elements of computation, they will require
reduction t o one common temperature. Again, the atmosphere itself as
regards density does not remain in one invariable mean state; i t is
undergoing continual changes, produced by the greater or smaller amount
of heat existing therein, and indicated by t and t'. This being the case,
i t is clear that the correction for temperature must form an important
part of the deduction of the difference of height Gom the difference of
atmospheric pressure a t two given places. And lastly, the force of gravity
should likewise be taken into account, which, under a given latitude,
varying with the height ascended, must, though in a small degree,
influence and modify atmospheric pressure a t different elevations.
These are the general considerations upon which La Place's formula
for the deduction of height is baaed, and in order that the correctiolls
which they give rise t o may be of eaey computation, Tables A, B, C are
subjoined. It will be seen that A furnishes the correction for tho
temperature of the atmosphere, B, for that of the mercury, and C, for
that of gravity under any latitude A.
We will explain the use of one of these Tables, A for instance, aa that
explanation will serve for the others. Enter this Table with the numerical
value of ( t + t l ) . If that value be forthcoming in the Table, then the
quantity opposite is the proper value of A.
CHAPTEB
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Table fw determining AUitudu with th Mountuin Barometer.
T ~ s ~ x o x r r l IN
r ~Oprr
s
AIR.
t+t'

A.

A.

0

0

40
41
42
43
44
46

416891
4'76940
4'76990
4.77039
4'77089
4.77138

80
81
82
88
84
85

478830
4.78877
4.78924
47897'1
4'79019
4.79066

. 120

46
47
48
49
60

4.77187
4.77236
4'772n6
477335
4.79384

86
87
88
89
90

61
62
63
64
65

4'77433
4'774x2
4'77530
4'77579
4.776~8

66
ti7
68
69
60

111
122
123
124
125

4S06R6
4.80731
4.80777
4.80n42
4'80867
4.80913

I60
161
182
163
164
165

4'79113
4.79160
4.79207
4.79254
4.79301

126
127
128
129
130

4.80957
4.81003
4.81048
4.81093
4.81138

166
167
168
169
170

4-827W

gl
92
93
94
95

479348
4'79395
4.79142
4.79488
4.79535

131
13'1
133
134
135

4.8llR3
4.81227
4.R1272
4.81317
4.81362

171
172
173
I74
175

482943
4.8'1986
4.8305

477677
477725
4.77774
4'77823
4.77871

96
97
98
99
100

4.79582
4.79628
4.79675
4.79711
4.79760

136
137
138
139
140

4.81407
4.81451
4.81496
481540
4.81585

li6
177
178
179
180

k83158
4%32Ul
4.83244
4.83286
4.~33'19

61
62
68
64
65

4'77920
4'77968
4,78016
4.78065
4.7811a

In1
102
103
104
105

rl.79814
4.79860
4.79907
4.79953
4.79999

141
142
143
144
145

4.81629
4.81671
4.81718
4.81763
4.81807

181
182
183
181
1811

4.83373
4.83416
483.157
4 83300
4%3542

68
67
68
69
70

4'78161
4.78209
4.78257
4 78305
4.7a353

106
107
108
109
110

4.80045
4.80091
4.80137
4.80183
4.80229

146
147
148
149
150

4.RlR51
4.81195
4.81939
4.819~
4.1$'2028

186
187
188
189
190

4.83585
4W6.n
4.83670
4.83712
4,83754

71
i2
73
74
76

4.78401
4.78449
4.78497
4.78514
4'78592

111
112
113
114
115

4.80275
4.80221
480367
4.80412
4.80458

151
152
153
154
155

482072
482116
.+8?160
4.82203
4-82247

191
192
193
194
195

483797
4.83839
4-83881
4,83923
483966

4.80504
4.80519
4.80595
4.80640
4.80686

156
157

76
77
78
79
80

-

/ I ig 1
4.78640
4.78687
4.78735
4.78782
478830

110
117

5

1 1 1
4.83291
48.2335
4'82378
4.24'22
482466

196
197

4.82466
4.8250!4
4.82553
4-82596
4.82640
4.82683

4.8%70
(-82813
4-82856
4-&2900

4.83072

483115

4'84008
484050
4.84092
4MlW
4'84176
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I
T-F

B.

T-F

B.

X

C.

0

0.00000
0~00004
0.00009
0.00013
@no017

20
21
22
23
24
25

0.00087
0.00091
0.00096
0~00100
0-00104
0,00109

6
7

0.00026
0.00030

26

0.90118
0.00117

o.ooo22

!t7

8
9
10
11
12
l8
14
15
16
17
18
l9
20
21
22
23

0

0.00112
0.00111
0.00110
0.00108
0.00107
0'00105
0.00103
090100
0.00099
0.00097
090095
0'00092
0.00090
0.00087
0.00081
0.00081
0.00018

10

~0 . 0 0 0 ~: itaol ~::::if
~ ~ ~
o.oolao

I1
12
18
14
15

0.00048
0.00052
OQOO56
0.00061
0.00065

31
82
33
84
85

0.00134
0.00139
0.00143
000147
0.00152

16
17
18
19
20

0.00069
OQ0074
0~000;~
0.00083
0.00087

86
87
88
39
40

0.00166
0.00160
090165
0.00169
0.00173

24

C.

-

0

0

0
1
2
8
4
5

X

24
25
26
27
28
29
80
81
82
83
84

a5
86
87
88
ag
40

0.00078
0.00075
0.00072
0 00690
0.00065
@00062
0.00059
0.00065
o.00051
0.00048
0.00044
0.00040
0 00036
o.oooa2
0.00028
0.0002~
0.00020

If i t be not forthcoming, then take out A for (t+tl) next less, and
correct i t in this way :-Compute the difference between the Tabular quantities next less and next greater than the required value. Multiply this
difference by the excess of the given argument above the Tabular argument next less ; the product is the correction required, which is positive,
became the Tabular quantity A forms an increasing series. I n a similar
manner, quantities B and C may be computed.
Calculating B, A, D, and C from the Tablee given above, and taking
out the Logarithm of P and /3' from a common Table of Logarithms, the
computation of the difference of height may be effected in the following
manner :Put D = Log. 0 - (Log. F + B)
Hence Log. x = Log. D +A C.
z being the difference of altitude in feet between the two Stations.

+
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Dedudwn of the Height of Sonakoda G. T. Station above Calcutta O b s m
dory, by using the sire dmz~ltaneous B a r o m e t d Observations made at
both places on the 6th December, lh47.

-

Mean Latitude, 24O 24'
Upper Station, Sonakoda,

(Table colnmn C.) 0'00077
Lower Station, Calcutta Observatory.

Lower.

o
upper.
I'hermorneter in open air, 1' = 70.8
Thermonleter attached...... l" = 70'8

...

I = 72'8

T s 73.2

I1

.....................

-

-

"

Barometer
f l = !?!3-967
P - 80'169
(T-2') = 2.4 (Table, column B.) O'OOOIl; (1 +if) 143.6 (Tabla, column A.) 4.81745

.:

.

B = 0-00011
Log. p' = 1'47650

-

-----

.................................Log.

from Column C
from Column A

---.--

Log. lj'+ B 1.47661
Log. p'... = '147956

----

DXeerence = 0.00295

3.46882
000077
4.81745
2.58804

.........

DifTerence of

Log

-height -

194.1 feet.

The Barometers used at Sonakoda were those marked Nos. 2 and 3
by Troughton and Simms, of which the mean is taken as the numerical
value for p'. The standard Barometer, No. 86, by Newman, was observed
a t the Calcutta Observatory.
By six corresponding barometrical observations on the 6th
December, 1847, the mean height of the cisterns of Barometers,
Nos. 2 and 3, above the cistern of the Calcutta Barometer as Fect.
194.1
deduced above is
By six similar observations on the 7th December
... 192.1
Ditto ditto 8th ditto
...
194.7

... ... ...
,..

...
...

...
...

... ...
...
... -

... ... ...

Mean
The cisterns of Nos. 2 and 3 above the station mark
Ditto of Calcutta Barometer above sea level
...

...

...
Height of Sonakoda Station above sea level barometrically ...
The same deduced geodetically
... ... ... ...
Discrepancy

...

193.6
-2.0
+ 18.2
209.8
213.8
4.0

The deduction of this height of the Sonakoda Baee in the Purneah
district at a distance of 255 miles from Calcutta, agrees, aa will be perceived, remarkably well with the Trigonometrical Calculation, the difference being only 4 feet. This proves the advantage of the systematic
[PART IV.
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record of meteoro10,aical observations a t a fixed observatory. The scientific
researches of an officer lately employed in Kumaon tend to prove that
h i s barometrical observations even across the Himalaya, follow all the
Calcutta movements ; and this view of the subject is confirmed by the
deductions of the heights of the several mountains in Sikhim and Eastern
Nepal by the accomplished traveller, lately traversing those parts, by
means of similar simultaneous data, which have approximated in a
remarkable manner to the trigonometrical results obtained by the
Surveyor General of India This adds, therefore, a peculiar value to the
Calcutta Register, and renders the observations there taken of great
senice to the traveller. The day curves given in this register are quite
perfect, but it wants the 3 a.m. and 10 p.m. observations to make i t
complete as a meteorological record.
An example' of the difference of elevation between the top of the
monastery hill a t Darjeeling and Mr. Muller's house a t the same place,
worked out by Beasel's and La Place's formula, gives the following
Feet.
results :
...
... 214.20
By Bessel
...
... 214.35
By La Place ...

...

...
... 0.15
Difference
and agreeingwith the trigonometrical height by 0.9 feet. The difference,
therefore, caused by the hygrometric state of the atmosphere, and allowed
for by Bessel, but not taken ipto account by La Place, does not appear
to be worthy of notice.
A set of most useful ('Tables for determining the altitudes of mountains by the Barometer and boiling point Thermometer" have been published by Colonel J. T. Boileau, the late Superintendent of the
Simlah Magnetic Observatory,* and no traveller should go without them.
The barometrical Tables, computed from Oltmann's formula, are particularly convenient, especially for persons who are not accustomed to logarithms. " The comparisons of Ehglish and French measures and of the
different Thermometers " are also frequently required for reference in a
country where you cannot always choose your own instruments, or foresee
whether a Centigrade, Reaumur, or Fahrenheit Thermometer is to be
used. The themmetrical Tables for finding the heights of the Barometer
corresponding to different boiling points, have been computed from
Regnault's Table of the Elastic Forces of aqueous vapour, published in
Taylor's Scientific Memoirs, volume 4th, to every tenth of a degree of
* Printed at the Mqnetic Observatory Press, Meerot, July, 1849.

Fahrenheit. The whole of these Tables are too elaborate for anything
beyond a paeaing remark in this work, but we' may eafely recommend the
compilation to general notice, and express a hope that the intention hinted
at in the Preface " of a reprint with additions," may be speedily carried
out. We must therefore content ourselves with giving a general explanation of thia latter mode of proceeding for the determination of heighta

THERMOMETBIOALLY.~
Those only who have had any practical experience with such delicate
and expensive instrumente as Mercurial Mountain Barometers, can be
fully aware of the disappointments met with in a country like this, where
the dangers and difficulties experienced with instruments of this description are so constant, and the means of transit so unsuited to their use
and for replacing them from such great distances ; any substitute,
therefore, by which the heights of places may be measured, cannot fail
to be extremely useful in many instances and situations, which are
perpetually occurring with travellers and explorers in the countries

* On ths w e of common Tlrernwmeters t o determine Heights.
Having been r m n t l y applied to by two gentlemen about to travel-the one in Africa and
the other in Bsa Minor-for a description of the Thermometers and apparatus used by
myself for some yeara in India for determining heighta by the boiling temperatureof water,
I have ventured to believe that a brief account of a process which I found to produce results
au5ciently near to the truth for most practical purposes, mny not be unacceptable to some
members of the Society, particularly as I carried on my barometrical observations contemporaneously, and thereby obtnined datn for fixing the value of certain points on the thermometric sale. To determine heighta aacurately, good Barornetera are n e e e s s q , which have
been carefully compared with a standard Barometer : the observatiooa must be taken aimnG
taneously at the upper and lower stations, nnd the temperature of the mercury and the air,
and the hygrometric state of the latter, must be noted. Heights so determiued, a h e n
tested again in the same or succeeding years, I have rarely found to vary more than 10 or?O
feet in 4000 or 5000. When Barometers are wed which have not been previously c o m p a d
with a standard, when the observations are not simultaneous, and when the preasun, and
temperature at the.leve1 of the sea are assumed, the results may, by accident, be near to the
truth, but they will usually be born 100 to 300 feet wrong-at learrt such is theresult of my
experience within the Tropics. But good Barometers are verycostly ; they are troublesome
to carry, are particularly exposed to accident on a journey, and get out of order by the
escape of the mercury, which, being frequently unobserved, the Barometer continues to be
wed bs if it were correct. The late Archdeacon Wollnston, aware of these facts, invented
the thermometric Barometer to supply the place of the ordinary Barometer. Thin iostrument is very sensible, but it is very frngile from the great weight of the bulb compred with
the slenderness of the stem ; moreover, there are some complex accompaniments, and the
instrument is also expensive : in short, I found it not fit for rough mrk out of doors,having
had three destroyed a t the outset of my labours ; and the same opinion is expressed by
Mr. James Prinsep, of Calcutta, who is well known for the practicsl npplication of his scientific
knowledge. I had then recourse to common Thermometers, and, with certain preautions
in their use, found them answer my purpose sufficiently well. A tin shaving-pt wse m p
boiler ; dry e t i c h and pure water were usually to be had, aud by the time my Barometers
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were settled, 1 was ready to take the boiling temperature. The following is a sketch of the
apparatus :
I t will be seen that the chief part of the d e mually
attached to the Thermometer is removed, only ao much of it
being left ~wmay be desirable : I, however, permitted the brass
scale of one of my Thermometers to remain, and 1 did not
discover that it was the canse of error. Previously to taking the
Thermometers inland, it is necessary to ascertain their boiling
points r t the level of the lea; for in many instances the scales
are so carelessly applied, that a Thermometer may indicate a
boiling temperature of 21a0, 214', or 216O a t the level of the
eea; m e of mine stood of 214O.2 when water boiled. Nevertheless, by mahing a deduction of 2O.2 in all observations, the
indications rarely differed five-hundredths of a degree from the
other Thermometer, of which the boiling point was 212O: the
temperature of the air and the height of the Barometer a t the
time the ion of the Thermometers is nude, maat be
noted. The following is the manner in which my obeervrtious
were taken:-from 4 to 6 inches of pws water were put into
the tin pot; the Thermometer wsa fitted into the aperture in
the lid of the sliding tube by means of a collar of cork ; the tin
A. A aommm ti. par. 9 tube wsa then pushed np or down to admit of the bulb of the
Thermometer, being about tm inchen above the bottom of the
up and down in the pot; the pot. Violent ebullition waa continued for ten minotes or a
~
*
~
~
~
e
, quarter
~
~ of $ an hour, and the height of the mercury was repeattbe Thermometer pauing edly aac8rtnined during that time, a d the temperature of the
air wan noticed Sirnilor operatiom were repeated with a
Thermometer h pl.osd.
reEond Thermometer, for i t is never safe to rely upon o m
~
h
~
~ inehnment
=
~ Having
n obtained
~
~the boiling points, i t remains to
may be d d n b l e .
determine the value of the indication of diminished preesure
E.
lor
(he -qor when the obserratims are taken above the level of the eer,
B(aM.
The elastic tension of steam a t different points on the thennometric scale baa been determined by experiment, but not r t regular intervals on the scale,
nor with similar resnlts, by different persona: Tables, therefore, computed from the
formulm of the various experimenters, do not accord ; but in three Tables which I have in
m y poawaeiou, the heights computed by them, when compared with heights determined by
corresponding barometrical observations with previously compared Eiarornetsrs (the only
satisfactory way to aseartnin heights not taken trigoaometrically\, approximate aulXciently
near for all practical porpoees where great accrvncy is not desired. Them Tables, bowever,
differ slightly from each other.
Gazslb,
The Table which first came into my hands appeared anonymowly in the M&
for 1824. In 1826, an able friend, Lieut. Robinson, of the Indian Navy, who entered warmly
into my views to determine heights by common Thermometers, thought he wold improve
upon rhe table 1 was wing, and accordingly made a new computation; the thud Table
came under my notice much more recently than the two former. I t M computed by
Mr. JPrinsep, of Calcntta, 8ecretary of the Bsiatic Society of Ben@, a gentleman distinHe published it in the Journal of the Soaiety. To
guished for his aoientilic r-ch.
admit of a just estimnte b h g formed of the value of these Tablw,-of the value of wrre-

-

imty~ ~ i a h f n ~ ~ u ~ " , " ~ ~ ~ s

ezi:z

z:gt:

zy8i:yh',,"hi!
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by the different temperatures of W i n g water. According
- as the atmospherio pressure diminishes, so does water boil at lower temperatures, and
sponding barometrical observations, made with due precautions, although with d a e r e n t
coadjutors and different instruments,--of the value of barometrical observations, with
an assumed preasure and temperature, st the level of the s e 4 4 f the value of thermometrical compared with barometrical observations,--out of many hundred heights determincdin various ways. 1 have taken many atrandom(the numbet, i t appears, is eighty-eight)
and I have puc them into juxtaposition in a Tabular form. In thermometric heights the
elementa a t the level of the sea were a boiling temperature of 212O Fnhr. and a mean temperatnre of the air of 8Z0. The asarmed pressure in heights determined barometrically
without corresponding observations, was 30 inches; mean temperature 82". In looking
over the tabulated results, I was a good deal surprised to find that in no instance, by whatever method determined, do the barometric differences in height exceed 127 feet, and this
only by comparing the highest indications with an assumed pressure with the lowest indications of corresponding observations. I t will be seen that the various Tables for determining
heights thermometrically, with certain exceptions, do not differ very mafenally in their
results from each other, nor from corresponding barometric observations; the formulas o n
which they are founded may therefrre be conaidered, on the whole, su5cieatly accurate for
the preaent state of our knowledge.
Lieut. Robinson's and Mr. Prinsep'sTab1esg;ive close approximations to each other in their
results, but they are so much below the corresponding barometric observations, which 1
consider the true heights, as the results by the Madrns Table are above the true heights.
Some of them curiously coincide within a foot or two of the heights determined by correoponding barometrical observations, but this coincidence must be the result of mere accident
Taking the mean of all the thermometric observations a t a station calculated by the three
Tables, and the mean of all the corresponding barometric observations at the same place,
the utmoat difference Is 107 feet in less than 600; and the least difference is 8 feet in about
8000; but ae the thermometric heighta, in which the difference of 107 feet occurs, were
single observations, made by a gentleman ~ h had
o newly begun to use his Thermometers,
they may be looked upon as probably less accurate than subsequent trials wonlr', have made
them. This is scarcely an unjuat inference, as i t will be seen that the next greakstdifference
made by the same gentleman was only 24 feet in 4490. I t must be admitted. however, that
this amount of error is just as likely to occur in heights of 100 feet as in those of 10,000.
My Thermometers were not graduated to lesa than half-degrees, and long practice enabled
me to determine the height of the mercury in the steam to one-twentieth of a degree ; but
I would recommend Thermometem being used in which the degrees are graduated to Bftbs
or tentha of a degree. On the whole, I think the resulta of six years' experience justify m e
in paying that common Thermometem may be ~atiafactorily used to supply the place of
Barome~ersin measuring beightn where great accuracy is not required; and i t will be recollected that what is usually looked upon as a difficult and troublesome operation with Barometers, will be attainable by any person who carries with him a couple of Thermometem,
the requisite tin pot, and the Tables, and who is master of the simplest rules of arithmetic.
Of the three Tables in my possession, I have chosen Mr. Prinsep's, from their perspicuity
and the facilities they offer for the conversion of boiling temperatures into heights with
very little trouble; but a glance ovar the flgores in m y Tables of Altitudes --ill show that
the Tables are susceptible of considerable improvement, for, with two exceptions, all the
heights dednced from Mr. Prinsep and Lieut. Robinson are much below those determined by
nimultaneoua observations with good Barometers; and I join with Mr. Prinsep in expressing
a hope that every traveller boiling his Thermometers will, a t the same time, if he poesess a
Bardmeter, make a record of its indieation, and thus render asential service to physics, by
h i m g so many poinb on the ecale of the elastic tansion of steam a t different temperature.
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thns the boiling point of water at different heights ia computed to measure
thcse heights. The Thermometer used for this particular purpose, is
described by Lied-Colonel W.H. Sykes, F.R.S., in the 8th volume of
the London Geographical Journal, wherein he has also given the Tables
deduced by the late James Prinsep, to facilitate the computation of altitudes, as well as examples for their practical application. These we have
given in the foot notes, rendering but little further explanation necesfiary.
The instrument with boiling apparatus complete is extremely simple, and
any Thermometer with metal scale, reading suiliciently high, may be
adapted to the shaving pot aa described by Colonel Sykes. The great
portability, and less liability to injury over the Barometer is the chief
recommendation of this instrument, for of wume the same accumcy cannot
be expected from it. The results deduced from the use of these Tables
s than those obtained from careful barometrical
appear always rather L
observations, and if a number of careful observations obtained by both
methods are compared together, or with a trigonometrical or levelling process, they will afford the means of making any necessary corrections in the
Tables. The approximation, however, is sufficiently close in the examples
given in Colonel SykesJ book, as to induce great confidence in the method,
and especially for determining the comparative altitudes of places in a
mountainous country.
TABLE I.
To find the Barometric Preature and Elevation corresponding to any Observed
Temperatf~reof Boiling Wakr bdwe~l%'Idoand 18o0.

Water.

Pormulr

Total Altitnde from
30.00 In. or Ihe
b r e l of h a 8sr

Feet.
-iota
LO7
0
+ 609

I

Feet.

-005
607
+609

511
613
615

617
619
622
624
626
Q28

The Fourth column givea the Heights in Feet.
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?doe of e ~ hPmporuOn*
D e w in Feet '"* lorOneof ~ l l i t u d e .

Feet.

...
...
...
61
...
...

...

52

...
...
...
...

631
baa
536
688

68

6 4

64

...
...
...
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TABLE 1.--(Continued.)
Boiling
Point of
Water.

Ii 7
196
195
194
19i3
192
191
190
189
188
187
186
185
184
18a
182
181
180

Bamqeter modifled
from Tredgold'a

Fonnda.

Inches.
22.17
21.71
21,26
20.82
20.39
19.96
19'64
19.m
18.72
18.32
17.98
17.54
17.16
1679
16'42
16'06
16.70
15.85

Loprlthmls
Differenmaor
Fathoms.

90.6
91 9
91.4
91.8
92.2
92.6
93.0
93.4
9a -%
94.2
94 -8
96.8
95.9
96.4
96.9
97.4
97.9

TOW Altitude from Vdoa of eauh
W O O in. or the
Degma In Feet
of Altituda
Level of the &a.
Feet.
Ma
646
648
66 1
663
656
558
660
668
665
668
672
6i5
678
581
684
687

F-eeL
r 064
8407
8953
9504
10053
10606
11161
11719
12280
12843
I NOR
13977
14548
15124
15702
16284
16868
17456

lorOne-

Feet.

...
...
...

55

...
...
...

6tl

...
...
57

...

68

...

...
...

-..
69

The Fourth column given the Heighta in Feet.

The Tables being given in degrees of EhhrenM, it will be neoesmry in oase Cmtigradc Thermometers are u e d , to convert these indications into the corresponding ones of Fahrenheit, for which the formula
9c
is F = - + 32 whenever the degrees are above the freezing point of
5
water, and vice versdl ;for converting Fahrenheit into Centigrade measure,
(F - 32) x 5
the formula will be C =
9
TABLE 11.
Table of Multipliers to m e c t the Approxinuate Height for the Temperature
of r%e Air.

T , " r m ~ n ~ ~ ~Multlplier.
$2

a3

a4
a5
86
87

as
as
40
41
42

1'000
1.002
1QO4
1.006
1'008
1'010
1.012
1.016
1.017
1.019
1.021

T,"rmriEy
5
44
46
46
47
48
49

M)

61
62
68

Mnltlplier.

1923
1.025
1.027
1~ 2 9
1.031
1'038
1.035
1.037
1-039
1.042
1'044

~~~~~~
&

65
66
67
68
69
60
61
62

68
64

.

Multiplier.

1.046
1 . ~ 8
1 '050
1.052
1.054
1.056
1.0%
I .OGO
1.062
1'064
1966
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TABLE 11.-(Continued.)

Enter with the mean temperature of the stratum of air traversed, and multiply the
approximate height by the number opposite for the true altitude.
When the Therometer hos been boiled at the foot and a t the summit of a mountain,
nothing more is necessary thau to deduct the number in the column qf feet opposite the
boiling point below from the same of the boiling point above; this gives an approximats
height, to be multiplied by the number oppoeite the mean temperature of the air in Table XI.
for the correct altitude.
feet.
204.2 = 4027
Boiling point at.summit of Hill Fort of Plirundhur, near Pdna
Boiling point at Hay Cottage, P h a
208.7 = 1690

......
........................

-

Approximate height 2337

..................... 76O
..................... 83
-

Temperature of the air abcve
Ditto
ditto below

-

Mean 79 = Multiplier 1.098

Correct altitude 2.566 feet.
Mean of Barometer Observations 2.649
Ditrerence - 8 3
When the boiling point a t the upper station alone is observed, and for the lower the
level of the sea, or the register of n distant Barometer is taken,*then the b a r o m ~ r i ~
reading had better be converted into feet, by the uaual method of subtracting its logarithm
from 1.47712 (log. of 30 inches) and multiplying by '0006, as the ditrerences in the column
of " Baro?Relcr" vary more rapidly than those in the *feet" column.
185O = 14j48
Emplc.-Boiling point at upper station
Barometer at Calcutta (at 32O) 29 in. 7b0
Logar. cliff.
1'47712
1'45349 = 00363 x 0006
.
P
218

...............
...
Approximate height . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 14330
Temperature, upper ststion,
. . . . . . . . . l.lOO
Ditto
lower

-

...............

-

Correct altit~tde
15763
Assuming 30°00 inches aa the average height of the Barometer at the level of the sea
(which is, however, too much), the altitude of the tlpper ststion is at once obtained by
inspection of Table I., correcting for temperature of the stratum of air traversed by
Table 11.
CHAPTER IX.]
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CHAPTER X.
LEVELLING
is the art of tracing a line at the surface of the earth,
which shall cut the directions of gravity everywhere at right angles. If
the earth were an extended plane, all lines representing the. direction of
gravity at every point on its surface would be parallel to each other; but
in consequence of it8 figure being that of a sphere or globe, they every
where converge to a point within the sphere which is equidistant from
all parts of its surface; or, in other words, the direction of gravity
invariably tends towards the centre of the earth, and may be considered,
aa represelltad by a plumbline when hanging freely, and suspended
beyond the sphere of attraction of the surroundi~lgobjects.

In the above diagram let the st~aightline AB represent the surface of
the earth, upon the supposition of its being an extended plane, the
direction of gravity at the points A, I, and B would be represented
by the lines AC) ID, and BE, all parallel to each other, and at
right angles to the horizontal line AB.
Now if the surface was
undulatory, as shown by the curvcd line AB, and it was required to
make a section representing it, an instrument, capable of tracing out a
line pamllel to the horizontal line AB (as a spirit-level) might be set up
anywhere on the surface, as at I, and staves being placed or held along
the line, as at a, b, c, d, &c., the different heights above the grou~ldwhere
such staves were intersected by the lines so traced out, would a t once
show the relative level of all thoae points, with regard to the horizontal
line, aa a datum or etandard of comparison.
[PART IV.
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But as the earth is a globe, its circumference must be circular, as I K L
in the annexed figure : the straight line AB will therefore not represent
the surface of the earth, but the sensible horkon of an observer stationed
a t the point I , to which
point it is a tangent, being
H
N B
a t right angles to the
radius of the circle (or
semi-diameter of the earth)
IC. A line which is prcrallel to the sensible horizon of the observer, is the
line traced out by our
spirit-levels, and is a tangent to the earth's surface
a t that point only where
the instrument is set up : thus AB is a tangent a t I, and D E a tangent
a t F; such being the fact, the difference of level between any two points
cannot be determined by simple reference to a horizontal line, since every
point on the surface of the globe (however near t o each other) has a
distinct horizon of its own.
If the earth were everywhere surrounded by a fluid a t rest, or that its
surface mas smooth, regular and uniform, every point thereon would be
equally distant from the centre; but in consequence of the undulating
form of the surface, places and objects are differently situated, some
further from, and others nearer to, the centre of the earth, and consequently a t different levels. The operation of levelling may therefore be
defined as the art of finding how much higher or lower any one point
js than another, or, more properly, the difference of their distances from
the centre of the earth.
Referring to our last figure, we have seen that the line AB is a true
horizontal or level line a t the point I, but being produced in the direction
A or B it rises above the earth's surface; and although it may appear
t o be level as seen from I, yet it is above the true level (which is represented by the circumference of the circle) a t every other point, and
continues to diverge from it, the further it is produced; a t G, the apparent
line of level, as the horizontal line AB is called, .is above the true level,
by the distance GH, and at'M by the distance MN, the dtfienee being
e q d to th acess of the secant of t h arc of distance above the radius of the
earth.
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The difference QHor MN between the true and apparent level may
1
t
H: be thus found. Put t in the following diagram for the tangent IH,t
for the radius CI of the earth, and
z for GE, the excess of the secant
of the arc of distance above the
radius ;IH being considered as equal
to IG ;then

+

(r + x)2 =
-I- to
or++ 2rz+&=fl +lo
and 2rx + & = t2
or (2r + z) x = to
But because the diameter of the earth 21. is so great with respect
to the quantity (x) sought a t all distances to which a common levelling
z without
operation usually extends, that 2r may be taken for 2r
sensible errcir ; we then have

+

Or in mh:-T% diferene (x) betwm the true and apparent l d
6 equal to tL quure of the dietuna (P) divided by tilc diamdcr
of the earth (Sr), and consequently is always poporthnal to the p
~ of
tlu distume.
The mean diameter of the earth ie 7916 miles, and the exof the
1
apparent above the true level for one mile' t =ir6
of a mile, or 8904
inches ;a t two miles i t is four times that quantity, or 32.016 inchea, and
so on increming in proportion to the square of the distance.

If we reject the decimal -004, and assume the difference between the
true and apparent level for one mile to be exactly 8 inches, or two-thirds
of a foot, there arises the following convenient form for computing the
correction of level dne to the curvature of the earth, for distances given
in milee, via.,

yi,D being the distance in miles.

A very easily remembered formula, derived from the above for the
oorrection for curvature in feet is twethirds of the square of the distance
in miles; and another, for the eame in in&8 is the spare of the ddetaw
in chains divided by 800.
[PART IV.
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But the effect of the earth'# curvature is modified by another cause,
namely, refraction. This, as regards celestial objects, has already been
explained in Part II., page 96, and is equally applicable to our present
subject. The distance a t which an object can be seen by the aid of
refraction, is to the distance at which it could be seen without that aid,
nearly as 14 to 13, the refraction augmenting the distance at which an
object can be seen by about a thirteenth of itself Hence to correct the
error occasioned by refraction, it will only be requisite to diminish the
effects of the earth's curvature, or height of the appareut above the true
level, by one-seventh of itself.
The following Table shows the reduction of the apparent to the true
level, both for the curvature of the earth only, and also for the combined
effects of curvature and refraction.

Table of the D2~erenceof the Apparent and True Level for distaneerin Chaim.
-

---

CORRKCPIOR.
D i c e
in
Chains.

CnrVatu'e and
in
Curvature, in
Of feet.
decimals of feet.

600104
.000117
-000988
.001668
.002605
'003752
-0115107
.006670
.008442
.010422

1
2
8
4
6
6

7
8
9

10

-000089
*0003.58
%00804
.OO1430
.Om33
'0032 16
.oo~78
-005ii7
-0Oi236
'008933

CORRRCCIO~.
Distance
in
Chains.

Curvature, in
Of

11
12
13

14
15
16
17
18
19
20

'012610
'015007
917618
'020427
.023450
926680
'030 120
'038767
*037623
941687

curnature and
Refraction, in
deci~nnlsof feet.
Q 10809

.012863
915097
*015609
-050100
'0'22869
-0e5n17
-028943
-032248
'035732

The correction for distances greater than those given in the Table may
be computed by the following rule-the same by which the Table itself
I
was computed :Rule.-To the arithmeticat complement of t h logarithm of the diameh
of the earth, or 2.3788603, add double the log. of the dislance in feet, the
sum will be the log. of the correction for curvature in feet and decimals;
from which if one-eeventh of itself be subtract&, the rmlt will be the conzbined correction for curvature and rtfractkn.
Little dependance call however be plaoed upon the accuracy of any
tabulated quantities on account of terrestrial refraction, for when near
the horizon, it is unequally influenced by the variable state of the
atmosphere. The rays are sometimes affected laterally, aud they have
been even seen convex instead of concave.
CWTEB
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In the aecond part of this work, we have given a full description of
the various instruments used in levelling operations, we will not

-

therefore revert to them here beyond making a few remarb on levelling staves, and also on an instrument of simple construction as
represented in the above figure, its use being to rest the levelling
stail' upon when held a t any station. It consists of a triangular piece
of sheet iron, ofiabout one-tenth of an inch in thickness, having the
corners turned down to form the feet of the tripod, which are to be
premed into the ground by the foot of the staff-holder;a rounded piece
of iron is rivetted on the upper surface, to present a clean spot to rest
the staff upon when held a t the station; the chain with the attached
ring is for the convenience of the stafF-holder in lifting i t from the
ground, and carrying i t from station to station ; by the use of the above
instrument, the staff is sure to be kept on the same spot, and a t the
same height from the ground while the observer is reading the staves
both at the back and forward station on each side of the spirit-level.
The levelling staff, a necessary accompaniment to all levelling instruments, haa been heitherto always made with a sliding
vane to move up and down a staff graduated to feet
and decimals of feet and inches.+ A description of
staff has however been lately introduced by Mr.
Gravntt, the face of which is made broad enough to
contain s&ciently large graduations and figures,
for the observer to rend with certainty through the
telescope of his instrument to the one-hundredth part
of a foot at the distance of 12 chains or more, which
is sufficient for most practical purposes, thus securing

* Thii was effected by a string and pulley, or the staff iteelf was made in two or three
piecea, each of the upper pieces sliding in a groove in the one next below it. For any
[PART IV.
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greater certainty and expedition in the work. A short description of this
staff has already been given a t page 104, and the only care required on
the part of the staff-holder in using it, is that he may hold it perpendicular. To assist him in this, a small plummet is suspended in a groove
cut out in the side of the staff, by which its verticallity can be determined
in one direction, and the observer himself
can detect if i t be held aslant in the other
direction, as may be understood from the
adjoining diagram, which represents the
staff e as i t appears in the field of an
inverting telescope, where ab represents
the horizontnl wire, c and d two mires
placed a t right angles to it, and separated
so as to admit a t usual distances, the staff
e to appear between them, and by which
the observer can tell if the staff-man holds
it erect in a lateral direction.
Levelling staves of the above description are now genernlly used in
India, and are manufactured in the Mathematical Instrument Department.
They are better adapted for the climate than the one with vane and
vernier, the staff invariably warping, and the vernier coming off,
rendering the instrument for the time ~mserviceable. Any defect
caused by the wear of Gravatt's staff can be remedied by the surveyor
himself, the edges being secured by a moulding screwed on, and the
face of the st& can be renewed by glueing on new strips of paper
with the divisione marked on them, which, with the protection of a coat
of varnish, will make the instrument again serviceable.*
From what has been said on the subject of the corrections for curvature
and refraction, i t is necessary to remark that such corrections are very
seldom applied in pmctice, the observer by the arrangements of his
operations doing away in a great degree with their injurious effects.
height less than the length of the Brat piece (genernlly about 6 feet) the vane was slid up
or down with the hand; hut for a greater heigllt, the second piece with the vane at the top,
was moved np bodily till the centre of the vane was cut by the line of the optical axis of
the instrument, when the height was read on another scale graduated downwar&from the
top on the side of the lower joint of the staff.

.

* For a deacription of the staves now in use in the spirit-levelling operations of the Great
Trigonometrical S u r ~ e yof Indin, see Appendix-" Memorandum on Levelling Operations
by Coll. J. T. Walker, R.E., etc., Superintendent, G. T. Survey ;" aleo "Papers prepnred
for the use of the Thomason Civil Enginwing College, Roorkee," No. VII, Chapter XIII,
,
Article Levelling, pp. 187 to 196.
CHAPTER
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The method adopted in practice is to place the instrument a8 near
na possible midway between the station staves, the effect of curvature

ie

thus removed, as well M that of atmospheric refraation, as the l a t t e r will
affect both observations alike, unless under peculiar circumstanoes of the
weather, &., over which the observer has no oontrol. In an extezded
line of operations, it can however scarcely ever happen that one placing
of the instrument will complete it, a succession of similar operations
must therefore be performed, as shown in the annexed figum

Suppose it were required to find the difference of level between the
points A and G; a staff is erected at A, the instrument is set up at B,
another staff at C', a t the same distance from B that B is from A, and
the readings of the two staves are noted. The instrument is then
conveyed to D, and the staff which stood at A is now removed to B, the
staff C retaining its former position, and from being the forward staff at
the last observation, is now the back staff: the readings of the two staveg
are again noted, and the instrument removed to F, and the st& C, to the
point G, the staff at E retaining the same position now becomes in i t . turn
the back staff, and so on to the end of the work,$vhich may thw be extended
many miles : the difference of any two of the readings will show the difference of level between the places of the back and forward staff; and the
difference between the sum of the back sights, and the sum of the forward
sights will give the difference of level between the extreme points, thus :
Fora Sighta.

Back Sighta.

A, and
9,

Ev

9,

C,

10'46
113 3

E,

7.42

G,

Sums

29.21
27.11

-

-

11.N

'

8 W
7'91

27.11

Di5erener of level

2.10 .

showing that the point G is 2 feet w d

10
lo,
higher than the point A.
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The foregoing process is called compound levelling. The following is an
example of simple levelling, being performed a t one operation, aud therefore
subject to the correction forcurvature and refractiouto obtaina correct result.

If i t were required to drain a Jheel A, by making n cut to a stream a t
B, a distance of 20 chains : let a level be set 11p a t C, and directed to a
staff held upright a t the edge of the water at-B. The horizontal line CD
represents the line of sight which would cut the staff a t D, the reading
being 17.44 feet; the height, of the instrument above the ground was 4
feet,-and the depth of the Jheel 10 feet; therefore the difference of level
between the bottom of theJheel and the surface of the stream was aa follows:

...

...

Reading of the staff
Height of instrument
Depth of Jheel
Curvature and Refraction for 20 Cba,
we Table, page 689

...

Difference of level

...

...

...

...

...

...
..,

...

...
."
...
...
...

R. Dm.

... ...
... 4.00
... 10.00

... 0.08
...

..

17'44

14.03
7

8'41

The following will explain the method to be pursued in levelling a
tract of country.
I n the first instance the staff-holder must place his staff on the Bench
mark* from whence the levels are to commence. The surveyor must then
set up his spirit-level in the most suitable spot which presents itself,
from when& he can have an uninterrupted view, not onlyof the staff a t
the back station, but also for a considerable distnnce in the direction he
wishes to carry his levels. The station selected should not in any case

* In the practice of levelling, it is usual to leave at convenient intervals, what are called
Bench mark*; thew moatly consist of permanent objects, such as milestones, curbstones
of bridges, mosques, masonry houses, wella, and sometimes the sturnpaof old trees, etc.,
on which i t ie uaual to cut a distinguishing mark, that it may be known bereafter.
Their use is chiefly for future reference, in the event of its being necessary, either to
check the levela by repetition, to change the direction of the line of levels from any
point, or to take up and continue the levela at the commencement of s day's work, a
Bench mark having been left at the close of the day preceding.
CHAPTER X.]
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exceed 4 or 5 chains, for when long distances are takcn, unless both
the back and forward stations are equally distant from the instrument,
errors will gradually creep in, which, in a long series of leveh, are liable,
by their accumulation, to be of serious consequence.
The proper station being determined on, and the level adjusted for
observation,* it must be directed to the back staff, and the foot and decimal fraction of a foot, with which the central part of the horizontal wire
appears to be coincident, noted with all possible exactness, and entered
in the proper column of the Field or Observation Book ; as soon as i t is
registered, look t o see that the spirit bubble has not returned from ita
central position, and then repeat the observation, to ensure that no mistake has been made in noting it.
The back observation being made, turn the telescope round in the forward direction ; then look a t the spirit bubble, and if i t has a t d
changed its position, by receding towards either end of the tube, bring
i t back to the centre by the parallel plate screws; then observe what
division on the staff is intersected by the cross-wire, and enter the reading in the proper column of the Field-book. Having entered it, verify it
by a second observation, which will complete the first levels. The first
levels being completed, the surveyor, passing the man who holds the
forward staff, proceeds to some convenient spot to set the instrument a
second time, which, as before r e m k e d , should not be more than 4 or 5
chains distant ; the man who held the staff a t the back stntion, likewise
proceeds still further onwards to take up a new station, and as nearly as
possible a t the same distance from the instrument as the instrument is
from the staff which haa now become the back station. The instrument
is then again adjusted, and the same process followed as above described,
until arrived a t the end of the series.
The foregoing description of the method of taking levels is general, and
applies equally to every kind of levelling operation.

* The Level must be adjusted for obeervation in the following order : First draw out t h e
epe-piece of the Telescope till the cross-wires are perfectly defined; then, directing it to the
staff, turn the milled-headed screw A (see figure, page 99) on the side of the Telescope,
till the amalleat graduations on the staff are likewise clearly ditinguishable; that these two
adjustments be very arefully and completely performed is of more consequence than i s
generally supposed, for upon them depends the existence or non-existence of parallrrx, to
remove which has already been explained at pages 101 and 102. The above adjustments
being made perfect, bring the spirit bubble into the centre of its glass tube, and which position it must retnin unmoved in every direction of the instrument; this ia aeeomplished in
the same manner as in the Theodolita by bringing the Telescope aucceasively over each p i r
of the parallel plate-screw4 aud giving them motion, screwing up one, while ~ s c r a w L l gthe
other to au equal extent.
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The following is the form of Field-book used for entering the observations, kc. :Form of Fieldbook far Observatimts..

_;- g
d
.-

A

.

,

-

g

; . -o w= -

.-$

,

2

;

~ . l

a

d

;6
.

t

0

Ft.Deo.

5-19
2.25
5 08
6.59
3.92
4.64

3.40
8.60
3-70
3.70
8.80
3.95

g

2 2 4
E

g

Ch.Lb. Ft.Deo.

205.30
208.15
207.10
206.40
205-10
208.30

a

.

- - - - - '- - - - - - I 1a.n
2 940
8 8.87
4 263
6 1r.e
6 17.00

From 1st
Station ill
the Series.

2

d
2

O

'

25.20
25.10
23'20
28.25
26.15
29.30

g

E

,

"

E

Results.

~

g

g

2i
2
$I

Ch.Lka. Ft.Dm Ft.l>ea. Ft.Dec. Ft. Uec. F L U ~a~c.

...

7.96 7-88 5..
6-m
1.07
8.08 16.30
8.91
3.40 11.71
4.00 1?.41
18.69
5.20 0.96
b02 i i d 7
8.89 1-45 10.53
16.55

...
...
...

... ...

...
...

...

~

s
t

'

oq~!j

6.90 2
7.a4$!9%~~
9.78

.....

eH

la
23

+

p
:
8.3

Where levels aro made for the formation of a section, i t is necessary
that the distance between the levelling staves be measured, as well as
the bearing observed of each staff t o enable the surveyor to plot and
draw the section; but in running or check levels there is no necessity
for the chain or compssa, the object of check levels being only to
obtain the difference of level between certain intermediate and the
extreme points of the section previously made, to check its accuracy. It
is also immaterial by what route we proceed from one point to another,
60 that such spots may be selected for the stations as are most convenient
for the purpose, and may afford opportunity of checking any intermediate
points on the section line. The Field-book required therefore for check
levels is merely a simple entry of back and fire sights, the difference of
the s u m of which will be the-difference of level between the extreme
points of the section line.
Form of Field-bookfor Cheek Levels.
itationa

1

Back Sights.

(

Fore Sights.

64 4
4.96
4.73

Remarka.
Back station on bench m k at milestone 72.

1
2
8
4

1

I .20
8.20

Forward station top of milestone 87.

* See also "Yemorenda on Levelling Operatious," by Coll. J. T. Walker, R.E.,Bc., Bc.,
given in the Appendix.
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I t is usual to refer all levels to a certain datum line previously fixed,
and in the course of a long series of levels, t o keep
Datum Line.
a register of the heights of particular spots above
this given datum, which may be considered as so many zero or fixed
points easily recognizable if carefully noted in the Field-book, and from
whence any portion of the work can be levelled over again, or branch
lines of level be conducted in any direction, and the levels of ~ u c h
branches be comparable with those of the main line.
This datum line should invariably be assumed from some known and
fixed permanent point, which may always be referred to without the
ohance of doubt and misoonception a t any subsequent period. For
instance, the recent levels of the town of Calcutta, taken by Mr. Simrns,
the Consulting Civil Engineer to Government, are all calculated from t h e
bottom or sill of the stone on tho Tide Gauge a t Kyd's Dockyard, a
point which must always be easy of ascertainment, and which is
peculiarly conveuient for comparison with the mean level of the sea
This point of the Tide Gauge has been ascertained to be 8-38 feet
below the sea level, by a series of observations of the heighh of the tides a t
Calcutta a t high and low water, from which the lowest monthly average
of the mean tidal level in the months of February and March has been
sssumed as the mean level of the sea.
The observations made for this purpose tend to show that the locality
of Calcutta is unfavorable for determining with great precision the mean
sea level, owing perhaps to the length of the channel which the tides
have to traverse, and the great effect produced by the rise of the river
in the monsoons, the difference of the mean height in the month of
September being 61 feet above that of February or March.
But these disturbing causes are, for the most part, independent of t h e
influence of the sea itself, the monthly mean tide of which should be an
uniform quantity, affected only to a slight degree by the pressure of t h e
wind. . Divested of these anomalies it may be concluded that the mean
state of the water in the river can never be lower than the actual sea
level, the lowest monthly average of mean tide is therefore perhaps the
nearest approximation to the truth.
According to these levels, the surface of the mercury in the cistern of
the Standard Barometer in the Calcutta Observatory* is 18.21 feet, and

* The old Observatory, No. 19, Chowringhee Road, formerly Board of Revenue OEce, is
here alluded to. The present Observatory, or make-rhift for one, is situated at NO. (new)
46 Park-Street, the Surveyor Genernl'a Office, where it originally stood.
[PUT m.
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the floor of the large puckha Ghat, inscribed to Lord William Bentinck
and known as "Baboo's Ghat," exactly 17.79 feet above the mean level of
the sea.*
When a line of levels of any considerable length is to be plotted, the
horizontal distances cannot be laid down od as
Plotting Sections.
large a scale as is necessary for the vertical
heights above the datum point, in order that the section may be of any
practical use, without making the plot of most unwieldy dimenaions.
It is therefore usual to make the vertical scale much larger than the
horieontal one : thus 4 inches to a mile for the horizontal distances, with
1 inch to 100 feet for the vertical distances, is an usual combination;
the vertical scale being so much greater than the horizontal, shows the
depths of cutting and embankment required in the execution of mads,
railways, canals, &c., with greater clearness than if both scales were equal.
For instance, to plot the line of levels as given in the Field-book,
.
page 545.

Draw a line A B representing the horizontal line as the datum to which
the levels are reduced, at3 ahown in the column headed "From 1st Station
in the series ;" assume any point a as the mtarting point, from which
set off the measured distances aa given in the back and fore distance
columns; at these several points raise perpendiculars, and on them lay off
the differences of level from the 1st in the series; join these several
points, and the section is completed.

* The Datum Line for tbe Grent Trigonometrical Survey Levelling is the mean 8ea level
at MARORAHAHBOUR,
KARACHI(Sindh). Manora Bench Mark, Latitude 2 4 O 47' 61",
Longitude 67O 1' 6 , is 9.30 feet above mean aea level. CAWU~TAYIUTBench Mark is
17-96 feet above mean aea level. KIDDERPORE
Docx SILLin 6'26 feet below mean sea l e v 4
aids Great Trigonometrical Survey Table of Heights in Sindh, the Punjab, N. W. Provinces,
Central India an4 Bengal (published in 1863 and 1866).
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The section being 100 feet above the previously fixed datum point, all
that is required to represent this, is to draw a line CD, pmallel to AB, a t
100 feet below it, then by drawing perpendiculars from the surface line
to this new datum, as shown by the dotted lines, the transfer will be
complete, as the heights of any points can be measured by the scale of
the section. In plotting sections, it is the horizontal distances between
the several stations that must be laid down When the ground rises
and falls in long regular slopes, the measurement, as taken along the
slopes, must be reduced to horizontal distances by calculation. If the
rise or fall is but slight, this reduction may be altogether disregarded,
the difference between the horizontal and hypothenusal measurements
not exceeding the limits of error in the measure itself.
The following Table, showing the reduction to be made on each chain's
length, will w i s t in making the necessary calculation
of the Theodolite to the practice
hVeuiner ,,i& ~ h ~ ~ The
d ~ application
Me.
of levelling is an operation of great simplicity.
The instrument is set up at one extremity of the line previously
markeci out by bandroles (small flags) or long
upon
in Reduction
pickets at every change of the general inclinaone
in
feet for
deci- tion of the ground ; and a levelling-staff, with
oue chain.
the vane set to the exact height of the optical
1
0.01
axis of the Telescope, being sent to the first of
2
these marks, its angle of depression or elevation
0.11
Oeo4
a
0.19
4
is taken, and by way of insuring accuracy, the
0.29
5
044
instrument and staff are then made to change
6
0.66
7
places,
and the vertical arc being clamped to the
0.74
8
0.94
9
mean of the two readings, the cross-wires are again
1-16
10
made to bisect the vane. The distances may
1.40
11
1-76
12
either be chained before the angles are observed,
la
2.01
2.24
14
marks being left at every irregularity on the
2.6 1
15
surface where the levelling-staff is required to be
2.99
16
a39
17
placed;
or both operations may be performed a t
3.76
18
4-23
19
the same time, the vane on the staff being raised
4.64
20
or lowered till it is bisected by the wires of the
Telescope, nnd the height on the staff noted at each place.
The accompanying ketch explains this method :-A
and B are the
places of the instrument, and of the first station on the line, where a
mark equal to the height of the instrument is set up; between these
points the intermediate positions, a, b, c, d, for putting up the levellingstaff, are determined hy the irregularities of the ground. The angle of

Ef:Md
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depression to B is observed, and if great accnncy is required, the mean
of this and the reciprocal angle of elevation from B to A is taken, and

,

the vertical an: being clamped to this angle, the Telescope is again made
to bisect the vane at B. On arriving at B, after reading the height of the
vane a t a, b, c, kc., and measuring the ditances A a, kc., the instrument
must be brought forward, and the angle of elevation taken to C, the same
process being repeated to obtain the outline of the ground between B
and C. In laying the section down upon paper, a horizontal line being
drawn, the angles of elevation and depression can be protracted, and the
distances laid down on these lines ; the respective height of the vane on
each staff being then laid off from these points in a vertical direction, will
give the points a, b, c, kc., marking the outline of the ground A more
correct way of course is to calculate the difference of level between the
stations, which is the sine of the mgle of depression or elevation to the
hypothenurn1 distance AB considered as radius, allowing in long ditances
for curvature and refraction.
Instead of only taking the single angle of depression to the didant
Station B, and noting the heights of the vane at the intermediate Stations,
a, b, c, &c., angles may be taken to mark the same height as the instrument set up at each of thee8 inhmcdiate poi&, which will equally afford
data for laying down, the section ; but the former method is certainly
preferable.
The detaih may be kept in the form of a Field-book, but for this
species of levelling the measured distances and vertical heighta can be
written without confusion on a diagram, leaving the corrections for refraction and curvature (when necessary) to be applied when the section is
plotted.
Where a number of cross sections are required, the Theodolite is particularly useful, as so many can be taken without moving the instrument.
I t is also well adapted for t d sections, where minute accuracy is not
looked for, but where economy, both of time and money, is an object.
The Theodolite is likewise used in running check k w l n , to test the
accuracy of those taken in detail w* a spirit-kvel. Reciprocal angles
CHAPTER
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of elevation and depression, taken between bench marks, whose distances
from each other are known, sfford a proof of the general accuracy of the
of reference are proved to be correct, i t may
work : and if these
safely be inferred that the intermediate work is so likewise.
For the rigorous procedure adopted in the Levelling Operations of the
Great Trigonometrical Survey of India, see Memoranda by ColL J. T.
Walker, R.E., kc., in the Appendix.
With the object of rendering the large-scale Maps of the Revenue
Survey of India generally useful for engineering purposes, such aa the
construction of irrigation works, main canals, railway projects, new
lines of levels are run at distances of from 1 to 2 miles apart ;
roads, k.,
and in connection with these operations, rules for the guidanoe of surveyors are given in the "Handbook of the Departmental and Circular
Orders and Instructions of the Revenue Survey Department, India," p u b
Lihed under the authority of Government, Calcutta, 1873.

CONTOURING.

CHAPTER XI.
ANOTH~R
speciee of levelling to be described is that by which certain
data are given, from which the outline of a horizontal section of the
ground can be constructed, and itl called "Contouring," a term which
is applied to the outline of any figure, and consequently to that of any
section of a solid bodyf; but when used in connection with the forms of
ground or of works of defence, the outline of a horizontql section of the
groulld, or works, is alone to be understood by it.
Contour lines give a most perfect delineation of the ground, and they
are the only part of a survey which will remain unaltered in the lapse
of ages, hills and valleys being much more permanent things than houses,
roads and boundaries, which cease to give accurate information in a few
years, and require revision at a great cost.
I t would be useless expense to increase the number of Contour lines
on mountain ground where no probable demand either for roads or drains
exists ; and on the other hand, in districts which are nearly level, Contours
only a t great diierence of altitude would be of little practical utility.
In wnste lands, Contours tend to a knowledge of the best mode of
improvement, as the levels are connected with each other throughout the
country, and referred to the sea aq a datum line. As a general system,
however, Contouring can scarcely be said to be applicable to India, where
the mountains are inaccessible and for the most part untrodden, and the
wastea impenetrable and impervious, from the denseness of the jungle and
rankness of the vegetation. The undulations and round smooth downs
of England are here waiting, and the vast extent of the country leaving but
few points fixed by the great triangulation ; the operation, so simple on the
OrdnanceSurvey of England, would be one of muchdficulty in this country,
where there is so little to mark the inequalities of the surface until the
stupendous hills rise suddenly and precipitously above the general level.*
A few rerparks on the system, however, which haa become so common
in England, are necessary.
"The method of tracing these Contours in the field is thus performed.
Bandroles or long pickets are first driven, one at the top and -another at

* "The Contouring on the Ordnance Survey of Scotland hae been aet aside, on the
recommendation of a Committee of the House of Commons, by the advice of the first
Engineers in Eng1nnd."-Vide Article in the Edinburgh Review on the Ordnance Survey of
Scotland.
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the bottom of such slopes as best define the ground, particularly the
ridge lines and watercourses; should no such sensible lines exist, they
must be placed at about equal intervals apart, regulated by the degree of
minutia required, and the variety in the undulations of the surface of
the ground. A short picket being driven on the level of the intended
upper (or 19wer) line of Contours, and in line between two of t h e
bandroles, the level is placed so as to command the best general view of
this first line and adjusted, care being taken that its axis is not EO low as
to cut the ground below the picket (or so high as to be above the top of
the leveling-staff, if the lower Contour is the first traced) ; the staff is
then placed at this picket, and the vane raised or lowered till it is intersected by the cross-wires of the Telescope ; the staff is then shifted to
another point on about the same level, and in the line between the next
two pickets, and the staff itself moved up or down the slope till the vane
-in
coincides with the cross-wires, at which spot another picket is driven.
This operation is continued, till it is necessary to move the level to
continue the same upper Contour lines, when (the staff being placed a t
one of the pickets just driven) the vane is again raised or lowered to ~ u i t
the next position of the axis of the instrument, and kept at this height,
ns before, for the continuation of the line. To trace the next lower
Contour line, it is merely uecessary to raise the vune on the staff, five,
ten, or whatever number of feet m y be the vertical distance determined
upon, and proceed as before. When the level itself has to be moved to
lower ground, it must be so placed that ita axis will cut the ground above
one of the pickets of the line just marked out, and the same quantity of
five or ten feet added to the reading of the staff at this picket will give
the height of the vane for the next lower horizontal line.
"The use of driving all these pickets, marking out the Contours nearly
in the same line down the slopes, becomes evident when they are to be
laid down on the plan, the places of the original b a n d d e s or long
pickets being fixed with reference to each other, it is only necessary to
measure between them, entering the distances on these lines, with the
offsets to the right or left to the different short picketa marking the
horizontal lines."*
-

* The instrument, best adapted for Contouring where a rnpid delineation

of country ia an
object frequently of greater importance than accurncy, ia the water-level, irs best reeommendation being the facility with which it can be made, and requiring no sdjtutment when
uaing it. The following description is taken from " Frome on Trigonometrical Surveying: "
The French toateta-lecel is much used on the Continent in taking sections for military
pnrposes. It possesses the great advantage of never requiring any adjwtmmt, and does
not coat the one-tweutieth port of the price of a spirit-level. From having no Telescope,
[PART IY.
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"Contoured plans, from which sections are to be constructed, are
generally plotted on about the same scale as special surveys of estates,
that is, on one of 2, 3, or 4 ohains to one inch. Small portions of
ground for military purpoees, where the vertical distances are under five
feet, may even be laid down on a scale of one chain to one inch."*
I
The method adopted in carrying on the Contours of the Ordnance
Survey of Eogland is detailed in the following memorandum obtained
it is impossible to take long sights with this instrument; and it is not of course susceptible of o w minufe accuracy: but, on the other hand, no gross errors can creep into the
section, as may be the case with a badly adjusted spirit-level, or a Theodolite used .s
such, the horizontal line being adjusted by nature without the intervention of any
mechanical contrivance. As this species of level is not generally known in England,
the following description is given, which, with the assistance of the aketch, will enable
any person to construct one for himself without further aid than that of common workmen to be fomd in every village.
a b is e hollow tube 04 b r m about
half an inch in diameter, and nbont
c
three feet long, c and d are short
pieces of brass tube of larger dinmeter
into which the long tube is soldered,
and are for' the purpose of recaivin~
the two smnll bottles e and f, the ends
of which, after the bottoms have been
cut off by tying a piece of string
round them when hented, are fixed in
their positions with putty or white lend
-the projecting sliort nxisg works (in
tlie instrument from wllich the sketch
was taken) in a hollow brass cylinder
h, which forms the top of a stnnd used for observing with a re~entingcircle ; but it may
be made in s variety of ways so us to revolve on any light portable stand. The tube,
when required for use, is filled with water (coloured with lake or indigo), till it nearly
reaches to the necks of the bottlas, which are then corked for the convenieilce of carriage.
On setting the stand tolerably level by the eye, t h e e corks are both witlldrawn (which
muat be done carefully and when the tube is nearly level, or the water will be ejected
with violence) and the surface of the water in the bottles being necessarily on the same
level, gives a horizontal line in whnterer direction the tube is turned, by which the vnne
of the leveling-staff is adjusted. A slide could easily be attached to the outside of c
and 4 by which the intsrsection of two cross-wires could bemade to coincide with the
surface of the water in each of tlie bottles; or h u t s , with cross hairs made to rest on
the surface of the fluid in each bottle, the accuracy of their intersection being proved by
cbnging the flouts from one bottle to the other; either of these contrivmcea would
the instrumeut more accurate as to tlie dctermimtion of the horizontal line of
sight; though one of its grent merits, quickness of execution, would be impaired by the
firs\ and its simplicity d e c t e d by either of tbem. For detailed sections on rougli ground,
is set up at short dielances apart, it is well qualified to supersede the spiritwhere the
level; md is parlicnlarlg ndnpted to tmcilig Conlour lines.
* Froine 011 'rrigonometrical Surveying.
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from the Ordnance Map Office at Southampton, and which gives s c h
explanation of the subject :
"By the aid of Contours we obtain such a perfect knowledge of the
configuration of the country, that every map may be said to be a model
of the district, and their advantage increases in proportion se the area
to be examined is extended.
" The Contour lines are formed by connecting points of equal altitude
determined by levelling, and traced through any district; they are placed at
equal altitudes above each other as at 25, 50, 100 feet, kc., depending upon
the nature of the country, and these are taken above a given datum level
" The mean level of the ~ e is
a found to be a more constant level rouud
this kingdom.
"The tides from the springs to the neaps may be mid to oscillate
above and below the mean tidal line, and it is found that although the
rise aud fall of the tide8 varies in amount round the coast, t h e mean
Spring Sidn
high wale

tidal line is nearly a constant level, and it is therefore a much better
line of reference for the Contom than any other.
"To illustrate the priuciples of Contouring, firat take ns an csampIe
an isolated hill or an island, and the section in any other direction as
QD can be given at once.
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"Take an example of a supposed more extensive district, and that
other Coi~toursare interpolated by the eye, whioh can be done with great
accuracy where there is so much fixed data.
"The line which a road should take from A to B may be determined
better in the closet than on the ground, and without having reference
t o local surveys made too frequently under the dictation of local
influence to obtain a particular object, and in disregard of the interests
of the community who have to pay for the construction and maintenance
of the road.

"The Contouring on the Ordnance Survey ie
divided into six branches, via. :
1, Initial levelling ; 2, Road and Trigonometrical line levelling ; 3, The
Contouring ; 4, Plotting ; 5, Examining ; 6 , Hill Sketching.
" The initial levelling is the first operation, and is the basis of ail the rest.
It consists iu levelling with a superior instrument
Initial levelling.
the main roads in any district of country leaving
permanent marks (either copper bolts or bench marks on masonry),
the value of which, in altitude, is most accurately fixed by twice or even
three times levelling. The work is kept in Field-books, and the leveller
makes a survey of the road as he works, in order that the position of
the marks and altitudes may be correctly plotted on the plans when
made. The instruments used on the survey are 12-inch spirit-levels.
" This levelling has been carried on to a considerable extent in England
and Scotland, and is much in advance of the Contouring
Contouring.
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" Road

and trigonometrical line levelling for Contonr purposes
~~~d ,,,,d Lrigonome- is built upon the initial levelling, and depends
trical levelling.
upon it.
The books of the initial levelling having been worked out at the map
oflice, a correct list of the marks and their values is furnished to tho
district office for any district required to be contoured.
" This district is then carefully perambulated, and such roads rts pass
over important features of ground are levelled with a second rate instrnment (a 10-inch or 5-inch Theodolite). As it is found that roads generally keep to the valleys, and are not so useful for contouring purposes
when levelled ae lines at right angles to the general run of Contours,
recourse is had to trigonometrical line levelling, that is to my, lines of levels
are run from one trigonometrical station to another, crossing the general
run of Contours at right angles as nearly aa possible.
4 L Sometimes a road may be found that goes directly up a hill, and then
it is invariably used for levelling purposes in preference to a trigonometrical line, on account of the facility in working on it compared to levelling
in fields ; wooden pickets are left along these lines where~erthere is no
means of making a bench mark on masonry, and the values given in
levelling have reference to the tops of these pickets. This Contour
levelling depends upon the initial road levelling, inasmuch as it starts from
some mark on one iuitial line, and closes on some other mark.
3rd. "The non-commissioned officer in charge of a section of Contourers, has a list given him of the marks in the
Contouring.
district he is employed upon ; when he requires
any particular CContour line laid down, he furnishes the party who L t o
do it with the position and valuo of the nearest mark to the required
altitude on a levelled line ; this is used for a startiug point, and having
risen or fallen from this mark till he has obtained the Contour height, he
proceeds to lay out the Contour line by rods fixed in the ground as s tempomry mark ; at the same time he surveys the position of these rods with
reference to the detail shown on a plan furnished to him, and enters tho
survey in a Field-book.
'L
At certain convenient places on his Contour line he l a v e s wooden
which enable his work to be tested afterwards, and he continua
this operation till he comes across some levelled line, the position of which
with the marks is shown on his plan. He lerels up or down (m tho
case may be) from his Contour to the nearest bench mark on this levelled
line, and finds the difference in altitude between them, which difference
he takes to the nou-commissioned officer, who, knowing the value of the
[PART IP.
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bench mark closed upon, is able to tell whether the Contour is correct a t
the close.
"If in a flat country an error is manifest of two or three-tenths of a
foot, the Contour is run again, but in a moderate country half a foot is
allowed to pass ; no Contour is allowed to go much beyond four or five
miles without a check of this kind.
4th. "The Field-books and plans being sent in, the work is plotted
on the engraved sheets ; the bench marks on the
Plotting.
levelled lines being also plotted, and the position
of the wooden pickets left by the Contourer shown, one sheet is sent in
this state to the examiner for exam.ination.
5th. "Who is directed to walk every Contour line in order t o see
whether the plotting is correctly done, and to fill
Examinin?;.
in all omissions arising from incorrect referencing
of the Contour Field-books, &c., also to re-contour whatever is doubtful,
and to check a fair number of the Contours, by levelling from some
permanent mark to one or more of the wooden pickets left by the Contourer. The examiner sends his documents into the office when all the
corrections are made on the fair plan, and all the fresh values in altitude
obhined from the examiner's levelling inserted.
6th. " The hill sketching is carried on in a much more rapid manner
by two men, one with an instrument and the other
Hill Sketching.
with a light levelling staff. The latter has the plan
with all the instrumental Contours shown on it, and he is placed by the
assistant on the intermediate 25 feet Contour lines, the outline of which
he sketches in on his plan until the whole is completed,-this work L not
kept in Field-books.
"The instrumental Contours hitherto run have been the 25 feet-

50-100-150-200-250-300-350-400-500-600-800-1006
1200-1400-&c., &c.,
"Whilst the Contours interpolated have been the 75 feet-125-175
-225-275-325-375425--450-475-525-550-575-625-650
-675-700-725-750-775-825450-875-900-925-950-975
-1025-1050-&a,
kc."
I n further elucidation of this subject, see the article in the Aide
MtSmoire to the Military Sciences, Vol. I, page 227 ; also article " Field
Sketching" in the same work, Vol. I, page 518. See also Frome's Trigonometrical Surveying, &c., 4th edition, revised and enlarged by Capt.
C. Warren, RE., &c. (London, Lockwood& Co., 1873) article " Contours,"
pp. 102 to 108.
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CHAPTER I.
PRACTICAL
ABTRONOYY,
AND IT8 APPLICATION
TO SURVEYIKO.
DEFIXITIONS.
SUPPOSE
a plummet to be freely suspended from a given height, it
will fall perpendicularly upon the surface of a pool of stagnant water, for
there is no reason to believe that it should be more inclined to one side
than to another.
Now, conceive the line wherewith the plummet is hung to be produced
to the heavens, it will cut a point there, which is called the zenith.
+in, if the surface of the stagnant water be imagined to be extended
as far 88 the heavens, it will form a plane, which, with reference to a
spectator placed where the plummet was supposed to be suspended, will
divide the visible from the invisible part of the heavens. This plane is
called the sensible horizon.
Again, conceive another plane to be drawn through the centre of the
earth parallel to the sensible horizon, it will be the spectator's rational
horizon or simply horizon.
In the annexed diagram ATTI represents the earth, C being ita centre.
let BA be the direction
o
of the plummet at my point
A on the earth's surface;
the line AB, produced to
the heavens will furnish Z
the zenith. Again the
plane hAh' drawn perpendicular to the zenith line
AZ, will be the sensible
horizon, being coincident
with the surface of the
stngnant water at A ; while the plane HcH' drawn parallel thereto
through the earth's centre, will be the rational horizon.
In Astronomy, all measurements made on the surface of the earth, are
referred to i t s centre or to the rational horizon HCH'. This subject has
already been adverted to at page 95, on reference to which, it will be
seen, that the correction whereby an observation is tmsfemed to the
[PABT Y.
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earth's centre, is called " parallax." This parallax is always of small
amount, being the angle subtended by the earth's semidiameter at the
object observed. The sun, the moon, and the planets are the only
celestial bodies which are liable to this correction, the stars being free
from it, owing to their immense distance from the earth. In the Appendix, will be found a Table of Pardlax for the sun. Here it is only necessary to observe that it will be convenient to throw the sensible horizon
out of consideration altogether, and supposing the observer or rather his
eye to be placed at the earth's centre, refer the definitions of the Astronomical terms to that point at once.
To a spectator situated at the earth's centre, the heavens will appear
like a sphere of which his eye will be the centre, the stars being placed
or projected on its interior surface. This being admitted, it will follow
from what is said at page 336 of this work, that the rational horizon is a
great, and the sensible horizon a small circle of this celestial sphere.
Now, extend the zenith line ZA, until it meets the rational horizon
,
HCH'. This junction would have taken place at the centre C, if the earth
were a sphere. But as this, however, is not the case (the earth being a
spheroid, differing in a small degree from a sphere) the junction above
adverted to will occur at a small distance from the centre. Considering
the nature of the computations which will be treated of in this treatise, nb
sensible error need be apprehended if the earth is taken as a sphere, and
we will accordingly make this assumption, in which case it is clear, that
the earth's centre C will become the site at which the zenith line A Z
produced will meet the rational horizon HCH' as represented in the figure.
Suppose a plane to be drawn through the zenith line C Z and extended
to the heavens, this will be a vertical plane, and there are four properties
belonging to it, which are as follow :1st. I t will be perpendicular to the rational horizon.
2nd. It will always paas through the zenith.
3rd. I t may be drawn through any given point ; and
4th. The figure which it will trace on the interior surface of the
celestial sphere, will be a great circle of that sphere.
A circle formed in this way, by the section of a vertical plane with the
celestial sphere, is called a vertical circle.
To illustrate these definitions, we will suppose that in lieu of the
spectator, a theodolite is placed at the earth's centre, duly levelled and
adjusted. It is evident that the azimuth circle will become coincident
with the rational horizon, and that the telescope, when moved round in
altitude, will describe a vertical circle in 'the heavenu.
OEAPTER I.]
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Altitudes and zenith distances are measured upon vertical circles. For
instance, aupposing a vertical circle to be dram through an object, its
altitude will be that part of the vertical cimle intercepted between it and
the horizon. Again, the zenith distance of the object in question is an
arc of the same vertical circle lying between i t and the zenith.
The zenith being 90" from the horizon, i t follows that when the altitude
and the zenith distance of an object are added together, the sum will
amount to a quadrant. Hence one of these elements beiug known, the
other may be found by deducting the given term from a quadrant or 90".
We will now attend to the phenomena of the rising and setting of
111
stars. With this view let the annexed circle represent the plane
of the rational horizon, C being its
r
centre, which is coincident with the
centre of the earth. Suppose, 4
spectator, placed at this centre with
his face turned towards south, observe a star to rise at a and set a t
a'. Again, let him in a similar
manner mark the points b and b' of
the rising and setting of another star.
Now the horizontal arcs a a' and
I
6 b' being bisectable at one point, let this point be 8. The point S, so
found, is called the South point of the horizon.
Suppose now a vertical circle to be drawn through 8,it will be the
meridian of the place to which the rational horizon, adverted to above,
appertains. Like every other vertical circle the meridian will pass
through the zenith, and be perpendicular to the horizon. In addition to
these properties, it will have this peculiarity, namely, that it will be the
locue or the line of the greatest altitudes which stars attain to during
the day.
An altitude, rneaawed on the meridian, is called the meridional altitude,
in contradistinction to altitudes observed upon other vertical circles.
As stated elsewhere, the meridian cuts the horizon at the south point
or 8. I t will likewise intersect it at another point N, which is called
the North point of the horizon
If a vertical circle be drawn perpendicular to the meridian, it will be
the prime vertical. Like the meridian the prime vertical will intersect the
horizon at two points, which will be the East and West points of the
horizon.
[PART v.
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In the preceding diagram, the lines NS and E W represent the projections, the former of the meridian, and the latter of the prime vertical
upon the plane of the horizpn ; the points N, S, El and W standing for
the four cardinal points, N for north, S for south, E for east, and W
for west.
The azimuth of an object ismeasured upon the plane of the horizon.
For instance, take any star, and suppose a vertical circle to pass through
it, the arc of the horizon intercepted between the north and the vertical
circle aforesaid, is called the star's azimuth.
"We have spoken of the risings and settings of stara, such ae they
will appear to be to a spectator placed at C, the centre of the plane of the
horizon, but hitherto we have said nothing of the intervals of time
elapsed between their respective risings and settings. Now, a spectator,
in the northern climate, looking towards S, the south, cannot fail to
remark that a star between its rising at b and setting at b' is longer above
the horizon than a star which rises at a and sets at a', which kind of
inequality takes place, and in a greater degree with every star successively placed between b and S. But he may also note, that every star
takes the same time in paesing from its rising through its setting to its
rising again. A star, therefore, at a is longer below the horizon than a
star at b, and still much longer than a star a t c. But a star rising at El
the east point, has this peculiarity, namely, that it is above the horizon
exactly as long as it is below. On this account, the circle in which such
a star moves, is called the Equator.'
The equator, traced in the way described above, will be a great circle
of the celestial sphere, perpendicular to the meridian and cutting the
horizon at the points E and W. Imagine now a line to be drawn from
C perpendiculatr to the plane of the equator, it will, when produced
northward and southward, point to the North and the South Poles.
This line is called the axis of the celestial sphere.
Besides the zenith and the north and south points upon the horizon,
the meridian of a place will pass through the North and South Poles of
the celestial sphere.
The axis of the celestial sphere coincides with the earth's axis of
rotation. Again the planes of the terrestrial equator and meridian, as
laid down at page 336, when extended, will trace on the interior surface
of the celestial sphere the Equator and meridian defined in this chapter.
There are two co-ordinates required to determine the position of a
-

* Woodhou3d8 Aztronomy, Vol. I., part i., page 6.
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stas in the heavens, namely, lst, the dcelinatbn, and 2nd, the right
ascclkn. The simplest definitione, which can be given of these tern,
are as follow:-Suppose
the given star to trnnsit, or come to the meridian, then its declination will be the arc of the meridian intercepted
between the star and the equator, ite right ascension being the time
which would be shown by a siderial clock adjuated to read ? 7:when the
b t point of Aries passed the meridian.
The h t point of Aries may be determined in this way. It is
well known that either on the 20th or 21st Nsrch, the day and
night are equal or nearly so ;or which is the same thing, the sun remains
as long above the horiwn as below it. On the day that this equality
takes place, the sun rises due east and seta due west : or in other words,
i t occupies a point in the equator, which point is called the first point of
Aries, the origin of all right ascensions. The firat point of Aries can
alwap be determined by computation.
Now, the declination of a etar will be north or south according aa the
meridional arc, whereby it is measured, extends towards the North or the
South Pole. When a atar's declinatiou is known, ita north polar
distance may be computed in this way : When the declination is south
add it to 90": When i t is north, subtract it from 90": the sum or
differenoeso obtained will be the north polar distance required.
The horary angle of a celestial object is the time i t takes to come to
the meridian or the time it haa paesed it.
The latitude of a place is an arc of the meridian, intercepted between
the equator and the zenith.
The longitude of a place, or rnther the difference of longitude between
two places, is an aro of the equator intercepted between the meridians
appertaining to those places.
A eicdrrial day is the interval elapsed between the two successive
transits of a star on the eame meridian. It is divided in the usual
manner into hours, miuutos and seconds. A clock, truly adjusted to
siderial time, will read $7 fi. when the firat point of Aries passes the
meridian.
In like manner, the interval included between the sun's leaving a
meridian and its returning to it, is styled a solar day.
Before proceeding any further, it is necessary to show why a eolar day
is greater than a Biderial day. The diurnal motion of the heavens from
e a t to west is only apparent, arising from the real motion of the earth
in a contrary direction. Suppose, now, that the sun and a star are on a
meridian together on any given day. On the f~llowingday the meridiau
[PUT
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will again meet the star a t the same place, but not the mu, which will
have advanced about 69" towards the east, which arc, therefore, will
require to be described by the meridian before it can reach the sun,
whence it is clear, that the interval (siderial day), included between the
transits of a star, will be lees than the l i e interval (solar day) for the
Bun.
The solar day, however, cannot be made use of to regulate and adjust
a clock; because on account of the variable motion of the sun, it will
not be of the sslne length throughout the year. To remedy t h k
inconvenience, astronomers imagine a mean sun moving in the equator
with the true sun's mean velocity in the direction of that plane, and they
call the interval included between its two successive transits on the
same meridian, a mean solar day. This mode of reckoning time is in
general use ;all astronomical clocks and chronometers, as well as common
watches, being adjusted by it. The Nautical Almanac furnishes the rules
for deducing the transit of the mean sun from that of the true sun.
The foregoing are all the astronomical terms which occur in this work,
and they have been defined in a way in which it is hoped they will be
easily apprehended by a practical man. Before the reader, however,
proceeds to the perusal of the following chaptera we would recommend
him to acquire a knowledge of the Nautical Almanac by attentively
reading over the explanation of the contents appended to that work.
It is of considerable importance to a surveyor to know the names and
positions of the principal stars. The following directions from " Mackay
on the Longitude " will be found of service :*
OF THE

ed

FIXED

ST-.

The Fixed Stars are named, became they are observed to retain their relative
p1n.m~ with respect to enoh other. Some stars appear to be of a aenmble
magnitude to the naked eye, but when viewed through a tebscope, seem only 8.9
lucid points, without any apparent diameter; hence their immense dietanca from
the solar syetem is inferred, and consequently they emit their own light, otherwise
they would be invisible. I t is, therefore, reasonable to suppose them to be m
many stma ; dillbing light and heat to plants revolving round them.
The Stars, with respect to their apparent splendour, are divided into orders,
called ? ~ ~ A O N I T U D E ~Tha
.
brightest are called Stars of the fir& Magnitude: the
next to these in aplendour, Stars of the second Magnitude, and eo on to those
which are jnat perceptible to the naked eye, and which are d e d Stam of the
sixth Magnitude. Thoee which cannot be discerned without the assistance of a
telescope, are called Telescopic Stare, and are divided into orders of the Seventh,
Eighth. Ninth, kc. magnitudes accordingly. We are not, however, to infer from
thia, that the Stars can be exactly reduced to one or other of them Magnitndea,
- --..'See also " Introduction to Praotical Astronomy" by E l i a s h m i s , LLD.,New York, 1865.
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for the Star a A q d m is reckoned by some to be of the first Magnitude, others
esteem it of the second; hmca those strrrs whom Magnitudes are doubtful, are
generally marked in catalogues as partaking of both Magnitudeethns a Aqnila:
is marked 1.2, signifying that i t is either of the first or second, or rather between
these Magnitudes ; and v Scorpionis ie marked 3.4, as being between these Magnitudes ; and the figure denoting the Abgnitnde to which the Star is nearest is put
first-thus, P Scorpionis is marked 3, 2 ; signifying, therefore, that i t is between
the second and third Magnitudes, but nearest the third. From what hae been
&aid of the Magnitudes of the Stars, we are not to suppoee that their sizes are in
the ratio of their apparent Magnitndes; they may perhaps be nearly of the
same bulk, but the apparent Magnitude of a Star depends on its distance.
The Stars, for the pnrpoee of finding any one more readily, are divided into
parcels called CONBTELLATIOIB.
These, in order to assiet the imagination, are
suppoaed to be circumscribed with some known figure, as that of a mun, s c m n , d i p ,
seztant, kc.; and those star^ which lie between constellations are called U R P O ~
STARS. 88 it would be an endleea task to give a proper name to each Star, it has,
therefore been customary to mark the Stars of each constellation with the letters
of the Greek alphabet, in such a manner. that the first letter is prefixed to the
brighest star,the second letter t o the next in brightness, and so on. Many of the
bright& of the fixed Stars have alm proper names-thna, a, Bootre, is a h called
Arct~trus;p, Virginis, ia called Vindcmiatrix, Bo.
The celestial sphere is divided into three parts, the ZODIAC,
and the NORTHand S o a a ~ m
HEMIBPHEEEB.
The Zodiac extends to about 8O on each side of the ecliptic, and oontaina the
orbits of all the planet.. ; there are 12 constellations in the Zodiac. According to
the ancients, there were 21 constellations in the Northern Hemisphere, and 16 in
the Southern ; and consequently, 48 constellations in the d m and both hemispheres. Modem stltronomers, however, by curtailing several of the ancient wnstellations of some of their stars, which they formed into new constellntiona ; and
by forming into constellations the unformed Stars, or those which lay beween the
ancient ones, have increased the number of constellations in the Northern Hemisphere to upward8 of 40,and those in the Southern to about 48; and consequently
there are upward8 of 100 constellations in all. The names of these wmtellatiom
are as follom :1
2
8
4
6
6

Aries,
Taurus,
Gemini,
Cancer,

Leo,
Virgo,

1 Ursa 31inor,
2 Ursa Mnjor,
3 Draco,
4 Cepheus,
6 Bootes,
6 Corolla Borenlis,
7 IIercules,
8 Lyrn.
9 Cygnis,
10 Cassiopeia,

ZODIACAL CONSTELLATIONS.
7 Libra,
Bull.
8 Scorpio,
Twius.
9 Sng~ttnrius,
Crab.
10 Capricornug
Lion.
11 Aquarius,
Virgin.
12 Pisces,
NORTHERN CONSTELLATIONS.
The Little B a r .
11 Perseus,
Great Bear.
12 Auriga,
Dragon.
18 Serpentarius,
Cepheus.
14 Serpens,
nootes.
15 Sagitta,
The Northern Crown. 16 Aquila,
Hercules.
17 Antinous,
The Harp.
1 R Dolphinus,
Swan.
19 Equuleus,
Cassiopeia
20 Peguus,

The Ram.

The Balance.
Scorpion.
Archer.
Goat
Water Bearer.
Fishes.
Perseus.

The \lraggoner.
Serpentarius.
The Serpent
Arrow.
Eagle.
Antinous.
The Deiphin.
Horse Head.
Plring Homa
[PART v.
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XORTBERN CONSTELLATIONS.-(Concluded.)
82 Scutum Sobieski,
Andromeda.
TheNorthern Triangle. 33 Lncerta,
34 Mons Mrenalua,
Berenice's Hair.
35 Cor Caroli,
The Camelopard.
36 Renne,
Unicorn.
37 Le Messier,
Little Triang1:la
38 Taurus Regalia,
The Lynx.
a9 Friedrick's Ellre.
Little Lion.
40 Tubup Herschelii
Greyhounds.
Mnjur.
Cerberus.
The Fox and Goose.

21 Andromeda,
22 Trinng. Borealis.
23 Coma Berenices,
21 Camelopardnlus,
25 Monoceros,
26 TriangulumMinne,
27 Lynx,
28 Leo Minor,
29 Astarion et Char&
30 Cerberus.
81 VulpeculaetAnaez,

Sobieaki'e Shield.
The Lizard.
AMountain of Arcadii.
Charlea' Hen~t.
The Rein Deer.
M. Measier.
The Royal Bull.
Frederick's Glory.
Herashel's Great Telwcopa

SOUTHERN COXSTELLATIONS.
-1 Cetua.
.--

The Whale.
2 orion;
Orion.
3 Eridnnue,
River Eriadanua.
4 Lepus,
Hare.
6 Cnnis Major,
Great Dog.
6 Cunis Minor,
Little Dog.
7 Argo Nnvia,
Ship Argo.
Evdra
8 Hvdra
9 crclw;
cip.
10 Corvus,
Crow.
11 Centaurns,
Cell tau.
12 I.upus,
Wolf.
13 Ara,
Altar.
14 Corona Australis,
Southern Crown.
15 Piscis Australiq
Southern Fish.
16 Colurnbn Nouchi,
Noah's Dove.
17 Rober Carolinum,
Royal Oak.
18 Grus,
Crane.
19 Pliaenix,
l'haenix.
20 Indus,
Indian.
21 Pavo,
Pencock.
22 Apus,ouA&Indieo, Bird of Paradise.
Bee or Fly.
23 Apis, ou Murcq
24 Crux,
Cross,
26 Chamelion,
Charnelion.
26 Triangulum Aua- SouthernTriangle.
tralis,

.

I 27 Pisces Volana or Flvine Fish.
~~-

1

0

- -

18 ~ k % ~ A ~ i p h
29 Toucnn,
a0 ~ ~ ~ d r u s ,
31 sixtans,
32 Apparatus Sculp-

i The
u , Sword Fish.
Americnn G w s a
Water Suake.
Sextant.
Apparatus of the
toria.
Carver.
33 ~ o r n a Chemica,
i
Chemical ~ S n a c a
34 Horologium,
Clock
35 Keticulus,
Reticulat. Rhomboid.
36 Cmluni Sculptorium, G r a v i ~ ~Tool.
g
37 Equuleus Pictoris, The Patnler's Easel.
38 Pyxis Nauticn,
Mariner's Compass.
39 Antlin Pneumatics,
Air-pump
40 Octans,
Octnnt or Hadley's
Q~tndrant.
41 Circinus,
A pair of Compasses.
42 Norma,
The Squnre arid Ilule.
43 Telescopium,
Telescope.
44 Microscopium,
Microscope.
45 BIons Meusle,
Table Blountain.
46 Solitaire,
AII Indian Bird.
47 PsnlteriumGeorgia- Tlie Georgian Psalnum,
tery.
48 Tubus Herschelli Herschel's lees TeleM~nor,
scope.

Three more southern constellations have been lately added, viz., MmtgoZJFaT's
Balloon, which is between Sagittarius, Capricon, the Southern Fish and the Microsoope ;the Presa of @tcttenberg, between the Great Dog and the Ship; and the Cat,
between Hydra, the Ship, Compaaa and Air-pump. The two first of these constellations were formed by astronomer8 at Gotha, in Upper Saxony, and the lest by the
late M.Jerome de la Lande.
The number of Stsrs of the first magnitude in the zodisc and in both hem&
pherea, do not amount to twenty.
The Pleiadea, or as they are more commonly called the Seven Stars, although
only six principal stars remain, are, it is presumed, universally known. ~ o w a r d s
the S.E. and a t the distance of nearly la0, is the star Aldebaran, of the flrst
magnitude, and of a reddish colour, which, together with a few small stars, form
a triangular @me. Between the N. and E. of Aldebaran, and about the angnlar
distance of 46', is P o l l t u , in the Constellation Gemini, and a t a small distance to
the N. is Castor. From Pollux a little to the S. of E., a t the distance of about 3 7 O ,
is I1Pgulzca, in the Constellation Leo ; and from thence, a t the distance of about
CHAPTER I.]
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6L0 towards the east,is Spica Erginis. From this star, and nearly in the same
direction, a t the distance of about 46O, is Antarcs, of the firat magnitude. h m
Antares to Altair, or a Aquikz, in a north-easterly d i i o n , the angular distance
is nearly 610. h r n Altair to Bmulhaut, in a south-easterly direction, t h e
distance is about 6910 ; and from thence to a Pegmi, or Markab, the diatmoe in
about 460 in a northerly direction ; and from a Peg& to a Atictiu, the distance
is about 43f0 in a direction a little to the S. of E. : and Aldebaran is distant
from a Ar-ietia abont 36i0, nearly in the same direction, but inclining a little more
to the south.
Some of the other principal fixed stars, which may be employed in finding t h e
latitude and the apparent time at the place of observation, may be known by their
relative bearing and distance from those already deecribed. The following few
directions may, probably, be aooeptable to some persons.
An imaginary line from the Pleiadea through Aldebaran, a t the distance of abont
16O from that star, in a south-easterly direction, will pass through Bellatrix, of
the second magnitude, in the Constellation Orion ; and towarda the east, about
740 from Bellatrix, is Betelgaese, of the firat magnitude, in the same Constellation.
To the south of them stars, and nearly on a straight line, and a t equal distanoee,
are three stars, each of the second magnitude, called the Belt or Girdle of Orion :
from the belt, towards the south, is the Sword of O r b , in which is a remnrkable
nebula ; a line from Betelgnese, between the first and eecond stars in the belt
of Orion, will pass through Rigel, of the first magnitnde. From Betelgneae,
towarda the east, a t the distanca of abont 26O, is Procyon, between the first and
second magnitudes, in the Constellation Canis Minor. These two stars, and Sirius,
of the first magnitude, in Canis Major, towards the south, form nearly an equilateral triangle.
From Aldebaran, in a direction a little to the E. of N., and a t the diatance
of abont 31°, is Capella, of the first magnitude ; these two stars and Caator form
nearly an isosceles triangle, Capella being at the vertax. A line from Rigel
through Capella produced will nearly pass through Alr~iccabah,or the pole star ;
the distance between the two former being about 6L0, and that between Capella
nnd Alrnccabah 44O. The pole star is the lest in the tail of the Constellation
Ursa Minor, which constellation contains @evenprincipal stars, and is similar, b u t
differently posited with respect to Uraa Major, or the Great Bear ; the two westernmost stars of this Constellation, when in the hemisphere south of the pole, are
called the Poihteru ;as a line throngh them pointa out, or is nearly i n a direction
with the pole star.
Towarda the south of Regulns, and inclining a little to the west, a t the distance
of about 2 w , is Alphard, in the Constellation Hydra. From Regnlns to Deneb,
the distance, in a direction to the N. of E , is about 23f0. From Spica Virginis to Arcturus, in a northerly direction, the distance is 330 ; and nearly in a line
in Virgo ; to the north of this star, a t the nngular
between tbem is Vidcn~iatrix,
distance of about 271 degreea, is &r Caroli. I n a north-enaterly direction from
Arcturne, a t the distance of 191 degreea, is Alpkacca, i n Corona Borealis; and
from thence, nearly in the same direction at the distance of about 39f0, is tiga
or a Lyra, of the first magnitude. At the distance of 47O from Spica Virginin,
towards the south, is the northernmcat of four 6ta18, forming a orom, and thfore, called the Crorirru.
[PART P.
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Nearly 14O to the north-east of Altair, is the Constellation Delphinus, in which
, form of a rhomboid ; and this line being produoed
are four principal s t a r ~ in
from Delphinna, in the same direction, will pssa through Scheat, a star of the
second magnitude, in the Constellation Pegaane. About 13O to the south of Scheat,
is Markab, a star of the second magnitude, i n the eame Constellation ; nearly 16i0
to the enstward of Markab, is Algcnib or y Peg&, of the second magnitude; and
about 14Oto the &ward of Soheat, is a A n b e d r e , or Alpherats, a star of the
third magnitude, in the hend of Andromeda. Theae four s t a r ~form a figure,
which is usually called the Square of Pegmila.
From a Andromedsj in a north-easterly direction, a t the distance of nearly 14i0,
is Miraoh ;and 23P0 thereform, in the same direction, is the variable star Algol.
I n a perpendioular direotion from the middle of the line joining BErach and Algol,
towards the north, and at the dietanoe of about one-eighth of that line, is Almauch.
About 21i0,tow&
the north of Mirach is Schudir in Csssiopeia ; this Constellation contains five stars of the third magnitude, and is ensily known. Between
the south and west of the Pleiades, a t the distance of 230,or from Aldebaran 26O,
is Menkar, of the second magnitude. Betelgnese, Rigel, and Achernar are nearly
i n the same direotion, the dhtmce between the two last being 44 times of that
between the two first.
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CHAPTER 11.
ON THE DETERMINATION OF THE ERROR OF A C H R O N O ~;EAND
R
AZIMUTH
OF THE REFEBRINQ
~LR
FROM
K OBSERVATIOSB HADE
TIME ON THE SUNOR A EXOWN STAR

OF TEE
AT

WHENa chronometer forms a part of the equipment of a surveyor,
the first thing he must apply himself to, is the determination of its errorThis may be easily effected by an observation taken at any time to t h e
sun or a star in the following manner : First, to begin with the sun,
which, suppose, is on the east of the meridian. With a theodolite properly adjusted, take the altitude of the sun's upper limb, noting the
chronometer time of the observation. Then ss the sun is ascending,
allow the telescope to stand at the same elevation, and mark the chronometer time when the lower limb attains to that altitude. This will complete observations on one face of the instrument, and similar observations
being repeated on the other face, there will be two observed altitudes and
four chronometer times, the mean of the former is obviously the altitude
of the sun's centre, divested of instrumental errors ; the chronometer
time corresponding thereto being the mean of the four observed t i m ~
aforeaid.
On the other hand, when the sun is on the west of the meridian, and
descending, the lower limb will require to be observed first and then the
upper ; a contrary procedure being followed on the eastern side, because
the sun wss ascending. With the exception of this difference, t h e
observations on both sides of the meridian are to be conducted in exactly
the same manner.
The altitude of the sun's centre being derived in the way described
above, the next step is to clear it of refraction and parallax (vide
Appendix, Tables E aud F), an operation which will furnish what is technically called the h e altitude. Deduct this altitude from 90°, the
remainder will be the zenith distance of the sun's centre.
Besides the zenith distance, there will be two other quantities required
in the present computation, and these are : lst, the sun's north polar
distance ; and 2nd, the c ~ l a t i t u d e of the place of observation : t h e
former may be taken out from the Nautical Almanac, while the latter
[PART V.

must be derived from bbsermations made for that purpose, or from a previoua survey operation.
The three elements, viz. the sun's zenith aud north polar distances,
and the co-latitude of the place, being obtained, the computation of the
chronometer error may be performed in the following manner :

.

1st.--Collect into one sum the zenith and the north polar distances of
the sun, and the co-latitude of the place, and take its half: then diminish the half sum by 1st the zenith distance, 2nd the north polnr distance,
end 3rd the co-latitude, and call these differences in the order in which
they are taken, D,, D,, U,.
2nrE.-To the log cosecant of the half sum as taken above add the log
cosecant of Dl, axid the log sines of D, and D, ; the sum divided by 2 is
the log tangent of an arc, which being found and, doubled, will furnish
the sun's horary angle a t the time of observation.
3rd.-The horary angle being in space must now be converted into
time, and then subtracted from the mean time of the apparent noon or
added thereto, according as the observation was made on the east or west
of the meridian. See Tables following. The difference or the sum (as the
case may be) so obtained, will be the mean time of tho observation.
This mean time may now be compared with the mean observed
time, and the difference between the two will be the error of the
chronometer.
T A B L E I.
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EXAMPLE.
SPECIMEN OF THE FIELD BOOK.

Aflernoon Observatbna taken on the Sun at the St~rveyw-GcnerahO f i e ,
Dehra, 16th August, 1848.
Ob4emcd
ChronomeLa
Tise

Vertical Vernier.
Object observed.

$

A.

-

err

...

Mean.

B.
o

r

r

o

n

h m L

L

19 45 45

19 46

16

19 45 80

10 6 1 29

...

,,

19 45 45

19 45 16

19 45 80

10 68 69

,, Lower Limb ...

R.

18 64 45

18 64 16

18 64 80

10 66 20

,, Upper Limb

,,

18 54 46

18 64 16

18 64 80

10 68 49

@'a Lower Limb

,, Upper Limb

....

Mean obeerved altitude
do.

time

-

1

1

19 20

0

0

h. m.

a.

= 10 55

9

Typ of Computation.
Mean observed Altitude
Befraation aM1 Puallax
True Altitude
Zenith Distance
North l'olar Distance
Co-latitude
Sum

Half Smm

...
...
...

...

..
...
...
...
...

...

...

...

...... -

...
...
...
...
...

...

...

...

... 70

...

...

...

...

...
...

Half Sum diminished by zenith distance
D,
Ditto
ditto North l'olar h t a n c e D,
Ditto
ditto Co-latitude
Da

O

I

*

19 20 0
2 86

...
...

19 17 24
42 36
76 2 46
69 40 8

... 206 25 80
... 103
12 45
-... 82 30 9
... 27 9 69
... 48 82 87

--

Cosec. OQ116511
Cosec. 0.2697537
Sin.
9'6698132
Sb.
9%!J81603
2)197790783

Half the H m r y Angle
Elwary Angle in Space
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57 1

h. m. a

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6 2 19
...............0 4 18
Mean Time of observation - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6 6 82
Chronometer Time of ditto
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . -10 66 9
Chronometer Error
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5 48 87
Horary Angle in Time
Mean Time of Apparent Noon

On account of the difficulty of intersecting the sun's centre, four
observations, as hns been seen, are necessary to determine its altitude.
Such a rigorous procedure, however, is not required for a star which
is a small object, and easily intersected. With a properly-adjusted
theodolite, take two altitudes to a star on each face, noting the chronometer time of each observation. The mean observed altitude, as likewise
the mean observed chronometer time being computed, and the former
cleared of refraction, the deduction of the horary angle may be taken in
hand, for which the procese to be followed is tbe same as that for the
sun. The horary angle being deduced, it must now be added t o or
subtracted from the star's apparent right axension, according as the
observation was made on the west or east of the meridian. The resulting sum or difference will be the sidereal time of the observation, which
reduced to mean solar time, and compared with the mean oberved time,
will furnish tho error of the chronometer.
Analogous to this prooess of ascertaining the error of a chronometer, there
exists a method for determining
A
the azimuth of a survey. To
accomplish the latter object, the
surveyor will establish a referring mark a t the distance of a
milo from the station of observation, so that i t may be visible
with the solar focus of the telescope attached to his theodolite.
\ m e n the referring mark has
beeu selected with due regard to
this condition, he will proceed
with his observations upon the
B
sun in the following manner.
Adjust the theodolite over the station dot, and take a reading to the
referring mark, after which, turn the telescope to t~hesun, 'and plncing
i t in one of the four angles of the wires, make those wires tangenta to
its sides, as shewn in the annexed figure, in which AB and CD represent
CHAPTER 11.1
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EXAMPLE.
SPECIIIEN OF THE FIELD BO

m

Bor)~iwgAngles Inken at Allchabad, Sz~tvfyor-Genera

e

td

h#

Y

Angles d

Vernier Readings.

1

i

Objects observed.

Frr

a

--

Referring Mark
... R
a's(Left nnd Lower Limb)
0 ' s (Right and Upper)

...

Referring Mark

...

Refemng Mark
Q's(Left8ndLower)

...
...

One
Reading.

Mean*

0

1

1

I

*

I

I

O

,

I

I

O B I ,

276 2G 45 27 I f 26 16 2 i 8 26 46
221 48 16 48 4 i 48 15 224 48 25

60 38 20

221 4 1 46 15 0 45

60 42 0

- ---

0 224 4 1 66

276 26 46 26 46 27 15 275 26 65

----L

96 26 45 27 16 26 30
46 27 15 27 45 2 i 16

--

95 26 60

46 27 26

48 69 26
49

0 ' s (Right and Upper)

...

46 19 15 19 45 19 46

46 19 36

Referring Mark

...

95 26 46 26 16 26 30

96 26 30

6 66
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... 1 x 2 i 5
... 16-39 42

Mean observed Altitude
Refraction and Parallax
True Altitude
Zenith Ditance

... --8 8

...

-

...

... 73

Mean obaerved angle
between the Sun and
Referri~igMark

...

20 18

O

I

I

. 61 4 0

Type qf Computation.

0's
,,

Sum

...
...

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

...
...

...

...
...
...

North Polar Distance
Zeliith Distance
Co-latitude of the place

'

Half Sum
Half Sum diminished by h'orth Polar Distance, D'
Dittd
ditto
Zenith Distance
D'
Ditto
ditto
Co-latitude
IY"

...
...

...

6% 0'4 8k
78 20 I8
64 35 80

... 207
... 103

...
...
...

36 22

48 11 Cosec.
i 97 Cosec.
80 27 53 Sill.
89 14 41 Sin.

0501?i264
0.2510162
9.7050146
9.8008130

ti 69 99 Tan.

9.8847996

84

2
O's Azimuth

...

...

...

Observed Angle between O and referring mark
Azimuth of the referring mark

...

...

... 74 68 38
... 49 61 40
-... 124 60 I8

To make the foreging process of observation and computation applicable to a star, take, as in the case of the sun, its altitude, and the angle
which it may be inclined to with the referring mark. These observations
will require to be repented on both fuces of the theodolite, and the m e a n
results taken to free the latter from instrumerital errors. This done, clear
the mean observed altitude of refraction, and deduce therefrom the star's
true zeuith distance. With this element, and the star's apparent norttl
polar di~tnuce,and the given co-latitude of tho place, compute tho stalJa
azirnuth i11 the same way as in t h e case of the sun, which nzimuth,
applied t o the mean observed auglc between the stnr and the referring mwk,
will furnish the azimuth of the latter.
To give the surveyor an ideal of the nccurncy a t t a i ~ ~ a bby
l e this method
of determining the nzimuth, the results of thirteen observations taken iu
the Revenuo Survey of the 24-Pcrgunnnhs are hero. given, the mean
whereof, wheu compared with tho corresponding nzimuth in the Trigonometrical Survoy, cvhibits an error of 27".
[PAUT v.
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Results of Observations taken a t No. 46 (new) Park Street, with a
Troughton and Simms's 7-inch Theodolite of Colonel Everest's or East
India Company's Pattern.
Stars observed

Date.

17th Oct., 1848
,,
19th ,,
23rd ,,
,,
25th ,,
,,
28th , , , ,
2nd Nov., ,,
3rd , , , ,
3rd ,,
,,
3rd ,,
,,
6th ,,
,,
8th , , , ,
8th 9 ,
8th Mar., 1s'h

...

...

,

...
...
...
...

...

a Cassiopeia
a Scorpio (Antares)

a Bootes (Arcturus)

Ditto
Scorpio (Antares)
Ursoc Major
Cmsiopeia ...
Scorpio (Antares)
Tauri (Aldebaran)
a Aurign (Cnpella)
a Tauri (Aldebaran)
a Lyrm (Vega)
Sun

a
q
a
a
a

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

44

12
32
8
60
22
11 28
11 44
11 39
11 56
11 8
11 56
11 39

...
...
...

...

...

1608 l i
11
12
10
10
10

...

...

Mean
B y Great Trigonometrical Survey

Deduced Azimuth of La
Martiniere Dome.

...

... 1"s
... 168

"

i1

r

ik

11 61

These azimuths originate from the north; that of the Great Trigon*
metrical Survey is derived in the following manner :
Azimuth of 46 (new) Park Street, from La Martiniere, measured from
muth, furnished by the Officer in chnrge of the Copat Series

...

The same augmented by n or 180°
Correction for the convergency of the meridian

...
...

...
...

Q

...
...
...

Azimuth of Ln Nnrtiniere from 46 (new) Park Street, reckoned from aouth
The same reckoned from north

...

...

...

I

U

168 11 63.3
848 11 63.3
2'6

-

848

11 5 0 7

... 168

11 60.7
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mass the direction of the meridian, or which is the same. thing, tho
azimuth of the referring mark, is known, the most convenient method of
determining tho error of a chronometer upon mean solar time is by
taking a meridional observation of the sun, With this view, about half
an hour before noon, plant the theodolite over the station dot, and perform thereon all the necessary adjustments This done, take a reading
to the referring mark, and apply thereto the azimuth of that point ; the
resulting reading will obviously be the direction of the meridian. The
instrument being now set to this reading and clampt, fix the telescope to
the required altitude of the sun, and await its coming. When the s u n
haa entered the telescope, bring it into the middle of the field by t h e
motion of the vertical tangent screw alone, and then, rrs i t advances forward, note the chronometer times of the contact of the first and second
limbs with the vertical wire of the telescope. Half the sum of the two
observed times will furnish the trnnsit of the sun's centre over t h e
vertical wire, or the meridinn of the station of observation.*
When the sun's centre passes over a meridian, i t is apparent noom
there. The mean time of the apparent noon for a given day a t a n y
place being deducible from the Nautical Almanac, it is clear, that this
time compared with the observed time of the transit of the sun's centre
as deduced above, will obviously furnish the error of the chronometer.
Again, the difference of the errors of the chronometer on two succesaive days will be its rate.
I n case both the limbs have not been observed, the method whereby the transit of t h e
ann's centre may be derived from the transit of one of llle limbs is as follows:-In t h e
Nautical Almanac ie registered the siderenl time of the ann's semidinmeter pnssing the
meridian for every day in the year. Take this time and add i t to, or subtract i t from, t h e
observed chronometer time, according as the 1st or the 2nd limb wns taken, the resulting
sum or diierence will be the required chronometer time of the transit of the sun's centre
[PART V
.
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Computation of tle 0bsemtion.s n d e o)a the Suit at K u l i a ) ~G.
, 2'. Statio~~,
in M . 29" 30' 49" a d Long. 77" 41' 52".
October
1836.

Transits of the
two Limbs.

h. m.
6th
6L

7th
8th

{
{
{
{

s.

:

1
1

Trannit of
the Centre.

Mean Time of
apparent noon.

h.m.

h. ni.

8.

8.

*lror'

Fnst.
h.~n.

Kate.
Qoiniug.

8.

8.

0 3

6i.95

23 48

26.04

0 15

31-11

0 4

12.50

23 48

8.57

0 16

8.93

32.0%

0 4

26-50

28 47

61.50

0 li

35.00

31*07

0 4

48.00

23 47

84-86

0 17

8.14

33.14

'

:

Circumstances, however, will sometimes happen, which will prevent
the sun being observed. In this case, i t will be necessary to resort to the
transit of a star, which may be taken in the following manner:-The
theodolite being duly adjnsted in the plane of the meridian, the telescope
may be fixed to the altitude of the star. When the star appeara in the
field of the telescope, it must be brought to the middle thereof, as in the
caw of the sun, by the motion of the vertical tangent mrew only. This
done, note the chronometer time of the star's passw over the vertical
wire, which will be the observed time of the transit.
I t is always convenient to select a Nautioal Almanac star for such
observations, because its apparent right ascension being given, the
computation of ita transit will present little or no difficulty. For this
reason we will suppose that a Nautical Almauao star hns beon taken.
Now, the sidereal time of its transit is known, it being the star's apparent
right aacension at that instant, an element which is furnished by the
Nautical Almanac. Again, the same work gives the sidereal time of the
mean noon for every day in the year. For any given day therefore take
the sidereal time of the mean noon corrected for the longitude of the
place of observation, and deduct it from the s M s apparent right
ascension, the difference mill be the sidereal interval between the mean
noon and the star's transit; which interval converted to mean solar time,
will be the mean time of the transit in question.*
The method of co~~verting
a siderenl intcrvol into n mean solar iutcrral and uice werad
is exploinecl in the Nnuticnl Almanac.
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The mean time of the star's transit being computed, i t may be compared
with the observed time, and the error and rate of the chronom@er
determined in the same way as in the case of an observation on the sun.

Computation of Tranait O b s e r v a t w ~made on 15 Argus at Xoh, G. T.
Stdion, in k t . 2 7 O 50' 44" and I;ong. 77' 41' 13".
April

*

(

1 /

Sidereal
M a n Time ChrooomeRight
Time of
of *Is
ter Tine of
Ascellaioo. Mean Noon. Transit.
Transit.

*'a Apparent

(

Error.

1

Rak

Such ia the way in which the error and rate of a chronometer are
and rate are required
computed upon the mean solar time. If the
upon the sidereal time, however, the procedure to be followed is exactly
similar to that just dwcribed. For instance, 8Upp080 a transit of the sun
or that of a star has been taken, the apparent right ascension of the
object observed, compared with the time of observation, will furnish the
error of the chronometer up011 sidereal time. Again the comparison of
two errore determined in this way on two or more consecutive days, w i l l
give the required rate.
As an example of this computation, take the same observations made
on the sun a t Kaliana, in October 1836.
Dedudbn of the Sidereal Error and Rate of a Chrommecer.
Kaliana Station of Ohemation.

ever

Odober 1836.

Trimnit of a's Apparent Right
centre.
Ascension.

Error.

Rate.

Slow.
h. m.
s.

Losing.

12 40 2066
12 43

46.14

12 47

1069
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In the preceding computation, it is w u m e d that the true aeimuth of
the refemng mark is given, and that the theodolite has been exactly
placed in the plane of the meridian. It ia evident that these are
conditions which cannot be readily fulfilled in practioe. For instance,
it may happen, that only an approximate azimuth of the referring mark
is forthcoming ; or that if the true azimuth is known, the theodolite has
not been truly adjusted thereto. In either case, therefore, there will be
an error in the setting of the instrument, and when that error is known,
the observed time of the sun's or the star's transit will require to be
reduced to the meridian, which may be done in the following manner :
To the logarithm of the azimuthal deviation of the theodolite from the
meridian take11 in seconds, add the log. sine of the zenith distance of the
object observed, the log. secant of i b declination, and the arithmetical
complement of the logarithm of 15, the natural number answering to
the sum will be the required correction in seconds of time, positive if
the transit observation were made to the east, and negative if it were
taken to the west of the meridian.
When this correction is applied to the observed time of the transit,
the resulting element will be the true chronometer time of the meridional
passage of the sun or the star observed.
At Q. T. Station Noh, the theodolite was placed 3".836 to the we& of the
meridian on the 6th April 1837, and the transit of 16 Argus observed. The
correction to the transit time for this azimuthal deviation may be computed as
follows :Azimuthal deviation

...

Zenith Distance of 16 Argus
South Declination of the same

...

...

& C. of Log. 15

...
...

Corrmtion in seconds of time

...

...

i'836

Log, 0.68377

ii"1 i l i 0 Sin.
23 60 26 Seo.

7.89466
0.03873

-2'82391

...

...

... - & 2 2

Log. f-34107

Now, the observed time of the transit wlrs 9h. 29m. 46.20s, which being
diminiehed by thia oorrffition will furnish 9h. 29m. 4498~1,as the duonometer
time of the star'e paasage over the meridian. Accordingly thie oorreoted time
hae been made me of in computing the chronometer errors at page 678.
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CHAPTER IV.

THEREis a method of ascertaining the error and rate of a chronometer,
which only requires an approximab knowledge of the azimuth of t h e
referring mark. The method consists in taking the transits of a high
and low star* with a theodolite placed aa nearly as possible in the plane
of the meridian. The only precaution to be attended to in taking these
observations is, that when the instrument is once set to the meridian, i t
must not be moved in mimuth, until both the required transits a r e
taken.
The transits of a high and low star, taken as directed above, furnish
two resulb at once : namely, lst, the deviation of the instrument fiom
the plane of the meridiau ; and 2nd, the error and rate of the chron*
meter. The former of these articles having been treated of in sufficietlt
detail in a former part of the work (pages 109 to I l l ) , it need not a , 4 n
occupy our attention at this place ; the latter, however, is the mpecial
subject of this chapter, and to that accordingly we will direct the attention of the reader.
The problem of determining times from the transits of a high and
low star, may be divided into two cwes : lst, when the high star is
observed above the pole; and 2nd, when i t is taken below the pole.
Each of these cases may again be subdivided iuto two others, with
referenoe to the north or south position of the low star with respect to
the equator.
The separate consideration of the several cases is necessary to the due
understanding of the formuloj, which will be given presently.
We will suppose that the stars selected for observation are those of t h e
Nautical Almanac, and use the following symbols to designate the computed and observed elements appertaining to them.

" In general, the two stare snitable for this purpose ought to have opposite declinations.
one north aud the other aouth, having nearly the same right ascension, and being renloved
from each other by not lesa than forty degrees."-Pearaon's Astronomy, VoL 2 4 p. 331.
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Explanation of the Symbols.
High Star.

Apparent Declination as given in the Nanticnl Almanac for the date nearest the time of observation
A parent Right Ascension at the time of Transit
served time of Transit
Correction for time of Trsnsit

...)
...
...
...

01

Low Star.

'

'a

AL

Al'

1

11

6~

6P'

I

X = Latitude

of the place of observation

TO COMPUTE t?.
Take the difference between the right ascensions of the two stars, and
convert it to chronometer time ; compute likewise the difference between
the observed times of their transits; subtract one difference from the
other, and call the resulting quantity f, which will require to be taken
in seconds and in dccimals thereof.
The fundamental quantity f being computed, the corrections 6p and
6p' may be deduced by the following f o m u l s :Cnse I.-TPhn the high star is observed abme tlre pole, the low star humng
north declination.
6p = cos d' sin (d-A) t?
cos A sin (d-d')'
cos d sin (A--d') t?
6p' =
cos sin (d-a!').
TIMlow star having south declination.
cos dl sin (G!-X).~
'=ma
A sin ( d t d ' )
cos
d sin (A t dl).
spl =
cos A sin (d + d')
Table exhibiting the +ns of correctiona 6p & 8p'

I
............
...........................
it--t <A'-AL...
...........................
When the high star transit. after the low atar, or .........
t-r> AGAE' ..............................
t-r' < &A'... .: ........................

When the low star transits after the high star, or
t"t
> At'- AE...

Signs of Correction.
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Case 11.-When tlre ,high star w o h m d below the pole, the low r h r
having not& declination.
cos d sin (A+ d )
'p=cos x sin (d+ di). P
cos d sin (I--d')
6p' =
cos A sin (d+ 2).

The low dar having eouth declination.
cos d' sin (A-kd)
' ~ = c o sA siu ( d - 4 ) ' P
cos d sin (A+ d')
----+cos
x sin (ct-~).

Table exhibiting the sigw of cmedio?ld 8p & Ep'.
Signs of Correeticn.
Conditions.

When the low star transitn after the hiah star, or

.........

..............................
1-4'< m-rn' ..............................
> A-A'

> 1.

+

a.m............

When the high star transits nfter the low star, or
t-1'

t'

............ ."
... ..: .......................

1'--t>AV-A

r--4 < B'-B

............

t

+

-

>.'t

-

-

+

+

Of the four heads under which the formills of computation are given,
the intelligent surveyor will tnke that which will suit his case, and
proceed with his arithmetical deductions accordingly.
When 6p and 6p' are computed, and proper signs affixed thereto, they
may be applied, the former to t, and the latter to t'; the resulting
elementa will be the times of the meridional passages of the stars
observed ; whereby the error and the rate of the chronometer may be
easily determined.
[PART V.
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Table ahi6diug the Resulk of the T r a d O b s ~ i m
& ad Sora,
Rarara Series Stutioa,in October,1845.

a

.

a

.

1

1

Chronometer
T i mo
Transit.
h. m.

9
10
11
12
13

1 1

Chronometer
Tima
Correctad.

1

Apparent
Right
Ascensions.

1

1 ap 1

Chronometar
Ti..
Corrected.

I

A parent
kight
Ascensions.

1

Chronometer
T
i of
Transit

8.

2 2 393
1 59 24%

1 56 6.0
1 68 13.0
1 4 9 43.0

+

+

+

+
+

s.
61.9s
5886
57-45
81.68
45.43

h.m.0.
2 8 40-93
2 0 18.36
I 57 3.45
1 53 44'68
1 50 28.43

h . m . a
20 16 59.01
20
20
20
20

16 67-86
16 56.71
1 6 55.55
16 64-36

cl~om~omh.

Error.

I

B.ta

Chronometer.
Error.
h.m.8.
18
18
18
18
18

13 18.08
16 34-50
19 6316
23 1U.87
26 25'95

I
m . a
8
3
8
3

16.42
18'76
17.61
15M

It is necessary to remark that the chronometer errors and rates, deduced
in this example, are upon sidereal time, and if they are required in hnns
of the mean time, the necessary reduction may be easily mnde by a refereuce to the followillg Chapter.

SOLAB AND SIDEREAL TIME.

CHAPTER
ON THE CONVERSION
O F A QIVEN CHROHOMETER
TIMETO THE OORREBPONDINQ
MEANSOLAR
AND SIDEREAL
TIME,AND VIOE VERSA.
IT will have already appeared to the reader of the foregoing pages,
that whether the error of a chronometer is determined from a meridional
or an extra-meridional observation, the general principle of deduction is
the same in both cases. For instance, in either case, the mean solar tizw
of the observation is first computed. It is then compared with the
observed time, and the difference between the two is taken as the error of
the chronometer.
I t is convenient to have this process expressed in algebraical symbols.
For this purpose, let s designate the mean solar time of an observation, and
c the chrononzcter time corresponding thereto, then s @ c = e is the chronometer error at the instant of that observation. Again, calling s' and c'
analogous elements to s and c for a subsequent observation, there will
arise 8' rn c' = 6 the chronometer error a t the time of the second observation
Snppose t to be the chronometer time lying between c and c', which is
required to be converted to mean solar time. It is clear that if the
chronometer error t at the time t, were known, then t f E would be the
meun eolar time sought, the upper sign being used when e > c, and the
lower sign when s < c.
The term c may be computed in the following manner : subtract c from
c' and t, the resulting terms (c'-4) and (t-c) will represent chronometer
intervals, the former between c' and c, and the latter between t and c.
Again c' 4 e stands for the rate, or the increment or decrement (as the
case may be) of the chronometer error engendered during the interval
(c'-4). Now aasuming rates to be proportional to the intervals, during
which they are produced, we shall have
(c-c') : (e' rn e) : : (dc)
:The fourth term, when brought out, will represent the rate produced
When the first error e has been corrected by
during the interval (te).
this rate, the resulting term will obviously be r or the error at the
time t.
OEIAPTER
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Snppoee a t galiana,5th October, 1836, the given chronometer time is B 68m 27..
it is required to compute the mean aolar time corresponding thereto.
On reference to p g e 678, it will be seen that the n u m e r i d &es of a, c, a .
for the 5th and 6th of October, ere IW foll0-a~:
6 t h October
6 t h Oetober.

.

Rate for (t--e) Gmpacted.
(8--e) in seconds 86414'66 Log. 4'9366869

Lm a
(t-c)

A C . &0631131
32.02 Log. 1.6061213
2126906 Log. 4'3277481

ditto
ditto

Beqnired rate

...

b

7.88 Log. @8966826

This rate ia poeitive, because the error is increaeing, e being

Hence

h. rn.

E

and ( t - 4 )

=0
=5

r

r

h. m.

<d

a

16 31.91 + 7-88 = 0 16 39.79
42 47.21 mean solar time corresponding to t.

After having reduced a given chronometer time to the companding
mean solar time, the latter may now be couverted to sidereal time, i n
the following manner :
Refer to the Nautical Almanao and take out the mean time of t h e
transit of the first point of Aries immediately prior to the given mean
time. Now deduct this transit time from the given mean time, the
difference converted to sidereal interval will be the sidereal time sosuht.
Take the mean solar time given above for Kaliana, 5th Odober, 1836.

....................................................
...........................

Given mean solar time
Mean time of transit of first point of Ariee

h. rn.

r

6 42 47-21
11 6 12-66

............................................................. 18 36 34-56
Corresponding sidereal interval or the sidereal time sought......... 18 39 37-99

Mean solar interval

The W t of the first point of Aries used in this computatiqn belongs to the
4th October, because it is that which immediately precedes the r c a a t h e , the
same point transiting on,the bth, which iy after the giccn tinw.
[PUT
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I n the foregoing part of this chapter, the chronometer errors e and 5
are taken with reference to the mean solar time. This however is a
circumstance which cannot always be expected to obtain in practice.
For instance, it may sometimes happen that the terms e and d are known
with reference to the eicderaal time only. When this is the eke, the
given chronometer time t cannot a t once be reduced to the corresponding
mean solar time. It must, in the first place, be converted to sidereid,
and then if required, to m a n solar time,
With respect to the former of these reductions, the process to be
followed ia exactly similar to that wed for the conversion of any given
chronomter to the corresponding m a n solar time, the given terms s, e, d, e'
in t h k instance being taken in terms of the sidereal, in lieu of the mean
solar time. When the sidereal time is computed, the corresponding
mean solar time may be determined in the following manner :
Take out from the Nautical Almanac the sidereal time of the mean
noon, immediately preceding the given sidereal time. Subtract the
mean noon time so found from the given sidereal time, the difference
converted to meau solar interval will be the mean time sought.

EXANPLE.
In illustration of thia computation take the same example as that given before,
oriz., the chronometer time t -= 6h 68m 270 as observed at Kaliana, 6 t h October,
1836, and it is required to rednoe it wffieasively to the oorreeponding aidereal snd
mean solar timee.
The sidereal wlm of s, 8 , d, snd 8, as given at page 678, are as follom :
6th

Ocrhber, 1836.
h

8

3

m.

s.

12 44 18.61

c = 0 3 67'96
e = 12 40 2066

-'c

h. m. a.
c = 24 0 11.66

t-C=

6 t h October.
h. m. s.
J = 12 47 67.64
c' = 0 4 12.60
/ = 12 43 46.14 pidereal errom.

6 64 29.06

3 24.48 sidereal mte.
d-e =
Sidereal ?ate for (t-c) e m p n t e d .
c'-c

in seconds 86414.66 Log. 49366869

d--e

t--c

ditto
ditto

.......

Required sidereal rate ........
h. m.

8.

'

& C . 6.0634131
204.48 Log. 2.3106608
21269.iJ6 Log. 4.3277481
50-33 Log. 1.7018120

--

a.
60%

h.m.#.
= 12 41 10.99

Henoe
f = 12 40 20.66
+
And ( t + e) = 18 39 37'99 siderial time corre~pondingto t.
In this caae. E iu made + because s > c.

v.]
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tha Mean Solar T i m annrccring to C h r W Tim t.
h. m. a
Computed aidereal time for t
18 39 37.99
Siderenl time of mean noon for 6th October
12 55 54-46
To unn-

............................................................
............. ...,...................

Difference

........................................................................
......

Difference reduced to mean aolar interval or the mean hime required

6 43 43-53
5 42 4i.01

Before this chapter is concluded, i t is necessary t o show the method of
working the following problem :
Given a mean solar or a skhreal time 6, to compute the chronometrr time
t correqmding thereto. Retaining the characters we have already used,
we will represent by s and s' the mean solar or the sidereal times (as the
case may be) of the two time observations, one taken before and the other
after 6 ; c and c' being the chronometer times corresponding to r and r',
and e and i the chronometer errors derived therefrom.
Now deduct s first from s', and then from 6 ; the resulting differenem
(s'--s) and (8-s) stand for the mean solar or sidereal intervals, t h e former
between s' and s, and the latter between 6 and s. Agrrin the rate produced during the interval (s'-s) is C r / , e, whence the rate for ( 6 4 ) will
be the fourth term to the following proportion :
(8'-5)
: (2 @ e) :: (6-8) :The fourth term being computed and applied to e, will furnish the
chronometer error c a t the given time E. Correcting 6 by t h e error w
found, there will result the required chronometer time t.
I n the foregoing explanation the given terms s and s' and t h a t required
t o be reduced 6, are supposed to be of the same denomination. But in
practice this may not always be the case. For instance, s and 's may be
mean solar, and 6 a sidereal time, or vice-versa; that is, s and s' being sidereal,
and E a mean solar time. I n the former case, 6 must be converted to
mean solar, and in the latter to sidereal time, after which the n e c e w q
reduction may be made os directed above.

AZIMUTH OF REFERRING MARK.

CHAPTER VI.

WHENthe north polar distance of a star falls short of the latitude of a
place, i t becomes what is called a circumpolar star a t that place,-that is to
say, a star which never seta, but is continually above the horizon, describing
in the course of a sidereal day, a small circle round the pole, of greater or
less magnitude, according to the length of the star's north polar distance.
In the diurnal circular path, above adverted to, of a circumpolar star,
there are two points, one of which is furthest east, and the other furthest
west from the North Pole. When the star arrives a t the one or the other of
those points, it is said to be a t its maximum elongation, that to the east, being
called the eaatern, while that on the west is styled the western elongation.
When a circumpolar star arrives a t its maximum elongation, it becomes
on account of its slow azimuthal motion a very convenient object for
observation for the purpose of determining the azimuth of the referring
mark. For this purpose, the elements which are required to be known
with reference to it are three in number, and they are as follows :-1st'
the time of the elongation; 211d, the star's azimuth; and 3rd, its altitude.
The formulse whereby these elements may be computed are given below :1st. For Horay Angle, ... msP = tan ce. tunh
2nd. Ebr Azimuth, ......... sin8 = sin ce. sech
3rd. Par Altitude, ......... dnAlt. = sec ce. dnA.
I n these expressions, ce stands for the star's north polar distance,
and A for the latitude of the place; P, A, and d t . being the required
elements, the first, the star's horary
angle,
the second, its azimuth, and
.
.
the third, its altitude.

.

TYPEOF C O ~ W T A T I O N .
a Urea Hinoris observed at Kalisna, G. T. Station, on the afternoon of the
6th October, 1836.
*'s North Polar distance re =
g3 4!.74
Latitude of Kaliana
h = 29 30 49. .
Tan ca . 8'43.57077
Sin r e . 8'4366.163
Sec m
0~0001616
SinA
Tank.. 9.7628827
9.6925211
Sech . . 0.0603616

....

--

Gap.. 8'1885904
0

r

I,

P = 89 6 66.56
DHAPTER VI.]

..
.. -- -

--

SinA.. 8.4969079

--

A=

4? 4G66

s i n Alt. 96926826

Alt.

-

8

I

29 31 327.13
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When the liorary angle is brought out in the way directed above, i t
will be in space, and will require to be converted into time. When this
reduction is made, the resulting element added to or subtracted from
the star's apparent right ascension will furnish the sidereal time,-in t h e
former case of the western, and in the latter of the eastern elongation,
which sidereal time may be converted to corresponding mean solar or
chronometer time, as may be required, agreeably to the precepts given in
Chapter V.
Exaaa~~a
Thne the horary angle, wmpnted above, converted to time, will be 6b 66m 27r 70.
and the etar's apparent right esoeneion is l h m 42'72. ; hence the sidereal times
of the enstern and western elongations are 19h 6m 161.02 and 6 h 68m 10s.12, the
same in mean solar time being 6 b 8m 20s 17h 69m 19s

After the preliminary computation has been gone through, t h e next
step is to take the roquired observation upon the circumpolar star, which
lnay be done in the following mauner :-About
a quarter of a n hour
before the maximum elongation, plant the theodolite over the station
dot, and perform thereou all the necessary adjustmenta This done,
take a reading to the referring mark. To this reading apply the angle*
between the referring mark and the star, the resulting rending is obviously
the azimuthal directiou of the latter. When the instrument is set in this
directiou, and the telescope raised to the computed altitude, intorsect as
raccurately as possible the star, which will be found near the cross wires.
The maximum elongation not having as yet occurred, the star will be
receding from the meridiau, continue therefore intersecting it, u n t i l i t
reaches the utmost limit in the direction of its motion When an iutersection haa been obtained a t that limit, read off the instrument, after
which take a second observation to the referring mark.t
The mean between the two readings of the referring mark may be
treated as one reading, and the difference between it and the reading of
the star will be the angle between the two objects observed, which angle
being applied to the'star's computed azimuth, will furnish the azimuth
of the referring mark.

* I t will be sufficient if this angle is known to within 2' or 3', and a result within thia
limit may always be obtained in the following manner :-Determine an approximute nzimurh
of the referring mark by an observation upon the sun aa explained in the preceding Chap. 11:
add this azimuth to the star's azimuth, or subtract one from the other, according aa the
referring mark and the star lay on different or on the same side of the meridiau : the sum
or difference so tlerived will be the angle songht.
t This process will not be necessary when a good chronometer is at hand, b n s e the
time of the maximum elonlption being then accurately indicated, an observation on the
star at that instant will furnish Lbe angle sought.
[PART V.
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The observation above mentioned appertains to one of two faces of
the zero, to which the instrument waa set. On the succeeding night, n
similar observation will require to be made on the opposite face of the
same zero. In this way all the zeros being disposed of, the mean of all
the observations will be the true azimuth of the referring mark.
Whenever practicable, the aairnuth of the referring mark ought to be
derivod from two elongations of a star. When this can be done, the
deduced azimuth mill not be affected by the errors which may exist in
the given latitude and north polar distance. On the other hand, au
azimuth obtained from a ~ingleelongation will be impregnated with the
full effect of those errors.*
I t ought to be mentioned a t this place that, prior to the year 1832,
all the azimuths in the Great Trigonometrical Survey of India were
determined by observations taken to stars at their maximum elongations.
The method is susceptible of great accuracy, aa will appear from an
inspection of the following Table, extmted from C ~ L
Everest's Inhian
Arc, published in 1830, aud coutaining a record of the observations made
on a Urn Minoris at the time of its western elongation, together with
the azimuths of the referring mark deduced therefrom.

* As the npparent north polar distance of a star is continually changing ita value from
one day to another, it is clear that the horary angle and the azimuth, which are derived from
it, will require a freah and independent cornpotation for every elongation observed. This
is rr tedious p r o w , which may be easily avoided by using the following differential formulse :
tan all. scc ca
t P (in seoonds of time,) =

-

16

BA (in seconds of space,) = ru: k. COWP.&
standn for the variation (supposed to bo given in seconds) which h i taken
wherein
place in the star's north polar distance since the flrst day's observation, EP, 6 A being
the corresponding alterations, the former ill the horary angle, and the latter in the azimuth:
compute therefore the azimnth A, the liorary angle P, and the altitude of the star for the
h t elongation observed, and then making am the difference between the north polar distance on the 5mt and any snbseqnent day of observation; deduce BP and 88, and apply them
renpectively to P and A, the resnlting term8 will obviously be those which appartain to the
~tar'rpolar distance cs

+ &u

As to the signs of BP and BA, it will be remembered that the former win be negative and
the latter positive, when the star's north polar distance is increasing; and that they will be
of the contrary &ections when the north polar distance is diminishing.
,

OBSERVED AZIMUTHS.
KALIANPUR,
NOVEHBE~
1824
a

Urscc Mi&-

Weatern Rlong

8-Feet Theodolite.
Tima

Observed Objects.

Micrometer B.
0

1824.
lath November,
h. m. 8.
16 $4 10.5

............... 160 1 60 150
161
ReferringMark . 161 48 81
-

I4thNorember,
16 89 61

Star
I{efarringMark.

IbthNovember,
16 86 46

Star
KeferringMark.

16thNovember,
16 83 41

Star
ReferringMark.

0

#

I

Stu

...............

...............
...............

17thNovember
S k r ...............
16 80 7.45 ' Ileferring Mark .

...............

lBthNovember,
I 5 21 44

Star
ReferringMark

19th November,
16 21 20

Star

20th November,
1 5 16 88

Star
Referring blark

2lst November,
15
9 17

Star
HaferringMuk.

.

...............

ReferringMark.

................

...............

Mean.

--

Dlicrometer A.

I

,

2

I

2

48 48

0

160

l

a

1 6

161 48 8

136 4 46.6
137 61 88

136 6
187 62

6
6

186 4 6
187 61 G

116 16 29
118 8 26

116 16 68
118 8 48

116 16 4
118 8 8

96 28 12
98 10 7.5

96 23 89
98 10 88

96 23 2
911 10 2

76 20 66'6
78 7 47

76 21 20
78 8 16

76 21 7.
78 8 1

66 23 26
68 10 9

66 28 62
68 10 86

66 28 89
68 10 22

86 18 65.6
88 6 87

86 19 16
81) 6 64

86 19 6
88 6 46

16 18 66
0 41

18

178 10 67
67 40.6

177

6
176 11 17

176 11

177

177

68

5

57

7
5
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&c.

CHAPTER VII.
ONTHE METHOD
OF DETERMINING THE AZIMUTH
OF THEREFERRINGMARK,
FROM
OBSERVATION^ TAKEX TO A CIBCUMPOLAR
STARNEAR THE TIME OF ITS
MAXIMUM ELONGATION, A8 PRACTISED I N THE GREATTRIGONOMETRICAL
O F INDIA,
ALSO ON THE MODEO F FINDING T E E VARIATION
OF THE
SURVEY
NEEDLE.

IT is clear that when a circumpolar star is taken in the way described
in the preceding chapter, only one observation can be mnde a t one elongation. This is a great limitation of the powers of the observer. To extend
this power, the procedure, introduced by Col. Everest into the Trigonometrical Survey, consists in taking a circumpolar star, a certain number
of times before and after its greatest elongation ; and in subsequeutly
reducing these observations to the star's maximum pcmition, and then
working out the azimuth as before explained. I n addition to a theodolite, a good chrouometer is absolutely necessary to carry this process into
effect.
Col. Everest's method of taking a circumpolar star may be described
as follows :-About an hour before the maximum elongation of a star
selected for observation, the observer will adjust the theodolite over the
station dot, and set it to a given zero. When this is effected, take a
reading to the Referring Mark ; and then having fixed the telescope to
the star's computed altitude, move it azimuthally by the hand, until the
star appears iu the field of vision. Now fasten the horizontal clamp, and
by the usual appendages of slow motion, place the star in the upper
angle of the wires, if it is descending, or iu the lower angle, if it is
ascending. This done, call out to the assistant to count the seconds'
beats of the chronometer, a t the same time watch the star's approach t o
the intersection of the wires. As soon as the star comes over the said
intersection,* mark the time, and then read off the azimuthal limb.
Now loosen the horizontal clamp, and after moving the telescope by the
hand a few degrees in advance, bring it back to the star, and then take

* To do this well, will require a little practice. After two or three trials, the observer
will know the direction of the star's motion, and when he has acquired this, he will intuitively plnce the cross-wires, so that the star may at once come upon it.
Nm%-In nujde1-n ob.wl.aatiorra, the Tt-nnacersclecel is rend o/kr inter-section of the star.
CHAPTER V I I . ]
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another intereection thereon in the same way as before ; after which
lower the telescope and make an observation on the Referring Mark.
This will complete a set of observations on one face of the theodolite.
AE to the manlier of treating these observations, it will perhaps be useful
to note that one angle will be derived from the firet pair of the r e a d i q p
of the Referring Mark and the star, while another angle will be obtained
from the second pair of the readings taken on the same objecta
When observations on one face of the instrument have been made as
described above, the observer mill now reverse the face of the theodolite,
and take a second set of. intereections similar to the first. I n thie
manner, when he haa done with one face, he will revert to the other, until,
as may be required, four or six changes of face are regularly gone through.
Thia will complete observations on one zero at a given elongation of a
circumpolar star.
The system of changing the zero of a theodolite as explained at
pp. 480-481 will require to be practised in circumpolar star observations in
the same rigorous manner aa in observations on terrestrial signals ;for
the graduation errore which that procedure is supposed to correct, have
a tendency to vitiate equally the two claases of observations, and in both
wee, therefore, they must be eliminated by similar arrangements and
artifices. When a circumpolar star is being observed, it is convenient to
adjust the ohanges of zero by the Referring Mark.
The following is a specimen of the Angle Book for registering circumpolar star observationa

E

SPECIbWN OF THE ANGLE BO

a Urwe diinoris at Eatern Elongation, obmrued a-!Kaliana, Q. T. Std
1836, with a three fed T M l d t

%1

d

I

~ l c n o a r ~ ~R rUeA

Objects.

Face.

A.
Referring Mark
a Ursle Niuoris
a Ursa: Minoris
Referring Nark
ref err in^ Nark
a Ursre Mi~~oris
a U r m Minoris
lteferring Nark
Referring Nark
u U r m Ninons
a Ursle Minoria
Referring Nark
Referring Nark
a U r m Minoris
a U r m Minoris
Referring Mark
Referring Mark
a U r m blinoris
a Ursa, Winoris
Referring Mark
Heferring Mark
Unvs Minoria
a U r m Minoria
liderring Mark

...
...
...
...

...
...
...

...
...
...
...
...

...
...
...
...

...
...
...
...

...
...

R

O

l

Y

189

1

6.5

11.9

87.9

9

1

9.9

172

444

L
L

...

...
...
...
...

...

..
...
...
...

...
...
...

...
...

...

L

'

L
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To obtain the belrt angles which a theodolite is capable of furnishing,
the motion of the telescope, whether proceeding from the Referring
Mark to the star, or vice versh, should be continuous and in one direction, never allowing the telescope, or rather the cross-wires contained
therein, to pass the object to be intersected, and then be brought back
to it. This mode of taking an observation, although difficult a t first, is
rendered very easy after a little practice.
With a view of computing these observations, the first thing to be
done is the conversion of the observed chronometer times to corresponding sidereal times, the mode of executing which has been explained in
Chapter V. When this reduction is made, take the difference between
the sidereal time of each observation and that of the maximum elongation,
and convert it into space. Let SP stand for the elementa so derived.
Now SP being the interval elapsed between each observation and the
star's maximum position, the term, which is now required to be known,
is the azimuthal variation 6A corresponding thereto. This term may be
computed by the following formuls :
1st.-When the slar is observed below t h maximum position.
2sins 6 8 P
tun 8 A=
rin P cot a coo

2nd.-When
rcm SA=

I

1

+ tan%

coa SP

+ a&

cot P sin

&'

thc star is taken above the muximum posicwn.

sin P cot a coa A

2sins6

1+
1

l

SP

tarts w coa

SP - iw+e

cotp ain

EP

I

in which, as stated elsewhere, X represents the latitude of the place,
oe standing for the star's north polw distauce, and P for the horary snglo
a t its maximum position east or west.*
These formuls have been investigated by Babu Radhanath Sickdhar, late
Chief Computer to the Great Trigonometrical Survey, and are applicable
to all circumpolar stars, irrespective of the lengths of their north polar
distances, and they are now used in all the rigorous computatio~lsof t h e
Great Trigonometrical Survey.
The terms 8A being computed and applied to the observed angles, we
obtain the angles as if taken at the star's maximum elongation. To theso
angles, the star's computed azimuth being applied, the resulting elements
will be the required azimuths of the Referring hiark.

* As the star aecen3s on the enst side of the meridian, tlre obeervati~~u,made bq/brs the
eastern elongation are reduced by the first formuln, and those taken nfter are computed by
the second. In the western elo~lgation,a contrary procedure is followed, because the star
is descending ; the eecond formula being used in deducing the prior, and the first in computbg the aubdeqtrerU olrservat~ons.
[PART V.
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I t will be seen that this deductive process, although suited to the
requirements of a Trigonometrical Survey, will prove much too
operose, if applied to an operation of a lower order. To meet the
want,s of the latter, therefore, we will describe an approximate method of
computation, derivable from the above formulse, and which, when applied
to a U m Minoris, will not produce an error of a second in the result.
This approximate process of computation is as follows :
1st.--Compute the following constant logarithm:
0.29303 f log. sec X + log. tan oe + log. cosec P.
2nd.--Compute as accurately as the means will allow to the nearest
second, the chronometer time of the star's maximum elongation observed.
3rd.-Compute the chronometer interval elapsed between each observation and the maximum elongation, and convert it to minutes and
decimals thereof.
4th.-Take
the logarithm of the interval converted to minutes as
directed above, double it, and add thereto the constant log., deduced
according to precept 1st. The natural number answering to the sum
is 68 in seconds.
5th.-In
making this computation, the logarithms used need not be
carried beyond 5 decimals.
To carry this method into effect, we would recommend to the surveyor
to derive his azimuths from observations made to a Ursoe Minoris alone,
which is a star generally known, and of eaay recognition. The chronometer time of the star's eastern or western elongation (as the case may
be) being deduced, two pairs of angles may be taken before, and two
pairs after that event, as described at pp. 594, 595. The corrections to
these angles being computed by the approximate process, and applied,
we shall have the angles at the star's maximum position. When these
angles are combined with the star's computed azimuth, there will result
the required azimuths of the Referring Mark.
Type of Computation by the Approximate Process.
Take the observations made at Kaliana, on the 5th October 1836,
given at p. 619.
&natant figarithm Computed.
Constant Log. os per Rule.............................. ,
,,
Latitude of galiana ............................ X = 29 30 49 sec
*'a North Polnr Diatance ........................m = 1 33 44 tan
Horary Angle
P = 89 6 66
oidc p. b8D COO

.

.......................................

Beqnired Constant Log.
CHAPTER VII.]
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)

@29303
006036
8'43673
OW006
2.78917
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8 A frons the following

Corn-ion appliGd to the O b A Anglu

ObeervedAnglesto
the nearest seoond.

i

i7

1 47

1
9

1 47 26
1 47 29
1 47 40
1 47 41
1 47 47

1 47 46
1 47 36
1 47

n

1 47 11
1 47 3

ad
+
6b

Angles reduced to
the time of Maximum Bongation.

I & &

34
17

1 47 43

13
4

1 47

1

1 47

0
2
10
' 14
83
39

:

1 47 43
42

1 47 44

42

1 47 47
1 47

I

47
47 46

1 47 41
1 47

44

1 47 42

.................. 4 f k
...................................................... 1 47 43
Azimuth of the Referring Mark W e d ................................... 0 0 1

IK-

Angle at the time of Mxcimum EI-tion

*'e Arhuth, aide p. 689

The azimuth of the Referring Mark having been deduced by any of
the preceding methods, a simple observation with
Variation of the needle.
any magnetio instrument is only neceaearg to
asoertain at once the variation of the needle, by aocurately fixing the
theodolite over the station dot, and taking a series of mwetio bearings
to the Referring Mark. The difference between the mean of auoh readings and the computed azimuth, is the required variation, which will be
east or weut according aa the true azimuth is greater or leas than the
magnetic, supposing the azimuth is reckoned from north by mt.
Hence to obtain the true azimuth when the variation is east, add it to
the magnetio bearing, and if weat, subtract it. It is unneceesary to
enter further into this subject beyond what is required for practical
p u r p w All the chief works on navigation treat of the variation of
the compase in different parts of the world, and to such works the reader
is referred for further information. In India the magnetio variation ia
about 24 degree6 cast.
[PABT v.
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-Observed

Chronometer Times

Chronometer time of Maximum Elongation

......

Cl~ronometerIntervals

...

Chronometer Intervals reduced to the decimals of a
minute

.........

Logs of the same
Repealed
Constant Log

Logs of
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CHAPTER VIII.
IN the methods of computation which have already been treated
of in the preceding chaptera, for the determination of the error of the
chro~lometerand of the azimuth of the Referring Mark, the latitude of
the station of observation is supposed to be given. If this element can
be derived from the Great Trigonometrical Survey, t,he best thing which
the surveyor can do, is to use it a t once, as it would be superior to my
determination which he is likely to effect for himself with t h e limited
means a t his disposal. On the other hand, instances will frequently
occur of the Trigonometrical Survey not having extended t o those districts, which are being traversed over by a Revenue or Topogn~phical
operation : in such cases the required latitudes of places must b e derived
from observation alone. It is the object of this chapter to explain the
method of making and computing such observations.
With this view we will suppose that on a fine clear morning the
surveyor haa arrived a t the origin of his operations, furnished with
a theotlolite, possessing a complete vertical circle, together with a
chronometer and a nautical almanac, and that he is ignorant of the
geographical position of the place where he is standing, as also of
the direction of the meridian, and the error of the chronometer.
Under these circumtauces, the first thing he will have to execute

* In the limited space allowed to the following chapters, it in not possible to describe in
AND LONGITUDE,
onl~
detail all the different methods in use for observationaYor LATITUDE
the most practical methods, which may be eaaily applied by any surveyor in the w u m of
his operations or explorations in India, are therefore given. For the more elaborate and
rigorous systorns of observation and computation, sea " A Manual of Spherical and Prrctical
Astronomy" by William Chauvenet, Professor of Mathematics and Astronomy, \Vashin@n
University, Philadelphia, 1871: also "Introduction to Practical Astronomy," by EliLoomis, LLD., Professor of Astronomy, Yale College, New York, 1866. Same valuable
information may also be obtained from the paper "On observations with Theodolites and
Altszimuth Instruments," by Col. J. T. \Valker. ILE., kc., kc., extructed from "Hints to
Travellers," publialred by the Jiuyal Geographical Society, given in the Appendix, p. xlv.
[PABT Y.
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is to put up the theodolite and make a n observation upon the sun
ss directed in Chapter II., and then tnking out the latitude 'and
longitude of the place from the best map which may be within his
reach, he will compute the error of the chronometer and the chronometer
time of the apparent noon. This deduction will not be of a very rigorous character. This however is a circumstance which will entail no
inconvenience, as the object of this process is only to ascertain the
approximate time of the sun's passage over the meridian.
About a quarter of an hour before the chronometer time, computed aa
tnentioned .above, of the apparent noon, the suveryor will intersect the
sun's upper or lower limb as may be convenient. As the apparent noon
has not yet-occurred, the sun will be riacending, he will therefore follow
up the intersection of the selected limb until i t reaches the highest elevat i o n When an observation has been obtained a t that limit, he will read
off the vertical circle of the theodolite.
This vertical reading will be the meridional altitude of the observed
limb of the sun. I t is however taken on one face, and will therefore be
impregnated with the index error of the instrument. The amount of this
error may be determined in this way. 'l'ake any fixed well-defined and
high terrestrial object, and observe its elevation on both faces of the
theodolite, half the difference between these elevations is the required
index error, additive to the face which gives the lower, and subtractive
from that which furnishes the higLr altitude. The index error of the
instrument may be determined before or after the sun's observation as may
be convenient.
When the observed altitude has been cleared of the index error, the
pext corrections to be applied thereto, are refraction and parallax, the
mode of computing which will be found in the Appendix. After the
observed altitude has been freed from the index error, refraction and
parallax, it may now be rcduced to the sun's centre. This reduction is
thus performed Increase or diminish the observed altitude corrected
as described above by the sun's semi-diameter according as the lower or
the upper limb wna intersected; the resulting arc is the required altitude
.of the sun's centre.
When the elevation of the sun's centre is known, i t is easy to compute
the latitude of the place. According as the sun's declination is south or
north, add it to, or subtract i t from the said elevation, the sum or difference so obtained will be an arc, the diierence between which and 90°
is the latitude sought.
CHAPTER VIII.]
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EXAMPLE.
The sun waa oheerved at Hatipaon on the 26th November 1838.

Observed meridian altitude of the a'supper limb
...
Index error
...
...
Refraction and Pardlax
...
...
a'sSemi-diameter ...
...
%
..

True altitude of the 0's oentre
a'sSouth dmlination

Latitude of Hatipmn

...
...
..
...

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

If similar observations are made for eight or ten days in succession,
and wrought up in the way described above, the mean latitude resulting
will be sufficiently accurate for the bringing up of the azimuth deductiom
But probably on the third or the fourth day, the error of the chronometer will be known with great nicety; in which cam i t will not be
neceesary for the surveyor to limit himself to a single observation of the
sun per day. He may, for instance, take four altitudes b f o n and four
after the apparent noon, marking down the chronometer time of each
observation. In taking the altitudes with a theodolite, he will observe
one limb first, and then the other; after which the face of the instrument
being reversed, he will make two other observations similar to the fimt.
Thia done, he will change the face again, and observe in the same way
as before. In this manner four changes of face may be gone through
during an interval of twenty or twenty-five minutes, taking care that half
this interval falls on one sido of the apparent noon, and halfon the other.
I n csee of no theodolite being available, a good sextant may be used
As to the manner of reducing these observations, it must be noted that
the observed altitudes will, in the first instance, require to be corrected
for the index error, and sun's semidiameter. When this is done, the
resulting elementa will be the altitudes of the sun's centre. These not
being observed on the meridian, will require to be redr~cedthereto in the
following manner :-Take the difference between the chronometer time of
each observation and that of the apparent noon, and reduce it to sidereal
interval. Again convert this interval into space and designate the resulting quantity by 8p.
The term 6p for each observation being deduced, and the sun's declin*
tion (d), and the approximate latitude north (A) of the place being
[PART V.
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known, the required correction for a given altitude may be computed by
the following formulm :-

TPhm the Dedinatwn ia North.
2cosd. cos A sine 8p
2 =
sinl" ein (d r / , A,)*

mhen the Declination t i South.
2cosd cosX sin's $I
eiul" sin (d + A)*
The correction xq brought out in this way, will be in seconds-and
when added to the given altitude will render i t meridional altitude.
From the meridional altitude of the sun's centre, the latitude may be
computed as directed before.
As an illustration of the computation of these formuls, take the following observations made on the Sun a t Hatipaon, on the 2nd December 1838,
with Gilbert's Sextant No. 1 and Hare's Chronometer:xu =

Index &or

of tire Sextad =

to

Dlc~ucrmE L K M E N os
T ~ THE
@ CKNTKB.

OBSERVED.
Objects O k e d .
Double
Altitudes.

O's 10 1 s U.

L
L

O'8U.L
0'0
L L

0'; k.
@'a U. L.
0.8

L L

.

'P4 k

40

Altitudes mrfor Index
C h $ ~ ~ t e r rectedError.
h. m.

8.

21 17
21 18

0

21 20

0
0

i 5 49 ao
-----i 6 4 9 5 0
2119
74 45 6
-

be applied negatively.

o

0

r

8

87 88

ti

Chr,",":ter
h.

m. 8.
l7

---21 19 '0
----87 88 16

gg :: i: i: 2: ! 87 88 21 21 21 80
---------75 60 0
51 23 0
a7 88 l1
21 28 a0
74 44 as
21 24 o
- -----88tt8!
8 a78755 212580

-

0

Barometer = 23.688 inches. Thermometer
49. 6
I n chis Table the mean of the altitude3 of the sun's upper and lower limba has been taken
as the elevation of the sun's centre, the chronometer time corrwponding thereto being the
mean of the two observed timea This is a process which is only approximately oorrect,
the rigorous procedure as required by the rule, consisting in the aeparate reduction of the
individual obnervationa to the sun's centre; a method of computation which has been

* ~h~ terms ( d rn A)
CHAPTEE ~111.1

and (d

+ A ) represent meridional zenith diakmccs.
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dispensed with in the present instance, on account of the limited accuracy of the eked,
data. I t ought to be remarked that when two altitudes, one taken hefore, and the otha
after the apparent noon, are combined rs is done in the Table, a positive error will be
produced it1 the result Cnnsequentlp the two observations taken under the latter circumstances will require to be corrected for m i 4 i a m e t e r , and separately r e d u d .
Deduction of the foregoing observations.
Conntaut Log. Cotnputed.

-

O ' j Fo:lth Declination

...

d

2? 6; 3 4

...

Cos.

Approximata Lat. of Hatipaon

...

1= 30 26 12

...

Cor

d + 1 = 52 21 46

...
...

...

...

...

...

... 21 17 80

h.m.8.

h.m.8.
21 19 30

h.m.8.
21 21 30

h.ms.
21 23 30

h.m.a
21 26 30

11 20 59

21 20 69

21 20 69

21 20 W

21 20 59

...

Observed Chronometer TimCumputed Cl~ronometerTime of
Apparent N w n

1

...

Chronometer T i e

Space

1 8P
sin

1 8~

{

C o ~ t . n Log.
t

z"

Observed Altitudes

.,

6.61646
5.61978

---------

...

i d e r d Time

133560

Cosec. 0.10133

...
...

L2+LCowcl'

Constant Log.

...

i.96789

"

...
...

...

:::

...
...

----0 8 29

0

129

0 0 31

0 2 81

0 4 81

0 8 29.57 0 1 2 9 2 4 0 031.08
-----

0 231-41 0 431.74

0 6.2 23%5 0 22 18.60 0 7 46.20
------

0 37 61.15 0 67 66'10

... -------0 26 12 0 11 9
0 8.53
0 1866
7.88202
i'88POf

7.61100
7.61 I00

7.05993
7.06293

0 3338

7*71095
7.74095

...

... --------6'61978
6.G1978 6.d1978
6.61978

...

... + 24"

5.9Xi7

7.9Mi7
661978

--------

... 87 88

...

6

+ 4'
87 38 I6

+

1"
+ 13"
+ 41'
a7 38 21 37 38 11 $7 37 55

Latilde of H a t i p n deduced
Mean Meridional Altitude
liefraction and Pardlax
Corrected Altitude
O's South Declination
Sum

...

Latitude

...

...
...

...

...
...

...

...

...

...

... 37
0

...

8

I

38 26

-

63

... 37

...
...

...
...

...

87 33
21 65 34

...

...

...

59 83

...

...

...

--

7

80 26 53
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What has been said regarding the sun is likewiee applicable to a sfsr.
Suppose an altitude is taken to the latter in the aame manner aa the former.
is directed to be observed. This altitude being cleared of index error and
refraction, and then if necessary reduced to the meridian, the latitude may.
be deduced therefrom in the same way as in the case of the sun.
The observations we have described above as leading to the determination of the latitude of a place, whether made on the sun or a star, are
supposed to be taken oo, or near the meridian. There is a method,
however, whereby the latitude mny be deduced from an observation on
Polarie (a Urars Minoris) made at any time without reference to its position
with regard to the meridian line. The elements required in this dduction
are, lat. The time of the observation, and 2nd. The observed altitude?
and when these are forthcoming, the necessary computation may be easily
made by the aid of the rules and tables given iu the Nautical Almanac,,
aidc example given at the end of this chapter. The method is simple.
and may be practised with great advantage in the Revenue Survey.
Whenever, however the meridian line can be traced, the observations
made thereon for the determination of latitude would be preferable to all'
others both in point of accuracy and facility of reduction. These obeerv-.
ation8 may be made with a Theodolite in this way. Place the instrument in the plane of the meridian, and take the altitude of ten o r
twelve stars so selected that half the number may be situated to the
&orth, and half to the South of the zenith, none being further off than
1 5 O from that point. The observations must be continued for a week
or ten days, the face of the instrument being reversed after each
observation during the night, at the same time taking care that the same
star is taken on opposite faces on two successive nights. The latitude
resulting from such data would be aa trustworthy as could be desired.
Suppoee after the completion of the observations it is discovered t h h
the Theodolite was not adjusted to the meridian, but waa set in a plane
which was inclined thereto by a small angle which we shall designate by
68. It is evident that in such a case the observed altitudes are not
meridional altitudea To make them meridional hdwevei, a correction
of the following form will only require to be computed for each star, ands
added to the observed elevation :? A:

~a

k cog 5

Y"= 2 coa d corec 1"
In which expression stands for the approximate latitude of the
place, d for the star's declination and a for the observed altitude,
the resulting correction y" being in second&
CHAPTER VIII.]
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Another method exists for d e t e d i the latitude of a place by
taking the elevations of a circumpolar star at ita upper and lower culmination When such obeervatiom are made, half the sum of the elevations
cleared of index error and refraction will be the latitude required
This is a method however which cannot always be conveniently practised
in this country, on account of the d altitude of the circu&p&ar star
at ita lower meridional paesage, when i t will be often involved in the mist
which surrounds the ho-&ad

Yethod of defermining the
out of the ,Veridiizn.

~ T I T U Dby~

O b m t a t h u of & POLESTAB

From the obaerved dtitnde, wbea corrected for the h e r of the instrument, dmction, and
dip of the horizon, ~ u b h c 1.'
t
Reduce the mean time of oboemation at the place, to the eornspondin~Sidereal time, by
the Table given a t p. 636 (Naut Almc., 1873). With the Sidereal time found, take out
the &at correction from Table, I p. 588 (Naut Almc, 1878). If the aign be +, the correction mnst be added to the red&
Ptitude; but if it be-, it murt be subtracted; in either
mane the rmult wi1,gip.e m A p p m z b d a La&&
With the Altitude and Sidereal Time of observation, take oat the acmd oorracPiol from
Table 11, pp. 684, 635; and with the day of the month m d the m e Sidereal tims, take oat
the tJaird corrsdioo from Table 111, p. 534, 635, (Nant. Almc, 1878.) Thwe tmo correctiona added t . ~the App.azirnds Lutitude, will give the Latitude of the plnea
Eznmpk-On March 6tb, 1878, in Longitude 8i0 W.at 7h 4@ 8 9 P.& Yern Civil Tie,
snppoea the Altitude of the Pole Star, when corrected for Ule error of the instrument, refmction, m d dip of the horizon, to be 46" 17'28": Required the Uitude.

h. m. s.

. . . . . . . . . . . . 7 48 85
DiEerence Long. (8i0) time
... -4 28 0

Mean Time

~ o r r e c ~ eAltitude
d

......... 40s I; 28:
...... 0 1 0

Subtract

.........

... ... 10 11 66

Beduead Altitnde
46 16 Y 8
With Argwamt 6h 42- 2 8 , Fwd
10 34
C-im
h. m. n.
Biderial Time at Greenwich Mean
Approximate h t i t u d e
46 6 31
Noon
"' 22 b7
ArgutncnLI 4ti0 lit 6h 42m Seumd
Yean Time a t p l m of Oban.
7 43 86
corradior,
+ 1 1
deceleration (Table, p. 636) for
~rgtcacsnkMarch 6th, 1 6 8 6h 4 P
1
0 141
Third Corredim
1 15
Greenwich Mean T i e

.........

......
.........

...

............
S i d e r d Tie of Obw~&ti011 ... 6 42 26

-

Latitnde of the place

--

...... +

.

N. 46

8 10

7

6 10
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tabing proportional parts among them, the Greenwich mean solar time will be
found. Then I reoommend that this Greenwich mean solar time be oonverted
into Greenwich sidereal time, and the difference between this and the sidereal
time of observation a t the piece will be the longitude of the placa
9. (13) Transits of the moon ;-a very simple and tolerably accurate method ;
bnt as only about eight observations can (usually) be taken in a month, and as the
moon can be observed a t no timo bnt on the meridian, it will not be snfe to rely
upon it, except in a residence of many months' continuation.
10. The prooess of observing ia simply to place the transit instrument in good
adjustment, and to obaerve transits of the moon's bright limb, of clock's stars, and
of stars given in the section moon culminating stars" of the Nautical Almanac.
Then inferring the clock error either from the clock strua or from the moon
culminating s h , and applying this clock error to the observed time of transit of
the moon's limb, yon have the Right Ascension of the moon's limb a t passage.
11. To compnta from this the longitude. F'irat it must be remarked, t h a t in
the d o n of the Nautical Almanac, the Right Ascension of the bright limb only
a t t d t at Greenwich is given ; but as the duration of semidiameter's passage is
given, by adding or subtracting twice this qunntity, you may obtain the right
ascension of the other limb a t trandt st Greenwich. Thus i n the following cornpntations yon will be able to collect Right Baceneions a t Greenwich tranait all for
the lL, or dl for the 2L, according as the 1L or the 2L is observed at the plsce.
Having formed these (if necessary) take the Eight Ascension for the Greenwich
transit corresponding to the observation, for the preceding day, for the following
day, and for the lower passages which fell between them ; place them in proper
order, and take their differencs as far as the fourth difference-thm:

4
-

Preceding day . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

-

let.

Differences.
2nd. 3rd.

-1

A"

-1

A'

-I

A'"

Corresponding day . . . . . . . . . . . . A

O

A"

-

Lower paseege preceding

......

A

O

...... A
............ A

A'

Lowerpa~sagefolloming

1
0

A"'

1

1

Following day...

A'

a

1

Form the co-efficients e = A ",
24
A"
-1
0
7)
,,
d=I2
+

A*
0

11

,,

o-----a

,I

,,

h=

2

A1+6'
0

1
..
a -. -d

4th.

A"I

0

AX"
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Then the right aacedon of moon's limb st t d t in weat longitude L will be

12. Aa the longitnde of the station by account will not be greatly in error, the
easiest method will probably be to assume two values for L, one five minutes greater,
and the other five minutes leas, than the longitude by account (or when more
socurately known, one one minute gwstar and one one minute lees). The
L
m
1 kc., for these two values can be prepared, and will always be
7

logarithms of

ready. Then compute from the last formula the right ascension on each assumption, find the change produced by ten minutes or two minutes of longitude, and
t h l by proportionnl parts what alteration must be applied to the smaller longitude,
in order that the right ascension by from* may agree with right aecenaion by
observation in 10.
VERYGWAT CARE mmt be wed thronghout this operation, to apply the rigna
STRICTLY AOCOBDINQ TO THE BULEB OF ALGEBRA.

13. (Y.) Longitnde by zenith distances of the moon. This is a very good
method provided the observations be made not very far from 6h sidereal time
(whatever may be the seeson of the year). I t would fail if the sidereal time
were near 18h.
Thus i n spring (equinox) the most favourable time of day would be an hour or
two before or after six in the afternoon.
I n summer (solstice) an hour or two before or after noon.
I n autumn (equinox) an hour or two before or after six in the morning.
In winter (solstice) an hour or two before or after midnight.
The age of the moon is of little importance, provided that sometimes the preceding limb, and somethee the following limb, is obeerved.
14. For the observation, I recommend that the altitude and azimuth instrument be well adjusted, and that the ttransita of the moon's limb, in its sloping
upward or downward motion, be observed over all the horizontal wires, and that
the mean of these times of transit be held to apply to the observation on the
middle horizontal wire. (If it is certain that the wires are truly horizontal, the
instrument should be kept m o v e d , if this is not certain, the horizontal tangent
screw should be used to make the moon paas each wire at its middle.) Then read
the microscopes and levels, reverse, and do the same again. Thns the apparent
zenith diatance of limb will be known with great accuracy a t a certain chronometer time. The chronometer error being aecertained from observation of sters, the
eidereal time will be known.
16. Compute the retraction and the parallax (the latter by the formnla, true
horizontal parallax x sine apparent zenith diatance of limb, corrected by the
quantity angle of centre x cosine azimuth,) and applying them to the apparent
zenith distance of limb (adding refraction subtracting parallax), you have
geocentric zenith diatance of limb. Apply to this the aemidiameter as taken from
the Nautical Almanac, and not augmented, and you have the geooentric zenith
diatance of centre.
16. The longitude by acwunt being nearly known, assume two longitudes, one
greater and one less. For each assumption, apply the longitude to the sidereal
UHAPTER IX.]
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time a t the place, which givee the sidereal time a t Greenwich. Gnvert this into
mean solar time at Greenwich ; with this mean solar time and the hourly ephemeris
of the Nautical Almanac, compute the moon's right aeceneion and N. P. D. by
simple proportion of the hourly change. Then proceed to f h d the hour angle.
e d l y as if it were a star, using the geocentric zenith distance of centre, the
co-latitude of the place, and the N. P. D. just computed. Apply the hour angle to
the right oecension, and thns obtain the compnted sidereal time ; obtaining tnu
computed sidereal times from the ttoo assumptions of longitude, you will find (es
in other cases) what correotion must be applied to the smaller longitude, in
order to make the computed sidereal time agree with sidereal time at the observation of the moon.
17. (8.) Longitude by occultations of stars by the moon. Suppose the didappearance of a star behind the moon, or the reappearanoe of a star from behind
the moon, haa been observed, and the chronometer time noted (the oalcnlation L
precisely the same for disappearance or reappearanoe), correct the chronometer
for its error, and thus the true sidereal time a t the place is found.
18. Assume two values of longitude, one greater and one less than the reputed
values, and by applying these to the sidereal time, form the sidereal times a t
Greenwich on the two assumptions, and convert them into mean solar times a t
Greenwich. With these mean solar times compute (by the hourly ephemeris) the
riaht aecension and N. P. D. of the moon's centre on ench aasumption ; also the
eqiatorial horizonfsl parallax and the semidiameter, and from-the equatorial
horizontal parallax obtain the true horizontal p a r a h as in 5.
19. he-latitude of Btatiou to be used in-the following computations is the
geocentric latitude, which will be found generally by diminishing the astronomical latitude by the angle of the centre, and which in the bounda;y latitndeq
viz., 4b0 to 4S0, will be found by diminishing the astronomical latitude by 11' 25'.
20. Take from the Nautical Almanac, section occultations-elements, the right
m n s i o n and N. p. D. of the star whose occultation hss been observed. From the
right amension and time find the hour angle. Pnt 6 for the hour angle and
8 for the N. P. D. Then determine a new right aecension, u,, and a new N. P. D.,
8 by the following equations :sin 8 x true hor. par. x m i n e latitude
O--fJ'=
s i s
sin 8 x siu 0 x true hor. par. x sine latitude.
1st No. =
dne h (e+
(8-0') x sine (8+8'-l800),
2nd No. =
2 tan 4 (0 + 02
8-8'
1st No. + 2nd KO.
el)

-

21. These equations are to be solved by wcoessive substitution. Two
snbetitutions will uwally be sufficient. Thus-firat sssnme 8' to be the Bame
as 6, and from the first equation determine 6 ' . Use this in the two other equations.
and you will get 1st No., 2nd No., and #, very nearly. Use this new value of a
i n the ti& equation and yon will get 8-4)' much more wurately : then by means
of the other two, 3 ' can be got atill more aocurately ; and so on again if yon thinh fit.
[PAR.
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22. With this new hour angle, f)', and the sidereal time, determine a new
right aclcemion; then calculate the following quantity :Computed semidiameter of moon?=. P. D. of moon's centre

,,+ \/

I=

I

sin

1

mn

N. P. D.

of moon's oentre, new a. a-E.A. of moon's centre

This ia to be oomputed on the two sseumptions for longitude (which have

1'1

two right d o n s and N. P. D. of moon's centre).
23. The computed ~emidiameterought to agree with the Nautical Almanac
aemidiameter found in 18. If neither of the two wumptions of longitude makes
it do so, one of them muat be altered by a propertional part of their differenoe,
fonnd i n the same manner as in other oases where two longitudes are tried.
24. ( E ) . Longitude by eclipses of Jupiter's satellita-a very rough method.
The observation is merely to note the last instant, or the first instant (according
es it ia disappearance or reappearance) of the satellite. The computation is merely
to correct thb for chronometer error, so as to obtain sidereal time, nnd to compare
this with the Greenwich sidereal time given in the Nautioal Almanao.
25. I n regard to the d e c t a of errors of observation, the following remarke
should be borne in mind :A oertain error of time in taking a lunar distance produces that same error in
the deduced longitude. An error in the measure of one eeaond produces about
two seconds of time in the longitude.
An error of one second of time in a lnnar transit prodabout thirty seoonds'
error in the longitude.
An error of one second of time in a lnnar zenith distenoe will produce at [east
thirty seoonda of t i e error in longitude, sometimes considerably more. An error ,
of one m n d in zenith distanoe produoes at kaot two seconds of time in longitude,
sometimes considerably more.
An error of one m n d of time in an occultation produces one m n d of time
i n the longitude.
The same in the observations of eclipses of Jupiter's sateUtes.
I n illustration of the part (0) transita of the moon, the following obaervatiom
and calculations, made at the station of Lake Memphramngog, in Canada, aw
given.
The transita of the stars and the moon's bright limb are the mean of the five
wires without any correotion (which is unnecessary) for azimuthal error.

VtdUa of

LAKE MEMPHRAYAGOQ, 1845.
Calcrclations for Longitudes from obaerved Lunar Transits.
L -2
- (iiE)
h.,
muming the Longitudes a t 4h. 48m. and 4h. 49m.

(&)
M.

(

)

--

288 - Log. 288 = 2459392
- , 120 2.857332
1'602060

H.

Log. 289 = 2.460897

-1.603665
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p' Sagittarii.
H. M. a
Tt. 18 1 1 49%
B. A. 18 4 33.87

H. M.

a

... 17 66 40.67

Preoeding D a y

Lower P m -e heqeding
- ... 18 28 1207

... 19

Corresponding D a y

0 37'06

Lower Psssago Following... 19 32 44.08

... 20

Following D&y

ar. a.

+

32 31.M)

+

32 2198

8.

- 662

+ 32 7'03
+ 31 39.76

- 17'96
- 27'28

.a.

-11.43

- 933

+

a.
2.10

4 23.83

1937.736
H.Y.

B.A.-

19 0 37'06
1937-736=

+

H. M. 0.

8.

R. A. = 19
3.294

0 37.06
3.287294
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H.

Y.

8.

Longitude = 4 48 26.86'
The following account is given of the method employed in determining
t h e longitude of K ~ s h g h a rby Captain Trotter, R.E., Deputy Snperintendent, Great Trigonometrical Survey of Indin, in the Geographical Section
of t h e Report of the Mission t o Yarkand from India, under Sir Douglrta
Forsyth, K.o.s.I., in 1873-74 :" The method of observation employed in the determination of absolnto longitudes waa that of lunar zenith distances, as being be& adapted to the largest
instrument carried with the expedition, siz., a six-inch transit theodolite, with

* From the Corps Papers nnd Memoirs on Military Snbjects of the Royal and E;
India Compnny's Engineers, vol. i., pp. a1 1, 318.
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micrometer eye-piece. This method of observntion has not hitherto occupied a
prominent position in Englieh astronomical works, and as the results a t h h g h a r
cannot but be considered satisfactory, I have thought advisable to enter somewhat
a t length into the subject and to give nn example of the computation of a single
night's observationsthere. drawn up on a form specially prepared from Chauvenet's
formnla by J. B. N. Hennessey, Esq., of the Great Trigonometrical Survey.
'The subject is gone into somewhat fully in an article furnished by Colonel
Walker, E.E., in Hints to fla~elZer8, a publication of the Royal Geographical
Society (3rd Edition, December 1871), to which the render ia referred.*
The instrument employed a t Kaahghar wlrs furnished with two micrometers,
each moving a separate wire, the eye-piece being so arranged thnt the micrometer
mires may be placed parallel either to the b e d vertical or to the fixed horizontal
wire of the diaphragm, nocording aa transitr or zenith distances are required to be
observed.
" Thedietance between the micrometer and centre wires is adjustable at pleasure.
and may be set according to the rate of motion of the celestial body observedA complete observation of the moon on one face of the instrument consists in
noting the chronometer times of ptwsnge of the moon's limb acrose each of the
wires in succession, and the corresponding reading of the vertical verniers ; a cornplete pair of observations on both faces gives altogether six times and four readings
of the vertical arc. The readings of the ends of the bubble of the level attached to
the telescope, object and eye ends being alternately directed towards the object
observed; give a correction to be applied to the mean of the readings of the
vertical arc which gives a final zenith distance wrreeponding to the mean of the
six chronometer times.
" In the example I have given i t took me j u t three quartere of an honr to
obeerve ten wmplete pairs of zenith distances as before described. A quarter of
an hour may be allowed for the observation of three pairs of zenith distances
to a star for time prior to the observations to moon, and nn equal time for
similar observations after. TOwmplete observations in the time abovementioned,
however, the observer mmt be thoroughly familiar with his instrument, must have
a good recorder, and have his lamps and apparatus in perfect order.
"The weak point of the system is that it is only applicable a t certain times
when the moon is favorably situated for observation ; still, however, even in
thia respect i t contrasts favorably with all other methods, excepting that of ' lunar
diatancea,' for determining longitudes. I give some rnlea which-have been laid
down on this subject by Colonel Walker in the Hints to Tmztelleru, modified by
subsequent experience : they may, I hope, be of use to future explorers.
" ' Take pair^ of observations of zenith distanoe on a star for the determination of
'the local time and ohronometer error, then take other peirs of observations of
' zenith distance on the moon, in each instance adopt the mean of the chronometer
' times as that of the ' wmplete observation ' of zenith distance. Both moon and
' atar should be as nearly easterly or westerly as possible, and not very nenr (say
' within lo0 of) the horizon. The operations should oommence and close with star
'observations, in order that the chronometer rate may be duly ascertained and
' allowed for. The effect of instrumental errors will be materially reduced when
l

See Appendix, p. lii.
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'the stars and the moon are on the eame side of the meridian and a t nearly the
' -me zenith diatance ;if time permita, observations should be taken both enst and
' west of the meridian, and both before and after full moon. I n north latitudea,
'when the moon is going from south to north in declination on any day, ehe ir
' moat favorably situated for observing when west of the meridian; if moving i n
' 'declination from north to south, she should be observed eest of the meridian.

" ' The best time for observation is mhun thu direction of tha proper mtion of the
'moon ie towards the zenith of the observer. The sidereal time, when this occurs,
' may be readily found, graphically, by drawing on a chart of the heavens a tangent
' to the moon's orbit a t some point near the mean position of the moon, on the day
' of observing, and producing i t to cut the declination circle paseing through the
' observer's zenith ; then the hour circle passing through the point of intersection
' gives the sidereal time of obeervation. For practical pnrposea it will snflice to
' drop a perpendicular from the point indicating the moon'^ mean position on tothe
' ecliptic, and drawing through that point a line a t right anglea with the perpendi' cular, and prolonging it to cut the declination circle. It will be found that the
' most favorable times ocour when the moon ie on the observer's prime vertioal, and
' the least favorable when she is on the meridian.
" ' Whenever possible a few observations should be taken d d y on wveral daym
' rather thnn a large number on a single day. ' "

Observations for Time ;and Resulting Chronometer Corrections etnployed in
determining Local Mean Timfor the calculatwn qf Longitude from
Lunar Zenith Distance.
I
Astronomicat Unto.

'/
1

Ohicrt
Obscn.ed.
h1rn11 Tinre.

,

6th Dec. y G e m i ~ ~ o r ~ ~ n ~ l
,r

rr

13

7.

,, ,, ,.
,, ,, In Leonis

7th
?itit

,,

a ,\lttlrorn.

1

1
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Ob~ervationrof Lunar Zenith Distances and Resulting Determination of
Longitude.'
Rednltiq Longitude.

18i3.

50 17 68
51 17 43
51 53 54
52 45 57
632314
64 25 40

46 10.3
60 5'17
64 13.5
69 186
11 2 4 4 . 2

8 84.2

4 40
4 36
4 44
4 36
423
4 34

O

76

' '
9 0

Observations were taken at Kasbghar on six nights in December 1873 and Jlnoar~
18i4, with the follcsing reau1ta:-

DATE.
6th December, 1873
7th
,,
9,
2;th
,,
I,
26th
,,
9
29th

B l r t annu&

.--"

R m u ~ ~ r nLoxo~runr.
o
j15'

. . . . . . 76O 2'
. . . . . . 76 2
. . . . . . 76 6
. . . . . . 76
9
. . . . . . -"
56 1:

cI0

Arithmetical mean.
76O 6' 47.5

0

0

46

15

J

I n addition to the foregoing methods, it may be useful to lay down
the process of determining the difference of longitude between two
o
places by a chronometer. Suppose A and B to be these t ~ places.
At A find the error and rate of the chronometer, and then transport
it to B. At the latter station take a time observation with the same
chronometer ; the time a t B being known, and that a t A being deduced
from the indication of the chronometer, the difference between these
two elements is the difference of the longitude required
I n practice when a chronometer is carried over-land, i t cannot be
relied upon in furnishing a very accurate difference of longitude
between two places, as its rate becomes liable to irregular variations
from the jolting attendant on its transport. But the uncertainty which
arises from the employment of one chronometer may often be got rid
of by tlie use of several, when the mean of all the results may be
assumed as the true difference of longitude between the two stations
of observation. For more detailed instructions and the rigorous methods
[PART v.
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of fiuding the 1ongd~u.h by portable chronometers, see Chauvenet'fl

Spherical and Praatical Astrouomy," Chap. VII, pp. 317 to 339.
The extension of the system of telegraph lines to and throughoi~t
India necessitates eome reference t o the method of determining longitude by the electric telegraph, and the following extract from Chauvenet's
'' Spherical and Praotical Astronomy" explains how this may be done.
"

"It is evident thnt the clocka a t two Stations, A & B, may be compared by meana of ~ i g n n l s
"communicated through an elecho-telegraphic wire which connects the stations. Suppose
a t a time T by tlie clock nt A, a signal is made, which is perceived at B at the time T' by
'' the clock a t that Stntion.
be the clock corrections on the times a t these Stations respectively (both
Let A T and
I' being solar or both sidereal).
'' Let x be the time required by the electric current to paas over tlie wire; then A being
'I the more ensterly station, we have ' I tlie difference of longitude
b y the formula
= (T
AT)
(TIAT')
x = 1,+ x
"Since x ie unknown, we must endeavour to eliminate it. For this purpose, let a signal bo
whicli is perceived a t A a t the clock time T";' then we have
made a t B a t the clock time 'IL',
A = (T" + L\ T")- (T' + A T')
z = XI
a

-

+

+

-

-

'' In these f o r m u l r s ~nnd
~ X, denote the

approximnte values of the difference of longitudq
"found by signals enst-west and aeat-east reapectively, when the transmission time z ia
"disregarded; and the true value is

A=#(A,

+ A,).

Such is the simple and obvious application of the telegraph to the determination of Ion@" tudea; bat the degree of accuracy of the result depends gra~tly-(more than a t firat
" appenrs) upon the manner in which the signnls nre commlulicnted and received. .
" Suppose the observer qt A taps npon a signal key (see vol. 11, " Chronogrsph " for
l'the detnils of the apparatus here alluded to) a t an exact second by Ilia clock, thereby
"producing an audible click of the armature of the electro-mngnet a t B. The observor a t
B may not only determine tlie nenrest second by his ciock when he hears thin click, but
"may alao estimate the fraction of a second; and it would seem that we ought i ~ this
t way
&' to be able to detarmine a longitude within one-tenth of a second. But, before even t1ii.q
" ilqree of accuracy can be secured, we have yet to eliminate, o r reduce to a minimum, the
" following sourcea of error :Id-The personal error of the observer who gives the signal; 2nd-The prraonal error
"of the obeerver who receives tlie signal and estimntes the fraction of a second by the ear ;
'' 3t.d-The smnll fraction of time required h>complete tlie galvnnic circuit after the
lLtoucheathe s i g ~ ~key
a l ; 4th-The ai-mdure lime, or tlie time required by the armature a t tho
"Station whero the signal ia received, to move through tlie space in which it plnyr, and
" to give the audible click; 5th-The
errors of the supposed clock corrections, whick involve
"errors of obeervntion, and error3 in the riglit nscerisions of the stnrs employed.
" For the means of contending successfully with these sources of error we are indebted to
"our Goad Surcy (Ameriwn), which, under the superinte~idenceof Professor Bache, not
"only called into existence the Chronographic instruments, but ha8 given us the most
" emcient m o ~ h o dof using them."
"

I n exploring new countries, or in accompanying armies on a fvreigll
oxpedition, the time uecessary for making longitude observationrr
cannot be spared ; in such cases the difference of longitude between two
CHAPTER IX.]
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plaoes may be determined by means of a route survey combined with
azimuth observations in the following manner :
I t ought to be premised that the object of such a survey is not so
much to lay down the road, as to fix with accuracy the positions of
distant places; with this view the strrtions selected along the route
ehould be as few as possible, and not leas than one mile apart. The line
of the road may be followed whenever stations can be fixed thereon
fulfilling these conditions. But as this is a circumstance which is not
nlways obtainable in practice, the road sometimes deviating from a
atmight course, and passing through towns which obstruct a distant view
in front, the trace of the route in such cases may be carried out of the
direction of the road, so as to pass clenr of the obstructiug t o m , which,
if required, may be connected with the traoe aforesaid by offsets, or by
subsidiary routes executed with differeut or inferior instruments.
There ought to be at least three perambulntors for executing the linear
measurement, their errors being previously ascertained by rolling them
over a distnnce fixed by n trigonometricnl operation. Two perambulators
would be insufficient, for in case of discrepant results occurring, they will
remain unaccounted for, the perambulator which has gone wrong, being
detectable ouly by the employment of a third. At the commencement
of the survey the perambulntors being set to dissimilar readings, they will
read differently all the any, and thus prove an effective check on the
erroneous rending and noting of the distances.
A 7-inch Theodolite mill be the best instrument for making the
necessary angular measurement.
The distance6 and angles of the route will require to be measured
according to the method of the Ray Tr'we Survey. 111 addition to
these measurements it will be uecessnry to take latitude and rn'mufi
observations at the origin, and in the vicinities of large toms, which are
about oue degree or sixty miles asunder, and also nt the terminus.
With good instruments both the latitude and azimuth in each i u s h c e
may be secertained with sufficient accuracy in two or three days.
When all these ol>servations are completed, the reduction of the route
may be performed in the following manlier :
Let A and B be two consecutive stations on tbe ronte where astronomical observations have been made. I t is clear first that the direct
distance from A to B mny be deduced according to the Ray Trace Mothod ;
2nd, that with this distance, and the observed latitude and azimuth
at A, the latitude of B, the back azimuth of A, and the difference of
longitude betwoen A and B mny be computed as shewn in Part IV,
[PART
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Chapter V ; and that lastly a similar deduction with reference to A may
be made from the observed elements at B.
When these deductions are finished, it will be seen that A and B will
each possess two latitudes, one derived from observation, and the other
fron computation ; and that likewise there will be two computed differences of longitude between these stations. If these resulta are accordant,
it may be taken aa a proof of the accuracy of the work. But as an
of this kind will rarely occur in practice, the best mode of
dealing with the discordant data, is to take in every instance the observed
latitudes, and the mean between the two computed differences of longitude, as the true values of these elements.
The limita A and B of the route being fixed, the intermediate points
may be adjusted according to the method explained at pp. 4 6 2 4 6 4 .
In the Appendix will be found a list containing the latitudes and
longitudes of most of the well-known fixed places, derived from the Great
Trigonometrical and Topographical Surveys of India, which mill afford the
best information to the surveyor for initial data in the prowcution of
any survey operations within the limits of the District specified. They
have been arranged alphabetically according to Provinces and Districts,
and the three Presidencies separately detailed. The extension of the
Great Triangulation, now almost over the whole of India, offers great
facilities to the surveyor in the preaent day, and gives fixed data for
starting nlmost any operations.

THE END.
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1. In the Manna1 of Surveying for India ample instrnctions have been given for
triangulation of the second order, and for detail surveying in general.
a f e o p . of
I t is unnecessary, therefore, to repeat here what has already been
completely described; but adopting the rules lnid down in the
Manual as a basis, it is intended in theae instructions to recapitulate, with as much force aa
practicable, the great leading principles, which m h t not be departed from in extensive
anrveys, and to develop the system of internal detail best suited to aurveya purely topographical in chnracter.
2. The peculiar province of a Revenue Snrvey being to define bonndariea of estate8
or properties, it is manifest that the principal operations of
OU*ofa-wb
such a survey must be directed conformably to those boundaries ;
m.
which require to be ascertained, a n d ,marked out M o r e aurvey
operations can commence.
8. When the size of eatates to be mensured is considerable, as in Ben@, where the
circuits are extensive, the operutiow of the Revenue Survey may
I-~$ropo~phJobviously be made the basis of topographical delineations, whereby
the expense of a separate basis is saved, and the diitricta can afterwards be incorporated by means of the great triangulation aa described in the Manual.
Bnt when the size of the properties measured is so inconsiderable, as in the cane of the
Bombay Revenue Survey, and when they are further not included within principal circnita,
those measurements cannot be combined to any extent, witllout running the risk of accnmulating large errors, and therefore they cannot be made a basis for topographical operations,
like the Bengal Surveys, in which 5eld measureruenb are strictly internal and subsidiary.
4. The tarm Topographical Survey" implies the measurement and delineation of the
natural features of a country and the works of man thereon, with
the object of produciug a complete and sufficiently accurate map.
Being free from the trammels of boundaries of properties, the
principal lines of operations must conform to the features of the country and objects to
be surveyed.
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6. The only safe basis for topographical operations is beyond all question or dispnte
a system of aoenrate triangulation, whereby undue accnmnlation of
c w y a 9 ; &error
T ia precluded in the extension of the work, bodat the same h a
limits are set to the intrasion of the error in the internal details.
6. The greater the extent of country to be surveyed, the greater will be the risk of
accumulating error in the triangulation itself, and hence, on account
of the immense extent of Britiah India, arises the necessity for
P,~'$=O~L~r
superior accuracy in the Great Trigonometrical operations.
7. With the object of reducing the accumulating tendency within narrow limits, the
Great Trigonometrical operations are carried on in pri~~cipal
aeries, proceeding in s straight
course from one measured base to another, thus adopting the ahorlest lines of connection
The lines ta which the series conform are either Meridional or Longitudinal, or approximating to the boundaries of the empire These principal series are now generally made
double throughout, thus affording additional checks a t every stage of progress. Aa their
course is straight, and the size of triangles the greatest the conntry will admit of, without
violating the principles of symmetry, it follows that the stations of observation are reduced
to the minimum number practically attainable. The greateat care and attention can thns
be bestowed (with all due regard to economy) on tho few great
~ s t a o d l dm& of pro- stations on which accurate continuity depends, and those observations
o
m
d
m th.aatoQmc(Y
d u ' h & e are always taken with inetrlunenta of the first order by experienced
observers.
8. These principal series are further checked by measured baaes and Azimutbs of
verification. The accuracy of their sides being thus proved, those lines become fit to verify
the next class of operations, wiz., the subsidiary Yeridional seriea by which the conntry h
traversed (or intended to be traversed) a t every degree of longitude apart
9. Subservient to thew great operations aro the secondary and minor triangnlations,
by which placea of major importance are fixed, and great rivers traced out.
10. This brief sketch of the systam of the Great Trigonometrical Survey of India,
though at first sight i t may appear foreign to the subject of this paper, isnevertheless
essential, because those great operations d o r d the primary basis for Topographical
Surveys, which must either conform to the great triangulation already executed, or be
susceptible of easy incorporation with series hereafter to he carried on. I t is indispensable
also that.the disthctionahould be fully understood between principal
&
and secondary operatiom, the former being ss rigorously accurate
of h- 8, human means can make them, while the latter being intended
mecontuncuoe
for limited purposes cannot, with propriety, be made a b.si for
extended operations.
11. In commencing a Topographical Survey of an Indian district or territorial division
it will be generally found that nome portion of it hss eirher been
ammmaawnt Or To- traversed by one or more of the great series above ddescribed, or
lwgmPh(ul s m .
some of the great stations will be found anfiiciently near to affonl
a coilvenient basis for triangulation of extension. These atationa furnish a t once to the
Topogrnphical Surveyor the four initial elements required for comWn.l a l ~ e n w .
menchg a survey, &., lsf a point of departure, the latitude and
longitude of which are flxed; 2nd, a linear element or base of aecertained length; 3rd, an
initial Azimuth or true direction of the meridian; aud, rlthly, the height above the sen
leveL The numerical values of these elements will be supplied on application to the
Superintendent, G. T. Survey.
12. An the great stations, however, are too far apart for immediate use in internal
operations of detail, the p e a t triangles may conveniently be broken
-trhabN=
down into sunller ones according to Colonel Everest's ray trace

,
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aystem described in the Manual.* By means, therefore, of m y trace triangulation, and
secondary points depending on the sides thereof, a sufficient number of 5xed stations may
be eatabliahed in the immediate vicinity of the Qreat Trigonometricnl series, nnd such
points of reference should be about three to five miles apart according to the nature and
value of the ground to be surveyed.t
13. But this method is only applicable to ground covered by the great triangulation, or
contiguous thereto. For other portions of the district or territory
md'Of n
o-'
to be surveyed, provision must be made for extending additional
dwclibd.
large triangulations according to circumstances, &. :
14. New points may be selected on the flanks of the great triangolation, so as to form
an additional number of large symmetrical triangles, and in this way a breadth of 15 to 30
miles of h i y country may be embraced, or about jeven or eight miles of flat ground.
15. Such additional triangles must be executed with the same rigorous precaution aa
in the Trigonometrical Survey. All three angles should be observed with an instrument,
not less (if procurable) than 12 inches diameter, which should be duly isolated, and the
signals should be luminous.
16. If the space to be triangulated be greater than can be embraced by one set of these
5 m k triangles, it will be proper in a hilly district to extend opera-abrnemA
tions as far as the limits required, by means of a net-work of the
largest symmetrical triangles that can be selected. These will arrange themselves into a
succession of hexagonnl or other polygonal figures, and it is to be remarked that the care
and attention which should be bestowed on this part of the work ought to be strictly proportional to the extent to which the additional triaugulntiou may require to be carried, the
main object being to exclude accumulated error in extending the work. Hence the number
of times the observations should be repented, the size of the instrnmenta, and every other
element of accuracy should be in proportion to the distance to be triangnlated. Manual of
Surveying, Part IV, Chapter on Trigooometricul Surveying, kc.
17. In a flat country, however, the method of net-work would be expensive and dilatory, as well as liable to accumulated error. In such, if the area to
by
be triangulated is large, it will be proper to carry a boundary series
of triangles with sides as l u g e as practicable along the outline of the district and pergunas,
or such internal boundaries, as are intended to be delineated Minor serieo of this class
should emanate from a principal side of the Great Trigonometrical Survey, and re-enter on
another principal side, the former serving the purpose of an initial base, while the latter
fulfils the object of verification. One flankof such a series should also conform sufficiently
near to the boundary, so that the latter may be susceptible of easy con~iectiontherewith,
while the course of the series should be na direct as circumstances will admit, because wcumnlntion of error depends &paribus on the length of the series, and number of stations
emp!oyed.
18. I t is to be understood, thnt a minor series of this class must be conducted with the
same rigorous precnutions that have already been enjoined in the case of a net-work.
19. If the space included between the bounding minor series and a great trinngulation
exceeds 20 to 25 miles, it may be desirable to break it up into smaller spnces by means of
branch minor series, emanating from a principal side of the great triangles, and closing on
.
a side of the bounding series.

-

,

*See

Part IV, Chapter on Minor Triangulation, &a.

t In the Natlond Bnneys of England, Fmm, urd Banria, tho internal trimglllrlion r.scr~riod
l o a g r e b r dogreo of minuteue~than i~ here oonlempkkd.
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Having t h w covered the whole field of survey with a net-woxk of kge trianglar
in the case of hilly country, or with connected series in t h e casa of
Bat lands, it will remain to interpolate other stations b y means of
the ray trace system, aided by secondary triangles, whereby the whole country may b
covered with fixed points three to five miles asunder according to circumstances.
21. I t may happen in some instances that a district to be topographically surveyed
may have been traversed by more than one series of the Great
E m to ptoewd when the
au a- tnrmd Trigonometrical Survey. In such cases, the interval between two
b more Uun one M u of
series must be filled up, if the country be h i p , with a net-work of
a. T. s w a y .
large triangles uniting symmetrically with the flank aid- of both
series; but if the country be &it, minor series should be run across the xacant space, from
one Great Trigonometrical series to the other. The ray trace triangulation, before adverted
to, will furnish approprinte bases for such minor series to emanate from, and close on.
22. From this description it will be apparent, that the principle necessary to be
observed in triangulating a district is to divide the operations into
o f ~ & ~ ~ - ~ three
~ f classes, viz., the 1st class, consisting of larip symmetrical
triangles, of which all the angles are to be observed with pecnlia
care, as well as with the bcst means, and it is to be distiuctly understood that the advantage
aimed at by thin class of triangles ia the prevention of wumnlated
,
&
~
~
~ error
O in extending
T
~
operations to a distance. The 2nd class of operations consists of ray trace triangles, by means of which the lnrger
triangles may be symmetrically snbdivided into smaller ones. This class of operations is
essentially internal, nnd therefore not productive of accnmulated error; nevertheleas dl
three angles should be well measured. The 3rd or lnst class con(Ilu OT &
~ $ 3 of secondnry triangles, whereby conspicuom existing object3
brnd o m or new atations may be fixed by intersections from the stations
belonging to the superior classes of work. In fixing a secondary point by intersection, &takes are l i b l e to be committed, both in recognizing the object under d s e r e n t aspects, as
well as ascertaining its name, more especially when the distance is
III-%.
E
great. Proper precantions must, therefore, be observed to insm
snvr.
identification in both those respects, nnd when practicable t h e same
point should be intersected from more than two stations, whereby its position will become
verified by common sides. If all due care be taken, these points will be snfliciently well
fixed for topographical purposes, but tliey cannot be permitted to
of
~ ~ & ~ m ~ f
enter
a into
$ any
~ continued series or system of triangulation, of which
don.
the main object is accurate extenmion.
23. In all cases of net-work or triangles which combine into polygonal figures, the
computntions will not give consistent results, unless a l l equations of
OWIpntrtlon of net-worL
condition appertaining to the f i y c s are previously satisfied according to Colonel Everest's method, described in his work, pa@ 121, or Professor Galloway's
rnehod, tide Royal Agtrl. Society's Memoirs, Val. XV. The calcuhtions for this purpose
are, however, so complex and laborious as to be beyond tho means and competence of
topogaphicnl
I t will suEce, therefore, for this class of operatiom to disperse
trilulgular error by distributing one-third of its amount to each angle of the trim&,
wl~ichthe latter may be computed aa plnin triangles, and the arithmetical means of wmmon sides* slrould be taken for continuing the trinngulation. If the observatio~~s
have been
20.

t%

Wlleu several indolopaudent value# of tho same quantib sgree rory nearly, it ia sufUeient b take the
mof the Logs. of thoae valuea to represent tho Log. of tho moan of the e a t u d number uuaeriug
the 7th p a , Ilto medm n . t ~ d nnumbors
(heroto, but if tho differeuoes betweon tllc Log8. a&cl more
ohould IN uad, aud iu Log. taken out hdoyeudcnU~.
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carefully made, the discrepancies in the valnes of such common sides onght to be extremely
small, and therefore of no great importance.
24. Some system, however, must be maintained in the order of computation, otherwise
the mean results will vary according to the ortler in which the comoi
putations proceed. The principle to be observed is this ; the values
given by the Great Trigonometrical Survey are to be taken as fixed qnnntities, and those
sides which are deduced immediately therefrom are considered of next importance,
while those which are deduced by the same number of steps from the Great Trigonomet r i a l values, are reckoned of equal weights. Thus supposing in the diagram in
the margin that A, B, C, D, are stati~nson the finnkof a Great Trigonometrical series,
the values of those aides are to be taken as unalterable.
A
Let a, b, c, 4 e be stations of an extending net-work.
Then the sides Aa and Ba will be obtninwl by computing the triangle ABa. Similarly, Bb and Cb,
will be derived from trinngle BCb. But the value
of ab will differ, according as Ba or Bb be made
the base for computing triangle Bab. The valnes
of Ba and Bb are, however, of equal weight, being
each dcrived from the basis by one step of compntation, Hence ab will have two values of equal
weight, the mean whereof should be taken for
computing triangle abd. Similarly there will be
two valuetl of bc, and ao on generally for all sidea
of these trinngles.

-

s~ .

,

-

25. Any large portion of the earth's surface, such as a district or province, cannot
however, be treated as a plain surface. The spheroidal excess of
sroldal~taraolWls
nur- ro be
the large triangles will have been dispersed by applying one-third of
Lnto.oeOMt
tho triangalar error to each angle, which is strictly conformable
to Legendre's mle; but with reference to the extension of the triangles over a spheroidal
snrface, together with the change in Azimuth, or inclination of BIeridiaus that takes place,
this will be duly provided for by computing the Latitudes, Longitudes and reverse
Azimuths, according to the methods explained in Part IV of the Manual, Chapter on the
amputation of Latitudes nnd Longitudes of Trigonometrical Stations.
26. I n prosecnting these latter compntatious, it will be found that the resulta derived
from different sides will disagree by small quantities in the 2nd
xtmltd dhueP=cia br
daa of and 3rd place of decimals of a second. These discrepancies will
d d a t s d podtlon.
be occasioned by the equations of conditiou.not hnving been previously satisfied. The triangular correction being insuliicient in complex figures, and the
mean sides not corresponding with the angular elements with mathematical precision, the
fignrcs become more or less dislocated. There is no remedy for this inconsistency, but to
eatisfy all the mathematical equations of condition, by corresponding corrections, as has
alrendy been remarked. If, however, the work has been executed with all due care and
with good instruments, the discrepancies in Latitude, Longitude, and Azimuth ought to he
very minute, and barely apprecinbla* To enable the Topographical Surveyor to form a
proper estimate of the character of his work, discriminating between discrepancies due

Another -n

for such discmpanoios, pnrtirmlarly in Aelmuth, is tho omission of spherical exodes

In ooppntiog sooondar). triwgnlation. Tho anplea uaed in deduoiog Admuths ahould ba spheroidal. To
obtain t b m , one-third the spherical oxoeaa requires to ba added to emh angle of a plauc trianglo.
a his &odd nor bo omitted by
aidea exceed eight miles.

vnroful computer, even In tho oaao of seaondary triangulation, when tho
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to want of refinement, and thow errors which may ariae from mistake& it is to be remarked
that 1. of a great circle of the earth is very nearly 100 feet, and consequently 1 foot i#
nearly W01 of Latitude or Longitude in India The latter quantity would be an error
totally inadmissible in great operations, but may be exceeded in subsidiary work, if the
oommou sides di!.Ter more than two feet.
fl. I t haa been recommended to adopt minor series in flat countries in preference
to net-work. Such minor series emanating from a side of fixel
=&
length, and closing on another of the aame character, may ba
trutd.
expected to exbibit a discrepancy of greater or leas amount at the
line of janction. Suppose 2 L to be the Logarithmic difference on comparing the last computed side, and n to be the number of triangles in the series,
9
then on the hypothesis of a gradual and equal rate of gene-

.=

a

C

S L would be a Log. correction applicable to
ration of error n
each side of continuation successively, and by applying such
corrections to each triangle, the discrepancy at the line of
junction would disappear; but the sides of the triangles, after
being thus altered, would not agree with the angles for computntion, and therefore this simple process would not prove
satisfactory. To produce consiste~lcybetween the mgles m d
corrected sides, we may proceed in this manner. In any triangle
ABC, appertaining to a series, if AB be the known side, and
B C the next side of contionation for the series, then B C = Log.
AB + Log. sin A-Log. sin C; but if it be required thnt Lag.
B C should become Log. BC + z, then this new value will be
equal to the expression Log. AB + (Log. sin A
Jz)--(Log. sin
C - 42). IIence if we take out the Log. difference due to 18 for
ench of these two angles in every triangle of the seriss, and call

+

81

.

the sum of these Log. d'ierence S, then ---' wdl
S

be the

angular correction in seconds due to each of the two angles
of the triangles, which mter into the computation for
A

28. If the cumulative correction required st the side of junction be positive, then the
angulnr correction will also be positive to all angles opposite the side of couLinution in
advance (which angles are marked with a siugle dot in the diagram), and negative t o those
angles which may be termed the apices, K i n g opposite to the known sides used as bof calculation. These apical angles are marked with two dota in the d i a m . T h e 3rd
angle in every triangle, or that opposite the flank aide, will not need alteration. After
correcting the auglw in the foregoing manner, and recomputing the triangla (or correcting the sides in proportion to the angular corrections), the discrepancy a t the line of
junction will be found to have disappeared, provided the calculations are cafried to .n
additional figure of Logs. beyond the usual number of places.*
29. In this way consistency may be produced in the results of a minor s e r i ~of
importance; but it in not in general a matter of rigorous necessity, because the numerical
Angobr o o m t l o o l of this Und onght to ha very minute, m d h r within Che probabb onon of
otherwise the work ia ndidl~
bad, and no system of treatment abort d-al
m ~ o dnl 1 do
LW go06 VidbMmual, P u t IlI,Ch.pter XVII dn ' I the conneo(lon between the a d Trigonomatrid .lid
Bevenno Snrvers," on the subjmtol limit of error. In 1st olus minor triaogula(ioo, the error
l e a tbm half
foot per mile, m d In seoondm operatloru bued on tho former or iderior t-eon,
one foot per mila or 1-!X!OLh part my ha reokoned about thalimit.
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discrepancies likely to occur in calculating Latitudes, Longitudes, and reveraed Azimuths
appertaining to well-execnted operations, will nsually be so minute M to admit of beiig
considered unimportant for topography.
80. I t is to be understood that our formulm for computing Latitude, Longitude, and
reversed Azimuth are approximate, being in fact a series of terma
not regnlnrly converging. Of t l w e formulse, the two first terma
c
L
w
q and only are given in Part IV of the Manual, Chapter on the Computation
of Latitudes, Longitudes and Azimuths of Trigonometrical Stationq
t h e other terms being inaenaible for short distances.
I n the principal operations of the
Great Trigonometrical Survey, however, the computatiou is always carried to the 3rd and
4th parts,* and it may be remarked, that in dislances of a0 to 40 miles, the 8rd part may
amount to half a tenth of a second or thereabouts in Latitade or Longitude, and sometimes
n w l y an much in Azimuth.
81. The Trionometrical basia of a Topographical Survey having been laid out in the
manner which has been here described, and the requisite computaOf
w- tioua having been effected, the next busineas is to plot the position
of stations (by means of co-ordinatas of Latitude and Longitude)
on a skeleton chart, whereon the geographical limes have been previously correctly projected
according to the mles given in Part 111 of the Manual, Chapter XVI on "the Method of
dwribing the graticule of Maps."
a2. The protraction by co-ordinatea should then be verified by distances, i.a, by the
length of sides of triangles, and, lastly, a comparison should be
v-tlaolayok
instituted with the augulnr readings or bearings in the field-boob
A further test of the most satisfactory character
M a check against errom of direction.
will be obtained, when the akeleton chart is mounted on the plane table, and the principal
stations are visited by the detail Surveyor, who will thus have an opportunity of verifying
the accuracy of the plot in a few minutes.
83. The precise part of those objects which have been fixed by intersection, auch M
temples, buildings, kc., shonld be briefly, but significantly, specified
on the chart, tu prevent mistakea in identifying the exact poinu
fixed.
84. The next question for consideration is the best method of filling in topographical
details. There are three methods of procedure available : Ist, the
method of m w u r i n g up the minor triangles on the principles of
prmdue.
the Ordnance Survey, as described by Captain Frome in hid work ;
Ind, by traversing from trigonometrical point to point, and taking offieta and intersection8 ;
8rd, by meana of the plane table.
86. The two first methods being purely mechanical in principle, and snaceptibleof easy
check, may readily be carried out by native agency, if it can be
-opatrou.
procured sufficiently cheap. However, as a11 surveying comes ultimately to sketching in the gronnd, provision must be made for performing this part of the
duty artistically, unless indeed the contour-system be adopted, by which means the
character and couflgnration of the ground can be accurately delineated mechanically,
A contoured Trigonometrical
the aid of any artistical talent whatever.
Survey, however, would be extremely costly aa well an slow in progress,t for

fm-d*a

--
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8peoi.l Tables for f~IlItatingthe Orat Mgonomstrid Saney mmpntatio~hare bmn printed,
(Aruiliary Tabh, 1868), sod us procnnble on npplloation Lo the Surveyor-Oeoer.L
t Contouring ooltd about B.. 40 per mUe, and proloup the time ooonpied In wmpletiq the nupa
nearly thres fold. The lrst ParUunentarr &port on the Ordnrsc4 Smey of 8ooU.nd h u pronounad
(ha wntodng l ~ l l e m
d r l u M . , on the eridsnoe of Ua moll &b?akd Civil md H i l i b v Enginem of
Lbr dy.
.
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which reasons thst spatem of internal mwey is hardly applicable to the circumstanm ol
Indin in the present day, and certainly totally inapplicable to the Native States, or to t h e
mountainous and jungly tracts belonging to the Government of India. These two classof country form the only field for 8urvej.s purely topographical, all the rich districts coming
@ally within the m p e of the Revenue Survey system.
86. An inexpensive and rapidly conducted but perfectly complete survey is w l ~ a tis
urgently required in India, and these objects can most eEectually
Plan0 h b I S
be attained by plane table surveys, based on the trigonometrical
autrs.nd--m
operations before described. This method, however, requires able
and practised draftsmen.
37. The principle of the plane table in that of trigonmetrical intersection, and demands
the same caution as has heen already enjoined in the case of aecond~ m u h ~ t h e h b l s .
ary triangles.* Accumulation of error cannot take place in such a
survey, as limits hate already been set to it by the b e d points trigonometrically esttlblished.
The accnracy of the internal detail within these limits will, on the other hand, depend on rile
shortness of the distance from which the ground is sketched np, as well us on the care with
which poinb are intersected from the Trigonometrical stations, and the necessary offseb
measured up and plotted on the board.
88. A11 Trigonmetrical stations must first be marked in some conapimou~manner,
such as is described in the Manual, Part IV,. C h a.~ t e ron Triaoult. nometrical Surveping;&c., and % ~ R Jor other marks shouldYbe
-?a#.
planted a t those additional points where the h b l e is required to
be set up. Such plane table positions being fixed d p e i from the Trigonometrical
stations, render the Surveyor independent of the magnetic needle, in the nseof which
mncll caution is requisite on account of hourly variations and liability to distnrbing
attractions. It is reckoned that the compnss may be trusted for distances on the board,
less than the needle's length, but not for distances exceeding that length, for obvious
reasons. To- set up a table at an unfixed station, the needle and two visible fixed
atations are the least required, but a careful Surveyor would not be satisfied with lass than
the needle and three visible stations, which proves the work. TO enable this method to
be ~ractisedon such occasions as it is applicable to, it is necessary a t the outset, on
commencing a new board, to set it up at a great station, and after rectifying and proving
its position by observations to the circumjncent great stations, the magnetic compass should
be placed on some convenient part of the board. The table being fixed and the needle
adjusted to the north mark and standing quite steady, the Surveyor will proceed to draw
the outline of the box on the bonrd nnd to make marks corresponding with those on the box,
which may be either circular with four marks or square or oblong. The needle should be
strongly mngnetized and play quite free in the box. Its indications should also be tested
by comparison with a stnlidard needle occasionally, or with the true meridian, and if fomd
to differ, and particularly if it hangs back, giving different indications nccording as the box
is twned'from the left or right, then the point of suspension will be found to be bent, and
should be rectified. The other method of interpolating stations is by observations to thm
known points, a problem'equally unsatisfactory in plane tabling as in trigonometry, atld
which should never be resorted to in accurate surveys. A practical solution of this problem
is given in Appendix marked A, but more as a matter of curiosity than utility. All young
hands are fond of interpolating stations, but it is an inadmissible principle except for very
subsidiary details. The accuracy of the work depends on drawing true rays from the
Trigonometrical stations, and by that means flxing a number of plane table stations. This
rule ca~iuotbe too strongly insisted on.
~ e Memonndurn
e
foUowin(l, on tb ora of &a P h n r Tabb for t o p o g r a ~ b ~wlq
l
bl C.pt.im
D.~.llobirwn,U.E.18I Adatsnt, Surreyor-Geuenl'o Uepartuaut, in b y e No. 1 Topograybkd Y l u r y .
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89. A hilly country offerr, the fairest Beld for the practice of plane table surveys, and
the more rugged the surface the greater will he the relative advanA4van*tages and facilities this system possesses over the methods of actual
measurement. On the other hand, in flat lands the plane table works at a disadvantage,
while the traverse system is facilitnted. Consequently in such tracts, the relative economy
of the two systems does not offer so great a contrnat as in the former. In closely wooded
or jnngly tracts, all kinds of survey operations are prosecuted a t a disadvnntage, but in
such localities, the commanding points must be previously cleared for trigonometrical
operations, which facilitate the use of the table.
40. On a scale of one mile to an inch a district can be completely surveyed by means of
as the plane table, a t a cost of 6 to 8 r u p w per s q w e mile, including
of
erded .a b th.theexpanse of minor triangulatiorn* On this scale, all thwe objecta
WMmL
should be delineated which are e4aential in a map for Political and
Military purposes, an well ur for those of local improvementt The scale of inch per mile
is to be resorted to only in very dense jungly conntries containing a scanty population and
little cultivation, with a dangerous climate, rendering it desirable to accelerate progreeb
41. On the scale of one mile per inch a practised draftsman can execute about dve
squnre miles per diem,t while on the half-inch male 16 aquare mils & ~ ~ ~ . p d ~ may
o ~ be
- accomplished, in each cesg supposing the detail to be
dmaw add r&nramnt.. minutely drawn, and nothing omitted which the acale admits of
being represented. Thns on the one-inch scale, any natural feature,
8nch as a ravine or watercourse k s s than one-eighth of a mile in length, cannot well be
shown; and if the country be intricate and full of detail, objects less than one-fourth of a
mile cannot easily be represented without creating confusion and destroying the unity of the
general effect, On tho half-inch scale, the limits to the power of representation appear to he
donble the above quantities, between which they will vary according to the nature of the
ground. All these rates refer to ground of ordinary cbaracter. In easy eonntry, open and
nearly level, or hills of simple outline, the work will be done cheaper and faster; but in ravines
and intricate ground or hills of irregular formation and diflicult to travel over, the cost may
be enhanced considerably. I t must be recollected, however, that such tracts are generally of
little value and do not demand so much precision and minuteness of detail as other valuable
lands. In such wild tracts it is sufficient that the character of the ground should be correctly
represented and its prominent features distinctly shown, in which case watercourses of
one. fourth of a mile would hardly attrnctattention. If the greatest precision and minuteness
is aimed at, none but skilful draftsmen can be expected to surrey 0ve square miles a day
independent of the triangulation which must be previously plotted on the board. The rate of
Rs. 6 per sqnnre mile, orer all, is derived from the Hydrabad Survey, but will vary in proportion to-the salnries and (be number of subordinate surveyors enlployed under one S u p e h -dent.
Allowance must also be given for the determination of elevations which, if n u m e r o q

-

,
,

The coot of the topograpbid lurreya of the prssent time (1873) is En.22 per square mila. The
of,mrey ha# been g n u t l y improved, and rigorous aoourwy is onforoed by o h m applied in the Bold.

t m f a opinion, whloh I hare held for Yearn, is perfwtb eonformable to the l u t declsiw of Parlimsnt
on the Ordnance Survey; which decision wan baaed on the eridenae of eminent Civiland Military En.&ettn
r
h opioioru
~
were taken. The distimlion, however, between a map and a plan must not be loat &ht OL
Th.former embnae. a wide extant of oountry and on d a s u i W for nuoh MM, I n I o r d o u
only
be gsneriliaed. Henos map. w u o t sup& the p h o of PU
nor ~nparsade(he w n e d t ~ o f.peoi~
w e r for a d d P U m .
In bbs p ~ n dy
t (1873), with the dsgres of . o o l m r g that i l now required and enforoed, It L mob
found poatble to oomplets mom Lb.o two b three move mlles d.iL of goad IOU
work In f.irll ops.
roontry ; in ditEonlt gmuud not mom than two mure m i l a Q. be MCOIIIPW
even br the awl srpert
Burve~ora.

:
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and extended to all obligntory points for roads, draining and canah u h d t e z explrined,
will considerably enhance the coat.
42. Whether the details be taken np in the first inctance on the principle of the
plane table, or by traverse operation carefully plotted, the work will have to be mounted on
the bonrds for enmination in the field and to enable the configuration of the gronnd to b
sketched up in a characteristic manner.
48. In delineating a corrupted surface, the rule to be attended to is, I h t , to draw in
carefully the arterial drainage aystem or watercourses, constituting
I p r ~ o l O & O ~ d the outfnll of the country, and next the water-sheds or ridges of hill
must bo traced.* Having thun ontlined the highest and lowesb
levels of the pound, the subordinate features can be put in with great precision, but as these
require to be generalized in proportion to the sale, an operation depending entirely on
judgment m d coup Zmil, a considerable degree of artistic talent m d practice is necesary
to ensure sncceas.t The outlines of table-land should be well defined, and rangen of hill8
pourtrayed with fidelity, carefully representing the water-sheds or diuorlia a p o n q the
spurs, peaks, depressions or saddles, isthmuses or connecling links of separate r.nges m d
other ramifications. I h e depressed points and isthmuses are pnrticularly valuable as being
the sitea of ordinary passes or points which new roads should conform to. These are the
chief heads to be attended to, as regards physical relief; but the water system or drunage
m d depressed features, such a'a ravines, nre also of the q e a t w t importance. Every bend or
mgle of a stream or streamlet should be accurately fixed ; whereby a true representation of
its course will be given, and not a mere similitude or roygh likeness depending on vermicular contortions, with which common surveys are disfigured, but which are totally unlike
nature. The general outlines of ground as defined by ridges, watercourses, and feet of
hiih must absolutely be fixed by actual survey, otherwise the work would be mere reconnoisance and no two Surveyors working independeutly would produce the same results.
Thii is the dbtiuction between survey and reconnoisance, tho delineation of the Artist being
in the first case rendered accnrat. by the precision wit11 which the outlines are Bxed, whereas
in reconnoitering, more is trusted to the eye. The rest is n matter of shading, eod there
nre three modes of execution, mz., Ist, by brush-shading or general washes, varying in
i n h s i t y with the steepness of the slopes ; 2 n 4 brush-shading relieved by contour touches,
sketched on the ground; ard, vertical hntching similar to engraving.$ The lnat method,
however, depends on the Znd, because contour lines must be drawn to regulate the

S h o e the ;bore w u written, i t has heen pointed out to me h a t the u m e d a very
,+taen
sm
e v e n In the mutarly paper on F i d d Bketohiw in the Aide Memoim to the Y i l i t u ~Science., Vd. 11, pqp
6 2 4 published b l Wede, oL. :
On whatever mule the suWeoh o f s t u 4 mar he, the m u t e r Hoes of g m m d am,Id,-The main or #ummit ddger of the mountain or hilL
24,-The wateroouraes.
&+&-The
colst or horlwnW contour How.
. The subordinate l i n a are t h w mom or l e u ohliclne oonbru Hoes, defining the minor -f
.ad
generaill &led " feature lines."
The Burrqor is reoommended to refer to t h b d m i n b l e paper for ibrther InfornnUon .nd il-L(,,,
of the method of delineating and shading the -turd forma of ground.
t C u e should be taken to avoid the o p ~ o r i t e m of nnppresling the minor features enU+ ; bou
their omludon produces a monotonous effeot, nothing helps to work out the m d n featurea lo 0h.no(crirhod l y u a elcur reprnwntation of minor featurea within due Limila
$ The mode now adopted, to d t the p r o m u of reprodnotion by photo-dnoopnphr, i s that d ha&blq,
boriwnt.l lintu, or eye-oooloun, being prefurred to rertied l i n a (1873). Bpeeimens of Horfrootd Bill
D n w i o g (YIJor Petlay's Sorim) md e a r e d plates ill~trlSingthe Horixontd Syatem of EiU mu
n o r adopted (1874) on d l the Imperial Snrrela of India, auibblo both for nupo on ordinary
.id
large m l e plans, oul ba obtained rom the O l h of th? B u n e y o r - O e w d of In&
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vertiml strokes, ench row of which should conform to a contour, while the direction of
mch stroke is to indicate wlth precision the direction of the declivity, ocherwise the con5gnration will not be truly e x p r e s a d The object of all shading is to depress the furrows
uld elevate the ridges or intumescent forms. This can be done with best effect by the 1st
method for small scale manuscript maps, such as f-inch scale geographical mapn, ct iqfra:
by the 2nd method for one-inch scale maps, and by the 3rd method for larger scale plana, for
which a combination of all three modes is generally necessary to wurk out the affect, and
this also is wmetimes necessary for the one-inch scale, when the relief requirea to be pieked
out. The hypothesin of vertical illumination is here supposed to regulate the shading,
because it is the only method by which relative commands and intensity of slope can be
expressed on the usual scales of maps. For plans on large scales, the nrtiatic eEwt
produced by oblique light is an advantage, which in attainable on the small scaled of
map.
44. Large riven cup fit objects for triangulntion by minor series, by which means their
general directions can be accurately traced. After which their
to b.trkn@ a t d b ~ m l ~ ~ a r M l r r l t special
h
features can be drawn characteriatically, w k , their margins
~~0nbothb.nrr
or banks, breadth of water and sands in the dry seaeon ; ferries
.nd f o r b (with the depth of water thereon to be recorded), and the outline of floods.
45. The one-inch scale admits of villages, towns, and cities being represented in a
general way according to their relative sizes, with the principal
I#.twh
streets or roads by which they are intersected, and outlines of
iortXcations. The nnmber of housae should be estimated and recorded in theregister.
To prevent omissions, lists of villages should be obtained in the first instance from the civil
authorities, and a copy of these lists sl~ouldafterwards be returned to the same authorities
with the estimated number of houses for examination. Trial should then be made of the
number of inhabitants per house in various parts of the district, by which means data
will be forthcoming for a tolerable approximate emtimate of the popnlation of the district,
aids Chapter on General Statistics, Qc., of the Manual. Whatever be the scale of the
Survey, a register is to he kept of the latitude and Ionetude of every village taken by
admeasurement from the map, as soon after the field plot has been made as prncticabla By
means of these numerical data, the map can always be projected on any scale, and errors
ariaing from shrinking or other 'alterations in the paper of the original map, will be guarded
winst.
The register also admit3 of correctiona in o r t h o p p h y being introduced into the
fair copies, which cannot be done on the original maps without injury to the drawing.
Names alsd can thus be restored if obliterated and omissions be checked. This register will
likewise exhibit the number of houses, and the height above sea-level where it has heen
determined.* By this means the importance of the village or town can be duly estimnted and
the style of printing made to conform thereto.
46. On a scale of one inch per mile the general f l p e and extent of cultivation and
waste and forest tracts can be delineated with more or less precision according to the size of
the masses in which these distinctive features occur, distinguishing especially irrigsted rice
lands which generally display the contours of the ground. The areas of these several
portions can be estimnted from map memnrement, and thus will be obtained further
elements for the statistical information required. Historical enquiries shodd a h &
prosecuted and information collected, regarding the staple agricultural productions, geological
formations, mines, and mineral resources, and all other items of interest suitable to a statintical
memoirt to nccompang t h e mnp. Ln prosacuting such enquiries application should be
Printed I o m for thew Bsglstsra ue now rwd (18731, and them oan be obWncd on Indent from w

B n n s l o r Oened'a Odloa

t or h s d ofthis
~
memoir,*
.IM X e ~ ~ ) m n d u(I)
m Appendix.
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nub to the Ciril rnthoritisr ta supply information, or verify the rare;uches of the 3-7
Department.
47. Great cue is requisite in the erthograpby of d v e namea, regarding which the
rules of Chapter, on the Orthography of Native N a m y of the
WQuWw.
Manual are to be scrupulously adhered to. I n verifring the
nunea of places, &t.nca
may deo be expected from the Civil authoritiq and it is to be
considered one of the main objecta of a Surveyor's duty that his map ahould fully a d s f y
the wants of those authorities.
48. The means of commnnicrtion, whether by roads or minor trackn, are important,
both for Civil and Military pUrp08e9, and should be carefully inserted in the map. Thia
can generally ba done with facility in a hilly country, s,the fixed marks will be visible in
sudciant number along the road, so that the lattar may be drawn in a t once by plane table
operations along the line of communication to be surveyed. In flat countries, or wbem
the view is eircumacribed, it may be necessary to resort to mwurements and plotting, but
should any cnm occur where the fixed points of reference are far qpart, the traverse system
mnst bs resorted to, and the road should be plotted from computed co-ordinates.
49. The suppos~tionhas been hitherto made, that before taking up any part of the
details, the whole district should be triangulated, the computaiiona
~
~
f
M
effected,
t
~ and ~
the axed
2 pointa cnrefully projected. This principle is
umoed
undoubtedly correct, but in practice it map be desirable to aim a t a
~
t g "division
~ of labor ~
and swing
z of time by setting the plane tables to
d o n e-.
work as soon as a sufecient portion of the district haa been triangulated, Bc,and the points projected on the tables. I t is, however, clearly to be understood
h t no detail should be taken in hand until a sufficient number of fixed pointn Lave been
s a t i b t o r i l y established, and the whole area to be wrveyed 8hould be methodically apportioned into a convenient number of plane table sections, in such wise that they may
readily be incorporated without overlnp or hiatus. I n arranging this distribution, the
whole area of a board should not be considered available, but a margin of two or three inchor more ought to be left all round for external axed points, which are required for working
upon near the edges of a aactiou-sida Memorandum G.
60. I t will be indispensable to lay down the boundaries of
- ' ~ l ~ ~ ~ ~ the
o principal
: ~ ~ territorial subdiVisions on the map; and to prevent
mistakes in defining their limita, every care and precaution ought
f
c
&
oiru
to be taken to racertain them with all due precision, timely application being duly made to the proper authorities on this subject.
61. The relative heights of hills and depths of valleys are facts of importance coming within the scope of a Topographical Surrey. These vertical
Pmtlon .md d.prrdoa ordinatas may be determined geometrically or barometrically, or
of
by a combiuatiou of both systems. The barometer is more especially useful for detarminiug the level of low spots from which the principal Trigonometrical stations happen to be invisible. I n usiug this instrument, however, in combination
with other operations, the relative d'8erenm of heights are to be considered the quantities
sought, so that d l the results may be referrible to the original Trigonometrical station. The
height above the sea-level of all pointa coming under any of the following hwds are especially
to be detarmined for the purpose of illastratit~gthe physical relief of the country, o i l
I&,-The peak.8 and bigbest points of ranges.
Znd,-All
obligatory points r e q u a d for Engineering works, such s,roads, drainage
lore&
and irrigation, oL., the highest points or neck of valleys-tko
depressions or passes in rangea ; the junctions of rivers and debouchementa
of rivers from ranges; the height of innundation-level a t moderate btexvala
of about three miles apart.
i3rd;-Principal towns or places of note.
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62. The methods of determining heights geomatrically hes been fully explained in
the Mmnal, and it i~ only necesmry in this place to add, that in using those instruments
of the minor class which have two vertical arcs with a pair of verniers regulated by
a level, the observation will be facilitated as well a s improved in accuracy by applying
a acale to the level. The angular value of the divisions of this wale can be ascertained
by exper~meutswith a good instrument, and thus corrections may be applied to the
vertical angles for those small deviations in the indications ,of the level which it is
diicult to eliminate practically, but very easy to correct theoretiImlom.otlonl.
cally. The principles of procedure in such cases are very folly
explained in the annexed Memorandn marked B and C, but it is utterly impracticable to
impart by means of written instructions a thorough knowledge
of hemmeat. by written h- of the use of instrumenand more especially of the vertical
mTWtlon* ~plwuubl..
apparatus, the principles of which vary in different instruments,
and are always more or less complex, For these reasons the Surveyor should lenm these
puta of his duty practically at head qnarters or with the nearest party of the Q. T. Survey.
Vide additional Memorandum marked H.
53. To enable a sufficient check to be exercised during the
to~~~,*de
progreas of the work, the following returns are required to be
periodically forwarded to the Surveyor-General of India, aiz. :Id,-A Monthly Progress Report exhibiting the distribution and employment of
each Surveyor i n d the quantity of work executed, whether in field or in
ofiice.
'hd,-An annual narrative of operations to be sent in on the conclusion of each
fieid season in tabular form.
k4-An anuual Tabulnr Keturu* of Progress and Expenses, exhibiting the cost of
survey per square mile, to accompany narrative report due at the close of
each recess season.
46h,-An annual Return of lnstrumentn and Government Property, specifying the
dep6t from which received, and date of receipt, as well as their state of
e5ciency.
64. It ia to be distinctly understood that the officer in charge of a Snrvey is responsible for maiutaining the i~istrumentnlequipment in efficient order.
~
~
~
All requisite
%
repairs
O
are
~ to be m
made during
~
the recess, and those
instruments which require repairs beyond the competence of the
yhkmam&m
monts.
Surveyor to execute, should be sent to the Mathematical Instrument
Maker's depnrtment or to the nearest magazine, as circumstances may render advisnble, or
should be returned into store and replaced by efticient instruments. Timely application
must be made to the Surveyor-General for orders on this subject.
56. The mapping must on no account be allowedtc fall into
y.ppfDc
arrears. The follow'ing plans are therefore to be brought np season
by senson :I&,-A skeleton chart of triangulation on the one-inch scale (scale of enrvey), for the
use of the Surveyor's ofiice.
2d,-A reduced copy of the above on 4-inch scale (4 miles to the inch), for the
Surveyor-Geuern1.t
8rd,-Plane table sections on the one-inch scale (scale of snrvey), for the SurveyorGeneral, vida Memorandum G.

--
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compilation map on the one-inch scale (scale of aarvey), oids Memorandum G, for the Surveyor-General. These are now submitted (1872) in
standard aheeta of a uniform size, vie., 80 minutea of Longitude by 15
minutes of Latitude.
511,-Reduced compilation map, scale f inch to the mile, Memorandum G, for the
Surveyor-General.*
ah,--Skeleton progress map, on ascale of 8 or 16 miles per inch, rids Memorandum
G, to accompany Narrative Report. Printed Index maps are now (1872)
supplied to each party, on which each season's progress is represented by
tints of color.
66. Maps, plans, kc., should not be mounted on cloth, because it renders the tracing of
copies for lithographic or other purposes a matter of difficulty.
57. The following omce books should be kept up and not snfMneQdr
fered to i l l into arrears :Id,-Letter-Book for correspondenca with Lhe Surveyor-General, hi deputy and other
professional Officers.
2d,-File of Letters received from above parties.
84-Miscellaneous Letter-Book.
&,-File
of Miscellaneous Letters received.
514-Pay Abstracts and Acquittance Roll-Book.
6th,-Contingent Bill-Book.
7y-The usual 8eld books and computations which are to be kept in duplicate, one
copy to be forwarded to the Surveyor-General.
8th,-Fie Departmental Orders and Circulars, Vol. lat, professional subjects ; VoL %d,
non-professional subjects, &.,accounts, Bc.
58. All there office records are to be legibly written in a neat style and kept clean.
The duplicate fleld-booka and computations are to be rigorously compared, and must on no
account be suffered to fallinto nrrears, nor he daubed with blots or written illegibly. Neat
writing, and well-formed figures, methodieally arranged, are in fact essential elements
of accuracy in elaborate. computations, and as this is entirely a matter of habit it must be
insisted on from the beginning. Observatious and memoranda are never to be recorded in
pencil, or on loose scraps of paper, but entered a t once in ink in the proper boob kept for
the purposa
59. Although operations of extension may be considered the peculiar province of the
head of the party, he should also take a leading share in every part
X U w O f r~
mLwdoiUa
u of the duties, never expecting more from his assistants than h e can
do himself, and showing, by personel example, how their several
duties are to be performed.
60. The OfEcer in charge should be Careful of the health of his followen m d himself,
for the due preservation of which in jungly tracts separate m e d i d
instructions have been issued.
4thl-Fnir

--

-

It is in vain to expect rapidity of progress from hurrying on the work, the d e c k
of which is only to produce confusion and mistakes. Celerity r i l l
rbleh d d t r of poplr naturally follow that facility and skill which are acquired b y long
practice, combined with an undeviating system of order and method
62. The Officer in charge must also be careful to fievent disputea between his
people and the inhabitants, with whom he should endeavoar to
Dllp.trt0ba.W~
establish friendly relations, and acquire the confidence and support
of the local authorities H e should be chary of the expenditure of public money,
61.

~ t = a p r l n o l Y r ~

X o &-inohmmplltion map L now required (1871) Imm Exemllra.
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and by precept es well aa example should encourage hi followers in the manly discharge of
their public duties, the acquirement of a high professional reputation, and a character fol:
respectability and cheerfulness of spirit.
63. Instructions, however elaborate and minute, cannot supersede the necessity of
bsn- judgment nnd discretion on the part of the Executive Officer, who
poht.
m
a
d for ordur
is strictly responsible for the succesa of the work. If doubts or
diaicultiss arise, immediate reference is to be made to the Surveyor-General.
64. On the conclnsion of the Survey, a professional report on the operations and
construction of the map is to be drawn up and submitted. The
ROJpmfdmemorandum, marked I. in the Appendix, cuntnins the heads of the
subjects proper to he diicnssed, in this final professional report.
A. 9. WAUGH, L d - C o l o n e l ,
Surveyor-Gens-a1qf India.

INBTBUCTIONB
FOB TOPOGRAPHICAL
SURVEYING.
A. Problem for fixing a station on the plnne table, by means of intersections to three

%MoBA.NDA

'B.
C.
D.
E.

F.
G.
8.
I.
&

REFEREED TO IN THE ABOVE

known points.
Rules for determining the value of the diviaion of a level scale.
Rnlas for correcting vertical anglss for level errora
Description of anew Theodolite Stand and Plane Table in nae with the G. T. Survey.
Blank forms of returns.
Estimate for a Topographical Survey party.
Memorandum on Mapping, illustrated with a specimen of a Plane Table eection.
Additional remarks on vertical angles, far determining terrestrinl heights.
Heads of final professional report.
Despatch of the Hon'ble the Court of Directors on Statistics.

To fir a plane table in position a t an unknown point z, by means of three pointa ADC
d o s e positions are laid down on tho plane tnble and represented by & respectively.
Pi a pin in the point b on the plane table, and placing the ruler againat it and the
point a, with the object and sight towards a, turn the table abonf
a..loi
wwdh
until the point A is intersected, then clamping the table in this
pmition, turn the mler and intersect the point C, with the edge of the ruler still against the
pin at b, m d draw the line bm;-now remove the pin to the point a, and u n c h p the table,
-place the ruler agniust the pin at a, and the point b, and turn about the table until the
point B is intersected (vide fig. 2); clamp the table again, and having intersected the point
C as before, draw the line a n through the intersection p of the line a n and b m; draw the
line c p q passing through the point c, and placing the edge of the ruler against thii line,
unclamp the table once more, and turn it about until the point c is intersected (aids fig. a);
now clamp the table, and it will he in position, and the nnknown point z will be situated on
a e line c p q; to find this point it is merely necessary to intersect either of the points as A,
and &aw the line A a z, and the accuracy of the operation is tested by intersecting the other
point B and drawing the line B b x which should interaect the line A a z,on the line c p q,
rhua giving the position of r on this line.
C
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The demonstration of this problem ia evident to those aqaainted with the s a n e p d e m
in plane trigonometry; it only remains ta be remarked, that when the point c with v
d to
the point z ia situated on the other side ef the l i e A B, or below it, the lines a n d b m
will intwersect oa the oppoaita side of the line a b b that on which c h; and if the paint r be
situated within the triangle A B C, theee liiea (a n a n d b n) will diverge inetesd of wnverge, in which w e they must be prolonged e a the opposite direction until they intened
for the point p.
1Y.B.-The

accuracy of the result depends en the length of the line e p.

Remrak-The problem for fixing an unknown atation by o b ~ e r v a t k wthereat to tlum
known ones, is only applicable to reconnaissance, and totally inadmissible for accurate nuveying. The rnlea for trigonometrical operations preecribe symmetry and the measorement
of every angle at accessible stations. Plane tabling in perfectly similar, and the points at
which the table h to be set up should first have rays drawn to them from the trigonom&cal stations. Interpolated stations are inadmissible except for very subsidiary details, .ad
should, for such purposes only, be fired by the needle and three known points a t least

a
G. T. SURVEY.
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The value of the divisions of the wale of a level may be ascertained by afexing the
level to the frame of the vertical circle (or making it ride parallel to the teleecope) and tben
taking readings of the microscopes in two positions of the bubble, whence comparing the
number of divinions of the level wale run over by the bubble, with the corresponding
angular motion of the vertical circle, as measured by the microscope, the value of one dtv~siw
of the level wale will be obtained by siolple proportion as shown in the following example:Efpsnfpsnmwb
& d Kalianpoor, January 1810, to dccermine ftic aalae of the dioisiorr of the

azw level appertaining to t&ecirclc Troughton.

LEVELB E A D ~ G ~ '83

M ~ c ~ o s c o ~RKADIXGS.
w.

i

d

*

5,
F
-

D.

E

end

9

a
-----I

...
6.6614

...

Mean value of one division of the ltvel mde
0.94%
The above fonn exhibits only a few of the experiments necessary for d e t e r m i n i tbs
value of a level. For the azimuth level of an astronomicaI circle, not less than 60 to a 100
observations should be taken; for the azimuth level of the Great Theodolite about 30
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observations will auffice; for transit axis levels abont 15 to 20 obmations, and for inferior
instruments abont the same number. These observations should not be taken at one time,
but under as great a range of temperature and circnmstances as practicable; some in the hot,
some in the cold weather, morning, noon, and evening, and with various lengths of run,
taking special care to avoidallowing the bubble to spproach too near the end of the scale on
the one hand and on the other avoiding small runs. The run to be meawred should not in
any case be much less than 10 divisions, because the uncertainty of reading arising from
indefinitude in the bubble, partial expansions and other sources of error, produce4 a Frcportionally greater d e c t on a small run. Supposing, for example, in a fine level, that the
uncertainty in two readings, i.a,on a run, may be 2-10th~of a division (which is amoderate
assumption), then the uncertainty in 10 divisions will be 1-50th part of the whole quantity.
I n small common levels, the ancertainty will be much greater, perhaps as much as half a
division. A good level should be sensible in every sense of the term, &, both sensitive
and steady. This happens when its internal surfnce has been ground to an arc of a perfect
circle, but as the instrument-maken have no certain means of grinding to a perfectly circular figure, the requisite conditioas are in a great measure a matter of chance, and a good'
level a matter of selection.
I n circles, equal parts of the circumference subtend eqml angles, which is not the ease
with elliptical or other geometrical curves, or with an irregular curve. If the internal
surface of a level were perfectly cylindrical, the bubble would remain at any part when
the cylinder was level, and woultl run np to oueend or the other on the slightest inclination,
so that the quantity of angular deviation could not be memured. If the internal surface
were convex, the bubble would run on to one end, and there would be no indication of the
true level, or of the nmount of deviation therefrom. If the aurface be concave, but of elliptical or any other curvature excepting circular, equal parts will not snbtend e q u l angles,
but the indications would otherwise be steady. Lastly, if the surface'is irregnlar, the bubble
will be liable to fits and starta and irregular indications. A good 10 or 12 inch ground-level
generally runs 3W to 40. in the inch although they sometimes run aa h e as 20' to 25: but
the latter are generally unsteady. Common short level8 run from 40' to 100. in the inch,
80' being not an nnuaual value. Supposiug the internal surface to be a true circular are
tbe radius of that circle for a level h i u g 30' in an inch will be 673 feet, because
-1'2062w8 - 578 feet. For 40. to the inch, the radius is 430 feet, and for 80', 214 feet.
11x30
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As the grinding does not extend to the extremities of the glass, and no readings are
ever taken near the ends, it is necessary, when measuring the runs, to be careful not to make
the bubble approach too near the ends, as hns been already remarked.
If the runs of a level vary under different temperatures, the internal surface ia mod
likely an elliptical or some other geometric curve. A mean value, derived from experiment
under rarious temperaturee, should in such cases be used, provided the variations are
minute ; but if they are large, it may be necessary to use a different value for diffarent temperatures, as shown in the annexed memo. of experiments :-

Memo. on the L e d Erperimenla at Kalianpoor, 1839-40.
The run of the level is apparently very much affected by temperature as will be seen
from the following statement :value of 1 division 0°.7871
Temperature 54O.8
Ditto
72 '1 ......
ditto
0 .7694
Ditto
70 .5
ditto
0 T478
Ditto
66 .45
ditto
0 .7817
Ditto
60 '27
ditto
0 .6858

......

......
......
......
-

Mean

... 68 .9

--

Mean

...

0 .7424
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This indicates a correction of 0'.00698 nearly, for thevalue of the level for every dof the thermometer, on which assumption the computed values for the other temperatores,
are as below :-

Temperature.

Computed values of
one divisiol~of
the level.

DjtfWence from
observation.

-

r4 a. 8

0.7886

- 0.0035

72 '4

0'7688

+ 0.0094

70 5

0.7535

+ 09057

66 '45

0.1392

+ 0-0075

60 -27

0.6821

- 00037

I n applying a level to a vertical circle for the purpose of measuring the angular vllW
of the scale, thebast plan is to fix on the bars or on the telescope, two Ys of war, in which the
level can be made to sit firm, taking care to secure it from accident by tying it on. The level
must be accurately cross-levelled, so that it may occupy the same position under trill as in
actual use. If there be uo cross-level attached, one may be temporarily fixed on with was,
before dismantling the level, but if means are not available for this purpose, then, before
taking the level off for trial, mark with pen and ink on the glass the outline of t.he bubbla
This will give the means of approximntely cross-levelling, and however rough the device
may be, it is infinitsly preferable to trusting to chance.
Besides this mode of determining the value of a level scale, there is another method
applicable to levels of azimuthal instruments which may be called an examination in s h ,
as it does not require the level to be detnched nor b e d on to a vertical circle. The method
is as follows :Bring the object or eye end of the telescope plumb over a foot screw. Turn the whole
instrument till the telescope is directed on the referring mark at a time of d a y when the
altitude is steady.* Now level the instrunlent. I t is clear that if the screw under the
telescope end be raised and depressed, the amount of dislevelment so occasioned may be
measured both by the level and by the appnrent change of altitude in the mark, mnsequently the deviations of the former niny thus be compared with the divisions of the
verticnl circle. This method can only he prnctised at one period of the day, but as that
period is most favorable for vertical angles, it is not unsuitable for obtaining a value for
correcting those observntions.
N.B.-Levels being very sensitive thermometera, care must be taken not to idnenm
them by breathing, or too near an approach of the body.

E+~mr~inentd
taken at Mmri Obsaraatory to delemaim tL calue in d of tL DiDM'm
sf the Verlical Azis LsasI attuched ta Simnw' 24-Inch Thwdblilc, No. 2, by Captcin
Thoman hny-Tailyour, &nmomic41 A d n i , Gtscrl Trigowmtrkal firow.

LEVELREADINOB.

D I I C R O ~ ~ ERT~~aR~ m o s .

-5 z6

Computed

vnlnc of one
d l r ~ u ~ oofn

0 IJ

E
~ cr

;

Diff.

A.

g"

Bfenn
UIL

D.

L. DiE. 0. DiR. Menu LevelScale.
end
UUT.
end

/

____--------1855
710fl5~56'2.5 '.?
57 15 .2
313t
-56 35 -4
Aug.
57 3 -3
66 43 .8
51; 5k '7
1 0
57 17 '3
70 1
58 3 .I
B i 30 '3
57 52 '9
57 3Y .8
56 L"f '7
70 1
57 8 .3
56 39 '0
Sep.
56 57 '8
56 47 '0
56 31 '8
71°2
57 4 .X
71 2
56 40 3
56 56 '0
71 2

]

5On.O
39 .8
27 9
19 5
10 '9
45 -8
31 '8
2'2 '6
11 '1
38 .6
29 '3
18 .8
10 '8
33 *O
?I i
15 '7

56' 4 4 4
57 34 .4
56 5%-6
57 23 -3
56 GJ '9
56 7.3 9
57 38 .C
58 ?'3 '8
5 i $ 1 '7
27 7J '7
57 59 '2
!X 4:) -8
5 i 26 '7
56 58 -4
56 77 '0
56 6.5 '4
56 51 '2
57 23 '4
36 60 1
56 i i '2

-I
49"%
39 .8
28 .7
20 .1
10 '7

49"80
39
19
10

45 -2
11' '1
?? .O
l I '5

45
32
22
14

d. (2. d
d.
d.
90.5
40.2
40.6 49.9 90.4 50.2 50.05

I

0.9950

28

36 9 37
28 '3 28
18 .G 18
11 '6 11
32 -2 32
12 2'3
1 4 '1 14

B
!
. 10

ditto

ditto

47-4...

1.1743

By 10

ditto

ditto

60 -8

............
.........
............

1.1527

BY 10

ditto

ditto

63 -6

............

10 previous mensures at Tcmpernture 4P.8

............
By 16 measures nt Temperattire 700.2) ns shown above . . . . . . . . .

Ily 10

ditto

ditto

55 .3

General nImn of 66 m&wures nt above Temperatures

-..I

18.1639

1.1563
1.1205
1.0187
1.1311

REXARKS.-T~~azimuth level wag examined in d u by bringing the eye end of the
telescope immediately over one of the foot screws, and a t the anme time intersecting the
wires of a 80-inch Trawit used M a Collimator.
The runs of the trawit axis level of the =me instrument were determined by fixing it
on the vertical circle. The mean of 60 observations at temperatures 4i04 to 56O6 gave
0.51859 for tbe value of one division of the Level Scale,

RULES FOR CORRECTING VEBTICAL ANGLES FOR LEVEL ERROR.
Ecdrad fnm, CimJor Order, Dcpartntml G. T. Buraay, h r q o r - G m e t d s Field O m
Dehra Doon, Lt &p&,
1849.
2nd. Thereading of ea& end of the level ia to be registered in two columns marked
"object end " and "eye end." The object end readioga are to be marked + and the eye end
The Algebraid aum of the whole will be divided by the number of
readings marked
level readings, each end being conaidered an independent observatioo. The quotient will be
the level error in terms of the level scale, which, multiplied by the angular value of the
diviaiom of the scale, will give the angular correction with its proper sign, to be added
algebraically to altitudes, and subtracted from depre-wiooa.

-.
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DESCRIPTION OF A HEW THEODOLITE STAND,
U8E WITH TEE

G. T. SURVEY.

Plan ahowing the head of a trestle composed of three solid pieces notched down on each
other. Diameter 8 inch?, thickness 2f iuchea.

Plan of trestle head showing the b r w grooves suited to Theodolites of 6 inches to 12
inches
The screws all brass, with nub of braas.

xxiv
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DESCRIPTION OF A NEW PLANE TABLE,

A shows the under part of a Plane Table, with the brass Socket screw in i b centre
countersunk and fixed by 4 sereThe board is made of planka of wen-seasoned mn
or deal wood, one inch thick. To prevent warping, edge b m are attached 8&
grain. These edge bars are to be fixed firmly by one screw in the middle. There j,
also one screw at each end, passing through s long hole, so a8 not to impede e x p s i o n
and contraction. These latter screws should have broad heads, and should not be wrerd
too tight, and the shouldera should be slightly bevelled, or turned off, so aa to offer
least possible resistance, thus
Moreover a piece of brass or tin should be placed between the shoaldera of the screw and mood, to prevent countarsiuking, which would
prevent the expansion and contraction of the wood. After being
made up and well aired and seasoned, the surface of the board should
be planed true and smooth.
B is the screw for fixing the Table and the Stand
C ia the Sight-rule for Plane T a b l ~

...............................................

GICXEBAL
-A=--Iron

is inadmissible on account of the Cornpas

D.
(EXAMPLE

ST.)

NORTH EAST LONGITUDINAL SE

Fertical Angles taken at CHANDIPAHAR HlLL STATION.tcrithLieut.-C

orec~

ig

f 3z.s

C*

g3 *

Micrometer Rendingg

Rzz&
a

G.

H.

Mean Vertical

6

a

One face.

Both faa

h. m.

Ditto

Ditto
Ditto

e

-

Remark&-Valua of one dideion of level rcsle
1'.64.
The station ark is on the higheat part of the roof of the College, a7 feet above th
Height of eye = 5.4 feet
d
d
d
d
Calculation of level error ( 812.9
378.8) = 39.1 hence
".lB4 =

+

-

+

+
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~ of NM
o.

I1IONTETLY STATEMENT of E

Topogmphical Surv

Designation aod Name.

(1)

EXECUTIVE OFFICERS.

Deputy Superintendent of Survey,
histaut
dim,

yp ...

Total

......

-a-

(2) SUR\'EYORS AND ASSISTANT SURVEYORS-FIELD ESTABLISHMENT.
Surveyors, 1st gd?
Do.
2nd
Do.
8rd do.
Do.
4th do.
AssistantSurveyom, 1st do.
Do.
do.
2nd do.
Do.
do.
8rd I
Do.
do.
4th do.

...
...
...
...
...
...
...

Total

I I
-

-

!

- - - --

1

(8)

SUB-SURVEYORS-FIELD
BLISHMENT.

ESTA-

.........
............

Sub-Burveyora, 1st g n d e
Do.
2nd do.
!
Do.
B n t d n. .

........

I /I/III

APPENDIX.

(6) TRAVELLING EXPENSES.
Field daily allowance and mileage to Executive
0 5 c e m by road or rail
Ditto
ditto to f i e l d and"'~atiFi
Establishment by road or rail
Travelling allowance of Office ~ s t a b l i s i i e n b
ty
road or rail
Travelling or mileage char e for rail or road
expenses for going to a n i from Bee
tws, tor newly appointed men i n ? # & &
their poets ; for extra or excaas travelling
bills under para. xiii of FiaanciP Resolution, No. 504, aated 22nd February 1866, Be.

1

...............

Total

I

...... --------1

(7) LOCAL ALLOWANCES.
Local allowance to Executive O5cera
Do.
tr Field, Native, and 0
6;
Establiahmenta

...
. . . . . . . . . . . . --Totnl

...... -----1
-

-

-

(8) POSTAGE CHARGES.
Purchase of Sem~ceStamp

-

-

I

-

-

--

. . . . . . . . . ------. . . . . . ---------I
(9) CATTLE OR ELEPHANTS.
Purchase of Cattle or Elephants...
Feed and keep of
do.
. . . .......
. . . . . ---------I
Total
......
Total

--

I

-

Aggregate Total
Topographical ParZy
Burcey

187

.

To TRE

No.
SUBM~RD
8 u n v s ~ o n - ( h u t s n aOF
~ ~DIA,
CALCUTTA.
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STATE

1

iV.B.-To ncconlpeny Narrative Report due on the
1st October of every year.
Relurn of Profer.tionul Field and Ofice Work of No.
Par&
30th September 18

ethibiti~~

Area TrianNumber
Amount and Nature of
of de- 'Jkjengthtion completed, Instru- gulated in
ment used and number of
square miles,
tached
and c a t .
Zeros for Ob~rvatione.
parties.

Date on which the Perty took

I

hnenl h u b .

the field,
Data of return to recess quarters.

Linear miles of check r o n h
or traversing comp1eM
during the aeaeon.
B.-In filling up this B o b the

OFFICEOF SO.
Dated

PARTY
TopoasA~HIcaLSURVEY
tb l a t Octubcr 18 .

APPENDIX.

MENT A.

utmost attantion must be paid to acmnrscy.
Deputy &pdt. in charge, No.

Party,
Topographical rShtrcey.
E

REPORT PROGRESS for the Field Season

Names and Dates of Appointment.

On what duty
emplo ed during the
f a t year.

Progreaa and resent
etata of t\e
work.

O

Deputy Superintendent.

Assistant ditto.

Surveyors.

Assist ant Surveyors.

Sub-Surveyors.

Date.

Dep

APPENDIX.

ESTIMATE FOR A TOPOGRAPHICAL SURVEY PARTY.

Corrected, 1873.

... ... ...
... ...
... ... ...
... ...
...
... ... ...
...
... ... ...
...
... ...
... ... ...

... ...
......
...
......
...
...
...
.....
...
...
...
......
... ....
...
......
... ...
... ......
...
...

Foolmap Paper
2 to 8 reama.
...
4 t o 6 ,,
Country ditto
... 800 to 400.
Quills
...
4 gross.
Steel Pens for writing
8 ,,
Gillott's Mapping Pena or Crow Quilla (steel)
Blotting Paper
...
20 quires.
Atlas Drawing ditto
12 sheets.
24 ,,
Double Elephant ditto
India Hnbber
20 pieces.
Pencils, Drawing, H. H., 4 dw.; H., 3 doz. ; H. B., 2 doz.;
12 dozens.
F., 2 doz. : B., 1 doz:
Antiquarian Drawing Pnper
6 sheets.
20 ,,
Tracing Linen 10 yarde, or Tracing Paper
W a x Cloth ...
4 pi-.
Books-2 Letter Boo& 8 quires Foolscap.
1 Pay Book,
,,
,, (forms bound.)
1Cont~ngentBill Book
,,
(ditto.)
1 ditto for each A~eistant ,,
4 Memorandum Books for each Assistant, or 60 for the whole Party.
3 Books for filing letters received.
Portfolios, 2 or 8, for Map. Tin Cases or Tubas for rolls of Maps, kc., 4 to 6.
1,ithographed Formq Angle Books, drc., to be indented for .B reqaued.
Files for Departmental Orders and Circulars, LC.

...

T K L P S C O P(Hand).-Ten
~

or twelve; Binoculars, aix to eight

THEODOLITES,
with Stands or Trestles.-One large Theodolite for operations of extension,
siz., a 14-inch, 12-inch, or 10-inch, according to the distance to be triangulated. One
7-inch or 6-inch for each Surveyor employed on internal operations.
S ~ a ~ r ~ s . - T w a n tto
y twenty-four Heliotropes, large and small, for operations of extension ;
eight Fhga with bamboo stavss, Bc., for each Surveyor employed. In hilly countries
poles and brushes can be used extensively, and flags will not be much required.
PLANETABLRS,
with Stands and Sight Rulers.--One for each Surveyor employed, including
the officer in charge, and six spare ones; one level, two sets of Staves.
MAGNETICCO~PA~SES.-Twobox needles for each board; two Prismatic Compasses with
rtands for the Party.
I4fAaxs~e.-One pair, for remagnetizing needles.
MEASURIN~
APPARATUS.-O~~
iron chain to be ased rn a standard of cornpariaon; one
6-foot standard iron bar; one measuring chain for each Surveyor, or one or more
perambulators in lieu of chain, according to the nature of the Survey.
BAROUETRR~.-'Pro,previously compared with the standard in the Surveyor-General's
OEce, for determining the altitudes of places inaccessible to trigonometrical levelling.
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OFPICE I ~ s ~ ~ u ~ s l s ~ ~ .boxes
- F o uofr mathematical imtmments, with proportional eompasses and four small boxes ; one box of colors,* &., to each Asaiatant ; four Ganter's
scales; four beam compasses, large and s d l ; two straight-edge flat rulers ; two
T squares ; one parallel ruler for each Plane Table Surveyor; two planimeters or ua
computing scales divided for 1 inch = 1 mile, for obtaining arm; spare dividers
bowpens, drawing pens, Bc., as necamq.
B o o ~ ~ . - - M a n a of
r l Surveying for India; Logarithms ; 1 Bagay ; 2 Shortreden, Sin* kc.,
and numbers; 2 Hutton; 1 Babbage Numbers; 1 Babbage Sines and Tangents or
Callet's; A n d i a r y Tables to facilitate the wmputatiow of the Survey Department,
India, 4 copies; Index to Departmental Orders and Circnlarq 2 copies ; Revanua
S m e y Handbook.
STRENGTH AND COST OF A TOPOGRAPHICAL SURVEY PARTY, 183.
ESTABUSHXENT.
Annual

m.

...}

1 Deputy Snperintendent, 1 Assistant Superintendent,
1Surveyor, 6 h i s t a n t Stlrveyors

40,000

...

4,200

...

6 Sub-Surveyors, 1Writer, 1Hospital Assistant

1 Tidal, 1 DuEadar, 31 Flagmen, 86 Carriers,
1 Jemadar, 2 Naibs, 16 Bnrkandazes, 2 Hurharss,
Total 89 men

...

...

...

1-

...

6,200t

(

Contingeat and Miaxllaneoua Charger.

Field Allowances, Purchase and Repair of Tents,
W i e of Government Property, Office Rent,
Police Guardn, Conveyance Charges by Bail and
k,Postage, Feed and Keep of Elephants,
Tools, &c, drc.

...

...

...

IJ

...
...

50,400 Total cost of
EsmblishmenL

18,000

(

b o l l Cost, Total
:68,400 For
a Party of
full strength.
Local allowanceq under specid circumstances, are also allowed to aome Surveys a t certain
fixed percentage rates to cover the cost of excessive dearness of provisiow, carriage, Bc.
Prior to 1861, or before the introduction of the Budget Systsm of &timatea and Expenditure, no fixed sum was allowed for the Topographical Survey Department, but during late
gears the total annual sum sanctioned ia, in round numbers, Ba 4,60,000, divided amongst
seven Survey Parties.
The total annual cost of a Party, ns shown above (Rs. 68,400), varies wording to the
ratea of salary for different grades of Officers of the Senior Department and Subordinaten
composing it; the contiogent and miecellaneons charges also alter from local ctuseq but
Ks. 68,400 is a fair avenge for the prasent time.
1 cske Prnuian Blue, I d o of Indigo, and I Cobalt,
1 cake Lake or Carmine, and 1 d e Ugh: Red,
1 make GO.mlmee,and 1 cmka Yellow Ochre,
1 cake B u n t Sienna, and 1 &e Burnt Umber,
1 cake Indian Ink, and I cake Sepia,

with a pain hair psnaiL

t Daring the rema (Eve months) the Native Esllblirhment is greatlj reduced by dinchargin& dl u t r a
meu .mL grantiug leajc ou hlfysy ta othera.
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1. The whole ditrict to be snrveyed should be apportioned off in sectiod to the
h i a t a n t s by the head of the P u t y , who ia responsible for the combination of the different
partd.
2. On the 1-inch scale, the most convenient size for a plane table section is fiftesn
minutea of a degree, or about 17.2 inches in latitude by 17 to 14 inches in longitude, according to the parallels. Such a section will require a board a t least 22 inches F a r e , so an
to give room for external points as adverted to in pars 49; but boards of 26x30 inches wonld
answer better, because room would be given for additional tiers of sub-sections to assiat in
protracting external points. I t ia to be understood that the lines defining sections are to be
set ont to correspond with the geographical degrees and quarter degrees, and they may be
projected by doubling the tabular quantities in the new Geodetical Tables (See Tables a t
end of Chap. XV, Part IB) taking due care that the central meridian of each section interaecta the parallel8 a t right angles. Vide Example Q', P h t e XTX.
8. The sections may, for convenience, be subdivided into sub-aectiona of be, and the
Trigonometrical points will be projected by the use of appropriate d e s . *

4. The section lines de6ne the limits to be surveyed np to, so that when all the
sectiona are placed side by side, they are intended to produce a complete map. When any
portion of a diitrict occupies a part only of a section, it will nevertheleu require a full
sectional sheet for its survey, however small the portion surveyed may be, so that every
field-sheet will be ofiuniform size. The Assistants should work together in the first instance
a t their common boundaries to such extant as will ensure agreement on the lines separating
their respective portions. To effect a general agreement and consistency of style, the head
of the Party should be competent to direct and instruct hia subordinates in every part of
the work.
5. These sectional sheets are the field-booka of the Survey, and must be preserved
.eeodigly. They are therefore intended to be sent to the Surveyor-General, by whom
they will be placed in a book or portfolio, duly indexed, previous to dispatch to the
lndia H o w .
6. The meridiann and parallels defining the sections are to have their geographical
valuea carefully printed, whether they be degrees or quarter-degrees, for on this depends
the due incorporation of the sheets withouc mistake. Bs a further premution against
confusion or omission, each sheet is to be endorsed on ita back, with the Nos. of the
meridians and parallels by which it ia bounded.
7. For the half-inch d e , the sections ahould be half a degree in latitude and longitude, and to them the other rules above given equally apply.

or towns to which
8. The names shodd always be printed to the right of the oil*
they belong, and on a line of parallel, i.h, due east and west; the names of rivera parallel to their courses; and the same a8 respects those of mountain ranges. With regard to

One d r a n b # e of lhcse mobseotions is u foll0wn:-Papsr in l i a e to expand and motnct ltom
Hjpomevio owe.. On mcount of (he dlatortion lo engendered, no nup Mn be t r w d for large
o ~
in India. Thi# will be marly inwnaible
ap.oe#. Half a par cant of Jkratlon b no1 an n n ~ gluntlw
in a rp.aa of Y. H e m the m&p may J w y # be re-pmJwted from (hs onmerial ralna of TrigonomeVioal
data, .Rer which the deUiLc of b e 5' #pace# can tm copied witboob wumuhbioE erron.
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the size of print applicable to these names, and to those of territorial divisions, modern
or ancient, reference may be made to the Manual, P u t II1,Chapter XIV.
9. dfter the field sections have been fairly copied into the general compilation mnp
on the enme scale, they are to be carefully packed in double tin and a wooden case,a n d
forwarded season by season to the Surveyor-General, with a copy of the register.
10. The compilation map is intended to incorporate the field cations into a district
map, in which unity of style is particularly to be attended to. This compilction is to be
forwarded to the Surveyor-General (carefully packed as above) after the receipt of t h e
field sections has been aoknowledged. This is in accordance with a general rnle, not to
entrust the original and duplicate of any work to the post at one time; thru the meam
of replacing a lost document will always remain in hand.
11. No specific rules seem necessary for the preparation of the fair compilation map.
l'he projection of the Geographical linea on which i t depends will be based on the Geodetical 'Tables, and care is requisite in proportion to its superior size, so that the projection
may not accumulate error. The projection of the Trigonometrical stations mllst be
carefully done by appropriate scales and duly verified by linear distances, after which
the m i e a t way is to trace in the &tails of each aection conaecntively from the g l a s s
Great care and precaution will be required in preseming the compilation map from injury
and Hygrometric changes. When the size of the district requires that the 1-inch d e
compilation should be got np in sheets,* then each sheet when finished is to be aoat to the
Surveyor-General.
map.
12. The same rules apply precisely to the reduced quarter-inch s+
13. The skeleton map is to be a mere outline, showing the e x t k t surveyed by each
individual, distinguishing the same by a wash of color and the season of survey recnrded
thereon, which with the Geographic l i e s will serve to illustrate the Narrative Beport, .nd
show the progreas achieved.

H.
VERTICAL OBSERVATIONS.
IN~TQUCTIONB
FOH A T R I ~ ~ O M ~ R ISURVEY.
CAL
E X T B APROll
~
1. Every exertion should be made to enable you to observe verticals at minimom
refraction, fur thorn taken later are wortblsss-about half-past 8 P.M., or as soon as objects
begin to skady for horizontal angles, they rise at the rate of 1' per minute, or evea mom
rapidly. Thns a few minutes difference of time will cause greater error than o h i n g
nnsteady objects. As a general rule, it b better to observe verticals too early than too I.tq
for even at noon the uncertainty in the mean of several intersection8 to an undefined daocing
object, would not much exceed,'2 an error which at a later period of the day might be
occasioned by about 2 minutea in the time of observation.
2. If your sides in the plains do not exceed 11 miles, your stations always on high
gound, the towers sntficiently high, and due care tnken to avoid intermediate obstacles rmch
as can neither be removed nor surmomted, there will be no difficulty in getting verticab a t
minimum. The period of minimum refraction lasts a considerable time, probably from
noon to the epoch of maximum temperature, which is generally reckoned to &nr
abut
a p.m. As soon as the thermometer begins to fall, objects begin to rise, and it b t h e e d
effects of this uncertain change in altitude which it is desirable to avoid. When verticab
are observed before 8 P.M. in the cold, and say half-past 3 p.m. in the hottsst weather,
identical timea are of leaa importance because in several minutea there will be no change of
Thas lprps am now randen-d (1874) in ahbstl d one uniform lire,
30 minutes ut Iungilurle.

*.,

I6 minute4 of
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altitude, but still it is a good habit to observe reciprocal verticals at exactly similar times
for if from circumtaocee, the observations should in the lepet degree overstep the limits of
minimnm, then perfect eqnality of time is an essential condition of success. To ensure thin
requisite identity of bime in reciprocal obeer7ations, a well-regulated watch is necessary.
In the plains time can be ascertained with sufficient esactneaa by observing sunrise and
wnset (noting the same in the angle book,) the half interval between which will be
apparent noon; or apparent noon can be estimated from aonriae or ameat done, by-means
of a table of the aun's G i g and setting, such as is publiihed in the Beugal Almanac.
I n hilly countries this simple expedient m n o t be practised for want of a natural horizon,
bmt time can always be sscerinined with snfficient exactitude by equal altitudes of the sun,
taken with the small Theodolite. By any of these means, you can regnlate the observations
of reciprocal vertioala, so that they may wrrespond exactly in regard to equal apparent
timas sftar noon, and it is the time from apparent noon which should be recorded in the
angle books, not watch times, which give vast trouble afterwards.
8. - I would advise your having small sight vanes attached to the top of your lamp
box* with trestles of sufficient height to raise the centre of the Heliotrope aperture to
the n a d height of the axis of your large Theodolita By thin merrns you will gain the
following advantages :I&-Your Heliotrope and lamp will be raised above the tower, m d the additional
heigbt will improve the appearance of the object.
2d.-The
sight vane, being attached to the heavy lamp box,
G
==
will be steadied thereby.
W.-Both
being in perfect adjustment simultaneonaly, the
&Lbrr!91~".f&~
~ ~ ~ t lamp
o can
a
be lit
o
exactly
i &
at sunset, and all harry and confasion in
setting the lamp box avoided.
W
&-The
height of eye and object being identical, you can withmur.
out any trouble calculate, in the field, the height of your stations,
and aaeisfy yourself of their correctness on the following principle. In any triangle A B C,
if you take the height of A as zero, and the comparative height of A to B and C to B and
A to C, the reanlt of levelling round the circuit should reproduce zero for the height of A.
Qood obwrvations should not give an error of more than 1or 2 feet in a circuit of 8 sidee.
To
out this principle dciently, you should have heavy well-made plummets, which
you mast provide yonnrelf with in due tima
4. Heavy plummets sre also necessary for plnmbing towem where reference is made to
the lower mark. You can either make t h i reference the naual practice, or plnce a temporary
well centered mark at top, taking a u e to ensare identity, and msumring the height of towers
yourself, so that the results may all be referrible to the mark at the ground surface.
5. I t sometimas happene that the height of an in~ccassiblepoint ia required to be
derived from a vertical angle observed to it from a great station. The principle of computation in wch cases is explained in the Manual, Part III, Chaptar XI& and requires no further
elucidation except aa regards terrestrial refraction.
6. There are no certain rules for estimating terrestrial refraction, but with care and
attention a much nearer approximation may be made than if all consideration of circumstances was neglected. Reciprocal observed verticals, compared with the contained aro, give
the true sum of the refractions at each end of a ray, which snm, divided by two, is the
mean refraction deduced by observation. Dividing this mean refraction by the contained
arc, we get the ratio of mean terrestrinl refractions in t e r m of the angular distance or
contained arc, but as the value of thie term differs according to the radios nsed in computing
it, the ratio of refraction will also vary accordingly. Due discrimination must therefore be
used in applying euch ratios to single verticals, for the same kind of radina of curvature
meat be used, as was employed in deducing the ratio, aiz., either the normal, the meridional
radius, the mean radius, or thc true radius of curratwe, due to the oblique arc.
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7. At the northern extremity of the great arc, the mean terrestrial refraction wm
found t o be nearly A
."t h of the contained arc, computed with the normal as radius, but thL
ratio is applicable to dry weather and peculiar local circumstances.
8. In the Darjiling operations on the other hand, the mqan terrestrial refraction m~
found to W & o f the contained arc, similarly computed, or
of the same arc computed
by the true radius of enrvature. Thesa ratios are, however, applicable to a very moist
climate and the months of October and November.
9. In the mountain operations crossing the Himalaya, all the stations of which seria
were greatly elevated above the sea, some of them attaining an altitude exceeding 17,000
feet, the mean terrestrial refraction was found to vary with the season, as will be seen from
the following statement, the ratios in which were computed with a m a n radius of curvahue
equivalent to the radius of nn oblique arc of 4 5 O azimuth:March.
July, Augud,
Odoba.
April, May, JUM.
0.08
0.06
Q06
0'07
10. The annexed memorandum exhibits the mean terrestrial refractions given by p t
Tripnometrical operations in the Jhelum and Bawulpindee districts, the contained are
beiig computed with a mean radius of curvature, id., mean between normal and m e r i d i d
radius.
1L This table exhibits the mean raiio for terrestrial refraction proper to be used in the
locality indicated, and similarly, the proper ratio should be deduced for every other l d i v
and aeason from the principal operations.
12 I t will, however, sometimes oecnr that an inaccessible point has been obsarved £ram
a great number of shtions at very diJTerent distcmces, varying perhaps as 2 to 1or upnu&
Snch single vertical anglea, repeated at variable d'itances, will furuiah a most mtisfietory
check, for it in clear that all the values of the height of an object should be identical. II,
however, the grater distance gives the graatar height, then too little oorrection hlu been
applied for refraction. On the other hand, if the greater distance gives the lesser heighb
then too much correction has been applied, and the ratios may be altered judicionsly te
produce consistent resulta. On finishing the back obaervationa to towers or other stations,
a tumulns of earth or pile of stones should be made at top, so as to prevent rain getting
do- the central aperture, or isolating annulus, and thus speedily destroying the towar.
The vault of a w e s to the basement mark should also be c l o d and the ramp cut away.
These precautions have been mentioned before in my paper on towers and previous
i~tructions,but atill I find they cannot be too strongly insisted o n
~
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Memorandum of Mean Tmeslrial R c f d i m in the JMum and Radpindee Didrictn51851-52.

EJO

~lstions.

object ~tationa.

Mongri
Jaoli
Kudiali
Daolatnagar
Mongi
Swrla

I Khqriana

1 Nerh
Nerh

...

Kaloo

...

...
...

...
...

...

.072

April and Dec.

$

8 *:
ax

-074
.082
.078
-074

December.
Dec. and Jan.
Dec. and Jan.
Dec. and Jan.

2

n

.084
.o76
.OK0

Soorla

...

-069
-065
.OiO

... ( Fip

...

.070
'066

Sakeair
( Jatla

...
...
...
...

...

...
...

Bani

...

a
a

Dec and Jan.
Dec. and Jan.
April and Dee.
December.
December.

...
...

...
...
...

C(

-069
.070
.07 1
.074
-076

Gandgnrh
galoo

Pari
Jbamut

Sakeair

n

'083
-069
.068
-072
.070

Pathrijala

R~MARKLI.

NOV.and Jan.
Nov. and Dec.
April and Nov.
April and Nor.
November.

...
...

Jhamut

hrla

...

in which
obaened.

'068
'066
.07 1
.070
'067

Gandgnrh
Adjar

Gaudgarh

.-.(
...

...
...

...
...
...
...
...
...
...

Kundi
Nerh

~djar

...

Ratio of mean TerreatrislRofnmtion
to wnWned Am,
mmpnted with a
mean R a d i ~ of
Cnnatnre.

:2

$3
-

.$

$a 93

8-3

is- a

3

-g

ig

HI

4

1

2 g

g=+ ~ $

1
4

January.

B

February.

-060
.064
-066
-062
946

March

.068
.066

March.
March.

-069

March.

March.

Observed by G. LOOAN,EsQ., Id dssislant, C. T.Swuey.
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FINAL PROFESSIONAL REPORT OF T H E SURVEY AND CONSTRUCTION
OF T H E MAP.

1. The orders and inatrnctions for the Survey to be briefly referred to.
2. The inahumental equipmanta, of which a return should be made, particuluiziing their
values and condition at the outset and termination of the work
8. A nominal statement of the Surveyors employed, the quantitp of work achieved by
each, their length of service, LC.
4. Area surveyed, with cost of execution m d rate per square mile.
6. A narrative of the operations describing the data of taking the field, and time
occupied in field work. ' Method of procedure, value of the noit of measure, whether
derived from the 0. T. Survey or from independent bases. Determination of point of
departure, if fixed independently, how? or the precautions taken to have it fixed hereafter
by the Great Trigonometrical Survey. The steps taken to form a connectim with the
great triangulation by ming ite marks, or leaving marks for future reference The
determination of initial azimuth if not derived from the G. T. Survey. The verifiution
processes followed, such as angular proofs :Id.-By geometrical conditions.
2nd.-By verificatory nzimntha
Linear proofs:Id.-By verification measnmmenta.
2~2.-By errors on closing.
The result of these checka to be stated.
6. An account of the office duties, specifying houra of business; whether all l m u
have been brought np, or how much remains in hand. Whether the field-books have
been brought up in duplicate, so as to be ready for submission.
7. Whether the Survey is complete in all Topograhpid details, or only partial, and
what precautions have been taken to prevent omissions.
8. Remark on the detailq drawing, projection and construction of the map, and h m
far the charactar of the country has been successfully represented.
9. An account of the boundaries, general and subaidiq.
10. Geographical, Historian1 and Statistid notes.

DESPATCH OF THE HONOURABLE T H E COURT OF DIRECTORS ON
STATISTICS.
Copy of a Lstler from the Honourabb the Court of Dirsdwa (Shtidical), No. 6 of 1846, dated
ond don, the 3rd Jnns 1846.

1. The great practical importance of Statistical enquiries, and the attention which tbw
now receive from the most enlightened European Governments, have induced us to take
measures for investigating tbe Statistics of the countries under our administration, md
for arranging and preserving, in a form convenient for reference, the information which
may be attainabla
2. With the view of accomplishing theae ends, we have formed a Statistical &putment in our Home &tablishment, in which the requisite enquiries will be conducted,
and the materials thereby obtained clmified and compared.

~
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3. The voluminoua Records and Docoments in our possession contain a vast amount
of Statistical inform~tion,and the labors of the new Department will, in the first instance,
be directed to extracting and rendering it available for reference; these duties, which
have already commenced, will continue for a long period to claim a large share of the
time m d attention of the Department, but the results will be imperfect, unless by the
cooperation of our Governments in India, in collecting and transmitting Statistical
information, we are enabled to remedy the defects, correct the inaccuracies, and as the
condition and circumstances of all countries are in many respects constantly vnrying, to
note the changea which time or other csoses may produce.
4. We do not doubt that our servants will cheerfully afford their assistance for these
purposes, and as the aid which they may render in this respect is not intended, and must
not be permitted to interfere in any degree, with their ordinary duties,no detriment, will
arise to the public service, but, on the contrary, much advantage may be expected from
the trausmissiou home of such information as to local details, which so many of our
servanta cannot fail to possess.
5. Information will be most desirable on such sobjects as the following :-

LAND.-~~~.
Geological structure.
Natura! aspect.
Soil.
Atmosphere and climate.
Productions.
Modes of caItivation.
Prices of principal pro(luct8.
Tenure and occupation.
Modes and rate of asswment.
Labor employed, and ita remuuffation.
WATER-Navigable rivers.
Description of.
Length of.
How far navigable.
Veseels employed on them.
LAKES.--Description and situation.
Cnaau.-Their purposes.
Length and depth.
Veasels employed on them.
Cost and return on the outlay.
Wells and tanks.
Means of irrigation in each district.
Harbours, and shipping frequenting them.
CITIES.-TOW~~
and villages.
Situation and general description.
Number of houses, and whether Pukba or Kacha.
P O P U L A T I O N . - N Uof~ ~people
~ ~ ~ of different descriptions.
Employment.
Languages.
Condition.
Health and disease.
Ditto of trdops, especially with presumed causes of health, or diseased
state, and the trestment (not strictly medical) found to be useful.

APPEGDIH.
R'EALTU.-Education, and method of pursuing it.
Charitable inntitntioaa not ednertioad.
State of litigation and of crime.
Police, number, remuneration and efficiency.
~~JXMKBCE.-ManufacttmB.
Capital employed.
Imports and exports from official s o ~ c t s .
Exchange.
Weights and measures.
Coins.
Banking operatioon.
Lending and borrowing.
Modes of tranril and communication.
By land.
By water.
Impediments, and their duration.
Porda, ferries and bridges.
Postal arrangements.
Taxation.
Sources of revenue, and produce of each tax.
Mode of collection.
Number in sebundy or other corps, engaged in collecting revenoe.
History m d antiquities, facts illustrative of more recent hietory, and of
change%, political or agricultural.
Public building&
6. We need scarcely observe that in Statistical investigation, the most rigid aeaurrp
.s to matters of fact is indispensable. Erroneous information will be worse than none,
because it can but tend to m i s l e d
7. There may be some subjects, especially those relating to Physical Science, with
which our servants generally may not h minutely acquainted, and no statement on
these or any other mattera of inquiry will be of any valne, noless they be both precise
and accurate. Where the requisite measure of scientiac knowledge is not possessed by
others, it may perhaps, in many eases, be supplied by our Medid Officers, and their aid
will, we doubt not, be cheerfully rendered whenever required.
8. I n conclusion, we direct.attantion to the following general instructions.
9. In all caaw, where practicable, reports should be the result of the p e m o d h o w ledge of the o5cer reporting, and where auch is the fact it should be mentioned.
10. Where, from any c a w the personal knowledge of the officer cannot be e x t e n d d
to m y object of inquiry, the authority on which the reportad f.cts rest, most invari.bly
be stated, either in the margin, or in the body of the report.
11. When estimates only can be furnished, the groonds of each estimate must be
stated, and the reason for adopting it.
18. Where information is orally given, it should be committad to writing a t the time,
in like manner personal obeervations should be recorded at the moment of making them.
18. In addition to the names by which places are known among E u r o p e a q i t would
be dasirable that the original names should be given, both in the Devin6gari. and Urdu
character, according to the k t authorities, especially local and native.
-

Tho Pmlarnationa and SUM AdvarLiwmsnb in the Cdcutlo Gazette u e l u d l y printed in
&w&6gari u well ar in &haUrdu or Anbic cl.-.
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14. I n regard to coins, weights, and measures, w e mnst be taken to preserve
uniformity rn to valuation, comparison, and conversion, and to ensure this, Prinsep's Useful
Tables may be taken as a guide.
15. Where any material variations exist in different parts of any country, or divisions
of a country reported on, the nature and limit8 of such variations should be precisely
pointed o u t
16. I t will be observed that the greater part of the instructions ahove are designed
to ensure accuracy, the importance of which we have already adverted to. I t is the
more necessary to dwell upon this point, inasmuch as some previons attempts to &ord
Statistical informgtion are unsatisfactory, because obvioasly incorrect

OR OBSERVATIONS
WITH T H R O D O L I TOR
~ ALTAZIXUTHINSTRUIIERTI. BY &M?PEL
J. T. WALKER,RE., F.R.S., SUPERINTENDENT
OR THE GREAT TRIQOIOXRTRICAL
SUBVEYOR INDIA.

Eztradul from

"

Einb to Travellers," published by the Royal Geographical W y .
Third Edition. 1871.

I n the opening pages of these Hints (to Travellers), lists of instrnments have been given
which travellers of little experience are recommended to provide themselves with, and the
sextant has been more particnlarly recommended, as the trareller will have opportunities
of practising with it under the tuition of the officers of the ship which ia conveying him to
his destination. The suitability of this instrument for observations, both on land and sea,
ia thus a great advantage for any person who has not had an opportunity of learning the
use of his instruments before starting on his expedition; and should he not have a sufficient
knowledge of the methods of reducing the observations, nnd calculating the results, he will
find the simplest and easiad rules for his guidance in the several works on navigation,
which are specially written for the reduction of observations with sextants by persona
possessing little or no knowledge of the principles on which the rnlw are based. The
inexperienced traveller can scarcely be expected to attain much accuracy in his observations
and reductions, but ahould he explore unknown regions, he may be able to acquire valuable
information, the immediate interest of which may be very considerable; bnt his work will
necesearily be of a preliminary nature, and be liable to be hugely corrected, or altogether
superseded, by the operatiom of subsequent explorers.
But the extent of the regions of b r a incognifa in which inexperienced travellers can
operate with the greatest advnntage is constantly becoming more and more narrowed and
diminished, and Qeographical ecienw now-adays frequently requires that the rough
outlinea which have hitherto sufflced for her purposes should not only be amplified and filled
in, but recti5ed by more exact and reliable observations. The traveller mnst, in such cases,
be provided with an instrument of greater capabilities than the sextant, and he should have
thoroughly learnt the uae of t h i instrument and the method of reducing the several kinds
of observations which may be made with it before he commences operations. If he has no
better instnuneuta nor greater skill than his predecessors, his results may differ widely from
theirs, but they will not be more worthy of confidence, and, while cansing much perplexity
and inconvenience to Geographers, they will only exhibit with certainty the degree of
ancertainty that is still attached to the problem nnder investigation.
An altazimuth instrumentor a theodolite possessing a complete vertical circle a s well
ass horizontal circle-is in many respecta superior to a sextant. Id, it measures horizontal
angles directly, thns avoiding the labor of reducing oblique anglea to the horizon; and a
round of several angles can be measured with far less trouble than with the wxtant.
2nd5, it measurea small vertical anglea of elevation or depression of objects which frequently

slvi
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wuld not be seen by reflection from a mercurial horizon for the measurement of the double
angle by a sextant. Brdly, its telescopic power is usually far higher than that of a sextant.
Yhly, it may be so manipulated as to eliminate the effects-without in the first iustanm
ascertaining the magnitndes-of certaiu constant instrumental errore, such aa excenmoity,
collimatiou, and index errors. And 5thly, the influence of graduation errors my-whm
great accuracy is reqnired-be reduced to a very considerable extent by systematic churgar
of the zero settings of the horizontal circle.
The disadvantages of the altazimnth instrument as compared with the sextant are ita
greater cost and bulk and weigbt; but in many instances these disadvautages will be more
than counterbalanced by its superior capabilities.
M w s . Troughton and Simms have favored me with the following details reguding
the cost, weight, and Telescopic powers of theae instruments as constructed by themselm :-

.. .

.. .. ..

5-inah ditto ditto
&inah CISYO ditto

..
..

13$

I

25
31

..
..

£ s. d
12 0 0

9

23 0 0

10

32 10 0

Ibs.

be.
7
5 to 10

?-inch (rsdiua) sextant..
Artiflois1 horizon
.
&inch (dimetar) transit
tLeodoliLo

,

I

10'

5~010

....

....

,, 12
,. 15
11 ,. I8

....
1.

9

I

12

I

I

30'
20'

1

Without t M l i t uia
level .od h m p .
With transit nxia krel
and lunp.
ditto.
Uitb

The Messn. Casella construct certain very light and cheap altazimuth instruments,
with 3-inch circles, power 5, weight with box a s . , weight of stand 3btbs. divided to 1'
price under 201.
For astronomical observations the sextant is decidedly preferable to very s d l
altazimnth instrnmeuts, but the latter are to be preferred for the measurement of horizontal
angles and small elevations or depressions.
The traveller must necessarily adapt his equipment to his requirements and the
facilities he will possess for carrying his instruments about. H e may find it convenient to
employ a sextant for astronomical, and a very small light altazimuth for tarr&al
obeervations. But, whenever practicable, an altazimnth of moderate size, which may be
used as a universal instrument, would undoubtedly be the most convenient and satinfactory.
The instruxuent which I would recommend for geographical explorations as being well
adapted for astronomical and f ~ terrestrial
~ r
observations, and not very bulky, is the 6-inch
trar~sittheodolite by M u r s . Troughton and Simms: several of these have been nsed in
explorations connected with the operations of the Great Trigonometrical Survey of India,
and haye given great satisfaction, being sufficiently accurate for all desirable purpoeas, and
not too heavy to he easily carried. These instruments are adapted for detarminationn of
time and longitude by the method of zenith distances, and also by that of meridiolul
transits; the former being best suited for the traveller when he can only devote a few h o w
to the operations the latter when ho is halting for a long time a t one place: the two
methods lead to strictly independent resulta, so that when both are employed they m e to
check each other. The instrument is also well suited for latitude and azimuth observations;
iu facf it can be employed in any of the investigations which an explorer may have to
undertake by means of astronomical observations. On the other hand, as an instrument for
a The weight of a tripod s t u d rs dcacribcd in

"

OutBt" (p. 8), would be s d d i t i W
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the measurement of terrestrial angles, whether horizontal or vertical, it is very valuable,
and far superior to any eextant, not only being more conveniently manipulated, but possessing
telacopic powers which permit of the detection and identification of objects that would
.
often be sought for in vain with a sextant.
Trionometrical operations are, as a rule, far simpler and more easily reduced, and lead
to more accnrate resnlts than astronomical observations. A continuous triangulation, or a
traverse with measured angles and distances, is necessarily impossible when the explorer
h.s to pass through a country very rapidly; but he may frequently remain for several days
a t one place, and may then have opportunities of greatly extending the scope of his
operations by executing a triangnlation. Suppose him to be in view of a range of hills
which he may not have an opportunity of exploring, distant say 60 to 100 miles, he may
have already endeavoured on hi line of march to fix points on the range by bearings, but
from the absence of prominent landmarks has found a d i c u l t y in identifying the points
observed and thinks he may have mistaken one hill for another in conaequeuce.of their
changes in appearance as viewed from positions at some distance apart. If, during his
few days' half he can manage to do a little triangulation, he may fix the general ontlines
of the entire range relatively to his halting-place with very respectable accuracy. He has
first to measure a base ahd determine by triangulation the positions of tbree stntions lying
in a direction nearly parallel to that of the range, and at distances of 2 to 5 milea apart ;
then at each of these stations he must measure the angles between the other stations and a
series of points on the entire length of the range ;* though no very prominent landmarks
may be visible, still the telescope will show a number of objects-trees, masses of rock,
and peculiarities of the ground-sufficiently clearly to permit of their being recognized a t
stations of obsarvation which are so close to each other; and though the triangles will be
very acute-angled, the angles map easily be measured with sufllcient accuracy to give the
distances of the points on the ranges from the steations of observation with a small percentage of error, whenever the marks are fairly identified ; and as there will be two triangles
to each point, and, therefore, double values of the side common to both triangles, any
mistakes-whether of identity, or of reading, or calculation-will be at once shorn up.
theodolitien of the Indian Snrvept which have been uaed in military
The 6-inch ha&
expeditions and explorations are specially provided with a pair of micrometers in the
eyepiece of the telencope, for the purpoae of measnring small angles, and more particularly
those sobtended by objeeta of known dimensions, by means of which the distance between
the object and the observer is readily deduced. The system of micrometers is moveable
through an angle of 90°, so as to permit of the measnrement of either a horizontal or a
vertical object. With the aid of this appliance, the instrument can be employed in carrying
on a traverse without wing any direct meaeuring apparatus, such as a chain or perambulator, the ditanees to the back and forward stations being determined by meaeuring the
He ahonld make a mketch of the outline of the range in his book of oheenations ; and u he wiU pmk b l y be unable to acoertain the nnmw of the hill summih a t mch a distance from them, and many of them

may hare no names, he hd bettar number them in the order in which they are obrervd, and mfer to them
J w y l by thew numbers, until he @an
mn8dently replum a number by r m a Exaggerated aketohoha of
the oullinm of the ohJeals intersected by the telesaope ue EreqnenW of use to t i d l i t ~ ldenriaouion
.~
on proceeding to the next atation.
The pmitionn of plwm aitnsted within or beyond the r m g e ofhllln, whioh ue inridMe Lo the traveller,
but are known to his native goides and Alulstanh, may f r e q u e n a be determined by nuking a native point
the tbeodollte, M a gun, in the direation of the plurs, bud state ita distu~oebeyond or on this aide of tbe
range. The guides w ~ l ohen
l
be found to poa~tssa remarkable knowledge 01 I d l y . and I Lave frepnontly
known the independent paintings of different men towards distant iniiaible obleah to rolnoide (ogethsr
very oloaely, u w u ohown by the redlnga of the d m n t h d aimle.

t See "Subknae Tkeodolito" described st pago 132, " Xmuai of Survqlng.'
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anglea aubtended by poles of known length, which are set up a t the stations. In hilly and
broken ground, in crossing rivere or other obstacles, and generally wherever 8 direct meamrement is imprcrotierkle, this method of procedure is most convenient. I t was adopted
by Captain Carter, RE., in his Survey-with one of these instruments--of the l i e of countrJ
parsed over by the British army in the Abyssinian expedition. Captain Carter urried
a traverse from Adigerat to Magdah, a distance of nearly 300 milea, without any break of
continuity, the daily rate of progress averaging 6 miles. and heing occasionally rs much
as 8 miles. The difference of latitude between the origin and terminus as determined
from these operations only differed by about a quarter of a mile from the value determined
sstronomically.
Whenever a halt occwred in the movements of the army, the inntrnment wan used M
a theodolite in triangulating to fix the positions of all hills and other prominent objecta
around the halting-place ; it wss also used for various astronomiul obeervatioru*

Observations with these instruments should always be made in pairs, with the hca
of the vertical circle alternately to the right and left of the observer. Thus, supposing that in the first observation, or round of observations, the face of that circle is to the
right of the observer, the telescope sbould be immediately afterwards moved through 1800
in azimuth, and turned over in altitude, which will bring the face of the circle to the left
of the observer, and then a second observation, or round of observations, should be taken;
the mean of the two measures, face right and face left, will be free from collimation,
index, and other instrumental errors.
In measuring horizontal angles between objecta of nearly the name altitude, as land&
not much above or below the horizon, a change of face is not absolutely necessary, and m y
be dispensed with if the obaerver is hurried ; but when such ssglea are maaswed between
object6 of very different altitudes-an a terrestrial referring mark and a star--and wheuem
altitudes are mesawed, whether of terrestrial or eeleatid objecta, the observations abwM
invariably be taken in both positions, alternately " face right" atad "face Idt" and tbe fid
result deduced &om the mean, in order that the inatrumentd errors may be eliminated.
There ia no necessity to determine the magnitude of these errors, as in the sextant; in
an instrument which has to travel far over bad ground the adjustments are liable to
alter from time to time, but they are not likely to alter in the interval between twu conancutive observations, and the enom arising therefrom will be eliminated in the m a n of
the pair.

In what follows regarding ashvmonsied obaervationa with these instruments, a m p k t a
observation will be understood to imply the mean of a pair of observations, one with face
right, the other with face left, taken continuomly without any considerable pa- betwen
them, the eutire operation being conaidered as one observation

Them insbumenh Mug imnLhsd with a p.ir of miammotsn, whloh a n be rued either bodsontally
or vertldly, are nII the mom valuable for .stmnomieal ob.ervalion#, for the m i c m m e m give t m d d l tional r i m over whioh the atan may be olmerred, and thole wired o m be let at pleaanre M
dfd.oes
fmm the 5xed w i w an rhe dlaphngm whiah m y be beat ndtcd to tbe n(e of movement of the hetar. F a
pairs of o b m v . ( i o u ~ f . o e right and fnw left--no rednotion# to the a n M wire am n-;
mi
thus greater accuracy 10 obtained with very rllght .ddiUod tmuble of obnning, md IUU kn of amputlng.

1
'
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~ E T E R Y ~ X A T I OOr
X S Time, Azimuth, k t i t u d e A N D Longitude, mITn A
THANSIT'I'HKODOLITR.
The transit theodolite may be employed either as a transit instrument or as 'an
altaziinnthal instrument; it is adapted for all astronomical observations, excepting tho8e of
"lunar distauces," whiclr can only be performed by a sextant or a rdecting circle, and
occnltations, which require larger telescopes.
Thus a description of each of the various kinds of observations which can be made
with transit and altazimuth instruments, with full details of tlie methods to be emploved
in the corresponding reductions, would fill a volume, and be much inore than is required
for a book which merely purports to give liinta to travellers. Those who wish to learn full
particnlars of each of the several metliods of observation, and of the reductions, cannot do
better than study Chauve~iet's "Spherical and Practical Astronomy," which is one of the
most valuable works on the subject in the English language: it gires ample instructions for
observations of all kinds, the rudest and most Ilurried, a s well a s the most refined and
elaborate, and it supplies corresponding formula?, approximate aa well as rigorous, for
the reduction of tlre observations.
As t h e Hints are merely intended to indicate the simplest and most expeditions
metliods by which a traveller who is able to curry a suitable altnzimuthal instrument about
with llim can take the nstronomical observations which are essentially necessarp for his
geograpliical explorations, they will be restricted to determinations of time, latitude and
longitude, by the measurement of zenith distances, nnd of azimuths by horizontal angles;
formulee-some approximate, but all sufficiently rigorous for the purpose, and adapted
mostly from Chnuvenet-will also he given, for the reduction of tlie observations.
Ldilude Obserodiom, the time being ud.~~ncnon.--The instrument being duly levelled
and brought approximately into the meridian, set the telescope on any star, or on the sun,
when approaching culmination, and follow it until the maximum altitude is reached ; take
tlie zenith diitance reading on the vertical circle, change face quickly, and make a second
observation; the mean of the two will be a "complete observation" of zenith distance.
Two or three pairs of observations may be &ken to circumpolar stars, a s their zenith
distances will not alter sensibly during an interval of a quarter to half an Lour ; for other
stars the observations should be restricted to one pair, and stars should not be observed
when within 25O of the zenith. A single pair of observations with the 6-inch transit theodolite
should give a determination within 20" of the truth ; greater accuracy may he obtained
by observing additional stars, more particularly when the stars are selected so as to form
pairs of nearly equal distance from the zenith, north and south.
Latitude Obsmationa, tk time beiug known.-(1.) Obserre the zenith distance of thePolestar in any position, and reduce to the meridian by the tables in the "Nautical Almanac"
(2.) Take circum-meridian observations of the zenith distance of any star, alternately
face right and face left, and note the time of each observation ; compute the reduction of
the zenith distance a t the time of observation to the diitance on the meridian, and take
the mean 01 the reduced results as the determination of the ~neridionalzenith distance.
Three or four pairs of observations may generally be made in succession to the same star,
but the nearer the star is to the zenith the more accurately should the times be known-it is
not desirable, therefore, to observe stars within lo0 of the zenith. Iiere, too, pairs of
north and south stars of nearly equal zenith'distance will give the best results.
Tim.-Take
pairs of observations of the zenith distance of a stnr, noting the cbronometer time of each, and adopt the menn of the times as the time correspoliding to the
mean zenith distance, with which, the latitude of the place, and the star's declination, the
star's l~ourangle must be computed by either of the well-known formulse : thus the local
time and the chronometer error will be determined. For these observations stars are most
iavorably situated which are easterly or westerly, and not very near citller to the horizon
or to the meridian ;and greatest accoracy is obtained wl~entwo stars are observed a t nearly
C:
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the same ellitode, one to the east, the other to the west. With a pair of obaervationa the
chronometer error should be determined within one second when a 6-iuchtransit theodolite*
r used.
Longitude.-Take pairs of observations of zenith distance on a star for the determination
of the local time and chro~lometererror, then take other paira of observatlons of zenith
distance on the moon ; in each instance adopt the mean of tlie chronometer times ad that of
the "complete observation" of zenith distauee. Both moou and star should be easterly or
westerly, and not very near either to the meridian or to the horizon. Tlie operations
should commence and close with star observations, in order that the chronometer rate may
be duly ascertained and allowed for. Ten pairs of observations to the moon and six to
stars ought not to occupy more than four hours, and they should give a very fair result,
probably within 8 miles of the truth. The effect of instrumental errors will be materially
reduced when the stars and the moon are on the same sidea of the meridian and a1 nerrly
the same zenith distnnce; if time permita, observations should be taken both east and sat
of the meridian, and both before and after full moou.
Azimuth, time and lafiludc k i n g unhoron.-Observe the angles between a referring markt
and a s t a r when the star is a t the same altitude east and west of the meridian; aeveml
pairs of observationa may be taken at consecutive altitudes, half with face right and half
with face left. Or the angles may be measured between a referring mark and a circmpolar star ut the times of its maximum elongations enst and w e s t The mean of the two
a~iglesa t opposite positions gives the angle betwce~ithe star nnd the meridian, and thence
the azimuth of the referring mark, witliout any calculations whatever. In the fint u ~ ,
however, nu interval of several liours muat be allowed to elapse between the observationa
east and west; and as twelve hours must necessarily elapse between the opposite elongations of a circu~npolarstar, few stars will ordinnrily be visible nt both elongations.
I t may therefore be desirable to adopt a third and more expeditious method, as foUom:Measure the nngles between the referring mark nnd two circumpolnr stars a t their respectire
elongations, selecting sters which are nearly in opposition or nearly in conjunction, and
will attain their maximum elovgations at nearly the same time, thnt the observations may
be completed quickly; thcu with the observed value of the nagle between the stars, and
the given declinations of the stars, the azimulhs of both may be readily computed, a
sliow~ibelow. See "Observations for Aziuluth."
Azi?nulhs, latitude king knom.-Observe
tlie angle between tlre referring mark nod a
circumpolar stor a t maximum elongation, aud co~nputethe azimuth of the star. To slm
near the pole two or tllree pairs of observations, face left nnd face right, may be taken
before the star nlovas sensibly from the position of maxiniuln elongation.
Azimuth, lutitude and lime being knoton.-Any star may be observed in any position, bur
tlle best results will be obtaiued when a circuinlalar star is observed nt a short distance
from the elongution ; tlie angle between the position of the star a t tlie obaerration and at the
elongation may be computed by the f o r m u b givenat pages lit-, Iv. " Observations for
Azimuth!'
General Remurk8.-Tlie observed zenitli distances should always be corrected for refraction; barometer and thermori~eterreudilig.3 should, therefore, Lo token during the o b m r tions, for the beLter determinotion of the refmetioil. When no bnrometer is at haud, the
At a trial of olle of tl~evainstruments for the llrdiau Survey. Lhe rpsultsof sir pairaofokrvatiDoI
on o ~uld
t west atnra b l l witliin an ortreme range of 0'4 of a second of time; tho atam r e * , horerer,
observed on tho wirca of tlle two mieromoters as well M on the Bred wire of tho diaphragm.
t A good referring mark may bemadeof a crosa with Q llole of f to j an itrch i n diauleter in Lbc renlre,
to which obaervalio~racan bo taken by day nud by night, being rcndored riaible a t nigl~tby a bnll'#-?re
Ianroru placed behind tho hole and directed lo tho observer. The stem of tho eror. should be rcnid.
and driven firmly Into tho pound. Tho distan~from Lbe mtation of obwrvation sllould Lo at least half a
mile, and the station should Lo msrkod hy a pin driven inlo tho ground, over whioh tlrr bl~eoddiromust ba
oarofully ceukred wllenever set u p for horizontal ob8orr;tioua.
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height of the station of observation should be given, as dedncecl by the boiling point or
otherwise, or even nppmximately estimated. It may be well to remember that in determining latitude, errors of refraction may be eliminated by observing pairs of north and
south stars of the snme zenith distnnce.
FoRXULAI AnD

EXAYPL~.

Ldilude by Cimm-meridian O ~ i o n ofn a Star.

to

Let$ be the true Intitude, ( the true zenith distance on the meridian, the observed zenith
distance corrected for refraction, 6 the declinntion of the star,* q0an approximate value

of $, = 6

f I,

t the hour angle of the star.

Put A =

COB $O

sin

COB

to

8

and rn =

2
sins it.
sin I.'

~hen(=(,,-~m,and$=8&(.
The ralnea of n, are tabulated in Chnuvenet's ' Bstronomy.'
Alternative forms of m, m = c o w 1. versin t .
adapted for various
=.00055r', when 1 is given in seconds of tima
logarithmic tables.
= 2tn nearly, ,,
,,
minutes
,,
Supposing n observations to be taken, then, since A ia conatant,
+ mu*
4=(o-A~l+*¶+
n

1

.

a. M.

A

of star
Chron. E m r
Chron Timo of
T-IL.

51

a6
17
1
3
IS
41

-

lwm8

For che he'bore formula

1

-

...... - 7 404 8 ,8 7 .
a548 5
;; (',...... -......
as
-,#,o
3 1 ~ 6 1 0 g e o s Q ~ ....
2

85

.

1.

.... I4+ 511 46I4

t ahonld be les. than 10 d n n t e q and

88 58

9.8906

....

9.41-

t gmter than 109

When che a n Is obwnsd, the dealhation oorraponding to the m a Of the Umsa dobrsnation
lhonld be urn&

t The circle r e d l n g a rill & .Iternat& .IUtudn and wnitQ dlatmmn 2 the index error of Um ifoatmmsnt, whioh error a elimhted in the mean of a p.ir of ol~ervhelioru
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Longitude by J,unur Zenith Didancu.
Thelocal time and the chronometer error haring been determined from thestar obserrationn
= the observed zenith distnnce of the moon's limb.
Let

to

0 = the local sidereal time of the observation of

&.

L1 = an nssumed value of the longitude
A LI = the required correction of L1.
L = the trne longitude = Ll + A L1.
$ = the latitude.
Find the Greenwich time corresponding to 8 and

a=
'R

L1, for which

tnke

1

the moon's declination,

) from the LNaut. A h . *

= the moon's eqoatorial horizontnl parallax.

8 = the moon's geocentric semi-diameter.
1
Let fil be the moon's appnrent semi-diameter, nnd .rrl the corrected pardl=;
then S1 = S + A s, and nl = rr + A ?r ;
and the values of A 8 nod A T may be interpolated from the tables below,
abridged from Chauvenet.
Also put J1 = 8 + e9rl sin I$ cos

r0;

tion for the apparent zen. dis.

and let

8,

in which log eQ= 7.8214; and let r be the refrac-

r2= lo+ +
cl c2

81,

and
= - rl sin
then the horn angle, t, is fonnd from the equation
siu4 6: = sin

b

which am

[r, + (+--a,)]

sin
C09

ro;

h[rl--($-~l)l,

I$ COB 81

after which the moon's right ascension, A, is found by the formuln
A=@--t.
The Greenwich mean time corresponding to the moon's At must be found from the L N a n t i d
Almanac;' wit11 this and the locnl mean time a value of the longitude is determined, wbicb,
however, is npproximnte ooly, ns t is computed with an approximate value of 8 depending
on the assumed longitude. Put L, for the approximate value of the longitude which b thw
determined, and
Vnlue of

A 9, alvinys

+.

.

Values of A r, a1wap

Equatorial Parallu,

Horizo~itnlSemi-diameter.

Apparent

+.

Latitude

6 1 i 7 J i

8

so

ll.7
13.5
1.2.9
11.8
10.5
8.8
6.9
4.7
2.4

90

0.1

I0
20

ao

40
60
60
70

li.6

lg.6

16.7

1

15'4

13.8
12.7
11.2
9.4
i.3
5.1
2.6
0.1

14.7
la..?
12.0
10.1
7.9
5.4
2.8
0.1

16.4
15.7
14.4
128
10.7
8.4
5.8
3.0
0.1

1
16.7
15.4
13.6
11.4
8.9
6.1

a.2
0.2

18.8
18.6
17.7
16.3
144
12.1
9.5
6.5
3.4
0.2

0"
10

20
30
40
60
60
50
80
90

60
0.3
1.2
2.7
4'4
6.2
8.0
9.4
10.3
10.6

0'9.

0.3
1.3
2.9

h

04

4.7

1.4
3.1
j.1

6.7
8.6
10.1
11.1
11.4

92
In8
11.9
12.4

7Z
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pnt
and

0 = the increase of 6 in a unit of time
=
,,
W

nt tlreGreenwicli rlrenn tirneof tlreobservation
of the moon ;

13

also let a = then

L = L , + AL,.

L q -L l,ana
A L1 = -

l + a
These formulre are demonstrated in Chauvenet, vol. i, pngea 383 to 386; and when several
observations have to be reduced, they entnil less labour of computation than any other f o r t n u l ~
Eramp&.-In latitude $= 3S0 68' 53" and nssnmed longitude 4 = 6h. 6m. west of
Greenwich, on BIny 2rti1, 1849, the moon being east of the meridian, the zenith distance of
the moon's upper limb was observed to be 5i0 4i' 28'5': wlren the local mean time was
6h. 33m. 21'6s., and the local sidereal time 8 = 8h. 16m. 14'61s.
Approximate Greenwich mean time, 1011. 39m. 21'61s.
(,,= 57 45 2 6 5
for which we find from the 'Naut Alm!
6 = a0 47' 47.6"
r = + 1 30.9
S1 = + 15 24.6
S =
16 16.4
?r
66 3.1
[,= 68 4 23.9
and from the tublea abovg given we find
r, sin (* =
47 38'1
AS
8.1

-

+

-

cos

+

6

With these valuea of

-

+

8,,

-

14.1

[,,nnd $ we find-

-

b u t 8 1
8 16 14.61;
whence tho computetl AE
11 36 8.25.
The corrmponditrg Greenwich menn time for this vnlue of the W is
The local mean time is

...

...

Whence the approximate long.

--

...

...

L is
8.

For the Greenwich mean time 10 39 48.7
Wlrence a

...

...

I

,,

6 33 21.6
-... 5 6 27.1
8.

in 1 = 2.014 = A

6 ,,

IO.OI=~.

b - LI = + 27.1 s.,
H. M. 8.

A LI = 40.6, and L = 6 6 40.6.
Formulasjor the reduction of Aeimrdh Okervations.
( I . ) When a star is observed at an elongntion.
Let A be the azimuth, 8 the declinalion, 9 the latitude,
cos 6.
then sin A = cos
(2.) When a stnr is observe11at a short distance from the elongation.
L e t t be the hour u~igleat the time of elongation,
then cos t =

3
6

tan

S.

...

1.

increase of

0,3317; and since
8.

H. M.

... 10 39 48.7
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Let d t be the di&rence between the hour an&% at the times of elongation and
of observation, and dA the corresponding difference of nzimuth,
dt
then tan dA = - 2 sin* -ssc 9 cot 8 cosec 1 ;
2

whence if d :is expreased in minuter of time, and K is a constant,
log r being = .29303

+ log aec 9 long cot a + log cosec 1,

(3.) When two stars nre observed a t their elongationn.
Let their azimuths be A, and At, and their declinations

a1 and c"%,

cos 2,

A1 = --

sin A,,
coa J0
The value of A, + A, or of A, -A, ia given by t l ~ ob8errationa,
e
A, + A* if the stnrs I r e
a t opposite elongations, A, AS if they are at the ~me,elongution. Suppose that we have
A , f At=*
cos
then cot A1 = cot m f --- ewec m,
cos Z1
then sin

-

cos Bl
or cot At = cot m & -coaec m.
cos
O b e o a a hfm Azimufh.*-The true bearing of a heavenly body m y be obtained by
means of a sextant either from observations of altitude or from the apparent time As the
formula for obtaining the latter doen not appear in many works on Navigation, i t is given :-

a*

-

Time.

)

)

.Azimuth.

& Y. l.

Month.

Dw.

I

Co. h t .
.'l uiat,

I

*

sum.

DiU.

4 Sum.
4 DiU.
4 Hor. L

Coseo

aea

Sine

Coaiue

c o w

c o w

Cor.

O true A r (- Am 2
@ mag. AS.

I

- Am 1.)

1

NOTE.- Arc 2 is of the .&cue *tion
r. the pol- dirt. m d Ca. h t : when one il
other, and o. a.
Add arc. 1 and 2, when polu dint. is greater thrn Co. Latitude.

m
t
.
aM

is

(bo

1~
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The angular distance between the Pole-star, which is only lo from the Pole, and any
object on the horizon affords an approximate nnd simple method of obtaining the true
bearing : the formula for the reduction of the oblique to the horizontal angle isReduction of Angle.
and obj.
Cosine
* Alt.
Secant
Red. Angle

Cosine

---

The bearing of the Pole-star a t all times, or any otller celestinl object, when near the
meridinn, affords approsilnata means of obtaining, without calculation, the variation of the
complws.
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1. The Theodolite, or Alhzimnth Instrument, is constrncted of rariona dimenrim
and according to different designs, but the chief distinction which
Varln . n d W YLao may be firstly m d most suitably noticed, is that which is compremop. Thwdalltu
hended between the Reading Microscope and the Vernier Theodolite
I n the former instrnment, its Readinga are obtained by means of Reading Microscopes. In
the latter, a most useful invention of Peter Vernier's is employed to cncompasJ t h e w
end. The Vernier Theodolite forms the subject of this paper.
2. I t is customary to characterize a Theodolite according to the diameter of its horizontal circle, so that when the latter measures (n) i n c h q the
n.oQllcr
former is called an (n) inch Tl~eodolite. Thus there are the 5, i,
ahm&dsd
8, 12, and 14 inch Theodoliteq all of which are usually read by the
Vernier. The Rending Microscope Theodolites are the 15, 18, 24, and 36 inch.
8. Of the Vernier Theodolites enumerated, the 7-inch (Everest's) may be fitly taken
M a type or representative in general. The following remarh
-lo,
Or thL therefore apply in particular to this instrnment, and in those caw
Ppr.
where illustration makes i t necessary to adopt Theodolites of other
dimensiona or pattern, the digression from the text will be duly noticed.
4. Supposing then that a 7-inch Theodolite locked in its case hna been placed before
notr for OrprLiy; .md us, that we have opened the box and turned back its lid, thac
h y k a on mn- exposing to view the instrument and its appurtenances as they are
packed for travelling. The first step to be taken is, to examine the
position of these contents, and to make suitable notes of the same; m that herenfter, in
putting the instrument back into its w e , one of the most serious sources of accident,
arising from the want of such notes, may be avoided. I n the present instance we find the
Telescope occupying one of the diagonals of the box, the ''object end" being in the right
hand corner, while the "Face" s a n d s next to the hinged side of the c w . It is sufficient
to define these two conditions, by ~narkingthe letters 0 and Frespectirely on those parts of
the b o a r b near which the object end of the Telescope and Face rest. Besides the instrument
itself, the following will usually be found in the box.
I. Magnetic Needle and two mill-headed screws for fixiug i t to thc Telescope.
11. Direct (so called) Eye-piece.
111. Plummet.
1V. Ordiuary turn screw and pin.

-

gt.eI

-
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Of them, No. 11need rarely if ever be used, for by reason of its four lensea, less light
is &acted to the eye than with the inverting (so called) eye-piece, which latter contains
only two lenses (1). The plummet on the other hand is absolutely necessary, but occupying 85 it do- a higher place in the box than the Tbeodolita, care should be taken when
placing it in its travelling socket that it does not fall on the instrnment. No. IV is a very
indifferent screw-driver, whence every careful surveyor should provide himself with both
*
larger an11smaller turn-screws of better pattern and temper.
5. Having enumerated the contents of the box, we proceed to place the instrument on
its stand. But before doing so we must gravely caution the surA mat 'Pm veyor ngainst ever employing violent force in the manipulation of
ClCQ
a Theodolite. I t is a caution as easy a8 beneficial to remember, and
one which the construction and purpoees of the Theodolite peremptorily forbid a violation
of. No man yet observed truthful angles or kept his instrument in working order, who
employed violenee to effect his pnrposa When a screw works stiff, or a slide cannot be
moved, when the Theodolite itself will not settie into itn appointed recesses for travelling,
or the lid of the box does not close ;-in all these, and every other similar we, be patient,
let your movements be gentla More than one valnable instrument has been irretrievably
damaged through a neglect of this fundamental maxim, viz., newer to employ violent form
in the manipulation of a Theodolite.
6. NOWdraw the slides which hold the instrnment down, lift the Theodolite and plaee
it on itR stand. In performing this process, there is no choice but
mt
to hold the instrnment by what are termed its Pa. This mode of
O n f t I M
lifting is evidently objectionable, and the heavier and larger the
instrument the p t e r the objection The most correct way of raising a Thebdolite, is
clearly by holding its foot screws (2); but these latter are inacwasible in the case of a
7-inch and the small aize, and weight of the instrument make the objection named comparatively trivial.
7. But before proceeding further (a), it is essential that the various parts of a 7-inch
Theodolite ahould be duly named. To this end we begin with the
n-'hed~pulr
I L Foot Screws" of which there are three, working in a
Tribrach."
of a nKOd0llt.a.
The I' B o s " of this Trihrech is pierced with a " Female Axis," in
which the "Lower Vertical (or Azimuthal) Male Axis" works, and attached to the Boss of the
. Tribraeh is an arm carrying a " Clamp and Tangent Ssrew." This brings us to the " Horizontal Plate" of the instrnment, which bears the "Graduntious" marked on silver; the
silver circle being termed the "Limb." The graduations again nre read by means of the
tbree "Verniers" and the moveable "Lens" above them; and the fourth arm projecting
from the Bosll of the " Uppar Female Vertical Axis" carries a second clamp and tangent
screw. This laet mentioned Axis encloses the "Upper Yale Vertical Axis." So in
eucceesion we arrive at the " Azimuthal Level," from thence to the " Ya," within which the
"Pivots" of the '"l'ransit Axis" work. Between the Pivotn lies the "Telescope,,, carrying
with it two segments of the vertical circle denominated the "Fnce" of the instrument.
The "Verniers" which appertain to them segments carry their clamp, tangent screw and
the "Vertical Level" with them, the whole being fixed in position by means of a couple of
antagonistic screws, usually termed "clips," which work against a shoulder between them.

-'

K a r l I.-The weight of the direct Eyo-pieae overbnlmoes that end of the Telemope. T h Eye-piece
i s sometimen uaefnl M a finder for iudistinct objects.
NOTE %-The large Theodolites are .Iwa{s raised by the feet, and for Troughton's great Theodoti(e a
URing sppsratum WM applled In thii wuntry.
N m 3.-At thlm stage, in addition (o the notes in pars 4, reaord the positioo of the damps; whiah
i n Lhi. o h of inrtrnmento, detloer that of tho feet screws. In larger i~trumonla,the reading of tho
a i d e when p ~ k e drequinra to be noted, and in some omon, a foot screw and its placo in tho box should be
similarly marked.
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As in the a m of the Azimuthal Verniers the "Vertical Verniers" are read by means of
two "Lenses." In the Telescope, we observe the " Eye-piece," the Object-glass* and ita
"Cap," as aleo the large '$Milled-head," which, carrying a " Pinion" and working in a "Rack*
attached to the " Sliding Tube" of the Telescope, affords the wan8 of nice a d j ~ b e n for
t
" Focus."
Finally, if the eye-piece and the tube within which it fib were nmwed, tbae
would be exponed to view a "Diaphragm" carrying three "Wires," whereby a point
within t l ~ e"Field" of th'e Telescope becomes defined. The Diaphragm in torn is held by
means of four screws whose Capstan-heads appear around the sliding tnbe of the T e l q
I h e s e four mews are termed the " Collimating pcrewa"
8. We may now consider pnerally in what manner an azimuthal L is mersnred mlb
the Theodolite. For this parpose, see that the lower horizontal
clamp is clamped, and that the upper clamp ia rel-d.
Aho
since the assumption will probably simplify a rough illustntiw,
let ua imagine the pivob of the transit axis raised sufficiently high and the Tsleamp
capable of reading its own horizontal limb when depressed thwetu (1). Now let it be
required to meaaure the horizontal angle at C between A and B. Move the Telescope nntd
it intersects A. Tben depress the Telescope and read the limb, obtaining
by this means a reading of (say) 170. Next move the Teleseope until
i t intersecb B, obtaining by a similar process a reading of (my)889
Now since the horizontal readings of most modern instruments increase
from left to right, or as m ordinary screw is turned in driving it home,
that is increw in the order south, d ,north, east, the L A C B =
8B0 170 = 16O. Hence, it is by a comparison of non-mmuhncous readC
ings that the Theodolite measures horizontal angles ; so that, if intarmediate to the two intersections A m d B, the limb of the instrument happened to
undergo movement, then the readlngs obtained would be vitiated by this movement, d
would be no longer comparative. I n other words, if after 'intersecting A and
it at liO, the limb moved in such wise that the line AC would now cut the 19" dinliO
= 18" insled
sion, then would the readiog of B bewme 8j0 and the L A C B = 85O
of the real L Is0.
9. Thus the Theodolite cannot observe two points simaltaneously, an for instmee
done with the Sextant ; no; yet like the latter ioahument erp it
-a"*ohYemeasure oblique angles. Its measurements can be made in only two
ad
lrmmnwa&~~
planes, aiz., a plane perpendicular to the Normal, and the plrw
perpendicular to that plane. I n other words, its measurements can only be made in the
horizontal and vertical planes to any point on the earth's surface.
10. The inability to observe two points at the same instant creates thia indispmsMe
condition, that no movement shall occur in the limb of a TheodolitZ
-utrJ.
while ?he Telescope ia being moved. To ensure this end, itu
essential to secure stability of
(1) Ground or site of observation.
(2) Theodolite Stand.
(8) And of the Theodolite.
Slability of ground. I t is rarely n e c m r y to adopt any extraordinary preeaatim for
7-inch instruments with the object of securing this end. U s d y ,
-tror
pollna
the paring of the turf under the legs of the stand is found sufficieoL
Bur when the sits of obaervation in arti6cia1, and pwbapa composed of both s a w sod
earth ; or yet again, when observing on dry m d with a strong wind undermining the lcgr
of the stand, it is occasionally found necessary to isolate the instrument. Thin may be
done by driving three ordinary tent pegs nearly flush with the ground and restingt~
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stand on them, aince the vibration8 of the pegs in driving them home necessnrily causer the
isolation required If required, strike the pegs laterally before driving home, M, as to
eusrue isolation. Tremor and instability of the ground are widely d8erent. The first is
momentary and nuke8 no alteration in an intersection; the second leaves permanent
displacement.
11. Tks Stand. and i(r rfability. There are three descriptions of Stand uaed in the
Great Trigonomatrical Survey of India ; two of these being prone
vided with moveable legs, nnd the thud having its legs rigidly
HtltJ.
fixed in position. For sketches of the two former, see Xanual of
Surveying, page 70. The fixed Stand is probably peculiar to the Department, and beeidea
being the most stable of the three, it is fnrnishedwith three long rrrdiating grooves on its
surface, of anch length as to acco~nmodateany of the Vernier Theodolitss. But in a hilly
country, the fixed Stand causes considerable delay, since it is necemry to roughly level a
plot of ground capable of receiving thelegs of the Stand. The Skuds with moveable legs
may, on the contrary, be readily put np under almost any circumstances. To secure the
stability of any of these Stands, it is only necaasary to drive their screws tightly home,
12. Stability of the Theodolite depends chiefly on the foot mews, the clamps and
tangent serewa, but as it is intended to offer a few remarks on each
-w
ol
of the parts wmposing the Theodolite, the stability of the abovementioned portions will be w~nrnentadon in due gourse.
19. The Foot Screw should on the one hand have no sensible shake in its eocket, and
on the other it should admit of beiug turned by a force short of
Thmmotlcm.
what would displace the instrument. This is effacted by a slit made
horizontally across the female screw, which slit beiug opened as required, its elasticity
keeps the threads in close action with tbe Foot Screw. This adjustment will be found much
improved in the 8-inch and other Theodolitss recently constructed.
14. The Upper and Lower Vertical Axes are so precisely similar in wnstruction that it
will he snfEcient to consider only one of them,
Unuyl8of k r
16. Tha Upper Vertical A&.
This axia is the frostrum of a wne, the eentre portion
of which in relieved, so that contact between the male and female
nnvpp.rvddaxes ( I ) exists along the ends of the frulltrom only. These two
axen are necessarily similar, the female axia being simply a male one introvertetl. The
male axia is relieved, to induce a wnstancy in the bearing surfnces, and hence in their
centres. Friction is not lessened by this condition, for since friction varies as weight, it is
immaterial what amount of surface is in contact so that the pressnre ia unchanged. The
bane of the frustrum is provided with a flange, which shares the superincumbent weight
with the cone, nnd it is one of the essentials of stability, that the axis of revolution should
in every caae work glibly (2). To this end, take out the m e w and nut a t the upper
extremity of the axis, aleo remove the clamping screw and its nut, having previously taken
off the Telescope from its Ys. Now raise tbe instrnment by the Ys,and the upper portion
will lift readily with the hand Clean the male and female axes with soft cloth, employing
some pore olive oil for the purpose (a). I t is a t this stage of the operation, thnt the limb,
verniers, clamp and t a n p n t screws should be examined and cleaned.
16. The Limb and Verniers should be very uuefully brushed free of dust and grit,
next washed with a little soap and water, and fnnlly rubbed over
& ~ & a ~ & . . ~ ~with
~ a cautiously prepared mixture of lamp-black (4) and oil. In
these processes the tip of the f l o p alone should be employed. I t
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NOTB2.-Bnl of eonrse be free from duke.
SOT.
I.-Also onlled A r i ~and SmkeL
Narr 3.-Wd oiI b f q w n t l y d n l t s n t e d with L l d dl, whiDh I.(ter Mng a drrIn# oil, won h v a
a gek(inons depodL
Narr 4.-Xde by holding an oiled p h b over the dame of a nick dlpped in 011. The mom smoke Lho
b e ~ b r . The Lmp-blmk ahodd be mde u required, lo that it m y be frerh and fim fmm grIL

is extremely sensible of grit, and its superior capabilities of polishing are well known.
The clamp and tangent mew are of considerable moment in a Theodolite. They are
peculiarly liable to be the seat of instahility, and on the other hand without their saaistance,
it wonld be a tedioes and unsatisfactory process to make an intersection at all. The Tmgent Screw a t one of its extremities works in a collar, and at the other extremity in r fenuk
screw. The collnr (in the m e of the Upper Horizontal Clamp) may be called the " mweable point" and the female acrew the "fixed point" This female screw la cut in a stud
fixed to a braes plate carrying a shoulder, which plate works in ita appointed slide in the
lower surface of the fourth arm projecting from the boss of the female axia. Again
through this arm are cut two slots, in one of which the stud before-mentioned movss, while
throngh the other the clamping screw passea perpendicularly. This last m e w next pawed
through the brass plate, and attaches to a nut. which also carries a shoulder, so that when
the clamping acrew is clamped, the shoulder of the braes plate and the shonlder of the nnt
pinch the upper rim of the horizontal circle, and hold it firmly. Whence it will ba
perceived, that a fulcrum is famished for the Tangent Sercw to act on. Now, since. tnrning
the Tangent Screw varies the distance between the fixed and moveable pointq nod since. the
former is rendered immoveable by reason of the lower horizontal clamp; the movement
created occurs at the collar, nnd is communicated through the arm, axis, &a, to the
Telescope. But by reason of their being constantly used, both Tangent Screw and shoulders
become worn in time, and when thin happens, what is termed "lost motion" occurs. Otherwise, the screw being loose, it may be sensibly turned before its threads come in contnct with
the female screw. Or, the bear in^ s u r f m s of the shoulders being wider apart than the
thickness of the rim of the horizontal plate, they are no longer capable of pinching the
latter, and thereby furnishing the necessary fulcnun for the Tangent Screw to act on. In
both these cases instability would reault. Such sources of instability are oeeasionally
created in the field, a t a time perhaps whrn the surveyor is entirely dependent on his o m
resources. It may therefore be useful to mention some of the remedies which fall within
his reach. In the case of theTangent Screw, the object to be attained in to keep the Bxed
and moveable points constantly pressed either together or apart ( i ) , whereby the lost
motion will become eliminated. To this end take an ordinary bit of bamboo, slit i t partidly
and adapt the two legs thus produced to the required thickness. Now if B
be the bow of the female axis, ( f ) the fixed and (m) the moveable point, i t
is clear that the required object may be tempornrily obtained, by fixing each
leg of this bamboo spring without ( f ) and (m) ; the head of the spring being
conveniently placed inwards towards the bcss of tbe female axis. Other
temporary remedies may alao be named (2), but being uncertuin and dangeroua
experiments, it is wiser not to resort to them. The clamp, on the other band, ia
both readily and permanently cured. Take out the nut and grind the surface
(a) until the shonlders bite. This remedy merely requires ordinary caution
in application. Returning to the Tangent Screw, its worm or thread being
rather delicate, there is some risk in parting the male and female screws for
the purpose of cleaning them. To an unpractised hand, they will be found dimcult to
fit together again, and being, as remarked, of a delicnte formation, it is likely that the onion
will be imperfectly effected and the screw destroyed. I t is therefore a wiser plan to clean
the screw by repeatedly moving the female screw as required. There is pet another cnution
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Nora I.-In wverd modern Theodolites, this preuore will be found sKeuted by u w a ~of a spinl
mpring.
NOTE2.-Such am taking out the Tangent Sorer, p m i n g a coarae th&
over it longitndmdly and
then iotmducing the r r e w into its female mrew. Another method fs to take out the Tangent !kmw. sad
holding it perfeatly parpendioular, herd downwards, to give It a multdb!~strong tnp on ita point. Wbenhy
the angle of the apird beaomee nlightl). dbred. Tlrla latter ia a very bngerolu expediml, for it
l e n d P e r r a w nod en render it nmlsa.
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which may be useful to note. The Tangent Screw is tnken to pieces by removing a minute
screw, which will be found in the centre of its (Tangent Screw's) head. This little screw
serves the important purpose of preventing lost motion between the shoulders in which the
wllar or moveable point works. If screwed at all too tight, the Tangent Screw can hardly
be tnrned; on the other hand, any loose~lessbetween the shoulders and collar creates an
equal amount of iustab~lityin the Teleecope. The Tangent Screw and clamp play an
important part in the manipulation of the Theodolite, and are deserving of proportionate
attention. The latter shonld bite fairly, and the former ought tomove glibly and effectually.
This laat condition cannot be secured unless lost motion be eliminated (if necessary) in
the fixed and moveable points and in the clamp.
17. Returning now to the Axis. We have s u p p e d that it hua already been cleaned,
every precantion to avoid the entrance of mod and grit having
been carefully adopted. There now remains to oil the axis before
rammad.
closing it, and for this purpose the beat lubricating matter will,
it is believed, be found in pure olive oil. The most suitable oil for the axia of an instmment probably depend8 on the weight (so to speak) to be floated. For a large weighty
instrument thicker (though not much more gelatinous) oil may be more suitable, but in
the ahsence of more positive evidence, pure olive oil filtered through blotting paper, will
be found to answer for the axis of every instrument, from the 7 to the 36 inch.
18. I t is objectionable to clean the limb and upper surfaca of the Vernier8 of a Theodolite frequently, beearwe the friction must necessarily produce some
s e & ! n l y & $ amount of abrasion. Once a year is generally found sufficient.
The adage that "prevention is better than cure" is well suited to
these surfaces, for they may belong kept in good and workmanlike order by brushing
them free from dust and grit with an ordinarily soft camel's-hair brush. Indeed the habit
once acquired, surveyors may tk seen brushing the limb almost unconsciously as they
wnlk round and round the instrument. On the other hand, the Upper Vertical Axia and
the lower snrfacea of the Verniers require frequent cleaning. The latter is easily effected
by holding a piece of thin soft cloth on the limb and making the Vernier paas over. But
on t h i and every other occasion, when the Vernier ia being cleaned, it must be remembered,
that its sharp silver edge is very soft, and that a trifling force will injure i t Verniers
should always be wiped with the edge, not against it. There are three Verniers in this
instrument as nlready mentioned, and in all capes, whether of Verniers or Reading Microscopeq the number will be found to be an odd one. One of the reasons for this condition
may be thus stated. As far as the very rough mwurement of an mgle is coucerned, one
Vernier will evidently serve the purpose as well as a larger number, but owing to the
imperfections of graduation and errors in eatimnting minute quantities, amean reading from
three or more Vernier8 will obviously be more accurate than the reading from one such
Index. Now by a process to be hereafter described (technicnlly termed "changing face ")
the reading of any objeet d beeomes altered by 180". Whence it follows, that were there
an even number of Verniers, "changing face" would simply make the opposite Verniers
exchange places without the desired alteration of reading being produced. The Vernier should
neither press on the limb, nor yet rise above it. I n the former case the graduations on the
limb muat become worn, and sillce the Verniers are generally mirlutely unequal in distance
from the axis of motion, a space will be created between the longest or the shortest Verniers
and the limb, according na the Verniers form an external or internal circle to the limb.
The internal Vernier is preferable, because it can be better illuminated and is less liable to
become raised above the limb, an evil already alluded to and which creates an uncertainty
of reading according as the lens ia normally under the eye or otherwise
19. The Azimuthal Level is suspended by two drawing screws working in collars,
and it is desirable that the Level ahould be fixed na high up on
theae screws tu practicable; that is to say, wheu adjusting the
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Level in its place, always raise the required ead in preference to lowering the other. Pcr
it is evident, that the longer the lever the more liable will the Level be to s l u k e and
derangement. Analogous remukn apply to the Level employed in observing v
e
aoglea
PO. The Clip shonld fun~iehpoi& of 0ont.d with their appointed shoplders, not
surfaceq and they ought to work antagonistically in the ..me
straight line. When the circumstances existing us conto
these wnditionq the C l i p have a tendency to raise or twist the pivots of the transit u i s .
21. l'he Pivots of the transit axis should always be wiped clean before being placed
in their Y*,for the interposition of grit maat neeevurily w e u them
m-.Dd
away. The Mme precaution of course being observed with the Fs.
The Cleats should neither preae on the Pivotq nor yet should there be an intermediate a p e
between the former and latter. In fact there shonld be contret, without preuure on the one
hand, or room for the Pivots to rise on the other. I n larger inatrurnents the Cleat sometimes carries a small piece of w r k attached to its under-aurlaae, which cork furnishes a point
of contact between the Cleat and Pivot.
to
22. The Vertical Verniers, Clamp and Tangent Screw are similar in d l -tiah
those appertaining to the horizontal circle already discussed. Ir
Fgallary only remains to add, that the plane of the Vertiul Verniers should
be parallel to the plane of the vertical circle. The segmenta
of the latter admit of depressions and elevations of about S5 and 80 degraes respectively.
They are flxed to the Talescope by means of two screw8 which appear about the i m 8 g i n q
line connecting the zeros of the vertical arm; and of these screws it ia to be noted, t b t
they should never be moved. In the original putting together of the imtrument, the p h
of the vertical circle wan placed perpendicular to the transit axiq aod the lime joining tbe
zeros on the vertical circle pot parallel to the optical axis of the Telescope At leut tbsa
conditions were then secured within small limita. There is no object t o be attained by
opening the screws, while the only probable result obtained will be a general and pub*
permanent derangerneut of the vertical apparatus The numerals on the v e r t i u l ua,
increase from their zero or 0°, both upwards and downwardq thereby furnishing d i
reading of elevations as well as of depressions.
23. The Telescope should dafine sharply and withont color,-i.c, the light refmtcd
. should be white light. Its object glass is wmposed of two ten*
Wu.l*raop.
the outer being of double convex form and of blue crown ghs,
the inner lens is eoncavo-convex, nnd madeof white flint glasa. In 7-inch Theodolitca t b a c
glasses are usually flxturea, but with the larger claw of instruments, they c m be taken out
of their cell on removing a ring which screws against them. The object-?;lase should d r a y
be fairly serewed home in the Telescope, M any rotary motion altars what ia evmed tha
'line of collimation," a technicality to be hereafter explained (1). To the name end. the
cap of \he object-glw must always be both pnt on and taken off by the screwiilg (not
unscrewing) motiou, since it is usually too tight to be moved without turning it round. The
power of a Telescope is meuured by the quotient, obtained from dividing the foul lsogth
of the object-glass by the focal length of the eye-piece.
24. There are two Eye-pieces to the Telescope; the shorter one with two lenscs, and
another with four. The firat of them shown objects direct, bus
since the image formed in the focus of the object-glss ia an
inverted image, objects seen in the Telescope with this Eye-piece appear inverted; and
hence it is called an "inverted eye-piece." By reason of its fewer glassea, it mfracta mom
light, and is the more auitable one to use. The Eye-piece with four lenses ia called a "direoc
eye-piece" for similar reasons. I t is the one mentioned at paragraph 4 u not d l 7
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wanted. Theobject-glum very rarely required internal cleaning; indeed, 1 s already implied,
i t is objectionable to nuncrew the o b j e c t g l ~since doing so deranged the line of collimation. The Eye-piece, however, requires frequent cleaning, chiefly of the onter surface of ita
outer lens. Glasees should not be opened in damp weathsr, for the efaorescence which is
sometimes found to set&leon a lens and dim it, is probably attributable to a neglect of this
precaution. I t may be readily ascertained which of the two in not clean, the object-glw
or the Eye-piTo thii end look into the sky, and a t the -me time turn the Eye-piece in
ita cell. If the little apech which appear in the field revolve with this motion, the Epepieoe in at fault When neceslury, select a dry day, and clean the glasses with spirits of
wine and a soft handkerchief.
%. The Diaphragm will be found nicked for two system of wirea, one comprising
a horlontal and two diagonal wired cutting each other in nearly
Lor a common point, and another in which a vertical and a horizontal
towhi*
wire may be employed. The latter is moat suitable for lnminoos
signalq which furnish discs for intersection For ordinary objects, such as poles, bruslres,
&., the system of three wired is preferabla To wire the Diaphragm, remove the four small
m e w s which bold the eye-end of the Telescope to the sliding tuba Draw out this end
with the eye-piece, and remove three of the four collimating ccrewa Then torn the fourth
a quarter of a revolntion, and the Diaphragm will necesaarily turn with it and protrude.
The latter may now be laid hold of conveniently and removed, and the object in d w r i b i i g
W part of the prin detail ia, that unlees the Diaphragm be similnrly handled in
replacing if the chances are that the wires will meat with accident. The wires employed
in Theodolites are either ailk fibres or spider's linea The former is the stronger of the two,
m d wiring may be rapidly effected with it. The spider's web however furnishes the more
even wira Opinions differ on the queation of preference between thede two, bnt the silk
fibre is probably more suitable to Vernier Instrnments (1). In wiring, clean the surkce of the
Diaphragm and the nicks on it with spirita of wine. The Diaphragm may next be laid on any
slightly raised surface. Now mlect a silk fibre, append a rmaU hall of wax to urch end,
and fitting the fibre into two opposite nicks, let the bells of wax hang free to tighten the
fibre. When the required member of wires are thus placed, fix them to the Diaphragm
with drops of laudanum or any other adhesive liquid. A better method of tightening the
open the leg0 of a hair spring compass sufficiently, flrat releaning the spring,
"ires is
attach the wires to these opened lege with some wax, and tben by drawing the spring,
tighten the wire to the required tension. This procese may however be overdone, in which
case, while avoiding the evil of festooning, a contrary evil will hnve been incurred; the
wire will then be found jagged and M if twisted. A wire should be even edged, of equal
thichesq and covering, nays Mr. Tronghton, two-thirds of the object
26. The Magnetic Needle ha8 a poeitive and a negative end, of which of c o n m the
latter flies from the Magnetic Pola The positiveend will generally
Ofur-adr
be found marked. I t shonld be 6x4 towards the object-end of
There ia always some little play in the perforations, through l b i c h the
the Telesco*.
screws attaching the needle box to the Telescope pane, so that to obtain comparative
bmings, the needle box should never be moved intermediately. On the other hand, it is
not p o ~ i b l eto "chalige face " with the needle on, since tbia process brings the box into
contact with the nut of the vertical axia When packing for travelling, the Needle should
always be thrown off its centre by means of the small lever provided for this purpose.
47. There remains the large Milled-head attached to tbeside of the Telescope to notice.
By means of thii screw the adjustment for focus in mad& I t
1.lrrrcarries a pinion a t its inner extremity, which acting on a rack
attached to the sliding tube a t the e y e a d of the Telescope, pushes out or d r a m in the
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eye-piece. The pinion and rack hardly ever require cleaning, bat shonld this beenme ,nthe Milled-bead may be removed by opening the four little screws which fastao it to the
Telescope. As in the case of the tangent ncrew, the small screw in the centre of this hcad
should be tiglltened no more than necessary. If this small x r a w be removed M o m
withdrawing the four little screws ahove-mentioned, the pinion may drop into theTelc
ecope, and rolling down it to the eye-piece, break the wires.
28. The face of the inatniment, it will be observed, stands over Vernier A, a condition
which is always to be secured when replacing the pivob in their FA
wmPur,,
To Change Face signifies to tnrn the Telascupe 180° vertically. that
is, on its transit axis. In those instruments which have complete vertical circles, the
process comprises a literal following of the above definition; but for obvious r-sr
?-inch requires a somewhat different manipulation Suppose the instmment to stand at
face left, which implies, that standing at the eye-end of tbe instrument its face falls to the
observer's left hand Now let it be required to Change Fax The manipulation is IU
follows. Open the cleats and release one of the two clips, the upper azimuthal clamp
beiig free to avoid strains from accidental jerb. Raise the Teleawpe out of its YI. Hold
its object-end with the left haod, and it is nsefnl to remember that this end should n e w
be held uppermost, or any dust within the Telescope will fall on to the wirea Now nnclsmp
the vertical clamp and tnrn the Verniers 180°, whereby they will change places ; clamp,
change the Telescope end for end in the haod. Replace in Y& keeping the face over Vernier
A, and make the releaaed clip pinch. The object and eye ends of the Telescope r i l l thw
have exchanged positions, and if M before the observer stand s t the latter end, the F m
will now fall on his right hand. Before this process wan gone through, the instrument WM
slrid to be at " Fam M L " I t now reads '' Face RighL"
29. We may next proceed to the principle of the Vernier. Let i t be supposed that the
v.r- limb is divided to 20' M is usually the cane with 7-inch Thoodolitss
&.
Take off a distance = 39 such divisions on the vernier plate (which
we will snppoee for illustration not to be graduated), and thereon divide this ditmoe into 40
parts, numbering every fifth alternats l i e thus, 6, 10 kc.
then
89
divisions on limb
= 40 divieions on vernier
whence

1

but

9 x 20'
... 1 division on vernier =340

-

n

1,

11

"

= 20' of arc
= 19g

11

And 1 division on limb
1 Division on vernier = 30'
I
Oenerally, if (a) be the arc measure of one division on the limb, and the united distance
of n such divisions be taken off on the vernier, then
one division on vernier = -% in arc,
one division on Limb
n+l
wherefore, if the zero or urow on the Vernier be coincident with the O0 division on the
limb, and it be required to increase thin reading by 30: we must turn the Telexope until
tbe first division on the Vernier, connting from its zero, coincides with the 0°20' line on the
limb, when the instrument will evidently read ODO'OO". So if the zero be pointing to some
undefined point on the limb lying between the 2i02W and 2i040 lines, while the line on
the Vernier coiccident with one on the limb is the-lith from the Vernier zero, we have
for reading
From the indieation of vernier zero
2i-O2W
From wiucideuce of the vernier 17 x 30'
+ 8-30

-

WbereIore the instrument reads

,

...

...

...

...

27-28-30

-

kv
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The principle and practice of the Vernier will be sufBciently clear from the foregoing; it only remaina to notice, that a Vernier can always, when
Yank.
neoaasary, be read by estimation to half the arc for which it is
divided. Thus in a '/-inch, whose limb is graduated to 20 minutes, and when n = 89 such
divisions, sufficient nicety of reading may be attlined to, to estimate such readings as
2i0 28* 15" or 270 28'45':
In theae cases the eatimation ia made from the d e $ c k q of coincidence.
81. Further, there will be noticed, that this difference exists between the numbering of
th.
,d
the horizontal and the vertical verniera I n both canes the
*unlur
numerals will be found marked at every 6th minnte, but in the case
of the vertical verniers thereappear two sets of numbers, such that the sum of the two
numerals at any given liue is always = 20. Thus the coincidence may indicate a vernier
reading of 7 or 13 of 4 or 16 minutes, &c The internal numbere, or thosenearest the
transit axis, are intended for reading elevations. At least this is usually the case. But
the observer may readily decide for himself by this rule, the truth of which is apparent.
I n any given position of the vertical circle, adopt that set of numbers on the vernier which
itmetwe in the direction from the zero on the limb lowards the zero on the vernier. Thus
let the instrnmeut be pointing to an elevation; then O0 on the limb at the object-end of
the Teleseope will be above the zero on the vernier, and the direction from the former
towuda the latter is a downwnrdn direction. Whence that met of numbera should be
adopted which increaeea numerically in downwards prograss. Finally, on that segmeltt
of the vertical arc towards the object end of the Telescope, there will be seen certain
graduations on brass mnrked M "difference of Hyphothenuee and Base ;" which, in other
words, means, when the index of this graduation read* the number 2, it is signified that the
hypotheousal length at that inclination, minus its correspondi~~g
horizontal length, is equal
to 2 liake per chain.
84. We may now considerthe adjustments of the 7-inch Theodolite, which are both
included in the following, and performed in the order therein
.denumerated.
1. Centering over a given point.
2 Setting the vernier lenses.
8. Obtaining distinct vision of wires.
4. Eliminating parallax, commonly called " h d i n g focns."
6. Setting to zero.
6. Levelling, otherwise makiig the vertical axis perpendicular to the horizon.
7. Collimating in azimuth.
8. Making the vertical and horizontal wirea respectively vertical and horizontal.
9. Setting the level of the vertical arcn to their zero of altitude. To theae may
be added a tenth, which is however only applicable to those instruments
provided with the means of changing the height of one of their pivots.
10. Levelling the transit axis (1).
83. Inconsidering these adjustments, (7) (8) and (10) will not be noticed in the first
instance; the intention being to return to theso procwer so soon
as a more intimate acquaintance with the Theodolite has been made.
84. Custering. The Theodolite being placed on its stand, suspend the plummet from the
former or the centre of the latter, accor6ing as the Theodolite is
Potnt.
orovided with a hook for the nurnose or not. Now move the stand
80.

,

-

,

-*.

-

Nms I.-The iuatrument herain enpeeidly cornmenlad on, rir., the 7-inch altitude ulmuth, La not provided with the moof levelling its transit ax&, and henos this adJustment In mentioned l u t in the
coumerrtion made. In fiot, aa completing Ula list, when howeier the me- of doing so ellst, the t m d t
.xis ahodd he lorellod before mlbmaling Lhe i n # l m o n t in uimuth, unleaa the obJwt obrsrved in oollimatiog he d t W d auoW in the horizon.

I
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until the point of the plummet is immediately own the given point of o h *
tion. The nicety to which thi process should be performed, dependa firstly oa tbs
powers of the instrument, and secondly on the distnncea of the objects o b m e d genenllr,
in an instrument rending to (n) seconds, it is probable without the limits of accuracy to &mate any angle measured by it ae true to f ; a l m p provided that the Telescope is sn5d2

n"
ently powerful to appreciate the ,
I
- on ita limb. Now, one second of arc at a disrana of
2
46 miles snbtends one foot of linear memure nearly.

Also in a 7-inch Theodolite

1
= 15:
2

So that if A be the station of obervation, and B and C the objecta for mtareection, saoh that
AB = AC = 1 mile (nearly), then k e have

12
'1
= 414.19 inches
43

as the limit ot

uncertainty under the assumed ciraumstances But however this may be, theobwrw
should accustom himself to far greater nicety in all his operations, especially when that d
may be attained without any rerious sacritice of time. A8 a general role, the 7-inch lhonld
be center* true 0.2 of an inch, and this may be effected in half a minute.
86. w i n g the Vernier Lemu is ao apparent process. Raise or lower the lena until
diatinct vision of the Vernien ie obtained. Orherwise, place the
given Vernier in the focee of its lens. When the Vernisr h a w
uu v*
to be raised above the limb, the m g t anitable focna then to k
found will evidently bisect the space between the Vernier and limb. In such osurtbw
will onavoidably result what is termed '' parallax," an exprwion to be considered presently
in connection with the Telescope.
86. Processes (3) and (4) !may be profitably considered conjointly, eapeeially w my
grcal change in the focus of the object-glasa necessarily prodwed a
Pnhtuw on O b W
aLtlaa rklon artherinq sensible differenoe in the focus of the eye-piece. I n the large md
a-unopuruu'
more powerful Theodolites, adjustment (4) ie rarely if ever required
to be altered, and it is to be remembered that such alteration in instruments of all dimenaions affects the line of collimation. Owing however to the variability and shortness of
distances appertaining to secondary operations, it is ordinarily required to perform djuatment (4) at every stnt~onof observntion. Thin however is no reason why the object-gl~
and eye-piece should be pushed back to their normal position before packing, and since most
7-inch cases will not admit the Telescope a8 1t stands elongated for o h - a t i o n , a auitabk
recena should he made in the box for this purpose.
87. To perform (3) turn the Telescope untjl it looka into the sky, w any otlter field of
vision, devoid of such terrestrial objects as are likely to distract tbe
~ ~ * * . ceyeUfrom~ the~ wires.
~
Push in or draw out the eye-piece until the
mntinwd.
wires are most distinctly visible. Now perform (4), and if so doing
has d w a n p d (3) readjnst the latter finally. The object of the wires is clearly to definer
point in the 5eld of vision. Adjustment (4) serves to form the imnge,refracted by tbe
object-glass, in the plane of these wires; while by means of adjustment (3) the focee of the
eye-piece is made to fall in this common plane. In other worda, the focus of the eye-pi*
the wires and the image refracted through the objectglass, must all lie in the plane of tbe
wirea Vherefore, to perform (4) direct the Telescope to any object which admit8 of accamte interaection, clamp and intersect. Now, imagining the wires to be fixed, move your
head laterally as far as the field will admit, while your eye is intently watching the intersection of the object by the wire. According as the object appears to move, or olharisa,
80 ia it said that there is, or is not, "parallax."
In the former case, the image most b
formed either between the wires and the eye-piece, or between the wires and the object-glm
The h t is distinguished as near, and the second as distnnt parallax, and the repectin
adjustmen@ are evideutly theae. In the first cane elongate, by mean8 of the m i l l e d - h 4 thr

z*
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distanca between the mrea and object-glasa In the second case, the same distance require8
to be shortened, until no parallax is perceptible. As a further assistance in remembering
the distinction between near and distant parallax, the following familiar illustration may
be useful. Imagine to the east of your position a Church steeple in the distance and a
tree in the foreground, on the line drawn from your eye to the former. Let the Church
steeple represent the wires. Now if yon move to the north, the tree will appear to the
south of the steeple; in other words the object will move against the eye as in near
parallax. On the other hand, the tree being in the distance while the steeple occupies your
foreground, if now you move to the north, so will the tree appear to the north of the
steeple, illustrating the case of distant parallax when the object moves with the eye. It is
only necesaarp to remember, that it is the wirar which represent the fixed object, and the
foregoing familiar illustration will always readily show whether the distance between the
object-glass and wires should be elongated or dimiuished. Also, adjustment (3) will be
bund to vary for different eyes, while (4) should be found suitiblc to all obsarvers. Adjustment (4) varies rapidly for near objects, owing to the vnriability in their angles of incidence,
which rays from such objects undergo. But so soon as such rays become parallel, or nearly
so, the point of no parallax will be found constant for all objects more distantly situated.
For instance the point of no parallax for the suu, any planet or star, and for all terrestrial objects 10 or 16 miles distant, will be found to be identical. The condition implied
by &hetechnicality "Solar focus" ia this, that the rays of light emergiug from the given
object, and impinging on the object-glass, shall be parallel to one another.
88. Settiug to zero requires, that any given poiut shall read a given readiig on the limb,
or nearly so. For this purpose, set vernier A to the given reading,
8.ttlwto~sUdth.
mn uma 1.c a u s h mianclamp the h e r clump aud turn the Telescope by the horizontal
tho X d 8 .
plate, until the glven object ia nearly on the wire. Now clamp the
lower clamp and intersect with its tangent screw. To perform this process effectually, the
instrument shonld be first roughly levelled. The object to be attained in setting to zero, is
to observe the required angles at certain readings a ~ i dchnnges of reading, in pursunnce of
an established system of observation. These readinga (in all cases of the left hnud point)
being technically termed "zero," or origin. Otherwise, in the case of the 7-inch and wbeu
carrying on a route survey or traverse, setting to zero combiued with the use of the magnetic
needle is of considerable utility in checking grosa errors of observation. Thus let the
following be a route survey :
I n which N. 9% NIS~,La, denote the meridians respectively a t stations A, 1, &c.
Now aince the distances iuvolved, A to I, 1 to 2,
LC. = 1 mile or thereabouts, and the 7-inch
Theodolite is not capnble of meururing angles
true to less than 16" of probable error, it follows
........-..
*
thnt the convergency of t h e meridinna may be
neglected under the circumstances. Whence
%
, 8%NISI,, .C
L nlay be taken parallel to each
s
other. And if Nl at 1 read AO, and 2 read
a
s
A O + ~ O then
,
it is evident, that at 2, if 1be set to zero = AO NI 21 = Ao+"O - n, the
reading of the bfagnetic North Pole will remain constnnt, provided the beariug at 1 of 2
was correctly read. Generally if any forward bearing = Fa, then while the reading of tbe
Magnetic North Pole remains invariable, the back bearing will always = F a When
this equality is found not to exist, it indicntea some error of observation at the preceding
station.
89. L.cuelling. Aa alrendy indicated, this requirement consista in placing the vertical
axis truly perpendicular to the horizon ; which mar be done
LmUw thr
t h u :-place the I ~ v eparallel
l
to any two foot screws, and by suitUte.
ably tarning theae latter bring the bubble into the centre of its tube.

/ Hs
-
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Then turn the Telescope 180° in azimuth, observing that the same direction of motion
adopted on every occasion of azimuthal motion. Supposing the bubble now to occupy 8
different plrroa from what it did before, move it by means of the two foot screws into
mean of these two places, and it ia evident that if the Telescope be further turned lw in
azimutb, i s . , into lta original position, the bubble will still continue to occupy thrt mean
place into which it has been moved. This mean place is called the zero of the Level N e x t
turn the Telescope 90° in azimuth, and by means of only the third and hitherto m e 4 foot
mew, move the bubble into the mean place already indicated. The instrument is now level
or approximately so, m d in the latter case, the foregoing proeasa must be repeated until
the bubble continues in the same place, however the Telescope may be made to point This,
mean place should not necessarily be the central one in the tube, but in ease the deviation
ia much more than a sensible quantity, move the bubble as required by means of the two
drawing screws which hold its tube. These two p r m e s , Fie., that of finding the xero of
the Level, and of correcting that zero, have heen intentionally kept apart in t h e a b o ~ e
discmaion. But they may be readily performed together. Place the Level puallel to my
two foot mews,and by means of the latter bring the bubble into a central placa NOWtprn
the Telescope 180° in azimuth. Half the error lies in the foot screws, the other half in ths
drawing screws before mentioned. The zero of the Level is not constant throughout the day,
varying as it does with the temperature. And since the expansion of the liquid contained
in the glass tube (spirits of wine) is greater than that of the glass, it follom that the
bubble will vary in length inversely with the temperature. So the bubble is ahorter at
noon than it is of a morning ; and from the latter period to the hoUest time of the day, its
zero will continue to recede towards the centre of the glass tuba For further mmarh
regarding Levela in ganeral, as also on the determination of the value of a level scale, eee
Appendix B to " Instructions for Topographical Surveying."
k vertical ares to their zero of alti(ude. Before considering
40. Wing iha Lsoel of i
this adjustment, it is proposed to give a defi~~ition
of the expression
RmoaJ.
"Line of Collimation."* Thus, the imaginary stmight line joining
the intersection of the wires and the optical centre of the object-glass, ia called the line of
collimntion.
41. Now adjnshnent (9) secures the following conditions. When the bubble of the
Vertical Level stands in the centre of its tube (or run), and rhe
Oou#Lnlmlsnloluu
v.rtlo.l rua tat&re Verniers stand at zero, if the Telescope be made to dercrihe an
oillthdb.
azimuthal circle, then the plane thus generated by the line of
collimation ahould be at right angler to the axis of motion, otherwise the vertical axin.
h other words, when the verticel axis is perpendicular to the horizon, and if there be
imagined a point X situated exac~lyin tbe plane of that horizon, then set the vertical ares ta
zero or O0 0' 0" and intersect the objwt X on the horizontal
wire with the clips. Now bring the bubble of the Vertical
Lev61 into the centre of its run by means of its adjusting
screws, and it is evident that adjustment (9) will have heen
performed. But in reality no such point as t l ~ eimaginary
one, X,exists, whence the prooewr beeonleu as follow& Let
NI,\~, be the normal to 9, H E , the horizon, and X any
.
'
Level the instrument.
point whose true elevation is a
Fix the bubble of t.he vertical circle in the centre of its run
by means of its clips, and let the erroneous horizon thus
indicated be represented by &El. Also let the instrument
be now standing at face left, then the measured altitude of
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x = a O - a 8 B . Next change face, setting the bubble by ita clips as before. Whence if
the Telascope be again directed to X, it is evident that the erroneons horizon will
be represented by O,E,, such that @ S E = aSE, Wherefore the meaanred altitude
of X at face right = a o + a S H , m d the mean altitude by face right and left

- ( a 0- aSE) +'. ( a 0 + 0 1 8 R \ = a

the real altitude. So that, having found the
4
actual elevation, the procedure becomes the same as that already described in the caee of
an imaginary point situated in the horizon. Thns set the vertical arcs to read an elevation
of a0 ; intersect X by means of the clips, and while maintaining these conditionq bring
the bubble of the Level into the centre of ite run or glass tube. I t is alao evident from the
foregoing, that provided the poaition of the level bubble be constant at faces left and right,
m y error in the assnmed horizon will become eliminated in the mean value of the two
vertical anglea
42. We may now proceed to observe with the Theodolite thus adjustad, reserving, aa
oi -o
already remarked, adjuatments (7), ( a ) , and (10) for subsequent
BIH-notice. Let it be required to measure on zeros O0 and 180' the
anglee at 9, between A, B, C and D, two measures of ench angle being taken a t each zero.
Here A is the left hand point, and in compliance with the foregoing
conditions we will SUppO88 it to have been set to 0": 1' on face left.
Bring the Telescope up from left to right until it nearly interaecta A,
clamp and intersect, read and register the verniers, taking the degrees
from vernier d. Now examine the intersection, and if fonnd g d
m c l m p and turn towards B, preserving the eame direction of motion,
clamp, intersect, read, register and examine as before Similarly
proceed to C and then to D, when one round will have been completed.
This round will thns have been obscrved thronghout with a similar
motion from left to right, and it is required to be noticed, that in such
1)
cases when a point is overshot accidentally, the Telescope must be turned back well p ~ thet
point, Wore bringing it np again for intersection with the original direction of motion.
Now find tbe mean reading for each intersection, and the clitrnrenees B A, C B, D - C,
will be the angles sought But as two mmnres are required at each zero, turn the
Telescope well paat to the right of D, and repeat the round in the order D, C, B, A. In this
latter ease the motion will he from right to Ieft. I n other words, the circumstances of the
second round will be contrary to tbose of the 5ref and therefore the mean nngles of the two
rounds are calcnlated to be free from sach errnm aa may be especially engendered by either
circumstancek This wmpletee the two required measures a t zero 00.
43. Next change face, which will now become right, and proceed as before. I n cbanging face it will he obserred, that the place of every vernier for the
oarmUov
same i~lterbectionhls been altered.by 1800, and that this result has
oontlnmd
been obtuined without the n-ity
for relevelling. But here it
is to be remarked, that in changing face, the eame pivot is always returned into the same
YI. It ia true, that were the pivots alone changed, and the Telescope inverted aa before,
but without m y manipulation of the vertical areq the readings would be altered by the
required angle 7, while the face of the instrument would still remain at the observer's left
hand. This proceas is sometimes adopted in route surveys checked by the magnetic needle,
for 'the reason that the face cannot be changed without the objectionable step of removing
theneedle, and because it ia a highly desirable check to measure the required angle at
different parts of the limb. But to change pivots, the vertical u c a mnst be placed over
verniere B and C; when the weight of the vertical apparatw, generally withoul a counterpoise, beeomen transferred from one to the other side of the instrument As a consequence
vernim B and C u e fonnd difecult if not impoeaible to read, while the trmafer of the
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weight above noticed thrown the. vertical axis out of verticaiity. Beaidea, by chnogimg
pivoh results of error in asimuthsl collimation (to be hereafter d i u s s e d ) are not eliminated in a mean of the two zeros ; w h e r w , by changing faca, this elimioation ie a d .
Whence it is undesirable to change pivots a t all, and decidedly objectionable if the ehroge
be made unintentionally. I t is a convenience in observing, that the upper clamp md
tangent screws should admit of the lens pasaing over them, became when thie is the cam
the lens is readily carried round by the shortest routa
44. Aizmuthal anglea sl~ouldbe measured with the vertical clamp free: and it is to be
remarked, that if A, B, C and D are + different altitudes, the prin-POL
ciple enunciated of retaining aimilar circumstances tluonghout any
given round, should not be lost sight of, in depraasing or elevating the Telescope for tbe
horizontal intermdon. That is, it A reads an altitude, B a depression, C another altitude,
and w on; then if in intersecting A, the Telescope wks raised to the object, so ought it to be
depressed below B and r a i d to it in proceeding to ita intersection, and eo on. When turning the Telescope horizontally or vertically the force respectively employed should be in
those planes; and in the manipulation of the tangent screws, the motioa imparted &odd tm
truly rotatory wilhout pressure in any direction.
46. Vertical anglm muat be observed with the horizontal clamp free, for it wiU be
found that the contrary condition dislevels the instrument. The
-O
rartwintersections for t h e anglea are of conne nude with the horizon-@tal wire, a little on one side of the b i t i o n of the wires, for the
sake of clearnesa, but whichever part of the wire be selected for this purpose, it should ams m t l y be adhered to. The p r o c w of observing theseQL8may be thus described, and in
so doing it will be useful to imagine that the level is furnished with a scale. Let the
instrumant be at face left, intersect, note time, read and register verniers and level d e (1).
the bubble of the latter being station y . Now change face, which will thus become f.ce
right, and proceed as before. A mean of the two mean values, one at faee left md the other
at face right, will evidently be free from collimation error (also called index error) a
already shown, and in order to find the true observed elevation of the given object, it will
See Appendix C
only be neceesary further to correct this mean result for " level error!'
m d D to '' Topographical Instructions." The mean of one observation a t face left and one
at f a w right constitutsa what b known an a " wllimatad observation ;" it b usual to take .t
l w t two such collimated observations on each day of observation.
46. To find the a m o u t of collimation error, take the difierence between the two Escaq
and halve it. Thns in example lst, Appendix D "to Insumethm
of=
for Topographical Surveying," the w l l i ~ ~ t i o error
n
is u
Bm.
follows :6"'85
by 6re.t wllimnted observation -j- = V.426

-

Additive in this example to face left, when the observed vertical angle (at one f.ce only) b
a depression.
47. Aa alrmdy remarked, the standard number of vertical L a to m y given object u
two collimated observatioq otherwise two pairs, but in those c a w w b m observer u
N m I.-The6relloaUy rho lerd m.Le should be r e d at the instant of d u g the lnmneolioo for II in
required that the oouditlonr esiatlng r( that instant ehonld be IndieUed Bur in pnclim, tbe monxmmt
in the Bubhb oocuiowd by ch.nping f.oe and turning the Instrument horlwuc.lly, gmadly awtlnlla for
a mlnnta or m rllsr Inteneotion. a d heuca It 11 d v i u h l e ta mad the rernlen tlnt and k r tbe Bnbbh
have time b steady. I n taking rhe merldlond .Ititnda d the renith atara at Banog H. 8.. I; ru Top.d
Indbpsmuble 8h.t Lhe lerd D&J
uhould be red h t . n ( L alter abaemrtlw uld be&m
(b.
-pa

detained at a station, it h advisable to repeat the angles daily. Vertieal obwroatims with
instruments which have only segments of the verticle circle, should be taken in rounds;
that is to my,if thsrebe objeatn A,B,C,D, visible at 8, the order of observation in ~ O M ~
would be
Face Left, A,B, C,D,
Now change face, and observe
Face Right A, B,C,D.
Rigorously npeakinp;, them observations should be taken between the honm of 1) and 8 P.K
of apparent time, which are about the limiting periods of minimum refraction. Abo if at
A the object a t B be observed at sey 1 h. 47 m. pa., then at B the objeot at A should be
observed at the same hour or nearly so. The reason for this last condition may be stated
thus. In computing the angle which subtends the daerence of height between A and B,
i t is asaumed that the terrestrial refraction at one station is equal to that a t the other ; and
similarity of circnmshncea between these reciprocal observations is moot likely to produce
equality in refraction. The foregoing remarks apply more enpecially to vertical angles
measured with the superior classes of instcumenta, hut they cannot be seriously neglected
even in the cane of a ?-inch Theodolite ; for other reasons excepted, objects may be seen to
rise after the period of minimum refraction at the rate of 1 minute of arc in each minute
of time, and even more rapidly. But whatever the class of instrument employed, it is
obvione that the height of eye and object are aasential elements, M without these, the
results cannot be reduced to the levels of the stations observed at.
of
4 8 We may now retnrn to adjustments (7), (8) and (10).
.
A&muth
40. A Tbeodolite is mid to be collimated in azimuth when its line of collimation cuts
its transit axb or axis of motion at right angles. Thua let t 1
denote the transit axis. Then when the line of collimation
(which for shortnem sake call c) coincided with the perpendicular to 1 LI or p p,, the instrument is in collimation. And if
now it be made to describe a semicircle in its Ys, it will
pass through the zenith, dsrcribing a gred oircle. But if c be
represented by O W , then will the semicircle t r d out be t
repr~meotedby OO,,the false zenith being 21,
while the an:
described will be that of a 4 circle. In other words, by
changing faea, the object end or 0 will arrive at 01, while
the wired or W will deacrik a ai~nilarm U semicircle and
reach W,,Whence if any object in the horizon give a horiw n h l reading at Face Left of aO, and then the pivots of
the instrument be changed and the Telescope turned sn5ciently in azimuth again to
interwet the given objmt, the two readings thus obtained will disagree from each other by
0 Wlinstead of exactly coinciding.

-

Wherefore the error in collimation at the horizon will
Ofau

- y'
-1

=..0

60. There are three metho& of collimating in azimuth
ld.-By changing pivota A process applicable only to small and light instruments.
2nd.-By changing face. An unsuitable method where the verticle circle k n o t s
complete one.
&d.-By Gens's method. Which is applicable to all Theodolites.
61.-By changing Pivds. Throw open the cleats and see that the clip are jnst biting
muasuw m 4 w their shoulder and no more. Now intersect azimuthally and note
mwu.
the reading of any fixed object, *ing
care that the clamp ue
holding dnnly. Next releure clips, raise the Telescope gently, and toro ita verniers 1800
to bring the c l i p lowsrmoet, change pivotq replace the Teleecope without the -a
-td

B
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knock or violence of any kind. the object-end still pointing tow&
Lhe 5xed o b j e The
anof this process depends on the rigidity of the instrument in azimuth, intennediits
to exchanging the pivota If the Telescope in its second position still intersects the fired
object, the instrument is in collimation, otherwise perform the intersection with the tangent
screw and note this second rending. Set the instrument to the mom d these two r d i n g q
and then looking into the Telescope, move the d i a p h r s , ~by its collimUiog wrem anti1
the wires again intersact the object. Repeat the p r m until the intersection remains
constant on changing pivots, remembering that half the apparent in the red error, and that
(with what in called an inverting eye-piece) the diaphragm should be drawn in the m e
direction which in apparently indicated. I n other words, if on reversing pimw t6e
instrument should prove not to be in adjustment, then set to the mean reading u .bops
explained, and draw the wires towards the apparent place of the image.
62. I t has bean recommended in the foregoing that collimation m r should be Unated by findilrg twice itn meanore on the limb, and from theaoe b
aodmd
obtain the reading of the true line of collimation. But the m e
elimination may alao be effected by estimating half the error u it appears in the Tdexopa,
a d dispensing with readinga
6a. Collimating by changing face is most suitable to weighty instrnmenb with
complete vertical circles, in which the faae can be c
w withwt
00b
the necessity of lifting the pivota out of their Ys. In prosecuting
Pam.
this method, intsnrect and take the readiog of a n y fixed objeec,
change face (not pivots) and intersect and read w i n . The two readings should dissgree
by exactly 180°; otherwise correct analogonsly to the &at-mentioned method. It will be
ob-ed,
that in collimating by changing face, such ermm of graduation AS may exsit in
the divisions of the limb employed, are involved in the proceaa.
a. Gaua's method of collimating is auperior to both the foregoing, dinpsnaing a it
does alike, with the objectionable necsmity of changing pirob in
oouthe one process, and the angular measurement, whereby errors01
graduation become involved, in the sewnd method. A h Lbs
adjostmrnt being performed at solar focus, and that focus Wing the one ordinarily emplored
in
operations, thin very desirable condition is secured, uiz., that the inshument is
collimated at a focus which requires no c h m @ in
~ actual observation. W h a ~ c in
e wllilarge Theodolites by changing fag ir is m n t i a l that the object obserred shmld
be fully ten miles away, otherwise the focus must be altered to suit the euws which ocmr in
real work, and the line of collimation be thereby deranged. The reason for the latter
derangement is ae follows. The sliding and fixed tubea of the Telescopes cannot be fitted
to e ~ other
h
so accurately that the line joining their centres shall remain constant wbm
twos ia changed. But the first carries the wires and the second the object-glosq wherefon
the line joining the former with the optical centre of the latter (i.a, line of collimation)
becomes variable if focus be altered. The adjustment performed by Gaus'a method requirts
two auxiliary Teleseopea fitted with wires, and it will be found that the T e l e s c o p uf Lbs
U
Theodolites ore most suitable for this purpose :

-

Let W, W Sbe the wiree and 01 4 the raspactive object glasses of the two anxiliq
Teleseopas Tt and TI,which set up about 16 feet apart on 5rm stands. P h the
inarnunent to be collimated (or TI)halfnay between the anxilirries and iu the line joining
them. That in to say, when
and T,are mutuully directed on each other, the line joining
T,. Having .seerthe centres of their object-^^-, should pan8 through the Tel-pe
tained a place for T,corresponding to the above candition, remove that instrument for the
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present. Now set the two auxiliary Telescopes to solar f o c ~as indicated in para. 17.
Next turn them to look Into each other, and interaeet the wires of T, (which will appear
as if painted on 0,)with TI, and aiec aerm, until the two Telescopes stand mutually
intersecting one another and h l y clanlped. I t is essential that these mutual intersections
ahodd remain unaltered during the after procem. Now T, and T, being both set to eolar
focus, while their lines of wllimation have been placed in the ruune straight line, it follows
that the rays of light emnnating from W,,
after being refracted through O,,are parallel to
each other and to the other rays emanating similarly from W,and refracted through &
while both these sets of rays appertain to the common optical axis W IW,. Whence place
T,, set it likewise to solar focus ; illtarsect Wl azimuthally, and clamp fairly. Now turn TI
180° in altitude, and if in adjustment it will intersect W,,
otherwise half the apparent ia the
real error, which correct by the collimating acreas. Repent the process nntilthe error is
eliminated. Finally remove T, and satisfy yourself that TI and T,continue mutually to
intersect each other.
55. Adjustment 9. The angular relation of the horizontal to the perpendicular wire
is always defined on the d i a p h r a p , and as they are made to cut
~ ( h s ~ . l l d
a-w
rrpsoe each other thereon a t right angles, to adjust one wire is to adjust
lwWva%h t h . For thin purpose both the vertical and transit nxes (see
adjustment 10) must be thoroughly levelled. Now adjust by (say) the vertical wire, thus,
intersect any small well delined object, and see if it wutinuea bisected along the wire, when
the Telwcope is moved in the vertical plane. If otherwise, make the diaphragm revolve
until this condition be secured. Similarly, an object bisected by the horizontnl wire should
coutinue bisectad when the instrument is turned azimuthally. Another method is to
suspend a heavy plummet by some fine cord, immersing the former in water to steady it.
Xow having levelled the vertical and transit axes as before, intersect the wrd with the
make
vertical wire, and see if the wire and cord run parallel to each other. If n-ry,
the diaphragm revolve through a suitable arc. This last method is not applicnble to large
theodolites, because it requires that the focus should he altered to the near object presented
by the cord.
66. As already remarked, adjustment 10 can be performed only in those theodolites
which are fitted with the means of raising or lowering one of their
Rsf.torJ.
Ys, We will therefore assume, that in this instance, the inatrument under manipulation is a 12 or 14 inch. And of smaller theodolites it may be
noticed, that their pivots are levelled once for all in their original construction.
67. A theodolite, fitted as above, will also be found provided with a riding or striding
level, so called from its being made to ride astride on the pivots
The nmr
when in use. This level has a smaller level attached to it a t right
angles, or other contrivance prbvided, whereby it is " ~~0~8-levellBd,"-i.~.,
placed wnstantly
in the same position, with reference to the Co-ordinate which r u m a t right angles to the
trnnait axis.
58. To perform adjustment 10, level the theodolite exactly on its azimuthal axis. Place
the riding level on the pivots, and by tapping it gently side-ways,
xoa to L.d
uir
bring the bubble of the cross-level into the centre of its mn, and
when the bubble of the striding level has ceased to move, read and register at what numbers
of the lerel-scale this bubble standa I t will he simpler to take only one end of the bubble
into account, viz., that end towards the cross-level, and let it be supposed, thnt when the
foregoing reading was registered, the cross-level stood over that pivot nearest to the face
of the instrument. Also for the sake of distinction, call the other pivot, the plain pivot.
Now reverse the level end for end,-this is to say, place the cross-level end over the plain
pivot. Cross-level as before, rend, and register. If the transit axis be level, then will the
cross-level end of the bubble rend the same number of divisions on the second occasion aa
it did ou the first. Uut if otherwise, tl~euhalf the apparent is the real error to be corrected by

-,
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the moveable Y. For inahice, if the reading on the &st occasion wm a,divisinq and
that on the m o n d as divisions, then

-

should

0 divisions; or

%32

= car-

rection by moveable 1. It will be noticed that during the foregoing process, the instnuatnl
must not he moved .zimuthally, and that both the vertical and horizontal clamp s h d d
be left free.*
59. We have now completsd a considention of a11 the adjustments enumerated, and of
which adjaatmenb it may be remarked, that if a classification be
mu&
deaired, the following represents the required c o m b i t i o n s :
Oaneral adjustments
1,2,6,6,9 and 10
Telescopic adjustments
8 and4
Of the Diaphragm
7and8
60. P r a e t i d l y and mathematically speaking, them is no adjustment ~ h i c hcan be a
accurately performed, or which ia of M, invariable a nature, thn
ontL.~mofcsrmotion IIW to e a t ad. the errors due to it should be constantly in a condition of elimination. And it ia a180 to be remembered, that frequent moreme~t
of the adjusting screws is a sort of remedy which is worse than the original d i m For
80 that the existing urors be constant in magnitnde during the intervals between relative
observations, the corrections due thereto may be readily and accurately calculated. But
when once the adjusting screws are worked loose in their sockets, and the error has became
of a fluctuating nature, it defies alike cancellrnent by any aystem of observation, or e l i i nation by calcnlated corrections. Wherefore the adjustments being once fnirly and big
performed, they should not be disturbed unlsss their errors run high. As respects collimation, an error of 5" at the horizon may be readily not exceeded, and 6 divisions of d'ilerelment fn the transit axia is better left unadjusted. I t will be remembered that the
foregoing limits represent apparent errors of 10" in collimation, and 10 divisions of dislerelment in the transit axin. But even supposing theae limita to be exceeded, t h e correetio~
due mar he readily- wmuuted M follows.
61. And firatly of the compnhtion of correetiona due to
~
d
~
~
&
~
mr.
collimation error.
62. (See Fig. 1.) Let h t, represent the transit axis, while N 9 denotes the meridian to the
given point an also the plane geuerated by the revolution of the line of collimation when that
line cuts II t, at right angles. Now disturb the adjustment, so that the telescope will i n t m t
a point X in the horizon instead of N,and when made to revolve in altitude, i t will describe
the small arc XY. Then NX = observed collimation error at horizon =pel = ZIZ,=a
Fig. I.
ZIis the tme, and ZS the false zenith, and of IPJ
elevated object al ita aif = alas = A, and its zenith
distance = Zlal = Z D. Now the tme vertical np1.
appertaining to the given station of observation and to
ul would refer the latter point on the horizon to ae,
it whereaa in the mumed state of the adjustments, a,
will he referred to X. ButX iserroneons byNX, thedon
NX + Xu e-- s + Xu2 = pZla, = c, or correction to
reading of the object a. Therefore in the spherid
triangle palZl right angled at p, we have,

-

-

The "Axis Imnp." or lamp lor Ulnminating the wires, . I m y s hmld and (mom or lesa) rim
pimt on whioh it &inn. Wharefom, for aslerlid night obanatloru, the t d t rdr lhould bs d
.Ibr the I m p hu begun to exembe IU1 full intluenos.
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and p

to find ~ ZV,I
e

Ul=

1

=, sin. par
whence sin. ~ Z I Q

.

or sin. c = sin. esm

1

;&x;<

=Bin. c See. A

but aa c and e are both minute angles
c" = d' Sec. A.
Wherein if A = oO,then c" = e". Whence the &ect of collimation error ia at a minimum,
when the point observed ia situated in the horizon : also, if thealtitude be constant for any
two fixed pointa between which it is desired to measure the horizontal angles, then r i l l the
collimation enor become eliminated in Laking the difference of the two horizontal readings.
Further, if the two altitudes be uneqnal, then will the two angles, one on face left and the
other on face right, disagree from each other by twice the difference of effect of collirnation
error due to their respective altitudes. Wherefore, by finding the mean angle from both
faces, the effect of collimation error will become cancelled. Finally, the aign of the comeelion
due to any given reuding from this cause may be determined by the following cousiderations. When the rendiig to any fixed object is greater nt Face Left than
at Face Right, then will the sign of correction to all readings at Face Left be
minw. But the foregoing conditions still holding, the obPerved L at Face Left
between A and B will be greater than the same observed L at Face Right only
So long as altitude of B > altitude of A ; because, as already ahown, t h e
amount of the correction or error varies as the altitude. Also if the distant
object observed be not situated in the horizon (see Fig. I), then it ia evident that

'\I.

NX" =pa," = pZ,a,': Coa A.
And secondly of the computation of corrections for
dislevelment of transit axia.
64. It haa already been shown, that the difference of the readings obtained from the
Striding Level before and after changing it end for end on the
pivots, measures, in divisions of the level scale, twice the angle
AZ,. Whence ZIZ, = & may be found in seconds, since the
arc value of 1 diviaion of the level scale ia supposed to beknown. Now Ilt, reprwents the transit axis aa before, and JV S
& the plane generated by the line of collimation when the pivots
are level. Bnt if tl be high, then may that plane become
NZd, so that any elevated point m will be referred to the
horizon at N, instead of at a*. Wherefore, in the spherical
s
triangle fl ZIZ, right angled at 2, we have

~ ~ m ~ t
dtnndt~lr

o

*

d

z68.~

whence cos el ZI 2, = tan Z, Z, cot Zl a,
or sin. c = tan

€.

tan A

and since c and E. are minute angles
L = ca. tan A
wherein A = altitude of 01. Whence if A = o0 then c' = 0"; whereby it in proved thsk
the effect of error from dislevelment of the transit axis varies as the altitude beooming
evanescent for a point situated in the horizon. Also, an in the case of collimtion error
the results of the error ~ d e comment
r
become eliminated in the following earn :
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I . Khen tne observed angle at any one face between fixed objects A and B is such that
.
altitude A
altitutle B.
2. And in the mean of the o k r v e d angles on both faces, between fixed ohjecb A and
B thongh, altitude of A 7 or L alt B.
Further, the sign of the correction may be determined by the follnwing c o n s i d d m .
When that pivot nearest to the face of the instrument is high, the readings of ali elevations
a t face left referred to the horizon will be too low, while depresaionn similarly referred
will produce readinm
- higher
- than those tm1y due.
Then the observed L will be dected by the
Wherefore if A nnd B be both Depresdif'mnce of the corraetioa due to ueh
sions or both Elevations,
reading.
the
But if A be a Depression, and B an {Then the-ohnerved L will be effected
Elevation.
\ nwn of the corrections doe to each reading.
And the aigo of wch corrections to observed angku must be determined by considerations analogous to t h w set forth in discussing the correctionn for error in c o l l i d o a
65. The reader having considered the foregoing remarks, will probably now be better
a- able to appreciate a brief comparison between Evereat's ~d the
..a
w
t
r MIS. old fashioned theodolites.* The former instrument is peculiarly
0Oatrut.l
auperior in ite stability and general simplicity. T h q t h e old
theodolite has a mnaller bane, while its centre of gravity stands at a greater height. Now
1
whence the advantage in
atability variea directly an base and
height of centre of gravity '
thia respect M evidently in favor of Evereat's instrument. Again, in the first ease, we hnve four
foot-screws, while in the latter there are only three. But in the lume circle the base of aupport offered by the former b to the mme presented by the latter ne 2 sin. 4 5 O : r eoe 60°
or as 1 : 1%. A h three pointa deline hut one plane, while through four poinb not in the same
plane, no lets than five planes m y be made to pass. Whence in the old fashioned theodol i t . and especially if the foot-screwa work unsatisfactorily, there is some d i c u l t y in placing
the four points of eupport, which ita foot-screws offer, all in the same plane. The Everest
theodolite is also superior in i b facilities for changing face, and in the circnmstancaof s
level being directly atached to i b verniers, whereby, in obaerring vertical angles, the surveyor ia rendered i n d e p d e n t of he azimuthal axis except for the purposes of cross-levelling. In its clamp and tangent screws, in itsaingle plate instead of a double one, in the
attachment of its leasea, an well an of its telescope, the Everest theodolite is as superior in
theoreticrl principles, an modern mechanical improvements make it practically superior in
elegancx, and construction. I t is the pattern of theodolite which, from the 5 to the 14 inch
instrument, is exclusively employed in the Great Trigonometrical Survey of India, and it is
.Is0 widely adopted in most other surveys.
66. Vernier Theodolitaa in the Great Trigonometrical Survey of India are not nsnally
employed for celestial observations unlem for the purpose of finding
T d a ThmdoUtu and
.
~ o b r n t b ~tlme,by equal altitudea or otherwise ; or yet, on other occasions, when
extreme accuracy bnotrequired. But the reaaon why Vernier theodolites are not M, employed,
is, that the department being provided with far superior reading-microscope instruments,
them latter are rightly used in preference to the former. Practically however occasionnl
opportunities occur, when Vernier theodolites are used. for celestial observations. For
instance, at the cloaing of any extensive secondary operations which may happen necessarily
to terminate at a distance from the principal series of triangles. Here the Vernier theodolite may be called upon to verify both azimnth and latitude, the former by observations on
a circumpolar star when about ita elongations, and the latter by circnm-meridional altitudes.

+

A I e l c h of m e of tho old fulrioned Theodolites will be found fit page 63 of
lor India."

.
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6 i . The problem of observing an azimuth briefly resolves itself into measuring the
cHdrlmumoawd

*-.

o ~ a ~ t i mtou r

horizontal angle between any terrestrial mark and the star selected,
atmm- when the latter is at either its eastern or western elongation.

At this instnnt of time, the L between the star and pole is a quantity which may be readily computed (see Manual of Surveying, pp. 589 to 591), and hence too
nray be obtnined the azimuth or L between the South Pole and Terrestrial mark adopted.
The foregoing procesa however furnishes only one meseure of the required angle at each
elongation, but for Vernier instrnments that one value is probably all that need he
observed. When a more rigorous determination of azimuth is required, the process
adopted should be in accordance with that detailed at pp. 598 to 598 in the Manual of
surveying for Indis, Whereby all errors from imperfect adjustments of the instrument, in
the place of the star, or the latitude of the station of observation, become eliminated. But
thongh the &wts of those errors exist in a single measure of an azimuth observed at
only one elongation, they need never be sensible in amount to a Vernier theodolite, unless
the instrument is seriously out of adjustment.
68. A latitude m y he observed either by a single observation on the meridian, or by
ol
wwda
circum-meridional collimated observations, precisely as in the cnse
of ordinary vertical angles. The latter process, however, requires
that the time should be accuratelp known, and for the former the collimation or index
error, as well as the meridian, must be determined.
69. I n fact the Alt-Azimuth might fitly be named the Universal Instrument, since it
may be made to produce any angular measure required, either by
direct observation, or indirectly from computation of the same. As
such, every s w e y o r should be thoroughly acquainted with its use, adjustments and individual pecnliaritiea; remembering that truthful measuremeuta depend alike on hia skill in
observing as on the attention beatowed on his theodolite, and that accuracy is unattainable
if patience and a rigorous sense of appreciation be not ever preaent. To this end too must
the surveyor guard against lateral refraction in his horizontal angles. A movement as
insidious as it is dangerous, and one which may pass undetected without warning,
until exposed by the di~cordanciesin .the resulting angles. Lateral refraction is understood to signify a slow oscillation of the object observed ; such that, if intersected and
watched for some few minutes, it will be observed to move to one side of the wire, then to
return to the b i t i o n , and next to perform a similar excursion in the opposite direction.
If the wire be so placed that these excursions shall be equal, then it is evident, that that
position will represent an intersection. Guard too against hurry and wnfuaion from any
cause, hearing in mind that celerity is the result of knowledge, practice, calmness and
aptitude combined. Bad angles are worse than none, since the first are absolutely untruthful, while time and patience will always overcome the de5ciency. So also discourage selfsufliciency. It is a conceit which rarely comes too late, and there i s no more truthful
sentiment than that which nays, " a little learning is a dangerons thing." Geodetical operations in all their details have long since been brought to a high state of perfection, so that
notwithstanding the commendation due to a spirit of research and discovery, see that you do
not adopt fictitious ideaa on this point, and waste your time and energies in attempting
nlterations, which, if escaping untruthfulness, are, at the best, probably speaking, bnt
innovations. Follow the broad beaten track, until divested of timidity on the one hand, and
of self-sufficiency on the other, you are at least qualified to discriminate between improvement and innovation. Nor have you hut a little to learn. As men, though similarly constructed, are yet characterized by special vices and virtues, so theodolites alike in principle
and execution have each somg peculiar conditions under which they will be found to work more
truthfully or otherwise. It is eesential that the aurveyor should discover these conditions.
That he should guard the instrument from sun and rain, from the influence of strong
currents of wind blowing on it during observation. That he should pack and unpack it
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carefully h i d S , and not by proxy, as is frequently done from laziness and indifIerence.
That he should keep the axis glib, the glaases clean, and the instrument generally in
thorough order; and lastly, while in transit from one place to another, the theodolite
should be carried by men, with as little eoncussion and as much care .B can be ensured.
Observing thacw precautions, and recording wichout bias whatever his instrument may
indicate, the surveyor mad arrive a t truthful results. Bearing in recollection, that when
men'a minds are engrossed with microscopic quantities, they are apt to neglect gmsex
magnitudes; and that to estimate the fractional parts of seconds correctly, while the d
v
and minutes are erroneously recorded, is not the way to observe truthful angles. Mistdsea
in observation occur just as frequently from w d i n g , as from registering, wrongly; and
when these two duties are performed by different persons, it is essential that the recordu
should repeat distinctly after the observer, the nnmbers which the latter calls out for registry.
70. Finally the 6 and 7 inch theodolites are chiefly employed in Ronta S m e p and
QecOndary Triangulation of an inferior order. W h m the seeondlrp
nddim operations are of an extensive nature, or other n-ity
for greafer
accuracy elists, the theodolite suitable to aw is a 12 or 14 inch.
The aigoala in all these instances are, generally speaking, Bags, but the 12 or 14 inch is quite
a p b l e of appreciating the additional refinement which the employment of luminous signals
introduces. Indeed the vartical angles observed with the 14 inch Alt-Azimuth, appear to
be q ~ l l .ceurale
p
as those determined by the 24 or 86 inch. So much 00, that them two
c l m e s of instrument8 are sometimes conjointly employed, when it becomes desirable to
observe vertical angles simu~taneously.
71. I n conclaeion, it may be some recommendation to the snrveyor if he remembers,
that the instrument herein commented on is one of the principal
hoo.dlybL
means we possess of hemming acquainted with the dimensions and
figure of our Planet, as well as with our possaseious thereon. Through its agency conntries and cities are geographically found, rivers traced, and mountaina sketched. It
precedes our roads and our railways, and conduces to the construction of our canals,
bringing prosperity and happiness where poverty and barrenness before prevailed. In short,
it is to the theodolite mainly that we owe our aeenrate knowledge of the British possesaions. I t was chiefly with this instrument that the late Lieut-Colonel Lambton d i v e r e d
the breadth of the Peninsula, in the parallel of Madras, th have been exaggerated by some
mil* and finally it was with the theodolite, that the surveyor, looking from a distance of
138 miles at the summit of Mont Everest, proved its height above the level of the aea to be
nearly six English miles.
(ad.)
J. B. N. HENNESSEY,

--
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Grcal Trigonometrical Surrey of India.

MEMORANDUN ON THE USE OF THE PLANE TABLE,
FOB TOPOGRAPHICAL PURPOSES.
BY CAPT. D. G. ROBINSON, Enorls~~ns,
PIWI Am.,
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' ~
XN C B I B a l T O W a W H l C A L UDBVEY, BXNOAL Xdl'ABT.,

no. 1.

1. I t will be seen from the following description of the Plane Table, and of the mode
of using if that the same species of results are obtniued from it, as regards the plotting of
horizontal angles, as are obtained from the Theodolite in the measurement of them,-i.s.,
in both wee the true azimuthal angle is taken ; c~nsequently it is a true triangulating
instrument, and a fit adjunct forJflling in tAe deiaib of a Trigonometrical Survey, but as in
building up triangle on triangle by simple plotting, a large error rapidly accumulates, it
should never be uaed for purposes of extension, or any external work, where great accuracy
is required.
2. On a Plane Table the surveyor plots off direct from nature, the angles subtended a t
his eye, by the various objects he may desire to lay down, or work from, and as his ruler is
of full length, his plotting is as accnrata as it well can be. He therefore saves much time
and avoids all the errors and mistnken to which he would be liable, if he observed his anglee
with a suitable instrumeut first, and then plotted them with a protractor.
8. The Plane Table and'apparatus, generally used in the Indian Topographical Surveys,
are fully dascrihed in Appendix (D), the table (80 inches by 24 inches) is as large as can be
conveniently used, strong and very firm. I t answers admirably for accurate survey purposes, but is too heavy for the rough and rapid work of a military reconnoisance. For
the latter, a table made of Papier Machk or any suitable light material, 16"x 12", and
attached by a hall and socket joint to a light folding tripod stand, would answer better.
4. The ruler is nsually abont (30) thirty inches long, two (2) inches wide, and
onethud of an inch thick. The sighta are usually about five inches long. The slit of the objectsight l o n l d not be lesa than half an inch in width, and three or four fine holes should be
drilled at intervals on the tine cnt of the eye-sight. The ends of the ruler should be cnpped
with thin sheet copper, to save the ruler from splitting, and to allow the sighta to
be screwed on (either temporarily or permanently) more securely and firmly than can be
done to the mere wood. F i w inchen of sight to a thirty-inch ruler gives sufecient command of elevation or depression for general nee. When the elevation or depression is more
than can be embraced by the sights, the intersection must be made with the assistance of a
plummet, suspended in the exact ray, either before the object or behind the eye-sight, 8s
may be required.
The sights of the ruler may be graduated into scales of tangents (to radios length of
rnler) or into divisions of so many feet, to enable the surveyor to determine, by the
subtended angle, the height of a building or other object, whose distance he knows (either
by means of Plane Table or otherwise) or conversely for judging the distance if he knows
the height of the object. This may k useful on a reconnoiaance, h t being only approximate, is of little use to a Topographical Surveyor.
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Let us suppose tlie surveyor in possession of sucli an apparatus, as that described in
Appendix D. First he must see that the upper surfaceof thetable is a true plane. a n d
also free from cracks and holes, that the fiducial edges of his ruler are perfectly straight
and that the fine cut (alit) of the eye-sight and the wire of the far sight are in the name
plane, and that plane perpeudicnlar to the lower plane, or base of the ruler. This can be
tested thus. Point the ruler on some small and well defined object, at the durance
of 200 or 800 yarda or more. Intersect the object with the upper or lower portion of rhe
sights, and moving the eye up and down, see if the slit, the wire and the object still remain
in the same line, if they do not, the wire or even the sight must be altered until they do.
Tlie perpendicularity may be tested by comparing the sights with a plumb line suspended
in front of the board which must be truly level. Next exnmine the c o m p m I t should
play freely, be strongly magnetized, be very sensitive and yet settle quickly.
Having seen that the sl~paratusis in good order, proceed to mount the boud, thna
With a wet sponge thoroughly damp the reverse side of a sheet of good drawing paper.
laid Bacon a clean table, then roll it up and put it aside until wanted, then thoroughly wash
a piece of long cloth, sheeting or some similar material, to get the dirt and starch out of i t
(the cloth should be large enough to overlap the board by two or three inches every way)
let it remain in the water, then spunge the upper surface of the board, and lay on it whilst
wet the thinnest paste, then stretch the cloth on the hoard, as tight as possible, securing
the overlap with stiff paate, or glue, to the edge and under surface of the tabla Rub the
cloth well down on to the board, this will cause it to adhere slightly, and a certain
quantity of the thin paste to ooze up through the interstices of the cloth. Then tuke the
paper which by this time will be thoroagbly damp, lay it smoothly on the cloth, press i t
oat from the centre with a dry clean towel, and pasta tho edges down to the cloth with stiff
paste. The thin pasta which has oozed through will caw the paper to adhere firmly to
tho cloth, sufficiently to prevent the paper rising, but not so much ae to provent its being
eaaily separated when the paper is removed from the board. Great care must be takh
not to rub the upper surface of thepaper, as, by so doing, ita taxture is liable to be spoilt
and the sizing removed. This may be rentored by g l u i n g it with isinglass and alnm in
tho manner recommended in the Manual, Part 111, Chapter XIV, page 3Oi.l'he paper should
watched when drying, and, if the centre appear to be drying quicker than the edges, d u n p
it with a sponge.
When the paper and table are thoroughly dry, which will not be for two or three days,*
the surveyor may proceed to project the trigonometrical points, the positions of which
have been previously determined by careful triangulation with a theodolita H e should
first examine the chart of triangulation, and see what points he can get on his table. This
is easily done by cutting out a piece of paper to represent the table on the scale of the
chart, i.c, if h h plane table he 80 inches by 24 inches, the scale of the required survey
one mile = one inch, and the chart on the quarter-inch scale, he will prepare a rectangnlm
piece of paper a trifle 1- than 74 x 6 incbea. This section will contain fifteen rninnks
of latitude X fifteen of longitude, and his c3art will be divided into fifteen minuta do=
He lays hi piece of paper over the section he is to take up, and shifts i t about M, as u,
Unlesa the wood he clone grained and very well smsoned, the table will dwws expand rod conconsiderably aroording to the drynans and temperature of the air, and In one direction more ctmm in
another. In monnting the a l e the wood bemmea mtnrskd aith molaturq which in not expelled
some rime d k r . I therefore prder keeping tho tabloo mounted severd d y r hefom the point.
pmjeoted, m d to pmJe& than In warm dry waatber. HjgrOm~Lrio expansion or contrnction is Lbs
bane of a Plana Table Sunelor. By p.lnLng, v m i q i n g or br giving come other similar costing to rhs
rood, or by the introduction of some other mueriai in liou of wood, thia evil m k h t p m b s b b bo
rvnelioratrd or rradlcatrd. Oak. Teak and Toon appear Lo he the beat w o o b for plane ubla, Dell
and orler soft nooda imbibo moiaturo quickly nnll cxpaml ncrosa lhc grain.
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embrnce the whole aection and ae many Trigonometrical sections, and other valuable
points as possible (taking cnre that the section falls well within it), and draws a line all
round the edge of the paper. The area enclosad by thii l i e represents on the chart the
area proposed to be projected on the plane.table.
Thus in Plate XX. facing, on a scale of fonr miles to one inch, ABCD, which
illcludes the required section, say between the Latitudes (no : 15') and (no : 80') and
1,ongitode (mO : 45') and (mO: 60' ), represents the area to be ~rojectedon the plane table
on a scale of one inch to one mile. The paper has been shifted so as to include the Trigonometrical Stations I , 11, III, and IV, and the .secondary points 1,2,8,4. Lay off with a pair
of cornpassee on pour plane table from the corner corresponding to D, four times the diitance Dy nlong the edge corresponding to DC. Similarly lay off from comer corresponding
to A, four times A*.--draw the line zy. This line represents on the plane table the meridian
(mO : 45t) lay off with compasses four times the distance Ya, and four times z/j. Then n
and fl wiil represent approximately the two western corners of the section. Next with
a beam compass take off, from a Gunter'a scale, the number of inches corresponding to 15
minutes, difference of latitude between parallels of (no : 15') and (no : 8W), and lay off
that distance, so that the points of the beam compds should be nearly equidistant from the
positions (a)nnd (/j) found approximately. These new pointa deflne the true position of

(6).

Similarly take off with the beam compasses 15 minutes of difference of
(a)and
Longitude at Latitude (no :80') and with centre (/3), and this radius, draw an arc (?)
also with a distance equal to 16 minutes of difference of Longitude at Latitude (no: lg),
and from centre ( a ) , draw an arc ( a ) , then with the length of the diagonal for a
15-minute section situated between the same parallels of Latitude, from (a) and

(P)

as centres, draw other arcs cntting those already drawn in ( 7 )and (8). renpectively ( y )
and ( a ) are the enstern corners of the section. Test them by seeing if y 8 = ab, and
prolong the sides ( a a ) , ( a y ) , (ap), ( 7 0 ) both ways to the edge8 of the board. The
quedrilahal drawn is a 15-minute sectiuu; subdivide i t into (five) 5-minute sections,
and construct diagonal scales for Latitude and Longitude in convenient positions
shewn
in Appendix G, Colonel Waugh's Topographical Inshuctiona By m a n s of these -1h y down the different Trigonometrical stations. Next test the positions of the Trigonometrical pointat by trying with a beam compass, if the distance between them on the plane
table corresponds with the Geodetic distance from the triangle computations. The Trigonometrical Stations having been found correct, lay down the secondary points. If their
Latitudes and Longitudes have been computed, project their positions in precisely the same

r The length of the several degree8 m d half d
m 0f Latitude and Longltnde, nod the
di.gonds of the m t t o n corresponding to them for ~.rioul aadea, are txb11I8tsd under the letbra m,
n,p, q, in whiah (m) rcpremnh Lhe length of leridionsl lines, or ditlarenoe of Witnde, (I) (he lower

,

.nd ( p ) the upper latitude linen, m d (q)

dl.good

,

m J'

I
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& aide Y m u d of Surveylog
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India, part 111,pp. 336 to 347, and Qeodetio T a h h for use of Qrebt Trigonometriad Survey of India.

t When mnddering what armwrement of the plane table wiU be best, after the Trigonomotrla
Statiom, preferencs should be given to Lose objwu whloh being rislble a t a great diabuoe are
likely to be most osehl, for, u will be w n hereafter. a distant well deflned objeat Ls of immerw,
to the
suneyor sl a point of chwk, when he rwnires to bod him podtion by interpol.lim. T o Lnolnde snch r d n .ble poinu, a s d unonnt of slue MY ba given, but on no smonut ahonld the d o n (o ba plme tabled
be bmugl~tso near the edge of the bobrd, an to leave a nurgln to0 narrow to Include the e x t a n d poinu
r e q n i r d lor the surver of th8t portion of UK! work.
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m n n e r as before, but if not, by their distances, striking the arcs of intersection with a
beam compass. In the latter ease every point should hare st least three d i c e a . Tbe
table is now projeckd mid the surveyor is ready for the field.
On arriving in the field, the surveyor proceeds to some centrical principal Ststion, and
having 5rst seen that the screws of his table and stand are firm, he p u b up his table
nnclamped, as level as possible, and nearly over t l ~ ecentre of the station. H e laps whichever fiducial edge he fi~ldsmost handy (he should make a practice of always using the sune
edge) so that a line drawn along this edge shall pass exactly through Station I, and 11, on
rhe plane table; Station I, being the station be is at, and ( I I . ) any other distant, but clearly
visible Trigonometrical Station. Holding his ruler firm in this position, he moves his trbk
round (in arimuth) until the eye cut and object hair intersect the real Station II, then the
straight line connecting Stations I and 11 of the plane table i~ part of the actual straight
line between the real Stations I and II.* H e then tightly clamps the table, and examinthe intersection and position of the ruler. Finding tliem correct, he next teats his poinu
This is done by laying the same fiducial edge so as to intersect plane table Station I, and eaeh
other plane table point in succession, and seeing if the sighta in each instance point exactly to
those real points. Or better, reversing the process, 11ekeeps the edges of his ruler close to hu
plane trble position, and i~iteraectsthe real pointa with the sight, and sem if the fiducial edgw
p e s through or is exactly parallel to tbe straight lines connecting his station with the corresponding points on the plane tab1e.t Having satisfied himself that his poinfa are all right,
and t l ~ etable still correctly set, he must proceed to adjust his cornpaas.: If the surreyor
hss the long box compass, he takes it out of its travelling case, and lays one of its long
sides coincident wilh the meridian line nearest Ilia stntion, and notices its ~nriation. If
tbere be no local attraction, this variation will be pretty constant for all parts of his work
provided he lays the same side of the box on the meridian nenrevt the point at which he
ie working. If the compass has no graduated arc, but siuiplp a ,zero mark, h e places the
wmppss either firmly secured in its box, or as before, on any convenient spot on the margin
of the table, moves it about utltil the needle points to zero, and then with n pencil draws
lines clearly all round the case, or c o m p w box, so as to be able to replace his cornpao, at
pleaaure precisely iii the identical position which it now occupies.
The surveyor is now in a position to commence filling in, but before entering upon this
subject, we will consider the vnrious wnditious under which he may have to demmine hk
exact position upon hi table.

This is not eractlj the case, u n l e ~
Rmtion I on the pluro t.ble in e u e t l j over the dot of tbe ltuiaa
P r ~ t i d li jt is, however, wrreot, .a the angmlar error u Station If, subtef~dedby the station f. and tin
pmition of the plane table when the diamnce between thorn ia only 4 or 5 feet is w mall u ~o be f u bond
the limiU of plotting on a scsle of one mile Lo one inch, and is therefore inappreaiable.

t Tbin is usuallr done by luing M a pivot a flngor of one iimd or a pencil held verticdlg with i b n m t
snd lwting on the paper at a tangent to the sution; and with tho other haad makinq ;he ruler rerohs
round i t m u to inlarseet em11 sulion inanwedon, in snob wile that the flduci.l edge of the rokrdd
mincide with,or b parallel to, the Hne joining tho s W o n he is a t (the w e mhtion) and Ibe p h Ubk
errtion oarrespondins to tho aotual station (ohieot starion) inwrsocted.
$ Any kind of a magnetic mmpaus will nnaaer, bul the b a r urd m t aonrenient are long tax
mrnprares furnished with gradualad arm of .bout 20 degmm similar to those furnished to Evsmt'r Vernia
Thwdolik.
Botting a table correctly is simply to ohmu i t in tbat position, that any given line on the taMe puju
through yoor pLoe ofolmervUion, shalt,if prolonged, pols through, or be parallel (o, a ~.ornapodingIlw oi
the w u n t r ~ ,w that if yon can a t o w e neb jour meridian line to trno north and wuth, JOur hMo ir at o m
rormotlg act. The compass is a very vdnabie uaistant In obhlning tl~iaohjwt, and if the ooadb WDU
truly, tho suneyor a t once flier himself from two known pvints and chwkr himmlf by a t k d pomt.

Let it be supposed that having left Station I, he has pnt up his table at (A), see
diagram No. 2.
Now the proper proceeding is that when his table was 6xed a t Station I, he should,
before proceeding to (A), havq drawn the ray (I,A) prolonging it, at both ends to the edge of
his table,* so that when he comea to Station (A) he has merely to place his ruler. so that tbe
fiducial edge shall coincide with the line (IA), with the eye sight to the (A) end, and to
turn the table so that the sights intersect Station I , and clamp it, then he evidently has
fixed his table correctly in azimuth. If now he places his pivot at plane table Station (I/),
and directing his ruler to real Station If, he draws the ray (II,A) its intersection with the
line (I,A) is the correct position of (A) upon the table. The wrrectneae of which he testa
by drawiog rays from IV, III, or any other fixed station, each of which should pass through
the same point A. I n the diagram No. 2, Stations III and I V are more suitable than II,
because the rays from them cut the line (Xu) more nearly a t right angles than the ray
from Station II does.
I t follows irom the above that if the positions of II, III, IV, and V are not known, bnt
the distance from (I) to (A) be known, thnt if you lay off from your scale the distance I,A
and fix your table in azimuth by the back rav, you can by drawing rays from A to II, III
IV, and V, fix the positions of those stations, provided the rays to them from Stution I
have previously been drawn.t
I t was before observed that the essential point in setting the plane table is that the
meridian line nearest to the plane table point, at which the surveyor is working, should be
parallel to the actual meridian of that point ; in other words that the meridian line of his
place should point true north and aouth, consequently, if the distance from Station (I) to (A)
be comparatively short, great care muut he taken to met the table eraclly on the ray (IA), and
to ensure this, a fing should be sent on from Station I to Station (A) for the forward ray, and
a Bag left behind at Station I for the back my. Suppose in the diagram No. 2 that from
want of a flag or other mark, the table is sot up by mistake a t (a) off the (IA) inatead
of a t (A), then the meridian line of tho plane table will take the position a, instead of
Aa
SIV, and the angular error is the angle N a n = angle AIa. Now as -- - may be taken
a1
as the meaaure of this angle, it follows that in proportion as A is nearer to I so much the
more cnreful must the surveyor be to place his table carefully .on the forward ray. There
is no necessity for the plane table being placed exactly over the position occupied by the
forward flog, all that ia necessary is thnt it be on the ray, i.e., that when the table is 6et
by the back ray, on the back fiag, the aighta of the ruler point to both hgs.
The method just mentioned of fixing the plane table by backward and forward rays
haa all the advantages of regular triangu~ation, there is no accumulation of error, and
the plotting ia as accurate as it possibly can b a This system has also the advantage of
requiring fewer points to work with than any other, and it matters not how those points
ure situated with reference to each other, provided the angles of intersection are not less
than 600 (the nearer to right angles the better); but unfortunately it often so happens
that the surveyor on arriving at A finds that it ia not suitable for his purpose. I t may
be that A is in the centre of a plateau or in some such position that the view of the
gonud he wishes to sketch is ob~uucted: or in passing from (I) to ( A ) he comes to a

To Sire a long line to let b ~ .

t Co-uenU,

if ,ou hare a bue you om build up tdrirngohY0n b7 mans of a PItable; but
RurVe7 O W ~ D to
~ the rrlpid
however useful thin mar be for a reeonnoinwoe, 11 h quiw inrirppumb
umumnlaUon of ermr.
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more desirable position,'to which no forward ray ban been taken, and from which he rouhl
like to sketch. He then fixes himself by interpolation. The method of interpolation
described in Appendix A of Colonel Waugh's Topographical Instructions, is theoretically
correct, but is evidently bad in practice. Indeed, under almost all circumstnaces, fixing bp
interpolation is objectionable and the evils of the system vary according a~ Lhe position
of the s t a t i o ~fall nuder the following eaeak
No. I.-The
best of all cases is when your position faus exactly in the -ma
s h d g h t line with two fixed stations as at B or b in diagram (see fig. 2), the first between,
the second outside, of the Stations I and 111; in this case, move your table until tbe
sighta intersect I or III, if it intersecta one it will intersect both-clamp, draw n F r
from 11 and 1V and VI (the best points for intersection) those raps will cut Lhe~traight
line I and I I I o r ita prolongation, in the same point (and check each other), B in the
first case, or b in the second, is evidently your position on the table.
The next best condition ia when points on all sides are visibla from your position A,
see former diagram. Put up your table, place the side of your compass to correspond with
the nearest meridional line to your position, or if a place has been drawn for it on tbs
tnble, into that place and turn the table round until the compasa stands precisely at the
name variation aa it did a t your atarting Station L-Clamp-your
table is now fired
approximately in azimuth, put your pivot on any near Trigonometrical point of your table.
such aa 111. Point the ruler to 111and draw the my, do the same through V I and V, and
if you please through I. If your compass be n g o d one, your table will in all probability
be at once set correctly in azimuth, and the rays will then pass tl~roaghone point; if they
do, check by seeing if the ray from the fartheat visible point will do so also ; if it d m
you have determined your correct position on the table; but if not, then your table bar
been set 8light)y wrong in azimuth, and the angular error must be eliminated. If
in the accompanying sketch we suppose the table in the first instance to be set
correctly,i.e., with the meridian nearest to Cpointiugdue north, then will all the rays from
Station I, 11,111, 1Vpess through C; but if incorrectly
set,then will the rays fall an 1,2, LC.or an 11 2,3, Qc,
according as the error in a azi~nuthis east or west
Now it ia evident that the angles formed a t the
Station I, 11, 111, and 1V, bp the correct, with the
incorrect ray8 are for the same position of the table
always equal, also that when your statioas are around
you, the figure formed by either set of illcorrect rayq
inclose the true position, and consequently we obtain
the following rule. When lhs points b.y which you
arejin'ng are around you. Your position ir within the
&re f a n e d by the intersecfionr of the r a y s and
dwtanf from each ray cxaclly in proportion fa the
diatancs of the d a t i m apperfnining to t h d ray from
your podwn.* Estimate C to be t l ~ a point,
t
lay the
edge of your ruler coincident with pour longest m y
(IV) C, shift the table 80 as to intersect Station IV, clamp and draw fresh rays from 1, 11
and Ill. These rays should intersect each other in one point which is then pour corneft
position. If they do not, repeat the operation until they do. ~~~h approximation will
course come nearer and nenrer to the truth.
As the enor lo Admnth I 8 the ume lor .)I mya, the error in position d-ds
npoo tbe I e w b dUs
rwr E v a , a suneror should d w w flx himself b~ m u poiota u @ring the 1 a . 1 emn d p d h and
check l r i d by Lr, .a r h e w h mat stmwk the uno-r of error to b e l l m l n a
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Again-If, as in the Kg. Station I and II be nearly opposite each ober, and C be
correct position of the surveyor, it k
evident that the erroneons raya due
\
to the same error in azimuth from
I and I1 fall on opposite sides of C.
_-----...-.----+--a
Consequently if you have only the
erronaons rays drawn, you know that
the true position of C is between I,
1I
and 11, and on the same side of I l l ,
(looking from the Station l I I ) , as it
ia if the other rays looking from I
and N respectively. In the fignre it
IR
falls to the right of I,and II,, thcrefore it is to the right of 111,. Its distance from those rays will be also as the distance of
the stations from it. Estimate accordingly, and having assumed your new position, set your
table by it, and the furthest station distinctly visible, and proceed na before.
The fourth, and worst case is when the stations all fall on the same side of the position
I t may so happen that the Stations I, II, 111, even more stations, and the point C are in the circumference of the same
circle or very nearly so. When this happens let the surveyor's azimuthal angular error be ever so great, the rays from
those stations must intersect in one point, and coneequently c
he cannot detect his error. should there be ona His eye can
tell sufficiently nearly if a circle described tbrsugh I, II, Ill,
,would pass through or nearly through C, and should such
be the cane he should on no account whatever attempt to fix
himaelf by those points. Under the best of circumstances his
11, 111, forming a figure on one side of C,
rays mnst fall, if wrong, something similar to
and there is nothing in that figure to assist him in judging on which side of it CsLould
fall. He mny obtain his poaition by judging
how a circle passing through I and 11, and
the intersection of the rays from those two
stations would intersect another circle passing through I1 and 111 or I11 and IV and
the intersection of their respective raya
(The point of intersection is manifestly the
oarre for all the circles.) He may assume
this point as an approximate position for C.
Let him then set his table by this approximate C and his furthest station, and try to
fix himself by the near stations, and continue
repeating the process nntil all the rays
intersect exactly in one point.*
This last case is manifestly so unsatisfactory that it shonld never be resortid to except
under the grentest necasity. In no case should the surveyor attempt to fix himself by dktant points, and he should only sketch such ground from positions so determined as he can
get at iu no other way.

F'
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The following are instances in which case No. 4 are likely to occur, and the following
hints may be useful to enable the surveyor to make the beat of the difficulty.
As he ~ppmxirnatemnearer to hia true position, the figure formed by the intaraection of &ben
j
m wiU
deer-.
And should ha p w to the further side of C, the Sgure lormsd b (he interacliw d his mys
will be inverted.

.
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The moat ordinary case is when the surveyor has to descend the side of a hill, in orda
to ~ e einto some hollow, or to sketch some ground not visible from the top. In this case,
unlem the ground permits of his taking a forward ray, he in without remedy. At another
time he will find his view so obstructed by trees covering the whole top of the hill, that his
angle of view is very limited at every position he may take up. I n thin instance, starting
from any point nenr the centre, he should 8et table by the compass, and take rays to
all the points that are visible, then shift a few feet and set his table by the longest of
the r a p just taken : draw rays to new pointa that are visible, then a h i t again, and so
on until he is properly fixed, remembering always to fix by long rays, and never to shift
from hia original starting point, more than is utterly inappreciable on the scale of hi survey.
Again, he mny be working along the edge of a f o r a t or in a plane below a range of hills
where he cannot see any, or perllnps only one, station in the plain beaides the stations on the
hills, or may be, no plain stations at all. In thia case he should regularly traverse by backward and forwnrd rays, with Bags, starting from one station and closing on another, fixing
himself by rays from stations on his flunk, when visible, or when none are visible, by mearuring his distance from flag to flag, by chain or perambulator, and h y i n g off those distance
with a pair of cornpassea from a scale on to his table.
He should close his traverse on a Trigonometrical point, and avail himself of every
opportunity of check. He should tmverse ns straight as possible and by long lines ao a8 to
reduce to a minimum the .ccumnlation of angular and linear error. If he Lus a choice, and
in the plains he often will have, he should start from a Trigonometrid Station and more
in a continuous strnight line, until he arrives a t a good point of check, then he may ran off
on a different line, his measurements will then all be from origin, and his linear and an*
error will be a t a minimum.
These same triangularing principles which we have described, as guiding the surveyor
in determining his own, and in lnying down the poxition of other fixed pointa, also hold
good in filling in the ground. Let us consider this filling in.
The first great rule in sketching ground is to give a proportionate amount of shade
for a corresponding steepnem of slope. Some writen give a regular s a l e of nhde
which is very well in theory, but which, if slrictly adhered to in practice, would make
the drawing of a map hard, unsightly and illegible. A good surveyor will make thia role
his guide, but influenced by a good taste, he will always give to his higher mountsinar
darker shade than is simply due to the slope, in order to make them appear to stand out
from the paper. His high level grounds in the same way will be lighter, and the summit
of his high mountains bright white, whilst he will put a flat shade over his low valleys
and plains, and suppress all lower features, and this he will do so judiciously that, rhiht
the general tone of his map is enl~anced,he will in no instance destroy its truthfuh~ess.This
judicious application of light and shnde may be termed the artistic portion of a surveyor'^
work, and is far easier learnt from a few field leasous than from the clearest written I&&
Mountainous features m y be drawn; jirb, by conlours ; recondly, by eye coutours, r
modiicstion of the first; thirdly, by vertical, hatching ; fnwthly, by shading with the
brush in Indian ink, or some other suitnble tint.
I n contouring, regular horizo~~tallines, at 6xed vertical intervals, are traced
over the country, and plotted on to the maps. It is a tedious aud expensive pr-,
md
in the richeat conntrj-, in the highest state of civilization, is not worth the expense. Tha
accompanying dingram will give some idea of this mode of delineating ground. The cootours are supposed to be drawn a t certain equal vertical distances, and it will be widen;
from inspection of the sections that where the hill is steepest the contour lines are close3t.
These contours at long intervals on a large scale are difficnlt to read, but if between the
lines you interpolate 10, 20, or 15 other lines, you will get a closer ~d closer approach to
regular shading, and it is evident that in proportion as the hill is steep so will this shndin~
be dark or light. Eye cool~tourssometimes culled the horizontal system of sketching, ism eye
modification of contouring. The style is eaey, light, effective, and affortls pest opportunity

for artistic &ill. All that is n e c q ir that the surveyor when sketching m eye contour
rhould consider, if a person walked horizontally, what linea he would move on, or what rontea
would he pursue, and hi eye contours should approximate the plonsof those imaginary linen.

The vertical @em, or hatching, starta by considering the course a volume of water,
equally disseminated from the top of a hill would naturally
~ u M , ~ I I running down ita aid=( Vide sketch). In this system
8Iso it is evident that the steepest sides will have the shorter
to each other $
:
bases, and the streams will then flow cl</+ than in the more gentle alopes, and thus the different slopes
1 -.
,%fare shaded darker or lighter according ~s they are steepor 9 2 ,
gentle. In shading with a bruah, the snme principles still
''
guide us.
+
' ,
, ,'

g=

x;

-
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For etfect: The hill sides are usuklly shaded off, from d u b t a t the top to lightest at
bottom, which also generally corresponds with nature, as most
mountains are steeper at the summit and ease off near their
LC?.
baaca The great objection to simple shading is the difficulty
of shewing all the minor features, clearly and efiectivelp,
rwitbout overcrowding, and making the whole confused. This
is not the caea with the simple pen lining. Every line with ,F _ -'-_
-&,&' -:
the pen expresses a feature, and every feature that will shew PCon the scale can be accurately and easily drawn. But unlea
>.' ,,
the pen work be highly finished and minutely worked up, i t is
ineffective, and difficult to read. I have therefore introduced into the sarveys of which I have
had charge a combination of tbe pen and brush, which includes the advantryes and excluded
the disadvantages of each system. 'ilre ink lining is penned in over the pencil lines executed in
the Leld. The paper is then cleaned, and the relief is obtained by judiciousshades of Indian ink
or any nentral colour. This is an expeditious, and very &ective mode of delineating p m d .
I t ia nsualtoconsider the lightto come into the map from the upper left hand or north-vet
corner,and consequently to shew all parts of buildings,steep bnnks,andsuch like objects (wbicb
ahew no base), with a thick line on the obverse, i.e., ws&e&
and northeast sides of them.
Tbis arbitrary arrangement givea great effect to the parts of a map to r h i c h it is applicable, but is sometimar inconvenient; a river may have both steep or both low banks, or
one steep and one high. According to custom, if the bank lies on the north-weat side of the
watercourse, i t ought to be drawn with a thick black line, but if i t lies on the south+ast side.
i t ought to have a fine line, ie., it ought to be drawn in precisely the same way if the bank
be low or high, or if there be no bank at all, which is n~anifestlywrong and inconvenient
The symbols used to represent Churches, Temples, various Bridges, and other remukable
objects are given in most works on Surveyingor Reconnoismw. A very useful table of them
adapted to India is given iu the " Manual of Surveying for Indk," Part 111, Chapter XIV,
page 802.
The following hints on sketching and Blling in the ground will be found d
l
.
A8
soon an the surveyor hns set his table at Station I a n d tested his points. he b ready to cornmence sketching. With tbis object he draws rays from his station to a11 the remukable
points, such aa peaks, houses, trees, Qc., around him, and within a reasonable distance (6 or 6
miles) ;and entimating the distance aasigns an approximate position to them on hi plane
table; he also draws rays to the jnnctiona and turns of tba different watercoureea, and of
spurs, kuolle, Qc,in his immediate vicinity, and sketchee in (lightly) the gronnd by eye
contoura. This completed he should move off to some distant commanding point (2 miles
at least from his 5mt statiou) set up his table and 6s himself (as previously C i t e d ) .
He should then draw rays to all the remarkable objects to which he drew rays from
his first station. The intersections of the new and old rays fix the position of all the
objects thus laid down, more or l e a correctly, accordiug as the angles of i n t e r d o n am
good or bad. The positions given by the intersections if not less than 60" may be assumed to
be correct, but when the intersections are sharper, only aa approximate. These points now
become of great assistance; they cover a good area and enable the surveyor to judge p r w
correctly the poeitions of all objects that fall within them or near them. H e next draw#
rays to the spurn, watercourses, and other physical features in hie immediate vicinity, and
sketches these features lightly in pencil. He then worka back towards Station I, putting up
his table at intervals of from 200 yards to half a mile according as the ground is more or
lean intricate or difficult to see. From each station he d r a m rays .s before ;and fixer the
pos~tiouof the junctions of the watercourq ends of spurs, knolls, Qe., to which he pmviously drew rays, and he then sketches that part of the ground. In this way he works
buck past Station I, always taking rays to remarkable objects and keeping approximae
work in advance of his final work. He should never consider any position detern~ineduntil
il has been tested by at least t h e e rays intersecting at not lean than a right angle. When

#km3+,
..--
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a surveyor geta into a porition where he cannot fix himself for want of Trigonometrical
data, he may nee any point which haa been laid down by not less than three rays from
Trigonometricnl poiata, provided these intersections be az not less than a right angle, or hi8
position doea not fall outside the pencil of rays of intersection. To secure a numb- of such
subsidiary points, the surveyor should always work along the ridges before descending into
the lower ground. He will also find it much easier to sketch with the sun in his front, for
if the sun be behind him, no shadow8 are thrown on the features he ia looking at, all look
like one mntinnoua mass; but if he have the s m in front of him, objeete atand out in strong
light and shade, every ravine and turn of a ravine may be detected at once, and it ia far
easier to pick out or r w g n i s e the prominent points.
H e will also find it a great advantage to traverse by zigzag (like triangulation) in
circuits through the county when the physical formation permits of it. The blank a r w
t h w circnmscribed are always filled iu much easier, and the zigzag pro&or& betrar
inlereections than toll be obtained by working on atmight linea
The nmonut of detail to be shewn will depend upon the scale. On a small soale villager
are shewn by circles, on an inch scnle they may be laid down by tangents to their edges,
the tangents being drawn from so long a distance as to give nearly the correot area of the
village, but on the six-inch scnle the streets and housa should be shewn. On the one-inch
wale, it ia also usual to shew, all the different areas, such as cultivation, various Linda of
jungle, swampa, &c The different minor features and the lay of the strata can generally
.bo be shewn, hut on the half-inch and quarter-inch scales it will be generally su5cient to
shew all ridges and spurs, without reference to their respective slopea. I t ia a great mistake
to attempt to shew too mnch, as itouly tends to wufuaioa Furthermore many objecta, such
aa precipicq roads, wells, temples, and such like small objecta, which would, if drawn to wale,
be represented by almost invisible fine lines or points,must be exaggerated on the map, in order
that they may draw sn5cient attention and receive their true valne. Much more might he
writtan to meet the vnrioua contingencies of ground and position a surveyor may meet with,
bat without a few lessons and a little practice in the field, it is almost hopeless to attempt
to make a goood topographer, and when once the surveyor has acquired a little practical
knowledge, his own wits s i l l always suggest to him the meam of overwming a di5culty.
The foregoing observations appertuin to the rigorow filling in of the details of a survey.
I t often, however, happens that the o6icer in charge depntea an assistant to make a rough
rmnnoieance of the country in advanca This reconnoisllnce becomes a most valuable aid
to him in hying ant hi triangulation, in placing and nfterpruds in finding the position of
anp poles he may pot up to mark peaks, and other remarkable points likely to be useful to
the surveyom employed on the filling in. The Plane Table is very useful for this Lid of
work. The assistant un advance by q regular series of triangles through the country,
laying down the position of all the remarkable objecta, with quite su5cient accuracy for the
purpose required, and if one chain of triangles passing though the table be measured with a
theodolite, computed out and projected as the assistant trnvels on, a limit of error ia fixed,
and a redly p o d reconnoisance is made. When the surveyor comes to observe his 5nal
angle+ he puts up his Plane Table near his instrument, and eeta it in the usual manner; he
then notes what points he haa to observe, and by laying his ruler on each ray in turn,
diecovers their position. Any surveyor who, looking duwr from the top of a hill into raviny
or 5at ground, has had to hunt for poles, or other opaque objects, whose e w t position he
has not exactly known, will acknowledge the immense comfort of having a good reconn o h n c e mounted on a Plane Table by his side to guide lrim in his aaarch.
A very fair reconnoimce may be made by a traveller in a hilly wuntry by keeping
himself supplied with points for fixture M he journeys on. T h w from A, fix by 1, 2, 8, 4,'
and take rays to 6 and 6 ; a t 8, fix by d, 1, 2, 8,4, nnd take r a p to 6, 6, 7, and 8 ; at C,
fix by back ray to B, by 1, 2,4, and take rays to 6, 6,7, 8, 9, 10, kc. The m e position of
6, and 6, is now well detarmined, there being three rays to each ; that of 7, and 8, approximately there being only two rays to each. The first Lwo are therefore fit objects for him

' GiWu pointn which mull h r r s been uorratlr Wd down in the hct i ~ l u M e ,
M

to fixby when he comes to D, .qd from itmi point i and 8 are also p m n ~ e n t l yLid darn.
Thus tbe eurreyor can p r d from station to station d w a p supplied with point. for

data and keeping approximate r o r k in advance which in torn affords fresh data.
a theodolite ba used very fair results should be obtained, bat with a prismatic c o m p
plane table much error is sure to creep in, and it is evident that such a system of mmitering is only suitable for a rough preliminary nurvey, or for military a r p d t i m
through a mountainona oountry where the surveyors cannot leave the line of much.
In conclusion I would obQerve that w h e r q in reconnoitering, a surveyor should a d
himself of every facility for making the most of the time and resources at his disposal in
regnlar systamatic survey, be ahould never deviate from tha strict laws of IThgahtion
which extreme accuracy depends.
SUBVSTOBGESLRAL'S FIELDOrma.
D. G. ROBINSON, C*., Engts.,
July 421h, 1860.
h charge Ben& Topgrnphical I ~ W CXI~ ,1.
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the Decimal Paris of a ,Wile.

W. R. M. Graham.
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TABLE C.
Showing the Length of a Degree, ~Uinute,and Second, of Latitude and
Longitude, for. every D e p of a Quadrant, thc C o m p ~ ~ s i o n
of thc Earth being assumed A.
LAnlma.

41
41

4a
44
46

864m
864359
w4ri
864484
364547

1

W

Q

~

6071.6 101.19 278969 4599% 76'66
6073 6 101.~1 ITS ~ 2 9 . 3 75 4s
607s P 101.n 267460 4467-7 74.29
60747 101%?4 263082 48847 7808
60788 101'16 868683 4810.4 71'84

.
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6 1 1 1 10175
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IW
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TABLE E.
Atnaospheriwl Befractionu.
Refr.

APP.

ulit~d0.

2:z.

_ __

' D.M.

_

0' 0
8
10
15
20

35
M)

&
40
4
LO
55

Y. 8.

Di&

_

ME

DIE.

6.
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81 58
31 5
30 13
ZS 24

n

28
97 61
27 6
26 24
25 t a
25 3

11.7
11.3
109
10'5
10.1
9'7
9.4
9'0
8.7
8'4
8.0
7.7

ApR

-

6.

8.

74
71
69
67

8'1
76
7'3
70
67
64

6b
63
61
69
68

4 0
10

PO
30
40

60

24 35
28 48
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22 40
91 8
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7.4
7'1
6'9
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6.1

_ _ - - - -
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46
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1.5
b.3
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4'9
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17 43
17 41
17 0
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1.6
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a
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TABLE E.--( Continued.)
~ t n w s ~ h e r i c Refractions.
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13.4
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11'2
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.48
'45
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-2a
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8.2
7.1
6.1

07'017
'017
0
0 7

'31
'27
'24
'20

86
86
87
88
89

5.1
4-1
3.1
2,O
1.0

0 7
0 7
'017
'017
'011

'17
'14
'10
'07
'03

l2
73
74
76
76
?.I
78
T9

'b9

'36

1)40
9%
.036
'038
931
.029

'027
'M5
.W3

-----

00
81
82
83

-ml
-018
'016
'014
Q12
'010
'008
-006
001
'M)1

TABLE F.
Parallax of the Sun.
Altitude.

Iauu8rp.

Fcbrnarp
ln.1

I

March

Jnne

April

~ ~ c ~ ~ Norernher.
~ b e ~ .
----g--

0

0
4

R.95
8.93

R 93
8.81

H
12
IR

U.Hi

8.84

8.73

24

R.i5
g.60
8.41
U. 18
7.90

:{?

7.i,!1

:Mi
40

7.24
6.G

44
4'4
92
51;
68
fiO
62
6i

6.4.3

20
24

4.74
4.47
4 20

3.w
:I.H4
3,:I-i

sn

5.94
5.61

__

4.93
.. -4.i3

2.76
2.41;
2.16I ..55

$4
!IO

0.31

I

o on

0.31

O.M

4.70

3.~9
3.1; 1

9.77

nn

5 .lli
4.!11;

::::

4.41;
4.1:)
3.9 I
3.63
3.3t
3.ni

2.47

bti
Y.l

.

:i.06

2.17

8.27

2.45
2.15
1.54
0.83
0.62
0.31
n no
-

-

H.fl.1

"

6.W

5.90
5.51
5 01

lili
FIX
i0
72
i,t
71;

-

R

8.39
R.lli
7.RY
?
.
1.97
7.22

8.72
R.70
8.64
H.54
8..
39
S.20
7.!17

8.80
X il
H 71
U.FI
-8.46
-

8.87
n.R5
H.i9
H.63
8.53
8.34
R.10
7.84
7.53
;.I#

I

d.,7
7.46
7.12
6.il
6.33
5.88
5.49
4!12 4 ,GI;

::::

"

-

8.67

R G5

U:$Y

.

t.,O

7.40
7.015
6 69

*.I:<

Sli
7.92
5 h't

7.91

-i ..A*,
-

i.IA

7

n$

---7.0
<
I

6 ti4
6 23

(<.@a

5,s:

n.rn

.i1

.il t

!T.;{?

.7
1.

.-

4.m

4.U4- 4 . h ' - - - -

4.31;
4 10
3 s?
3.55
3 27
2 !1Y
2.70
2.4 L
2.11

4 f;0
4 31

4.07

n. ra

1

-

4.-4
i...?'~
.1 .C2
.%I .;
371

-

t i '25

3.r.2
3.2 1

?.!I7

2

3.LI:I
2.1;?

2 3!)
2.10

1.~3
0.61

8.111
<.:>7
)i. 17

-ci.22 -

ti.:\i
_ _

7.02

11.65

6 '2 3
:,.Y,I

6.24.

3~ t ;
3.3s
3.30

'

H.5'1

..
-

60

;

'2
?.:'<

?.]I\

I .:-0

n

0.61
0.00

#;

0.00
~

i

-

TABLE Q.
For Reverring Angkr.
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TABLE H .
Cmparative Scale of Fahrenheit's, Resumer's, and- the Cm~igrude
Thermometers.
EQUIVALENTS TO FAHRENHEIT'S THERMOMETEB.

Dsg. l k g .
Fat. h u m .

Dee.
Dsg. %a.
Cenligr. F d t . R a n m

-

--4

-6
'6
'7
-8
'9
0'
1

2

a

4
6
6
7
8
9
10
11
11

la

14
16
16
17
18
19
10

21

n

23
24
95

96
47
48
39
80

31
ad
83
84

a5

a6

n

38
a9
40
41
42
43
4
45
46
47
48
49

30

'066
-111
'167
.222

'044
-089
'la3
-178

'1
-1
'8

-nl

.ma

-saJ

-967
'311
'3.56

369
'444
'600
'100
-17.78
-14.21
17'91
14'78
16.67
13a3
16.11
19.89
18.56
19.44
15
12
14.44
11.56
1389
11.11
10'67
W.33
12.7R
l0.n
14'21
9.78
11'67
9.33
11'11
6-89
10.56
8.44
10
8
9.44
7.66
8.89
7.11
8'33
6 67
7.78
6.22
7.22
6.78
6.67
5.33
6.11
4.89
6.56
4.4
6
4
4 4
356
3.89
3.11
333
3.78
2'21
1.67
1.1I
0'89
-0.56
-0.44

f;:

o

+0'44
0.89
1.33
1-70
a ?p
2'67
3.11
3.56
4

4.44
4.89
6.33
5.78
6.21
6'67
7.11
7.56
8

Dog. Deg. Deg.
Centlgr. F h t . Beuup

o

50

8'

61
52
63

844
0.89
9'33
9.78
10.22
I067
11'11
11.56
11
11.44
1289
13 3a
13'78
14'21
14.67
15'11
16.56
16
16'44
16'89
17.33
1778
18.91
18.67
19.11
19.56

54

aa
56
57
68
69
60
61
61
63
64

6.5
66
67
6'3

69
70
71
71
7a
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81
8'1
83
84
85
86

87
88
89

w

91
92

+0.66
1.11
1'67
2.4a
2.78
8'33

93
94
95
96
97
98

4
6
6-56
6'11
6'67
791
7'78
8.33
8'39
9.44
10

100
101
101
loa
104
I05
106
107
108
109
110

a.w

9s

90

10.44
1089
1133
11.78
12.22
22 67
13'11
93.56
14
14 44
24.89
15.33
15.78
16.22
96.67
27.11
97.56
48
18.44
w.88
'I9 33
as 78
a0.22
30 67
31.1 1
31.56

31
31'44
al.89
33'33
83.78
34'zl
34'67

Dee. Deo. Delr. . Dw.
CanUgr, Faht. Buum. hntigr.

.-----10'
10.56
11.11
11'67

was
rpie

13'33
13.89
14.44
16
15'66
16.11
16.67
1722
7
183.3
18.89
19.44
10
10.56
91,ll
41.67
21'22
1~78
93.33
23'89
24 44
-46
PJ.66
96,ll
2667
27.21
%?.is

18.m

28.89
2944
30
80.56
al l l
31.67

a

31.78
a333
83.89
84.44
a5

85.56

as I I

a667
a7.91
37.78
38.83
88.89
'39.44
40
40.56
41.11
41'67
42 14
4 7
43'33

110
111
114
113
114
11s
116
117
118
119
l!24
121
I n
I13
1%
l!25
116
147
128
129
130
la1
131

133
134
1.35
136
la7
1
s
1.39
140
141
142
141)
144
145
146
147
I48
149
IM)
151
ISZ
153
164
15s
IS6
157
168
15s
160

161
162

Isa
I64

166
166
167
168
169
170

a4.m

1.11

43.83
4389
44.44

46
36
as.44
w56
~
I
8609
87.33
4667
8k78 . 4 7 %
2 2
47.78
38'67
(8.33
48.89
89.11
39.56
4844
40
w
40.44
w.56
61.11
40 89
41.83
51.67
52%7
41.78
4a.z~
n.78
44'67
6333
4311
68'89
64.44
4366
56
44
444
66.66
as-11
44.09
56.67
45 33
45.78
5722
46.21
57.78
46 67
66.33
47.11
66.89
47.66
69.44
60
48
48.44
M).56
61.11
48.89
61-61
49 33
62.21
49.78
61.78
6Q.n
63.33
6067
61.11
6389
61.56
W44
68
51
65.56
59.44
66'11
W2 88
61367
6712
63.78
54.11
67 78
68.33
m.67
68 69
66 11
69.44
a~ as
70
56
t o a6
56.44
71.11
W.89
71.67
57.33
19.92
57'78
66.91
1978
73.33
66'67
7389
5911
74 44
W 56
76
60
76'56
60-44
76'11
60%9
76'67
61'83

I70
61-83
171
61.78
17% wn .
173
61'68
174
6a.11
176
-ma
I
176
64
177
W
I78
61.89
179 . W 3 3
180
6678
181
66%
182
66.m
183
67.11
184
67.56
68
185
186
68.44
187
68.89
188
6983
189
69.18
190
70'22
70.13
191
199
71.11
193
71.w
194
71
195
72.44
196
74.89
197
73-33
198
73.78
IW
74.23
100 74.67
101
75.11
76.56
103 76
204
7644
205
76 89
206
77.33
'207
77.78
?otl
78.m
!BS
78.67
a10
79 11
211
79'56
11s 80
113
80'44
114
8089
21-5
8133
a16
8178
117
81.22
218
81'67
919
88.11
410
83.56
221
84
'122
84'44
PW
8489
214
85'33
116
85'78
8619
2%
86'67
217
87'11
228
81.66
219
230
88

76'67
7799
~PTB
78'33
7W89
79-44
80
80.56
81.11
81'67
8 1 12
8P78

s3.m
s3.89

84 44
85'

85'56
86'11
86'67
87%
8778

WP

8889
8944
90
9356
91'11
91'67
92 W
9'2.18
99'33
98'89
94.44
95
95.56
96.11
96'67
97 2%
9778
98'33

98'89.

99'44
100 .
100'56.
101'11
101'87
109~11
10978
103'83
lW89
104'44
105
IOJ'W
106'11
106b7
10722
lO'f'78
108'33
108 89
109'44
110
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TABLE I.
For Converting Intentala of Sidereal Time info Equiva2ent fdervals o f
Mean Solar Tione.
Howas.
a,

Sd

-Bt
.

OW

Equivalents
111

M

i

m

h. m.

S~conoa

M~norra

i?i

g

1

9'

3
2

a

,

j.2
m. a.

0 69 60.1704
1 69 40.3409
2 69 80.6118

1
2
8

0 69.8362 81
1 69.6723 89
2 69.6085 38

30 54.9214
81 64.75'76
82 64.5987

2

4
6
6

8 69 20'6818
4 69 10.8622
6 69 1'0226

4
6
6

8 59.8447 84
4 69.1809 85
6 69.0170 86

33 54.1299
84 54.2661
85 64.1023

7
8
9

6 68 61'1931
7 68 41.3636
8 68 81.6840

7
8
9

6 68.8682 8'7
7 68.68S4 88
8 68.5266 89

36 53.9381
37 63.7746
88 68.6108

10
11
12

9 58 21.7044

10 58 11.8748
11 68 2.0468

10
11
12

9 68.3617 40
10 68.1979 41
11 68,oa.i~ 42

18
14
16

12 67 62.2167
15 67 42'8862
14 57 82.6666

I8
14
16

12 57.8503 43
13 67.7064 44
14 67.6426 45

42 62.9555
43 62.7917
44 52.6278

16
17
18

16 67 22'7270
16 67 12'89;f~
17 67 8'0679

16
17
18

15 67.3788 46
16 67.2150 47
17 679611 48

10
20
21

18 56 68.2884
19 56 43.4088
20 66 83.6792

19
20
21

21 66 28'7497
22 66 18.9201

28
24

28 66 4.0906

n

a

6.

1
2
8

92

d

$1 ;ps

+

5s

m.

6.

:.

4

4

4i
i2
".ti EqoivaEquivalents ';;6 Equi~alents ';;G Equivalenta in -gi. lentr in
In
h
e
. f
M

8

0.9973 31
1'9915 81
2.9918 39

809164
31,9116
329099

4
6
6

8.9891 84
4.9864 35
6.9836 36

83?W74
849045
9j.9017

7
8

Q

6.9809 37
7.9782 88
8.9754 39

868990
87-8965
36.89%

89 53.4170 10
40 63.2831 11
41 6 s - I I Y ~12

9.9717 40
10.9700 41
11.9672 42

899908
40'8881
41.8~

13
14
15

12.9646 48
13.9618 44
149691 45

42%856
43'8799
44'gl72

45 62.4640
46 6.2.3002
47 62.1564

16
17
18

15.9563
169536
179809

46
47
48

43-8'744
46.8717
4itXW

18 66.8878 49
19 66.7235 60
20 66.6597 61

48 51.9725
49 51.8087
60 61.6449

19
20
21

18.9481 49
19.9464 60
209427 61

48'8662
49-eGS
60'8608

22
28
21

21 56.8968 52
22 56.2320 63
28 669682 54

61 51.4810
52 51.3172
63 51.1634

22
23
21

21.9399 52
22.9372 63
23.9345 64

61'm
52.-

25
26
27

24 55.9044 65
25 66.7403 56
26 66.6767 67

64 60.9896
66 50.8257
66 50.6619

25
26
27

21'9818 55
25.9290 66
26.95f3 57

28
29

27 65.4129 68
28 55.2490 69
29 56~862 so

67 50.4981 28
68 60.3843 29
69 60.17~ 80

27.9286 58
28.9208 69
zs.9~81 so

ao

1

63.8526
64.8499

65-8471
56aW

67'8917
68'-

59.8362

ci
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TABLE I.-( Continued.)
For Cm@ting Intervals of Si&real Tinze into Equivalent Interval8 of
Mean Solar I'h.

d

s .9

18

d

a!

:r!

BguivaIenta
mYem
Time.

Gi

a

'

qnivalenu
mMean
Time.

m

2 !.

25

f =m

1.

Rsraans.

Egi;zta
Time.

1.

0.84
015
0.86

0.88907
0.84904
0.85902

0.67
0.68
0.69

0.66817
0.67814
OS881'2

0.87
0.88
0.89

0.86899
o-878%
0.88894

om

0.70

0.ii

:0.71808
E2

066981 ! 0.40
0.07978 , 0.41
0.42
0.08976

0 89891
0.40888
0.41885

0.78
0.74
0.76

0.72801
0.73798
0.74795

0.10
0.11
0.12

0.09978
0'109iO
0.11969

0.48
0.44
0'46

0.42888
0.43880
0'44877

0.76
@77
0.78

0.75798
0.76790
077787

0.18
0.14
0.16

0.12965
0.18962
0'14959

0.46
0.47
0.48

0.45874
046872
0.47869

0.79
0.80
0'81

0.78784
0.7978'2
p80779

0.16
0.17
Dl8

0'15956
0.16954
0-17951

0.49
0.60
0-61

0.48866
0.49864
0-50861

0.82
0.88
0.84

0,81776
082778
0.88771

0.19
0.20
021

0.18948
0.19945
0.20948

0.62
0.58
0.64

0.618%
0.52865
0.68658

0.86
0.86
0.87

0-84768
0.85765
0.86762

0 22
0.23
0.24

0.21940
0.22987
0.28984

0.65
0.56
0-67

0.54850
0.56844

0.88
0.89
0.90

0-67760
0.88757
0.89764

0.26
0.26

0.n

0 24932
0.25929
0.26926

0 58
0.59
0.60

0d7842
0.58839
o.69886

0.91
092
0.98

0.90752
0.91749
0.9~46

2

018
0.29
0.80

0.27924
0.28921
0.29918

0.6L
0.62

0.60888
0.61881
o6ns28

0.94
0.95
0.96

0.98748
0.91741
ogsrae

2

0.81
0.83
0.88

o.aosl5
0.81913
0.82910

~6.i

0.68825
0.64898
0.66820

097
0.98
0 99

096785
0.97782
098730

0.02
0.08

091995
0.04992

0.04
0.05

0.08989

096

OQ6984

0.07
0.08
0.09

0-ome

1

ass

0.65
0.66

0.6584:

4
.E

,

.,g 2 . 8 $ 3g 4 a
$
9

%
o

f 31 2 - 3

'3 14
5

g j

2

zt

$..a m2.3
3
8

1

a
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TABLE J.
For Converting Intemala of Mean Solar Tim into Equivalent Intervab of
Sidereal Time.

,
*
0.8
er

Equivalents
in Sidereal
Tima

z a!

g$5i

Equivalents
in Sidereal
'I'ima

Equivalents
in Iiderd
Time.

za

$2
82
8~

2
22;;
22
d
l
Sidd
6

4;s

Time.
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TABLE J.-( Continued.)
For Converting Intervals of Mean Solar Tim into Equivalent Intervals of
Sidereal Tim.

I/ I

. -

a

It-
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TABLE K.

APPENDIX.

CV

TABLE K . - ( C o n t i n w d . )
Shewing the correction to be applied to a Barometer with a Bra58 Scale,
extending frona the Cistern to the Top of the Mercurial Column, to
reduce the Observation to 32' Fahrenheit.
--

--

- -

'184
'187
'189
9
'195
'I97

'185
'187
-190
'193
;I95

'200

'MI

'185
'188
.I90
'193
'196
'199
-201

'103

'203

'204

-198

TABLE L.

For Converting Acrea into Corresponding Beegalts of 80 H
Beegnhs
6.

Ken.-Thin Table glres the nmnbsr or Reepnha wrretwnding with A m 8 Rom 1 to W,m y nnmb
u mnny p l a m la Lbe right u there am llgurea In sxeesa of tho- liven in the Tabis, and mr de
BJlO'7
the tell.-Thur: the number of Dcegnba corro~pondlngwith 886.74 Acre#la 830 Arne8
6
18.10
074 ,
tm, or

,,

...... .....
1681 , l
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TABLE 0.
Of Square Neasure for Bengal Standard Beegah of 14400 Square Feet, or 1600 Square Yards.
Beegahs by Beegahs. (1.)
Rule JW Tabdlu.-Take out fmm ewh Table the quutity requlmd.
placing it under i u wpeetire term (wreeabl? to tbe rule given for Duo.
decimals) for Beegab, C o t W and Ckitt.cL8, the rum will be the w e b
required.

TABLE OF SQUAB& MEASURE.
89. Ft.

-

=
14400 =
45

720

43560

r

Guudah. C h i t t ~ k .

=
I
C0tt.h.
16 =
I
6600 = 340 n
90
19360 = 968 = 60'5

Ex-.

90

aio =

~eegnb.
i

r

1

a096

a

Aore,
1

Required the area o t a Field, the breadth being 4 EL, 8 C, 9 C., and
the length 5 B., LO C., 6 C. ?
B. C. C.

4 8 9
5 10 6
T a b l e 1 -90
.r
2-9

liul,/or DtmIrcima1s.-lTnder

t h e terms of t h e Molliplir a n d w r i t e t h e c o r r r s p o n d i n ~det~ominntionrof 111s Multiplier,
au thnt E r c a n l ~ a nlny ctntul u t ~ d r rIirrgal18. C o t t n l ~ sIlndrr
Cottnl~n,rind Cltittnvks unclur c'll~trncki. 'I'llet~ multiply each
t e r m In t111: ) . I ~ I t ~ ~ l i c ~ nhn~dg,i n n i l lnt
~ t h e lo\\.cst, by 1110
JIt.renlts in tllc >llllu[,lirr, a n d writ? 1110 rcsnlt under i l s rcsp r c t l r e term. 111l l ~ rmrne mnnn,.r rnnltiply nll tllc terms of
tile .\lultiplicnnd by the (:ottnl~uIn 1110 .\lullipllers. and !vrllc
t l , ~re-ult one plnce rorna\.ed to t l ~ oright l ~ n n dof tholo in tho
>lultiplicnncl. t'rocrrd in like lnnnncr wit11 tho Cldittnckn,
a n d the s u m of all these products will giro tho area requirucl.

Gundahs,

5x4
5x8

unless

very g r e a t .ccuraoy
were required.

Beegahe by Cottahe. (2.)

-- --

tackq mcl l'37 OuduLs.

CX
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csi

- --- .. -

For Converting Acree into Beegahe of 8025
-

--- -

-- -. ..-

ACRES INTO BEEQAHY.

- -

1

otn

i

3

9

,

,

,

,

8

,

POlAS INTO BEEOAIIS.
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APPENDIX.
EXPLANATION AND USE OF THE TABLES.

For Correcting Qunlcr's Chaina of 100 Li*.
In the use of chains, they are found to stretch, and unless this quantity is most carefully
observed daily by comparison with a standard, all them eosurementa made will be erroneous, and in defect in proportion as the chain is too long. This Table, therefore, giver
the eqnivnlent, in links, to be added for every inch from one to eleven.
Suppose a chain to have stretched four inches : then for every ten chains meaaored, in
the column of links opposite 10 and under the heading of 4 inches, ~villbe found 6'051, the
number of links to be added to bring the clinins to their proper standard length a n d mas
ocrsd, for chains too short the same quantity will be deducted.

-

TABLEB.
For Reducing Chain8 lo the Decimal paria of a Mila.
This Table is useful in the protraction of the co-ordinate distances for general maps on
the Geogrnphical scale. For plotting tlie 1:ititude an11dcparture points from the first atstion
in the series, as given in the main Circuit Traverse, the distances require to be divided by
80 for the convenience of scale. By the Table this is avoided, and the chance of error by
frequent small divisions obvinted. Thus :
To obtain the value of 815 chains in miles and decimals, look for the even tens and hondreds (810) in the top lines of the Table, and for the odd chains (5) in the left hand colnmn
at the intersection of these two columus will be found 4'3125, the uumber of miles eonght.

-

TABLRC.
Bhowing the length of a Degree, Yinutq and second of Lalaude and Longitude,for cccrgr
Degree of the Quadrant, the Compressiotr of the Earth being assumed
This Table (extrncted from Boileau's Traverse Tables) is calculated by the Formnls
xliii, pnge 116, of Mr. F. Baily's Astroaomical Tables and Formula! : the compression of
the earth a t the poles being assumed &,, nnd the mean degree of latitude taken at 361517
feet. The first ten degreej of lntitude and longitude, and afterwarb every 5fth d e g r g
were co~~lputed
by the Formulre, the inter~nedintedegrees being filled ill by interpolation, by
differences carried out as far as such could be dona The degrees of latitude are calculated
for t l ~ elntitudes of their middle points : for inatance, t l ~ edegree in the Table on a line with
number 27 in the Grst colum.~,is that degree which extends from latitude 2G0 80' to latitude
2i0 3W and in llke mnnner of the rest. The degrees of longitude are computed for tlie
parallels of latitude expressed by the numbers in the same liue, in the column designated
"distnnce from the equntor."
The use of this Table is to convert the tabular traverses expressed in units of linear
measure into their equivalent values of latitude and longitude in arc: i.c, in degreq
minutes, kc., for thnt port of the enrth's aurfnce to which the traverse3 belong. For r
further description of tlie use of this Table, see pngea 418 to 451.

&.

-

TABLED.
For Conrarlisg Chai~wand Linka ida F d and Decimals pf Fed.
I t frequently happens thnt measurements mnde in one denomination require to be
converted into their equivnlenta of another denominntion : for instance, route survey8
are ge~ierully measured with instruments rcgisteriog yards or feet; and circumstances
may occur, nnd do frequently Imppen, where i~istrume~its
cannot be readily procured,
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EXAMPLES.

1 . At 7O. 18'. 18' Bar. 29'81 'l'her. 66O, the Refr. L 6'. 52:

26, from 22 o h . of Bradley.
2. At 19". 18'. 19" Bar. 80.015 Ther. 84O, the Refr. is 2.' 6 I", 5, from S o h . of Bradley.
8. At 13O. 43/.
Bar. 29-86 Ther. Go, the Refr. is 8'. 55", 85, from 156 obr. of Mr. Pond.
20' R. i/ 8"
DiE. Alt.
".9
B. 14'.3
Th.
1. Alt. iO.
+
1'62
1' 47'
1'. 8
-'I3
-16

-+ - -

-7- 9.62
16.74
-6. 62-88

162

-

1-86

14-8a
1-86

16.74

6' 65'26

............

Error
2. Alt. 19*

W2

R. Y 47"-7

-2.93

2' 4477

Di Alt.
18'

19" =

-

".I6
18.3

-

B. 6'-61
+ -045

2.93

-252

"-29

B. P 8 9

8

-15

Th. *-I34

-

+

16
b-44

.25
6'44

.........

a.

--

Error
1",02.50.46
~ l t 180.
.
40. B. 8' 55"-6
+
-86

-a. 55.86
8, 65'85

Error...

.........

91

DiE. ~ l t .

Th. "-482

- - --87

1.18

+

5
2-41

- +.87

9.05

2-

-36

TABLII F.
ParaUaz of the Sun.
This Table contains the Parallax of the Sun a t different degrfm of altitode a b o r e tbe
horizon, and for different months of the year. To find the Parallax for 44 degrees of
altitude for the month of April, look in the ,column of altitude for MO, and on a Ime
with it, nnd under the column c,)ntaining the month will be found the perellas, oio, 6'.SS
always addiliw to the altitude (From w a y ' s Tables.)

For Reacrsing AngLw.
Errors will often occur m reversing the inward or outward anglea of a circait - e ~ .
By this table the complement of the angle, or what it wants of 86O9, can be obtained witboot
the necessity of subtraction. The two uppar lines of the h b l e contain the nimdw, aa well
ur seconds, and the remaining columns the Jdgnss from 0 to 179 in the left hand d i v i s i w
m d from 180 to a59 in the right band divieiuns of the columns.
To obtain the complemm~t of an angle snbtmding 848.14: under 14 in the line of minutas
is 46, and in the left division on n line with 348 m the column of degrees is 11. T h e complement of the angle ia therefore 1lo 46'.
It seldom happens that observations ara taken to full degreee, but m cases where t h m
are no minutes, i t will be necessary to ndd l0 to the number taken from the table. Thw :
the complement of an angle subtending 115O will be 24C by the table, to which add lo,will
give 24b0, the complement required.
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Compnrative scale of Fnhrenheit's, Reaumur's and the Centigrade Thermometers (from
Boilean's Tablea) for determining the altitude of mountains.
Equiaalenls to Fahrsnheiz's them^ in Rmumur's and the Centigrade Scales.
The Temperatures of the Freeziog and Boiling points by the several Thermometers are
as follows :By Fahrenheit's scale, Freezing point 8?O, Boiling point 21Z0
,, Benumur'e ditto
ir
0
n
80
,, Centigrade ditto
n
0
rr
100
Let x" denote any degree in Fahrenbeit'a scale; its value in the other denominations
will be expressed by the following Equations :x" Fahrenheit =(f3 2 ) x
Reaumur.
11
a (zO-32)
x 8
Centigrade.
by which Formulm this Table has been computed.
When the number given is a whole degree Fabt. the Equivalent in Degrees of Reaumur
and the Centigrade scale is found in the proper column, and in the same liorizol~talline wit11
the given degree Faht. ; but when the given number contailla t h e decimal of a degree, the
Equivalent for the part must be found by proportion.
Emmpk-Required the degrm of the Centigrade Thenwmeter conwpondiog to 206-3.
Faht.
206O Fnht.
= 96O.67 Centigrade.
,, = -55
-16
,
.8

a .........
.........

206O.8

............
+

Pqht.

-- -

96"-88 Centigrade.

The nnmber -65 ia the diierence between the equivalents in Centigrade degrees, t o 206"
m d 20i0 Faht.
I n taking out the differences from the c ~ l u m n of
s eqnivalents for fractions of degrees
Faht. between 82O and 0°, the given degree Faht. and the one next less must be empbyed,
as the corresponding valuea of Besumur's and the Centigrade scales increase negatively
below 8Z0 Faht.
0

For Conaeriing Inbaa& pf Sidereal T i m into equivaknt Inkma& af Mmn Solar Tima,
and vice v d .
The tablea of timeeqnivalenta are useful for converting mean solsr into sidareal time, and
sidereal into mean time, agreeably to the example annexed to each table. They will serve,
a h , for tables of acceleration aad retardation, by taking the didlerenee between each
argument and ita equivalent. Thus in table J, the axem of the sidereal time equivalents
above the arguments of mean time show acceleration of sidereal or mean solar intervals,
and in tnble I the &fwt of the mean time equivalenb, as compared with the arguments oS
aidereal time, indicate the retardation of mean m aidereal intervals
These tables, with the above explanation, are given from the Nautical Almanac.

Showing the .~orreciionlo be applied to a Baromeier with a h.au mk, eatending fm
Ihs cistm, lo the top fl the mrrmiaial column, to reduar the Observation to 3Z0
Fahranhcil.
Theobserved height of a Barometer, taken at different temperatures before they can be
compared with each other, will require d u o t i o n to one common temperature. The reduc-
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tion consists of two parts, one part being due to the dilation of the mercury, and the other
to that of the brass scale attached to the Barometer: both these corrections are ernbodid
in the following formula :-

' {
-

C = Sum of the two corrections.
Observed height of the Barometer.
Observed temperature of the mercury and of the brass acnle, which are assumed to
be equal.
m = .000100 expnnaion of mercury for loof Fahrenheit.
b
.0000106 ditto of brass ditto
ditto.
82O Standard temperatnre of mercury.
62O
Ditto, ditto of brass.
By theaid of this formula this table haa been computed, which, as it ia specially intended
for the reduction of the BIeteorological Observations taken at the S~uveyor-General's Office
and used for the Printed Monthly Register, is l i m i h l to the ran@ of the atn~ospherical
preesure and temperature which occur in Calcuttn ; the former extending from inches 28.1
to 80'4, and the latter from 5C0 to 100° Fahrenheit. More general tables on the subject
will bo found i11the Admiralty Manual of Scientific Enquiry, page 319-the Corps Papers
of the Royal Engineers-and Boileau'a Tablee, 1849.
The arrangement and use of this Table will be beat undcratood from the following
example :Suppose it is required to compute tbe correction for Ekrometer 29.780 inch- anti
Thermometer 88O.8.
The Tabular number for 29.8 inches and 83O Fahrenheit
.I45
Alteration for 0°3 Fahreuheit, deduced by the colnlnoll rule of proportion
-001

B

.........
...

-

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .I46
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 29-780
Height reduced to 82" Fnhrenheit . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .29-634

Required correction
Observed height of the Barometer

It will be remembered that the Tabulnr correctiou is alwrys negatioe.

-

For Converting A m into Beegahn of 1,600 aquara ynrda, aid vice ve* also for concerting
the Decimal parl of an Acre or Bcngal Bcegah inio iLs cor~wpondingwalrrs of Raodr
and Pulu, or C&L and ChiLtacks.
The explanation of these tables u given a t the foot of each table, with examples.

-

TABLE0.
Table of S p a r e dfeaaurcr
This table will be found naeful in the khusral~measurements, for checking the multiplications of the sides of fields to obtain the couteuts. The mode of using it, together w i t h an
example, is given a t the head of the tabla

-

TABLESP A X D R.
For Concerting dms into Bccgahs of 8,025 spuare yardr, and vioe v e r d
These tablss are cnlculnted in the same mnnner as tables

rw of in a similnr manner.

4 M,and N,

and are made

mix
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ON T H E CONVERGENCY O F MERIDIARS BY MAJOR R. SHORTREDE.
Tojind in Minuted the Conuergmcy of froo Meridiann in any Latitude, and at any diatancs
apart in mi& m chnirns.
For departure in Miles.
For departure in Chaina.
T o the const. log.
9.9388
To the const. log.
8.0867
Add log. tan. lat.
Add l o g tan. lnt.
And log. departure in miles
And log. departure in chains

.........
............
......
.........
T h e sum is log. conv.

-

.........
............
......
.........
The sum is log. conv.

When a main circuit is plotted, commencing from a Thoka, or Boundary mark, or Survey
station, whom co-ordinates are known, the approximate co-ordinates of any other point in
t h e circuit may be found by scale to within a few chains of the truth, and much nearer
than in indispensable for finding the convergency.
The nnnexed table shews the convergency on 100 mila?, and on 1000 chains of departure for each degree of latitude iu the Punjab, or from 29O to 86O.
Conrsr~enqon
Lst
100 Blilea. 1000 Chains.
29O
48'.143
6'.018
80
50'145
6'268
81
62.187
6 '523
82
64 "272
6.784
Tojind the constant Logarithms gilrm above.
log. 3.59748.22
Mean radioa of the Earth in miles, 8958.06 Bc.
are equal to radius 3437'747
3'5362739

......

...........
1 Geographical Minute = 1'1516522.5 milas . . . . . . . . . ,,
1 Mile = 0.8685434 geogr. min. const.
. . . . . . . . . ,,
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ,,
=80 Chains

0.0612083
9'9387917
1'9030900

For chains c h a t . log. 8.0357017

FOR MRABRADIUSOF T H E EARTH.
Equatorial Radius in feet 20921665*
log. 7.820 5962 435
7.820 6964 438
Polar Radius
20852394*
log. i.819 1559 222

.........
.........

.

21.960 8484 093

Mean Radius in feet
1 Mile = 5280 feet

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . log.
...............

Mean Radius in miles 3968.06 Bc.

*

.........

7.320 1161 866
8'722 6339 225

log. 3.697 4822 141

De Morgan, aa in laat pnge of Shortrede'a Lognrilhms.
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CXX

Using- Everest's drat set, M given in the Trigonometrierrl Survey Table, we hareEquatorial Radius a = 2092291 1.80 feet
log. 1.320 6225 395
Polar Radian

b

-

...

20858374.58

...

... ...

... ... ... ...

Y u n Radius in feet

r'3m

66225

log. 7.319

a95

1763 443

log. 7.320 1 4 0 1 7.14
3.iF2 6339 P25

Yean Radius in miles 8958.28

log. 8'597 6065 619

Diderenee of elements 0'22

0~000 0243 378
9'938 7917

-

G. T. S. Con& for miles

...

9.938

_

8160

ih.t Handbook of Circvlar O r b and IIlrlrmdiinu qf the Reocnuc Svlrrjl
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OBSERVED AND DEDUCED AZIMUTHS AND CORRECTION FOB
CONVERGENCY.
In the revenue snrvey there u e three ro-caUcd valuea of the azimnth of t h e line
between to observed station and the station of observation. First,
Y1 t j . ObderOdd azimuth, a.~ given by astronomical observations.
Second, thii obrerved azimuth reduced to the meridian of the
origin of the survey, by the application of the correction for convfirgency. Third, the
azimuth d e d d by the continual addition of the angle nsed in the traverse computationq
to the initial arimuth, or that observed a t the origin of the snrvey.
Though the terns " 0barw.d A ~ m u l h , ~Red& Aumtith," m d " Deduced h i d "
are commonly employed, yet it in only the fimt exprersion that. gives a correct m d clear
motion of the direction of the line in question; for the azimuth of a line is the angle it maker
with the meridian of the point from which it M d r a m , not its angle with any other
meridian, and therefore, when it is refsrred to t o y other meridian, the uae of the word
azimuth is in redit,
azimuth is incorrect, and liable to mislead. The w-called red&
the true inclination of the Mid line to the meridian of the origin, and the deduced azimuth
is the w m p u value
~
of the inclination of the &d line to the meridian of the origin u
deduced from the traverse computation.
If the difference on compuison of " D e d d n with LLReduced"azimnths be not greater
than 2 minutes, the angles and bearings of the traverse may be
mavdmcMr af r4.a.d
hn wm..rr
left M originally entered: but if it be
than 2 nrirubr,
correction must be applied, and in this caea the raduecd azimuthal
value of the line shall be a t once introduced into the traverse computations, and the angular
work be corrected to bring out this new value. When the difference between the "Ddaced"
and the Reduced" azimuths is so large M to c r a b doubta of the correctness of the angular
work, the angles must of course be re-observed.
The following dntry should be made on main circuit traverse tabla forwarded t o the
head-quartera' office, and recorded in red ink alongside each
Mw-m$;t,- station where to azimuth ha8 been o h r v e d : fmuatuh.th
I.-The observed azimnth.
11.-The correction for convergency. .
111.-The reduced bearing, or inclination to initial meridian.
An illustration in explanation of the rule for applying corrections for convergency of
meridians followm
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ILLUSTRATION OF T H E RULE FOR APPLYINGCORRECTION FOR CONVERGENCY OF MEILIDIAN.
Let a be the starting point of a survey, vide Plate XXII (facing), where the azimuth of
origin has been laid down, and to which it is necessary to refer all other points connected
with the survey operations, in order to preserve their relative positions by the application of
tlie traverse system of rectangular co-ordinates, drawn respectively parallel and perpendicular to the meridian of the origin.
Suppose the survey to proceed along the lines ab-fg to the station g, where, owing to
the distance traversed, and the number of angles observed between it and the first station, it
becomes necessary to check the work by re-observation of azimuth; suppose the azimuth of
the forward line gh to have been observed and to be represented by the angle N' gh.
Draw g n parallel to a N, and it is obvious that the inclination of the meridian g h
'
to that of a N is measured by the angle N'g n.
To obtain the true position of the point h by co-ordinates mensured from the point a, it
is clenr we must ascertain the value of the departure h'h = gw and of the perpendicular h'g
= hw; these values added to the co-ordinates already obtained by traverse for g, will give
those of h, and the distances so obtained, being plotted from the meridian a N will give the
point h correctly on the map. Now to obtain these co-ordiuatea we require to know the
angle h'gh which is equal to the angle Nvh, less the angle of convergency N'gn, which
measures the inclination of the two meridians a N a n d g N'.
Let us however suppose that in lieu of using the above corrected angle, or reduced
azimuth, which, if the angular work had been good, would he nearly the same as that
deduced by traverse, we hod used the obmcsd azimuth of the lines g h,-;.a, the angle n"g A,
and see what the result will be.
At g lay off the angle n g e =the dserued azimuth h"g h, and make g z = the measured
distance g h ; draw z y perpendicular to g w produced. If now we add the quantities z y, g y
respectively, to the corresponding co-ordinates of the point g, alrendy deduced by traverse,
we find that by thus using the obsereed azimuth N'g h, instead of the reduced azimuth ngh
the point h is brought down to z, or very much too far to the south.
The error thus shown to be engendered through the use of observed azimuths, instead of
reduced ones, is not the only one'that may arise; for it is clenr that the vnlue of tlie
angle N g n which meaaures the convergency of the two meridians, if brought into the
traverse computntion, must aEect some one or more of the bearings of the lines between the
point g and the starting poiut a, and will in like manner, if neglected, throw all stations
affected thereby too much to the south.
This may be practically shown by computing out a traverse with obdcrved and also with
reduced azimuths, the results will siiow a t a glance what serious discrepancies may be
caused by the use of obsmaed instead of reduced azimuths, and that when the observed
azimuths are used, an enormous correction is required to make the easting and westing
agree; hut, on the other hand, when convergency ha8 been allowed for, and the so-called
reduced arimuths or true inclinations with the meridian of the origin are employed, the
corrections are smnll, nnd much more in nccordance with the known accuracy of the ~ g ~ l a r
and chain measurements.
Good field work has often been converted into bad mapping in conseqnence of the miatakes which have been made on this point. I t would be far better that surveyors, who fecl
a difficulty iu getting a clear conception of the subject, should make no use of these obmwed
azimuths of verification, but simply carry on their work by the continual addition of the
angles of the traverse to the initial azimuth at the origin of their survey, rather than run
the risk of distorting their maps, and introducing l u g e errors i n their efforts to eliminate
small ones.
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1'0 FIND THE TRUE MERIDIAN.
If we observe the pole-star at any part of its course, and h o w also how much it is tllen
tn the east or r e s t of the meridian, we have orlly to apply that quantity to the observed
position.
The saimuth motion of the pole-shr, thougb always slow when compared with that of most
other stare, varies considerably ; for any place in India its azimuth, when on the m e r i d i i ,
varies by nearly one minute of space in two minutes of time ; and when a t its elongation it
varies less thnn 1' in half an hour :hence, when the azimnth is observed near the elonption,
it is of no great importance to know the time very exactly.
In the revenue survey an error of 1' in azimuth is of littlo importance, m d therefore if
we can find any simple means of making sure that the pole-star is within half an hoor of
its elongation, we may get an observation sufficiently correct for the purpose of the survey.
The two brightest stars in the heavens are Sirius and Canopus. Sirius is easily recogl~izedbp its lustre, and by its being to the left of the easily known constellation of Orion.
Canopos is the bright star nearly south of Sirius, and about 3fi0 diutant.
When these two stars have the same azimuth

(which is easily known by

the eye or by a plummet, or by s vertical staff, kc.) the pole-star is w i t h i half an hour
of its weatern elongation, and for at least tluee quarters of an hour its azimnth r i l l not vary
BO much M I' (one minute of spee).
The eastern elongation may a h be known readily enough, though the mark is not
quite so good
The bright star Veg. comes to the meridian about half on hour before the elon~ption,
and the less bright star Attair (nearly midway between two smaller ones) comes to the
nieridian about forty minutes after the elongation.
Hence the eastern elongation may be observed a t any time after Vega h u pawed the
meridian and before Attair has reached i t
In the Panjab, Vega passes the meridian a few degrees to the nor& of the zenith, and
Attrir a t from about 200 to 2 5 O to the aouth.
Thronghout the greater part of the year one elongation occurs during the night, and the
otl~erduring the day. It is only for a few days that both elongations can be observed on
the sarl~eday.
'I'he eastern elongation occurs dnring the night throughout the greater part of the
recess, or from April 7 till Oetobpr 11, when observatior~sare not much wanted.
Throughout the greater pnrt of the Geld season, or from October 11 till April 7, the
western elongntiou is arailnble, and for the purposes of the survey it ia the only one of
much importanca
DIRECTIONS FOR OBSERVING AN AZIMUTH.
When the Theodolite has been set up a t a station and levelled, it should be carefully
ndjnsted immediately before the obsemationa
The referring mark and the star should then be obwxvsd alternately twice over, beginxiin~n11d ending with the referring mark: then turn the instrument half round in azimuth,
rpverse the vertical arc, and observe again as before, mark-star, star-mnrk
At each observation nll the ~ e r n i e r sshould be read and noted.
The time by watch is to be noted st each observation of Polaris, and if a watch be not
used, M altitude of a star for time must be observed in the middle of each set. This altitude
sl~ouldbe true to within lo', which will give the time true to lcss than a minuta
By observing in this way, the result is freed from errors of wllimation and of horizontal
axis.
When properly observed, the means of the pairs of reacliop should d s e r v e q liule,
oud if this be not the cnse it would be weU to trke another set.
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From the meen of the readings of the referring mark subtract the mean of the readings
the star's elongation; the result is the true azimuth
of the atpr, and when
.dd
of the referring mark.
Then according as the place of observation ia to the east or west of the origin, subtracb
or add the convergency, found as above, and the result is the working azimuth referred to
the meridian of the origin.
To&d for any tatituda the great& Elongation of a star.
In the adjacent figure Z i s the zenith, P the pole, and S the star.

iE.
-

Rule.
To t h e log. eee. lat
Add log. sin. pol. dist

...
...

T h e sum is log. sin. dong

J

... Lat.

... P. 9.

-jJ

Example.
8Z0.20
sec. 0.07317
1°.29
sin. 8.41807

... P. 2. 8.l0.4Y.20" sin.8'48624

I n the Punjab the elongation varies by about half a minute for
a degree of latitude, and every year the polar distance diminishes
by nearly one-third of a minute, and the elongation by about
three-eighths of a minute
The method above explained, though probably the one least likely to ~niucnrryin the
hands of a novice, has the inconvenience of requiring the observer to be out of bed ill the
middle of the night during the cold season. This may be avoided, and the obaervntions
may be taken in the evening, when conve~~ient,
if by means of a wntch, or an altitude of
~ i the time of
sonie proper star, we can find how far the pole-star is past the ~ n e r i d i r at
observation.
Tojind the Azimuth of tha Pole-Star in a given Latitude,knowing iLc hour angle,ond
polar distance.
I n the adjacent figure, Z being the zeuith, P the pole, S the star
and R 0 the horizon, H P is the latitude, P S the polar distance,
and Z P S the hour angle.

.

Having reduced the polnr distance to minutes and hundredths,
with P 8 aa a distance, and P Z 5 as a bearing, find as io a
common traverse, the co-ordinates I' m S m. The altitude of
the star 0 8 = H m = H f' k P m, according as S is above or
below P,then log. P S + log. sin. Z P S + log. sec. H m = log.
Azimuth.*
The time may be found by an altitude between lo0 and 300 of
some well-known star, whose dectination is under 30°, or if a watch
be used i b error may be found by an altitude of the sun.
An error of 1 minute in time, or 15' on Z P 8 will never make
30" error in the azimuth.
The following observations were made a t Zafarw.41, lat. 320 20'

N. Ion. 7j0 E. = 5h, on the 9th of April, 1852:h. m. s.

The Sun's alt. was obnerved at
Time by Watch

*

...

{ : ::: FG: !:t
-

6. 03. 00

Sun's a11

--

... a. 51. 30

Tbia method, Lhough not quite rigoroua is, quita aulfieienl lor the purpow
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An11afterwards, Polaria and a referring mark, thug :-

I

FACE,OBJECT,A N D TIME.

GE~~E~CAL
M uxva

Referring Mark
W. 11'41. 40

11.44.00
Referring Mark
Referring Nark

E. 11.57. 50

12.02 20
Referring Mark
Apparent
Azimuth.

Time.
h. m. 8.
11. +42. 50
12. 00. 05

O

Mean of Polaris Observations

... 11. 51. 27.5

Sun'a a l t observed a t

...

...

6. 18. 18.5

...

Acceleration in iutersal at 9.857 per hour

Interval in sidereal time

.,.

...

293. 39. 32.5

6. 03. 09

...

...

Interval in mean time

' "

293. 43. 45 F. W.
293. 35. 20 F. E.

6i.34

Watch s u p p o d to be going
(true
mean time.

5. 49. 15.84 Between observations of sun

(aud star.

Calculation fot Time, and for P o l a ~ uHow Angk.
0
,
Y
h. m. a.
6. 03. 09 gApp. Alt .. 3. 51. 30
Neb. ... -12. 30

Dee............

gTr. Alt.
Alt
'7 45' N. gN.P.D.

----

...

i

--

8. 39
32. 20
87. 15

.........
...
-Sum....... 118. 14
--) Sum ....... 59. 07

Sec. ... 0'07317
Cosec.. 0.00399

.

This is the Rame
for sun or
star.

6. 03. 49 4 Sum. Alt. 55. 28
.... ... 9.91582 i
-- Sin.
-Watch slow on
App. Time
6. 02. 19 9. vera. 9.70334
mean time ... 0. 40
-Equation
+ 1. 30
9.85167 5.m. 45O 17' 23"

h. m. a.

......... 6. 03. 09

Watch
Mean time

7

Mean time
Long. E.
Greenwich menu time

..................

--

6. 03. 49

---5.
1. 03. 49

Cos.

... 9.71036

1
--

--

90. 34. 46
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R at Gr. M. Noon.
Increase in 1. 03. 49.

................

.................

1.13. 01. 68
9. 75

--

. . . . . . . . . . . . 1.18. 11. 43
a Hour angle W . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .+6.02. 19.
-Meridian R at time of Observation. ....... 7.15. 80. 43
Sidereal interval between Observations. . . . . 6.49. 15. 84
--a R at time of

Observation.

...... 13.04. 46. 27
........................ 1.04. 49. 66
Polaris Hour Angle ................. 11.59. 66. 62
Sidereal time of observation, Polaria.
Polaris R .

Polaris wan thus only 8".38 from the lower transit; its azimuth was l"58 W. Tlris
taken from 293O 89' 82"-6 gives 293'39' 81" as the true azimuth of the referring mark,
from which, deducting 18) for convergency, there remaina 293O 21' as the working
nzimuth.
The Hour Angle of Polaris is got more readily when, for each face, time is found by
a star altitude taken between the observations of Polaris : thus, in the case of Sirius \V,
bh. 02' 19', the work would beh. m. e.
6. 88. 87
Sirius R..
H. Angle Sirins.
6. 0.2 19 + W

..............
..........

-E
Mer.R..
Polaris R.

.............. 11.
.............. 1.

Polaris Hour Angle.

40.
04.

66
60

10 36.
..... 116gb.
01,.

0630"

MEMORANDUM ON T H E MUSEUM O F ECOROMIC GEOLOGY OF INDIA.
The objects of the Museum of Economic Geology of India, which has been established
by Government a t Calcuttn, under orders from the Honourable the Court of Directore, in
conjunction with the Asiatic Society and at its rooms, arc the following :-They are, as
scientific men will perceive, generally those of Economic Geologists in all countries; but
there are some peculiarities connected with Indin and the situations of Europenns in it,
which will oblige us to go into a little detnil, to explain to those who mag not already
take an interest in these matters, our wants, our wishes, and our hopes of the advantagen
which may accrue to the community from this new establishment. Its objects, then,
are briefly thene1.-To obtain the most'complete Geological, Minernlogicnl, and Statistical knowledge
possible of all the mineral resources of India, wrought or unwrouglrt, so as to make them
as publicly known as possible ; to show how they have been or are now wrought, or how
they might be so to the best advantage.
2.-To
obtain a complete set of specimens, modela and drawings, relative to the
Mining operatious, Metallurgical processes, and Mineral manufactures, of all kinda of
India, and of Europe and America, so as to alTord to the public infornrntion of everything
which can be turned to account here or in Europe, nnd perhapa prevent low of time,
waste of capital, nr~ddisappointment to the Indian speculator.
8.-To furnish the Engineer and Architect with a complete collection of all the materials, natural or artificinl, which are now, or have formerly been, used for buildings,
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cementa, r03d3, &c., and all of wllich may possibly be used iu this department, whether
European or Indian.
4.-To collect for the Agriculturist specimens of all kinds of soils remakable for their
good or bad qualities, with the subsoil, subjacent rocks, B c , and by examination of these
to indicate their vnrious peculinrities, and the remedies for their defects.
6.-To collect for Medical men the waters of mineral springs, and mineral drngq &c
6.-And finally, by chenlicnl examinations of all these various specimens, to determine
their vnlue, and lrow they may be bet turned to account for the general benefit of the
community.
With objects like these, the Museum of Economic Geology may be said to be placed
between the purely scientific geolo,&t
and the merchant, the miner, the farmer, the
mmufactnrer, and the builder, or in other words, the merely practical men, who I I I ~ F
desire to know how the knowledge of the geologist and mineralogist-to
them often so
recondite, and apparently so aselesa--can forward their v i e w ; and its office to be, if p a sible, to answer all qoestions of this nature which may arine for public benefit.
This may sometimes be done from books, bat the great library must be the eolleetions
of oar Mnseum, which are iu fact a library of examples, to whicl~the commentary ij the
laboratory, where, aided by the resource of the collection, questions may oftan be solrai
in an hour, a dac, or a week, which it would take half an Indiar life to obtain the
Inere materials for investigating. An extensive collection, then, i s the first requisite,
and this sl~ould,if possible, comprise every inorganic product of the earth from which
mankind derive any advantage, with every information relative to iL. It will readily
occur to tho render, that in India, owing to her infnncy in some of the arts dependeat OII
these products, an in mining, ngriculture, kc., and her ringnlar progress in others, as in
peculiar branches of metallurgy and the like, our almoat absolute ignornnce of what her
methods and resources are, the peculiarities of situation in which these resources maF
exist, those of climate, workmen, and many others, we have almost everything pet to
learn ;and that to accomplish our objects, we cannot be too well furnished with all the
knowledge and examples of Europe and the Americas, and all those of India or of Ash.
Without these our progress must be very limited; but in proportion as we obtain them,
we may hope, without presumption, to see the day when the mines, the quarries, and
the soil of India, may be done justice to, which assuredly has never yet been the cam.+
I n this, nll classes are so clearly interested, that it would be superfluous to show it, as it
is to show that the resources of every Cooutry are farmore rendily developed +th public
nl-s
for investigating, preserving, and publishing all knowledge belonging to them,
than where none such exist.
I t is therefore hoped, that those who may be desirous of assisting this great public
work will benr in mind that nothing, however familiar it may be to those on the spot, is
inmerent to us ;for if nd w a d for the inalilution, it may sere8 to procure that wAkh
i s ; and the followiug note is given rather as a general memorandum, than as specifying
all which is desird. The general rule is, that details cannot be too n u l n e r o y nor
spoei~nenstoo various, pnrticularly if purely Indian.
It Is c~lriollsto Bnd that upwards of I40 rearm .eo the ore. d Llm preoious metah
d&
of export from the Uutch I:ast Indies. Tllis is clearlj ahown by tlre followiug paasage from srllluttris
as trallsl~tsdby IlellpL, and published by him under the title of " Iiellot sur Ica ~i,,.=,.'.
1153. I n vol. 11, p. 18.5, chap. Ari " O n ear( I n d b n Oru, and their F u ' o n by Vur i % r c d m ,
he says :a~ I U I ~ MScll~uttor
.
recnivd by a prirato channel twenty-are auintals of ore from fhe ~a
I~&*
&e."
~ n again
d
: "Thesa mrts of ores (of gold m d silver) rent from India b j the D v k h
frcguellLI~ ameltod at tl10 foundry of Altenau in Lhe Upper liarto. but had nerer k e n ruaeitd in lloe
Lower Harls. 'I'b~aom was in lumps from tho size of a nut lo that of walunt, and by trial, it rsr
found &at tho qui~~(.lof 110 Ibr. contained I or. 8 dm. o l gold, and
ox. of s~lrer."

APPENDIX.
DESIDERATA

FOR THE MUSEUM OF ECONOIIIC GEOLOGY OF INDIA.

1.-Specimens of all crude ores, jnst as found. If possible, also of the rocks or matrix
in which found; of those indicating the rein at the surface; of the walls of the veirls;
of the strata of beds passed through before reaching them; and of the roeks of the surrounding country.
2.-The
ores after preparation for the fnrnace, by picking, washing, stamping,
roasting, Qc.
a.-The rejectedores, gravel or stones found with those used, which often go under
odd names, as those of "mother," " devil," or the like.
4.-The fluxes used, if any.
6.-Bfemorandum of the kind of fuel used, samples of i t if coal or coke, Qc. ; names of
the trees, as bamboo, Qc. ; if charcoal, and if not too far, send specimens.
6.-The roasted or half-smelted ore.
7.-The pure metals, as obtnined in n merchantable state, of all the qnnlities.
%-The slags of all kinds, from the furnaces and smeltings.
9.-Drawings or motlels (to scale if possible) of all furnnces, machinery, and implements used in any of the processes, with drawings, plans, and models of the mine.
Earthen models of the furnaces, Qc., may often be well made by the native image makers
for n mere trifle.
10.-Specimens of any tools used.
11.-Traditions, history, and statistics of the mine or mineral products : ns ( I ) How
and when found; (2) Produce, gross and net ; (3) Rent, if farmed, or what tax payable
on the product; (4) Price of daily labour ; (5) Amount of lahour obtainable for a giren
price; (6) Estimated profits, past and present; (7) Reasons for decay or irrcreasq;
(8) What is now required to make the mine more productive; (9) Copies or notices of any
books or accouuts of the mine; (10) Healtl~,comfort, morals, and condition of the workmen employed, average of ages, and if life among them is thought unhealthy; seasous
and hours of work. Superetitious notions, peculiar diaaases, kc., Qc.

1.-Specimens from the quarries, of all kinds of building stones, useful or merely
ornamental.
2.-The same of limestones, shells, corals, or other articles used to make lime or
cementa of all kinds.
8.-Specimens of the strata above and below the q~uuriedstone.
4.-Any fossil shells, bones, fish, plaota, insecta, or other appearances of organic
remains, large or small, found in or near the quarries. or amongst the rubbish and watercourses of quarried spots. If specimens appear too .large to move, please to give a notice
with an eye-sketch and estimate of the expense of moving, and preserve it till a reply
i s sent.
5.-Specimens of the building stones or remarkable bricks used in any public edifices,
monuments or tombs, with the date of their erection, if known, and a note to say if
exposed to wenther, or protected by stucco, paint, or roots.
6.-Bfemoranda and specimens of any plants or animals destructive to mnsoory, ns
boring worms aud sLelL in water, and the l i e , with specimens of their work.
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7.-Ornamental or stucco work; specimens of it, new or old, interior or exterior, with
the best account procurable of the materials, preparations, and working of them.
8.-Specimens of stones and marbles, shells, LC., nsed for image or ornament-making ;
of enrths for pottery, and varnishes of coloured earths of all sorts, whether uscd as pig~nentsor not.
9.-Specimens of peculiarly good materials used for roads, whether ancient or modern,
with prices, methods of using them, and other memoranda.
10.-Prices of all the above, rates of labour, carriage, kc., from the rough to the
wrought state, and all other atatisticnl detnils, as in the case of Mines and Mineral
products above-mentioned.

I.-Specimens of soils of good nnd the best qualities, for all kinds of produce, aa a u p r ,
cotton, tobacco, kc.
2.-Of iufcrtile soils or veins of earth.
a.-Of the subsoil or rock.
4.-Of the stones scattered about these soils.
5.-Jfemornudn relntive to the height of lhese soils above the water of wells in the
rnil;s nnd dry seasons, and of its drainage, shelter, exposition, Bc.
6.-Of any kind of earths, mud, or stones used ns manures, as peats from the jheels,
kunkurs, &c.
7.-Of the deposits (fertile nnd infertile) left either by the common inundations or by
violent floods, with memoranda 01 their effects OII the cultivated soil.
8.-Specimens from any separate spots wheregravel or sLones are collected in qoan~itier
after inundnrious or floods.
9.-Accouuta of remarknble floods, and average heights of the rise of rivers, of the
raising of the soil, alterations in its produce couscquent thereupon, and all other details.
10.-Bfemorauda relative to the formation or destruction of river-banks, lands,
with measurement, if obtainable.
11.-Samples of all kinds of efflorescent salt-earths, with specimens of the diflermt
salts prepnred from them, prices of preparation, selling rates, and amounts of the prooesseo
and uses of the salts.
12.-Specimens of brine-springs, with details of manufacture if boiled for mlt, and
statistics of labour and produce, kc., as in the case of mines.

&.

1.-Specimens of mineral medicines of all sorts, whether produced on the spot, or imported, crude auld prepared, with notes aud samples of the process of prepnration in all
its stnges.
2.-01
the water of mineral springs, their temperature, incrustation8 about them,
account of their uses, and specimens of tile rocks or soil in which found.

1.-Exact descriptions of them, however rude or simple they may appear, with sampler
of the ores, fuel, fluxes, products, slags, &c.
2.-DIodels or drawings (to scale if possible) of the furnaces and implementa of all
kinds; specimena of these last may be sent.
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8.-Meluornnda and samples of the earths or mnda used for moulds in castings, of tde
crnciblea and beds, raw and baked, and of the raw material from which made,
4.-Prices of raw and wrought materiala
6.-Drawings of machinery used for turning, boring, polishing, kc.
I n conclnsion: i t ia not supposed that any individual, unless wholly devoted to the
research, can supply the whole of the desired specimens, or even of the knowledge relative
to any one product; but any sing& item of the foregoing may be of importance, a t some
time, to some one; and it will be the special duty of the Asiatic Society, and of the Curator
of the Museum, to aee jastice done to every contribution, whether relating to the Geology
of India in general, or to this peculiar branch of it.
(Signed)
H. PIDDINGTON,
Curator, Mtrsnrm Ecmomic Geology.
MEMORANDUM OF INSTRUCTIONS FOR APPLICANTS FOR T H E TOPOGRAPHICAL, AND REVENUE BRANCHES OF T H E SURVEY DEPARTMENT
OF INDIA.
la.--Every applicant for the Survey Department of India must present his application
in person to the Surveyor-General, Deputy Surveyor-General or Superintendent of Revenue
Surveys, or to any O5cer of the Survey Department authorized by them to examine
the candidate. If after due enquiry the canditate is likely to prove a suitable person
in .every respect for the Department, he may be admitted to examination if vacancies
exist, but the Surveyor-General cannot undertake to examine every person who applies,
or to record every application made.
2fd.-A statement must be fnmished shewing the age of the candidate, and his previons
e m p l o p e n t or occupation, if any.
3rd-Also as to his general education, religion and parentage, (European'or IEast
Indian), name and occupation of hi8 father.
4th.-A medical certificate of sound and perfect health and eye sight, and physical
fitness for the arduons duties of a Surveyor's life in the field.
5th.-Certificates from School or College, testifying to good conduct and sound morals,
and a certificate from Borne respectable gentleman or responsible Government Officer,
regarding the cnndidate's respectability.
6th.-Every candidate must have p a m d his 18th yenr, and no married person, or
person likely soon to be married, will be admitted.
7th.-Candidates mast be prepared, and state readiness, to pass the full examination in
every subject, and will hnve to submit specimens of Topographical or mapdrnwing; a good
taste for which is indispensable.
ah.-Every
passed candidate will be required to enter into a Bond (as on the other
side) to serve the Government for three years, under a penalty of the forfeiture of one-half
of the whole amount actually received in the shape of salary. H e must also undertake
never to demand his discharge during the Fieki Hewn. This agreement is strictly
enforced in all cssea.
9th.-Qualified candidates may be appointed as "Assistant Snrveyors" on Re. 120 per
mensem with three rnpees field or travelling allowance whilst employed in the field, or else
as L L S u b - S n r ~ ~ y ~on
r s , "Rs. 40, rising to Rs. 70, with three-tenths of salary as travelling
nllowance, according to special aptitude and qualifications and as vacancies may exist.
10th.-A few apprentices are likewise occaeionnlly entertained, to do duty a t Head
Quarters, pending vacancies, but in all cases the examination must be passed.
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AGREEMENT of
8ut.ay of India.
Assis2ant Swaeyor in the
I
do hereby,
of m y own free will and accord, engage upon my honor to serve Her Majesty's Indian
Government in the cnpacity of Assistant S w e y o r , for the space of t h m years from the
d a t e specXed in the margin, during which period I declare that I will perform with zeal,
fidelity and to the utmost of my abilities the dutiea that may be entrunted to me; that
I will obey all such lawful orders, a8 I may, from time to time, receive from those who
a r e duly placed in authority over me; and thnt I will abide by, and conform to, all the
regulations at present in force respecting the Survey Establishment, on consideration of
receiving a monthly salary as therein established; and in case of my being desirous a t m y
day of
t i m e during the period intervening between the
O n e thousand eight hundred and
and the
One thousand eight hundred and
d a y of
t o obtain a release from this my engagement, I do agree upon my honor to repay to Her
Majesty's Indian Government a sum equal to one-half of the whole amount, which I may
actually have received in the shape of Salary or Allowance of any kind between the dates
aforesaid, in furtherance and confirmation of which stipulation, I do hereby fully and entirely
relinquish all claim or pretentions to be absolved from this my engagement, until a sum eqwl
to the amount aforesaid shall have been previously deposited by me, in the hands of Agents
duly authorized by the Surveyor-General of India (or Deputy Surveyor-General), to receive
t h e same. I n witness of which agreement, I'hereunto set my hand this
in the year of our Lord One thousand eight hundred and
day of

-

Witness to the above Signature

Done this
O 5 c e of the
eight hundred and

day of

a t tbe
One thousand

before me

SCALE O F SALARIES SANCTIONED BY GOVERNMENT FOR T H E JUNIOR
ESTABLISHBfENT, SURVEY DEPARTMENT OF INDIA.
Per mensem
Surveyor
1st grade Rs. 600, with field allowance of BE.4 per diem while under canvas.
do.
do.
do.
of Rs. 8 per diem
Do.
2nd do. Rs. 400
Do.
3rd do. Rs. 350
do.
do.
do.
of Rs. 3 per diem
Do.
4th do. Rs. a00
do.
do.
do.
of Rs. i3 per diem
Asst Surveyor, 1st do. Rs. 250
do.
do.
of Rs.13 per diem
do.
do.
do.
of Rs. a per diem
do.
Do.
2nd do. Ra. 200
do.
Do.
3rd do. Rs. 160
do.
do.
of Rs. 8 per diem
Do.
4th do. Rs. 120
do.
do.
of Rs. 8 per diem
do.
Sub-Surveyors on Bs. 40, rising to Rs, 70, with thee-tentha of salary per meueem Beld
allowance.

...
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Table for computing Subtenhd Angles to asei8t in the Computation
of Heights, by Captain George Strahan, R.E.
'See Explanation on1 the following page.)

1

I

/

V
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It generally h a p that, in determining the heighta of intersected pointa,
reoiprocal observations are not forthooming. The object of this Table is to
determine the snbtended angle from the one observed vertical angle with the
leest possible unnecessary work.
To nse the Table proceed as follows :Look through the column for the number nearest to the ibt four figure3 of
t h e log base in feet. Then the number &anding a t the head of the column in
which it oconrs is the number of minutee, and the number in the first oolumn on
t h e enme horizontal line is the nnmber of seconds, to be added to an observed
elevation, or mbtracted from an obeerved depression, to give the subtended angle,
EzampL.-Let log beee
4'7916328, and the observed vertical angle
depreeaion 0° 17' 9.'
The nearest number to the log beee is 4'792, the number a t the top of the
column in which 4'792 occnrs is 4', and the number in the ibt column on the left
on the same horizontal line is 26'.

=

=

Subtended Angle

...

...

...

0 1 2 44

Therefore it is unneceseary to know either the oontained an, or the vertioal
m g l e a t the intersected point.
The subtended angle being known, the difference of h e i w may be computed
se follows. Difference of height=base augmented X ten snbtended angle.
The nenslformula is difEerenceof heightazbase (augmented) X ein mbtended
angle X sac B.
The difference between these two ie unimportant in the oomputation of
heighta of intersected points.
The Table is computed for latitude 26O, and aewmes the refraction to be *th
of contained arc, but the latitude && it very Little, and the Table may be sately
used for intermated points for 3 or 4 degrees on either eide of 26O. The prinoiple
of it is ae follow^ :Let the subtended angle be denoted
by S
,, Depression a t the known station A by A
,,
a t B (unknown)
by B
,, containdam
by a
,, the beee in feet
by a
,, the refraction
by
P"
,, red. of earth a t Station A
by

......

...
......
...............
...............
............ ...........

Then R

f

P+"

.............................. '(1)
=-a-A-B-2
2
-15
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From (lj B

=

C-

A-2 R

Substituting this value of B in ( 2 ) and redacing we have s = A + R - ~2
For R mbstitute
13
Then S = A - % c = A

The term

&
-'433Xc

-433coeec 1; (p+")
Zpv

is tabulated with the eeeistsnce of Table V of

the A n d i a r y Tablw, O. T. 8-ey.

Tabla l o Conre-t Feet into MiIcs, and

k
c
i
c versa,

l a i t b u t the rua of f i g Tableg.

The following Tables are very simple, and have been very moceesfnlly used by
Native surveyom for whom they were originally computed and tabu&& by
Mr.N. A. Belletty, Surveyor, Topographical Sarvey Department.
The following examplw fully explain their w and application.
E;cample.-Ileqnired the miles correeponding to 76,736 feet.
From Table I.-In the first column marked feet is given 70,000, then
horizontally along this line, and stop a t the column containing 6,000 ; or a t 14.3939,
which ie the equivalent in miles of 76,000feet.
Similarly, find the equivalent for 730 from Table 11,and for 6 from Table I11
Feet.
Milea.
76,000 14.3939
736= 0.1383
.w10

=

+
+

Exampla.-Required the milea corresponding to 166,846 feet.
Now 166,816= (99,000 67,846), and by finding the equivalents in milee of
99,000 and 67,846 the milea corresponding to 166,848 feet can be obtained: p n
oeeding in the same way aci given in Example A :-

+

Feet.
99,000
67,000=
Table I1
840=
Table 111
6=

,,

Milea.

=18.7500

From Table I

107966
0.1691
-0010

--

=297066

166,846
l

i

-

Milee required.

MEMORANDA
FOB

L E V E L L I N G OPERATIONS
IN

CONNECTION WITH

THE GREAT TRIGONOMETRICAL SURVEY OF INDIA,
BY COLONEL J. T. WALKER, R.E.
THE following memoranda, which were drawn up for the guidance of the offifere who
are emplo~-edin the Levelling Operations of the Great Trigonometrical Survey of I n d i
are now printed under the expectation that tliey may be of service to officers of other
Departments who are engaged in similar operations. Though originally intended t o
regulate the procedure to be followed in the execution of lines of levels which are of soch
enormous extent that it is imperatively necessary to take every possible precaution against
all the several sources of error which are liable to impair the accuracy of the r e s u l q they
contain suggestions which it is believed mny be followed with advantage in operations of
lass extent, where a less careful and precise system of observation will sufflca to secure u
nluch accuracy as ia desirable.
The memoranda are divided into three sections, of which the first hss reference t o the
prevention of accidental grow errors, such as are cnused by erroueoos r e a d i n g of the
staves, by the deflection of the staves from the perpendicular, and by inaccuraciee in Lhe
adjustments of the levelling instruments. The sacond indicates the precautions which must
be taken to guard ngainst minute cumulative errors of all kinds, the causes of which may
be persooat, instrumental, or atmospheric. The third contains general observatiom o n the
determination of the unitd of the staves, on instrumental adjustments, &c
In determining how far it may be desirable to follow the aystem of the Trigonometrim1 survey in operations which do not requir? an equal degree of precision a n d refinement, it is necessnry to consider the several kinds of error, proceeding in succession from
those which have the greateat to those which have the smallest effect on the accuracy of
the results.
F ~ u s r - - E s a o ~ s OF STAFF BEADINGS.
T h w I believe are the chief cause of the inaccuracies eo frequently met with a t the
e l m of a line of levelq which often necessitate the repetition of the operations. E r e n
when an observer in careful ta repeat his readings a t each station before proceeKio~to the
llexf he may oceaaionally make a mistake without finding it out ;the caAes whichled him
to make an erroneous reading in the first instance, are very liable to influence him to r e p t
the mistake a t the second reading, if they me still in operation.
I n order to gunrd agninst sucli influences, the staves of the Trigonometrial Surrey
are graduated on oppwite faces, one face being paiuted white with black dirisiona in few,
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tenths, and hundredth4 from 0 to 10 feet, the other face being painted black with white
divisions, also in feet, tenths and hundredths, but numbering from 6.55 a t bottom to 15.55
a t top. Thus any two corresponding readings on the opposite faces have a constant difference of 5.55, and there is nothing to bias the observer to make the same error iu a rending
o n one face that he may have made on the other. It is customary to take two pairs of
readings to the back and forward etaves, one pair on their white faces, the other pair on
their black faces; the two values of the resulting difference of level from each pair of
rendings to the two staves should coincide, and if they do not do so it is a t once seen that
a mistake has been made, which must be immediately ascertained and rectified. The
double readings aud record necessarily take more time at the moment than singlo readings
of staves graduated on one face only, but they are twice as valuable, and in the long run
they will probably save time by eliminating errors which would vitiate the operation and
require it to be done over again.

I therefore strongly advocate the employment, in all levelling operations, of staves
divided on both faces as are those of the Trigonometrical Survey. They are a great assistance to the observer, and go far to prevent the possibility of any gross error of reading
taking place, without being at once discovered.

I t is well known that these errors, as well ns those which miqht be caused by normal
atmospheric refraction and the earth's curvature, are whdly eliminated when the staves are
placed at equal distances from the instrument. If the ground will not allow of the inskument being put midway on the line between the staves, by shifting the position of the
instrument and the forward stid, some point can always be found where the instrument
will occupy tlte vertex of an isosceles triangle, of which the line between the staves is the
base. Urleqaal distances should always be avoided if possible; there is no excose for them
excepting on unusually rough ground, when the observer is pressed for time, and then the
distances should be made as short as possibla AU distances should be fairly well measured
either with a chain, or a subtense instrument.
TIIIRD-ERROW

OAUBED B Y INBTRUYERTAL

DEFLECTIONFROX HORIEORFALITY.

In the operations of the Trigonometrical Survey the instrumenta are approximately
levelled, then the scale readings of the ends of the bubble are read and recorded, and a correction for instramental dislevelmeut is applied to the difference of level deduoed from the
staE readings, A convenient method of determining the value of the run of the level, and
the nsual process of applying corrections for dislevelment, are ciesmibed in the Appendix.
I believe that the accuracy of the results fully repays the trouble of the calculations. Thin
procedure may, however, be dispeused with, when great accuracy is not wanted, by invariably bringing the bubble into the middle of the scale before taking a staff reading, or by
making the bubble occupy the same position when the telescope is pointed to the forward
staE as it occupied when the telescope was pointed to the back staE. The levels of ordinary
instruments are not aupplied with scales, they usually have a couple of notches merely
to indicate the position into which the bubble should be brought ; consequently in extreme
temperatures the ends of the bubble are frequently so far from the notches, either within
or beyond them, that there is much dificulty in bringing the bubble into the desired position. I t is therefore advisable to construct a paper scale and attach it to the tube of the
level as an aid to the observer in bringing the bubble into position; for this purpose a scale
in which there are 20 to 30 divisions to the inch will be found convenient ; the numbering
of the division# should be carried from the centre outward.%
S
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These may be eliminated to a considerable extent by alternating the order of obsarations to the back and forward staves at the aucceasive stations, observing the back ataff first
a t one station and the forwnrd staE first a t the next. The two staves should be read in as
rapid succession as is possible without impairi~igthe accuracy of the observations ; a I m g
interval should never be allowed to elapse between the readings, and the instrument should
be screened ftom the sun's rays during the observations.
The forward staff a t one station ought invariably to be used aa the back staB at the
in order thnt its zero error may be eliminated. The operations might advance
more rapidly if the staff carriers moved simultaneously with the observeris not
' nncommonly done in practice,-but
the dserence of level deduced at each station would ba
erroneous by the difference between the zero errors of the two staves, the effect of t h e ma
would be constant, and the cumulative effect on a long line of operations might b e very
considerable.

. next station,

The suggestions contained in these memoranda have no claim to originality, though
aome of them may be novel even to persona who have long been employed in executing
levelling operntions. The purpose for which they are now published will be fully answered
if they induce any person to endeavour to improve the accuracy and value of his levels by
the adoption of some of the precautions against error which have been found indispemhly
necessary in the execution of the long line3 of levels of the Trigouometrical Survey of
India, and which have indisputably enhanced in no amall degree the value of the w n l t a of
those operations.
The projected lines of levels of the G. T. 9. are of the immense length. Their
only extraneous source of verification ia the sea level. The shortest line from ser to s u
will be upwards of 1,500 miles long, and other liiea will probably be 1,000 mile3 longer.
Hence the necessity for the utmost possible precaution in guarding againat accidental
gross errors, and againat the accumiilation of small errors, tn which operations eondncted
with thegrentcst refinement and delicacy seem to be liable, as is apparent in our line of
levels, 960 miles long, from Karrachee to Attock, 8s well aa in that executed b y Afr. Bant,
under the superintendence of Professor Whewell, for the Royal Society of England,
These Neinornnda are intended to embody, in a few rules for future guidance, the
experience hitherto acquired in levelling operations.

(A.) Oar staves are graduated on both sides, one face being painted white, with
black divisions, and divided from 0 to 10'00 feet; the other face being black, with
white divisions, divided from 6.55 to 15.55. Thus the corresponding readings o n the two
faces of a staff bare a constant difference of 5.56, and if an obsarver make a mist*
in one reading, he is not likely to make a similar mistake in the reading on the o p p i t c
face, and the error will be shown up immediately by tlie different results from blaek
and white faces, if the cornpotations be correctly performed. Errors of reading are,
however, of such uncommon occurrence, and the results from black and white face3
so constantly coincide, that the observer in writing down the second result immcdiately under the first is liable to be biased by it, and to fancy they coincida, when,
in reality, there is n difference. On a single line of levels such a mistake by an
observer working alone might not be discovered until the preparation of the dnplicata
records months afterwards, when the mistake could no longer be corrected. Hence the
necessity for employing a second observer, with an independent set of instruments, to
go over the line, station by station, after the first. There is thos a surer gnuantea w i n a t
oversights and other errors, aa well as those of reading, and a corresponding relief of
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the anxiety a single leveller must experience when working for months without knowing
whether hi reeults are accurate or not.

(B.) The staves should invnriably be set np a t equal distanm from the instrument,
in order to cancel all errors arising from the necessarily more or less imperfect adjustment of the level to the optical axis of the telescope. The distances should be carefully
measured with a chain. In some treatises on levelling, unequal distances are recommended,
when convenient, provided the precaution be taken of counteracting the error thue
introduced at one station, by similarly uneqal distances at the next, placing the instrnment
.a far from the back staff a t the 2nd station as it was from the forward staff at the 1st.
This method, though sometimes convenient, is not neceeenry, as our own experience in
levelling over several hundred miles of hilly ground su5ciently shows. I t should not
be resorled to, because, when the distances are uneqaal, refocusing becomes necessary
between the back and forwnrd observations, and there is a risk of disturbing the visual
axis, the permanence of which during a pair of observations in imperative

(C.) The values of the spirit levels muat be determined if poasible on the vertiml
arc of a great theodolite, or otlier well gradunted vertical circle; or bp setting up a &
s.t
a t a convenient distance, and measuring thereon the subtense of 1 division of the scale of
the level. Either method will give the requisite data for theconstruction of a Table of
Subtenses, which should extend continuously by half-tenths of a division of scale from 0.05
to 5'00, and for successive distances of whole chains from 1 to 10.
The observer, having levelled his instrument closely, must record the bubble end
readings at each observation, and deduce from them the error of poaition of the level,
i.e., the dialevelment, the coneaponding correction for which will be found in the Subtense
Table.

(D.) The ataff readings should be taken to 8 decimal places; when the staves are
very close, a 4th place of decimnls might be estimated on them, but this is so rarely the
ca.w, that it may be treatad aa exceptional, and need not require ns to extend our obmvations beyond the 8rd place, which is the farthest that can be wed with satisfaction. I t
should therefore be the limit to which to carry the Table of Subtenses, and all calculations
of mean reaults.
(E) At lesat two pairs of observations at each station are necessary, one between the
black faces, the other between the white. The observations of the back nnd forward staves
should follow each other as quickly as possible consistent with accuracy, in order that they
may be strictly differential. If the two results agree within '006, and the observer is otherwise sstisfied with them, he should proceed to the next station. If they differ by a greater
amount, they should be repeated once or twice, according to discretion. If the differences
are very large, and obviously due to grazing rays, the station should be rejected, and a
better one selected instead, if possible. In choosing his staves at the commencement of
Beld operations, the observer must remember to examine the dierencea between the seros
of the black and white face8 of each sMT. In moat of our staves i t is 5.55, but in some of
the new ones it is 5.60. Both of a pair should have the same difference in common, otherwise
the observer will be perplexed and delayed by troublesome dincrep~oiesbetween the results
from black and white facea.

(F.) The staves must invarinbly rest on wooden pins driven very firmly into the
ground. A hemisphericnl b r m brad should be let into the head of each pin after it is
driven, to offer a point, instead of an uncertain surface, for the staves to stand on, that they
may be rotated freely, and each face presented in auecesaion to the observer. The brad also
affords a common point of reference for the successive observers, whoee result8 may thus
be compared rigorously atation by station.

'

cd
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(G.) The stares are supplied with plummets let into their aides, and visible through
glass doors. They may thus be adjusted with certainty to within an inch or two of tile e u e
perpendicular. They are held in position by ropes attached to a swivel on their w m m i t a
When a s t d l has once been set up and observed, it should not be readjusted if it h w to be
observed at the next stntion, when the difference of level is small, becauae then any error
caused a t tlie first station by the deflection of the staff will be in great measure cancelled
at the next. The staff should however be carefully readjusted whenever, having been read
near the bottom nt one station, it is liable to be read near the top at the next.
(H.) Each day's work will necessarily close more frequently on the temporary pins
orer which the line of levels is carried, thnu on permanent bench-marks. The closing
station mnat therefore be relevelled next morning, to test the permanence of the pins, before
carrying on operations beyond them.

These are caused by the constant recurrence of small errors, either personal, instrumental, or atmospheric; which, though too minute to attract notice a t any one station,
become manifest when the results of different observers on the same line of levels are compnred, or those of a single observer returning station by station orer a line from terminus
to origin.

(I.) Errors recurring in a constant order, such as might be caused by working with a
uniformly rising or uniformly sinking refraction, or by a tendency in the instrument to
settle on its axis more one wny thnn another on being set up for observation, may be cancelled by Colonel Wnugli's system of alternating observations, which is to observe the back
staff first at alternate stations, and the forward staff first at the intermediate stntions. This
method may be still farther amplified by the following circuit system, by which an observer
working iu only one direction has the means of finding whether there are such errors in his
work, by comparing the diEerences between the respective reductions to origin from the
black and whim faces, one pair of which may be treated so as to give the reenlts of an LL up
line," and the other of a "down line" :-

...( {fr$ard,,;; ))
:1'
...{ (era
Forward Staff
(Back

Odd Stations

2

White faces. Down line.
Black taeea. Up liue.

)Black faces. Up line.

Eren Stations,

'Back

2

I*
!1

)White faces. Down lie.

(J.) Errors may recur in n constant order if there is m y irregularity in the chamber
of the axis, and it is invariably set up in one direction. Droop might thus be awed in a
constnut direction. Obvinte this by marking one of the legs, either of the tripod st.nd
or of the instrument, and directing it alternately back and forward a t alternate stations.
The marked leg will thus invariably point to the same staff holder throughout the whole of
a section, so there will be no difficulty in rememberiog the order of alternation.
(K.) The circuit system which requires an observer to close on his origin is theoretically the best. I t was adopted on the 1i1ieof levels executed in England for the Royal
Society. This however was ouly 100 miles long, whereas the liuas of the'(+. T. Sorvey
n u s t avernge 2,000 miles in length from sea to sea.
A circuit is exposed to a greater chance of accidental error when levelled by a single
ob-er,
than a single line executed by two levellers working consecntively and independently. For both to work twice over the sarne liue would more than double the time and
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cost of the nndertaking, as they would never be able to increase the diatancea of the stavea
from the instrument, when favored by clear weather, but would be compelled toadopt
short unvarying distances. Fortunately if, in a long line of operations, an amount of extra
trouble equivnlent to marching once over the whole line be accepted, all the advantages of
closing on origin may be obtained by the simple expedient of dividing the line into equal
sections, and working alternnte sections in opposite directions. If the sections are no
longer than a day's work-in good ground 4 mila-and circumatancea will permit of
encamping nenr their extremities, i t is easy to walk 4 miles to the commencement of a
section without fntigue in the early morning before sunrise, nud then level the 4 miles back
to camp, whereby the delay of the extra marching is avoided, and steady progress mnde
a t a rapid rate. This circuit system has apparently contributad more than anything else to
reduce cumulntive differences in our operations, and i t should be invariably adopted.

(L) In our levels from the sen to Attock, a tendency was observed for the - corrections to exceed the + very considerably while we were working from south to north, and
aim versa the + exceeded the -corrections when working from north to south. I t is of
importance to hnve as many + as - corrections, for they thus cancel each other, and any
small error in the determination of the runs of the levels is thus eliminated. Accumulation
of level error must therefore be gunrded against. At each station the algebraical mean
value of all the corrections for tbat station should be determined, and entered with its
proper sign into the column for tbat purpose in the Field Book. These shonld be summed
np algebraically as the work proceeds, that the observer may be prepared to prevent a
preponderance in any one direction, by setting up hi instrument with a slight tilt in the
opposite direction.
(M.) The lsat precaution mny be considered more troublesome than valuable, but of
this and other similar calculations connected with these operations, as determining the cumulative difference between black and white faces, kc., it will be found that they may be done
by inspection by the observer or recorder, while walking with the Field Book in his hand
from station to station. They are only troublaome when neglected for some time, and then
they are more carious than w f u l in checking cumulative error.

(N.) The units of the levelling staves must be determined in terms of the 10-foot
standard of the G. T. Suwey. For this purpose a portable metal bar, on which the length
of the standard bar haa been laid off, should accompnny each pnrty of levellers. The stavea
should be compnred with it a t least twice during the course of the season near the origin and
terminus of operations. Additional comparisons at intervals of six w e e h or two months
would also be advisable, especially if the rise or fall is grent, and its value is likely to be
affected by the slight variations in length to which the stavea are liable.

(0.)The staves hitherto made up for our operations are both shod and capped with
brass, the extreme graduations being lnid off on the brass. This is unfortunate, for the
wood of the staves hen a tendency to shrink, and a partinl separation from the brass has
been caused in some instances. Thus a zero error ia introduced, which increases the distance between the extremities of the graduation, and must be allowed for in determining
the nnit of the stafi. The nmount of sepnration mny be measured, and subtracted from
the length between the extreme graduations. A preferable method is, take off a foot exactly
with a beam compass from any of the intermediate feet 1 to Q (all of which are
defined by dots on brass pins let into the staE), and mark where one end of the compass fallr
on the brass, while the other end is on the nenrest foot. The mark will indicate the true
position of the zero before separation, and if it is referred to when the staff is compared with
the portable standard, no subsequent corrections will be needed.
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(P.) Notwith8tnnding that errors of adjustment are cancelled by working with rtara
at equal distances, an observer should always be careful to keep his instrument in good
adjustment. As there will generally be two leveb and a theodolite with each party, two of
these epn be used as collimators, while the third is adjusted between them, according to
Qausr' system of collimating, which is explained in detail in the Departmental Inetmctiom.
When from want of imtrumenw this method ia impracticable, the adjustment8 may be
executed an follows :Id.-To bring the horizontal wire of the diaphragm into tbe viaual axis of the telescope, Set up an instrument exactly midway between and in the name line with two staves
at C between A and B. Find the dilIerence of level between the staved, which can be done,
Fig. 1.

truly at C, notwitbetanding errors of adjustment. Then shift the instrument to a point
beyond, but within n short distance of one of the staves, as at D, near A, and M, p l w it
that both staves may be simultaneously seen in the field of the telcacope. Level euafrrl~y,
and then observe the apparent difference of level between A and B. If the horizonul *m
ia not in the visual axis of the telascope, the apparent difference of level will difier from the
(2), where D b ia the apparent line of sight, and D B the
true by an amount = b g in&

Fig. 2.

true. The wire must be brought by the diaphragm screws opposite to B, the instrument
remaining level. The position of B will be determined by the proportion

bB=--

b g x D B
AB

2d.-To

make the visllal uia of the telescope perpendicular to the axis of motion.

Fig. 8.

Set up the instrument between the stovas, bat much nearer one than the other, as at
E, between A and B. Again observe the a ~ p a r e n t difference of level between A and B,
which will differ from the true by the amount b h (Fig. 8 ) if the visnal axis ia not a t right
angles to the axis of motion. The horizontal wire should be made to intersect B, not by
the diaphragm screw, but by the adjusting screws under and near each extremity of the
horizontal plate. The position of B may be determined from the proportion

EBxbh
bB=.--hf

EBxbh
EB-AE

APPENDIX.
This adjustment will of conme diitnrb that of the bubble, which muat afterwards be
corrected by ita own adjusting screwa The whole operation should then be repeated.
(Q) The new rectangular level ha8 no horizontal plate with adjusting screwa. Its
visual axia should be eet up a t right angles to the axia of motion by moving the screwa of
the diaphragm. With this inatroment equal distanoes between i t and the staves are still
more necessary than with common imtmments, .a there is no means of efiecting the double
adjostment above described. When the focussing tube does not move truly parallel to the
visual axis, error would be introduced were the dishnces equal.

(R) In adjusting the spirit level to the axilr of motion, the obaerver meet recollect
that the bubble should be exactly bisected crosswise by the edge of the acale.

.

(9.) When levelling alternate sections in opposite directions, as suggested in para. g,
and the sections are the length of a day's work, the majority of them will necessarily have
to close on the temporary wooden pins over which the line is carried, because permanent
bench-marks cnonot be conveniently laid down oftener than once in 12 miles. Either in
commencing or closing a section, the adjoining station of the neighbouring section must be
remeasored, as suggested in para H, to teat whether the pins have remained in the position in which they were left. In conseqnence of alternating the direction of operations the
verification is made in the opposite direction to the first measurement, consequently
the two results have different signs ; they cannot be conveniently combined together, and
the mean employed, as when the work ia only carried in one direction, and there is a liability to confusion a t the time, and subsequent misapprehension if the results are bronght up
by m y one but the leveller himself. This ahonld be carefully guarded against by lucid
explanations in the column of remarks, or, better still, by the method of recording the
repetition in the Field Book. A clear space of two inches should be left between the record
of the extreme station of the section in progress and that of the repeated station of the
adjacent aection, add the reduction to origin of the section in progreas should be entered nbove
the record of the repetition. Opposite the repetition a remark might be made as follows:-

By a p line fall
By down l i e riea

...2'881

The terminal pine dould be large and strong, firmly driven, and covered over with
A trench should be cut across the line a t the extremity of each
thorns for
section to guard against the possibility of introducing into one section the atatiom of
another.

(T.) Great care should be taken in reading the indication0 of the bubble. The
instrnment generally stands at such a height that it is impossible for the observer to look
down on it. From nbove, the bubble is seen to be oharply defined, and tbe scale can he read
with great accuracy ; but the observer usually stands with his eye nearly on a level with
the instrument, in which position the rim ronud the bubble, c a m by the adhesion of the
liquid to the sides of the glass tube, becomes so prominent, that, in certain lights, its extremities may be taken for the true ends of the bubble. When light falls obliquely on the
instrument, tlre outer edge of the rim being towards the light, is more clearly detined than
the inner edge, while a t the opposite end of the bubble the inner edge, or true end, is most
clearly defined. Hence there is a liability to read one end erroneously, and thus introduce
one or two divisions of level error. This mnat be most carefully guarded against, and the
observer should take as many opportunities as he can of reading the bobble with hi eye
above the instrument, and again with his eye on the same level, until he i8 satisfied that
hi readings nre correct.
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The following additional observations on the subject are extracted from a paper communicated by Lieut-Colonel J. T. Walker to the Royal Astronomical Society, which will
be found in Vol. XXXIII of the Memoirs of the Society :I' I t was found that the sun exercises a constant dislevelling e5eet on instruments, tending to raise the end towards itself and lower the opposite end. This was shown by the
excess of negative corrections for level error in lines worked from south to north, and p i tive corrections in the opposite lines. Thus an error in the adopted value of the run of
the level would affect the result by the same fraction of the accu~nulatedcorrections, that
it is of the run. In practice this may be cancelled by watching the si,m of the corrections,
and occasionally tilting the instrument to counteract the disposition to rim towards the
sun. There is yet, however, another order of error, which no modus operandi will wholly
cancel,* for however carefully tbe instrument may be shnded, tlie action of the sun:tends
to cause a constantly recurring displacement in level, in the interim between tlie reading of
a staff and that of the bubble-ends ; these readings should be strictly simultaneous, in order
to correspond with each other, but they are necessarily consecutive, and short as the interval
between them may be, it is enough to cause slight error, of a cumulative nature, which may
amount to a large quantity at the end of n long line of levels. I t would be a maximum on
a meridional line, but would not alfect a line carried kom eaat to west or vica ceraa.

"This error is of a class which cannot be eliminated by working in a circuit; so long M
the cause remains constant, the efiect is the same in both the up and down operations ; thus
the opposite pointt, of a circuit, which closes without apparent error, may yet be considerably erroneous.
'

L L In relevelling occasional stations, it was often noticed that different results were obtained
a t different times of the dny, especinlly when the rays of light grazed the ground in passing
from the staff to the observer. Occasional experimental observations were taken throughout a whole day to staves which were very firmly set up for the purpose. A tendency to s
diurnnl law of variation was found in settled weather, when the sun shone brightly, and the
sky was perfectly clear and cloudless, but it was never found when the sky wan clouded,
however slightly. The results of two series of experiments which were taken on comecutire
cloudless days, are herewith given. Three instruments were placed side by side, in the
same horizontal plane, on a line fncing the south-west. Three staves were set u p to the
south-west, at distances of 2, 4, nltd G chnins, and three others to the north-east, nt corresponding distnnces, forming pairs for observation. The instruments were on a ridge of sand
about 14 feet above the groui~dlevel ; the lowest staff reading wca 4) feet above the ground,
the surface of which had a slope of I in 800 upwnrds from south to north. Each statf was
simultaneously observed by three persons, one at each instrument. The differences of &a
means so obtained for ench pair, from the whole of the observations to the pair, are ru
follows, indicating an increase of variation corresponding to M increase in the distances of
the staves :-

The level rending might be taken before the st& readinga at one atalion, and aher them at Lhs
next; but thla would pnbabll onb alter the aigu of the error, wirhout dimiuiahing ita amount ; for there
ia wrnetirnea muoh delay over the staffreadings, but never over those of the level: henm a longw psriod
would ehpw betweau the reswotire madlorn when the leral is Brat rord. than when the a W ia k t d.
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L' Atmoepheric influences must tend to cancel each other, on a long line of operation*.
excepting under the following circumstances: First.-Wheu
more stations are o b s w t ' d
before than after noon, they are more liable to a sinking than a rising refraction. Conseqoentlp
the first of a pair of staff readings will have a tendency to be more refracted than the
second, thus introducing cumulative error, unless the precaution is taken to nlternate tbe
order of observation, by taking the back strrff first a t one station and the forward staff
first at the next. Secondly.-When operations are carried over a line of country which slope
uniformly in one direction, as in proceeding from the sea to the foot of a range of mountains,
the rays of light from the up staff to the observer are generally nearer the ground than
those from the down staff, and they must, therefore, be more subject to extremes of
refraction. In India there are more working hours while the ground is heated by tbe
sun and t t e refraction is negative, than there are while the refraction is poeitive. Consequently the rays from the up staff are more lowered by refraction than thoso from the down
st&, or, in other words, tliere will be a tendency t o dilninisll the amount of the rise from
the sea to the hills. The influence of this source of error will vary with the seasons; it h
evidently beyond the control of the observer.

"The sinking of a peg that supports a staff, in the interval between its being the forward end of one station and the back elid of the next, has often been suggested as a canse of
error. But there appenrs to be at least ns much reason for a flrmly-driven peg to be raised
by the reaction of the ground as to be loneretl by the weight of the staff, and there are
nearly ss many instances in 1v11ich the signs of the errors i~idicatethe possibility of the one
event having happened aa the other.
' L The maximum diEerence between the r a n l t s obtained by two persona working in
concert, in the nianner already indicated, has been nearly as much as a foot, a t the end of a
season's work of upwards of 800 miles of levels. The average difference deduced from four
sections of a total length of 1,411 miles, is .I6 of a foot per 100 miles.
A comparison between tho results of the spirit levelling operations and those obtain+d
from the principal triangulation is highly aatisfnctory, in all instances where t h e vertical
angles were measured a t the time bf miuimum refraction, even when the triangulation h w
been cnrried for long distances over the extensive plains already noticed. For though .r
that time the air is not in the state of calm repose which usually prevails toward 8-t,
but is boiling and seething ucder the sun's rnyq giving signals in the plains an apw-ee
of dancing wildly up and down nnd gyrating in circles round their centres, the e r r o n of
observation which are thus introduced are now found to cancel each other, to a great extent,
in a long line of operations. The average amount of error generated on four lines oi
trigonometricnl levels, averaging 650 mil- in length, is 3'06 feet, and the maximum error
at any station is 8.7 feet, which occurs in the valley of the h~dus,at a distance of fully 900
miles from the nearest hill station.
" With regard to spirit levelling, the following inferences may be drawn from the
experience which has been gnined on these operations. When the precautions which .re
taken to guard against accidenbl gross errors, such as misreadinp of tbe feet and b n t h s
mistaking the identity of the pins on the line, or confounding one bench-mark with mother,
are such as to preclude the possibility of any error arising from these m u m , certdn other
precnutions must still be taken against the accumulation of minute errors, which may
from instrumental defects from the rising of the pins on hard ground, or their sinking on
soft ground, from rising or sinking refraction, from personal bias, from the &wt of the
in disturbing the horizontality of tho instrument in the interval between the staffand level
readings, from unequal ill~minationof the ends of tho bubble, and froni working contmuously
over a long slope, on which the average height above the surface of the ground rill be
sensibly differelit for the up ant1 down rays.
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'The alternation of the order of observation of the back and forward staves a t consecutive stations, should eliminate all error arising from the three first souras. There is no
very obvious reason for also varying the direction of operation in adjacent sections ;but after
the first alternation haa been rigorously carried out, a further reduction of error has been
found to attend the adoption of the second, enough to con~pensatethe trouble it necessarily
involves in doubling the distnnce to be travelled; the divergences between the up lines of
two observers are generally of an opposite sign to t h o ~ eon the down lines, and, conseqnently,
there is usually less divergence a t the advanced end of a pair of up and down sections, than
i s found to exist in either section singly.
" Errors of otber orders which cannot s t all be eliminated by methods of alternationsrnay
be met to some extent by m u l t i p l y i i ~thenumber
~
of observers, in order to diminish the efiecta
of individual bias, and by working nnder every possible variation of climate. It has been
fonnd that, in changeable weather, the discordances between two observers, thongh, perhaps,
greater than in fine weather, c e y e to be accumulative, nod, consequenlly, cancel each other.
while, on the other hand, continuous divergence has most usually been attendant on a long
duration of bright sunshine and calm, such ps is of frequent occurrence in tropical countries!'

ON THE DETERMINATIONO P TIIE R U N O F A LEVEL., A N D THE APPLIBATLONOF
CORRECTIONFOR DISLEVKLWEIIT.
,

The simplest method of determining the run of a level is to attach the level to the vertical circle of an alt-azimuth instrument, or a theodolite, and taking the readings of the
micrometers or verniers of the circle, in two positions of the bubble-the readings of which
must also be taken-to compare the number of divisions of the level scale run over by the
bubble, with the corresponding angl~larmotiou of the vertical circle, as merrsured by the
micrometers or verniers ; then the value in seconds of nrc of one division of the level scale,
or iu other words the run of the level, will be obtained by simple proportion. This method
is described in Appendix B. to Sir Andrew Wnugh's instruction for Topographical Surveying, which will be found a t the beginning d this Appendix.
When the run of a level is known, it is easy to ascertnin the correction to a staff reading for any amount of dislevelment within the range of the bubble of the level. Thus suppose the value of one division of the scale to be equal to 4 seconds of arc, which is about the
average value for ordinary levels having scales with 20 divisions to the inch ; the m o u n t
subtended by an angular deflection measured by the movement of the bubble through one
division of the scale would equal 4 times the amount subtendcd by nn angle of 1
second a t the given distance. At a distance of 1,000 feet an angle of 1 second subtends
.00485 feet = (1000 x sin 1') = (1000 x *00000485); thus the subtense for 1 division of
the scale would be equal to -019 feet on a staE a t that distance ; similarly the subtense of
an amount of dislevelment indicated by 2 divisions would be -089 feet, on n staff a t the same
distance. With such a datum it is necessary to construct a tnble of subtenses for varying
nmounta of dislevelment and ranges of distance. A s the stares are divided into tenths and
hundredths, and the readings should be estimated to thousandths of feet, the subtenses
must be expressed in thousnndths.
But when there is no alt-azimuth instrument or fairly graduated theodolite available,
the run of the level may be determined by directing the levelling instrument on n staff set
up a t any convenient distnnce a t which it can be rend with accuracy, taking a series of atnff
readings, and comparing their differences with the differences of the corresponding readings
of the bubble. The observations sllould be tnken in the morning, before the atmosphere
is agitated by t l ~ esun's rays, or in the nfternoon, a couple of hours before sunset ; a cloudy
day ia preferable to one of bright s u u s k i e for the purpose.
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The following is an examl)le of this process, by readi11g8on a staff set up at a diitance
:of 10 chains from the i~~stru~uerrt

end,

Fo;yrd

Back
end.

end.

M-.

The general mean of the above determinations is = .OL37. Similar olnervstims
token at distances of 8 and 5 chailla, the former giving a subtense of .0102, the laner
subtense of 9069. Combining these together the value to be adopted as the sdbof

1 division, at a distance of 10 c h i n s = j

i'0137 +

= -0134feet.

Isp X .0102

+

x

-0069
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011this

value the followil~gTable of Subtensea has been computed :-

TABLE O F BUBmSES.
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The dislevelment must be deduced from the rendinga of the bubble, and may be expreased
in terms of the divisions of the scale. As the numbering of the divisions is carried from
the centre ontwards, the two end readingo are identical when the bubble is exactly in the
middle of itn tube; hence it is evident that if the level were truly adjusted to the visual axis
of the telescope, the instrument would be in a truly horizontal position when the readinga
of the two ends of the bubble are identical, and that when these readings are not identical,
half their difference would indicate the amount of the deflection of the instrument from
horizoutality. As however there is no certainty that the level ia in exact adjustment to
the visual axis of the telescope, it is necessary, after having taken a pair of readings of the
bubble, to tun1 the instrument through an exact aemi-revolution, and take a fresh pair
of readings; the fonr readiugs must then be combined together in such a manner as ro
eliminate the &ect of the error of adjustment, in deducing the amount of the diilevelment.
Suppose the telescope to llave been pointed to the north in the first instance, nod
let a,, be the corresponding reading of the end of the bubble towards the uorth, and a, that
of the end towards the south when the instrument was in t.his position; also let b,, b. be
the readinga of the ends of the bubble which were respectively towards the north and
south, after the instrument had been moved through a semi-revolution, bringing the
telescope to point to the south. Then the true amount of diilevelmeut, expressed in divisions
of scale. will be

!(

I

+

(om
b,, ) -( 0 , + b, )
4
or one-fourth of the difference between the sun1 of the north end readings, and t h e sum of
the aouth end readings. If the sum of the readinga towards the north ia greater thau t l l u
of the readings towards the soutl~,the north end of the instrument will be above, and
consequently the south end below, the horizontal plane passing through the centre of the
instrumeat;-the reverse will be the case when the sum of the south end raadings ia
great- t.
Iu practice it is not necessary to reverse the instrument and take two pairs of readings
for the mere elimination of the error of the adjustment of the level to the visual axis of the
telescope, as this purpose is noswered by the readings which are taken when the telescope
is pointed in succession to the back and forward staves.
At each station tlie difference of level between the back and forward staves maJt be
approximately deduced in the first instance by subtracting the reading of the forward suff
iudicatiug a rime, when the back staff
from that of the back staff; the result will be
reading is qreatmt, and -, indicating a full, when the back staff reading is least. Tbb
approximate result must uow be corrected for tlio dislevelment of the instrument. The
amount and sign of the correction may be conveniently delermined by the following
rule :C d e r the back end level ~endingslo be
,and the f m a r d end to be +. Find their
di$crenca, atld ento. it with the sign of whicheoer is grmteat. Half the algebroicnl rum o f
the diffeerenesr w the quantity for which a correction u lo be taken from the d e n s e to&
The w d i o n to have the same sign as the half arm, and to & applied algdraica& to t$a
=

+,

-

apprm-mote rise 01%fall deduced from the staff readitqa.
Thin rule follows from the formula above given, on writing it in tbe form

which deals with the sum of s~nalldifferences, instead of the difference of largo s n m q and
ia therefore practically less troublesome. One-fourth the algebraical suin indicntes the
i~~svnmental
diilevelment, the effect of which on the approxilnately deduced rise or fall
w i l l evidently be equal to the sum of the subteases ou the back and forward st&, or twice

,
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the value given by the subtense table. Hence the direction is the rule to take one-llalf
instead of one-fourth of the algebraical snm.
To facilitate the determination of the signs of the corrections for dislevelment, the
bubble readings are entered in the Field Books of the Trigonometricnl Survey in two
colnmns, one headed Back End, the other Forward E n d ; strictly gpeaking, however, this
nomenclatnre is correct only when the instrument is in the line between tlie staves, for
then if one end of the level is townrds the hack staff or forward staff, the other end must
be townrds the opposite staff. But when the instrument is on either side of the line
between the staves, one end of the level is towards thestaff on which the telescope is
pointed, and the other is towards the opposite direction, not towards the other staff. I n
the first instance twice the absolute amount of the instrumental deviation from horizontality
i s determined by the preceding method; in the second, twice the difference between the
respective nmounta of dislevelment in the two vertical planes passing throngh the
instrument and the staves is determined, nnd this is nll that is required for the correction
of the observations, provided that the elsentin1 condition of setting up the instrument a t
equal distnnces from the staves has been ful6lled.
Practical illustrations of the method of applying the corrections for dislevelment will
be found in the accompanying specimen of the Field Book used in the levelling operations
of tho Trigonomotrical Survey; the treatment of stations 2, 3, 4, and 6 of the levels
between Jorah village and Deori village may be specially referred to a s exemplifying all
cases likely to occur in practice.
The 1st column of the Field Book gives the number of the stntion and indicntes the
horizontal l i n a on which the observations to the rsspective stave3 are entered ; six of thew
lines are required a t ench stntion, three for the observntions to the black faces and their
reduction, and three for the white faces. The 2nd column gives the distances and bearinm
of the staves from the instrument, which are necessary to enable the line of levels to be
protracted. The 3rd and 4th colu~nnsgive the back and forward end readings of the
bobble, the 6th and 6th the calculations of dislevelment, and the 7th the corresponding
correction obtained from the Snbtense Table expressed in thousandths of a foot, omitting
decimal points and cyphers. The 8th column gives the ataff readings ; the 9th and 10th
the approximnte results deduced by subtracting the reading of the forward from that of the
back staff, one column being allotted to rises, the other to falls. The 11th and 12th
colnmns give the true differences of level, i s . , the approximate values of the 9th and 10th
columns corrected for dislevelment; in these columns the mean of the results from black
and white faces is also entered. The 13th column gives the reduction of the levels to the
origin of the line, which should be deduced stntion by station, and checked by summing up
the rises and falls a t the foot of the page, as indicnted. The 14th colnmn is reserved for
remarks and descriptions of the bench-marks;-it
is of course obvious that the latter
should be sufficiently lucid to enable any person who may have occasion to visit a benchmurk, either for the purpose of commencing or closing a new line of levels, to ascertain the
exact position of the mark without the slightest doubt; drawings of the bench-marks
should alwnya be given, with their distances and bearinp from any prominent buildings in
the neighbourhood. The remaining columns on the right hnnd side are required for the
entry of details regarding the small cumulntive errors which are described in the first pages
of this Memoranda.
I n the operntions of the Trigonometrical Survey the level and staff readings are
recorded for the observer by a native assistant, who calcnlntes the results, before llanding
tlie Field Book over to the observer, by whom they are checked before the instrument is
removed to the next station. Any nntive who knows how to add and subtract, and can
write English numerals, will suffice for the purpose of recording the observations. The
headings, remarks, and descriptions of stations should invariably be written by the
obaerver.
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LATITUDES AND LONGITUDES OF PLACES OF NOTE.
Derived from the Beeor& of t b h a t Trigonontetrical & b r u e y and o t b rrliable
geographical sourem.

I

)r
I

..

24 40

3

a

2 I 26
2-4 49 42

...

...
.

,

a

.

j*~nlo~~nrk
C!ncl~nrCl~urch* ...
IInilnkn~ldiCentrc of
{ Villnge
I Knticor:i Centre of
I TriIlt~ge
[ L n k l ~ i p ~ ~ditto
r

1

Biqnnth Centre of
Villnqe
Mnngnlilni Centre of
lr~l1tt~e
'rezpur Cllurcl~*
I.0cl:ilgnri Tllullnnll

...
...

24 5? 56
2 47 3

,

,,

Feet.
2,611

1 : 13 1
$42 50 4H
92 39 65

1

92 37 30
!I3 2 4 2

-

1

I

1

ii
..S .1

I

I

--- 2

4

26 40 10
26 27 30
26 3; s
.ti 43 36

...
...

( DnltlCentre of Villn,oc 25 13 8
,/ Dt1111nIgiri Centre

of
Villnqe
25 31 50
Turn Ijy. Cornmr.'~
Bilngalovv
25 30 50

I [Doobri

...
...

Rock Over
I*
rn Rill Ovor

Bnrpctn Centre of
Village
D i w a n ~ i r i ditto
Gowhntty Church*

...
...
...

(Cherrn Poonjee
R l r ~ s r.!sr~
~
I Church Steeple*
.To!vyc ?11issio11Mouse
Slrillong Conrt LIouse
liollong Hock*

...
.

1

I

26 19 15
21; 53 20
26 11 l S
2.5 1.5
23 ?G
25 3 4
2 t i

58
14
18
I:

,

91 3 20
9 1 30 50
91 47 26
91
92
!I1
9

46 42
14 2 s
55 .I3

4,951

$6

5,y 14

2

(D~hrooghur
City
Ceut re
Jnipur
Centre of
villnqo
LAI~~~~IFIJ~:..
) Lnkhimpur
City
Ceutre
Sndiya Centre
1 Town

I

1

...
...

I

oi

Obtained from Gre& TrigonomotridSurver

Beeor&.

2

-
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LATITUDES AND LONGITUDES.-(Continued.)
ASSAM.-( Oontiared.)
DISTHICT.

PLACE.

...
...

Stntion

...
...

Station
Simagooting Centre of
Station

1

Dabuka

Centre

Height
above
REMARKB.
Sea
--Feet.
$5 sb 30 3; k7 '5
9,890
25 35 53 94 5 41
Latitude. Longitude.

25 46 61 23 59 12

4,576

26 51 8 94 12 25

6,i42

26 46 50 93 49 40

2,477

of

... 26 7 0
...
26 20 33

92 55 0
9'2 43 31

218

[Golaghat Centre of
Village
263025 94 0 0
Jorehaut Centre of
( village
26 45 80 94 15 58
1 S i b s a g a r Great
1 Temple*
26 69 19 94 40 87

460

Nowgong Jail*

...
...
...

SYLHET

...

Abidabad Centre of
Village
Cbattsck Monument*
Jaintiapnr Thannah*
Sylhet Church*

(

...

I

...

24 33 35 91 16 36
25 2 10 91 4'2 20
25 8 7 92 10 2
24 63 23 91 64 40

BENGAL, LOWER PROVINCES.
DI~TRICT.

Height
Latitude. Longitude. above
--Sea.
-

PLACR

900

BackergunjCityCentre $2 & 8'0
i2 25
Burrisnl Centre of
20 41 50 90 24 20
1 Pirij ur Centre of
vieage
22 34 30 90 0 40

Feet.

...

...

BALAsonE

{

...
...
...
...

Ralasore Spire*
21 30 12 86 58 16
Bbadruk Centre of
Town
21 3 0 86 33 81
Jellasore ditto
21 47 80 87 13 26
Bnnkura Telegraph* 23 14 8
Rishenpore Dome* ... 23 4 21
Raghonathpore Tel.* 23 31 81

I3 H A O u
POKE

((BhagulporeCleveland
Monument*
...
3 1 ongVillnge(;entre
... { ~ n k p u r ditto ...
Permesaipurditto ...

I.-

...

Sultanganj d ~ t l o

25 15 16
25 15 15
26 19 40
'25 23 30
25 14 45

87 6 31
87 22 11
86 42 82
87 2 29
87 I6 51
87 i 41
86 58 36
86 47 6

Obtainad from Qrent Trigonomctricnl S u n q Records.

REMARK^.

chi
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LATITUDES AND LONGITUDES.--( Continued.)
BENGAL, LOWER PR0VINUES.--(C&ird.)

I

PLAOE.

DISTRI~.

I I
--Latitude. Longituda

Height
above

w.

Bsxrura

Tom

BOORA

...

15oori Jail*
Adhumdighi Centre
of Village
Bogra City Centre ...
Budalpchi Centre of
Village
Sibganj ditto
dssen~ole Village

i

...

...
...

24 49 5
24 60 40
24 5950
25 1 0

...

23 41 45

...
...
of

28 15 50
23 18 20

Burdwnn Centre of
Culna Temple*
Raniganj Centre
Town
(BettiabRsja'rPalace*

...

28

as ao
B. M. in

Moteeharea Village*

Raja's
House
B. BI. i n & l l w * s
Katcheri

YullyeBurialGroand*
Segowlie Temple*

B. Y. in Temple

26 48 6

...

near
Maharsj
Rnjendar Kisore

Smg's well.

Ramnsgsr R a j a ' s
House*
.Hatwnl Town House*
Bnrknl Fnlls
Bunderbain Villaue

...

f

...

temple near Cour?
21
House*
Kumarin Centre of
22
Yir ka Sarai Centre
of Village
22
PolataiGuardof Town 22
Ramu Centreof Town 21
1Haugamatia
22

...

I
I
I

...
...

...
...

26 81
a0 16

46 4
4 15
24 55
E8 27

Cuttack Fort*
20 29 4
C u t t a c k Commiss i o n e r ' s House,
( h l b a u h*
... 20 27 85
~ a ~ i ~ n r ~ f i h g e ~ ePOn 50
t r e15
Patlamundi ditto
20 85 5
CSokinda
ditto ... 20 58 40

...
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LATITUDES AND LONGITUDES.-(Continued.)
BENQAL, L O W E R PROV1NUES.-(Cbntinwd.)
Latitude. Longitude.

PUCS.

Drara~n.

Height
above

sen.
--0

#

10

0

#

n

BhowalVill eCentre 28 69 80 90 28 10
28 27 6 90 83 20
(Bikram nryort
Dacca& Centre
23 42 80 90 26 0
Manikganj Village
23 62 35 90 4 6
&bar Village Centre 'La 60 W 90 17 16

REMARKS.

Feet.

...
...
...

(Birch Hill Survey
Station*
Daling Fort
DarjeelingCbnrch* ...
Dumsong Centre of
Village
H ~ g v Centre
n
of

...
...
...

88 17 68
88 46 0
88 18 36

6.886
8,666

27 8 18 88 88 8

6,al3

27 8 23
27 1 6
27 2 48

II
1
...
Ja2itz8 ... n
...
I
...

D A R J ~ ~ ~ L {I N Q
survey
Karaion Centre of
Village
Pankabaree C n a of
Village
Senchal Hill Survey
Station*
Tonploo Centre of
I Village
(BirganjVillageCaatre

...
...

1

I
I

Chintaman ditto

Dlnn~poon.. { Dinajpoor, house
Station*

...
in
...

7,460

26 62 40

88 19 80

4,520

26 60 46

88 18 85

1,800

26 69 5

88 20 11

8,610

27 1 5 1

88 7 2 9

10,084

25 61 80

88 41 40

35 26 10 88 67 80

88 40 13

25 25 80

89 7 10

26 10 2

86 66 89

26 21 10

86 7 9

26 51 88
1 ~ a j ~ u r C e n t r e oown
f

86 43 11

...

...
{ ~ uTown
d h n b m centre
i
of
...
(Pureedpore

...

88 1s 26

Village

(Durbhanga*

POOR

88 17 40

a

2

25 86 84

Nawabgahj
1 Centre

DoraallQr

26 66 40

Coart-

...

28 86 26

89 58 11

Centre 38 47 40

89 26 81

Shodpnr or Sindpur
23 26 85
Villagehtre

89 42 61

...

162 B.Y. in Billiard
and bath room.
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APPENDIX.

LATITUDES AND LONGITUDES.-(Conritfued.)
BENGAL, LOWER PROVINCES.--( Contiwed.)
Height

PLACE.

DISTRI~.

{ Bonaigarh
nwn
(Janakpura
Town

Centre of

...
Centre of
...

0

I

I,

Feet.

21 44 0
23 42 68

H i n ~ t r e o f T o w n 21 66 30
(Suadi
ditto
22 7 30

...
Centre
(Jashpnrnagar
of Town
...
Centre of
{ Sonahut
TOR
...
Bisrampur
...
Jhilmil~Town
...
Perta or
ditto ...
Bsmk2a
ditto ...

23 7 13
23 24 15
23 29 23
238940

(Rabkob
Town

22 28 20

Centre

22 53 0
23 29 0

of

...

Bajidpur Telegraph* 24 43 28
Behar, City, Temple* 25 11 5R
Budh Gra Pagoda* ... 24 41 45
{ ~ ~ a . ~ a b s i l a ~ a ~ 24
o d 48
a *44
Howinnbad Town*
24 31 31
Sherghatty Fort*
24 83 24
[Daodnagar Town*
26 2 39

...
...

I

~ A Z A R R E BAQH

...

I

...

1

leum*
Razaribngh churcii
Khararbari
Coa 1
Mines, Bun@low+
Parasoath Hill Sur-

AgartollaRaja'sPald
f Randel Church B b -

I

HooaFILY

1I

...
...

Cbq!iw*h
CoIIegc?...
Serumpore Church*
Pondua Durea*
H;,&l?
*Katcheri

...

...
...

with
H O ~ I C A H Bali Sugar Work's
I ~himnG*
FortGlosterChimnev*
Howrah Ruabmjee's
House*

I

...

22 54 44
22 8R 43
22 29 26
22 55 16

Obhined from QmtTrigonornetrid Sarvey Booord#.
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APPENDIX.

LATITUDES AND LONGITUDES.-(Continued.)
BENGCAL, LOWER PROVINCES.-(Cbnt.intted.)
--

DISTKI~.

Julpaigori Raja's Palace*
l i l i m r i Centre of

...

Feet.
26 32 20

1
... 1

K m h Behar*
... 26 19 86
Mainagoree Temple* 26 17 '19
Mekugnnj Centre of
Village
26 W 83

j

(Gajol Village Cenke
Kaliacbak ditto
Rlalda City Centre
Nnwabganj Village
Centre

...
...
...

Chasnunda
Centre
Manbazar
{ Centre

Village

...

23 38 0

...

28 3 40

...

23 53 55

...

...
Jargaon House* ...
Kbarakpoor Fort* ...
Mooghyr Fort*
...
S u l h ~ g a n House*
j
...

[Sot.

ditto

...

47
56
52
24

0
55
20
48

22 18 2
25
25
25
25

27 26
7 21
2f 32
15 14

24 20 0
24 G 8

...

24 11 6

...
...

24 17 50
24 35 '10

...

(Hajipoor Temple*
HariarChatnrl'emple*
bfozufferpore
Setamuree Centre of
Torn
...

I

?~~OZUFWER{
PUK

21
26
22
22

Centre

BerhamporeHospital*
MOORPHED- Moorshedabad Centre
ABAD
of City
Nnlllati Centre of

...

24 85 48

Village

(Contai Village Centre
Dantun
ditto
Gurhbeta ditto ...
BfidnaporePnrkhouse*
Tumlook Salt Agent's
1 Eiouse*

1 f Bhagwangola
of Village

25 13 8
24 51 15
25 2 30

...

23 40 50
25 40 49
26 7 23
26 85 20
I

O b b e d from Qrual Trisonometrid Survey Beoorbs.

APPENDIX.

C ~ X

LATlTUDES AND LONGITUDES.--(Continued.)
BENGAL, LOWER P R O V I N 0 E S . - - ( W i n d . )
Latitnda Longitude.

PLACE.

Drmslcr.

(Jamdpur Tom*
Mymensing City*

...
...

Bepamgan j Centre of
Village
BulloahVillageCentre
NoacollyTownCantre
Sundeep bland*

...

...

.
$4 d6 I5 8% 56 55
24 45 50 90 26 64
22
22
22
42

66 0
62 40
48 0
27 6

91 9
90 56
91 8
91 83

0

10
0
87

...
...

Kishnagar City*
23 23 23 88 32 37
SantipurTemple*
23 14 24 88 29 6
SookaegorPakaHoase* 23 8 26 88 81 82
r

h o u ~ . . . Angul Centre of Town
ATE~ARA
Athgarh

.-

.-

ditto

f Hondapa

ditto

BARXI... Bankigarh

ditto

m b~
a .ditto
B i ~1hm
BOAD... BoM
ditto

...
...
...
...
...

20 47 60 85 1 26
20 81 80 86 40 31
20 66 40 84 48 41
20 21 80 86 83 11
P0 26 16 86 22 41
20 60 20 84 21 41

DABPALA
Daspah

ditto

2 D R ~ K A)Denkana1

ditto

...
...

9

ditto

... 20 86 20

86 14 26

ditto

...

21 37 25

85 87 81

ditto

... M 15 60

86 12 6 l

&

...

."

HINDOL Hind01

d

f Keonjhu

y2.1
1Khmdpara
-2

Lahara
LAHAICA
MOHH- Raripada
c BMANJ...(Daspur

ditto
ditto
ditto

Narsioghpurditto
NIU~IRI Nilgiri
,

]y

...

20 89 45 85 83 16

...
...

2126 0 851346
21 66 5 86 45 41
21 67 40 86 7 11

...

20 28 0 86 7 1

ditto

...
...

ditto

20 18 40 84 66 21

21 27 20 86 48 41
20 7 45 86 7 66

R A ~ P U RRBnpnr

ditto

...

20 3 65 85 28 26

TALOHIRTalchie

ditto

...

20 67 20 85 16 11

~TIQARIA
Tigaria

ditto

...

20 28 15 84 88 81

Height
above
sea.
Feet

Rrx~um.

&

AFTENDIX.

LATITUDES AND LONGITUDES.-(Continued.)
BENQAL,LOWER PR0V1NOES.--(&ntint1ed.)
DISTUICC.

Height
above
Sea.
---

PLACE.

Latitnde. Longitnde.
0

Pm*

...

{
{

0

I

,, Feet.

...

G T. 5. U M.

172

Lower Step. Top.

Gnat

...
...
Village Centre

Chatmohar

19 48 17

85 61 39

20 11 0
20 7 80

86 40 21

86 63 0

Viage
24 13 40
Doolni Village Centre 11 67 20
Puhna City Centre
24 0 28

89 20 20
89 84 8
89 17 31

Kisaen nn' Katcheri* 26 7 26
p u m a % dollectorate* 25 46 15

87 68 14
87 80 44

...

...

...

26 18 59
Sonakhoda h e W.
Tower*
26 15 25

...

88 19 56

244

88 14 30

220

NattoreVillageCentre 24 26 16

89 2 21

24 21 46
24 36 0

88 37 48
88 37 10

26 16 80
1 C hCentre
i~mari~i~ageceh.:
... 25 27 20

89 4 1 50

TannoreVill(r8Cantrr
(Bhowaniganj Village

Houae*

89 48 50

...

256816

894444
89 17 31

...

25 46 66

84 41 7

25 83 46
25 82 3

84 42 22
84 42 18

25
25
24
24

84
84
83
84

Rungporecity Centre 25 44 61

I
I

171

...

[Pipli

...

I

Dinapore Flag St@
25 38 19 85 6 8
Patna Gola*
26 87 12 85 10 67
Patna Collectorate
Cantre Chimney*
26 87 16 85 12 81

Jnggurnath

PULA

I

Arrah Collectorate*
Bataon'sHouae*
~:xnr Fort Flag S M
SHAHABAD...
{
(old)*
Domraon Temple*
Hhotasgurlt Building*
Sassernm Tomb*

...
...

...

34 24
82 69

37 9
66 69

ChaibassaCity Centre 22 38 15
Lalgarl~VillageCentre 22 14 0
8eraikela ditto
24 42 25

...

0
11
67
3

REX.\RKS.

46
42
30
i

85 61 0

86 54 15
85 58 40
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APPENDIX,

LATITUDES AND LONGITUDES.-(Continuecl.)
BENQAL, LOWER P R O V I N C ~ E S . - - ( ~ ~ U & ~ . )
Height
Latitude. Longitude. above

Place.

0

r

r

...

0

4

.

Rmrnxa

sea.

Fee+

Deogurh T e m p l e
24 29 84 86 44 35
Jomturrah Centre of
23 68 10 86 50 61
24 15 66 86 41 86

...

24 16 0 87 17 21

C o r n i l l a h Survey
Station*
2317 66 91 13 18
Daoclcandy Centre of
Village
23 32 20 90 45 20

...

...
...

23 15 0 90 53 40

...

28 84 80

91 6 25

..

22 80 26

88 17 86

...

22 45 40 88 23 62

'Akra Semaphore*
B a r r a c k p o r e Flag
Sm*
B~rnset M.gistnte's
Katcheri*
Base N. end Tower*
end T o r & +
Line

...

(S.

22 43 24 88 31 45
22 42 35 88 25 4
22 86 59 88 25 22

Calculta.
Armenian Church* 22 84 47
Fort Wm. Semahore Tower*
22 83 26
(3.
0.Dome* ... 22 34 19
Govt.TIouseDome* 22 84 2
KidderporeChurch* 22 32 25
T w s n T YIILMartiniereDome* 22 82 82
FOUR PICKairAaras { Ochterlony Dlonument*
OR
228347
StPaul'sCathedral* 22 82 40
Pesarormcr.
Surveyor-General's
Ofice, 46 Park
Street*
22 33 1
Diamond H a r b o u r
Flag S t d *
22 11 10
Do. do. Sema hore* 22 1 1 11
D m - D u m <j)hurch* 22 37 62
Hooghly Point*
2'2 12 89
Kedgree Semaphore* 21 52 85
K O W C O U ~~ i h t h o ~ +21
~ *60 la
S a a r M u d Point
dark*
21 55 60
.Silver Tree Obelisk* 21 67 68

6.

...

...

...
...
...

...

S o o n ns B -

... (

u u ~ ~ s

Saugor Islmd Lighthouse*

... 21 88 43

88 23 41
88 22 41
88 23 28
88 23 59
88 22 18
88 24 0

......

Survey Sution.

882330
88 23 24
88 23 69

18'11

88 13 87
88 13 47
88 27 61
88 7 6
88 0 46
87 59 11

......

88 9 15
88 11 23

88 6 2

Heightof Standard
Barometer in Observator
Custom

Sd-

APPENDIX.

LATITUDES AND LONGITUDES.--(Continued.)
BOMBAY PRESIDENCY.
D~sraxcrr.

Height
Latitude. Longitude. nbove

PLACE.

Sea.
---

O
' "
Ahmedabad City O ' "
23 1 26 72 37 21
Tower clerk*
Perrim Lighthouse* 21 85 5 1 72 23 88

...

Feet.

A I I M E D N AA
- hmednagar City
OAR
19 5 65 74 46 57
&atre

...

...

B a r ~ d n ~ l o ~ k t o ~ e r22* 17 59

...
Bemaurn ... Belganm Port*

B R O A C I ~ Broach or Baroch Stn.* 21 41 27

,.
Bhooj Town Temple*
...
Jekow Bunder*
...

Chaoki*
Dfandnvi Lighthouse*
Veriavow Town*

...

...

TY.

73 1 14

140

74 33 69

2,568

23 14 52
23 13 53

69 42 21
68 48 45

28 49 20
22 49 41
23 30 66

68 49 23
69 23 21
70 48 12

Dhuwar Katcheri*

75 2 42

Hebli Hill Ed *
Nargund B.
Sampgaon Mosque*

75 10 26
76 25 30
74 47 63

Bejt (Sur. 8ta)Town*
Bhownagnr Survey
Station in Town*
Diu Watch Tower
(Portu eae Fort)*
~warka~ple~~
Gogo House*

...

/

...
Morri Palm Tree* ...
Nnvibunder & E.,
...
...
Porebunder El. S M *

22 27 4

...
...

72 39 25
72 45 17

72 11 14

20 42 40
i22r e14* 13
21 40 43

71 1 89
69 0 3 1
72 19 80

23 22 18
22 49 43

73 4 39
70 53 46

26
29
88
18
47
13
67
8
21
14

126

2,586

101

75 62 80
69 8 11

21 45 55

21
21
21
RajkoteChurchTower* 22
LScrowFort W.Temple* '22
Arawad Town Centre 22
Dhoolia City Centre 20
S a d a Town Centre
21
Pal
ditto
21
Ravere ditto
91

...

185

15 5 1 37

... 15 27 3
... 15 28 60
%pie* 16
22
... 16 4347 85
City B ~ n g n KAIU
... (Cambay
low*
... 2222 4418 40
BauaChurch*
...
23
KALADGXI
... Kaladghi Town Centre 16 1 2 37
DA~wrn

73 16 8

57

69 49 40

17
41
36
15
30
57
30
60

69 38
70 50
7 1 14
75 29
74 47
75 55
75 66
76 4

169

1 71 50 13

13
11
41
7
0
46
27
27

656
766
1,810

Obtnincd from Oroat Trigonomotricd Surrey Wcord~.
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APPENDIX.

c~X~V

LATITUDES AND LONGITUDE6.-(Continued.)
BOMBAY PRESIDENUY.--(C~~~~~M~.)

NABIS

Deolali R Station ...
R. do. ...
...- Egutpoora
BlalipurnH. P da*

(

~ a s s Centre
k
%ity

...

...

STATE.

Poornu

...

Bholeehmu H. Pagoda*
Ganesh Khind*
Indapooe
Khanddla R. Btntion
Kirkee Church*
Lanowlie k Station...
Patas Pagoda*
Poona, St. Mary's
Church*
PoorundarH.Pagoda*
Singhar Fort*

...
...
...
...
...
...
...

Agonda Lighthouse*

An'adeepa FI.Staff*
cab Convent*

...

a

)

19
19
19
19

66
89
69
69

C

80
40
8
44

0

78
78
75
53

,

"

62 1
87 26
68 6
49 48

14 18 10

78 42 48

14 60 46

74 10 21

24 16 44

72 13 65

!M 9 68

72 29 9

18
18
18
18
18
18
18

74 16
73 62
75 0
!3 24
13 58
78 27
74 32

26
32
6
46
88
44
25

6
24
61
0
20
28
55

68
14
50
41
16
25

18 SO 23
18 16 33
18 21 62

73 55 89
74 0 46
73 47 46

15
14
15
16

78
74
73
78

29
45
27
6

26
86
41
12

48
9
49
57

1840

86

67
3
48
27

...

20 42 40 71 1 69
Goa Beehol Collage
16 18 34 74 2 81
Goa St. Dennis'
ChurehorRernsidia* 15 21 24 73 66 80
Mlrmrg.ornHoure*
16 1 6 2 4 74 0 10

...

QKUBI.

Fort*
Fort*
(Vingorla Signal*

...

...
...

17
17
I7
16
16
16

46
58
50
69
7
61

85
19
53
42
67
14

59
73
'78
78
73
73

14
6
88
18
65
89

36
1
47
43
15
24

Obtrlnad Lorn 0rr.l TrigooomoMd Suner Beoordh
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APPENDIX.

LATITUDES AND LONGITUDES.--(Continued.)
BOMBAY PRES1DENOY.-(Concluded.)
-

DISTIIICT.

SUEAT

PLACE.

Observatory*

r

o

r

r

...
...
...

17 65 14 78 42 44
17 41 80 74 2 1
17 1 69 74 88 40

Inland
Tower*
BycullaChurch*
Lighthouse*

r

16 68 69

SuratMinnretAdmsah*
rBasein, Centre of

...

o

...

...

TA~RA

BKMABK~.

---

) Wnri Town CBntre ...
Kern Survey Station..
Sholapoor Fort* ...
...
...

---

- -

-

IIeight
Latitude. Longitude. above
Sea.

Kaotn Town*
Mnbableabwar Survey Station*
Satnra City Centre
Tasgaoo Town*

$,rR:

--

...
...
...
...

Rt. Thoman' Cathl..
Rnigarh Palace'
Tannn, Centre
of

...
...

I6 64 28

~

~

t

73 61 80
2039
1669

74 89 55

21 12 19 72 51 57

160

19 50 10 72 51 14
18 57 31
18 68 6
18 63 40
18 68 46

72 66 41
72 52 23
'72 61 10
72 61 14

114

Height of Rond Stntion near Observatory.

18 65 50 72 52 30
18 13 69 78 29 8
19 11 25 73 1 28

PROVINCE O F SIND.
Under tha Gmemm of Bombay.
DISTRI~.

Height

PLACE.

...
...
End
...

KotreeFort
Aydrabad
Tauda

Bnse Line N.
Tower*
Base Line 8. End

...

I Kurrachee
tory*

.

4717

18 10 47 76 20 61
17 40 18 76 66 88
16 68 69

~

74 89 65

$5;1&

&3<13$

26 7 84 68 34 24
24 68 44 67 11 62
24 62 69 67 11 62

Ob-a-

Obkdnd from Orcat Trigonomotricrd Survor Rocorbr.

ralnsala

APPENDIX,

LATITUDES AND

LONGITUDES.-(Cmtinuul.)

P R O V I N C E O F S1ND.-(Concltcded.)
DISTRICT.

Latitude. Longitude.

PI.ACE.

REXAnrs.

sea.
---

..

Kurrachee Chorch*.
Lightho use...
KunnAenrr [Mat~ora
Cnpe*
-Conti ,,uc d. Monze
MuggerPirSnrv.Stn.*
Tatta Dome*

...
...
...
...

I

Height
above

Larkhana House*
&ti Dehra do.*
Rohree House*
Shikarpore House*.. .
CSukkur House*

...
...

4

0

r

0

I

"

24 51 9
24 47 21
24 50 3
2 1 59 16
24 44 7

67 4
67 1
66 42
67 3
67 57

27
27
27
27
27

68 1b 32
68 19 47
68 55 62
68 40 26
68 54 27

33
48
41
57
41

26
10
21
13
40

15
I7
28
56
55

Feet.

28
9

(Sp. L)B. M.

688

89

(Sp.L)B. H.inD.B.

194

( S p L)

24 50 89

69 29 28
25 4 28 69 41 61
26 21 48 69 46 30

...

24 a7 12

69 17 2

BRITISH BURMAH.
Height
Latitude. Longitude. above
Rlur~n~a.
sea.
---

PLACE.

o

I

o

rr

r

I?

Akyab Survey Station, on OldTemple* 20 8 63 92 65 10
Akyab Point, Flag StaE*

...

20 6 45

Kutubdia Lighthouse*

...

21 52 30 91 63 0

Kyouk-Phyooweatern-most Bungalow* 19 26 2
Mynnnong Survey Station in Hospital
Campound*

...

~~~t
72

92 66 30
126

93 34 39

18 17 68 95 21 82

Nanthakunor FoulIshdCentral Hill* 18 8 61 94 8 9

...

1826 7 9357 8

Port Blair, Chntham Island (Andamans)

11 41 13 92 42 44

Nuguan Inland Tree*

...

Prome Pngoda on Hill near Palm Tree* 18 47 63
Sandoway, Nando Temple*

... 18 28

Savage Island, Lighthouse*

...

...

95 18 23

9 94 24 21

20 6 7 92 56 89

116

Obtained from C m t Trigonomelriall Survey Records.

By Astrl. Obsm.

